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Introduction to Chemical Reaction Engineering and Kinetics is written primarily for

a first course in chemical reaction engineering (CRE) for undergraduate students in
chemical engineering. The purpose of the work is to provide students with a thorough
introduction to the fundamental aspects of chemical reactor analysis and design. For
this purpose, it is necessary to develop a knowledge of chemical kinetics, and therefore
the work has been divided into two inter-related parts: chemical kinetics and CRE. Included with this book is a CD-ROM containing computer software that can be used for
numerical solutions to many of the examples and problems within the book. The work
is primarily based on material given to undergraduate students in the Department of
Chemical Engineering and Applied Chemistry at the University of Toronto.

Scope and Organization of Material
The material in this book deals with kinetics and reactors. We realize that students
in many institutions have an introduction to chemical kinetics in a course on physical chemistry. However, we strongly believe that for chemical engineering students, kinetics should be fully developed within the context of, and from the point of view of,
CRE. Thus, the development given here differs in several important respects from that
given in physical chemistry. Ideal-flow reactor models are introduced early in the book
(Chapter 2) because of their use in kinetics investigations, and to get students accustomed to the concepts early. Furthermore, there is the additional purpose of drawing
a distinction between a reaction model (network) or kinetics scheme, on the one hand,
and a reactor model that incorporates a kinetics scheme, on the other. By a reaction
model, we mean the development in chemical engineering kinetics of an appropriate
(local or point) rate law, including, in the case of a multiphase system, the effects of
rate processes other than chemical reaction itself. By contrast, a reactor model uses the
rate law, together with considerations of residence-time and (if necessary) particle-size
distributions, heat, mass, and momentum transfer, and fluid mixing and flow patterns,
to establish the global behavior of a reacting system in a vessel.
We deliberately separate the treatment of characterization of ideal flow (Chapter 13)
and of nonideal flow (Chapter 19) from the treatment of reactors involving such flow.
This is because (1) the characterization can be applied to situations other than those involving chemical reactors; and (2) it is useful to have the characterization complete in
the two locations so that it can be drawn on for whatever reactor application ensues in
Chapters 14-18 and 20-24. We also incorporate nonisothermal behavior in the discussion of each reactor type as it is introduced, rather than treat this behavior separately
for various reactor types.
Our treatment of chemical kinetics in Chapters 2-10 is such that no previous knowledge on the part of the student is assumed. Following the introduction of simple reactor models, mass-balance equations and interpretation of rate of reaction in Chapter 2,
and measurement of rate in Chapter 3, we consider the development of rate laws for
single-phase simple systems in Chapter 4, and for complex systems in Chapter 5. This is
vii
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followed by a discussion of theories of reaction and reaction mechanisms in Chapters 6
and 7. Chapter 8 is devoted to catalysis of various types. Chapter 9 is devoted to reactions in multiphase systems. The treatment of chemical kinetics concludes in Chapter 10
with a discussion of enzyme kinetics in biochemical reactions.
Our treatment of Chemical Reaction Engineering begins in Chapters 1 and 2 and
continues in Chapters 11-24. After an introduction (Chapter 11) surveying the field,
the next five Chapters (12-16) are devoted to performance and design characteristics of four ideal reactor models (batch, CSTR, plug-flow, and laminar-flow), and to
the characteristics of various types of ideal flow involved in continuous-flow reactors.
Chapter 17 deals with comparisons and combinations of ideal reactors. Chapter 18
deals with ideal reactors for complex (multireaction) systems. Chapters 19 and 20
treat nonideal flow and reactor considerations taking this into account. Chapters 2124 provide an introduction to reactors for multiphase systems, including fixed-bed
catalytic reactors, fluidized-bed reactors, and reactors for gas-solid and gas-liquid
reactions.

Ways to Use This Book in CRJ3 Courses
One way in which the material can be used is illustrated by the practice at the University of Toronto. Chapters 1-8 (sections 8.1-8.4) on chemical kinetics are used for
a 40-lecture (3 per week) course in the fall term of the third year of a four-year program; the lectures are accompanied by weekly 2-hour tutorial (problem-solving) sessions. Chapters on CRE (ll-15,17,18, and 21) together with particle-transport kinetics
from section 8.5 are used for a similarly organized course in the spring term. There is
more material than can be adequately treated in the two terms. In particular, it is not
the practice to deal with all the aspects of nonideal flow and multiphase systems that are
described. This approach allows both flexibility in choice of topics from year to year,
and material for an elective fourth-year course (in support of our plant design course),
drawn primarily from Chapters 9,19,20, and 22-24.
At another institution, the use of this material depends on the time available, the requirements of the students, and the interests of the instructor. The possibilities include:
(1) a basic one-semester course in CRE primarily for simple, homogeneous systems,
using Chapters 1-4 (for kinetics, if required) and Chapters 11-17;
(2) an extension of (1) to include complex, homogeneous systems, using Chapters 5
(for kinetics) and 18 in addition;
(3) a further extension of (1) and (2) to include heterogeneous systems using Chapters 8 and 9 (for kinetics), and selected parts of Chapters 21-24;
(4) a final extension to nonideal flow, using Chapters 19 and 20.
In addition, Chapters 6 and 7 could be reserved for the enrichment of the treatment
of kinetics, and Chapter 10 can be used for an introduction to enzyme kinetics dealing
with some of the problems in the reactor design chapters.
Reviewers have suggested that this book may be used both at the undergraduate level
and at the beginning of a graduate course. The latter is not our intention or our practice,
but we leave this to the discretion and judgement of individual instructors.

Problem Solving and Computer Tools
We place primary emphasis on developing the students’ abilities to establish the working equations of an appropriate model for a particular reactor situation, and of course
to interpret and appreciate the significance of quantitative results. In an introductory
text in a field such as CRE, it is important to emphasize the development of principles,
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and to illustrate their application by means of relatively simple and idealized problem situations that can be solved with a calculator. However, with the availability of
computer-based solution techniques, it is desirable to go beyond this approach for several reasons:
(1) Computer software allows the solution of more complex problems that require
numerical, as opposed to analytical, techniques. Thus, a student can explore situations that more closely approximate real reactor designs and operating conditions. This includes studying the sensitivity of a calculated result to changing
operating conditions.
(2) The limitations of analytical solutions may also interfere with the illustration of
important features of reactions and of reactors. The consequences of linear behavior, such as first-order kinetics, may be readily demonstrated in most cases by
analytical techniques, but those of nonlinear behavior, such as second-order or
Langmuir-Hinshelwood kinetics, generally require numerical techniques.
(3) The development of mechanistic rate laws also benefits from computer simulations. All relevant elementary steps can be included, whereas, with analytical
techniques, such an exploration is usually impossible.
(4) Computer-aided visual demonstrations in lectures and tutorials are desirable for
topics that involve spatial and/or time-dependent aspects.
For these reasons, we include examples and problems that require numerical techniques for their solution together with suitable computer software (described below).

v
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Computer Software: E-Z Solve: The Engineer’s Equation Solving and
Analysis Tool
Accompanying this book is a CD-ROM containing the computer software E-Z Solve,
developed by IntelliPro, Inc and distributed by John Wiley & Sons, Inc. It can be used
for parameter estimation and equation solving, including solution of sets of both nonlinear algebraic equations and differential equations. It is extremely easy to learn and
use. We have found that a single 2-hour tutorial is sufficient to instruct students in its
application. We have also used it in research problems, such as modeling of transient
behavior in kinetics investigations. Other computer software programs may be used,
if appropriate, to solve most of the examples and problems in the text that are solved
with the aid of E-Z Solve (indicated in the text by a computer icon shown in the margin above). The successful use of the text is not restricted to the use of E-Z Solve for
software support, although we encourage its use because of its capabilities for nonlinear parameter estimation and solution of coupled differential and algebraic equations.
Appendix D provides examples illustrating the use of the software for these types of
problems, along with the required syntax.

Web Site
A web site at www.wiley.com/college/missen
is available for ongoing support of this
book. It includes resources to assist students and instructors with the subject matter,
such as sample files, demonstrations, and a description of the E-Z Solve software appearing on the CD-ROM that accompanies this book.
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1
Introduction
In this introductory chapter, we first consider what chemical kinetics and chemical reaction engineering (CRE) are about, and how they are interrelated. We then introduce
some important aspects of kinetics and CRE, including the involvement of chemical stoichiometry, thermodynamics and equilibrium, and various other rate processes. Since
the rate of reaction is of primary importance, we must pay attention to how it is defined,
measured, and represented, and to the parameters that affect it. We also introduce some
of the main considerations in reactor design, and parameters affecting reactor performance. These considerations lead to a plan of treatment for the following chapters.
Of the two themes in this book, kinetics and CRE, the latter is the main objective,
and we consider kinetics primarily as it contributes to, and is a part of, CRE.

1.1

NATURE AND SCOPE OF CHEMICAL KINETICS
Chemical kinetics is concerned with the rates of chemical reactions, that is, with the
quantitative description of how fast chemical reactions occur, and the factors affecting
these rates. The chemist uses kinetics as a tool to understand fundamental aspects of
reaction pathways, a subject that continues to evolve with ongoing research. The applied chemist uses this understanding to devise new and/or better ways of achieving
desired chemical reactions. This may involve improving the yield of desired products
or developing a better catalyst. The chemical engineer uses kinetics for reactor design
in chemical reaction or process engineering.
A legitimate objective of chemical kinetics is to enable us to predict beforehand the
rate at which given chemical substances react, and to control the rate in some desirable
fashion; alternatively, it is to enable us to “tailor” chemical reactions so as to produce
substances with desirable chemical characteristics in a controllable manner, including
choice of an appropriate catalyst. Quantum mechanical calculations theoretically provide the tools for such predictions. Even with today’s powerful computers, however, we
are far from being in a position to do this in general, and we must study experimentally
each reacting system of interest in order to obtain a quantitative kinetics description of
it.

1.2

NATURE AND SCOPE OF CHEMICAL REACTION ENGINEERING
Chemical reaction engineering (CRE) is concerned with the rational design and/or
analysis of performance of chemical reactors. What is a chemical reactor, and what
does its rational design involve? A chemical reactor is a device in which change in com1
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position of matter occurs by chemical reaction. The chemical reaction is normally the
most important change, and the device is designed to accomplish that change. A reactor
is usually the “heart” of an overall chemical or biochemical process. Most industrial
chemical processes are operated for the purpose of producing chemical products such
as ammonia and petrochemicals. Reactors are also involved in energy production, as
in engines (internal-combustion, jet, rocket, etc.) and in certain electrochemical cells
(lead-acid, fuel). In animate objects (e.g., the human body), both are involved. The
rational design of this last is rather beyond our capabilities but, otherwise, in general,
design includes determining the type, size, configuration, cost, and operating conditions
of the device.
A legitimate objective of CRE is to enable us to predict, in the sense of rational
design, the performance of a reactor created in response to specified requirements and
in accordance with a certain body of information. Although great strides have been
taken in the past few decades toward fulfilling this objective, in many cases the best
guide is to base it, to some extent, on the performance of “the last one built.”

1.3

KINETICS AND CHEMICAL REACTION ENGINEERING
In chemical kinetics, the chemical reactor used to carry out the reaction is a tool for
determining something about the reacting system: rate of reaction, and dependence
of rate on various factors, such as concentration of species i (cJ and temperature (T).
In chemical reaction engineering (CRE), the information obtained from kinetics is a
means to determine something about the reactor: size, flow and thermal configuration,
product distribution, etc. Kinetics, however, does not provide all the information required for this purpose, and other rate processes are involved in this most difficult of
all chemical engineering design problems: fluid mechanics and mixing, heat transfer,
and diffusion and mass transfer. These are all constrained by mass (stoichiometric) and
energy balances, and by chemical equilibrium in certain cases.
We may consider three levels of system size to compare further the nature of kinetics
and of CRE. In order of increasing scale, these levels are as follows:

(1) Microscopic or molecular-a collection of reacting molecules sufficiently large to
constitute a point in space, characterized, at any given instant, by a single value
for each of ci, T, pressure (P), and density (p); for a fluid, the term “element of
fluid” is used to describe the collection;
(2) Local macroscopic-for example, one solid particle reacting with a fluid, in which
there may be gradients of ci, T, etc. within the particle; and
(3) Global macroscopic-for example, a collection or bed of solid particles reacting
with a fluid, in which, in addition to local gradients within each particle, there
may be global gradients throughout a containing vessel, from particle to particle
and from point to point within the fluid.
These levels are illustrated in Figure 1.1. Levels (1) and (2) are domains of kinetics
in the sense that attention is focused on reaction (rate, mechanism, etc.), perhaps in
conjunction with other rate processes, subject to stoichiometric and equilibrium constraints. At the other extreme, level (3) is the domain of CRE, because, in general, it is
at this level that sufficient information about overall behavior is required to make decisions about reactors for, say, commercial production. Notwithstanding these comments,
it is possible under certain ideal conditions at level (3) to make the required decisions
based on information available only at level (l), or at levels (1) and (2) combined. The
concepts relating to these ideal conditions are introduced in Chapter 2, and are used in
subsequent chapters dealing with CRE.
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Figure 1.1 Levels for consideration of system size

1.4 ASPECTS OF KINETICS
1.4.1

Rate of Reaction-Definition
We define the rate of reaction verbally for a species involved in a reacting system either
as a reactant or as a product. The system may be single-phase or multiphase, may have
fixed density or variable density as reaction proceeds, and may have uniform or varying
properties (e.g., p, cA, T, P) with respect to position at any given time. The extensive rate
of reaction with respect to a species A, R,, is the observed rate of formation of A:
R, =

moles A formed
mol
, e.g., s
unit time

(1.4-1)

The intensive rate of reaction, rA, is the rate referred to a specified normalizing quantity
(NQ), or rate basis, such as volume of reacting system or mass of catalyst:
moles A formed
mol
rA = (unit time)(unit NQ) e’g.’ (s)(m3)

(1.4-2)

The rate, RA or rA, as defined is negative if A is consumed, and is positive if A is
produced. One may also define a species-independent rate of reaction for a single reaction or step in a mechanism, but this requires further consideration of stoichiometry
(Section 1.4.4).
The rate r, is independent of the size of the reacting system and of the physical circumstances of the system, whereas RA is not. Thus, rA may be considered to be the
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“point” or “intrinsic” rate at the molecular level and is the more useful quantity. The
two rates are related as follows, with volume V as NQ:
For a uniform system, as in a well-stirred tank,
R, = rAV

(1.4-3)

For a nonuniform system,
R, =

IV

t-A dV

(1.4-4)

The operational interpretation of rA, as opposed to this verbal definition, does depend on the circumstances of the reacti0n.l This is considered further in Chapter 2 as a
consequence of the application of the conservation of mass to particular situations. Furthermore, r, depends on several parameters, and these are considered in Section 1.4.2.
The rate with respect to any other species involved in the reacting system may be related to rA directly through reaction stoichiometry for a simple, single-phase system,
or it may require additional kinetics information
a complex system. This aspect is
considered in Section 1.4.4, following a prelimi ry discussion of the measurement of
rate of reaction in Section 1.4.3.

1.4.2

Parameters Affecting Rate of Reaction: The Rate Law
Rate of reaction depends on a number of parameters, the most important of which are
usually

(1) The nature of the species involved in the reaction;
(2) Concentrations of species;
(3) Temperature;
(4) Catalytic activity;
(5) Nature of contact of reactants; and
(6) Wave-length of incident radiation.
These are considered briefly in turn.
(1) Many examples of types of very fast reactions involve ions in solution, such as the
neutralization of a strong acid by a strong base, and explosions. In the former case, the
rate of change may be dictated by the rate at which the reactants can be brought into
intimate contact. At the other extreme, very slow reactions may involve heterogeneous
reactions, such as the oxidation of carbon at room temperature. The reaction between
hydrogen and oxygen to form water can be used to illustrate both extremes. Subjected
to a spark, a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen can produce an explosion, but in the
absence of this, or of a catalyst such as finely divided platinum, the reaction is extremely
‘Attempts to define operationally the rate of reaction in terms of certain derivatives with respect to time (f)
are generally unnecessarily restrictive, since they relate primarily to closed static systems, and some relate to
reacting systems for which the stoichiometry must be explicitly known in the form of one chemical equation
in each case. For example, a IUPAC Commission (Mills, 1988) recommends that a species-independent rate
of reaction be defined by r = (l/v,V)(dnJdt), where vi and ni are, respectively, the stoichiometric coefficient
in the chemical equation corresponding to the reaction, and the number of moles of species i in volume V.
However, for a flow system at steady-state, this definition is inappropriate, and a corresponding expression
requires a particular application of the mass-balance equation (see Chapter 2). Similar points of view about rate
have been expressed by Dixon (1970) and by Cassano (1980).
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slow. In such a case, it may be wrongly supposed that the system is at equilibrium, since
there may be no detectable change even after a very long time.
(2) Rate of reaction usually depends on concentration of reactants (and sometimes
of products), and usually increases as concentration of reactants increases. Thus, many
combustion reactions occur faster in pure oxygen than in air at the same total pressure.
(3) Rate of reaction depends on temperature and usually increases nearly exponentially as temperature increases. An important exception is the oxidation of nitric oxide,
which is involved in the manufacture of nitric acid; in this case, the rate decreases as T
increases.
(4) Many reactions proceed much faster in the presence of a substance which is itself
not a product of the reaction. This is the phenomenon of catalysis, and many life processes and industrial processes depend on it. Thus, the oxidation of SO, to SO3 is greatly
accelerated in the presence of V,O, as a catalyst, and the commercial manufacture of
sulfuric acid depends on this fact.
(5) The nature or intimacy of contact of reactants can greatly affect the rate of reaction. Thus, finely divided coal burns much faster than lump coal. The titration of an
acid with a base occurs much faster if the acid and base are stirred together than if the
base is simply allowed to “dribble” into the acid solution. For a heterogeneous, catalytic
reaction, the effect may show up in a more subtle way as the dependence of rate on the
size of catalyst particle used.
(6) Some reactions occur much faster if the reacting system is exposed to incident
radiation of an appropriate frequenc$?%us,
a mixture of hydrogen and chlorine can be
kept in the dark, and the reaction to form hydrogen chloride is very slow; however, if
the mixture is exposed to ordinary light, reaction occurs with explosive rapidity. Such
reactions are generally called photochemical reactions.
The way in which the rate of reaction depends on these parameters is expressed mathematically in the form of a rate law; that is, for species A in a given reaction, the rate
law takes the general form
r, = r,(conc., temp., cat. activity, etc.)

(1.4-5)

The form of the rate law must be established by experiment, and the complete expression may be very complex and, in many cases, very difficult, if not impossible, to formulate explicitly.

1.4.3

Measurement of Rate of Reaction-Preliminary
The rate of chemical reaction must be measured and cannot be predicted from properties of chemical species. A thorough discussion of experimental methods cannot be
given at this point, since it requires knowledge of types of chemical reactors that can be
used, and the ways in which rate of reaction can be represented. However, it is useful to
consider the problem of experimental determination even in a preliminary way, since
it provides a better understanding of the methods of chemical kinetics from the outset.
We require a means to follow the progress of reaction, most commonly with respect
to changing composition at fixed values of other parameters, such as T and catalytic
activity. The method may involve intermittent removal of a sample for analysis or continuous monitoring of an appropriate variable measuring the extent of reaction, without
removal of a sample. The rate itself may or may not be measured directly, depending on
the type of reactor used. This may be a nonflow reactor, or a continuous-flow reactor,
or one combining both of these characteristics.
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A common laboratory device is a batch reactor, a nonflow type of reactor. As such, it
is a closed vessel, and may be rigid (i.e., of constant volume) as well. Sample-taking or
continuous monitoring may be used; an alternative to the former is to divide the reacting system into several portions (aliquots), and then to analyze the aliquots at different
times. Regardless of which of these sampling methods is used, the rate is determined indirectly from the property measured as a function of time. In Chapter 3, various ways of
converting these direct measurements of a property into measures of rate are discussed
in connection with the development of the rate law.

To illustrate a method that can be used for continuous monitoring of the composition of
a reacting system, consider a gas-phase reaction carried out in a constant-volume batch
reactor at a given temperature. If there is a change in moles of gas as reaction takes place,
the measured total pressure of the system changes continuously with elapsed time. For
example, suppose the reaction is A + B + C, where A, B, and C are all gases. In such a
case, the rate of reaction, ?-A, is related to the rate of decrease in the partial pressure of A,
PA, which is a measure of the concentration of A. However, it is the total pressure (P) that
is measured, and it is then necessary to relate P to PA. This requires use of an appropriate
equation of state. For example, if the reacting system canbe assumed to be a mixture of
ideal gases, and if only A is present initially at pressure pAo, PA = 2pA, - P at any instant.
Thus, the reaction can be followed noninvasively by monitoring P with respect to time (t).
However, ?-A must be obtained indirectly as a function of P (i.e., of PA) by determining, in
effect, the slope of the P (or p&t relation, or by using an integrated form resulting from
this (Chapter 3).
Other properties may be used in place of pressure for various kinds of systems: for
example, color, electrical conductivity, IR spectroscopy, and NMR.
Other methods involve the use of continuous-flow reactors, and in certain cases, the
rate is measured directly rather than indirectly. One advantage of a flow method is
that a steady-state can usually be established, and this is an advantage for relatively
fast reactions, and for continuous monitoring of properties. A disadvantage is that it
may require relatively large quantities of materials. Furthermore, the flow rate must be
accurately measured, and the flow pattern properly characterized.
One such laboratory flow reactor for a gas-phase reaction catalyzed by a solid (particles indicated) is shown schematically in Figure 1.2. In this device, the flowing gas
mixture (inlet and outlet indicated) is well mixed by internal recirculation by the rotating impeller, so that, everywhere the gas contacting the exterior catalyst surface is at the
same composition and temperature. In this way, a “point” rate of reaction is obtained.
Experimental methods for the measurement of reaction rate are discussed further in
Chapter 3, and are implicitly introduced in many problems at the ends of other chapters.
By these means, we emphasize that chemical kinetics is an experimental science, and
we attempt to develop the ability to devise appropriate methods for particular cases.

1.4.4

Kinetics and Chemical Reaction Stoichiometry
All chemical change is subject to the law of conservation of mass, including the conservation of the chemical elements making up the species involved, which is called
chemical stoichiometry (from Greek relating to measurement (-metry) of an element
(stoichion)). For each element in a closed reacting system, there is a conservation equa-
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Figure 1.2 Laboratory flow reactor for solid-catalyzed gas-

phase reaction (schematic adapted from Mahoney, 1974)
tion stating that the amount of that element is fixed, no matter how combined or recombined, and regardless of rate of reaction or whether equilibrium is attained.
Alternatively, e conservation of atomic species is commonly expressed in the form
of chemical equati
T ns, corresponding to chemical reactions. We refer to the stoichiometric constraints expressed this way as chemical reaction stoichiometry. A simple
system is represented by one chemical equation, and a complex system by a set of
chemical equations. Determining the number and a proper set of chemical equations
for a specified list of species (reactants and products) is the role of chemical reaction
stoichiometry.

The oxidation of sulfur dioxide to sulfur trioxide in the manufacture of sulfuric acid is
an example of a simple system. It involves 3 species (SO,, 0, and SO,) with 2 elements
(S and 0). The stoichiometry of the reaction can be represented by one, and only one,
chemical equation (apart from a multiplicative factor):
2 so, + 0, = 2 so,

(A)

or
-2so,-0,+2so,

= 0

09

Equation (A) or (B) stems from the fact that the two element balances involve three quantities related to amounts of the species. These balances may be written as follows:
For S:
lAnSOz + OAnOz + lAnso 3 = 0

(Cl

2Anso2 + 2Ano, + 3AnSo3 = 0

(D)

For 0:
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where Anso, = the change in moles of SO, by reaction, and similarly for Ano, and AnSo3.
The coefficients in equations (C) and (D) form a matrix A in which each column represents
a species and each row an element:

(

1 0 1

A=223

1

09

The entries in A are the subscripts to the elements in the molecular formulas of the substances (in an arbitrary order). Each column is a vector of the subscripts for a substance,
and A is called a formula matrix.
In this case, A can be transformed by elementary row operations (multiply the second
row by 1/2 and subtract the first row from the result) to the unit-matrix or reduced rowechelon form:

The form in (F) provides a solution for Anso and AnO in equations (C) and (D) in terms
of Anso,. This is
Anso = -AnsOs;

and Ano, = -(1/2)Anso,

((-3

which may be written as

The numbers - 1, - 1/2, and 1 in (G’) are in proportion to the stoichiometric coefficients
in equation (B), which provides the same interpretation as in (G) or (G’). The last column
in (F) gives the values of the stoichiometric coefficients of SO, and 0, (on the left side)
in a chemical equation involving one mole of SO3 (on the right side):
+1so, + 10 = lS0,

2 2

(W

or, in conventional form, on elimination of the fraction:

2s0, +o, = 2s0,

U-U

SO, and O2 are said to be component species, and SO, is a noncomponent species. The
number of components C is the rank of the matrix A (in this case, 2):
rank (A) = C

(1.4-6)

Usually, but not always, C is the same as the number of elements, M. In this sense, C is
the smallest number of chemical “building blocks” (ultimately the elements) required to
form a system of specified species.
More generally, a simple system is represented by

-$ viAi = 0
i=l

(l.4-7)
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where N is the number of reacting species in the system, vi is the stoichiometric coefficient for species i [negative (-) for a species written on the left side of = and positive
(+) for a species written on the right side], and Ai is the molecular formula for species
i . For a simple system, if we know the rate of reaction for one species, then we know the
rate for any other species from the chemical equation, which gives the ratios in which
species are reacted and formed; furthermore, it is sometimes convenient to define a
species-independent rate of reaction r for a simple system or single step in a mechanism (Chapter 6). Thus, in Example 1-2, incorporating both of these considerations, we
have

rso,
ro,
rso3
y=-.=---=-2

-1

2

where the signs correspond to consumption (-) and formation (+); r is positive.
More generally, for a simple system, the rates Y and ri are related by
r = rilui;

i = 1,2,...,N

(1.4-8) /

We emphasize that equation 1.4-7 represents only reaction stoichiometry, and has no
necessary implications for reaction mechanism or reaction equilibrium.2
In many cases
of simple systems, the equation can be written by inspection, if the reacting species and
their molecular formulas are known.
A complex reacting system is defined as one that requires more than one chemical
equation to express the stoichiometric constraints contained in element balances. In
such a case, the number of species usually exceeds the number of elements by more
than 1. Although in some cases a proper set of chemical equations can be written by
inspeefion, it is useful to have a universal, systematic method of generating a set for a
system of any complexity, including a simple system. Such a method also ensures the
correct number of equations (R), determines the number (C) and a permissible set
of components, and, for convenience for a very large number of species (to avoid the
tedium of hand manipulation), can be programmed for use by a computer.
A procedure for writing or generating chemical equations has been described by
Smith and Missen (1979; 1991, Chapter 2; see also Missen and Smith, 1989). It is an
extension of the procedure used in Example 1-2, and requires a list of all the species
2We use various symbols to denote different interpretations of chemical statements as follows (with SOa oxidation as an example):
2so2 + 02 = 2so3,

(1)

as above, is a chemical equation expressing only conservation of elements S and 0;
2so2 + 02 -+ 2so3

(2)

(also expresses conservation and) indicates chemical reaction occurring in the one direction shown at some
finite rate;
2so* + 02 e 2so3

(3)

(also expresses conservation and) indicates chemical reaction is to be considered to occur simultaneously in
both directions shown, each at some finite rate;
2so2 + o* =2so,

(4)

(also expresses conservation and) indicates the system is at chemical equilibrium; this implies that (net rate)
r = ri = 0.
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involved, their molecular formulas, and a method of solving the linear algebraic equations for the atom balances, which is achieved by reduction of the A matrix to A*. We
illustrate the procedure in the following two examples, as implemented by the computer algebra software Muthematica3 (Smith and Missen, 1997).4 (The systems in these
examples are small enough that the matrix reduction can alternatively be done readily by hand manipulation.) As shown in these examples, and also in Example 1-2, the
maximum number of linearly independent chemical equations required is5
R = N-rank(A) = N-C

(1.4-9)

A proper set of chemical equations for a system is made up of R linearly independent
equations.

The dehydrogenation of ethane (C,H,) is used to produce ethylene (C,H,), along with Hz,
but other species, such as methane (CH,) and acetylene (C,H,), may also be present in
the product stream. Using Muthematica,
determine C and a permissible set of components,
and construct a set of chemical equations to represent a reacting system involving these
five species.

SOLUTION
The system is formally represented by a list of species, followed by a list of elements, both
in arbitrary order:
W,H,,

Hz>

C,H,, CH,, C,H,), CC, W)

The procedure is in four main steps:

(1) The entry for each species (in the order listed) of the formula vector formed by the
subscripts to the elements (in the order listed):
C2H6 = {2,6}
H2 = {0,2}
C2H4 = {2,4}
CH4 = {1,4}
C2H2 = {2,2}

3Muthematica is a registered trademark of Wolfram Research, Inc.
4Any software that includes matrix reduction can be used similarly. For example, with Maple (Waterloo Maple,
Inc.), the first three steps in Example 1-3 are initiated by (1) with (linalg): ; (2) transpose (array ([list of species
as in (l)])); (3) rref (“). In many cases, the matrix reduction can be done conveniently by hand manipulation.
?hemical reaction stoichiometry is described more fully on a Web site located at http://www.chemicalstoichiometry.net. The site includes a tutorial and a Java applet to implement the matrix reduction method used
in the examples here.
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(2) The construction of the formula matrix A by the statement:
MatrixForm[Transpose[A = (C2H6, H2, C2H4, CH4, C2H2}]]
which is followed by the response:
2
6

0
2

2
4

1

4

2

2

(3) The reduction of A to the unit-matrix form A* by the statement:
RowReduce[ %]
which is followed by the response:
1
0

0
1

1
-1

1/2
1/2

1
-2

(4) Obtaining the chemical equation(s):
C = rank (A) = 2
(the number of l’s in the unit submatrix on the left). The columns in the unit submatrix represent the components, C,H, and H, (in that order) in this case. Each of
the remaining three columns gives the values of the stoichiometric coefficients of
the components (on the left side) in a chemical equation involving 1 mole of each
of the noncomponents (on the right side) in the order in the list above. Thus, the
maximum number of linearly independent chemical equations is

The set of three equations is
+lC,H, - lH, = lC,H,
1
1
++Hh + ZHZ = lCH,
+lC,H, - 2H, = lC,H,
This is referred to as a canonical form of the set, since each equation involves exclusively
1 mole of one noncomponent, together with the components as required. However, we
conventionally write the equations without minus signs and fractions as:
C,H, = H, + C,H,

(4

C2H, + H2 = 2CH,

(JV

C,H, = 2H, + C,H,

CC)

This set is not unique and does not necessarily imply anything about the way in which
reaction occurs. Thus, from a stoichiometric point of view, (A), (B), and (C) are properly
called equations and not reactions. The nonuniqueness is illustrated by the fact that any
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one of these three linearly independent equations can be replaced by a combination of
equations (A), (B), and (C). For example, (A) could be replaced by 2(B) - (A):
2H, + C,H, = 2CH,,

CD)

so that the set could consist of(B), (C), and (D). However, this latter set is not a canonical
set if C,H, and H, are components, since two noncomponents appear in (D).
There is a disadvantage in using Muthematica in this way. This stems from the arbitrary ordering of species and of elements, that is, of the columns and rows in A. Since
columns are not interchanged to obtain A* in the commands used, the unit submatrix
does not necessarily occur as the first C columns as in Example 1-3. The column interchange can readily be done by inspection, but the species designation remains with the
column. The following example illustrates this. (Alternatively, the columns may be left
as generated, and A* interpreted accordingly.)

Using Mathematics, obtain a set of chemical equations in canonical and in conventional
form for the system
{(CO,, H,O, H,, CH,, CO), (H, C, 0))
which could refer to the steam-reforming of natural gas, primarily to produce H,.
SOLUTION
Following the first two steps in the procedure in Example 1-3, we obtain
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

0

2

2

4

0

A< ( 21

01

00

01

11 1

Here the numbers at the tops of the columns correspond to the species in the order given,
and the rows are in the order of the elements given. After row reduction, Mathematics
provides the following:
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

0
1
0
A*= (

0
0
1

1
0
0

4
1
-2

1
1
-11

This matrix can be rearranged by column interchange so that it is in the usual form for A*;
the order of species changes accordingly. The resulting matrix is
(3)

**=

( 0;

(1)
0
1
0

(2)
0
0
1

(4)
4
1
-2

(5)
1
1
-1 1
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From this matrix, C = rank(M) = rank(A) = 3; the three components are H,, CO,, and
Hz0 in order. The two noncomponents are CH, and CO. Also, R = N - C = 5 - 3 = 2.
Therefore, a proper set of equations, indicated by the entries in the last two columns, is:
+4H, + lC0, - 2H,O = lCH,
+lH, + lC0, - lH,O = 1CO
in canonical form, or, in conventional canonical form,
4H, + CO, = 2H,O + CH,
H, + CO2 = H,O + CO
In general, corresponding to equation 1.4-7 for a simple system, we may write a set
of chemical equations for a complex system as

g VijAi = 0;

j=1,2 >..., R

(1.4-10)

where vii is the stoichiometric coefficient of species i in equation j , with a sign convention as given for equation 1.4-7.
These considerations of stoichiometry raise the question: Why do we write chemical
equations in kinetics if they don’t necessarily represent reactions, as noted in Example l-3? There are three points to consider:

(1) A proper set of chemical equations provides an aid in chemical “book-keeping”
to determine composition as reaction proceeds. This is the role of chemical stoichiometry. On the one hand, it prescribes elemental balances that must be obeyed
as constraints on reaction; on the other hand, in prescribing these constraints, it
reduces the amount of other information required (e.g., from kinetics) to determine the composition.
(2) For a given system, one particular set of chemical equations may in fact correspond to a set of chemical reactions or steps in a kinetics scheme that does represent overall reaction (as opposed to a kinetics mechanism that represents details
of reaction as a reaction path). The important consequence is that the maximum
!’
number of steps in a kinetics scheme is the same as the number (R) of chemical equations (the number of steps in a kinetics mechanism is usually greater),
and hence stoichiometry tells us the maximum number of independent rate laws
that we must obtain experimentally (one for each step in the scheme) to describe
completely the macroscopic behavior of the system.
(3) The canonical form of equation 1.4-10, or its corresponding conventional form,
is convenient for relating rates of reaction of substances in a complex system,
corresponding to equation 1.4-8 for a simple system. This convenience arises because the rate of reaction of each noncomponent is independent. Then the net
rate of reaction of each component can be related to a combination of the rates
for the noncomponents.

For the system in Example 1-3, relate the rates of reaction of each of the two components,
rCzH6 md ?-Hz 3 to the rates of reaction of the noncomponents.
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SOLUTION
From equation (A) in Example 1-3,
rC2H6

CA) _ ‘Gh

-1

1

Similarly from (B) and (C),
cB)
rC2H6
-1

rCH4
=2

cc)
rC2H6

_

and

-1

rGHz

1

Since k2H6 = k,H,cA> + k&p) + rC,H,(c)?

b-CzH6)

=

rC2H4

+

1
2-’cH4

+ rC~Hz

Similarly,
1
rH2 =

‘C2& - ~kHz, +

2rC2H2

If we measure or know any 3 of the 5 rates, then the other 2 can be obtained from these 2
equations, which come entirely from stoichiometry.
For a system involving N species, R equations, and C components, the results of Example 1-5 may be expressed more generally as

i = 1,2,. . . , C; j = 1,2, . . . , R

(1.4-11)

corresponding to equation 1.4!8. Equations 1.4-11 tell us that we require a maximum of
R = IV - C (from equation 1.4-9) independent rate laws, from experiment (e.g., one for
each noncomponent). These together with element-balance equations enable complete
determination of the time-course of events for the N species. Note that the rate of
reaction r defined in equation 1.4-8 refers only to an individual reaction in a kinetics
scheme involving, for example, equations (A), (B), and (C) as reactions in Example 1-3
(that is, to r(A), r(B), and rccj), and not to an “overall” reaction.

1.4.5 Kinetics and Thermodynamics/Equilibrium
Kinetics and thermodynamics address different kinds of questions about a reacting system. The methods of thermodynamics, together with certain experimental information,
are used to answer questions such as (1) what is the maximum possible conversion of
a reactant, and the resulting equilibrium composition of the reacting system at given
conditions of T and P, and (2) at given T and P, how “far” is a particular reacting
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system from equilibrium, in terms of the “distance” or affinity measured by the Gibbsenergy driving force (AG)? Another type of question, which cannot be answered by
thermodynamic methods, is: If a given reacting system is not at equilibrium, at what
rate, with respect to time, is it approaching equilibrium? This is the domain of kinetics.
These questions point up the main differences between chemical kinetics and chemical thermodynamics, as follows:
(1) Time is a variable in kinetics but not in thermodynamics; rates dealt with in the
latter are with respect to temperature, pressure, etc., but not with respect to time;
equilibrium is a time-independent state.
(2) We may be able to infer information about the mechanism of chemical change
from kinetics but not from thermodynamics; the rate of chemical change is dependent on the path of reaction, as exemplified by the existence of catalysis;
thermodynamics, on the other hand, is not concerned with the path of chemical change, but only with “state” and change of state of a system.
(3) The AG of reaction is a measure of the affinity or tendency for reaction to occur,
but it tells us nothing about how fast reaction occurs; a very large, negative AG,
as for the reaction C + 0, + CO,, at ambient conditions, although favorable
for high equilibrium conversion, does not mean that the reaction is necessarily
fast, and in fact this reaction is very slow; we need not be concerned about the
disappearance of diamonds at ambient conditions.
(4) Chemical kinetics is concerned with the rate of reaction and factors affecting the
rate, and chemical thermodynamics is concerned with the position of equilibrium
and factors affecting equilibrium.
Nevertheless, equilibrium can be an important aspect of kinetics, because it imposes
limits on the extent of chemical change, and considerable use is made of thermodynamics as we proceed.

1.4.6

Kinetics and Tkansport Processes
At the molecular or microscopic level (Figure l.l), chemical change involves only chemical reaction. At the local and global macroscopic levels, other processes may be involved in change of composition. These are diffusion and mass transfer of species as
a result of differences in chemical potential between points or regions, either within a
phase or between phases. The term “chemical engineering kinetics” includes all of these
processes, as may be required for the purpose of describing the overall rate of reaction.
Yet another process that may lead to change in composition at the global level is the
mixing of fluid elements as a consequence of irregularities of flow (nonideal flow) or
forced convection.
Still other rate processes occur that are not necessarily associated with change in composition: heat transfer and fluid flow. Consideration of heat transfer introduces contributions to the energy of a system that are not associated with material flow, and helps
to determine T. Consideration of fluid flow for our purpose is mainly confined to the
need to take frictional pressure drop into account in reactor performance.
Further details for quantitative descriptions of these processes are introduced as required.

1.5
1.51

ASPECTS OF CHEMICAL REACTION ENGINEERING
Reactor Design and Analysis of Performance
Reactor design embodies many different facets and disciplines, the details of some of
which are outside our scope. In this book, we focus on process design as opposed to
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mechanical design of equipment (see Chapter 11 for elaboration of these terms). Other
aspects are implicit, but are not treated explicitly: instrumentation and process control,
economic, and socioeconomic (environmental and safe-operation). Reactor design is a
term we may apply to a new installation or modification; otherwise, we may speak of
the analysis of performance of an existing reactor.

1.5.2

Parameters

Affecting

Reactor

Performance

The term “reactor performance” usually refers to the operating results achieved by a reactor, particularly with respect to fraction of reactant converted or product distribution
for a given size and configuration; alternatively, it may refer to size and configuration
for a given conversion or distribution. In any case, it depends on two main types of behavior: (1) rates of processes involved, including reaction and heat and mass transfer,
sometimes influenced by equilibrium limitations; and (2) motion and relative-motion
of elements of fluid (both single-phase and multiphase situations) and solid particles
(where involved), whether in a flow system or not.
At this stage, type (1) is more apparent than type (2) and we provide some preliminary discussion of (2) here. Flow characteristics include relative times taken by elements
of fluid to pass through the reactor (residence-time distribution), and mixing characteristics for elements of fluid of different ages: point(s) in the reactor at which mixing takes
place, and the level of segregation at which it takes place (as a molecular dispersion or
on a macroscopic scale). Lack of sufficient information on one or both of these types is
a major impediment to a completely rational reactor design.

1.5.3 Balance Equations
One of the most useful tools for design and analysis of performance is the balance equation. This type of equation is used to account for a conserved quantity, such as mass or
energy, as changes occur in a specified system; element balances and stoichiometry, as
discussed in Section 1.4.4, constitute one form of FUSS balance.
The balance is made with respect to a “control volume” which may be of finite (V)
or of differential (dV) size, as illustrated in Figure 1.3(a) and (b). The control volume is
bounded by a “control surface.” In Figure 1.3, rit, F, and 4 are mass (kg), molar (mol),
and volumetric (m3) rates of flow, respectively, across specified parts of the control surface,‘j and f! is the rate of heat transfer to or from the control volume. In (a), the control
volume could be the contents of a tank, and in (b), it could be a thin slice of a cylindrical
tube.

4in

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.3 Control volumes of finite (V) size (a) and of differential (dV) size (b) with
material inlet and outlet streams and heat transfer (b, Sb)

@Ike “dot” in riz is used to distinguish flow rate of mass from static mass, m. It is not required for F and q, since
these symbols are not used for corresponding static quantities. However, it is also used for rate of heat transfer,
d, to distinguish it from another quantity.
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The balance equation, whether for mass or energy (the two most common uses for
our purpose), is of the form:

Equation 1.5-1 used as a mass balance is normally applied to a chemical species. For
a simple system (Section 1.4.4) only one equation is required, and it is a matter of
convenience which substance is chosen. For a complex system, the maximum number
of independent mass balance equations is equal to R, the number of chemical equations
or noncomponent species. Here also it is largely a matter of convenience which species
are chosen. Whether the system is simple or complex, there is usually only one energy
balance.
The input and output terms of equation 1.5-1 may each have more than one contribution. The input of a species may be by convective (bulk) flow, by diffusion of some
kind across the entry point(s), and by formation by chemical reaction(s) within the control volume. The output of a species may include consumption by reaction(s) within the
control volume. There are also corresponding terms in the energy balance (e.g., generation or consumption of enthalpy by reaction), and in addition there is heat transfer
(b), which does not involve material flow. The accumulation term on the right side of
equation 1.5-1 is the net result of the inputs and outputs; for steady-state operation, it
is zero, and for unsteady-state operation, it is nonzero.
The control volume depicted in Figure 1.3 is for one fixed in position (i.e., fixed observation point) and of fixed size but allowing for variable mass within it; this is often
referred to as the Eulerian point of view. The alternative is the Lagrangian point of
view, which focuses on a specified mass of fluid moving at the average velocity of the
system; the volume of this mass may change.
In further considering the implications and uses of these two points of view, we may
find it useful to distinguish between the control volume as a region of space and the
system of interest within that control volume. In doing this, we consider two ways of
describing a system. The first way is with respect to flow of material:

(Fl) Continuous-flow system: There is at least one input stream and one output stream
of material; the mass inside the control volume may vary.

(F2) Semicontinuous-flow or semibatch system: There is at least one input stream or
one output stream of material; the mass inside the control volume does vary for
the latter.
(F3) Nonflow or static system: There are no input or output streams of material; the
mass inside the control volume does not vary.
A second way of describing a system is with respect to both material and energy
flows:

(Sl)

An open system can exchange both material and energy with its surroundings.
(S2) A closed system can exchange energy but not material with its surroundings.
(S3) An isolated system can exchange neither material nor energy with its surroundings.

In addition,
(S4) An adiabatic system is one for which 0 = 0.
These two ways of classification are not mutually exclusive: Sl may be associated with
Fl or F2; S2 with Fl or F3; S3 only with F3; and S4 with Fl or F2 or F3.
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1.54

An Example of an Industrial Reactor
One of the most important industrial chemical processes is the manufacture of sulfuric
acid. A major step in this process is the oxidation of SO, with air or oxygen-enriched air
in the reversible, exothermic reaction corresponding to equation (A) in Example 1-2:
so, + ;oz 2 so,
This is carried out in a continuous-flow reactor (“SO, converter”) in several stages, each
stage containing a bed of particles of catalyst (promoted V,O,).
Figure 1.4 shows a schematic diagram of a Chemetics SO, converter. The reactor
is constructed of stainless steel and consists of two vertical concentric cylinders. The
inner cylinder contains a heat exchanger. The outer cylinder contains four stationary
beds of catalyst, indicated by the rectangular shaded areas and numbered 1,2, 3, and
4. The direction of flow of gas through the reactor is indicated by the arrows; the flow
is downward through each bed, beginning with bed 1. Between the beds, which are
separated by the inverted-dish-shaped surfaces, the gas flows from the reactor to heat
exchangers for adjustment of T and energy recovery. Between beds 3 and 4, there is
Hot Bypass

F r o m inter-reheat exchanger

To cold heat
exchanger
and final tower

(a-

Gas ex cold heat exchanger

From cold reheat exchanger

J

To cold reheat
exchanger
and inter tower

Inter-reheat
exchanger

I

I

Figure 1.4 Schematic diagram of a four-stage Chemetics SO2 converter (courtesy Kvaemer-Chemetics Inc.)
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also flow through an “inter tower” for partial absorption of SO, (to form acid). The
gas from bed 4 flows to a “final tower” for complete absorption of S03. During passage
of reacting gas through the beds, the reaction occurs adiabatically, and hence T rises.
The operating temperature range for the catalyst is about 400°C to 600°C. The catalyst
particles contain a few percent of the active ingredients, and are either cylindrical or
ringlike in shape, with dimensions of a few mm. From economic and environmental
(low SO,-emission) considerations, the fractional conversion of SO, should be as high
as possible, and can be greater than 99%.
Some important process design and operating questions for this reactor are:

(1) Why is the catalyst arranged in four shallow beds rather than in one deeper bed?
(2) What determines the amount of catalyst required in each bed (for a given plant
capacity)? How is the amount calculated?
(3) What determines the depth and diameter of each bed? How are they calculated?
(4) What determines the temperature of the gas entering and leaving each stage?
The answers to these questions are contained in part in the reversible, exothermic
nature of the reaction, in the adiabatic mode of operation, and in the characteristics of
the catalyst. We explore these issues further in Chapters 5 and 21.
1.6

DIMENSIONS AND UNITS
For the most part, in this book we use SI dimensions and units (SI stands for Ze systdme
international d’uniti%). A dimension is a name given to a measurable quantity (e.g.,
length), and a unit is a standard measure of a dimension (e.g., meter (for length)). SI
specifies certain quantities as primary dimensions, together with their units. A primary
dimension is one of a set, the members of which, in an absolute system, cannot be related
to each other by definitions or laws. All other dimensions are secondary, and each can
be related to the primary dimensions by a dimensional formula. The choice of primary
dimensions is, to a certain extent, arbitrary, but their minimum number, determined
as a matter of experience, is not. The number of primary dimensions chosen may be
increased above the minimum number, but for each one added, a dimensional constant
is required to relate two (or more) of them.
The SI primary dimensions and their units are given in Table 1.1, together with their
dimensional formulas, denoted by square brackets, and symbols of the units. The number of primary dimensions (7) is one more than required for an absolute system, since

Table 1.1 SI primary dimensions and their units

Dimension
(quantity)
length
mass
amount of substance
time
temperature
electric current
luminous intensity
dimensional constant
molar mass

Dimensional
formula
[Ll
WI

P&l
rt1

PI
[II
(not used here)
PflD4J’

a The value is specific to a species.

Unit
meter
kilogram
mole
second
kelvin
ampere
candela
kg mol- ’

Symbol
of unit
G
mol
Ii
A
cd
symbol
Ma
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Table 1.2 Important SI secondary dimensions and their units

Dimension
(quantity)
area
volume
force
pressure
energy
molar heat capacity

Dimensional
formula

Symbol
of unit

Unit
square meter
cubic meter
newton
Pascal
joule
(no name)

1L12
[L13
MMtl-*
M[W1[tl-2
[Ml[L12[tl-2
~~1~~12~~1-2~~~1-‘~~1-1

m2
m3
N
Pa( = N mm*)
J( -Nm)
J mol-’ K-l

there are two (mass and amount of substance) that relate to the same quantity. Thus,
a dimensional constant is required, and this is the molar mass, denoted by M, which is
specific to the species in question.
Table 1.2 gives some important SI secondary dimensions and their units, together
with their dimensional formulas and symbols of the units. The dimensional formulas
may be confirmed from definitions or laws.
Table 1.3 gives some commonly used non-S1 units for certain quantities, together
with conversion factors relating them to SI units. We use these in some examples and
problems, except for the calorie unit of energy. This last, however, is frequently encountered.
Still other units encountered in the literature and workplace come from various other
systems (absolute and otherwise). These include “metric” systems (c.g.s. and MKS),
some of whose units overlap with SI units, and those (FPS) based on English units.
The Fahrenheit and Rankine temperature scales correspond to the Celsius and Kelvin,
respectively. We do not use these other units, but some conversion factors are given in
Appendix A. Regardless of the units specified initially, our approach is to convert the
input to SI units where necessary, to do the calculations in SI units, and to convert the
output to whatever units are desired.
In associating numerical values in specified units with symbols for physical quantities, we use the method of notation called “quantity calculus” (Guggenheim, 1967,
p. 1). Thus, we may write V = 4 X 10e2 m3, or V/m3 = 4 X 10m2, or lo2 V/m3 = 4.
This is useful in headings for columns of tables or labeling axes of graphs unambiguously. For example, if a column entry or graph reading is the number 6.7, and the column heading or axis label is 103rnlmol L-%-i, the interpretation is r, = 6.7 X 10e3
mol L-ls-l.

Table 1.3 Commonly used non-S1

units

Quantity

Unit

Symbol of
unit

Relation to
SI unit

volume

liter

L

pressure

bar

bar

calorie
degree Celsius
minute
hour

cal
“C
min
h

lo3 cm3 = 1 dm3
= 10m3 m3
lo5 Pa = 100 kPa
= lo-’ MPa
4.1840 J
T/K = TPC + 273.15
60s
3600s

energy
temperature
time
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1.7

PLAN OF TREATMENT IN FOLLOWING CHAPTERS

1.7.1 Organization of Topics
This book is divided into two main parts, one part dealing with reactions and chemical
kinetics (Chapters 2 to lo), and the other dealing with reactors and chemical reaction
engineering (Chapters 2 and 11 to 24). Each chapter is provided with problems for
further study, and answers to selected problems are given at the end of the book.
Although the focus in the first part is on kinetics, certain ideal reactor models are
introduced early, in Chapter 2, to illustrate establishing balance equations and interpretations of rate (Ye), and as a prelude to describing experimental methods used in
measuring rate of reaction, the subject of Chapter 3. The development of rate laws for
single-phase simple systems from experimental data is considered in Chapter 4, with
respect to both concentration and temperature effects. The development of rate laws
is extended to single-phase complex systems in Chapter 5, with emphasis on reaction
networks in the form of kinetics schemes, involving opposing, parallel, and series reactions. Chapters 6 and 7 provide a fundamental basis for rate-law development and
understanding for both simple and complex systems. Chapter 8 is devoted to catalysis of various types, and includes the kinetics of reaction in porous catalyst particles.
A treatment of noncatalytic multiphase kinetics is given in Chapter 9; here, models for
gas-solid (reactant) and gas-liquid systems are described. Chapter 10 deals with enzyme
kinetics in biochemical reactions.
The second part of the book, on chemical reaction engineering (CRE), also begins
in Chapter 2 with the first introduction of ideal reactor models, and then continues in
Chapter 11 with further discussion of the nature of CRE and additional examples of various types of reactors, their modes of operation, and types of flow (ideal and nonideal).
Chapter 12 develops design aspects of batch reactors, including optimal and semibatch
operation. In Chapter 13, we return to the topic of ideal flow, and introduce the characterization of flow by age-distribution functions, including residence-time distribution
(RTD) functions, developing the exact results for several types of ideal flow. Chapters 14 to 16 develop the performance (design) equations for three types of reactors
based on ideal flow. In Chapter 17, performance characteristics of batch reactors and
ideal-flow reactors are compared; various configurations and combinations of flow reactors are explored. In Chapter 18, the performance of ideal reactor models is developed
for complex kinetics systems in which the very important matter of product distribution
needs to be taken into account. Chapter 19 deals with the characterization of nonideal
flow by RTD measurements and the use of flow models, quite apart from reactor considerations; an introduction to mixing behavior is also given. In Chapter 20, nonideal
flow models are used to assess the effects of nonideal flow on reactor performance for
single-phase systems. Chapters 21 to 24 provide an introduction to reactors for multiphase systems: fixed-bed catalytic reactors (Chapter 21); reactors for gas-solid (noncatalytic) reactions (Chapter 22); fluidized-bed reactors (Chapter 23); and bubble-column
and stirred-tank reactors for gas-liquid reactions (Chapter 24).

1.7.2

Use of Computer Software for Problem Solving
The solution of problems in chemical reactor design and kinetics often requires the use
of computer software. In chemical kinetics, a typical objective is to determine kinetics rate parameters from a set of experimental data. In such a case, software capable
of parameter estimation by regression analysis is extremely useful. In chemical reactor
design, or in the analysis of reactor performance, solution of sets of algebraic or differential equations may be required. In some cases, these equations can be solved an-
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alytically. However, as more realistic features of chemical reactor design are explored,
analytical solutions are often not possible, and the investigator must rely on software
packages capable of numerically solving the equations involved. Within this book, we
present both analytical and numerical techniques for solving problems in reactor design
and kinetics. The software used with this book is E-Z Solve. The icon shown in the
margin here is used similarly throughout the book to indicate where the software is
mentioned, or is employed in the solution of examples, or can be employed to advantage
in the solution of end-of-chapter problems. The software has several features essential
to solving problems in kinetics and reactor design. Thus, one can obtain
(1) Linear and nonlinear regressions of data for estimation of rate parameters;
(2) Solution of systems of nonlinear algebraic equations; and
(3) Numerical integration of systems of ordinary differential equations, including
“stiff)’ equations.
The E-Z Solve software also has a “sweep” feature that allows the user to perform
sensitivity analyses and examine a variety of design outcomes for a specified range of
parameter values. Consequently, it is also a powerful design and optimization tool.
Many of the examples throughout the book are solved with the E-Z Solve software.
In such cases, the computer file containing the program code and solution is cited. These
file names are of the form exa-b.msp, where “ex” designates an example problem, “a”
the chapter number, and “b” the example number within that chapter. These computer
files are included with the software package, and can be readily viewed by anyone who
has obtained the E-Z Solve software accompanying this text. Furthermore, these example files can be manipulated so that end-of-chapter problems can be solved using the
software.

1.8 PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 1
l-l For the ammonia-synthesis reaction, NZ + 3H2 -+ 2NH3, if the rate of reaction with respect to
N2 is (--I~~), what is the rate with respect to (a) H2 and (b) NH3 in terms of (-?&)?

1-2 The rate law for the reaction CzHdBr, + 3KI -+ C& + 2KBr + KIs in an inert solvent, which
can be written as A + 3B --f products, has been found to be (-r-A) = k~c~ca, with the rate
constant kA = 1.34 L mol-’ h-l at 74.9”C (Dillon, 1932).
(a) For the rate of disappearance of KI, (-rg), what is the value of the rate constant kB?
(b) At what rate is KI being used up when the concentrations are CA = 0.022 and cn =
0.22 mol L-l?
(c) Do these values depend on the nature of the reactor in which the reaction is carried out?
(They were obtained by means of a constant-volume batch reactor.)
1-3 (a) In Example 1-4, of the 5 rate quantities ri (one for each species), how many are independent
(i.e., would need to be determined by experiment)?
(b) Choose a set of these to exclude ru,, and relate rn, to them.
1-4 For each of the following systems, determine C (number of components), a permissible set
of components, R (maximum number of independent chemical equations), and a proper set of
chemical equations to represent the stoichiometry. In each case, the system is represented by a
list of species followed by a list of elements.
(a) {(N&C104, Clz, NzO, NOCl, HCl, H20, N2,02, ClOz), (N, H, Cl, 0))relating to explosion
of N&Cl04 (cf. Segraves and Wickersham, 1991, equation (10)).
(b) {(C(gr), CO(g), COz(g), Zn(g), Zn(9, ZnO(s)), (C, 0, Zn)} relating to the production of
zinc metal (Denbigh, 1981, pp 191-193). (Zn(g) and Zn(e) are two different species of the
same substance Zn.)
(c) {(C12, NO, NOz, HCl, NzO, HzO, HN03, Nl!14C104, HC10402H20), (Cl, N, 0, H)}relating
to the production of perchloric acid (Jensen, 1987).
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(d) {(H+, OH-, NO+, Tl+, H20, NO;, N203, HN02, TlNOz), (H, 0, N, Tl, p)} relating to the
complexation of Tl+ by NO; in aqueous solution (Cobranchi and Eyring, 1991). (Charge
p is treated as an element.)
(e) {(C~I-IJ, C&, CdHs, CsHis, CbHtz), (C, H)} relating to the oligomerization of CzI&.
(f) {(ClO;, HsO+, Cls, H20, ClO;, ClOz), (H, Cl, 0, p)} (Porter, 1985).
1-5 The hydrolysis of a disaccharide, CizH2sOii(A)+H20 + 2c6H1206, takes place in a constantvolume 20-L container. Results of the analysis of the concentration of disaccharide as a function
of time are:
tls
0
5
10
15
20
30
40
50
cA/molL-’ 1.02 0.819 0.670 0.549 0.449 0.301 0.202 0.135
(a) What is the relationship between the rate of disappearance of disaccharide (A) and the rate
of appearance of monosaccharide (CsHi206)?
(b) For each time interval, calculate the rate of disappearance of disaccharide (A), in terms of
both the total or extensive rate, (-RA), and the volumetric or intensive rate, (-TA).
(c) Plot the rates calculated in (b) as functions of CA. What conclusions can you draw from this
plot?
1-6 In a catalytic flow reactor, CO and H:! are converted to CHsOH.
(a) If 1000 kg h-l of CO is fed to the reactor, containing 1200 kg of catalyst, and 14% of CO
reacts, what is the rate of methanol production per gram of catalyst?
(b) If the catalyst has 55 m2 g-’ surface area, calculate the rate per m2 of catalyst.
(c) If each m2 of catalyst has 1019 catalytic sites, calculate the number of molecules of methanol
produced per catalytic site per second. This is called the turnover frequency, a measure of
the activity of a catalyst (Chapter 8).
1-7 The electrode (or half-cell) reactions in a Hz-02 fuel cell are:
Hz(g) + 2H+(aq)
02(g) + 4H+(aq)

+ 2e

(anode)

+ 4e + 2H20(9

(cathode)

If a battery of cells generates 220 kW at 1.1 V, and has 10 m2 of Pt electrode surface,
(a) What is the rate of consumption of HZ, in mol m-* s-l?
(b) What is the rate of consumption of 02?
(NA” = 6.022 X 1O23 mol-‘; electronic charge is 1.6022 X lo-l9 C)
1-8 At 7 A.M., the ozone (0s) content in the atmosphere over a major city is 0.002 ppmv (parts per
million by volume). By noon, the measurement is 0.13 ppmv and a health alert is issued. The
reason for the severity is that the region acts as a batch reactor-the air is trapped horizontally
(by mountains) and vertically (by a temperature inversion at 1000 m). Assume the area of the
region is 10,000 km* and is home to 10 million people. Calculate the following:
(a) The average intensive rate, $, during this period, in mol me3 SK’;
(b) The average extensive rate, Ro,, during this period; and
(c) i=03 in mol person-’ h-l.
(d) If the reaction is 302 + 203 (A), calculate (--a,) and ?(A).
1-9 The destruction of 2-chlorophenol (CP, M = 128.5 g mall’), a toxic organochlorine compound,
by radiative treatment was investigated by Evans et al. (1995). The following data were measured as a function of time in a 50 cm3 closed cell:
t/h

ccplmg L-l

0

0.340

6
0.294

12
0.257

18
0.228

(a) What is (-rep) in mol L-’ se1 during the first time interval?
(b) What is (-rep) in mol L-l s-l during the last time interval?

24
0.204
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(c) What is (-&), the average total rate of chlorophenol destruction over the whole interval?
(d) What would (-&) be for a 1@m3 holding pond under the same conditions?
(e) If the concentration must be reduced to 0.06 mg L-’ to meet environmental standards, how
long would it take to treat a 0.34 mg L-l solution?
(i) 2 days; (ii) less than 2 days; (iii ) more than 2 days. State any assumptions made.
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2
Kinetics and Ideal
Reactor Models
In this chapter, we describe several ideal types of reactors based on two modes of operation (batch and continuous), and ideal flow patterns (backmix and tubular) for the
continuous mode. From a kinetics point of view, these reactor types illustrate different
ways in which rate of reaction can be measured experimentally and interpreted operationally. From a reactor point of view, the treatment also serves to introduce important
concepts and terminology of CRE (developed further in Chapters 12 to 18). Such ideal
reactor models serve as points of departure or first approximations for actual reactors.
For illustration at this stage, we use only simple systems.
Ideal flow, unlike nonideal flow, can be described exactly mathematically (Chapter
13). Backmix flow (BMF) and tubular flow (TF) are the two extremes representing
mixing. In backmix flow, there is complete mixing; it is most closely approached by flow
through a vessel equipped with an efficient stirrer. In tubular flow, there is no mixing in
the direction of flow; it is most closely approached by flow through an open tube. We
consider two types of tubular flow and reactors based on them: plug flow (PF) characterized by a flat velocity profile at relatively high Reynolds number (Re), and laminar
flow (LF) characterized by a parabolic velocity profile at relatively low Re.
In this chapter, we thus focus on four types of ideal reactors:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Batch reactor (BR), based on complete mixing;
Continuous-flow stirred tank reactor (CSTR), based on backmix flow;
Plug-flow reactor (PFR), based on plug flow; and
Laminar-flow reactor (LFR), based on laminar flow.

We describe each of these in more detail in turn, with particular emphasis on the
material-balance equation in each of the first three cases, since this provides an interpretation of rate of reaction; for the last case, LFR, we consider only the general
features at this stage. Before doing this, we first consider various ways in which time is
represented.

2.1 TIME QUANTITIES
Time is an important variable in kinetics, and its measurement, whether direct or indirect, is a primary consideration. Several time quantities can be defined.
(1) Residence time (t) of an element of fluid is the time spent by the element of fluid
in a vessel. In some situations, it is the same for all elements of fluid, and in others
25
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there is a spread or distribution of residence times. Residence-time distribution
(RTD) is described in Chapter 13 for ideal-flow patterns, and its experimental
measurement and use for nonideal flow are discussed in Chapter 19.
(2) Mean residence time (t) is the average residence time of all elements of fluid in
a vessel.
(3) Space time (T) is usually applied only to flow situations, and is the time required
to process one reactor volume of inlet material (feed) measured at inlet conditions. That is, r is the time required for a volume of feed equal to the volume
of the vessel (V) to flow through the vessel. The volume V is the volume of the
vessel accessible to the fluid. r can be used as a scaling quantity for reactor performance, but the reaction conditions must be the same, point-by-point, in the
scaling.
(4) Space velocity (S,,) is the reciprocal of space time, and as such is a frequency
(time-l): the number of reactor volumes of feed, measured at inlet conditions,
processed per unit time.

2.2 BATCH REACTOR (BR)
2.2.1

General

Features
A batch reactor (BR) is sometimes used for investigation of the kinetics of a chemical reaction in the laboratory, and also for larger-scale (commercial) operations in
which a number of different products are made by different reactions on an intermittent
basis.
A batch reactor, shown schematically in Figure 2.1, has the following characteristics:
(1) Each batch is a closed system.
(2) The total mass of each batch is fixed.
(3) The volume or density of each batch may vary (as reaction proceeds).
(4) The energy of each batch may vary (as reaction proceeds); for example, a heat
exchanger may be provided to control temperature, as indicated in Figure 2.1.
(5) The reaction (residence) time t for all elements of fluid is the same.
(6) The operation of the reactor is inherently unsteady-state; for example, batch
composition changes with respect to time.
(7) Point (6) notwithstanding, it is assumed that, at any time, the batch is uniform
(e.g., in composition, temperature, etc.), because of efficient stirring.
As an elaboration of point (3), if a batch reactor is used for a liquid-phase reaction, as
indicated in Figure 2.1, we may usually assume that the volume per unit mass of material
is constant (i.e., constant density), but if it is used for a gas-phase reaction, this may not
be the case.

Liquid surface
Stirrer
Liquid contents
(volume = V)
Vessel (tank)
Heat exchanger
(if needed)

Figure 2.1 Batch reactor (schematic, liquid-phase reaction)
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2.2.2

Material Balance; Interpretation of ri
Consider a reaction represented by A + . . . -+ products taking place in a batch reactor,
and focus on reactant A. The general balance equation, 1.51, may then be written as a
material balance for A with reference to a specified control volume (in Figure 2.1, this
is the volume of the liquid).
For a batch reactor, the only possible input and output terms are by reaction, since
there is no flow in or out. For the reactant A in this case, there is output but not input.
Equation 1.5-1 then reduces to
rate offormation of A by reaction = rate of accumulation of A
or, in mol s-l, sayr,

(2.2-1)

(-rA)V = -dnAldt,

where V is the volume of the reacting system (not necessarily constant), and nA is the
number of moles of A at time t. Hence the interpretation of r, for a batch reactor in
terms of amount nA is
(-rA) = -(l/V)(dnAldt)

(2.2-2)

Equation 2.2-2 may appear in various forms, if nA is related to other quantities (by
normalization), as follows:

(1) If A is the limiting reactant, it may be convenient to

normalize

nA in terms of fA,

the fractional conversion of A, defined by

fA = @A0 - nA)inAo

WV

(2.2-3) j

where n&, is the initial amount of A; fA may vary between 0 and 1. Then equation
2.2-2 becomes

cerA)

= (nA,lV)(dfAldt)

(2.2-4) ~

(2) Whether A is the limiting reactant or not, it may be convenient to normalize by
means of the extent of reaction, 5, defined for any species involved in the reaction by
d[ = dnilvi;

i = 1,2, . . . , N

(2.2-5) 1

‘Note that the rate of formation of A is rA, as defined in section 1.4; for a reactant, this is a negative quantity. The
rate of disappearance of A is (-r.& a positive quantity. It is this quantity that is used subsequently in balance
equations and rate laws for a reactant. For a product, the rate of formation, a positive quantity, is used. The
symbol rA may be used generically in the text to stand for “rate of reaction of A” where the sign is irrelevant
and correspondingly for any other substance, whether reactant or product.
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Then equation 2.2-2 becomes, for i = A,
(-rA)

= -(v,lV)(dSldt)

(2.2-6) /

(3) Normalization may be by means of the system volume V . This converts nA into
a volumetric molar concentration (molarity) of A, CA, defined by

If we replace nA in equation 2.2-2 by cAV and allow V to vary, then we have

(-).A) = 2!2$ - ?$

(2.2-8)

Since (-?-A) is now related to two quantities, CA and V, we require additional
information connecting CA (or nA) and V. This is provided by an equation of
state of the general form
v = v(nA, T, P)
(3a) A special case of equation 2.2-8 results if the reacting system has constant volume (i.e., is of constant density). Then dVldt = 0, and
(-,-A) = -dc,/dt

(constant density)

(2.2-10)

Thus, for a constant-density reaction in a BR, r, may be interpreted as the slope of
the CA-t relation. This is illustrated in Figure 2.2, which also shows that rA itself depends
on t , usually decreasing in magnitude as the reaction proceeds, with increasing t .

rAl = slope at cA1, tl

rA2 = slope at cA2, tp

Figure 2.2 Interpretation of rA for an isothermal,
constant-density batch system

2.3 Continuous Stirred-Tank Reactor (CSTR)

For a reaction represented by A + products, in
with a prOpOrtiOnality Constant kA, show that
fractional conversion of A (fA) is independent
Assume reaction occurs in a constant-volume
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which the rate, ( -rA), is proportional to CA,
the time (t) required to achieve a specified
of the initial concentration of reactant cAO.
batch reactor.

SOLUTION
The rate law is of the form

(-rA) = kACA
If we combine this with the material-balance equation 2.2-10 for a constant-density reaction,
-dc,ldt = kACA
From this, on integration between CA0 at t = 0 and CA at t,
t = (IlkA)

ln(CAo/CA)

= (l/k,) h[l/(l - fA)]

from equation 2.2-3. Thus, the time t required to achieve any specified value of fA under
these circumstances is independent of cAO. This is a characteristic of a reaction with this
form of rate law, but is not a general result for other forms.

2.3

CONTINUOUS STIRRED-TANK REACTOR (CSTR)

2.3.1 General Features
A continuous stirred-tank reactor (CSTR) is normally used for liquid-phase reactions,
both in a laboratory and on a large scale. It may also be used, however, for the laboratory investigation of gas-phase reactions, particularly when solid catalysts are involved,
in which case the operation is batchwise for the catalyst (see Figure 1.2). Stirred tanks
may also be used in a series arrangement (e.g., for the continuous copolymerization of
styrene and butadiene to make synthetic rubber).
A CSTR, shown schematically in Figure 2.3(a) as a single vessel and (b) as two vessels
in series, has the following characteristics:
(1) The flow through the vessel(s), both input and output streams, is continuous but
not necessarily at a constant rate.
(2) The system mass inside each vessel is not necessarily fixed.
(3) The fluid inside each vessel is perfectly mixed (backmix flow, BMF), and hence
its properties are uniform at any time, because of efficient stirring.
(4) The density of the flowing system is not necessarily constant; that is, the density
of the output stream may differ from that of the input stream.
(5) The system may operate at steady-state or at unsteady-state.
(6) A heat exchanger may be provided in each vessel to control temperature (not
shown in Figure 2.3, but comparable to the situation shown in Figure 2.1).
There are several important consequences of the model described in the six points
above, as shown partly in the property profiles in Figure 2.3:
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t l

CA

tl

CA

I

Distance coordinate +

Distance coordinate --+

(a) Single CSTR

(b) 2 CSTRs in series

Figure 2.3 Property profile (e.g., CA for A + . . -+ products) in a CSTR

[l] Since the fluid inside the vessel is uniformly mixed (and hence elements of fluid
are uniformly distributed), all fluid elements have equal probability of leaving
the vessel in the output stream at any time.
[2] As a consequence of [l], the output stream has the same properties as the fluid
inside the vessel.
[3] As a consequence of [2], there is a step-change across the inlet in any property
of the system that changes from inlet to outlet; this is illustrated in Figure 2.3(a)
and (b) for cA.
[4] There is a continuous distribution (spread) of residence times (t) of fluid elements; the spread can be appreciated intuitively by considering two extremes:
(i) fluid moving directly from inlet to outlet (short t), and (ii) fluid being caught
up in a recycling motion by the stirring action (long t); this distribution can be
expressed exactly mathematically (Chapter 13).
[5] The mean residence time, t; of fluid inside the vessel for steady-state flow is
t = v/q

(CSTR)

(2.3-1)

where 4 is the steady-state flow rate (e.g., m3 s-i) of fluid leaving the reactor; this
is a consequence of [2] above.
[6] The space time, r for steady-state flow is
7 = v/q,

(2.3-2) 1

where go is the steady-state flow rate of feed at inlet conditions; note that for
constant-density flow, go = q, and r = t: Equation 2.3-2 applies whether or not
density is constant, since the definition of r takes no account of this.
[7] In steady-state operation, each stage of a CSTR is in a stationary state (uniform
cA, T, etc.), which is independent of time.

2.3 Continuous Stirred-Tank Reactor (CSTR)
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It is important to understand the distinction between the implications of points [3]
and [5]. Point [3] implies that there is instantaneous mixing at the point of entry between the input stream and the contents of the vessel; that is, the input stream instantaneously blends with what is already in the vessel. This does not mean that any reaction
taking place in the fluid inside the vessel occurs instantaneously. The time required for
the change in composition from input to output stream is t; point [5], which may be
small or large.

2.3.2

Material Balance; Interpretation of ri
Consider again a reaction represented by A + . . . + products taking place in a singlestage CSTR (Figure 2.3(a)). The general balance equation, 1.5-1, written for A with a
control volume defined by the volume of fluid in the reactor, becomes

rate of accumulation
of A within
control volume

(1.5la)

FAo - FA + rAV = dn,ldt

(2.3-3)

=

or, on a molar basis,

(for unsteady-state operation)
FAO - FA + r,V = 0

(2.3-4)

(for steady-state operation)
where FAO and FA are the molar flow rates, mol s-l, say, of A entering and leaving the
vessel, respectively, and V is the volume occupied by the fluid inside the vessel. Since a
CSTR is normally only operated at steady-state for kinetics investigations, we focus on
equation 2.3-4 in this chapter.
As in the case of a batch reactor, the balance equation 2.3-3 or 2.3-4 may appear in
various forms with other measures of flow and amounts. For a flow system, the fractional
conversion of A (fA), extent of reaction (0, and molarity of A (cA) are defined in terms
of FA rather than nA:

.f~ = (FA,, -FAYFAO
1

5 = AFAIvA = (FA - FAo)Ivp,

CA = F,iq

(cf. equations 2.2-3, -5, and -7, respectively).

Flow system

(2.3-5)
(2.3-6)
(2.3-7)
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From equations 2.3-4 to -7, rA may be interpreted in various ways as2
t-r.41 = (FAo - FA)IV = -AFAIV =

-AF,IqT

= FAO~AIV

= - vAt/v
= (cAo% - cAq)lv

(2.3-8)
(2.3-9)
(2.3-10)
(2.3-11)

where subscript o in each case refers to inlet (feed) conditions. These forms are all
applicable whether the density of the fluid is constant or varies, but apply only to steadystate operation.
If density is constant, which is usually assumed for a liquid-phase reaction (but is
usually not the case for a gas-phase reaction), equation 2.3-11 takes a simpler form,
since q. = q. Then

(-rA) = tcAo

- cA)i(vbd

= - AcAlt (constant density)

(2.3-12)

from equation 2.3-1. If we compare equation 2.2-10 for a BR and equation 2.3-12 for a
CSTR, we note a similarity and an important difference in the interpretation of rA. Both
involve the ratio of a concentration change and time, but for a BR this is a derivative,
and for a CSTR it is a finite-difference ratio. Furthermore, in a BR, rA changes with t as
reaction proceeds (Figure 2.2), but for steady-state operation of a CSTR, rA is constant
for the Stationary-State conditions (CA, T, etc.) prevailing in the vessel.

For a liquid-phase reaction of the type A + . . . + products, an experimental CSTR of
volume 1.5 L is used to measure the rate of reaction at a given temperature. If the steadystate feed rate is 0.015 L s-l, the feed concentration (CA,,) is 0.8 mol L-l, and A is 15%
converted on flow through the reactor, what is the value of (- rA)?
SOLUTION

The reactor is of the type illustrated in Figure 2.3(a). From the material balance for this
situation in the form of equation 2.3-9, together with equation 2.3-7, we obtain
(-rA) = FAOfAIV = cAOqOfA/V = 0.8(0.015)0.15/1.5 = 1.2 X

10-3mOlL-1~-’

2For comparison with the “definition” of the species-independent rate, I, in footnote 1 of Chapter 1 (which
corresponds to equation 2.2-2 for a BR),
r(CSTR)

= rilvi = (llvi)(AFilV) = (l/viq)(AFi/n

(2.3~8a)
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2.4 PLUG-FLOW REACTOR (PFR)
2.4.1 General Features
A plug-flow reactor (PFR) may be used for both liquid-phase and gas-phase reactions,
and for both laboratory-scale investigations of kinetics and large-scale production. The
reactor itself may consist of an empty tube or vessel, or it may contain packing or a
tied bed of particles (e.g., catalyst particles). The former is illustrated in Figure 2.4, in
which concentration profiles are also shown with respect to position in the vessel.
A PFR is similar to a CSTR in being a flow reactor, but is different in its mixing
characteristics. It is different from a BR in being a flow reactor, but is similar in the progressive change of properties, with position replacing time. These features are explored
further in this section, but first we elaborate the characteristics of a PFR, as follows:
(1) The flow through the vessel, both input and output streams, is continuous, but
not necessarily at constant rate; the flow in the vessel is PF.
(2) The system mass inside the vessel is not necessarily fixed.
(3) There is no axial mixing of fluid inside the vessel (i.e., in the direction of flow).
(4) There is complete radial mixing of fluid inside the vessel (i.e., in the plane perpendicular to the direction of flow); thus, the properties of the fluid, including its
velocity, are uniform in this plane.
(5) The density of the flowing system may vary in the direction of flow.
(6) The system may operate at steady-state or at unsteady-state.
(7) There may be heat transfer through the walls of the vessel between the system
and the surroundings.
Some consequences of the model described in the seven points above are as follows:
[l] Each element of fluid has the same residence time t as any other; that is, there is
IZO spread in t.

Figure 2.4 Property profile (e.g., CA for A+. . . +
products) in a PFR (at steady-state)
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[2] Properties may change continuously in the direction of flow, as illustrated for cA
in Figure 2.4.
[3] In the axial direction, each portion of fluid, no matter how large, acts as a closed
system in motion, not exchanging material with the portion ahead of it or behind
it.
[4] The volume of an element of fluid does not necessarily remain constant through
the vessel; it may change because of changes in T, P and rtt, the total number of
moles.

2.4.2

Material Balance; Interpretation of ri
Consider a reaction represented by A + . . . + products taking place in a PFR. Since
conditions may change continuously in the direction of flow, we choose a differential
element of volume, dV, as a control volume, as shown at the top of Figure 2.4. Then the
material balance for A around dV is, from equation 1.5la (preceding equation 2.3-3):
FA - (FA + dF,) + r,dV = dn,ldt

(2.4-1)

(for unsteady-state operation)
FA - (FA + dF,) + r,dV = 0

(2.4-2)

(for steady-state operation)
From equation 2.4-2 for steady-state operation, together with the definitions provided by equations 2.3-5 to -7, the interpretations of rA in terms of FA, f~, 5, and CA,
corresponding to equations 2.3-8 to -11, are3
(-rA) = -dFA/dV = -dF,/qdt
= FAod fAldV
= - v,dtldV
= -d(c,q)ldV

(2.4-3)
(2.4-4)
(2.4-5)
(2.4-6)

These forms are all applicable whether or not the density of the fluid is constant
(through the vessel).
If density is constant, equation 2.4-6 takes the form of equation 2.2-10 for constant
density in a BR. Then, since q is constant,
(-rA) = -dc,/(dV/q)
= -dc,ldt

(constant density)

(2.4-7)
(2.2-10)

where t is the time required for fluid to flow from the vessel inlet to the point at which
the concentration is CA (i.e., the residence time to that point). As already implied in
equations 2.4-7 and 2.2-10, this time is given by
3For comparison with the “definition” of the species-independent rate, r, in footnote 1 of Chapter 1, we have
the similar result:
r(PF’R)

= rilvi = (llVi)(dFi/dV) = (llv,q)(dFildt)

(2.4-3a)
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t = v/q,

(constant

density)

(2.4-8)

whether V represents the total volume of the vessel, in which case t is the residence time
of fluid in the vessel (- ffor a CSTR in equation 2.3-l), or part of the volume from the
inlet (V = 0). Equation 2.2-10 is the same for both a BR and a PFR for constant density
with this interpretation oft for a PFR.

Calculate (a) the residence time, t, and (b) the space time, r, and (c) explain any difference
between the two, for the gas-phase production of C,H, from C,H, in a cylindrical PFR of
constant diameter, based on the following data and assumptions:
(1) The feed is pure C,H, (A) at 1 kg s-l, 1000 K and 2 bar.
(2) The reaction rate is proportional to cA at any point, with a proportionality constant
of kA = 0.254 s-l at 1000 K (Froment and Bischoff, 1990, p. 351); that is, the rate
law is (-rA) = kAcA.
(3) The reactor operates isothermally and at constant pressure.
(4) fA = 0.20 at the outlet.
(5) Only C,H, and H, are formed as products.
(6) The flowing system behaves as an ideal-gas mixture.
SOLUTION

(a) In Figure 2.4, the gas flowing at a volumetric rate q at any point generates the control
volume dV in time dt. That is.
dV = qdt

or

dt = dVlq

The total residence time, t, is obtained by integrating from inlet to outlet. For this, it is
necessary to relate V and q to one quantity such as fA, which is zero at the inlet and 0.2 at
the outlet. Thus,
(2.4-9)

= IFAodfJd- TA)

from equation 2.4-4

=

from rate law given

I

FAodfAlqkACA

= (FAolkA)

I

from equation 2.3-7

dfA/FA

= (F/,olkA) dfAIFAo(l
I

- fA)

0.2

= (l/k,)

I

= (1/0.2&-

dfA/(l - fA)
ln(O.*)] = 0.89 s

from equation 2.3-5
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(b) From the definition of space time given in Section 2.1, as in equation 2.3-2,
(2.3-2)

7 = v/q,

This is the same result as for residence time t in constant-density flow, equation 2.4-8.
However, in this case, density is not constant through the PFR, and the result for r is
different from that for t obtained in (a).
Using equation 2.4-4 in integrated form, V = 1 FAodfAl( -I*), together with the stoichiometry of the reaction, from which the total molar flow rate at any point is
Ft = FA +FC,H, +FH2
= FA,(~ - .fA) +FAO~A

+FAO~A

= F,,(l + fA)

and the ideal-gas equation of state, from which the volumetric flow rate at any point is
q = F,RTIP
where R is the gas constant, and the inlet flow rate is
qO = F,,RTIP = FA,RTIP
we obtain, on substitution into equation 2.3-2,
7=

1

FAodfAl(-rA) I(FA,RTIP)

(1 + fA)dfAl(l - fA)
= 0.99s
( c ) T > t, because T, based on inlet conditions, does not take the acceleration of the flowing
gas stream into account. The acceleration, which affects t, is due to the continuous increase
in moles on reaction.

2.5 LAMINAR-FLOW REACTOR (LFR)
A laminar-flow reactor (LFR) is rarely used for kinetic studies, since it involves a
flow pattern that is relatively difficult to attain experimentally. However, the model
based on laminar flow, a type of tubular flow, may be useful in certain situations,
both in the laboratory and on a large scale, in which flow approaches this extreme (at
low Re). Such a situation would involve low fluid flow rate, small tube size, and high
fluid viscosity, either separately or in combination, as, for example, in the extrusion of
high-molecular-weight polymers. Nevertheless, we consider the general features of an
LFR at this stage for comparison with features of the other models introduced above.
We defer more detailed discussion, including applications of the material balance, to
Chapter 16.
The general characteristics of the simplest model of a continuous LFR, illustrated
schematically in Figure 2.5, are as follows:
(1) The flow through the vessel is laminar (LF) and continuous, but not necessarily
at constant rate.

2.5 Laminar-Flow
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L
Length

Figure 2.5 LFR: velocity and concentration (for A + . . . -+ products) profiles (at
steady-state)

(2) The system mass inside the vessel is not necessarily fixed.
(3) There is no axial mixing of fluid inside the vessel.
(4) There is no radial mixing of fluid inside the vessel.
(5) The density of the flowing system is not necessarily constant.
(6) The system may operate at steady-state or at unsteady-state.
(7) There may be heat transfer through the walls of the vessel between the system
and the surroundings.
These seven points correspond to those posed for a PFR in Section 2.4.1. However,
there are important differences in points (1) and (4) relating to the type of flow and to
mixing in the radial direction in a cylindrical tube. These are illustrated in Figure 2.5 (for
a cylindrical vessel). In Figure 2.5, we focus on the laminar-flow region of length L and
radius R ; fluid is shown entering at left by PF and leaving at right by PF, with a transition
region between PF and LF; in other words, regardless of how fluid enters and leaves,
we assume that there is a region in which LF is fully established and maintained; r is the
(variable) radius between the center line (I = 0) and the wall (r = R). For simplicity in
this case, we consider only steady-state behavior, in spite of the more general situation
allowed in points (1) (2), and (6).
Some consequences of the model described in the seven points above are as follows:
[l] From point (l), the velocity profile is parabolic; that is, the linear (axial) velocity
u depends quadratically on radial position r , as described by fluid mechanics (see,
e.g., Kay and Nedderman, 1974, pp. 69-71):
u(r) = u,[l - (T/R)~]

(2.5-1)
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where U, is the (maximum) velocity at the center of the vessel, and the mean
velocity ii is
ii = u,l2

(2.5-2)

[2] Points (3) and (4) above imply no molecular diffusion in the axial and radial
directions,
respectively.
[3] A cylindrical LFR can be pictured physically as consisting of a large number of
thin cylindrical shells (each of thickness dr) of increasing radius (from center to
wall) moving or slipping past each other with decreasing velocity (from center to
wall); the residence time of a thin cylindrical shell at radius r is
(2.5-3)

t(r) = L/u(r)
and the mean residence time of all fluid in the vessel is

(2.5-4)
(2.5-5)

i = LIE

= 2t(r)[l - (r/R)2]
from equations 2.5-1 to -3.

2.6

SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR IDEAL REACTOR MODELS
The most important results obtained in this chapter for ideal reactor models, except
the LFR, are summarized in Table 2.1. The relationships for the items listed in the first
Table 2.1 Summary of results for ideal reactor modelsGb

Item

PFR

CSTR

BR

(1) definitions
fA
CA
(2)(--TA)

(IZA~ - I~A)/~A~ (2.2-3)
nA/v (2.2-7)

FA/q (2.3-7)

(&&o/V) dfA/dt (2.2-4)

FAN fJV (2.3-9)

(N/A)
t=i

d

(3) time quantities
7
t

i

(FAN -FA)IFAO (2.3-5)

=nAoj

dfAIV(-IA)

V/q,

FAN dfA/dV (2.4-4)
(2.3-2)

V/q (2.3-1)

t=i
=\ dV/q (2.4-9)

(4) special case of
constant-density
system
(CA0 - CA)ICAo

fA
(-TA)

-dcA/dt (2.2-10)

t

t=i

i

=

(CA0 - cA)q,/V

-j dCA/(-TA)

(from 2.2-10)
0
b
c
d

Excluding LFR.
For reaction A + . . . + products with A as limiting reactant.
Equation number in text.
There is a distribution of residence time (t); see Chapter 13.

d

(2.3-12)

v/q, = 7

-dcA/dt (2.2-10)

t=i

= V/q, = r (2.4-8)
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column are given in the next three columns for a BR, CSTR, and PFR in turn. The
equation number in the text is given in each case. The results for items (1) (2) and (3)
in the first column apply to either variable or constant density. Those under item (4)
apply only to the special case of a constant-density system.

2.7 STOICHIOMETRIC TABLE
A useful tool for dealing with reaction stoichiometry in chemical kinetics is a “stoichiometric table.” This is a spreadsheet device to account for changes in the amounts of
species reacted for a basis amount of a closed system. It is also a systematic method of
expressing the moles, or molar concentrations, or (in some cases) partial pressures of
reactants and products, for a given reaction (or set of reactions) at any time or position,
in terms of initial concentrations and fractional conversion. Its use is illustrated for a
simple system in the following example.

For the gas-phase oxidation of ethylene to ethylene oxide, construct a stoichiometric table
in terms of moles on the basis that only the reactants are present initially, and ethylene is
the limiting reactant.
SOLUTION
The stoichiometry of the reaction is represented by the equation
1
C,H,W + 2W) = VW(g)
A stoichiometric table is constructed as follows:
species

( initial state (

change

(

final state

As indicated, it is suggested that the table be constructed in symbolic form first, and numerical values substituted afterwards. If molar amounts are used, as in the table above,
the results are valid whether the density is constant or not. If density is constant, molar
concentrations, ci, may be used in a similar manner. If both density and temperature are
constant, partial pressure, pi, may be used in a similar manner.
The first column lists all the species involved (including inert species, if present).
The second column lists the basis amount of each substance (in the feed, say); this is
an arbitrary choice. The third column lists the change in the amount of each species
from the basis or initial state to some final state in which the fractional conversion is
fA. Each change is in terms of fA, based on the definition in equation 2.2-3, and takes
the stoichiometry into account. The last column lists the amounts in the final state as the
sum of the second and third columns. The total amount is given at the bottom of each
column.
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2.8

PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 2
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2-1 The half-life (tm) of a reactant is the time required for its concentration to decrease to
one-half its initial value. The rate of hydration of ethylene oxide (A) to ethylene glycol
(Cz&O + Hz0 + C2H602) in dilute aqueous solution is proportional to the concentration
of A, with a proportionality constant k A = 4.11 X 1O-5 s-l at 20°C for a certain catalyst
(HC104) concentration (constant). Determine the half-life (tt&, or equivalent space-time
(rm), in s, of the oxide (A) at 20°C if the reaction is carried out
(a) In a batch reactor,
(b)In a CSTR operating at steady-state.
(c) Explain briefly any difference between the two time quantities in (a) and (b).
2-2 Calculate the mean residence time (t) and space time (7) for reaction in a CSTR for each of
the following cases, and explain any difference between (t) and r:
(a)Homogeneous liquid-phase reaction, volume of CSTR (V) = 100 L, feed flow rate (qo) =
10 L min-‘;
(b)Homogeneous gas-phase reaction, V = 100 L, q. = 200 L min-’ at 300 K (T,); stoichiometry: A(g) = B(g) + C(g); reactor outlet temperature (T) = 350 K; reactor inlet and outlet
pressures essentially the same and relatively low; conversion of A, 40%.
2-3 For the experimental investigation of a homogeneous gas-phase reaction occurring in a CSTR,
explain briefly, but quantitatively, under what circumstances tin > 1. Consider separately each
factor affecting this ratio. Assume steady-state operation, ideal-gas behavior, and equal inlet
and outlet flow areas.
2-4 For a homogeneous gas-phase reaction occurring in a plug-flow reactor, explain briefly under
what circumstances tin < 1. Consider each factor affecting this ratio separately. Give an example (chemical reaction + circumstance(s)) for illustration. Assume steady-state operation and
constant cross-sectional area.
2-5 The decomposition of phosphine (PHs) to phosphorus vapor (P4) and hydrogen is to take place
in a plug-flow reactor at a constant temperature of 925 K. The feed rate of PHs and the pressure
are constant. For a conversion of 50% of the phosphine, calculate the residence time (t) in the
reactor and the space time (7); briefly explain any difference. Assume the rate of decomposition
is proportional to the concentration of PH3 at any point, with a proportionality constant k =
3.6 x 10v3 s-l at 925 K.
2-6 An aqueous solution of ethyl acetate (A), with a concentration of 0.3 mol L-’ and flowing
at 0.5 L s-l, mixes with an aqueous solution of sodium hydroxide (B), of concentration
0.45 mol L-’ and flowing at 1.0 L s-i, and the combined stream enters a CSTR of volume
500 L. If the reactor operates at steady-state, and the fractional conversion of ethyl acetate in
the exit stream is 0.807, what is the rate of reaction (-IA)?
2-7 An experimental “gradientless” reactor (similar to that in Figure 1.2), which acts as a CSTR
operating adiabatically, was used to measure the rate of oxidation of SO2, to SO3 with a V2Os
catalyst (Thurier, 1977). The catalyst is present as a&ed bed (200 g) of solid particles within
the reactor, with a bulk density (mass of catalyst/volume of bed) of 500 g L-l and a bed voidage
(m3 void space me3 bed) of 0.40; a rotor within the reactor serves to promote BMF of gas.
Based on this information and that given below for a particular run at steady-state, calculate
the following:
(a)The fraction of SO2 converted (fso,) in the exit stream;
(b)The rate of reaction, -rso2, mol SO2 reacted (g cat)-’ s-l; at what T does this apply?
(c) The mean residence time of gas (f) in the catalyst bed, s;
(d)The space time, T, for the gas in the catalyst bed, if the feed temperature T, is 548 K.
Additional
information:
Feed rate (total FtO): 1.2 mol t-n&’
Feed composition: 25 mole % SO2,25% 02, 50% N2 (inert)
T (in reactor): 800 K, P (inlet and outlet): 1.013 bar
Concentration of SO3 in exit stream: 10.5 mole %
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2-8 Repeat Example 2-4 for the case with O2 as the limiting reactant.
2-9 (a) Construct a stoichiometric table in terms of partial pressures (pi) for the gas-phase decomposition of nitrosyl chloride (NOCl) to nitric oxide (NO) and chlorine (Clz) in a constantvolume batch reactor based on the following initial conditions: $?NoCl,o = 0.5 bar, p~,~ =
0.1 bar, and (inert) PN2,0 = 0.4 bar.
(b)If the reaction proceeds to 50% completion at a constant temperature, what is the total pressure (P) in the vessel?
(c) If the temperature changes as the reaction proceeds, can the table be constructed in terms
of moles? molar concentrations? partial pressures? Explain.
2-10 For the system in problem 1-3, and the equations obtained for part (b), construct an appropriate
stoichiometric table. Note the significance of there being more than one chemical equation (in
comparison with the situation in problems 2-8 and 2-9).
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3
Experimental Methods in
Kinetics: Measurement
of Rate of Reaction
The primary use of chemical kinetics in CRE is the development of a rate law (for a
simple system), or a set of rate laws (for a kinetics scheme in a complex system). This
requires experimental measurement of rate of reaction and its dependence on concentration, temperature, etc. In this chapter, we focus on experimental methods themselves,
including various strategies for obtaining appropriate data by means of both batch and
flow reactors, and on methods to determine values of rate parameters. (For the most
part, we defer to Chapter 4 the use of experimental data to obtain values of parameters
in particular forms of rate laws.) We restrict attention to single-phase, simple systems,
and the dependence of rate on concentration and temperature. It is useful at this stage,
however, to consider some features of a rate law and introduce some terminology to
illustrate the experimental methods.

3.1
3.1.1

FEATURES OF A RATE LAW: INTRODUCTION
Separation of Effects
In the general form of equation 1.4-5 (for species A in a reaction), we first assume that
the effects of various factors can be separated as:
rA = r~(conc.)r~(temp.)r~(cut. activity). . .

(3.1-1)

This separation is not always possible or necessary, but here it means that we can focus
on individual factors explicitly in turn. In this chapter, we consider only the first two
factors (concentration and temperature), and introduce others in subsequent chapters.

3.1.2

Effect of Concentration: Order of Reaction
For the effect of concentration on r,, we introduce the concept of “order of reaction.”
The origin of this lies in early investigations in which it was recognized that, in many
cases, the rate at a given temperature is proportional to the concentration of a reactant
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raised to a simple power, such as 1 or 2. This power or exponent is the order of reaction
with respect to that reactant.
Thus, for a reaction represented by
jvAjA + lvsjB

+ (v&Z

---, products

(4

the rate of disappearance of A may be found to be of the form:

(-r*) = k*c;&

(3.1-2)

where (Y is the order of reaction with respect to reactant A, p is the order with respect
to B, and y is the order with respect to C. The overall order of reaction, n, is the sum of
these exponents:

n=a+/?+y

(3.1-3)

and we may refer to an nth-order reaction in this sense. There is no necessary connection
between a stoichiometric coeficient such as VA in reaction (A) and the corresponding
exponent a! in the rate law.
The proportionality “constant” kA in equation 3.1-2 is called the “rate constant,” but
it actually includes the effects of all the parameters in equation 3.1-1 other than concentration. Thus, its value usually depends on temperature, and we consider this in the
next section.
For reaction (A), the rate may be written in terms of ( -rg) or ( -rc) instead of ( -rA).
These rates are related to each other through the stoichiometry, as described in Section
1.4.4. Corresponding rate constants kB or k, may be introduced instead of kA, and these
rate constants are similarly related through the stoichiometry. Such changes do not alter
the form of equation 3.1-2 or values of (Y, p, and y; it is a matter of convenience which
species is chosen. In any case, it should clearly be specified. Establishing the form of
equation 3.1-2, including the values of the various parameters, is a matter for experiment.

Repeat problem l-2(a) in light of the above discussion.
SOLUTION
The reaction in problem l-2(a) is represented by A + 3B + products. The rate law in terms
of A iS (-t-A) = kAcAcB, and in terms of B is ( -rB) = kBcAcB. We wish to determine
the value of kB given the value of kA. From equation 1.4-8,
(-rA)/(-1)

= (-rB)/(-3)) or(-rg) = 3(-rA)

Thus,
kBCACB

=

3k,cAc,

and
kB = 3kA = 3(1.34) = 4.02 Lmol-’ h-’
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3.1.3

Effect of Temperature: Arrhenius Equation; Activation Energy
A rate of reaction usually depends more strongly on temperature than on concentration. Thus, in a first-order (n = 1) reaction, the rate doubles if the concentration is
doubled. However, a rate may double if the temperature is raised by only 10 K, in the
range, say, from 290 to 300 K. This essentially exponential behavior is analogous to the
temperature-dependence of the vapor pressure of a liquid, p*, or the equilibrium constant of a reaction, Keq. In the former case, this is represented approximately by the
Clausius-Clapeyron equation,
dlnp* = AHVaP(T)
dT
RT2

(3.1-4)

where AHvap is the enthalpy of vaporization. The behavior of K,, is represented (exactly) by the van’t Hoff equation (Denbigh, 1981, p. 144)
d In K,,
~ = AH’(T)
dT
RT2

(3.1-5)

where AH” is the standard enthalpy of reaction.
Influenced by the form of the van7 Hoff equation, Arrhenius (1889) proposed a similar expression for the rate constant k, in equation 3.1-2, to represent the dependence
of (-Y*) on T through the second factor on the right in equation 3.1-1:

(3.1-6)
where EA is a characteristic (molar) energy, called the energy of activation. Since ( -rA)
(hence k.J increases with increasing Tin almost every case, EA is a positive quantity
(the same as AHVaP in equation 3.1-4, but different from AH” in equation 3.1-5, which
may be positive or negative).
Integration of equation 3.1-6 on the assumption that EA is independent of T leads to
1

/

In kA = In A - E,IRT

(3.1-7)

kA = A exp( -E,IRT)

(3.1-8)

or

where A is a constant referred to as the pre-exponential factor. Together, EA and A are
called the Arrhenius parameters.
Equations 3.1-6 to -8 are all forms of the Arrhenius equation. The usefulness of this
equation to represent experimental results for the dependence of kA on T and the numerical determination of the Arrhenius parameters are explored in Chapter 4. The interpretations of A and EA are considered in Chapter 6 in connection with theories of
reaction rates.

It is sometimes stated as a rule of thumb that the rate of a chemical reaction doubles for
a 10 K increase in T. Is this in accordance with the Arrhenius equation? Determine the

3.2 Experimental Measurements: General Considerations
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value of the energy of activation, E,,,, if this rule is applied for an increase from (a) 300 to
310 K, and (b) 800 to 810 K.
SOLUTION
From equations 3. l-l and -2, we write
(-r*) = k*(T>rjJconc.>
and assume that k,(T) is given by equation 3.1-8, and that ra(conc.), although unknown,
is the same form at all values of T. If we let subscript 1 refer to the lower T and subscript
2 to the higher T(T, = T, + lo), then, since r, = 2rl,
A exp(-EdRT&(conc.) = A exp(-EAIRTI)2r~(conc.)

From this,
EA = RT, T2 In 2l(T, - T,)
(4

EA = 8314(300)310(1n2)/10

= 53,600 J mol-’

0.4

EA = 8.314(800)810(1n2)/10

= 373,400 J mol-’

These are very different values, which shows that the rule is valid for a given reaction
only over a limited temperature range.

3.2

EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS: GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
Establishing the form of a rate law experimentally for a particular reaction involves
determining values of the reaction rate parameters, such as (Y, /I, and y in equation
3.1-2, and A and EA in equation 3.1-8. The general approach for a simple system would
normally require the following choices, not necessarily in the order listed:
(1) Choice of a species (reactant or product) to follow the extent of reaction (e.g., by
chemical analysis) and/or for specification of the rate; if the reaction stoichiometry is not known, it may be necessary to establish this experimentally, and to
verify that the system is a simple one.
(2) Choice of type of reactor to be used and certain features relating to its mode of
operation (e.g., a BR operated at constant volume); these establish the numerical interpretation of the rate from the appropriate material balance equation
(Chapter 2).
(3) Choice of method to follow the extent of reaction with respect to time or a timerelated quantity (e.g., by chemical analysis).
(4) Choice of experimental strategy to follow in light of points (1) to (3) (i.e., how to
perform the experiments and the number and type required).
(5) Choice of method to determine numerically the values of the parameters, and
hence to establish the actual form of the rate law.
We consider these points in more detail in the remaining sections of this chapter.
Points (1) and (3) are treated together in Section 3.3, and points (2) and (4) are treated
together in Section 3.4.1. Unless otherwise indicated, it is assumed that experiments are
carried out at fixed T. The effect of T is considered separately in Section 3.4.2. Some
comments on point (5) are given in Section 3.5.
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3.3

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS TO FOLLOW
THE EXTENT OF REACTION
For a simple system, it is only necessary to follow the extent (progress) of reaction by
means of one type of measurement. This may be the concentration of one species or
one other property dependent on concentration. The former would normally involve a
“chemical” method of analysis with intermittent sampling, and the latter a “physical”
method with an instrument that could continuously monitor the chosen characteristic
of the system. We first consider a-situ and in-situ measurements.

3.3.1

Ex-situ

and In-situ Measurement Techniques
A large variety of tools, utilizing both chemical and physical methods, are available to
the experimentalist for rate measurements. Some can be classified as ex-situ techniques,
requiring the removal and analysis of an aliquot of the reacting mixture. Other, in-situ,
methods rely on instantaneous measurements of the state of the reacting system without
disturbance by sample collection.
Of the ex-situ techniques, chromatographic analysis, with a wide variety of columns
and detection schemes available, is probably the most popular and general method for
composition analysis. Others include more traditional wet chemical methods involving volumetric and gravimetric techniques. A large array of physical analytical methods (e.g., NMR, mass spectroscopy, neutron activation, and infrared spectroscopy) are
also available, and the experimenter’s choice depends on the specific system (and availability of the instrument). For ex-situ analysis, the reaction must be “quenched” as the
sample is taken so that no further reaction occurs during the analysis. Often, removal
from the reactor operating at a high temperature or containing a catalyst is sufficient;
however, additional and prompt intervention is sometimes necessary (e.g., immersion
in an ice bath or adjustment of pH).
In-situ methods allow the measurement to be made directly on the reacting system.
Many spectroscopic techniques, ranging from calorimetric measurements at one wavelength to infrared spectroscopy, are capable (with appropriate windows) of “seeing”
into a reactor. System pressure (constant volume) is one of the simplest such measurements of reaction progress for a gas-phase reaction in which there is a change in the
number of moles (Example l-l). For a reactor with known heat transfer, the reactor
temperature, along with thermal properties, also provides an in-situ diagnostic.
Figure 3.1 shows a typical laboratory flow reactor for the study of catalytic kinetics.
A gas chromatograph (GC, lower shelf) and a flow meter allow the complete analysis
of samples of product gas (analysis time is typically several minutes), and the determination of the molar flow rate of various species out of the reactor (R) contained in a
furnace. A mass spectrometer (MS, upper shelf) allows real-time analysis of the product gas sampled just below the catalyst charge and can follow rapid changes in rate.
Automated versions of such reactor assemblies are commercially available.

3.3.2 Chemical Methods
The titration of an acid with a base, or vice versa, and the precipitation of an ion in an
insoluble compound are examples of chemical methods of analysis used to determine
the concentration of a species in a liquid sample removed from a reactor. Such methods
are often suitable for relatively slow reactions. This is because of the length of time
that may be required for the analysis; the mere collection of a sample does not stop
further reaction from taking place, and a method of “quenching” the reaction may be
required. For a BR, there is the associated difficulty of establishing the time t at which
the concentration is actually measured. This is not a problem for steady-state operation
of a flow reactor (CSTR or PFR).

3.3 Experimental Methods to Follow the Extent of Reaction
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Figure 3.1 Example of a laboratory catalytic flow reactor

An alternative mode of operation for the use of a BR is to divide the reacting system
into a number of portions, allowing each portion to react in a separate vessel (BR), and
analysing the various portions at a series of increasing times to simulate the passage of
time in a single BR. It may be more convenient to stop the reaction at a particular time
in a single portion, as a sample, followed by analysis, than to remove a sample from a
complete batch, followed by quenching and analysis.

3.3.3 Physical Methods
As chemical reaction proceeds in a system, physical properties of the system change
because of the change in chemical composition. If an appropriate property changes in
a measurable way that can be related to composition, then the rate of change of the
property is a measure of the rate of reaction. The relation between the physical property and composition may be known beforehand by a simple or approximate model, or
it may have to be established by a calibration procedure. An advantage of a physical
method is that it may be possible to monitor continuously the system property using an
instrument without disturbing the system by taking samples.
Examples of physical-property changes that can be used for this purpose are as follows:
(1) Change of pressure in a gas-phase reaction involving change of total moles of

gas in a constant-volume BR (see Example l-l); in this case, the total pressure
(P) is measured and must be related to concentration of a particular species. The
instrument used is a pressure gauge of some type.
(2) Change of volume in a liquid-phase reaction; the density of a reacting system
may change very slightly, and the effect can be translated into a volume change
magnified considerably by means of a capillary tube mounted on the reactor,
which, for other purposes, is a constant-volume reactor (the change in volume is
a very small percentage of the total volume). The reactor so constructed is called
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Figure 3.2 A BR in the form of a dilatometer

a dilatometer, and is illustrated in Figure 3.2. The change in volume is related to
the change in the liquid level in the capillary, which can be followed by a traveling
microscope.
(3) Change of optical rotation in a reacting system involving optically active isomers
(e.g., the inversion of sucrose); the instrument used is a polarimeter to measure
the angle of rotation of polarized light passing through the system.
(4) Change of electrical conductance in a reacting system involving ionic species
(e.g., the hydrolysis of ethyl acetate); the reaction is carried out in a conductivity
cell in an electrical circuit for measuring resistance.
(5) Change of refractive index involving use of a refractometer (for a liquid system)
or an interferometer (for a gas system).
(6) Change of color-use of a cell in a spectrophotometer.
(7) Single-ion electrodes for measurement of concentration of individual species.
(8) Continuous mass measurement for solid reactant, or absorbent for capture of
product(s).

3.3.4 Other Measured Quantities
In addition to chemical composition (concentration of a species) and properties in lieu
of composition, other quantities requiring measurement in kinetics studies, some of
which have been included above, are:
(1) Temperature, T; not only the measurement, but also the control of T is important, because of the relatively strong dependence of rate on T;
(2) Pressure, P;
(3) Geometric quantities: length, L, as in the use of a dilatometer described above;
area, A, as in characterizing the extent of surface in a solid catalyst (Chapter 8);
and volume, V , as in describing the size of a vessel;
(4) Time, t; and
(5) Rate of flow of a fluid, q (in a CSTR or PFR).

3.4

EXPERIMENTAL STRATEGIES FOR DETERMINING
RATE PARAMETERS
In this section, we combine discussion of choice of reactor type and of experimental
methods so as to develop the basis for the methodology of experimentation. We focus
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3.4.1

first on approaches to determine concentration-related parameters in the rate law, and
then on temperature-related parameters. The objective of experiments is to obtain a set
of point rates (Section 1.4.1) at various conditions so that best values of the parameters
may be determined.
Methods of analyzing experimental data depend on the type of reactor used, and, in
some types, on the way in which it is used. For a BR or a PFR, the methods can be divided into “differential” or “integral.” In a differential method, a point rate is measured
while a small or “differential” amount of reaction occurs, during which the relevant reaction parameters (ci, T, etc.) change very little, and can be considered constant. In an
integral method, measurements are made while a large or “integral” amount of reaction occurs. Extraction of rate-law parameters (order, A, E,J from such integral data
involves comparison with predictions from an assumed rate law. This can be done with
simple techniques described in this and the next chapter, or with more sophisticated
computer-based optimization routines (e.g., E-Z Solve). A CSTR generates point rates
directly for parameter estimation in an assumed form of rate law, whether the amount
of reaction taking place is small or large.

Concentration-Related

Parameters:

Order

of

Reaction

3.4.1.1 Use of Constant-Volume BR
For simplicity, we consider the use of a constant-volume BR to determine the kinetics
of a system represented by reaction (A) in Section 3.1.2 with one reactant (A), or two
reactants (A and B), or more (A, B, C, . . .). In every case, we use the rate with respect
to species A, which is then given by
(-rA) = -dc,ldt

(constant density)

(2.2-10)

We further assume that the rate law is of the form (--I~) = k,cgcgc& and that the
experiments are conducted at fixed T so that kA is constant. An experimental procedure is used to generate values of cA as a function of t, as shown in Figure 2.2. The
values so generated may then be treated by a differential method or by an integral
method.

3.4.1.1.1

Differential

methods

Differentiation of concentration-time data. Suppose there is only one reactant A, and

the rate law is
(-r/J = k,ci

(3.4-1)

From equation 2.2-10 and differentiation of the c*(t) data (numerically or graphically),
values of (-Y*) can be generated as a function of cA. Then, on taking logarithms in
equation 3.4-1, we have
ln(-IA) = InkA + nlnc,

0

v
7O.F

(3.4-2)

from which linear relation (ln( -rA) versus In cA), values of the order n, and the rate
constant kA can be obtained, by linear regression. Alternatively, kA and n can be obtained directly from equation 3.4-1 by nonlinear regression using E-Z Solve.
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If there were two reactants A and B in reaction (A), Section 3.1.2, and the rate law were
of the form
(-rA) = k,c:c,p

(3.4-3)

how would values of (Y, p, and kA be obtained using the differentiation procedure?
SOLUTION
The procedure is similar to that for one reactant, although there is an additional constant
to determine. From equation 3.4-3,
ln(-rA) = InkA + aIncA + plnc,

(3.4-4)

Like equation 3.4-2, this is a linear relation, although in three-dimensional ln( - t-,&h CAIn cn space. It is also linear with respect to the constants In kA, (Y, and p, and hence their
values can be obtained by linear regression from an experiment which measures CA as a
function of t. Values of (-rA) can be generated from these as a function of CA by differentiation, as described above for the case of a single reactant. The concentrations CA and
cn are not independent but are linked by the reaction stoichiometry:
CA -cAo _ cB-cBo
VA
VB

0

V
“O-v

(3.4-5)

where CA0 and cnO are the initial (known) concentrations. Values of cn can thus be calculated from measured values of CA. Alternatively, kA, Q, and p can be obtained directly
from equation 3.4-3 by nonlinear regression using E-Z Solve.
Initial-rate method. This method is similar to the previous one, but only uses values of
rates measured at t = 0, obtained by extrapolation from concentrations measured for
a relatively short period, as indicated schematically in Figure 3.3.

rAol = dope at CAol, t = 0
CA

o3 =slope

atcAo3,t=

0

Figure 3.3 Initial-rate method
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In Figure 3.3, cA(t) plots are shown for three different values of cAO. For each value,
the initial slope is obtained in some manner, numerically or graphically, and this corresponds to a value of the initial rate ( --T*)~ at t = 0. Then, if the rate law is given by
equation 3.4-1,

(-rdo = ~ACL
and
ln( - rA)o = In kA + n In CA0

(3.4-7)

in a series of experiments and measuring (- rA)O for each value of c&,,
one can determine values of kA and n, either by linear regression using equation 3.4-7,
or by nonlinear regression using equation 3.4-6.
If more than one species is involved in the rate law, as in Example 3-3, the same technique of varying initial concentrations in a series of experiments is used, and equation
3.4-7 becomes analogous to equation 3.4-4.
ByvaryingcA,

3.4.1.1.2

Integral

methods

Test of integrated form of rate law. Traditionally, the most common method of determining values of kinetics parameters from experimental data obtained isothermally in
a constant-volume BR is by testing the integrated form of an assumed rate law. Thus,
for a reaction involving a single reactant A with a rate law given by equation 3.4-1, we
obtain, using the material balance result of equation 2.2-10,
-dCA/C;

= k,dt

(3.4-8)

Integration of this between the limits of cAO at t = 0, and cA at t results in

-&(cc’

- ciin) = kAt ( n # 1 )

1
(3.4-9)

(the significance of n = 1 is explored in Example 3-4 below). Equation 3.4-9 implies
that a plot of CL” versus t is a straight line with slope and intercept indicated in Figure
3.4. Since such a linear relation is readily identified, this method is commonly used to
determine values of both n and kA; however, since n is unknown initially, a value must

Figure 3.4 Linear integrated form of nth-order
rate law (-rA) = k*cl for constant-volume
BR (n # 1)
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first be assumed to calculate values of the ordinate. (A nonlinear method of determining
values of the parameters from experimental data may be used instead, but we focus on
linear methods that can be demonstrated graphically in this section.)

As noted in equation 3.4-9, the form given there is not applicable to a first-order rate law
(why not?). For n = 1, what is the form corresponding to equation 3.4-9?
SOLUTION

If n = 1, equation 3.4-9 becomes indeterminate (kAt = O/O). In this case, we return to
equation 3.4-8, which then integrates to

cA = c,,exp(-kAt)

(n = 1)

(3.4-10)

ln CA = ln

(n = 1)

(3.4-11)

or, on linearization,
CA0

- kAt

As illustrated in Figure 3.5, a linear relation for a first-order reaction is obtained from a plot
of In CA versus t. (The result given by equation 3.4-10 or -11 can also be obtained directly
from equation 3.4-9 by taking limits in an application of L’HBpital’s rule; see problem
3-8.)

If the rate law involves more than one species, as in equation 3.4-3, the same general
test procedure may be used, but the integrated result depends on the form of the rate
law.

What is the integrated form of the rate law (-rA) = kAcAcB for the reaction Iv,lA +
1 in (B + products carried out in a constant-volume BR?
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SOLUTION
From the rate law and the material-balance equation 2.2-10, the equation to be integrated
is

- dc, = k,dt
CACB

As in Example 3-3, cn iS not independent of CA, but is related to it through equation 3.4-5,
to which we add the extent of reaction to emphasize that there is only one composition
variable:
5
CA - cAo = cB - cBo = _
V
VA
VB

(3.4-5a)

where 5 is the extent of reaction introduced in equation 2.2-5, and equation 2.2-7 has
been used to eliminate the mole numbers from 2.2-5. Equation 3.4-5a may then be used
to eliminate both cA and cn from equation 3.4-12, which becomes:

d5

kA
= -adt

(3.4-12a)

(CA0 + d?(cB, + @)

where a = VA/V and b = v,lV. Integration by the method of partial fractions followed
by reversion from 5 to CA and cn results in

In(?) = In(z)+ 2(vBcAo - vAcBo)t

(3.4-13)

I

I

Thus, ln(cA/cn) is a linear function oft, with the intercept and slope as indicated, for this
form of rate law. The slope of this line gives the value of kA, if the other quantities are
known.
Equations 3.4-9, -10 or -11, and -13 are only three examples of integrated forms of
the rate law for a constant-volume BR. These and other forms are used numerically in
Chapter 4.
Fractional lifetime method. The half-life, t1,2, of a reactant is the time required for its
concentration to decrease to one-half its initial value. Measurement of t1,2 can be used
to determine kinetics parameters, although, in general, any fractional life, tfA, can be

similarly used.
In Example 2-1, it is shown that tfA is independent of cAO for a first-order reaction
carried out in a constant-volume BR. This can also be seen from equation 3.4-10 or -11.
Thus, for example, for the half-life,
t 1,2 =

(lll2)/kA (TZ =

1)

(3.4-14)

and is independent of cAO. A series of experiments carried out with different values of
CA0 would thus all give the same value of tl,*, if the reaction were first-order.
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More generally, for an nth-order reaction, the half-life is given (from equation 3.4-9)
by

1

Both equations 3.4-14 and -15 lead to the same conclusion:
t1/‘2CAo‘-l

= a constant (all n)

(3.4-16)

This may be used as a test to establish the value of n, by trial, from a series of experiments carried out to measure t1,2 for different values of c&,. The value of kA can then
be calculated from the value of n obtained, from equation 3.4-14 or -15. Alternatively,
equation 3.4-15 can be used in linear form (ln t1,2 versus ln cAO) for testing similar to
that described in the previous section.
3.4.1.2 Use of a CSTR

Consider a constant-density reaction with one reactant, A + products, as illustrated
for a liquid-phase reaction in a CSTR in Figure 3.6. One experiment at steady-state
generates one point value of (-TA) for the conditions (CA, 4, T) chosen. This value is
given by the material balance obtained in Section 2.3.2:
(- rA) = tcAo - cA)dv

(2.3-12)

To determine the form of the rate law, values of (-IA) as a function of CA may be
obtained from a series of such experiments operated at various conditions. For a given
reactor (V) operated at a given K conditions are changed by varying either CA0 or 4.
For a rate law given by (-rA) = kAck, the parameter-estimation procedure is the same
as that in the differential method for a BR in the use of equation 3.4-2 (linearized form
of the rate law) to determine kA and IZ. The use of a CSTR generates point ( -rA) data
directly without the need to differentiate CA data (unlike the differential method with
a BR).
If there is more than one reactant, as in Examples 3-3 or 3-5, with a rate law given by
(-IA) = k&C; , the procedure to determine (-rA) is similar to that for one reactant,
and the kinetics parameters are obtained by use of equation 3.4-4, the linearized form
of the rate law.

How would the procedure described above have to be modified if density were not constant?

Figure 3.6 Steady-state operation of a CSTR for measurement of ( -I-*);
constant density
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Figure 3.7 Steady-state operation of a CSTR for measurement of

(-IA); variable density
SOLUTION
If density is not constant, the volumetric inlet and outlet flow rates, q0 and q. respectively,
are not the same, as indicated in Figure 3.7. As a consequence, ( -rA), for each experiment
at steady-state conditions, is calculated from the material balance in the form
(-rA) = (CA&

- cAq)/v

(2.3-11)

Apart from this, the procedure is the same as described above for cases of one or more
than one reactant.
3.4.1.3 Use of a PFR
As in the case of a BR, a PFR can be operated in both a differential and an integral way
to obtain kinetics data.
3.4.1.3.1 PFR as differential reactor. As illustrated in Figure 3.8, a PFR can be regarded as divided into a large number of thin strips in series, each thin strip constituting
a differential reactor in which a relatively small but measurable change in composition
occurs. One such differential reactor, of volume SV, is shown in the lower part of Figure 3.8; it would normally be a self-contained, separate vessel, and not actually part of
a large reactor. By measuring the small change from inlet to outlet, at sampling points
S, and S,, respectively, we obtain a “point” value of the rate at the average conditions
(concentration, temperature) in the thin section.
Consider steady-state operation for a system reacting according to A -+ products.
The system is not necessarily of constant density, and to emphasize this, we write the
material balance for calculating ( -rA) in the form1
(-rA) = FAoSfA18V

(2.4-4a)

where 6 fA is the small increase in fraction of A converted on passing through the small
volume 6V, and FAo is the initial flow rate of A (i.e., that corresponding to fA = 0).

(inlet)

‘The ratio of FA, 6

fA18V

(outlet)

Figure 3.8 PFR as differential or integral reactor

is an approximation to the instantaneous or point rate FAN dfAldV.
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Depending on the method of analysis for species A, fA may be calculated from cA,
together with the flow rates, q and FA, by equations 2.3-5 and -7. By varying cAO at the
inlet, and/or by varying flow rate, in a series of experiments, each at steady-state at the
same ?; one can measure (-T*) as a function of cA at the given T to obtain values of
kA and n in the rate law, in the same manner as described for a BR.
If there were more than one reactant, the procedure would be similar, in conjunction
with the use of equations such as 3.4-4 and -5.

3.4.1.3.2 PFR us integral reactor. In Figure 3.8, the entire vessel indicated from sampling points S, t0 Sout, over which a considerable change in fA or CA would normally
occur, could be called an integral PFR. It is possible to obtain values of kinetics parameters by means of such a reactor from the material balance equation 2.4-4 rearranged as

(2.4-413)
If the rate law (for (-TA)) is such that the integral can be evaluated analytically,
then it iS Only necessary t0 make IIIeaSUreInentS (Of CA or fA) at the inlet and OUtlet,
Sin and Sout, respectively, of the reactor. Thus, if the rate law is given by equation 3.41, integration of the right side of equation 2.4-4b results in an expression of the form
dfA)lkA,wheredfA) is in terms of the order II, values of which can be assumed by
trial, and kA is unknown. The left side of equation 2.4-4b for a given reactor (V) can
be varied by changing FAo, and g(fA) is a linear function of V/F,, with slope kA, if the
correct value of II is used.
If the rate law is such that the integral in equation 2.4-4b cannot be evaluated analytically, it is necessary to make measurements from samples at several points along the
length of the reactor, and use these in a numerical or graphical procedure with equation
2.4-4b.

If the gas-phase reaction A + B + C is first-order with respect to A, show how the value
Of the rate Constant kA can be obtained from IneaSUrementS Of cA (Or fA) at the inlet and
outlet of a PFR operated isothermally at T, and at (essentially) constant P.
SOLUTION
The rate law is

(-rA) = kACA
and CA and fA are related by, from equations 2.3-5 and -7,

CA = F,,(l - fA)b(fA)
where it is emphasized by q(fA) that the volumetric flow rate q depends on fA. If we
assume ideal-gas behavior, and that only A is present in the feed, the dependence is given
in this particular case by (with the aid of a stoichiometric table):
4 = qo(l + fA)

3.5 Notes on Methodology for Parameter Estimation
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Substitution of the above equations for (- rA), cA, and q in equation 2.4-4b results in
V
1
fA (1 + f~> dfA = -[fA + 2Wl - 121
-=qo

I
kAO

1 - fA

kA

Thus, for given V, T, and P, if q. is varied to obtain several values of fA at the outlet, the
expression - [ fA + 2 ln( 1 - fA)] is a linear function of V/q, with slope kA, from which the
latter can be obtained. (The integration above can be done by the substitution x = 1 - fA.)

3.4.2

Experimental Aspects of Measurement of Arrhenius Parameters A and E.4
So far, we have been considering the effect of concentration on the rate of reaction, on
the assumption that temperature is maintained constant during the time of reaction in
a batch reactor or throughout the reactor in a flow reactor. This has led to the idea of
order of a reaction and the associated rate “constant.” The rate of a chemical reaction
usually depends more strongly on temperature, and measuring and describing the effect of temperature is very important, both for theories of reaction rates and for reactor
performance. Experimentally, it may be possible to investigate the kinetics of a reacting
system at a given temperature, and then to repeat the work at several other temperatures. If this is done, it is found that the rate constant depends on temperature, and it is
through the rate constant that we examine the dependence of rate on temperature, as
provided by the Arrhenius equation 3.1-6, -7, or -8. If this equation appropriately represents the. effect of temperature on rate, it becomes a matter of conducting experiments
at several temperatures to determine values of A and EA, the Arrhenius parameters.
Taking T into account implies the ability to operate the reactor at a particular T, and
hence to measure and control T. A thermostat is a device in which T is controlled within
specified and measurable limits; an example is a constant-T water bath.
In the case of a BR, the entire reactor vessel may be immersed in such a device.
However, maintaining constant T in the environment surrounding a reactor may be
more easily achieved than maintaining constant temperature throughout the reacting
system inside the reactor. Significant temperature gradients may be established within
the system, particularly for very exothermic or endothermic reactions, unless steps are
taken to eliminate them, such as by efficient stirring and heat transfer.
In the case of a CSTR, external control of T is usually not necessary because the
reactor naturally operates internally at a stationary value of T, if internal mixing is efficiently accomplished. If may be necessary, however, to provide heat transfer (heating
or cooling) through the walls of the reactor, to maintain relatively high or low temperatures. Another means of controlling or varying the operating T is by controlling or
varying the feed conditions (T,, qo, cAo).
In the case of a PFR, it is usually easier to vary Tin a controllable and measurable
way if it is operated as a differential reactor rather than as an integral reactor. In the
latter case, it may be difficult to eliminate an axial gradient in T over the entire length
of the reactor.

3.5

NOTES ON METHODOLOGY FOR PARAMETER ESTIMATION
In Section 3.4, traditional methods of obtaining values of rate parameters from experimental data are described. These mostly involve identification of linear forms of the
rate expressions (combinations of material balances and rate laws). Such methods are
often useful for relatively easy identification of reaction order and Arrhenius parameters, but may not provide the best parameter estimates. In this section, we note methods
that do not require linearization.
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Generally, the primary objective of parameter estimation is to generate estimates
of rate parameters that accurately predict the experimental data. Therefore, once estimates of the parameters are obtained, it is essential that these parameters be used to
predict (recalculate) the experimental data. Comparison of the predicted and experimental data (whether in graphical or tabular form) allows the “goodness of fit” to be
assessed. Furthermore, it is a general premise that differences between predicted and
experimental concentrations be randomly distributed. If the differences do not appear
to be random, it suggests that the assumed rate law is incorrect, or that some other
feature of the system has been overlooked.
At this stage, we consider a reaction of the form of (A) in section 3.1.2:
lvAIA + /vulB + IV& + products

(A)

and that the rate law is of the form of equations 3.1-2 and 3.1-8 combined:
(-rA) = kAcic[. . . = Aexp(-E,lRT)czcg

. . .

(In subsequent chapters, we may have to consider forms other than this straightforward power-law form; the effects of T and composition may not be separable, and, for
complex systems, two or more rate laws are simultaneously involved. Nevertheless, the
same general approaches described here apply.)
Equation 3.4-17 includes three (or more) rate parameters in the first part: kA, a, j?,
. ..) and four (or more) in the second part: A, EA, (Y, p, . . . . The former applies to data
obtained at one T, and the latter to data obtained at more than one T. We assume that
none of these parameters is known a priori.
In general, parameter estimation by statistical methods from experimental data in
which the number of measurements exceeds the number of parameters falls into one of
two categories, depending on whether the function to be fitted to the data is linear or
nonlinear with respect to the parameters. A function is linear with respect to the parameters, if for, say, a doubling of the values of all the parameters, the value of the function
doubles; otherwise, it is nonlinear. The right side of equation 3.4-17 is nonlinear. We
can put it into linear form by taking logarithms of both sides, as in equation 3.4-4:
ln(-rA) = lnA-(E,/RT)+aclnc,+Plncu+...

(3.4-18)

The function is now ln(-rA), and the parameters are In A, EA, a, p, . . . .
Statistical methods can be applied to obtain values of parameters in both linear and
nonlinear forms (i.e., by linear and nonlinear regression, respectively). Linearity with
respect to the parameters should be distinguished from, and need not necessarily be
associated with, linearity with respect to the variables:

(1) In equation 3.4-17, the right side is nonlinear with respect to both the parameters
(A, EA, (Y, p, . . .) and the variables (T, CA, cB, . . .).
(2) In equation 3.4-18, the right side is linear with respect to both the parameters and
the variables, if the variables are interpreted as l/T, ln CA, ln cn, . . . . However,
the transformation of the function from a nonlinear to a linear form may result
in a poorer fit. For example, in the Arrhenius equation, it is usually better to estimate A and EA by nonlinear regression applied to k = A exp( -E,/RT), equation
3.1-8, than by linear regression applied to Ink = In A - E,IRT, equation 3.1-7.
This is because the linearization is statistically valid only if the experimental data
are subject to constant relative errors (i.e., measurements are subject to fixed
percentage errors); if, as is more often the case, constant absolute errors are observed, linearization misrepresents the error distribution, and leads to incorrect
parameter estimates.
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(3) The function y = a + bx + cx2 + dx3 is linear with respect to the parameters a,
b, c, d (which may be determined by linear regression), but not with respect to
the variable x .

v
0“OF

The reaction orders obtained from nonlinear analysis are usually nonintegers. It is
customary to round the values to nearest integers, half-integers, tenths of integers, etc.
as may be appropriate. The regression is then repeated with order(s) specified to obtain
a revised value of the rate constant, or revised values of the Arrhenius parameters.
A number of statistics and spreadsheet software packages are available for linear regression, and also for nonlinear regression of algebraic expressions (e.g., the Arrhenius
equation). However, few software packages are designed for parameter estimation involving numerical integration of a differential equation containing the parameters (e.g.,
equation 3.4-8). The E-Z Solve software is one package that can carry out this more difficult type of nonlinear regression.

Estimate the rate constant for the reaction A + products, given the following data for
reaction in a constant-volume BR:
tlarb. units
c,/arb. units

0
1

1
0.95

2
0.91

3
0.87

4
0.83

6
0.76

8
0.72

Assume that the reaction follows either first-order or second-order kinetics.
SOLUTION

v
0“O-v

This problem may be solved by linear regression using equations 3.4-11 (n = 1) and 3.4-9
(with n = 2), which correspond to the relationships developed for first-order and secondorder kinetics, respectively. However, here we illustrate the use of nonlinear regression
applied directly to the differential equation 3.4-8 so as to avoid use of particular linearized
integrated forms. The method employs user-defined functions within the E-Z Solve software. The rate constants estimated for the first-order and second-order cases are 0.0441
and 0.0504 (in appropriate units), respectively (file ex3-8.msp shows how this is done in
E-Z Solve). As indicated in Figure 3.9, there is little difference between the experimental
data and the predictions from either the first- or second-order rate expression. This lack of
sensitivity to reaction order is common when fA < 0.5 (here, fA = 0.28).
Although we cannot clearly determine the reaction order from Figure 3.9, we can gain
some insight from a residual plot, which depicts the difference between the predicted
and experimental values of cA using the rate constants calculated from the regression
analysis. Figure 3.10 shows a random distribution of residuals for a second-order reaction, but a nonrandom distribution of residuals for a first-order reaction (consistent
overprediction of concentration for the first five datapoints). Consequently, based upon
this analysis, it is apparent that the reaction is second-order rather than first-order,
and the reaction rate constant is 0.050. Furthermore, the sum of squared residuals is
much smaller for second-order kinetics than for first-order kinetics (1.28 X 10V4 versus
5.39 x 10-4).
We summarize some guidelines for choice of regression method in the chart in Figure
3.11. The initial focus is on the type of reactor used to generate the experimental data
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-1st order
- - - 2nd order

2

4
Time, arbitrary units

8i Figure 3.9 Comparison of first- and
second-order fits of data in Example 3-8

6

(for a simple system and rate law considered in this section). Then the choice depends on determining whether the expression being fitted is linear or nonlinear (with
respect to the parameters), and, in the case of a BR or integral PFR, on whether
an analytical solution to the differential equation involved is available. The equations cited by number are in some cases only representative of the type of equation
encountered.
In Figure 3.11, we exclude the use of differential methods with a BR, as described in
Section 3.4.1.1.1. This is because such methods require differentiation of experimental
ci(t) data, either graphically or numerically, and differentiation, as opposed to integration, of data can magnify the errors.

O

2

4
Time, arbitrary units

6

Figure 3.10 Comparison of residual values, CA&c - cA,eIP
for first- and second-order fits of data in Example 3-8

8
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Type of
reactor
I

linear with respect
to the parameters?

linear with respect
to the parameters?

Linear
regression
eqn. 2.4-4
with
eqn. 3.4-18

Is an analytical solution
of the differential
equation available?

Nonlinear
regression
eqn. 2.4-4
with
eqn. 3.4-17

r-l
Is the equation
linear with respect
to the parameters?

0
v

7O-v

3.6

Nonlinear
regression
eqn. 3.4-9
eqn. 3.4-10
eqn. 3.4-15

Figure 3.11 Techniques for parameter estimation

PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 3
3-1 For each of the following cases, what method could be used to follow the course of reaction in
kinetics experiments conducted isothermally in a constant-volume BR?
(a) The gas-phase reaction between NO and Hz (with N2 and Hz0 as products) at relatively
high
temperature;
(b) The liquid-phase decomposition of N205 in an inert solvent to N204 (soluble) and 02;
(c) The liquid-phase saponification of ethyl acetate with NaOH;
(d) The liquid-phase hydration of ethylene oxide to ethylene glycol in dilute aqueous solution;
(e) The hydrolysis of methyl bromide in dilute aqueous solution.
3-2 For the irreversible, gas-phase reaction 2A + D studied manometrically in a rigid vessel at
a certain (constant) T, suppose the measured (total) pressure P is 180 kPa after 20 min and
100 kPa after a long time (reaction complete). If only A is present initially, what is the partial
pressure of D, po, after 20 min? State any assumptions made.
3-3 For the irreversible, gas-phase decomposition of dimethyl ether (CH30CH3) to GIL Hz, and
CO in a rigid vessel at a certain (constant) T, suppose the increase in measured (total) pressure,
AP, is 20.8 kPa after 665 s. If only ether is present initially, and the increase in pressure after
a long time (reaction complete) is 82.5 kPa, what is the partial pressure of ether, PE, after 665
s? State any assumptions made.
3-4 If c.&cnO = v~Ivn, equation 3.4-13 cannot be used (show why). What approach would be
used in this case in Example 3-5 to test the validity of the proposed rate law?
3-5 Sketch a plot of the rate constant, k (not In k), of a reaction against temperature (T), according
to the Arrhenius equation, from relatively low to relatively high temperature, clearly indicating
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the limiting values of k and slopes. At what temperature (in terms of EA) does this curve have
an inflection point? Based on typical values for EA (say 40,000 to 300,000 J mol-‘), would
this temperature lie within the usual “chemical” range? Hence, indicate what part (shape) of
the curve would typify chemical behavior.
3-6 Suppose the liquid-phase reaction A + 1 Yg IB --f products was studied in a batch reactor at two
_
temperatures and the following results were obtained:

TI"C
20
30

fA

tlmin

0.75 20
0.75 9

Stating all assumptions made, calculate EA, the Arrhenius energy of activation, for the reaction. Note that the order of reaction is not known.
3-7 What is the expression corresponding to equation 3.4-13 for the same type of reaction (I VA[A +
I V~/B + products, constant density) occurring in a CSTR of volume Vwith a steady-state flow
rate of q?
3-8 By applying L’HBpital’s rule for indeterminate forms, show that equation 3.4-11 results from
equation 3.4-9.
3-9 The reaction between ethylene bromide and potassium iodide in 99% methanol (inert) has
been found to be first-order with respect to each reactant (second-order overall) (Dillon, 1932).
The reaction can be represented by C&L,Br2 + 3Kl +C2&+2KBr+KIsorA+3B
+
products.
(a) Derive an expression for calculating the second-order rate constant kA (the equivalent of
equation 3.4-13).
(b) At 59.7”C in one set of experiments, for which CA0 = 0.0266 and ca,, = 0.2237 mol L-l,
the bromide (A) was 59.1% reacted at the end of 15.25 h. Calculate the value of kA and
specify its units.
3-10 A general rate expression for the irreversible reaction A + B + C can be written as:

Use a spreadsheet or equivalent computer program to calculate the concentration of product
C as the reaction proceeds with time (t) in a constant-volume batch reactor (try the parameter
values supplied below). You may use a simple numerical integration scheme such as Act =
rc At.
set 1: simple rate laws:
CAo

CBo

CC0

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
2

0
0
0
0

k

a

P

Y

0.05
0.05
0.025
0.025

1
1
1
1

0
1
1
1

0
0
0
0

set 2: more complicated rate laws:
0.0001
0.05
69
1
1
(0
1
1
0.0001
0.005

1
1

0
0

1
-1

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Observe what is happening by plotting cc versus t for each case and answer the following:
(i) Qualitatively state the similarities among the different cases. Is component B involved in the reaction in all cases?
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(ii) By graphical means, find the time required to reach 20%, 50%, and 90% of the
ultimate concentration for each case.
(iii) Compare results of (a) and (b), (b) and (c), (c) and (d), (a) and (e), and (a) and (f).
Explain any differences.
3-11 Diazobenzenechloride decomposes in solution to chlorobenzene and nitrogen (evolved):
C,sHsNzCl(solution)

+ C6HsCl(solution)

+ Nz(g)

One liter of solution containing 150 g of diazobenzenechloride is allowed to react at 70°C.
The cumulative volume of N;?(g) collected at 1 bar and 70°C as a function of time is given in
the following table:
tlmin
volumeof

N&

01
0

2
1.66

3
4
5
3.15 4.49 5.71 6181

6
7.82

7
8.74

(a) Calculate the concentration of diazobenzenechloride at each time, and hence calculate the
rate of reaction by a difference method for each interval.
(b) What reaction order fits the data?
(c) What is the value (and units) of the rate constant for the reaction order obtained in (b)?

Chapter 4

Development of the Rate
Law for a Simple System
In this chapter, we describe how experimental rate data, obtained as described in Chapter 3, can be developed into a quantitative rate law for a simple, single-phase system.
We first recapitulate the form of the rate law, and, as in Chapter 3, we consider only
the effects of concentration and temperature; we assume that these effects are separable into reaction order and Arrhenius parameters. We point out the choice of units for
concentration in gas-phase reactions and some consequences of this choice for the Arrhenius parameters. We then proceed, mainly by examples, to illustrate various reaction
orders and compare the consequences of the use of different types of reactors. Finally,
we illustrate the determination of Arrhenius parameters for the effect of temperature
on rate.

4.1 THE RATE LAW
4.1.1

Form of Rate Law Used
Throughout this chapter, we refer to a single-phase, irreversible reaction corresponding
to the stoichiometric equation 1.4-7:
-$ viAi = 0

(4.1-1)

i=l

where N is the number of reacting species, both “reactants” and “products”; for a reactant, vi is negative, and for a product, it is positive, by convention.
The corresponding reaction is written in the manner of reaction (A) in Section 3.1.2:

(qjA+ IvB(B +... -+ vr,D + vnE+...

(4.1-2)

We assume that the rate law for this reaction has the form, from equations 3.1-2 and
1.4-8,
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where r and k are the species-independent rate and rate constant, respectively, and ri
and ki refer to species i . Since ki is positive for all species, the absolute value of vi is used
in the last part of 4.1-3. In this equation, n indicates a continued product (c;“lcp . . .),
and (Y~ is the order of reaction with respect to species i . In many cases, only reactants
appear in the rate law, but equation 4.1-3 allows for the more general case involving
products as well.
We also assume that the various rate constants depend on T in accordance with the
Arrhenius equation. Thus, from equations 3.1-8 and 4.1-3,
I

I

k = A exp(-E,lRT) = ?!- = A exp(-E,lRT)
l’il

(4.1-4)

lvil

Note that, included in equations 4.1-3 and -4, and corresponding to equation 1.4-8 (r =
lilvi), are the relations
k = killvil; i = 1,2,...,N

(4.1-3a)

A = Aillvil; i = 1,2,...,N

(4.1-4a)

As a consequence of these various defined quantities, care must be taken in assigning
values of rate constants and corresponding pre-exponential factors in the analysis and
modeling of experimental data. This also applies to the interpretation of values given
in the literature. On the other hand, the function n csi and the activation energy EA are
characteristics only of the reaction, and are not specific to any one species.
The values of (Y~, A, and EA must be determined from experimental data to establish
the form of the rate law for a particular reaction. As far as possible, it is conventional
to assign small, integral values to al, (Ye, etc., giving rise to expressions like first-order,
second-order, etc. reactions. However, it may be necessary to assign zero, fractional and
even negative values. For a zero-order reaction with respect to a particular substance,
the rate is independent of the concentration of that substance. A negative order for a
particular substance signifies that the rate decreases (is inhibited) as the concentration
of that substance increases.
The rate constant ki in equation 4.1-3 is sometimes more fully referred to as the specific reaction rate constant, since lril = ki when ci = 1 (i = 1,2, . . . , N). The units of ki
(and of A) depend,on the overall order of reaction, IZ, rewritten from equation 3.1-3 as
N
n=C(Yi

(4.1-5)

i=l

From equations 4.1-3 and -5, these units are (concentration)i-” (time)-‘.

4.1.2

Empirical versus Fundamental Rate Laws
Any mathematical function that adequately represents experimental rate data can be
used in the rate law. Such a rate law is called an empirical orphenomenological rate law.
In a broader sense, a rate law may be constructed based, in addition, on concepts of
reaction mechanism, that is, on how reaction is inferred to take place at the molecular
level (Chapter 7). Such a rate law is called a fundamental rate law. It may be more
correct in functional form, and hence more useful for achieving process improvements.
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Furthermore, extrapolations of the rate law outside the range of conditions used to generate it can be made with more confidence, if it is based on mechanistic considerations.
We are not yet in a position to consider fundamental rate laws, and in this chapter we
focus on empirical rate laws given by equation 4.1-3.

4.1.3

Separability versus Nonseparability of Effects
In equation 4.1-3, the effects of the various reaction parameters (ci, T) are separable.
When mechanistic considerations are taken into account, the resulting rate law often
involves a complex function of these parameters that cannot be separated in this manner. As an illustration of nonseparability, a rate law derived from reaction mechanisms
for the catalyzed oxidation of CO is

(--Tco) = w-) ccoc;;/[l

+ K(T)+, + K’(T)cE].

In this case, the effects of cco, co*, and T cannot be separated. However, the simplifying
assumption of a separable form is often made: the coupling between parameters may be
weak, and even where it is strong, the simpler form may be an adequate representation
over a narrow range of operating conditions.

4.2
4.2.1

GAS-PHASE REACTIONS: CHOICE OF CONCENTRATION UNITS
Use of Partial Pressure
The concentration ci in equation 4.1-3, the rate law, is usually expressed as a molar
volumetric concentration, equation 2.2-7, for any fluid, gas or liquid. For a substance in
a gas phase, however, concentration may be expressed alternatively as partial pressure,
defined by
pi = xip;

i = 1,2, . . . , Ng

(4.2-1)

where Ng is the number of substances in the gas phase, and xi is the mole fraction of i
in the gas phase, defined by
xi = niln,;

i = 1,2, . . . , Ng

(4.2-2)

where IZ, is the total number of moles in the gas phase.
The partial pressure pi is related to ci by an equation of state, such as
pi = z(n,IV)RT

= zRTc,;

i = 1,2,...,N,

(4.2-3)

where z is the compressibility factor for the gas mixture, and depends on T, P, and
composition. At relatively low density, z =l, and for simplicity we frequently use the
form for an ideal-gas mixture:
pi = RTc,;

i = 1,2, . . . , Ng

(4.2-3a)

For the gas-phase reaction 2A + 2B + C + 2D taking place in a rigid vessel at a certain
T, suppose the measured (total) pressure P decreases initially at a rate of 7.2 kPa min-’ .
At what rate is the partial pressure of A, PA, changing? State any assumptions made.
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SOLUTION
Assume ideal-gas behavior (T, V constant). Then,
P V = n,RT a n d pAV = nART

At any instant,
nt = nA + ng + nc + nD

dn, = dnA + dn, + dn, + dn,
= dil, + dn, - (1/2) dn, - dn,
= (l/2)d?ZA
att = 0

dnro = (1/2) dnAo

Thus, from the equation of state and stoichiometry

and

4.2.2

(dp,/dt), = 2(dP/dt), = 2(-7.2) = -14.4 kPa rnin-’

Rate and Rate Constant in Terms of Partial Pressure
If pi is used in the rate law instead of ci, there are two ways of interpreting ri and hence
ki. In the first of these, the definition of ri given in equation 1.4-2 is retained, and in the
second, the definition is in terms of rate of change of pi. Care must be taken to identify
which one is being used in a particular case. The first is relatively uncommon, and the
second is limited to constant-density situations. The consequences of these two ways
are explored further in this and the next section, first for the rate constant, and second
for the Arrhenius parameters.
4.2.2.1 Rate Defined by Equation 1.4-2
The first method of interpreting rate of reaction in terms of partial pressure uses the
verbal definition given by equation 1.4-2 for ri. By analogy with equation 4.1-3, we write
the rate law (for a reactant i) as
(4.2-4)
i=l

where the additional subscript in k;p denotes a partial-pressure basis, and the prime distinguishes it from a similar but more common form in the next section. From equations
4.1-3 and -5, and 4.2-3a and -4, it follows that ki and kip are related by
ki = (RT)“k&,

The units of kjp are (concentration)(pressure)-“(time)-’.

(4.2-5)
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4.2.2.2 Rate Defined by - dpildt
Alternatively, we may redefine the rate of reaction in terms of the rate of change of
the partial pressure of a substance. If density is constant, this is analogous to the use
of -dcJdt (equation 2.2-lo), and hence is restricted to this case, usually for a constantvolume BR.
In this case. we write the rate law as
(-ri,) = -dp,ldt = ki, ~ pgf

(constant density)

(4.2-6)

i=l

where rip is in units of (pressure)(time)-l. From equations 2.2-10 and 4.2-3a, and the
first part of equation 4.2-3, rip is related to ri by
‘ip
-= -dpi _- RT
dci
ri

(constant density)

(4.2-7)

regardless of the order of reaction.
From equations 4.1-2 and -5, and 4.2-3a, -6, and -7, ki and kip are related by

The units of kip are (pressure)l-n(time)-l.

For the gas-phase decomposition of acetaldehyde (A, CHsCHO) to methane and carbon
monoxide, if the rate constant kA at 791 K is 0.335 L mol-‘s-t,
(a) What is the order of reaction, and hence the form of the rate law?
(b) What is the value of kAp, in Pa-’ s-l for
, the reaction carried out in a constantvolume BR?
SOLUTION

(a) Since, from equations 4.1-3 and -5, the units of kA are (concentration)l-n(time)-‘,
1 - rz = - 1, and rz = 2; that is, the reaction is second-order, and the rate law is of
the form (-rA) = kAci.
(b) From equation 4.2-8,
kAp = k,(RT) * - ’ = 0.335/8.314(1000)791

4.2.3

= 5.09 X lo-* Pa-l s-l

Arrhenius Parameters in Terms of Partial Pressure
4.2.3.1 Rate Dejined by Equation 1.4-2
We apply the definition of the characteristic energy in equation 3.1-6 to both ki and k:P
in equation 4.2-5 to relate EA, corresponding to ki, and E,&, corresponding to kf,. From
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equation 4.2-5, on taking logarithms and differentiating with respect to T, we have
d In k$
dlnk, _ IZ
--T+dT
dT
and using equation 3.1-6, we convert this to
EA = EAp -I nRT

(4.2-9)

For the relation between the corresponding pre-exponential factors A and AL, we use
equations 3.1-8, and 4.2-5 and -9 to obtain
A = Ab(RTe)n

(4.2-10)

where e = 2.71828, the base of natural logarithms.
If A and EA in the original form of the Arrhenius equation are postulated to be independent of T, then their analogues AL and E,& are not independent of T, except for a
zero-order reaction.
4.2.3.2 Rate Defined by - dpildt
Applying the treatment used in the previous section to relate EA and EAp, corresponding
to kip, and A and A,, corresponding to kip, with equation 4.2-5 replaced by equation 4.28, we obtain
EA = EAp + (n - l)RT

(4.2-11)

A = A,(RTe)“-1

(4.2-12)

and

These results are similar to those in the previous section, with n - 1 replacing IZ, and
similar conclusions about temperature dependence can be drawn, except that for a firstorder reaction, EA = EAp and A = A,. The relationships of these differing Arrhenius
parameters for a third-order reaction are explored in problem 4-12.

4.3

DEPENDENCE OF RATE ON CONCENTRATION
Assessing the dependence of rate on concentration from the point of view of the rate
law involves determining values, from experimental data, of the concentration parameters in equation 4.1-3: the order of reaction with respect to each reactant and the rate
constant at a particular temperature. Some experimental methods have been described
in Chapter 3, along with some consequences for various orders. In this section, we consider these determinations further, treating different orders in turn to obtain numerical
values, as illustrated by examples.

4.3.1 First-Order Reactions
Some characteristics and applications of first-order reactions (for A -+ products,
(-T*) = k*c*) are noted in Chapters 2 and 3, and in Section 4.2.3. These are summarized as follows:
(1) The time required to achieve a specified value of fA is independent of CA0 (Example 2-1; see also equation 3.4-16).
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(2) The calculation of time quantities: half-life (t& in a BR and a CSTR (constant
density), problem 2-1; calculation of residence time t for variable density in a
PFR (Example 2-3 and problem 2-5).
(3) The integrated form for constant density (Example 3-4), applicable to both a BR
and a PFR, showing the exponential decay of cA with respect to t (equation 3.410), or, alternatively, the linearity of In CA with respect to t (equation 3.4-11).
(4) The determination of kA in an isothermal integral PFR (Example 3-7).
(5) The identity of Arrhenius parameters EA and EAp, and A and A,, based on CA
and PA, respectively, for constant density (Section 4.2.3).

The rate of hydration of ethylene oxide (A) to ethylene glycol (C,H,O + H,O -+ C,H,O,)
in dilute aqueous solution can be determined dilatometrically, that is, by following the
small change in volume of the reacting system by observing the height of liquid (h) in a
capillary tube attached to the reaction vessel (a BR, Figure 3.1). Some results at 2O”C, in
which the catalyst (HClO,) concentration was 0.00757 mol L-l, are as follows (Brbnsted
et al., 1929):
t/mm
0
30
60
90
120
240

h/cm

tlmin

h/cm

18.48 (h,)
18.05
17.62
17.25
16.89
15.70

270
300
330
360
390
1830

15.47
15.22
15.00
14.80
14.62
12.29 (h,)

Determine the order of this reaction with respect to ethylene oxide at 20°C and the value
of the rate constant. The reaction goes virtually to completion, and the initial concentration
of ethylene oxide (c,&) was 0.12 mol L-t.

SOLUTION
We make the following assumptions:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

The density of the system is constant.
The concentration of water remains constant.
The reaction is first-order with respect to A.
The change in concentration of A (cAO - CA) is proportional to the change in height
(ho - h).

To justify (l), Brijnsted et al., in a separate experiment, determined that the total change
in height for a l-mm capillary was 10 cm for 50 cm3 of solution with CA,, = 0.2 mol L-l;
this corresponds to a change in volume of only 0.16%.
The combination of (2) and (3) is referred to as a pseudo-first-order situation. H,O is
present in great excess, but if it were not, its concentration change would likely affect the
rate. We then use the integral method of Section 3.4.1.1.2 in conjunction with equation
3.4-11 to test assumption (3).
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250

300

350

400

Figure 4.1 First-order plot for CzH40 + Hz0 + C2H602;

data of Briinsted et al. (1929)

Assumption (4) means that cAO 0~ h, - h, and cA K h - h,. Equation 3.4-11 then becomes
ln(h - h,) = ln(h, - h,) - Kit
= 1.823 - kAt
Some of the data of Bronsted et al. are plotted in Figure 4.1, and confirm that the
relation is linear, and hence that the reaction is first-order with respect to A. The value
of kA obtained by Brijnsted et al. is 2.464 X lop3 mini at 20°C.

4.3.2 Second-Order Reactions
A second-order reaction may typically involve one reactant (A + products, ( -rA) =
k,c$J or two reactants (Iv*IA + Iv,lB + products, (-I*) = kAcAcB). For one reactant, the integrated form for constant density, applicable to a BR or a PFR, is contained
in equation 3.4-9, with n = 2. In contrast to a first-order reaction, the half-life of a reactant, t1,2 from equation 3.4-16, is proportional to CA: (if there are two reactants, both
t1,2 and fractional conversion refer to the limiting reactant). For two reactants, the integrated form for constant density, applicable to a BR and a PFR, is given by equation
3.4-13 (see Example 3-5). In this case, the reaction stoichiometry must be taken into account in relating concentrations, or in switching rate or rate constant from one reactant
to the other.

At 5 1 VC, acetaldehyde vapor decomposes into methane and carbon monoxide according
to CHsCHO + CH, + CO. In a particular experiment carried out in a constant-volume
BR (Hinshelwood and Hutchison, 1926), the initial pressure of acetaldehyde was 48.4 kPa,
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and the following increases of pressure (AP) were noted (in part) with increasing time:
tls

AP/kFa

42
4.5

105 242
9.9 17.9

480
25.9

840
32.5

1440
37.9

From these results, determine the order of reaction, and calculate the value of the rate
constant in pressure units (kFa) and in concentration units (mol L-l).
SOLUTION

It can be shown that the experimental data given do not conform to the hypothesis of a
first-order reaction, by the test corresponding to that in Example 4-3. We then consider
the possibility of a second-order reaction. From equation 4.2-6, we write the combined
assumed form of the rate law and the material balance equation (for constant volume), in
terms of CHsCHO (A), as
( -rAp) = -dp,ldt = kApp;
The integrated form is
’
PA

‘+kt
-

PAo

Ap

so that l/PA is a linear function of t. Values of PA can be calculated from each value of
AP, since P, = pAo, and
AP = P - P, = PA + PCH, + Pco = PA +

2@,,

PAo

- PA) - PAo = PAo - PA = 48*4 - PA

(3)

Values of PA calculated from equation (3) are:
tls

pAlkPa

42
43.9

105
38.6

242
30.6

480
22.6

840
15.9

1440
10.5

These values are plotted in Figure 4.2 and confirm a linear relation (i.e., n = 2). The
value of kAp calculated from the slope of the line in Figure 4.2 is
k AP = 5.07 X 10e5 kPa-’ s-l

and, from equation 4.2-8 for kA in (-IA) = kAci,
kA = RTkAp = 8.314(791)5.07 X 10m5 = 0.334 L mole1 s-l

4.3.3 Third-Order Reactions
The number of reactions that can be accurately described as third-order is relatively
small, and they can be grouped according to:
(1) Gas-phase reactions in which one reactant is nitric oxide, the other being oxygen
or hydrogen or chlorine or bromine; these are discussed further below.
(2) Gas-phase recombination of two atoms or free radicals in which a third body
is required, in each molecular act of recombination, to remove the energy of
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Figure 4.2 Linear second-order plot for Example 4-4

recombination; since consideration of these reactions requires ideas of reaction
mechanism, they are considered further in Chapter 6.
(3) Certain aqueous-phase reactions, including some in which acid-base catalysis is
involved; for this reason, they are considered further in Chapter 8.
Gas-phase reactions involving nitric oxide which appear to be third-order are:
2N0 + O2 + 2N0,
2N0 + 2H, -+ N, + 2H,O
2N0 + Cl, + 2NOCl (nitrosyl chloride)
2N0 + Br, + 2NOBr (nitrosyl bromide)
In each case, the rate is found to be second-order with respect to NO(A) and firstorder with respect to the other reactant (B). That is, as a special form of equation 4.1-3,
(-I*) = kAc;cg

(4.3-1)

(In each case, we are considering only the direction of reaction indicated. The reverse
reaction may well be of a different order; for example, the decomposition of NO, is
second-order.)
The first of these reactions, the oxidation of NO, is an important step in the manufacture of nitric acid, and is very unusual in that its rate decreases as T increases (see
problem 4-12).
The consequences of using equation 4.3-1 depend on the context: constant or variable
density and type of reactor.

Obtain the integrated form of equation 4.3- 1 for the reaction ( v,lA + ) in IB + products
occurring in a constant-volume BR.
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SOLUTION
From the rate law and the material balance equation 2.2-10, the equation to be integrated
is

- dCA = k,&
CiCB
The result is rather tedious to obtain, but the method can be the same as that in Example
3-5: use of the stoichiometric relationship and the introduction of 5, followed by integration
by partial fractions and reversion to CA and cn to give

(4.3-3) /

where M = VBCA~ - VACB~. The left side is a linear function oft; kA can be determined
from the slope of this function.

Suppose the following data were obtained for the homogeneous gas-phase reaction 2A +
2B --) C + 2D carried out in a rigid 2-L vessel at 8OO’C.

PO1

Wa

XAO

46
70
80

0.261
0.514
0.150

(dPldt),l
(lcFa)min-’
-0.8
-7.2
-1.6

Assuming that at time zero no C or D is present, obtain the rate law for this reaction,
stating the value and units of the rate constant in terms of L, mol, s.
SOLUTION
From equation 4.2-6, in terms of A and initial rates and conditions, and an assumed form
of the rate law, we write
h-Ap)o = -(dPddt), = ‘&P&P,,P

(1)

Values of (dpA/dt), can be calculated from the measured values of (dP/dt),, as shown in
Example 4-1. Values of PA0 and Pa0 can be calculated from the given values of P, and
XA,, (from equation 4.2-1). The results for the three experiments are as follows:
&Ad

PBoI

(dPddt),l

kPa

kFa

kFa rnin-’

12
36
12

34
34
68

-1.6
- 14.4
-3.2
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We take advantage of the fact that pnO is constant for the first two experiments, and PA0
is constant for the first and third. Thus, from the first two and equation (l),
kAp(12)Y34)~
-1.6
- 14.4 = k,,(36)"(34)P

1 (y
= 03

from which
cY=2
Similarly, from the first and third experiments,

p=1
(The overall order, 12, is therefore 3.) Substitution of these results into equation (1) for any
one of the three experiments gives
kAP = 3.27 X 10e4 kPaF2 mm’

From equation 4.2-8,
kA = (RT)2kAp

4.3.4

= (8.314)2(1073)23.27

X 10p4/60 = 434 L2 molp2 s-l

Other Orders of Reaction
From the point of view of obtaining the “best” values of kinetics parameters in the rate
law, equation 4.1-3, the value of the order can be whatever is obtained as a “best fit”
of experimental data, and hence need not be integral. There is theoretical justification
(Chapter 6) for the choice of integral values, but experiment sometimes indicates that
half-integral values are appropriate. For example, under certain conditions, the decomposition of acetaldehyde is (3/2)-order. Similarly, the reaction between CO and Cl, to
form phosgene (COCl,) is (3/2)-order with respect to Cl, and first-order with respect
to CO. A zero-order reaction in which the rate is independent of concentration is not
observed for reaction in a single-phase fluid, but may occur in enzyme reactions, and in
the case of a gas reacting with a solid, possibly when the solid is a catalyst. The basis for
these is considered in Chapters 8 and 10.

4.3.5

Comparison of Orders of Reaction
In this section, we compare the effect of order of reaction n on cAIcAO = 1 - .& for
various conditions of reaction, using the model reaction
A + products

(4

(-I*) = kAcL

(3.4-1)

with rate law

We do this for isothermal constant-density conditions first in a BR or PFR, and then in
a CSTR. The reaction conditions are normalized by means of a dimensionless reaction
number MA,, defined by
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M Ail = kAd&,,-,lf

(4.3-4)

where tis the reaction time in a BR or PFR, or the mean residence time in a CSTR.
4.3.5.1

BR or PFR (Isothermal, Constant Density)

For an &h-order isothermal, constant-density reaction in a BR or PFR (n # l), equation 3.4-9 can be rearranged to obtain cA/cA~ explicitly:
- &id” = (n - l)k,t

l-n
CA

(n + 1)

= (n - l)MA,/c~~’

(3.4-9)
(3.4-9a)

(note that f = t here). From equation 3.4-9a,
CA/CA0

= [l + (n - l)MA,I1’@“)

(n + 1)

(4.3-5)

For a first-order reaction (n = l), from equation 3.4-10,
cAicAo

= eXp(-

kAt) = eXp(-MA,)

(n = 1)

(4.3-6)

The resulting expressions for cA/cAO for several values of n are given in the second
column in Table 4.1. Results are given for n = 0 and n = 3, although single-phase reactions of the type (A) are not known for these orders.
In Figure 4.3, CA/CA* is plotted as a function of MA,, for the values of n given in Table
4.1. For these values of II, Figure 4.3 summarizes how CA depends on the parameters
kA, cAo, and f for any reaction of type (A). From the value of CA/CA~ obtained from
the figure, CA can be calculated for specified values of the parameters. For a given n,
CA/CA~ decreases as MA,, increases; if kA and cAo are fixed, increasing MA,, corresponds
Table 4.1 Comparison of expressionsa for

CA/CA~

I

CA/CA~

Order(n) 1
BR or PFR
0
= 1 -MAO; MAO 5 1
= 0; MAO 2 1
112
1
312

2

5 1 - f~
= 1 - fA
CSTR

I

= ~-MAO; MAO 5 1
= 0; MAO 2 1

= (1 - h’f~,,#)~; ki~l/z 5 2
= 0; MA~/z 2 2
1= exP(--Mid
= (1 + MA~,#)-~

= (1 + MAZ)-~

1= (1 + MAI)-’
from solution of cubic equation [in (cA/cA~)~'~]:
MA~~(CAICA,)~"
+ (CAICA~) - 1 = 0
= (1 + ‘tit’f~2)“~ - 1
~MAZ

3

= (1 + 2it’f~3)-~‘~

from solution of cubic equation:
MA~(cA/cA,)~ + (CA/CA~) - 1 = 0

“For reaction A + products; (-TA) = kAcz; MA” = kAcAo“-l t; isothermal, constant-density conditions;
from equations 4.3-5, -6, and -9.
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Figure 4.3 Comparison of CAICA~ for various orders of reaction in a BR or

PP’R (for conditions, see footnote to Table 4.1)
to increasing reaction time, t. For a given MA”, cA/cAO increases with increasing order,
n. We note that for IZ = 0 and 1/2, cAIcAO decreases to 0 at MA0 = 1 and MAn2 = 2,
respectively, whereas for the other values of IZ, cAIcAO approaches 0 asymptotically.
The former behavior is characteristic for IZ < 1; in such cases, the value of MA,, for the
conditions noted in Figure 4.3 is given from equation 4.3-5 by

MAACdCh

= 0) = l/(l - n);

n<l

(4.3-7)

We also note that the slope s of the curves in Figure 4.3 is not the rate of reaction (-Y*),
but is related to it by (-rA) = -s(--I*)~, where ( --I*)~ is the initial rate at MAn = 0
= 0 is s = - 1 in every case, as is evident
(-@Ah
= kAcko ). The limiting slope at MA,,
graphically for n = 0, and can be shown in general from equations 4.3-5 and -6.
4.3.5.2 CSTR (Constant Density)
For an nth-order, constant-density reaction in a CSTR, the combination of equations
2.3-12 and 3.4-1 can be rearranged to give a polynomial equation in cA/cAO:
(-TA) = kAc1 = (CA0 - c&t
from which, using equation 4.3-4 for MA",

(4.3-8)

we obtain (for all values of n):
(4.3-9)

SOhltiOllS
for CA/CA0 from equation 4.3-9 are given in the third column in Table 4.1.
For II = 312 and 3, the result is a cubic equation in (cA/cAo)lc! and CA/CA~, respectively.
The analytical solutions for these are cumbersome expressions, and the equations can
be solved numerically to obtain the curves in Figure 4.4.
In Figure 4.4, similar to Figure 4.3, CA/CA~ is plotted as a function of MA,,. The behavior is similar in both figures, but the values of CA/CA~ for a CSTR are higher than those
for a BR or PFR (except for n = 0, where they are the same). This is an important
characteristic in comparing these types of reactors (Chapter 17). Another difference is
that CA/CA~ approaches 0 asymptotically for all values of n > 0, and not just for it 2 1,
as in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4 . 4 Comparison of CA/C..Q, for various orders of reaction in a CSTR (for

conditions, see footnote to Table 4.1)

4.3.6

Product Species in the Rate Law
The rate of reaction may also depend on the concentration of a product, which is included in equation 4.1-3. If (Ye for a product is negative, the effect is called product
inhibition, and is not uncommon in catalytic reactions (Chapter 8). If oi for a product
is positive, the reaction accelerates with increasing conversion, and the effect is called
autocatalysis (Chapter 8). The possible involvement of product species in the rate law
should be considered in the experimental investigation. This can be tested by measuring the rate at low conversions. Since reactant concentrations vary little in such cases,
any relatively large changes in rate arise from the large percentage changes in product
concentration, which increases from zero to a finite value.

Suppose the following rate data are obtained at the same T from a 400-cm3 CSTR in a
kinetics investigation of the vapor-phase dehydration of ethyl alcohol to form ethyl ether:

The values of (-T*) are calculated from the measured concentrations of A by means of
equation 2.3-12 (constant density assumed).
d

expt.

cm3 s-l

1

20
20
10
10

2
3
4

cA,i

cAJ

%

=

cCJ

fA

mol L-l
0.05
0.10
0.05
0.10

0.0476
0.0966
0.0467
0.0952

Propose a rate law for this reaction.

lo4( --IA)/

mol L-l s-l
0.00120
0.00170
0.00167
0.00239

0.048
0.034
0.066
0.048

1.20
1.70
0.83
1.20
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Table 4.2 Values of the Arrhenius parameters

Reaction

I

Order
n

H2 + I2 * 2HI
2HI + H2 + I2
2C4H6 + c-&HI2
CH3 + CH3 + C2H6
Cl + H2 ---) HCl + H
NO+03 + NO2 +02
HOC1 + I- + HOI + ClOCl- + I- + 01- + clC2HsCl -+ C21-L, + HCl
c-C4Hs * 2C&

1
1

I

(L moljf:“l s-r 1kJ 2Ll-r 1Reference*
1.3
7.9
1.3
2.0
7.9
6.3
1.6
4.9
4.0
4.0

x 10”
x 10’0

x 108
x 10’0
x 10’0

x 10s
x log
x 10’0
x 10’4

x 10’5

163.2
184.1
112.1
0
23
10.5
3.8
50
254
262

(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(2)
(2)

(3)
(3)

*(l) Bamford and Tipper (1969).
(2) Lister and Rosenblum (1963).
(3) Moore (1972, p. 395).

SOLUTION
We note that in experiments 1 and 3 CA is approximately the same, but that (-rA) decreases
as cn or cc increases, approximately in inverse ratio. Experiments 2 and 4 similarly show
the same behavior. In experiments 2 and 3, cu or co is approximately constant, and (- rA)
doubles as CA doubles. These results suggest that the rate is first-order (+ 1) with respect
to A, and -1 with respect to B or C, or (less likely) B and C together. From the data
given, we can’t tell which of these three possibilities correctly accounts for the inhibition
by product(s). However, if, for example, B is the inhibitor, the rate law is

(-YA) = kAcAc<’
and kA can be calculated from the data given.

4.4
4.4.1

DEPENDENCE OF RATE ON TEMPERATURE
Determination of Arrhenius Parameters
As introduced in sections 3.1.3 and 4.2.3, the Arrhenius equation is the normal means
of representing the effect of T on rate of reaction, through the dependence of the rate
constant k on T. This equation contains two parameters, A and EA, which are usually
stipulated to be independent of T. Values of A and EA can be established from a minimum of two measurements of k at two temperatures. However, more than two results
are required to establish the validity of the equation, and the values of A and EA are
then obtained by parameter estimation from several results. The linear form of equation
3.1-7 may be used for this purpose, either graphically or (better) by linear regression.
Alternatively, the exponential form of equation 3.1-8 may be used in conjunction with
nonlinear regression (Section 3.5). Some values are given in Table 4.2.

Determine the Arrhenius parameters for the reaction C,H4 + C4H, + C6H,, from the
following data (Rowley and Steiner, 1951):
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1

1.05

1.1

1.15
1.2
(lOOO/T)/K-’

1.25

1.3

1.35

Figure 4.5 Arrhenius plot for C2H4 + CdHh -+ CeHto
(data of Rowley and Steiner, 1951)

T/K

k/L mole1 s-l

T/K

k/L mole1 s-l

760
780
803
832
822
823
826

0.384
0.560
0.938
1.565
1.34
1.23
1.59

863
866
867
876
894
921

3.12
4.05
3.47
3.74
5.62
8.20

SOLUTION
The data of Rowley and Steiner are shown graphically in Figure 4.5, with k plotted on
a logarithmic scale (equivalent to Ink on a linear scale) against lOOO/T. According to
equation 3.1-7, the result should be a linear relation, with a slope of - E,IR and an intercept
(not indicated in Figure 4.5) of In A. The values of EA and A obtained by Rowley and
Steiner in this way are 115,000 J mol-’ and 3.0 X lo7 L mol-’ s-l, respectively.

4.4.2

Arrhenius Parameters and Choice of Concentration Units for Gas-Phase Reactions
The consequences for the effect of different choices of concentration units developed
in Section 4.2.3 are explored in problem 4-12 for the third-order NO oxidation reaction.

4.5

0

PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 4
v
4-1 The kinetics of the pyrolysis of mixtures of 2-butyne (A, C4H6) and vinylacetylene (B, Cab)
“O-v
have been investigated by Harper and Heicklen (1988). Pyrolysis is a factor in soot formation,
which involves polymerization at one stage. Although the major product in this case was a
polymer, o-xylene (C, CsHro) was also produced, and this was chosen as the species of interest.
Reaction was carried out in a constant-volume BR, and analysis was by mass spectrometry.
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Initial rates of formation of C for various initial concentrations of A and B at 400°C are as
follows:

mol L-l

104 CBO
mol L-l

109 rcO
mol L-l s-l

9.41
4.72
2.38
1.45
4.69
2.28
1.18
0.622
13.9
6.98
3.55
1.90

9.58
4.79
2.45
1.47
14.3
6.96
3.60
1.90
4.91
2.48
1.25
0.67

12.5
3.63
0.763
0.242
12.6
3.34
0.546
0.343
6.62
1.67
0.570
0.0796

I@ CAo

(a) Test the hypothesis that the initial rate of formation of o-xylene is first-order with respect
toeachofAandB.
a s ,determine values of kA, (Y, and /3 by nonlinear
(b) For a rate law of the form rc = kAcAcB
regression.
(c) From the following values of the rate constant, given by the authors, at five temperatures,
determine the values of the Arrhenius parameters A and EA , and specify their units.
T/“C

lo3 k/L mol-i s-l

350
4.66

375
6.23

400
14.5

425
20.0

450
37.9

4-2 The rate of decomposition of dimethyl ether (CHsOCHs) in the gas phase has been determined
by Hinshelwood and Askey (1927) by measuring the increase in pressure (AP) accompanying decomposition in a constant-volume batch reactor at a given temperature. The reaction
is complicated somewhat by the appearance of formaldehyde as an intermediate product at
the conditions studied, but we assume here that the reaction goes to completion according to
CH30CH3 -+ CHq + Hz + CO, or A + M + H + C. In one experiment at 504°C in which
the initial pressure (P, = PAo, pure ether being present initially) was 41.6 kPa, the following
values of AP were obtained:
AP = (P - pAo)kPa
0

207
390
481
665
777

0

7.5
12.8
15.5
20.8
23.5

AP = (P - PAo)lkPa
916
1195
1587
2240
2660
3155
to

26.7
33.3
41.6
53.6
58.3
62.3
82.5

Test the hypothesis that the reaction is first-order with respect to ether.
4-3 The hydrolysis of methyl bromide (CHsBr) in dilute aqueous solution may be followed by
titrating samples with AgNOs. The volumes of AgNOs solution (V) required for 10 cm3 samples at 330 K in a particular experiment in a constant-volume batch reactor were as follows
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(Millard 1953, p. 453):
t/ruin
V/cm3

0
0

88
5.9

300
17.3

412
22.1

reaction complete
49.5

(a) Write the equations for the reactions occurring during hydrolysis and analysis.
(b) If the reaction is first-order with respect to CHsBr(A), show that the rate constant may be
calculated from k~ = (l/t) ln[VJ(V, - V)], where t is time, V, is the volume of AgN03
required for titration when the reaction is complete, and V is the volume required at any
time during the course of the reaction.
(c) Calculate values of kA to show whether the reaction is first-order with respect to CHsBr.
4-4 Ethyl acetate reacts with sodium hydroxide in aqueous solution to produce sodium acetate and
ethyl alcohol:
CHsCOOC2Hs(A)

+ NaOH + CHsCOONa

+ CzHsOH

This saponification reaction can be followed by withdrawing samples from a BR at various
times, adding excess standard acid to “quench” the reaction by neutralizing the unreacted
hydroxide, and titrating the excess acid with base. In a particular experiment at 16”C, samples
of 100 cm3 were withdrawn at various times; the concentration of acid used (HCl) was 0.0416
mol L-l. The following results were obtained (V, is the volume of acid solution required to
neutralize umeacted NaOH at time t) (Glasstone, 1946, p. 1058).
tls
V,/cm3

0
224
377
629
816
00
62.09 54.33 50.60 46.28 43.87 33.06

Using this information, obtain the rate law for the reaction.
4-5 The rate of decomposition of gaseous ethylene oxide (Cz&O), to C& and CO, has been studied by Mueller and Walters (1951) by determination of the fraction (f~) of oxide (A) reacted
after a definite time interval (t) in a constant-volume batch reactor. In a series of experiments,
the initial pressure of the oxide (PAo) was varied. Some of the results are as follows:
27.1
2664
0.268

PA&h

tls
fA

37.2
606
0.084

40.4
2664
0.274

55.3
2664
0.286

58.6
1206
0.139

From these results, determine the order of reaction and the value of the rate constant (specify
its units).
4-6 The rate of reaction between hydrocyanic acid (HCN) and acetaldehyde (CHsCHO) to give
acetaldehyde cyanohydrin has been studied in a constant-volume batch reactor at 25°C in
dilute aqueous solution, buffered to keep the pH constant (Svirbely and Roth, 1953). The
reaction is
HCN + CH3CH0 -+ CH3CH(OH)CN
A typical set of results is given below, where the concentrations are in mol L-l
tlmin
CHCN

X 10’

CCH$HO x lo2

3.28 11.12
6.57 6.19
3.84 3.46

24.43
5.69
2.96

40.35
5.15
2.42

67.22
4.63
1.90

00
2.73
0.00

Determine the rate law for this reaction at 25”C, and calculate the rate constant, and the initial
concentrations of HCN(CA,) and CHsCHO(ca,).
4-7 The rate of acetylation of benzyl chloride in dilute aqueous solution at 102°C has been studied
by Huang and Dauerman (1969). The reaction is
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CHsCOONa + CsHsCH&I -+ CHsCOOC6HsCH2

+ Na’ + Cl-

or A + B + products
Some of the data they obtained for a solution equimolar in reactants (CA0 = 0.757 mol L-l) in
a constant-volume batch reactor are as follows (fi; is the fraction of B unconverted at time t):
10-3tls
fr;

54.7
88.6
126.7
24.5
0.912 0.809 0.730 0.638

Determine the form of the rate law and the value of the rate constant at 102°C based on these
data.
4-8 The rate of decomposition of nitrogen pentoxide (NzOs) in the inert solvent CC14 can be followed by measuring the volume of oxygen evolved at a given temperature and pressure, since
the unreacted NzOs and the other products of decomposition remain in solution. Some results
at 45°C from a BR are as follows (Eyring and Daniels, 1930):
tls
02 evolved/cm3

162
3.41

409
7.78

1721
23.00

3400
29.33

00
32.60

What is the order of the decomposition reaction (which for this purpose can be written as
N20s + Nz04 + ~OZ)? Assume the reaction goes to completion.
4-9 Rate constants for the first-order decomposition of nitrogen pentoxide (N205) at various temperatures are as follows (Alberty and Silbey, 1992, p. 635):
T/K
lo5 k/s-’

v
07O-v

273
0.0787

298
3.46

308
13.5

318
49.8

328
150

338
487

Show that the data obey the Arrhenius relationship, and determine the values of the Arrhenius
parameters.
4-10 Rate constants for the liquid-phase, second-order, aromatic substitution reaction of 2chloroquinoxaline (2CQ) with aniline in ethanol (inert solvent) were determined at several temperatures by Pate1 (1992). The reaction rate was followed by means of a conductance
cell (as a BR). Results are as follows:
TI”C

105k/dm3 mol-t s-t

20
2.7

25
4.0

30
5.8

35
8.6

40
13.0

Calculate the Arrhenius parameters A and EA for this reaction, and state the units of each.
4-11 Suppose the liquid-phase reaction A --z B + C was studied in a 3-L CSTR at steady-state, and
the following results were obtained:

v
0yap:

Assuming that the rate law is of the form (-rA) = kAct = A exp(-E,JRT)ci, determine A,
EA, and n, and hence kc at 25°C and at 35°C. CAM in all three runs was 0.250 mol L-‘.
4-12 The oxidation of nitric oxide, NO(A) + :O, -+ NOz, is a third-order gas-phase reaction
(second-order with respect to NO). Data of Ashmore et al. (1962) for values of the rate constant
at various temperatures are as follows:
T/K
lo-3 kA/L’

mOl-2 S-l

377
9.91

473
7.07

633
5.83

633
5.73

692
5.93

799
5.71
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(a) Calculate the corresponding values of & in kPaa2s-‘.
(b) Determine the values of the Arrhenius parameters based on the values of ka given above.
(c) Repeat (b) using the values calculated in (a) to obtain EAT and A,,.
(d) Compare the difference EA - E.+, as calculated in (b) and (c) with the expected result.
(e) Which is the better representation, (b) or (c), of the experimental data in this case?
(See also data of Bodenstein et al. (1918,1922), and of Greig and Hall (1967) for additional
data for the range 273 to 622 K).
4-13 The chlorination of dichlorotetramethylbenzene (A) in acetic acid at 30°C has been studied
by Baciocchi et al. (1965). The reaction may be represented by
A + B + products,
where B is chlorine. In one experiment in a batch reactor, the initial concentrations were CA0 =
0.0347 mol L-l, and caO = 0.0192 mol L-‘, and the fraction of chlorine reacted (fa) at various
times was as follows:
tlmin

0
0

fB

807
0.2133

1418
0.3225

2255
0.4426

2855
0.5195

3715
0.5955

4290
0.6365

Investigate whether the rate law is of the form (-7~) = (-ra) = kcAcB, and state your conclusion, including, if appropriate, the value of k and its units.
4-14 The reaction 2N0 + 2Hz + N2 + 2HzO was studied in a constant-volume BR with equimolar
quantities of NO and HZ at various initial pressures:
P,lkPa
t112ls

47.2
81

45.5
102

50.0 38.4
95
140

33.5
180

32.4
176

26.9
224

Calculate the overall order of the reaction (Moore, 1972, p. 416).
4-15 The hydrolysis of ethylnitrobenzoate by hydroxyl ions
N02C6H4COOC2Hs

+ OH- + NO&J-LCOO~ + CzHsOH

proceeds as follows at 15°C when the initial concentrations of both reactants are 0.05 mol L-’
(constant-volume batch reactor):
tls
330
120
180
240
530
600
% hydrolyzed 32.95 41.75 48.8 58.05 69.0 70.4
Use (a) the differential method and (b) the integral method to determine the reaction order,
and the value of the rate constant. Comment on the results obtained by the two methods.
4-16 The kinetics of the gas-phase reaction between nitrogen dioxide (A) and trichloroethene (B)
have been investigated by Czarnowski (1992) over the range 303-362.2 K. The reaction extent, with the reaction carried out in a constant-volume BR, was determined from measurements of infrared absorption intensities, which were converted into corresponding pressures
by calibration. The products of the reaction are nitrosyl chloride, NOCl (C), and glyoxyloxyl
chloride, HC(O)C(O)Cl.
In a series of seven experiments at 323.1 K, the initial pressures, PA0 and Pno, were varied,
and the partial pressure of NOCl, PC, was measured after a certain length of time, t. Results
are as follows:
t/mm
pAofl<Pa
pBoma

p&Pa

182.2
3.97
7.16
0.053

360.4
5.55
7.66
0.147

360.8
3.99
6.89
0.107

435.3
2.13
6.77
0.067

332.8
3.97
3.03
0.040

120.0
2.49
8.57
0.027

182.1
2.08
9.26
0.040
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(a) Write the chemical equation representing the stoichiometry of the reaction.
(b) Can the course of the reaction be followed by measuring (total) pressure rather than by
the method described above? Explain.
(c) Determine the form of the rate law and the value of the rate constant (in units of L, mol,
s) at 323.1 K, with respect to NO*.
(d) From the following values of the rate constant, with respect to NO2 (units of kPa, min),
given by Czarnowski, determine values of the Arrhenius parameters, and specify the units
of each:
T/K
lo6 kp (units of kPa, min)

303.0 323.1 343.1 362.2
4.4
10.6
20.7
39.8

4-17 A La(Cr, Ni) 0, catalyst was tested for the cleanup of residual hydrocarbons in combustion
streams by measuring the rate of methane oxidation in a differential laboratory flow reactor
containing a sample of the catalyst. The following conversions were measured as a function
of temperature with a fixed initial molar flow rate of methane. The inlet pressure was 1 bar
and the methane mole fraction was 0.25. (Note that the conversions are small, so that the data
approximately represent initial rates.) The rate law for methane oxidation is first-order with
respect to methane concentration.
%

70O-vv

TPC
250 300 350 400
conversion 0.11 0.26 0.58 1.13

(a) Explain why initial methane molar concentrations are not constant for the different runs.
(b) Calculate k (s-l) and kb (mol s-l L-’ bar-‘) for each temperature, given that the void
volume in the bed was 0.5 cm3 and the methane molar flow rate into the reactor was 1
mm01 min- l.
(c) Show whether these data obey the Arrhenius rate expression for both k and kb data. What
are the values of EA and Eip? (Indicate the units.)
(d) Explain why, if one of the Arrhenius plots of either k or kb is linear, the other deviates
from linearity. Is this effect significant for these data? Explain.
(e) Calculate the pre-exponential factors A and A6,. Comment on the relative magnitudes of
A and A; as temperature approaches infinity.
(f) How would you determine if factors involving the reaction products (CO2 and H20) should
be included in the rate expression?
4-18 The Ontario dairy board posted the following times for keeping milk without spoilage.

T/Y
0
3
15
22
30

0

v

7O-v

450
2.3

1 Safe storage time before spoilage
30
14
2
16
3

days
days
days
hours
hours

(a) Does the spoilage of milk follow the Arrhenius relation? Assume spoilage represents a
given “fractional conversion” of the milk. Construct an Arrhenius plot of the data.
(b) What value of activation energy (EA) characterizes this process? (State the units.)
4-19 The reactions of the ground-state oxygen atom O(3P) with symmetric aliphatic ethers in the gas
phase were investigated by Liu et al. (1990) using the flash photolysis resonance fluorescence
technique. These reactions were found to be first-order with respect to each reactant. The rate
constants for three ethers at several temperatures are as follows:
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1014 k/cm3 molecule-’ s-l
Ether

v
0“O-v

240K 298K 330K 350K 400K

diethyl
di-n-propyl
di-n-butyl

17.0
25.8
36.0

38.1
58.2
68.9

55.8
75.3
89.7

66.1
90.0
114

98.6
130
153

Determine the Arrhenius parameters A and EA for each diether and specify the units of each.
4-20 Nowak and Skrzypek (1989) have measured the rates of decomposition separately of (1)
NbHCOs (A) (to (N&)zCOs), and (2) (NH&C03 (B) in aqueous solution. They used an
open, isothermal BR with continuous removal of gaseous products (CO2 in case (1) and NH3
in (2)) so that each reaction was irreversible. They measured CA in case (1) and cB in case (2)
at predetermined times, and obtained the following results at 323 K for (1) and 353 K for (2).
lo-Q/s

lOc,Jmol L-l

locB/mol L-’

0
1.8
3.6
5.4
7.2
9.0
10.8
12.6
14.4
16.2
18.0

8.197
6.568
5.480
4.701
4.116
3.660
3.295
2.996
2.748
2.537
2.356

11.489
6.946
4.977
3.878
3.177
2.690
2.332
2.059
1.843
1.668
1.523

(a) Write the chemical equations for the two cases (H20 is also a product in each case).
(b) Determine the best form of the rate law in each case, including the numerical value of the
rate constant.

Chapter 5

Complex Systems
In previous chapters, we deal with “simple” systems in which the stoichiometry and
kinetics can each be represented by a single equation. In this chapter we deal with
“complex” systems, which require more than one equation, and this introduces the additional features of product distribution and reaction network. Product distribution is
not uniquely determined by a single stoichiometric equation, but depends on the reactor type, as well as on the relative rates of two or more simultaneous processes, which
form a reaction network. From the point of view of kinetics, we must follow the course
of reaction with respect to more than one species in order to determine values of more
than one rate constant. We continue to consider only systems in which reaction occurs in a single phase. This includes some catalytic reactions, which, for our purpose
in this chapter, may be treated as “pseudohomogeneous.” Some development is done
with those famous fictitious species A, B, C, etc. to illustrate some features as simply as
possible, but real systems are introduced to explore details of product distribution and
reaction networks involving more than one reaction step.
We first outline various types of complexities with examples, and then describe methods of expressing product distribution. Each of the types is described separately in
further detail with emphasis on determining kinetics parameters and on some main
features. Finally, some aspects of reaction networks involving combinations of types of
complexities and their construction from experimental data are considered.

5.1

TYPES AND EXAMPLES OF COMPLEX SYSTEMS
Reaction complexities include reversible or opposing reactions, reactions occurring in
parallel, and reactions occurring in series. The description of a reacting system in terms
of steps representing these complexities is called a reaction network. The steps involve
only species that can be measured experimentally.

51.1 Reversible (Opposing) Reactions
Examples of reversible reacting systems, the reaction networks of which involve opposing reactions, are:
(1) Isomerization of butane

(4
n-C4Hr0 e i-C4H,,

(2) Oxidation of SO,
so, + lo *so,
2 2
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(3) Hydrolysis of methyl acetate or its reverse, esterification of acetic acid
CH,COOCH, + H20* CH,COOH + CH30H

5.1.2 Reactions in Parallel
Examples of reacting systems with networks made up of parallel steps are:
(1) Dehydration and dehydrogenation of C$H,OH

VV

QH,OH + GH, + H,O
qH,OH + C,H,O + HZ
(2) Nitration of nitrobenzene to dinitrobenzene
C6H5N0, + HNO, -+ &,H,(NO,), + H,O
C,H5N0, + HNO, + m-C6H,(N0,), + H,O
C,H,NO, + HNO, + P-WUNO,~ + H,O

51.3 Reactions in Series
An example of a reacting system with a network involving reactions in series is the
decomposition of acetone (series with respect to ketene)
w
(CH,),CO + CH, + CH,CO(ketene)
CH,CO + &H, + CO

5.1.4

Combinations of Complexities
(1) Series-reversible; decomposition of N,O,

(D)

N,O, --f N,O, + LO
2 2
N,O, S 2N0,
(2)

Series-parallel
l

Partial oxidation of methane to formaldehyde

(E)

CH, + O2 + HCHO + H,O
HCHO + ‘0 + CO + H,O
2 2
CH, + 20, + CO, + 2H,O

l

(This network is series with respect to HCHO and parallel with respect to CH,
and O,.)
Chlorination of CH,
09
CH,
CH,Cl
CH,Cl,
CHCl,

+ Cl, +
+ Cl2 +
+ Cl, +
+ Cl, +

CH,Cl + HCl
CH2C12 + HCl
CHCl, + HCl
Ccl, + HCl
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l

(This network is series with respect to the chlorinated species and parallel with
respect to Cl,.)
Hepatic metabolism of lidocaine (LID, C,,H,,N,O)
W

This follows a series-parallel network, corresponding to either hydroxylation of
the benzene ring, or de-ethylation of the tertiary amine, leading to MEGX, to
hydroxylidocaine, and ultimately to hydroxyMEGX:
LID -c2Hs MEGX (C,,H,,N20)
LID 2 hydroxylidocaine ( Ci4HZ2N202)
MEGX +OH hydroxyMEGX (C,,H,sN,O,)
hydroxylidocaine --+
-CzHs hydroxyMEGX

5.1.5

Compartmental or Box Representation of Reaction Network
In addition, or as an alternative, to actual chemical reaction steps, a network may be
represented by compartments or boxes, with or without the reacting species indicated.
This is illustrated in Figure 5.1 for networks (A) to (G) in Sections 5.1.1 to 5.1.4. This
method provides a pictorial representation of the essential features of the network.

(A)

(B)

CC)

(D)

(E)

(F)

(G)

Figure 5.1 Compartmental or box representation of reaction networks

(A) to(G) in Sections 5.1.1 to 5.1.4
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5.2
5.2.1

MEASURES OF REACTION EXTENT AND SELECTIVITY
Reaction Stoichiometry and Its Significance
For a complex system, determination of the stoichiometry of a reacting system in the
form of the maximum number (R) of linearly independent chemical equations is described in Examples 1-3 and 1-4. This can be a useful preliminary step in a kinetics study
once all the reactants and products are known. It tells us the minimum number (usually) of species to be analyzed for, and enables us to obtain corresponding information
about the remaining species. We can thus use it to construct a stoichiometric table corresponding to that for a simple system in Example 2-4. Since the set of equations is not
unique, the individual chemical equations do not necessarily represent reactions, and
the stoichiometric model does not provide a reaction network without further information obtained from kinetics.

Spencer and Pereira (1987) studied the kinetics of the gas-phase partial oxidation of CH,
over a Moo,-SiO, catalyst in a differential PFR. The products were HCHO (formaldehyde), CO, C02, and H,O.

(a) Obtain a set of R linearly independent chemical equations to represent the stoichiometry of the reacting system.
(b) What is the minimum number of species whose concentrations must be measured
experimentally for a kinetics analysis?

SOLUTION
(a) The system may be represented by
{(CH,, O,, H,O, CO, CO,, HCHO), (C, 0, H))
Using manipulations by hand or Mathematics as described in Example 1-3, we obtain the
following set of 3 (R) equations in canonical form with CH,, O,, and HZ0 as components,
and CO, CO,, and HCHO as noncomponents:
CH, + ;02 = 2H,O + CO
CH, + 20, = 2H,O + CO,
CH, + 0, = H,O + HCHO

(1)
(2)

(3)

These chemical equations may be combined indefinitely to form other equivalent sets of
three equations. They do not necessarily represent chemical reactions in a reaction network. The network deduced from kinetics results by Spencer and Pereira (see Example
5-8) involved (3), (l)-(3), and (2) as three reaction steps.
(b) The minimum number of species is R = 3, the same as the number of equations or
noncomponents. Spencer and Pereira reported results in terms of CO, CO,, and HCHO,
but also analyzed for O2 and CH, by gas chromatography. Measurements above the minimum number allow for independent checks on element balances, and also more data for
statistical determination of rate parameters.
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5.2.2

Fractional Conversion of a Reactant
Fractional conversion of a reactant, fA for reactant A, say, is the ratio of the amount of A
reacted at some point (time or position) to the amount introduced into the system, and
is a measure of consumption of the reactant. It is defined in equation 2.2-3 for a batch
system, and in equation 2.3-5 for a flow system. The definition is the same whether the
system is simple or complex.
In complex systems, fA is not a unique parameter for following the course of a reaction, unlike in simple systems. For both kinetics and reactor considerations (Chapter 18) this means that rate laws and design equations cannot be uniquely expressed
in terms of fA, and are usually written in terms of molar concentrations, or molar flow
rates or extents of reaction. Nevertheless, fA may still be used to characterize the overall reaction extent with respect to reactant A.

5.2.3

Yield of a Product
The yield of a product is a measure of the reaction extent at some point (time or position) in terms of a specified product and reactant. The most direct way of calculating
the yield of a product in a complex system from experimental data is by means of a
stoichiometric model in canonical form, with the product as a noncomponent. This is
because that product appears only once in the set of equations, as illustrated for each
of CO, CO,, and HCHO in Example 5-1.
Consider reactant A and (noncomponent) product D in the following set of stoichiometric equations:
IV&A + . . . = vnD + . . .
+other equations not involving D
The yield of D with respect to A, YDiA, is

YD/A

moles A reacted to form D
mole A initially
= moles A reacted to form D x moles D formed
mole A initially
mole D formed

(5.2-la)

=

_ bAiD

nD - llDo

_
, vy,s,

FD~‘~DO

(BR, constant or variable p)

(5.2-lb)

(flow reactor, constant or variable p)

(5.2-1~)

(BR or flow reactor, constant p)

(5.2-ld)

FAO
_ iuy,s, cD - cDo
VD

CA0

where IvAID is the absolute value of vA in the equation involving D, and nDo, FD,, cDo
refer to product D initially (each may be zero).
The sum of the yields of all the noncomponents is equal to the fractional conversion
of A:

N

kz+, “IA

bAik nk - llko _ nAo - “

= kg+1 Ty -

nA0

A

= fA

(5.2-2)
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where k is a noncomponent index, C is the number of components, and N is the number
of species.
For a simple system with only one noncomponent, say D,
(5.2-2a)

YDIA = fA (simple system)

As defined above, YDIA is normalized so that
(5.2-3)

0 5 Y,,, 5 1

5.2.4

Overall and Instantaneous Fractional Yield
The fractional yield of a product is a measure of how selective a particular reactant
is in forming a particular product, and hence is sometimes referred to as se1ectivity.l
Two ways of representing selectivity are (1) the overall fractional yield (from inlet to
a particular point such as the outlet); and (2) the instantaneous fractional yield (at a
point). We consider each of these in turn.
For the stoichiometric
scheme in Section 5.2.3, the overall fractional yield of D with
,.
respect to A, S,,,, is

iD/A =

moles A reacted to form D
mole A reacted

_ bAlD nD - lZDo
VD

(5.2-413)

(flow reactor, constant or variable p) (5.2-4~)

FAo -FA

_ IVAIDCD
VD

(BR, constant or variable p)

nAo - IzA

_ I"AI~ F~ -F~o
VD

(5.2-4a)

- coo

(BR, or flow reactor, constant p)

(5.2-4d)

cAo - cA
n

From the definitions of fA, Yo,A, and SD,,, it follows that
,.

(5.2-5)

YDIA = ~ASDIA

The sum of the overall fractional yields of the noncomponents is unity:

bAlk

*k - nko _ nAo

- nA = 1

llAo - nA

AS in the cases of fA and Yn/A, SD/A is normalized in the definitions so that

‘Other definitions and notation may be used for selectivity by various authors.

(5.2-6)

1
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The instantaneous fractional yield of D with respect to A is
rate of formation of D

52.5

Extent of Reaction
Another stoichiometric variable that may be used is the extent of reaction, 6, defined
by equation 2.3-6 for a simple system. For a complex system involving N species and
represented by R chemical equations in the form
zl vijAi = 0; j = 1,2,. . ., R

(1.4-10)

where vij is the stoichiometric coefficient of the ith species (AJ in thejth equation, we
may extend the definition to (for a flow system):
Vij5j = (Fi - Fi,)j; i = 1,2, . . . N; j = 1,2, . . . , R

(5.2-9)

Since
,$ Vij[j = ]gl(Fi

- Fi,)j = Fi - Fio; i = 1,2, . . . N

(5.2-10)

j=l

the flow rate of any species at any point may be calculated from measured values of tj,
one for each equation, at that point:

Fi = Fi, + 5 Vij5j; i = 1,2, . . . N

(5.2-11)

j=l

or, for molar amounts in a batch system

ni = nio + 2 Vij5j;
j=l

i = 1,2, . . N

(5.2-12)

If the R equations are in canonical form with one noncomponent in each equation,
it is convenient to calculate sj from experimental information for the noncomponents.
The utility of this is illustrated in the next section.

5.2.6

Stoichiometric Table for Complex System
A stoichiometric table for keeping track of the amounts or flow rates of all species
during reaction may be constructed in various ways, but here we illustrate, by means
of an example, the use of tj, the extent of reaction variable. We divide the species into
components and noncomponents, as determined by a stoichiometric analysis (Section
5.2.1) and assume experimental information is available for the noncomponents (at
least).
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Table 5.1 Stoichiometric table in terms of [j for Example 5-2

Species i

Initial

noncomponents
co

0

co2

0

HCHO
components
Cfi

0
FCH4,0

02

Fo2.o

H2O

0

251 + 252 + 5 3

total:

Fcn4.0 + Fo,,o

Fcn4,0 f Fo2.0 + $5

Change

6

Fi

Fco

51 = Fcoll

51

Fco,

t2 = Fco,ll

Fncno 5

3

=

FncnoIl

ii
Fcn4,0

- 51 - 52 - b

Fo,, - $5 -

252

- 5;

Using the chemical system and equations (l), (2), and (3) of Example 5-1, construct a
stoichiometric table, based on the use of tj, to show the molar flow rates of all six species.
Assume experimental data are available for the flow rates (or equivalent) of CO, CO,, and
HCHO as noncomponents.
SOLUTION
The table can be displayed as Table 5.1, with both sj and Fi obtained from equation 5.2-11,
applied to noncomponents and components in turn.

5.3 REVERSIBLE REACTIONS
5.3.1

Net Rate and Forms of Rate Law
Consider a reversible reaction involving reactants A, B, . . . and products C, D, . . .
written as:
v,D + . . .
b‘4lA + MB + . ..&C+
r,

(5.3-1)

We assume that the experimental (net) rate of reaction, r, is the difference between the
forward rate, rf, and the reverse rate, ‘;:
‘D r=TA= . . . = - rf(ci,
VA

T, . . .) - r,(ci, T, . . .)

(5.3-2)

VD

If the effects of T and ci are separable, then equation 5.3-2 may be written

r = Q(Tkf(cd - k,(T)g,(c,)

(5.3-3)

where k, and k, are forward and reverse rate constants, respectively.
If, further, a power rate law of the form of equation 4.1-3 is applicable, then
r = kf(T) ficsi - k,.(T) fit;’
i=l

i=l

(5.3-4)
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In this form, the sets of exponents czi and a/ are related to each other by restrictions
imposed by thermodynamics, as shown in the next section.

5.3.2

Thermodynamic Restrictions on Rate and on Rate Laws
Thermodynamics imposes restrictions on both the rate r and the form of the rate law
representing it. Thus, at given (T, P), for a system reacting spontaneously (but not at
equilibrium),
AG,,, < 0 and r > 0

(5.3-5)

A%, = 0 and r = 0

(5.3-6)

At equilibrium,

The third possibility of r < 0 cannot arise, since AG,,, cannot be positive for spontaneous change.
Equation 5.3-6 leads to a necessary relation between (Y~ and aj in equation 5.3-4. From
this latter equation, at equilibrium,
kf(T)

fI4~

i=l
-=-

(5.3-7)

k,(T)

fi c;:,
i=l

Also, at equilibrium, the equilibrium constant is
(5.3-8)
Since kf/k, and Kc,eq are both functions of T only, they are functionally related (Denbigh, 1981, p. 444):

k, (0 = w&q)
4m

(5.3-9)

or

(5.3-10)
i=l

It follows necessarily (Blum and Luus, 1964; Aris, 1968) that 4 is such that

$$ =
r

(Kc,eJ

(n

’

0)

(5.3-11)

where
II = (a; - cqyvi; i = 1,2,. . .

(5.3-12)
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as obtained from equation 5.3-10 (rewritten to correspond to 5.3-11) by equating exponents species by species. (n is not to be confused with reaction order itself.)
If we use 5.3-11 to eliminate k,(T) in equation 5.3-4, we obtain

r = kf(T)

If the effects of T and ci on r are separable, but the individual rate laws for rf and
r, are nof of the power-law form, equation 5.3-13 is replaced by the less specific form
(from 5.3-3),

r = kf(T) gf(ci) - J&l
K,eJ” I
[

(53.14)

The value of IZ must be determined experimentally, but in the absence of such information, it is usually assumed that n = 1.

The gas-phase synthesis of methanol (M) from CO and H, is a reversible reaction:
CO + 2H, + CH,OH
(a) If, at low pressure with a rhodium catalyst, rf = kfp,ig3p& and r,. =
krp$op&pM, what is the value of n in equation 5.3-12, and what are the values
of a’ and b’?
(b) Repeat (a) if r,. = k,pf.op~,p~5.
SOLUTION

(a) If we apply equation 5.3-12 to CH,OH, with c, c’ replacing (Yi, CX:, the exponents are
c = 0 and c’ = 1. Then
c’ - c
1-0
1
n=-=-=
1
%
a’ = a + v&z = -0.3 - l(l) = -1.3
b’ = b + vHzn = 1.3 - 2(1) = -0.7

As a check, with n = 1, from equations 5.3-1 and -4
Keq = kf
k =
r

-1.3 -0.7
PC0 PHI
PM

PE;3Phf

PM
=-

PCOP&
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(b)
a’ = -0.3 - l(O.5) = -0.8
b’ = 1.3 - 2(0.5) = 0.3

5.3.3

Determination of Rate Constants
The experimental investigation of the form of the rate law, including determination of
the rate constants kf and k,, can be done using various types of reactors and methods,
as discussed in Chapters 3 and 4 for a simple system. Use of a batch reactor is illustrated
here and in Example 5-4, and use of a CSTR in problem 5-2.
Consider the esterification of ethyl alcohol with formic acid to give ethyl formate (and
water) in a mixed alcohol-water solvent, such that the alcohol and water are present in
large excess. Assume that this is pseudo-first-order in both esterification (forward) and
hydrolysis (reverse) directions:
C,H,OH(large excess) + HCOOH(A) %
7HCOOCzHs(D)

+ H,O(large excess)

For the reaction carried out isothermally in a batch reactor (density constant), the values of kf and k, may be determined from experimental measurement of cA with respect
to t, in the following manner.
The postulated rate law is
r, = (-IA)

= kfcA - krcD

= kfc,,U - f~) - krCAofA
= +A,[1 - (1 + %,e,).f~l

(5.3-15)

(5.3-15a)
(5.3-16)

from equation 5.3-11 (with n = l), which is 5.3-19 below. From the material balance
for A,
(-rA)

= C,,d f,ldt

Combining equations 2.2-4 and 5.3-16, we obtain the governing differential equation:
% = kf[l - (1 + lK,,,)f~l

(5.3-17)

The equivalent equation in terms of CA is
- dCA
- - kfcA
- - krcD = kfCA - kr(CAo - CA)

dt

(5.3-17a)

Integration of equation 5.3-17 with fA = 0 at t = 0 results in

In

(5.3-18)
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from which kf can be determined from measured values of fA (or cA) at various times
t , if Kc,eq is known. Then k, is obtained from

kr = kflKc,,,

(5.3-19)

If the reaction is allowed to reach equilibrium (t + m), Kc,eq can be calculated from
Kc,eq

0

v
“O-v

=

(5.3-20)

‘D,eq lc Geq

As an alternative to this traditional procedure, which involves, in effect, linear regression of equation 5.3-18 to obtain kf (or a corresponding linear graph), a nonlinear regression procedure can be combined with simultaneous numerical integration of
equation 5.3-17a. Results of both these procedures are illustrated in Example 5-4. If the
reaction is carried out at other temperatures, the Arrhenius equation can be applied to
each rate constant to determine corresponding values of the Arrhenius parameters.

Assuming that the isomerization of A to D and its reverse reaction are both first-order:

calculate the values of kf and k, from the following data obtained at a certain temperature
in a constant-volume batch reactor:

v
0“OF

0
100

t/h

100cAIcAo

1
2
72.5 56.8

3
45.6

4m
39.5 30

(a) Using the linear procedure indicated in equation 5.3-18; and
(b) Using nonlinear regression applied to equation 5.3-17 by means of the E-Z Solve
software.

SOLUTION
(a) From the result at t = a~,
K c&J - ‘De _
‘Aeq

CAofA,,eq
cAo(1

-

1

fA,,eq)

- CA,eq’CAo
‘A,t?qIcAo

=

= 0.7/0.3 = 2 . 3 3

In the simplest use of equation 5.3-18, values of kf may be calculated from the four measurements at t = 1, 2, 3, 4 h; the average of the four values gives kf = 0.346 h-l. Then,
from equation 5.3-19, k, = 0.346/2.33 = 0.148 h-t.
(b) The results from nonlinear regression (see file ex5-4.msp) are: kf = 0.345 h-l and kf
= 0.147 h-‘. The values of 100 cAIcA~ calculated from these parameters, in comparison
with the measured values are:
t/h
(~OOCAICA~)~~~
UOOCAICA~~

1
72.5
72.8

2
56.8
56.1

3
45.6
45.9

4
39.5
39.7

3:
29.9

There is close agreement, the (absolute) mean deviation being 0.3.
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5.3.4

Optimal T for Exothermic Reversible Reaction
An important characteristic of an exothermic reversible reaction is that the rate has an
optimal value (a maximum) with respect to Tat a given composition (e.g., as measured
by fA). This can be shown from equation 5.3-14 (with n = 1 and Keq = KC,eq). Since gf
and g, are independent of T, and Y = r,,lvo (in equation 5.3-l),
(5.3-21)
(5.3-22)

since Keq = greqlgf,eq, and dKeqK.s

= d InK,,. Since dk/dT is virtually always posi>
tive, and (gfkkgf,eqkreq) > 1 kf gf,e4 and g, < gr,J, the first term on the right
in equation 5.3-22 is positive. The second term, however, may be positive (endothermic
reaction) or negative (exothermic reaction), from equation 3.1-5.
Thus, for an endothermic reversible reaction, the rate increases with increase in temperature at constant conversion; that is,
(drDldT),

> 0 (endothermic)

(5.3-23)

For an exothermic reversible reaction, since AH” is negative, (drDldT), is positive or
negative depending on the relative magnitudes of the two terms on the right in equation
5.3-22. This suggests the possibility of a maximum in r,, and, to explore this further, it
is convenient to return to equation 5.3-3. That is, for a maximum in rb,
dr,idT = 0,and
dk,
dk,
gfz = ET,*

(5.3-24)
(5.3-25)

Using equation 3.1-8, k = A exp(-E,lRT) for kf and k, in turn, we can solve for the
temperature at which this occurs:

T opt = EAr iE”f ln(;;kf)l’

(5.3-26)

(a) For the reversible exothermic first-order reaction A * D, obtain Topr in terms of
fA, and, conversely, the “locus of maximum rates” expressing fA (at ro,,,,) as a
function of T. Assume constant density and no D present initially.
(b) Show that the rate (rn) decreases monotonically as fA increases at constant T,
whether the reaction is exothermic or endothermic.
SOLUTION
(a) For this case, equation 5.3-3 (with r = rD) becomes
rD = kfCA - k,.c,

(5.3-15)
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That is,
gf = CA =

cAo c1

- fA>

and
gr =

cD

=

CAofA

Hence, from equation 5.3-26,

Topt = Ml 1qfyl
where fA =

fA(%,max

(5.3-27)

)7 and on solving equation (5.3-27) for fA, we have

fA(at rD,man) = [l + M2 exp(-MIW1-’

(5.3-28)

where
(5.3-29)

and
M2

(5.3-30)

= ArEArIAfEAf

(b) Whether the reaction is exothermic or endothermic, equation 5.3-15a can be written
rD =

CA@f - (kf +

kr)fAl

(5.3-31)

from which

(d@fA)T = -c&f + k,) < o

(5.3-32)

That is, ro decreases as fA increases at constant T.
The optimal rate behavior with respect to T has important consequences for the
design and operation of reactors for carrying out reversible, exothermic reactions. Examples are the oxidation of SO, to SO, and the synthesis of NH,.
This behavior can be shown graphically by constructing the rD-T-fA relation from
equation 5.3-16, in which kf, k,, and Ke4 depend on T. This is a surface in threedimensional space, but Figure 5.2 shows the relation in two-dimensional contour form,
both for an exothermic reaction and an endothermic reaction, with fA as a function of
T and (-rA) (as a parameter). The full line in each case represents equilibrium conversion. Two constant-rate ( -I~) contours are shown in each case (note the direction
of increase in (- rA) in each case). As expected, each rate contour exhibits a maximum
for the exothermic case, but not for the endothermic case.
r

5 . 4 PARALhLkEACTIONS
A reaction network for a set of reactions occurring in parallel with respect to species A
may be represented by
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I
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I
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(a)

Figure 5.2 Typical (-rA)-T-fA behavior for reversible reactions: (a) exothermic reaction;
(b) endothermic reaction

IVAllA + . ..%vpD+...
(5.4-1)

I1.“4*lA + . ..%v.E+...

The product distribution is governed by the relative rates at which these steps occur.
For example, if the rate laws for the first two steps are given by

. .YlY4Il

(5.4-2a)

( -%2Y1?421 = kd%42k4~ * * MY421

(5.4-2b)

rDIvD = ( -c41)4v*1l

= k*1(%41(C‘4~~

and
IEl.V,E =

the relative rate at which D and E are formed is
-rD _ - vDVA2kAl(TkA1(CA~ * * *>
rE

~Ev*lkA2(~)g‘42(CA~~ * .>

(5.4-3)

The product distribution depends on the factors (cA, . . . , T) that govern this ratio, and
the design and operation of a reactor is influenced by the requirement for a favorable
distribution.
From the point of view of kinetics, we illustrate here how values of the rate constants
may be experimentally determined, and then used to calculate such quantities as fractional conversion and yields.

For the kinetics scheme
A+B+C;
A+D+E;

rB

=

kAICA

rD = lCAZCA

(5.4-4)
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(a) Describe how experiments may be carried out in a constant-volume BR to measure kAl and kA2, and hence confirm the rate laws indicated (the use of a CSTR is
considered in problem 5-5);
(b) If kAl = 0.001 s-l and kA2 = 0.002 s-l, calculate (i) fA, (ii) the product distribution
(c,, en, etc.), (iii) the yields of B and D, and (iv) the overall fractional yields of B
and D, for reaction carried out for 10 min in a constant-volume BR, with only A
present initially at a concentration CA, = 4 mol L-’ .
( c ) Using the data in (b), plot CA, cn and co versus t.

SOLUTION
(a) Since there are two independent reactions, we use two independent material balances
to enable the two rate constants to be determined. We may choose A and B for this purpose.
A material balance for A results in
-dc,/dt = kAlCA +

(5.4-5)

kA$A

This integrates to
(5.4-6)

ln CA = ln CA0 - (kAl + kA&

In other words, if we follow reaction with respect to A, we can obtain the sum of the rate
constants, but not their individual values.
If, in addition, we follow reaction with respect to B, then, from a material balance for
B,
dc,/dt = kAlCA

(5.4-7)

From equations 5.4-5 and -7,
-dCA/dC,

= ('h + k&&l

which integrates to
cA = cAo - (1 + k,,&d(C, - '&

(5.4-8)

From the slopes of the linear relations in equations 5.4-6 and -8, kAl and kA2 can be determined, and the linearity would confirm the forms of the rate laws postulated.
(b) (i) From equation 5.4-6,
CA =

4eXp[-(0.001

+ 0.002)10(60)] = 0.661 mol L-’

j-A = (4 - 0.661)/4 = 0.835

(ii) CA is given in (i).
From equation 5.4-8,
cB = cc = (4 - 0.661)/(1 + 0.002/0.001)

= 1.113 mol L-’

From an overall material balance,
CD =

CB

= CA0 - CA - c, = 2.226

Ill01

L-’
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Figure 5.3 Concentration profiles for
parallel reaction network in Example 5-6

tls

(iii) Yu = 1.113/4 = 0.278
y6 = 2.22614 = 0.557
(iv) SAn,* = 1.113/(4 - 0.661) = 0.333
S D,A = 2.226/(4 - 0.661) = 0.667
(c) From equations 5.4-6,5.4-8, and 5.4-7, together with dcnldt = kA2cA,
CA = C,&eXp[-(kAl

cl3 = (CA0

+ k&t]

- cA>/(l + k,&kAl)
CD =

(k,,/k,,)C,

=

= 4e-0’003t
=

(4 - CA)/3
2c,

In Figure 5.3, CA, cn(= cc), and cn( = cn) are plotted for t = 0 to 1500 s; as t + co,
CA + 0, cB -+ 1.33, and cn + 2.67 mol L-l.

5.5 SERIES REACTIONS
A kinetics scheme for a set of (irreversible) reactions occurring in series with respect
to species A, B, and C may be represented by
lvAIA+...k’-vnB+...

%I@+...

(5.5-1)

in which the two sequential steps are characterized by rate constants k, and k,. Such
a scheme involves two corresponding stoichiometrically independent chemical equations, and two species such as A and B must be followed analytically to establish the
complete product distribution at any instant or position.
We derive the kinetics consequences for this scheme for reaction in a constantvolume batch reactor, the results also being applicable to a PFR for a constant-density
system. The results for a CSTR differ from this, and are explored in Example 18-4.
Consider the following simplified version of scheme 5.5-1, with each of the two steps
being first-order:
A.%B&C

(5.5la)
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For reaction in a constant-volume BR, with only A present initially, the concentrations of A, B and C as functions of time t are governed by the following materialbalance equations for A, B and C, respectively, incorporating the two independent rate
laws:

(5.5-2)

-dc,ldt = klcA
dcnldt = klcA - k2cB
CC = CA0 - CA

- CB

(5.5-4)

The first two equations can be integrated to obtain CA(t) and c*(t) in turn, and the
results used in the third to obtain c&t). Anticipating the quantitative results, we can
deduce the general features of these functions from the forms of the equations above.
The first involves only A, and is the same for A decomposing by a first-order process
to B, since A has no direct “knowledge” of C. Thus, the CA(t) profile is an exponential
decay. The concentration of B initially increases as time elapses, since, for a sufficiently
short time (with cn -+ 0), k,c, > k2cB (equation 5.5-3). Eventually, as cn continues to
increase and CA to decrease, a time is reached at which k,c, = k2cB, and cn reaches a
maximum, after which it continuously decreases. The value of cc continuously increases
with increasing time, but, since, from equations 5.5-2 to -4, d2c,ldt2 cc dc,/dt, there is
an inflection point in c&t) at the time at which cB is a maximum. These results are
illustrated in Figure 5.4 for the case in which kl = 2 min-l and k2 = 1 min-‘, as developed
below. For the vertical scale, the normalized concentrations cAIcA~, cBIcA~ and cC/CA~
are used, their sum at any instant being unity.
The integration of equation 5.5-2 results in

CA =

C&Xp(-

k,t)

(3.4-10)

)

Figure 5.4 Concentration-time profiles
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This result may be used to eliminate cA in equation 5.53, to give a differential equation
from which en(t) may be obtained:
dc,ldt + k2cB = k,c,,exp(-k,t)

(5.5-5)

This is a linear, first-order differential equation, the solution of which is
CB = [k,c,&,/(k2 - k,)] (6?-k1t - C?-k2’)

(5.5-6)

Finally, co may be obtained from equation 5.5-4 together with equations 3.4-10 and
5.5-6:

cc = [cd@2 - kl)] [ w - e +w) - k,(l - p2’)]

0

V
7O-v

(5.5-7)

The features of the behavior of CA, cn, and co deduced qualitatively above are ihustrated quantitatively in Figure 5.4. Other features are explored in problem 5-10.
Values of the rate constants kI and b can be obtained from experimental measurements of cA and cn at various times in a BR. The most sophisticated procedure is to
use either equations 5.5-2 and -3 or equations 3.4-10 and 5.5-6 together in a nonlinear
parameter-estimation treatment (as provided by the E-Z Solve software; see Figure
3.11). A simpler procedure is first to obtain k, from equation 3.4-10, and second to obtain h from k, and either of the coordinates of the maximum value of cB (t,,, or cn,max).
These coordinates can be related to k, and k2, as shown in the following example.

Obtain expressions relating t,,,

and cn,,,ax in a BR to k, and k2 in reaction 5.5-la.

SOLUTION
Differentiating equation 5.5-6, we obtain

d(CdCAo)
dt

-

_ k~

k,-((k,e

-kzr

_ kle-kit)

Setting d(cn/c,,)/dt = 0 for t = tmax, we obtain

t max

=

ln (k2/kl)
k2 - k

From equation 5.5-3 with dcnldt = 0 at cB,max,
CB,l?UZX

kl
= -CA&,&
k2

= &, ,-kltmax

(5.5-8)
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Thus, the maximum yield of B, on substitution for t,,, from 5.5-8, is
(YB,A)max

= 5 = L!$ exp [ Pk~‘~k~‘kl’
2

] = 2 ($+ = (i?)“;; (5.5-9)

1

5.6 COMPLEXITIES COMBINED
56.1

Concept of Rate-Determining Step (rds)
In a kinetics scheme involving more than one step, it may be that one change occurs
much faster or much slower than the others (as determined by relative magnitudes of
rate constants). In such a case, the overall rate, and hence the product distribution, may
be determined almost entirely by this step, called the rate-determining step (rds).
For reactions in parallel, it is the “fast” step that governs. Thus, if A 2 B and A %
C are two competing reactions, and if kAB B kAC, the rate of formation of B is much
higher than that of C, and very little C is produced. Chemical rates can vary by very large
factors, particularly when different catalysts are involved. For example, a metal catalyst
favors dehydrogenation of an alcohol to an aldehyde, but an oxide catalyst often favors
dehydration.
For reactions in series, conversely, it is the “slow” step that governs. Thus, for the
scheme A 3 B % C, if k, >> k2, the formation of B is relatively rapid, and the formation of C waits almost entirely on the rate at which B forms C. On the other hand, if
k, > k,, then B forms C as fast as B is formed, and the rate of formation of C is determined by the rate at which B is formed from A. These conclusions can be obtained
quantitatively from equation 5.5-7. Thus, if k, B k2,
dc,ldt = [ k2klcAol(k2
= k2cAoe -kzr

- k,)] (eLkIt - eek2’)
(k, > k2)

(5.6-1)
(5.6-la)

so that the rate of formation of C is governed by the rate constant for the second (slow)
step. If k, > kl,
dc,ldt

= klcAoe-kl’ (k2 >> kl)

(5.6-lb)

and the rate of formation of C is governed by the rate constant for the first step.
Since the rates of reaction steps in series may vary greatly, the concept of the slow
step as the governing factor in the overall rate of reaction is very important. It is also a
matter of everyday experience. If you are in a long, slowly moving lineup getting into
the theater (followed by a relatively rapid passage past a ticket-collector and thence to
a seat), the rate of getting seated is largely determined by the rate at which the lineup
moves.

5.6.2

Determination of Reaction Network
A reaction network, as a model of a reacting system, may consist of steps involving some
or all of: opposing reactions, which may or may not be considered to be at equilibrium,
parallel reactions, and series reactions. Some examples are cited in Section 5.1.
The determination of a realistic reaction network from experimental kinetics data
may be difficult, but it provides a useful model for proper optimization, control, and
improvement of a chemical process. One method for obtaining characteristics of the
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Figure 5.5 Fractional yield behavior of primary, secondary, and

tertiary products

network is by analysis of the behavior of the fractional yields, i, of products as functions
of the conversion of a reactant. Figure 5.5 shows some of the possible types of behavior.
As indicated in Figure 5.5, products may be divided into primary, secondary, and tertiary products. Primary products are those made directly from reactants. Since they are
the first products formed, they have finite fractional yields at very low conversion. Products A and B are primary products. If these products are stable (do not react further
to other products), the fractional yields of these products increase with increasing conversion (product A). The fractional yields of products which react further eventually
decrease (to zero if the second reaction is irreversible) as conversion increases (product B). Secondary products arise from the second reaction in a series, and, since they
cannot be formed until the intermediate product is formed, have zero fractional yields
at low conversion, which increase as conversion increases but eventually decrease if
the product is unstable; the initial slope of the fractional yield curve is finite (product
C). Finally, tertiary products (i.e., those that are three steps from reactants) have zero
initial fractional yields, and zero initial slopes (product D). A possible network that fits
the behavior in Figure 5.5 is shown in Figure 5.6. The increase in the fractional yield of
A may be a result of it being a byproduct of the reaction that produces C (such as CO,
formation at each step in selective oxidation reactions), or could be due to different
rate laws for the formation of A and B. The verification of a proposed reaction network
experimentally could involve obtaining data on the individual steps, such as studying
the conversion of C to D, to see if the behavior is consistent. Since a large variety of
possible networks exists, the investigator responsible for developing the reaction network for a process must obtain as much kinetics information as possible, and build a
kinetics model that best fits the system under study.

Figure 5.6 Compartmental diagram to illustrate possible

reaction network for behavior in Figure 5.5
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In their study of the kinetics of the partial oxidation of methane to HCHO, along with CO,
CO,, and H,O (Example 5-l), Spencer and Pereira (1987) observed the following:
.
(l) SHCHO/C& = 0.89 when extrapolated to f& = 0, and decreased as f& increased.
(2) iAco,cH4 = 0 at f& = 0, and increased as fcH4 increased.
c3) &O&H4 = 0.11 at f& = 0 and remained constant, independent of fcb.
(4) There was no change in the observed selectivity or conversion when the initial molar
ratio of CH, to 0, was varied over a wide range.
(5) In separate experiments on HCHO oxidation over the same catalyst, CO was formed
(but very little CO,).
Construct a reaction network that is consistent with these observations.

SOLUTION
The five points listed above lead to the following corresponding conclusions:
(1) HCHO is a primary unstable product (like B in Figure 5.5); see also (5).

(2) CO is a secondary stable product (similar to C in Figure 5.5, but with no maximum
or drop-off); see also (5).
(3) CO, is a primary stable product (like A in Figure 5.5, but remaining constant).
(4) The rate of any step involving O2 is independent of ccoZ (zero-order).
(5) CO is a primary product of HCHO oxidation.
A reaction network could then consist of two steps in series in which CH, forms HCHO,
which subsequently oxidizes to CO, together with a third step in parallel in which CH,
oxidizes to CO,. Thus,
CH~ + O,-%HCHO + H,O
HCHO + ; O2 3 CO + H,O
CH, + 202 &JO, + 2H20
The corresponding rate laws (tested by means of experimental measurements from a differential PFR) are:
(-rCH4)

= (kl + k3kCH4

rHCHO = ‘% cCH.j
rco,

- k2CHCH0

= k3CCH,

(Values of the rate constants, together with those of corresponding activation energies, are
given by the authors.)
5.7

PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 5

5-1 Consider a reacting system in which species B and C are formed from reactant A. HOW
could you determine from rudimentary experimental information whether the kinetics scheme
should be represented by
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(i) A + B + C
or (ii) A -+ B,

“0OFv
0

V
“O-T

A-+C
or (iii) A + B + C
5-2 Suppose the reaction in Example 5-4 was studied in a CSTR operated at steady-state, and the
results given below were obtained. Calculate the values of kf and k,, and hence write the rate
law. Assume T to be the same, constant density, and no D in the feed.
flh
100 CAIC~~

1
2
3
4
76.5 65.9 57.9 53.3

5-3 The liquid-phase hydrolysis of methyl acetate (A) to acetic acid and methyl alcohol
versible reaction (with rate constants kf and k,, as in equation 5.3-3). Results of an
carried out at a particular (constant) temperature in a BR in terms of the fraction
(f~) measured at various times (t), with CA0 = 0.05 mol L-t (no products present
are as follows (Coulson et al., 1982, p. 616):
tls

0

f*

0

1350
0.21

is a reexperiment
hydrolyzed
initially),

3060 5340 7740 00
0.43 0.60 0.73 0.90

(a) Write the chemical equation representing the reaction.
(b) Obtain a rate law for this reaction, including values of the rate constants. State any assumption(s) made.
5-4 In an experiment (Williams, 1996) to evaluate a catalyst for the selective oxidation of propene
(CsH6) to various products, 1 g of catalyst was placed in a plug-flow reactor operated at 450°C
and 1 bar. The feed consisted of propene and air (21 mole % 02,79% NZ (inert)). GC analysis
of the inlet and outlet gas gave the following results, the outlet being on a water-free basis
(Hz0 is formed in the oxidation):
Substance

propene (C3H6)
oxygen (02)

nitrogen (N2, inert)
acrolein (C3H40)
propene oxide (CsHsO)
acetaldehyde (CzH40)
carbon dioxide

Inlet mole %

Outlet mole %

10.0
18.9
71.1
0
0
0
0

?
?
78.3
3.17
0.40
0.59
7.91

(a) If the feed rate of C3H6 is FQQ~ = 1 mm01 min-‘, at what rate do (i) CsH6. (ii) 02, and
(iii) Hz0 leave the reactor?
(b) What is j&, the fractional conversion of CsHh?
(c) What is the selectivity or fractional yield of each of acrolein, propene oxide, and acetaldehyde with respect to propene?
(d) What is the rate of reaction expressed as (i) (-TQQ); (ii) rc,n,o (in mm01 min-’ (g
cat)-‘)? Assume that the reactor acts as a differential reactor (Section 3.4.1.3.1).
5-5 Repeat Example 5-6 for a CSTR with V = 15 L and 4 = 1.5 L min-‘.
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5-6 Suppose the liquid-phase decomposition of A takes place according to the following kinetics
scheme with rate laws as indicated:
A -+ B +E;rn = k,cA

Reaction is carried out isothermally in a batch reactor with only A present initially at a conCentdOn CA0 = 4 mol L-’ in an inert SOlvent. At t = 1200 s, CA = 1.20 mO1 L-’ and en = 0.84
mol L-l. Calculate (a) the values of kl and k2 (specify the units), and (b) the values of cu and
cE at t = 1200 s.
5-7 For reaction according to the kinetics scheme
klCA

A+ B + C;rn =
A + D; q, =

k*CA

data are as follows:

Assuming that only A is present at t = 0, and that reaction occurs at constant Tin a constantvolume batch reactor, calculate xnt. kl and k2.
5-8 The following data are for the kinetics scheme:
A -*B+C;rn
A -+ D; rn =

=

k,CA

k2CA

Assuming that reaction occurs in a constant-volume batch reactor at a fixed temperature, and
that at time zero only A and B are present, calculate (not necessarily in the order listed): (a)
kl and k,; (b) CA0 and cnO at time zero; (c) cu at 40 min; (d) ca at 20 min.
5-9 Suppose a substance B decomposes to two sets of products according to the kinetics scheme
h
B-P1
+ . . . . kl = Al exp(-&t/RT)

B %P, + . . . ; k2 = A2 exp(-E&RT)
such that the rate laws for both steps are of the same form (e.g., same order). What is the overall
activation energy, EA, for the decomposition of B, in terms of the Arrhenius parameters for
the individual steps? (Giralt and Missen, 1974.)
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(a) Consider EA to be defined by EJ, = RT2d In kldT, where k is the overall rate constant.
(b) Consider EA to be defined by k = A exp( -EiIRT), where A is the overall pre-exponential
factor.
(c) If there is any difference between EL and Ei, how are they related?
5-10 For the kinetics scheme A 3 B -% C, each step being first-order, for reaction occurring in a
constant-volume batch reactor (only A present initially),
(a) At what time, 2, in terms of kl and k2, are CA and cn equal (other than t + to), and what
is the condition for this to happen?
(b) What is the value oft,,, when kl = k2?
(c) Show that cn has an inflection point at 2t,,,.
(d) Calculate kl t,,, and CB,,,~~/CA~ for each of the cases (i) K = kzlkl = 10, (ii) K = 1, and
(iii) K = 0.1.
(e) From the results in (d), describe how t,,, and CB,&CA~ change with decreasing K.

5-11 The following liquid-phase reactions take place in a CSTR operating at steady state.
2A + B +C;

rc = klci

A + B + 2D; ro = 2k2cAcg
The inlet concentration of A is 2.50 mol L-l. The outlet concentrations of A and C are respectively 0.45 mol L-l and 0.75 mol L-l. Assuming that there is no B, C, or D in the feed, and
that the space time (7) is 1250 s, calculate:
(a) The outlet concentrations of B and D; and
(b) kl and k2.
5-12 The following data are for the kinetics scheme:
A + B + C+E;(-Yn) =

klCACB;

kl = ?

A + C -+ D + E; rn = k2cAcc; k2 = 3.0 X 10m3 L mol-’ rnin-’
tlmin
0

23
M

Concentration/m01

L-’

CA

CB

cc

CD

CE

5.0
-

0.040
0.020
0

?
?
0

0
0.060

0
?

Assuming that the reactions occur
(a) The concentration of C at time
(b) The second-order rate constant
(c) The concentration of C at time

at constant Tin a constant-volume batch reactor, calculate:
zero and the concentration of E at time m;
kl; and
23 min.

5-13 Consider a liquid-phase reaction taking place in a CSTR according to the following kinetics
scheme:
A + B + C; rn =
A + C + 2D; rn =

klCA

2k2CACc

The inlet concentration of A is CA0 = 3 mol L-l, and there is no B, C, or D in the feed. If, for a
space time r = 10 min, the outlet concentrations of A and B are CA = 1.25 and cn = 1.50 mol
L-’ at steady-state, calculate the values of (a) kl, (b) k2, (c) CC, and (d) co (not necessarily in
the order listed). Include the units of kl and k2 in your answer.
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5-14 For reaction according to the kinetics scheme
A + B + C+D;% = kicAcB
A + C + 2E; r-E = 2kzcAcc
data are as follows:

Assuming that reaction occurs at constant T in a constant-volume batch reactor, calculate
kl, cc at t, and kg state the units of kl and k2.
5-15 The decomposition of NzOs in the gas phase to N204 and 02 is complicated by the subsequent
decomposition of N204 to NO2 (presence indicated by brown color) in a rapidly established
equilibrium. The reacting system can then be modeled by the kinetics scheme
N205(A)%N204(B)

+ ;Oz(C)

Kp 2 N02(D)
N204 =
Some data obtained in an experiment at 45°C in a constant-volume BR are as follows (Daniels
and Johnston, 1921):

where the partial pressures PA, . . . are also in kPa.
(a) Confirm that the kinetics scheme corresponds to the stoichiometry.
(b) Calculate the values indicated by ?, if Kp = 0.558 bar.
(c) If the decomposition of N205 is first-order, calculate the value of kA.
5-16 The following data (I, in bar) were obtained for the oxidation of methane over a supported
molybdena catalyst in a PFR at a particular T (Mauti, 1994). The products are CO2, HCHO,
and H20.
tlms
0

8
12
15
24
34
50
100

PC02

PCH4

PHCHO

0.25
0.249
0.2485
0.248125
0.247
0.24575
0.24375
0.2375

0

0

0.00075
0.00108
0.001219
0.00177
0.00221
0.002313
0.00225

0.00025
0.00042
0.000656
0.00123
0.00204
0.003938
0.01025
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Construct a suitable reaction network for this system, and estimate the values of the rate constants involved (assume a first-order rate law for each reaction).
5-17 In pulp and paper processing, anthraquinone (AQ) accelerates the delignification of wood and
improves liquor selectivity. The kinetics of the liquid-phase oxidation of anthracene (AN) to
AQ with NO2 in acetic acid as solvent has been studied by Rodriguez and Tijero (1989) in
a semibatch reactor (batch with respect to the liquid phase), under conditions such that the
kinetics of the overall gas-liquid process is controlled by the rate of the liquid-phase reaction.
This reaction proceeds through the formation of the intermediate compound anthrone (ANT):
C14H10

(AN) F C14Hg0 (ANT)TCt4Hs02

(AQ)

The following results (as read from a graph) were obtained for an experiment at 95°C in
which cAN,o = 0.0337 mol L-l.
tlmin

CAN

CANT

CAQ

mol L-l
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

0.0337
0.0229
0.0144
0.0092
0.0058
0.0040
0.0030
0.0015
0.0008
0.0006

0
0.0104
0.0157
0.0181
0.0169
0.0155
0.0130
0.0114
0.0088
0.0060

0

0.0008
0.0039
0.0066
0.0114
0.0144
0.0178
0.0209
0.0240
0.0270

If each step in the series network is first-order, determine values of the rate constants ki and
kz in s-l.
5-18 Duo et al. (1992) studied the kinetics of reaction of NO, NH3 and (excess) 02 in connection
with a process to reduce NO, emissions. They used an isothermal PFR, and reported measured
ratios CNO/CNO,~ and CNH~/CNH,,~ for each of several residence times, t. For T = 1142 K, ad
inlet concentrations cN0, o = 5.15X 10m3, CNH~,~ = 8.45~ 10m3, and CO~,~ = 0.405 mol rnm3, they
obtained results as follows (as read from graphs):
tls:
cNOIcN0.o

:

CNH&NH3.0:

0.039
0.756
0.710

0.051
0.699
0.721

0.060
0.658
0.679

0.076
0.590
0.607

0.102
0.521
0.579

0.151
0.435
0.476

0.227
0.315
0.381

(a) If the other species involved are N2 and H20, determine a permissible set of chemical
equations to represent the system stoichiometry.
(b) Construct a reaction network consistent with the results in (a), explaining the basis and
interpretation.
(c) Calculate the value of the rate constant for each step in (b), assuming (i) constant density;
(ii) constant co,; (iii) each step is irreversible and of order indicated by the form of the
step. Comment on the validity of assumptions (i) and (ii).
5-19 Vaidyanathan and Doraiswamy (1968) studied the kinetics of the gas-phase partial oxidation
of benzene (C6H6, B) to maleic anhydride (C4Hz.03, M) with air in an integral PFR containing
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a catalyst of VzOs - Moos on silica gel. In a series of experiments, they varied the space time
r = W/F, where W is the weight of catalyst and F is the total molar flow rate of gas (T in (g
cat) h mol-‘), and analyzed for M and CO2 (C) in the outlet stream. (W/F is analogous to the
space time V/q, in equation 2.3-2.) For one series at 350°C and an inlet ratio (FJFB), = 140,
they reported the following results, with partial pressure p in atm:
r = WIF

l@PB

0

1.83
1.60
1.49
1.42
1.34
1.32
1.30
1.23

61
99
131
173
199
230
313

103PM

102Pc

102PH,0

0

0

0

1.36
1.87
2.20
2.71
2.86
3.10
3.48

0.87
1.30
1.58
1.82
1.93
1.97
2.24

0.57
0.84
1.01
1.18
1.25
1.30
1.47

In the following, state any assumptions made and comment on their validity.
(a) Since there are six species involved, determine, from a stoichiometric analysis, how many
of the partial pressures (pi) are independent for given (T, P), that is, the smallest number
from which all the others may be calculated. Confirm by:alculation for W/F = 313.
(b) For W/F = 313, calculate (i) fa; (ii) Ym and Ycm; (iii) Sm and Sc,n.
(c) From the data in the table, determine whether CdHz03(M) and CO2 are primary or secondary products.
(d) From the data given and results above, construct a reaction network, together with corresponding rate laws, and determine values of the rate constants.
(e) The authors used a three-step reaction network to represent all their experimental data
(only partial results are given above):

c&j(B) + 402 -+ QH20s(M) + 2Coz + 2H20; rl = klpB
CJH203 + 302 + 4CO2 + H20; I.2 = k2p~
C.5H6 + go2 + 6CO2 + 3H@;rs

= k3pB

Values of the rate constants at 350°C reported are: ki = 1.141 X 10m3; k2 = 2.468 X 10m3;
ks = 0.396 X 10m3 mol h-’ (g cat)-‘.
(i) Obtain expressions for pa and PM as functions of T.
(ii) Calculate the five quantities in (b) and compare the two sets of results.
(iii) Does this kinetics model predict a maximum in M? If so, calculate values of T,,,~~
and pM,max .
(iv) Are there features of this kinetics model that are not reflected in the (partial) data
given in the table above? (Compare with results from (c) and (d).)

Chapter

6
Fundamentals of
Reaction Rates
In the preceding chapters, we are primarily concerned with an empirical macroscopic
description of reaction rates, as summarized by rate laws. This is without regard for any
description of reactions at the molecular or microscopic level. In this chapter and the
next, we focus on the fundamental basis of rate laws in terms of theories of reaction
rates and reaction “mechanisms.”
We first introduce the idea of a reaction mechanism in terms of elementary reaction
steps, together with some examples of the latter. We then consider various aspects of
molecular energy, particularly in relation to energy requirements in reaction. This is
followed by the introduction of simple forms of two theories of reaction rates, the collision theory and the transition state theory, primarily as applied to gas-phase reactions.
We conclude this chapter with brief considerations of reactions in condensed phases,
surface phenomena, and photochemical reactions.

6.1 PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS
6.1.1

Relating to Reaction-Rate Theories
As a model of real behavior, the role of a theory is twofold: (1) to account for observed phenomena in relatively simple terms (hindsight), and (2) to predict hitherto
unobserved phenomena (foresight).
What do we wish to account for and predict? Consider the form of the rate law used
for the model reaction A + . . . + products (from equations 3.1-8 and 4.1-3):

(-rA) = A exp(-E,lRT)

fi$’

(6.1-1)

i=l

We wish to account for (i.e., interpret) the Arrhenius parameters A and EA, and the
form of the concentration dependence as a product of the factors cp’ (the order of reaction). We would also like to predict values of the various parameters, from as simple
and general a basis as possible, without having to measure them for every case. The
first of these two tasks is the easier one. The second is still not achieved despite more
than a century of study of reaction kinetics; the difficulty lies in quantum mechanical
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calculations-not in any remaining scientific mystery. However, the current level of theoretical understanding has improved our ability to estimate many kinetics parameters,
and has sharpened our intuition in the search for improved chemical processes.
In many cases, reaction rates cannot be adequately represented by equation 6.1-1,
but are more complex functions of temperature and composition. Theories of reaction
kinetics should also explain the underlying basis for this phenomenon.

6.1.2

Relating to Reaction Mechanisms and Elementary Reactions
Even a “simple” reaction usually takes place in a “complex” manner involving multiple
steps making up a reaction mechanism. For example, the formation of ammonia, represented by the simple reaction N, + 3H, + 2NH,, does not take place in the manner
implied by this chemical statement, that is, by the simultaneous union of one molecule
of N, and three molecules of H, to form two of NH,. Similarly, the formation of ethylene, represented by C,H, + GH, + HZ, does not occur by the disintegration of one
molecule of C,H, to form one of C,H, and one of H, directly.
The original reaction mechanism (Rice and Herzfeld, 1934) proposed for the formation of %H, from GH, consists of the following five steps?
C,H, -+ 2CHj
CH; + C,H, + CH, + GH;
GH; -+ C2H, + Ho
Ho + C,H, + H, + C,H;
Ho + GH; + C,H,
where the “dot” denotes a free-radical species.
We use this example to illustrate and define several terms relating to reaction fundamentals:
Elementary reaction: a chemical reaction step that takes place in a single molecular encounter (each of the five steps above is an elementary reaction); it involves one, two,
or (rarely) three molecular entities (atoms, molecules, ions, radicals, etc.). Only a small
number of chemical bonds is rearranged.
Reaction mechanism: a postulated sequence of elementary reactions that is consistent with
the observed stoichiometry and rate law; these are necessary but not sufficient conditions
for the correctness of a mechanism, and are illustrated in Chapter 7.
Reactive intermediate: a transient species introduced into the mechanism but not appearing
in the stoichiometric equation or the rate law; the free atomic and free radical species
Ho, CH:, and C,H: are reactive intermediates in the mechanism above. Such species
must ultimately be identified experimentally to justify their inclusion.
Molecularity of a reaction: the number of reacting partners in an elementary reaction: unimolecular (one), bimolecular (two), or termolecular (three); in the mechanism above,
the first and third steps are unimolecular as written, and the remainder are bimolecular. Molecularity (a mechanistic concept) is to be distinguished from order (algebraic).
Molecularity must be integral, but order need not be; there is no necessary connection between molecularity and order, except for an elementary reaction: the numbers
describing molecularity, order, and stoichiometry of an elementary reaction are all the
same.
‘In the dehydrogenation of &He to produce CzH4, CH4 is a minor coproduct; this is also reflected in the second
step of the mechanism; hence, both the overall reaction and the proposed mechanism do not strictly represent
a simple system.
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It is the combination of individual elementary reaction steps, each with its own rate
law, that determines the overall kinetics of a reaction. Elementary reactions have simple
rate laws of the form
r = k(T) ficYi

(6.1-2)

where the temperature dependence of rate constant k is Arrhenius-like, and the reaction orders ai are equal to the absolute values of the stoichiometric coefficients JVil of
the reactants (number NJ.
This chapter presents the underlying fundamentals of the rates of elementary chemical reaction steps. In doing so, we outline the essential concepts and results from physical chemistry necessary to provide a basic understanding of how reactions occur. These
concepts are then used to generate expressions for the rates of elementary reaction
steps. The following chapters use these building blocks to develop intrinsic rate laws
for a variety of chemical systems. Rather complicated, nonseparable rate laws for the
overall reaction can result, or simple ones as in equation 6.1-1 or -2.

6.2

DESCRIPTION OF ELEMENTARY CHEMICAL REACTIONS
An elementary step must necessarily be simple. The reactants are together with sufficient energy for a very short time, and only simple rearrangements can be accomplished.
In addition, complex rearrangements tend to require more energy. Thus, almost all elementary steps break and/or make one or two bonds. In the combustion of methane,
the following steps (among many others) occur as elementary reactions:
CH4 + O2 -+ CH; + HO;
OH*+CO-,CO,+H*
These two steps are simple rearrangements. The overall reaction
CH, + 20, -+ CO, + 2H,O
cannot occur in a single step; too much would have to transpire in a single encounter.

6.2.1

‘Ijpes

of Elementary Reactions
The following list of elementary reactions, divided into various categories, allows us to
understand and build rate laws for a wide variety of chemical systems.
6.2.1.1 Elementary Reactions Involving Neutral Species (Homogeneous Gas or
Liquid Phase)

This is the most common category of elementary reactions and can be illustrated by
unimolecular, bimolecular, and termolecular steps.
Unimolecular
l

Steps:

Fragmentation/dissociation- the molecule breaks into two or more fragments:
C,H,O-OH + C,H,O’ + OH*

l

Rearrangements-the internal bonding of a molecule changes:
HCN -+ HNC
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Bimolecular Steps:
l

Bimolecular association/recombination-two species combine:
H,C’ + CH: -+ C,H,
Bimolecular exchange reactions-atoms or group of atoms transferred:

l

OH’ + C,H, + H,O + C,H;
l

Energy transfer-this is not actually a reaction; there is no change in bonding; but it
is nevertheless an important process involving another molecule M:
R*+M-+R+M*
The asterisk denotes an excited state-a molecule with excess energy (more than
enough energy to enable it to undergo a specific reaction step).

Termolecdar Steps:
l

Termolecular steps are rare, but may appear to arise from two rapid bimolecular steps
in sequence.

6.2.1.2

Photochemical

Elementary

Reactions

Light energy (absorbed or emitted in a quantum or photon of energy, hu, where h is
Planck’s constant (6.626 x 1O-34 J s), and v is the frequency of the light, s-l) can change
the energy content of a molecule enough to produce chemical change.
l

Absorption of light (photon):
Hg+hv-+Hg*

l

l

Photodissociation:

Photoionization (electron ejected from molecule):
CH, + hv -+ CH,+ + e-

l

Light (photon) emission (reverse of absorption):
Ne* + Ne+hv

6.2.1.3 Elementary Reactions Involving Charged Particles (low,
These reactions occur in plasmas, or other high-energy situations.
l

Charge exchange:
X-+A+A-+X
M++A+M+A+

Electrons)
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l

Electron attachment:
e-+X-+X-

* Electron-impact ionization:
e- + X -+ X+ + 2eIon-molecule reactions:

l

CsHT+ + CbHs + CsH, + C4H9+ (bimolecular exchange)
H+ + C3H, -+ CsH,+ (bimolecular association)
6.2.1.4 Elementary Reactions on Surfaces
Surface reactions are important in heterogeneous reactions and catalysis.
l

Adsorption/desorption-molecules or fragments from gas or liquid bond to solid surface.
l Simple adsorption-molecule remains intact.

?c
l

-

+-

Dissociative adsorption-molecule forms two or more surface-bound species.

+cu cu cu

l

I

Ni Ni Ni

Ni Ni Ni

H-H

l

9C

----c H H
I
cu cu cu

Site hopping-surface-bound intermediates move between binding sites on surface.
Surface reactions-similar to gas-phase arrangements, but occur while species
bonded to a solid surface.
l
Dissociation:
H

H\I/H
?
F
Pt Pt Pt

l

HyH
-

E
‘I;’
Pt Pt Pt Pt Pt Pt

Combination:

Rearrangements of the adsorbed species are also possible.
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General Requirements for Elementary Chemical Reactions
The requirements for a reaction to occur are:
(1) The reaction partners must encounter one another.

(2) The encounter must be successful. This in turn requires:
(i) the geometry of the encounter to be correct (e.g., the atoms in the proper
position to form the new bonds) and,
(ii) sufficient energy to be available to overcome any energy barriers to this
transformation.
The simple theories of reaction rates involve applying basic physical chemistry knowledge to calculate or estimate the rates of successful molecular encounters. In Section
6.3 we present important results from physical chemistry for this purpose; in subsequent sections, we show how they are used to build rate theories, construct rate laws,
and estimate the values of rate constants for elementary reactions.

6.3 ENERGY IN MOLECULES
Energy in molecules, as in macroscopic objects, can be divided into potential energy
(the energy which results from their position at rest) and kinetic energy (energy associated with motion). Potential energy in our context deals with the energy associated
with chemical bonding. The changes in bond energy often produce energy barriers to
reaction as the atoms rearrange. The kinetic energy of a group of molecules governs
(1) how rapidly reactants encounter one another, and (2) how much energy is available
in the encounter to surmount any barriers to reaction. Research has led to a detailed
understanding of how these factors influence the rates of elementary reactions, and
was recognized by the award of the Nobel prize in chemistry to Lee, Herschbach, and
Polanyi in 1986.

6.3.1

Potential Energy in Molecules-Requirements for Reaction
6.3.1.1

Diatomic Molecules

The potential energy of a pair of atoms (A and B) is shown schematically in Figure 6.1
as a function of the distance between them, rAB. As the atoms approach one another,
the associated electron orbitals form a bonding interaction which lowers the potential
energy (i.e., makes the system more stable than when the two atoms are far apart).

Atomic
a configurations@

t
Bond dissociation energy

-l
‘AB -

Figure 6.1 Potential energy of a two-atom system
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The minimum energy on the curve corresponds to the most stable configuration
where the bonding is most effective, and thus to the stable A-B diatomic molecule. In
the specific case of a pair of iodine atoms, this minimum is 149 kJ mol-l below that of
the separated atoms. Therefore, to dissociate an isolated I, molecule at rest, I2 + 21*,
149 kJ mol-i must be supplied from outside the molecule. This elementary reaction
is said to be endoergic (energy absorbing) by this amount, also known as the bond
dissociation energy. This energy can be supplied by absorption of light energy, or by
transfer of kinetic energy from other molecules. This energy can also be thought of as
the height of an energy barrier to be scaled in order for reaction to occur. The path
along the potential energy curve can be thought of as a path or trajectory leading to
reaction, which is described as the “reaction coordinate”.
Now consider the reverse reaction, 21’ + I,. The reaction coordinate in this case is
just the reverse of that for the dissociation reaction. The reaction is exoergic (energy
releasing), and for the I, molecule to come to rest in its most stable configuration, an
amount of energy equal to the bond energy must be given off to the rest of the system. If not, the molecule has enough energy (converted to internal kinetic energy) to
dissociate again very quickly. This requirement to “offload” this excess energy (usually
through collisions with other molecules) is important in the rates of these bimolecular
association reactions. The input of additional energy is not required along the reaction
coordinate for this reaction to occur; the two atoms only have to encounter each other;
that is, there is no energy barrier to this reaction. These concepts form a useful basis for
discussing more complicated systems.
6.3.1.2 Triatomic Systems: Potential Energy Surface and Transition State

Consider a system made up of the atoms A, B, and C. Whereas the configuration of
a diatomic system can be represented by a single distance, the internal geometry of a
triatomic system requires three independent parameters, such as the three interatomic
distances rAu, ?-no, and ?-CA, or rAa, r,,, and the angle 4ABc. These are illustrated in
Figure 6.2.
The potential energy is a function of all three parameters, and is a surface (called the
potential energy surface) in three-dimensional (3-D) space. If we simplify the system
by constraining the atoms to remain in a straight line in the order A-B-C, the potential
energy depends Only on tW0 paraIneterS (i.e., rAn and rgc), and we can Conveniently
represent it as a 2-D “topographical map” in Figure 6.3(a), or as a 3-D perspective
drawing in Figure 6.3(b). At the lower-left corner of Figure 6.3(a), all three atoms are
far apart: there are no bonding interactions. As A approaches B while C remains distant (equivalent to moving up the left edge of Figure 6.3(a)), a stable AB molecule is
formed (like the I, case). Similarly, a B-C bond is formed if B approaches C with A far
away (moving right along the bottom edge of Figure 6.3(a)). When all three atoms are
near each other, the molecular orbitals involve all three atoms. If additional bonding is
possible, the energy is lowered when this happens, and a stable triatomic molecule can
be formed. This is not the case shown in Figure 6.3(a), since in all configurations where
A, B, and C are close together, the system is less stable than AB + C or A + BC. This
is typical for many systems where AB (and BC) are stable molecules with saturated
bonding. The two partial bonds A-B and B-C are weaker than either complete bond.

Figure 6.2 Representation of configuration of
three-atom system
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rBC

A Potential enerlzv

I
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.-r

‘AB

I

A:BC

A + BC, Products
(a)

(b)
[ABC?

t
Potential
energy

Products
+ A+BC
Reaction coordinate (c)

Atomic
configuration

(d)

Figure 6.3 Potential energy surface for colinear reaction AB + C + A + BC; (a) 2-D

topographical representation; (b) 3-D representation; (c) potential energy along reaction
coordinate; (d) atomic configurations along reaction coordinate

Now consider the reaction
AB+C+A+BC

(6.3-1)

For the reaction to occur, the atoms must trace out a path on this surface from the configuration, in Figure 6.3(a), labeled “reactants” (AB + C), to the point labeled “products”(A + BC). The path which requires the minimum energy is shown by the dashed
line. In this example, the energy rises as C approaches A-B and there is an energy barrier (marked “t”). As a result, for the reaction to occur, the reactants must have at least
enough additional (kinetic) energy to “get over the pass” at “$“. This critical configuration of the atoms, [ABC$], is called the “transition state” of the system (or “activated
complex”). This minimum energy path describes the most likely path for reaction, and
is the reaction coordinate, although other paths are possible with additional energy.
Plotting the potential energy E as a function of distance along this reaction coordinate, we obtain Figure 6.3(c) ( corresponding to Figure 6.1 for the diatomic case). This
figure shows the energy barrier E* at the transition state and that the reaction is exoergic. The height of the energy barrier, Et, corresponds approximately to the Arrhenius
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activation energy, EA, of the reaction. Figure 6.3(d) indicates atomic configurations
along the reaction coordinate.
In the elementary reaction
0’ + H, 4 OH’ + H’

(6.3-la)

which is part of the reaction mechanism in hydrogen flames and the space shuttle main
rocket engine, the transition state would resemble:

The energy barrier for this reaction is quite low, 37 kJ mol-I. There are many schemes
for the estimation of the barrier height, Et. The simplest of these are based on empirical
correlations. For details see Steinfeld et al., 1989, p. 231.
The reverse reaction (BC + A -+ AB + C) follows the same reaction coordinate
in the opposite direction. The barrier for the reverse reaction occurs at the same place.
The barrier height in the reverse direction is related to the barrier height in the forward
direction by
E$ (reverse) = ES (forward) - AE(forward)

(6.3-2)

where AE (forward) is the reaction energy change in the forward direction. For example, reaction 6.3-la is endoergic by approximately 9 kJ mol-l, and so the energy barrier
for the reverse reaction is 37 - 9 = 28 kJ mol-l.
6.3.1.3 Relationship Between Barrier Height and Reaction Energy
In reaction 6.3-1, the A-B bond weakens as the B-C bond is formed. If there is a barrier, these two effects do not cancel. However, if the B-C bond is much stronger than
the A-B bond (very exoergic reaction), even partial B-C bond formation compensates
for the weakening of the A-B bond. This explains the observation that for a series of
similar reactions, the energy barrier (activation energy) is lower for the more exoergic
reactions. A correlation expressing this has been given by Evans and Polanyi (1938):
Et = Ei + qAE(reaction)

(6.3-3)

where E$ is the barrier for an energetically neutral reaction (such as CH; + CD, 4
CH,D + CDT). The correlation predicts the barriers (Es) for similar exoergic/endoergic
reactions to be smaller/larger by a fraction, 4, of the reaction energy (AE (reaction)).
For one set of H transfer reactions, the best value of q is 0.4. This correlation holds
only until the barrier becomes zero, in the case of sufficiently exoergic reactions; or
until the barrier becomes equal to the endoergicity, in the case of sufficiently endoergic
reactions. Figure 6.4 shows reaction coordinate diagrams for a hypothetical series of
reactions, and the “data” for these reactions are indicated in Figure 6.4, along with the
Evans-Polanyi correlation (dashed line). This and other correlations allow unknown
rate constant parameters to be estimated from known values.
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Figure 6.4 Reaction coordinate diagrams showing various types of
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Figure 6.5 Potential energy diagram for stable

ABC molecule

If a stable ABC molecule exists, the reaction coordinate may appear as in Figure
6.5. In this case, there is no barrier to formation of the ABC molecule in either direction. Just like the diatomic case, energy must be removed from this molecule, because
not only does it have enough internal energy to form reactants again, it has more than
enough to form products. In the reverse direction, additional energy must be carried
into the reaction if the system is to form AB + C. There can also be barriers to formation of triatomic molecules, particularly if the AB bond must be broken, for example,
to form the molecule ACB. The reactions of ions with molecules rarely have intrinsic
barriers because of the long-range attractive force (ion-induced dipole) between such
species.
6.3.1.4 Potential Energy Surface and Transition State in More Complex Systems

For a system containing a larger number of atoms, the general picture of the potential
energy surface and the transition state also applies. For example, in the second reaction
step in the mechanism of ethane pyrolysis in Section 6.1.2,
CHj + GH, -+ CH, + C2H;
the transition state should resemble:

(6.3-4)
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Here, the CH,-H bond is formed as the C,H,-H bond is broken. For this system, the
other bond lengths and angles also affect the potential energy, and the potential energy
surface therefore depends on all other coordinates (3N - 6 or 30 in all). This system,
however, is similar to the triatomic case above, where A = C,HS, B = H’, and C =
CHJ. Again note that the transition state for the reverse reaction is the same.
The notion of the transition state is central to both theories discussed in this chapter.
The transition state is the atomic configuration that must be reached for reaction to
occur, and the bonding dictates the energy required for the reaction. The configuration
or shape of the transition state indicates how probable it is for the reactants to “line
up” properly or have the correct orientation to react. The rate of a reaction is the rate
at which these requirements are achieved. A quantitative interpretation of both these
issues, as treated by the two theories, is the subject of Sections 6.4 and 6.5.
In reactions which occur on solid surfaces, it is acceptable to think of the surface as a
large molecule capable of forming bonds with molecules or fragments. Because of the
large number of atoms involved, this is theoretically complicated. However, the binding usually occurs at specific sites on the surface, and very few surface atoms have their
bonding coordination changed. Therefore, the same general concepts are useful in the
discussion of surface reactions. For example, the nondissociated adsorption of CO on
a metal surface (Section 6.2.1.4) can be thought of as equivalent to bimolecular association reactions, which generally have no barrier. Desorption is similar to unimolecular
dissociation reactions, and the barrier equals the bond strength to the surface. Some
reactions involving bond breakage, such as the dissociative adsorption of HZ on copper
surfaces, have energy barriers.
6.3.1.5 Other Electronic States
If the electrons occupy orbitals different from the most stable (ground) electronic state,
the bonding between the atoms also changes. Therefore, an entirely different potential
energy surface is produced for each new electronic configuration. This is illustrated in
Figure 6.6 for a diatomic molecule.
The most stable (ground state) potential energy curve is shown (for AB) along with
one for an electronically excited state (AB*) and also for a positive molecular ion
(AB+, with one electron ejected from the neutral molecule). Both light absorption and
electron-transfer reactions produce a change in the electronic structure. Since electrons
move so much faster than the nuclei in molecules, the change in electronic state is complete before the nuclei have a chance to move, which in turn means that the initial
geometry of the final electronic state in these processes must be the same as in the initial state. This is shown by the arrow symbolizing the absorption of light to produce
an electronically excited molecule. The r,, distance is the same after the transition as
before, although this is not the most stable configuration of the excited-state molecule.
This has the practical implication that the absorption of light to promote a molecule
from its stable bonding configuration to an excited state often requires more energy
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AB+

Figure 6.6 Potential energy diagrams for var-

ious electronic configurations

+ ‘AB

than is required to make the most stable configuration of the excited state. Similarly,
charge-exchange reactions, in which an electron is transferred between molecules, often
require more energy than the minimum required to make the products. This is one of
the reasons for overpotentials in electrochemical reactions. The extra energy in the new
molecule appears as internal energy of motion (vibration), or, if there is enough energy
to dissociate the molecule, as translational energy.

6.3.2

Kinetic Energy in Molecules
Energy is also stored in the motion of atoms, and for a molecule, this takes the form of
translational motion, where the whole molecule moves, and internal motion, where the
atoms in the molecule move with respect to each other (vibration and rotation). These
modes are illustrated in Figure 6.7.
All forms of kinetic energy, including relative translational motion, can be used to
surmount potential energy barriers during reaction. In Figure 6.3, C can approach AB
with sufficient kinetic energy to “roll up the barrier” near the transition state. Alternatively, A-B vibrational motion can scale the barrier from a different angle. The actual
trajectories must obey physical laws (e.g., momentum conservation), and the role of
different forms of energy in reactions has been investigated in extensive computer calculations for a variety of potential energy surfaces. In addition to its role in topping
the energy barrier, translational motion governs the rate that reactants encounter each
other.

6.3.2.1 Energy States
All forms of energy are subject to the rules of quantum mechanics, which allow only
certain (discrete) energy levels to exist. Therefore, an isolated molecule cannot contain

Translation

Rotation

Vibration

Figure 6.7 Modes of molecular motion
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any arbitrary amount of vibrational energy, but must have one of a relatively small number of discrete quantities of vibrational energy. This is also true for rotational energy,
although many more states are available. For translational energy, there are usually
so many allowed translational energy states that a continuous distribution is assumed.
Extra energy can also be stored in the electrons, by promoting an electron from an occupied orbital to an unoccupied orbital. This changes the bonding interactions and can
be thought of as an entirely separate potential energy surface at higher energy. These
energy states are not usually encountered in thermal reactions, but are an important
part of photochemistry and high-energy processes which involve charged species.
6.3.2.2 Distribution of Molecular Energy

In a group of molecules in thermal equilibrium at temperature T, the distribution of
energy among the various modes of energy and among the molecules is given by the
Boltzmann distribution, which states that the probability of finding a molecule within
a narrow energy range around E is proportional to the number of states in that energy
range times the “Boltzmann factor,” e-E’k~T:
P(E) = g(e)e-E’kBT

(6.34)

where k, is the Boltzmann constant:
kB = R/N,, = 1.381 x 1O-23J K-’

(6.3-6)

and g(e), the number of states in the energy range E to E + de, is known as the “density
of states” function. This function is derived from quantum mechanical arguments, although when many levels are accessible at the energy (temperature) of the system, classical (Newtonian) mechanics can also give satisfactory results. This result arises from
the concept that energy is distributed randomly among all the types of motion, subject
to the constraint that the total energy and the number of molecules are conserved. This
relationship gives the probability that any molecule has energy above a certain quantity
(like a barrier height), and allows one to derive the distribution of molecular velocities
in a gas. The randomization of energy is accomplished by energy exchange in encounters with other molecules in the system. Therefore, each molecule spends some time in
high-energy states, and some time with little energy. The energy distribution over time
of an individual molecule is equal to the instantaneous distribution over the molecules
in the system. We can use molar energy (E) in 6.3-5 to replace molecular energy (E), if
R is substituted for k,.
6.3.2.3 Distribution of Molecular Translational Energy and Velocity in a Gas

In an ideal gas, molecules spend most of the time isolated from the other molecules
in the system and therefore have well defined velocities. In a liquid, the molecules are
in a constant state of collision. The derivation of the translational energy distribution
from equation 6.3-5 (which requires obtaining g(e)) gives the distribution (expressed
as dN/N, the fraction of molecules with energy between E and E + de):
(6.3-7)

which is Boltzmann’s law of the distribution of energy (Moelwyn-Hughes, 1957, p. 37).
The analogous velocity distribution in terms of molecular velocity, u = (2~lrn)~‘~, where
m is the mass per molecule, is:
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Figure 6.8 (a) Translational kinetic energy distribution for an ideal gas (equation 6.3-7); (b) velocity distri-

bution for N2 molecules (equation 6.3-8)

dN(u)lN = (2/~)1’2(mlkBT)3’2u2e-mu2’2kBTdu
= g(u)du

(6.3-8)
(6.3-9)

which is Maxwell’s law of the distribution of velocities (Moelwyn-Hughes, 1957, p. 38).
These distributions are shown in Figure 6.8. The energy distribution, Figure 6.8(a),
is independent of the molecular mass and is shown for T = 300 K and 1000 K. The
fraction of molecules with translational kinetic energy in excess of a particular value
increases as T increases. The increase is more dramatic for energies much higher than
the average. By comparing the scale in Figure 6.8(a) with values for even modest energy
barriers (e.g., 10 kJ mol-l), we see that a very small fraction of the molecules at either
temperature has enough translational energy to overcome such a barrier. The average
translational energy is
C = (3/2)k,T

(6.3-10)

The velocity distribution for N2 at these two temperatures is shown in Figure 6.8(b).
The average velocity is (Moelwyn-Hughes, 1957, p. 38):
ii = (8kBThn)1’2

6.4

(6.3-11)

SIMPLE COLLISION THEORY OF REACTION RATES
The collision theory of reaction rates in its simplest form (the “simple collision theory”
or SCT) is one of two theories discussed in this chapter. Collision theories are based on
the notion that only when reactants encounter each other, or collide, do they have the
chance to react. The reaction rate is therefore based on the following expressions:
reaction rate = number of effective collisions m-3s-1

(6.4-1)

or, reaction rate =
(number of collisions m-3 s-l) X (probability of success (energy, orientation, etc.))

(6.4-2)
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The notion of a collision implies at least two collision partners, but collision-based theories are applicable for theories of unimolecular reactions as well.

6.4.1

Simple Collision Theory (SCT) of Bimolecular Gas-Phase Reactions
6.4.1.1 Frequency of Binary Molecular Collisions

In this section, we consider the total rate of molecular collisions without considering
whether they result in reaction. This treatment introduces many of the concepts used
in collision-based theories; the criteria for success are included in succeeding sections.
Consider a volume containing CL molecules of A (mass m,J and cn molecules of B
(mass mn) per unit volume. A simple estimate of the frequency of A-B collisions can
be obtained by assuming that the molecules are hard spheres with a finite size, and
that, like billiard balls, a collision occurs if the center of the B molecule is within the
“collision diameter” d,, of the center of A. This distance is the arithmetic mean of the
two molecular diameters dA and dB:
dAB

=

@A

+

(6.4-3) 1

dB)/2

and is shown in Figure 6.9(a). The area of the circle of radius dAB, u = rdi,, is the
collision target area (known as the collision “cross-section”). If the A molecules move at
average velocity ii (equation 6.3-11) and the B molecules are assumed to be stationary,
then each A sweeps out a volume c+ii per unit time (Figure 6.9(b)) such that every B
molecule inside is hit. The frequency of A-B collisions for each A molecule is then a&~;.
By multiplying by the concentration of A, we obtain the frequency of A-B collisions per
unit volume:
Z AB = ~iid&

(6.4-4)

This simple calculation gives a result close to that obtained by integrating over the threedimensional Maxwell velocity distributions for both A and B. In this case, the same
expression is obtained with the characteristic velocity of approach between A and B
given by
ii = (8k,Tl,rrp)1’2

__--

_---

(6.4-5)
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Figure 6.9 (a) Collision diameter d*B;
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where p is the reduced molecular mass defined by:

P = mAmd(mA

(6.4-6)

+ 5)

The collision frequency of like molecules, Z,, can be obtained similarly, but the
collision cross-section is cr = rdi, the reduced mass is Al. = m,/2, and we must divide
by 2 to avoid counting collisions twice:

z,, = (1/2)oz+;)2

(6.4-7)

(a) Calculate the rate of collision (2,s) of molecules of N, (A) and 0, (B) in air (21
mol % O,, 78 mol % N2) at 1 bar and 300 K, if dA = 3.8 X lo-lo m and dB =
3.6 X lo-lo m
(b) Calculate the rate of collision (2,) of molecules of N, (A) with each other in air.

SOLUTION
(a) From equations 6.4-4 and -5, with u = rdi,,
Z,, = d&$,c;(8n-kBTIp)1”

(6.4-4a)

with
dAB = (3.8 + 3.6) X lo-“/2 = 3.7 X-lo m
From equation 4.2-3a,
CL = NAVcA = N,,p,IRT = 6.022 X 1023(0.78)105/8.314(300)
= 1.88 X 1O25 molecules mP3
Similarly,
CL = 0.507 X 102’ molecules me3
p = mAmBl(m, + m,) = 28.0(32.0)/(28.0 + 32.0)(6.022 X 1023)1000
= 2.48 x 1O-26 kg
z, = (3.7 x lo-lo ) 2(1.88 x 1025)(0.507 x 1025)[8~(1.381 x 10-23)300/2.48
= 2.7 X 1034m-3s-1

x 10-26]“2

(b) From equation 6.4-7, together with 6.4-5 and -6 (giving /.L = m,/2), and with (T =
n-d;,
Zu = 2d~(c~)2(?rkBTlm,)“2

(6.4-7a)
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From (a),
ca = 1.88 X 1025molecules m-3
m A -- 28.0/(6.022 X 1023)1000 = 4.65 X 1O-26 kg molecule-’
Z, = 2(3.8 x lo-” )2 (1.88 X 1025)2[~(1.381 x 10-23)300/4.65 x 10-26]1’2
= 5.4 X 1034m-3s-’

Both parts (a) and (b) of Example 6-1 illustrate that rates of molecular collisions are
extremely large. If “collision” were the only factor involved in chemical reaction, the
rates of all reactions would be virtually instantaneous (the “rate” of N2-O2 collisions in
air calculated in Example 6-l(a) corresponds to 4.5 X lo7 mol L-i s-r!). Evidently, the
energy and orientation factors indicated in equation 6.4-2 are important, and we now
turn attention to them.
6.4.1.2

Requirements for Successful Reactive Collision

The rate of reaction in collision theories is related to the number of “successful” collisions. A successful reactive encounter depends on many things, including (1) the speed
at which the molecules approach each other (relative translational energy), (2) how
close they are to a head-on collision (measured by a miss distance or impact parameter, b, Figure 6.10) (3) the internal energy states of each reactant (vibrational (v),
rotational (I)), (4) the timing (phase) of the vibrations and rotations as the reactants
approach, and (5) orientation (or steric aspects) of the molecules (the H atom to be
abstracted in reaction 6.3-4 must be pointing toward the radical center).
Detailed theories include all these effects in the reaction cross-section, which is then
a function of all the various dynamic parameters:
u reaction = o(z?, b,

VA,

JA, . . .)

(6.4-8)

The SCT treats the reaction cross-section as a separable function,
u reaction =

(+hard

spheref

= di,.f@)~

cE)p

(6.4-9)
(6.4-10)

where the energy requirements, f(E), and the steric requirements, p, are multiplicative
factors.
6.4.1.3

Energy Requirements

The energy barrier E $ is the minimum energy requirement for reaction. If only this
amount of energy is available, only one orientation out of all the possible collision
orientations is successful. The probability of success rises rapidly if extra energy is

Figure 6.10 Illustration of (a) a headon collision (b = 0), and (b) a glancing
collision (0 < b < C&B)
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available, since other configurations around the transition state (at higher energy) can
be reached, and the geometric requirements of the collision are not as precise. Therefore, the best representation of the “necessary” amount of energy is somewhat higher
than the barrier height. Because the Boltzmann factor decreases rapidly with increasing
energy, this difference is not great. Nevertheless, in the simplified theory, we call this
“necessary” energy E * to distinguish it from the barrier height. The simplest model
for the collision theory of rates assumes that the molecules are hard spheres and that
only the component of kinetic energy between the molecular centers is effective. As
illustrated in Figure 6.10, in a head-on collision (b = 0), all of the translational energy
of approach is available for internal changes, whereas in a grazing collision (b = dAB)
none is. By counting only collisions where the intermolecular component at the moment
of collision exceeds the “necessary” energy E *, we obtain a simple expression from the
tedious, but straightforward, integration over the joint Maxwell velocity distributions
and b (Steinfeld et al., 1989, pp. 248-250). Thus, for the reaction A + B + products, if
there are no steric requirements, the rate of reaction is
r c (-rA) 7 q&-E”‘RT

(6.4-11)

that is, the function f(E) in equation 6.4-9 (in molar units) is exp( -E*IRT).
Similarly, for the reaction 2A -+ products,
r = ( -rA)/2 = ZAAe-E*‘RT

(6.4-12)

6.4.1.4 Orientation or Steric Factors
The third factor in equation 6.4-9, p, contains any criteria other than energy that the
reactants must satisfy to form products. Consider a hydrogen atom and an ethyl radical
colliding in the fifth step in the mechanism in Section 6.1.2. If the hydrogen atom collides
with the wrong (CH,) end of the ethyl radical, the new C-H bond in ethane cannot be
formed; a fraction of the collisions is thus ineffective. Calculation of the real distribution
of successful collisions is complex, but for simplicity, we use the steric factor approach,
where all orientational effects are represented by p as a constant. This factor can be
estimated if enough is known about the reaction coordinate: in the case above, an estimate of the fraction of directions given by the H-CH,-CH, bond angle which can form
a C-H bond. A reasonable, but uncertain, estimate forp in this case is 0.2. Alternatively,
if the value of the rate constant is known, the value of p, and therefore some information about the reaction coordinate, can be estimated by comparing the measured value
to that given by theory. In this case p(derived) = r(observed)/r(theory). Reasonable
values ofp are equal to or less than 1; however, in some cases the observed rate is much
greater than expected (p >> 1); in such cases a chain mechanism is probably involved
(Chapter 7), and the reaction is not an elementary step.
6.4.1.5 SCT Rate Expression
We obtain the SCT rate expression by incorporating the steric factor p in equation
6.4-11 or -12. Thus,
rscrlmolecules mP3 s-l = PZ~-~*‘~~

(6.4-13)

where Z = Z,, for A +B + products, or Z = Z,, for A +A + products. We develop
the latter case in more detail at this point; a similar treatment for A + B + products is
left to problem 6-3.
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For the bimolecular reaction 2A + products, by combining equations 6.4-12 and -13,
using equation 6.4-7a to eliminate ZAA, and converting completely to a molar basis, with
(rSCT) in mol L-i s-i, ck, = 1000 NA,,cA, where cA is in mol L-l, and k,lm* = RIM,,
where MA is the molar mass of A, we obtain

TSCT

= 2000pN,,d&i-R/M,)1’2T1’2,-E”‘RTc~

=

k,,,Ci

(6.4-14)

where
kSCT = 2000pN,,d&rRIM,)“2T1’2,-E*‘RT

(6.4-15)

We may compare these results with a second-order rate law which exhibits Arrhenius
temperature dependence:
r ohs = k ohs c2A = A~-EAIRT~~

A

(6.1-1)

We note that the concentration dependence (ci) is the same, but that the temperature
dependence differs by the factor T1” in rscr. Although we do not have an independent
value for E* in equations 6.4-14 and -15, we may compare E* with EA by equating r,cT
and r,b,; thus,
k ohs

= kSCT

d In k,,,ldT = d In k,,,/dT
and, from the Arrhenius equation, 3.1-6,
E,IRT2 = 1/2T + E*IRT2

or
EA = ~RT+E*

(6.4-16)

Similarly, the pre-exponential factor AsCT can be obtained by substitution of E* from
6.4-16 into 6.4-15:
ASCT = 2000pN,,d;(~RIMA)1”e1’2T”2

(6.4-16a)

According to equations 6.4-16 and -16a, EA and A are somewhat dependent on T. The
calculated values for A,,, usually agree with measured values within an order of magnitude, which, considering the approximations made regarding the cross-sections, is satisfactory support for the general concepts of the theory. SCT provides a basis for the
estimation of rate constants, especially where experimental values exist for related reactions. Then, values of p and E* can be estimated by comparison with the known system.

For the reaction 2HI + H, + I,, the observed rate constant (2k in r,, = 2kc&) is 2.42 X
10e3 L mol-’ s-l at 700 K, and the observed activation energy, EA, is 186 kJ mol-’
(Moelwyn-Hughes, 1957 p. 1109). If the collision diameter, dHI, is 3 5 X lo-lo m for HI
(M = 128), calculate the value of the (“steric”) p factor necessary for’agreement between
the observed rate constant and that calculated from the SCT.
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SOLUTION

From equation 6.4-15, with E* given by equation 6.4-17, and MA = (12WlOOO) kg mol-‘,
ksCTIp = 2.42 X 10P3L mol- 1s

-1

This is remarkably coincident with the value of kobs, with the result that p = 1. Such
closeness of agreement is rarely the case, and depends on, among other things, the correctness and interpretation of the values given above for the various parameters.
For the bimolecular reaction A + B + products, as in the reverse of the reaction in
Example 6-2, equation 6.4-15 is replaced by
kS C T

=

1000pNA,,d~,[8~R(MA

+ M,)IM,M,]‘“T’i2e-E”RT

(6.4-17)

The proof of this is left to problem 6-3.
6.4.1.6 Energy Transfer in Bimolecular Collisions

Collisions which place energy into, or remove energy from, internal modes in one
molecule without producing any chemical change are very important in some processes. The transfer of this energy into reactant A is represented by the bimolecular
process
M+A-+M+A*
where A* is a molecule with a critical amount of internal energy necessary for a subsequent process, and M is any collision partner. For example, the dissociation of I, discussed in Section 6.3 requires 149 kJ mol-l to be deposited into the interatomic bond.
The SCT rate of such a process can be expressed as the rate of collisions which meet the
energy requirements to deposit the critical amount of energy in the reactant molecule:
r = Z,, exp( -E*IRT) = kETcAcM
where E* is approximately equal to the critical energy required. However, this simple
theory underestimates the rate constant, because it ignores the contribution of internal
energy distributed in the A molecules. Various theories which take this into account
provide more satisfactory agreement with experiment (Steinfeld et al., 1989, pp. 352357). The deactivation step
A*+M-+A+M
is assumed to happen on every collision, if the critical energy is much greater than k,T.

6.4.2

Collision Theory of Unimolecular Reactions
For a unimolecular reaction, such as I, -+ 21’, there are apparently no collisions necessary, but the overwhelming majority of molecules do not have the energy required
for this dissociation. For those that have enough energy (> 149 kJ mol-l), the reaction
occurs in the time for energy to become concentrated into motion along the reaction
coordinate, and for the rearrangement to occur (about the time of a molecular vibration, lOPi3 s). The internal energy can be distributed among all the internal modes, and
so the time required for the energy to become concentrated in the critical reaction coordinate is greater for complex molecules than for smaller ones. Those that do not have
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enough energy must wait until sufficient energy is transferred by collision, as in Section
6.4.1.6. Therefore, as Lindemann (1922) recognized, three separate basic processes are
involved in this reaction:
(1) Collisions which transfer the critical amount of energy:
I, + M (any molecule in the mixture) 3 I;(energized molecule) + M

(4

(2) The removal of this energy (deactivation) by subsequent collisions (reverse of
(A)):
I;+MbI,+M

(B)

I;. -Z 21’

(0

(3) The dissociation reaction:

Steps (A), W, and CC> constitute a reaction mechanism from which a rate law may
be deduced for the overall reaction. Thus, if, in a generic sense, we replace I, by the
reactant A, I; by A*, and 21’ by the product P, the rate of formation of A* is
?-A. = -k2cA* + klcAcM - kelcA*cM

(6.4-18)

and the rate of reaction to form product P, r,, is:
rP = k2cA. =

kZ(hcAcM - IA”)
k2 + k-,c,

(6.4-19)

if we use equation 6.4-18 to eliminate cA.. Equation 6.4-19 contains the unknown rA*.
To eliminate this we use the stationary-state hypothesis (SSH): an approximation used
to simplify the derivation of a rate law from a reaction mechanism by eliminating the
concentration of a reactive intermediate (RI) on the assumption that its rate of formation and rate of disappearance are equal (i.e., net rate r,, = 0).
By considering A* as a reactive intermediate, we set rA* = 0 in equations 6.4-18 and
-19, and the latter may be rewritten as

(6.4-20)
(6*4-20a3

where kuni is an effective first-order rate constant that depends on CM. There are two
limiting cases of equation 6.4-20, corresponding to relatively high CM (“high pressure”
for a gas-phase-reaction), k-,cM >> b, and low CM (“low pressure”), k2 >> k-,c,:
rp = (klk21k-l)cA
T-, = klCMC/,

(“high-pressure” limit)
(“low-pressure” limit)

(6.4-21)
(6.4-22)

Thus, according to this (Lindemann) mechanism, a unimolecular reaction is first-order
at relatively high concentration (cM) and second-order at low concentration. There is a
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transition from first-order to second-order kinetics as cM decreases. This is referred to as
the “fall-off regime,” since, although the order increases, kuni decreases as cM decreases
(from equations 6.4-20 and -2Oa).
This mechanism also illustrates the concept of a rate-determining step (rds) to designate a “slow” step (relatively low value of rate constant; as opposed to a “fast” step),
which then controls the overall rate for the purpose of constructing the rate law.
At low cM, the rate-determining step is the second-order rate of activation by collision, since there is sufficient time between collisions that virtually every activated
molecule reacts; only the rate constant k, appears in the rate law (equation 6.4-22). At
high cM, the rate-determining step is the first-order disruption of A* molecules, since
both activation and deactivation are relatively rapid and at virtual equilibrium. Hence,
we have the additional concept of a rapidly established equilibrium in which an elementary process and its reverse are assumed to be at equilibrium, enabling the introduction
of an equilibrium constant to replace the ratio of two rate constants.
In equation 6.4-21, although all three rate constants appear, the ratio k,lk-, may be
considered to be a virtual equilibrium constant (but it is not usually represented as
such).
A test of the Lindemann mechanism is normally applied to observed apparent firstorder kinetics for a reaction involving a single reactant, as in A + P. The test may be
used in either a differential or an integral manner, most conveniently by using results
obtained by varying the initial concentration, c Ao (or partial pressure for a gas-phase
reaction). In the differential test, from equations 6.4-20 and -2Oa, we obtain, for an
initial concentration cAO = cM, corresponding to the initial rate rpo,
kl k2cAo

kuni

= h + kelCAo

or
(6.4-23)
where k, is the asymptotic value of kuni as CA0 + 00. Thus k,&! should be a linear function
of CA:, from the intercept and slope of which k, and kl can be determined. This is
illustrated in the following example. The integral method is explored in problem 6-4.

For the gas-phase unimolecular isomerization of cyclopropane (A) to propylene (P), values
of the observed first-order rate constant, kuni, at various initial pressures, PO, at 470” C in
a batch reactor are as follows:
P&Pa
105kU,&-1

14.7
9.58

28.2 51.8 101.3
10.4 10.8
11.1

(a) Show that the results are consistent with the Lindemann mechanism.
(b) Calculate the rate constant for the energy transfer (activation) step.
(c) Calculate k,.
(d) Suggest a value of EA for the deactivation step.
SOLUTION
(a) In this example, P, is the initial pressure of cyclopropane (no other species present),
and 1s a measure of c&,. Expressing CA0 in terms of P, by means of the ideal-gas law,
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Figure 6.11 Test of Lindemann mechanism in Example 6-3

equation 4.2.3a, we rewrite equation 6.4-23 as:
1
-=
kuni

$+L!Z
m

(6.4-23a)

kl po

The linear relation is shown in Figure 6.11.
(b) From the slope of the fitted linear form, k, = 0.253 L mol-’ s-l.
(c) Similarly, from the intercept, km = 11.4 X lop5 s-l
(d) EA (deactivation) -+ 0, since A* is an activated state (energetically), and any collision
should lead to deactivation.

6.4.3

Collision Theory of Bimolecular Combination Reactions; Termolecular Reactions
A treatment similar to that for unimolecular reactions is necessary for recombination
reactions which result in a single product. An example is the possible termination step
for the mechanism for decomposition of C$H,, Ho + %HT -+ C,H, (Section 6.1.2).
The initial formation of ethane in this reaction can be treated as a bimolecular event.
However, the newly formed molecule has enough energy to redissociate, and must be
stabilized by transfer of some of this energy to another molecule.
Consider the recombination reaction
A+B+P
A three-step mechanism is as follows:

(1) Reaction to form P* (an activated or energized form of P):
A+Bk’-P*

(4
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(2) Unimolecular dissociation of P* (reverse of (A)):
P*5A+B

OV

(3) Stabilization of P” by collision with M (any other molecule):
P*+MaP+M

w

Treatment of steps (A), (B), and (C) similar to that for the steps in a unimolecular
reaction, including application of the SSH to P*, results in

(6.4-24)
= kbicAcB

(6.4-25)

where kbi is an effective second-order rate constant that depends on cIvI. Just as for a
unimolecular reaction, there are two limiting cases for equation 6.4-24, corresponding
to relatively high and low cM:
rp = klcAcB

(“high-pressure” limit)
(“low-pressure” limit)
rp = (k, kZIk-JcMcAcB

(6.4-26)
(6.4-27)

Thus, according to this three-step mechanism, a bimolecular recombination reaction is
second-order at relatively high concentration (cM), and third-order at low concentration. There is a transition from second- to third-order kinetics as chl decreases, resulting
in a “fall-off” regime for kbi.
The low-pressure third-order result can also be written as a termolecular process:
A+B+M+P+M
which implies that all three species must collide with one another at the same time. In
the scheme above, this is pictured as taking place in two sequential bimolecular events,
the second of which must happen within a very short time of the first. In the end, the
distinction is a semantic one which depends on how collision is defined. There are few
termolecular elementary reactions of the type
A+B+C+P+Q
and the kinetics of these can also be thought of as sequences of bimolecular events.
The “fall-off” effects in unimolecular and recombination reactions are important in
modern low-pressure processes such as chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and plasmaetching of semiconductor chips, and also for reactions in the upper atmosphere.
The importance of an “energized” reaction complex in bimolecular reactions is illustrated by considering in more detail the termination step in the ethane dehydrogenation
mechanism of Section 6.1.2:
Ho + C,H; + C,H,
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The formation of C,H, must first involve the formation of the “energized” molecule
C,H;:

which is followed by collisional deactivation:
C,HT, + M + C,H, + M
However, GHT, may convert to other possible sets of products:

(1) Redissociation to Ho and GHS:
C,H; + Ho + C2H;
(2) Dissociation into two methyl radicals:

(3) Formation of stable products:
C,H;, --$ H, + C,H,
The overall process for this last possibility
H’ + C,H; + [C,H,*] + H, + &H,
can be thought of as a bimolecular reaction with a stable molecule on the reaction coordinate (C,H& as illustrated in Figure 6.5. The competition of these other processes
with the formation of ethane can substantially influence the overall rate of ethane dehydrogenation. These and similar reactions have a substantial influence in reactions at
low pressures and high temperatures.

6.5
6.51

TRANSITION STATE THEORY (TST)
General Features of the TST
While the collision theory of reactions is intuitive, and the calculation of encounter rates
is relatively straightforward, the calculation of the cross-sections, especially the steric
requirements, from such a dynamic model is difficult. A very different and less detailed
approach was begun in the 1930s that sidesteps some of the difficulties. Variously known
as absolute rate theory, activated complex theory, and transition state theory (TST), this
class of model ignores the rates at which molecules encounter each other, and instead
lets thermodynamic/statistical considerations predict how many combinations of reactants are in the transition-state configuration under reaction conditions.
Consider three atomic species A, B, and C, and reaction represented by
AB+C+A+BC

(6.51)

The TST considers this reaction to take place in the manner
Ki
AB+C=ABC$“i-A+BC

(6.5-2)
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R e a c t a n t s K*
AB+C-

Products
-J-f+ A + B C

-c _ _ _ + A + Bc
Reaction coordinate -

Figure 6.12 Potential energy along the
reaction coordinate for reaction 6.5-2

in which ABC’ represents the transition state described in Section 6.3. The potential
energy along the reaction coordinate, showing the energy barrier, is illustrated in Figure
6.12 (cf. Figure 6.3(c)).
The two main assumptions of the TST are:
(1) The transition state is treated as an unstable molecular species in equilibrium
with the reactants, as indicated by the equilibrium constant for its formation, Kz,
where, for reaction 6.5-2,
K: = cAB~tlcABc~

(6.53)

and CABCI is the concentration of these “molecules”; it is implied in this assumption that the transition state and the reactants are in thermal equilibrium (i.e.,
their internal energy distributions are given by the Boltzmann distribution).
(2) The frequency with which the transition state is transformed into products, vt,
can be thought of as a typical unimolecular rate constant; no barrier is associated
with this step. Various points of view have been used to calculate this frequency,
and all rely on the assumption that the internal motions of the transition state are
governed by thermally equilibrated motions. Thus, the motion along the reaction
coordinate is treated as thermal translational motion between the product fragments (or as a vibrational motion along an unstable potential). Statistical theories
(such as those used to derive the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of velocities)
lead to the expression:
vs = k,Tlh

(6.54)

where k, is the Boltzmann constant and h is Planck’s constant. In some variations
of TST, an additional factor (a transmission coefficient, K) is used to allow for the
fact that not all decompositions of the transition state lead to products, but this
is seldom used in the estimation of rate constants by the TST.
Thus, from equations 6.5-3 and -4, the rate of formation of products (P) in reaction
6.5-2 is written as
(6.55)

If we compare equation 6.5-5 with the usual form of rate law, then the rate constant is
given by
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In the TST, molecularity (m) is the number of reactant molecules forming one
molecule of the transition state. In reaction 6.5-2, m = 2 (AB and C); that is, the
formation is bimolecular. Other possibilities are m = 1 (unimolecular) and m = 3
(termolecular). The molecularity of formation of the transition state affects the form
of Kj, and the order of the reaction equals m.

6.5.2 Thermodynamic Formulation
The reaction isotherm of classical thermodynamics applied to the formation of the transition state relates K: to AGO’, the standard Gibbs energy of formation of the activated
complex:
AGoS = -RT In K’c

(6.5-7)

AG”~ = AH’S - T&q’*

(6.543)

Also

where AHot and ASot are, respectively, the (standard) enthalpy of activation and (standard) entropy of activation. Combining equations 6.5-6 to -8, we obtain
k = (kBTlh)e

(6.5-9)

AS”*IRe-AH”IRT

for the rate constant according to the TST. As with the SCT, we may compare this
expression with observed behavior
k obs

= A~-EAIRT

to obtain interpretations of the Arrhenius parameters A and EA in terms of the TST
quantities.
We first relate EA to AHot. From equation 6.5-6,
dlnk
-=
dT

dlnK,S
dT

_

1AU”* I

T

RT2

(6.510)

where AU” is the internal energy of activation, and we have used the analogue of
the van? Hoff equation (3.1-5) for the temperature-dependence of K: (Denbigh, 1981,
p.147). For the activation step as a gas-phase reaction of molecularity m involving ideal
gases, from the definition H = U + PV,
AHoS = AU”t + (1 - m)RT.

(6.5-11)

From equations 3.1-8 (i.e., from 3.1-6), and 6.5-10 and -11,
EA = AHoS + mRT

(6.542) j

We next relate the pre-exponential factor A to AS Oz. From equations 6.5-9 and 6.5-12,

k = (k,T/h)eASoi/Reme-Ea/RT

(6.5-13) '
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Table 6.1 Expected (approximate) values of AS”’

for different values of molecularity (m) at 500 K

Comparing equations 6.5-13 and 3.1-8, we obtain

1

A = (kBTlh)eAso”Rem

(6.5-14)

or
AS”* = R[ln(Ahlk,T)

- m]

= 8.314(-23.76 + In A - In T - m) J mol-i K-i

(6.5-15) 1
(6.515a)

on substitution of numerical values for the constants.
From equation 6.515a and typical experimental values of A, we may estimate expected values for AS”‘. The results are summarized in Table 6.1.

If the Arrhenius parameters for the gas-phase unimolecular decomposition of ethyl chloride (C,H,Cl) to ethylene (C,H,) and HCl are A = 4 x 1014 s-l and EA = 254 kJ mol-‘,
calculate the entropy of activation (AS’S /J mol-1 K-l), the enthalpy of activation (AH”’
/J mol-‘), and the Gibbs energy of activation (AGO* /J mol-‘) at 500 K. Comment on the
value of AS’S in relation to the normally “expected” value for a unimolecular reaction.
SOLUTION
From equation 6.5-15,
ASot = l?(lng -m)
= 8.314

[(

In

4 x 1014 x 6.626 x 1O-34
1.381 x 10-23 x 500

= 22 J mol-’ K-’
From equation 6.5-12,
AH@ = EA - mRT
= 254,000 - 1(8.314)500
= 250,000 J mol-’
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(6.5-8)

= 250,000 - 500(22)
= 239,000 J mol-’
(Comment: the normally expected value of AS’S for a unimolecular reaction, based on
A = 1013 to 1014, is = 0 (Table 6.1); the result here is greater than this.)
A method for the estimation of thermodynamic properties of the transition state and
other unstable species involves analyzing parts of the molecule and assigning separate
properties to functional groups (Benson, 1976). Another approach stemming from statistical mechanics is outlined in the next section.

6.5.3

Quantitative Estimates of Rate Constants Using TST with Statistical Mechanics
Quantitative estimates of Ed are obtained the same way as for the collision theory, from
measurements, or from quantum mechanical calculations, or by comparison with known
systems. Quantitative estimates of the A factor require the use of statistical mechanics,
the subject that provides the link between thermodynamic properties, such as heat capacities and entropy, and molecular properties (bond lengths, vibrational frequencies,
etc.). The transition state theory was originally formulated using statistical mechanics.
The following treatment of this advanced subject indicates how such estimates of rate
constants are made. For more detailed discussion, see Steinfeld et al. (1989).
Statistical mechanics yields the following expression for the equilibrium constant, Kj ,
Kz = (Qs/Q,)exp(

-EzIRT)

(6.5-16)

The function Qs is the partition function for the transition state, and Q, is the product
of the partition functions for the reactant molecules. The partition function essentially
counts the number of ways that thermal energy can be “stored” in the various modes
(translation, rotation, vibration, etc.) of a system of molecules, and is directly related to
the number of quantum states available at each energy. This is related to the freedom
of motion in the various modes. From equations 6.5-7 and -16, we see that the entropy
change is related to the ratio of the partition functions:
AS”” = Rln(QslQ,)

(6.5-17)

An increase in the number of ways to store energy increases the entropy of a system.
Thus, an estimate of the pre-exponential factor A in TST requires an estimate of the
ratio Q$/Q,. A common approximation in evaluating a partition function is to separate
it into contributions from the various modes of energy storage, translational (tr), rotational (rot), and vibrational (vib):
Q = Q,,Q,,,Q,,Q(electronic,

symmetry)

(6.5-18)

This approximation is valid if the modes of motion are completely independent-an
assumption that is often made. The ratio in equation 6.5-17 can therefore be written as
a product of ratios:

(Qs/Q,> =(Qj,/Q,,)(Q$,,/Q,,,)(Q,s,b/Q,,> . . .
Furthermore, each Q factor in equation 6.5-18 can be further factored for each individual mode, if the motions are independent; for example,
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Table 6.2 Forms for translational, rotational, and vibrational contributions to the molecular
partition
function
Mode
Q./V = translational

Partition

function

Model

(2mnkBTlh2)3’2

particle of mass m in 3D box of
volume V, increases if mass increases

Qmt = rotational

(8r2ZkBTlh2)“2

rigid rotating body with moment of
inertia I per mode; increases if
moment of inertia increases

& = vibrational

(1 - exp(-hcvlksT))-’

harmonic vibrator with frequency v
per mode; increases if frequency
decreases (force constant decreases)

(per unit volume)

Qvib

=

Qvib,

mode

lQvib,

mode 2 . . .

with a factor for each normal mode of vibration. The A factor can then be evaluated by
calculating the individual ratios. For the translational, rotational, and vibrational modes
of molecular energy, the results obtained from simplified models for the contributions
to the molecular partition function are shown in Table 6.2.
Generally, Q,, > Qrot > Qvib, reflecting the decreasing freedom of movement in the
modes. Evaluating the partition functions for the reactants is relatively straightforward,
since the molecular properties (and the related thermodynamic properties) can be measured. The same parameters for the transition state are not available, except in a few
simple systems where the full potential energy surface has been calculated. The problem is simplified by noting that if a mode is unchanged in forming the transition state,
the ratio for that mode is equal to 1. Therefore, only the modes that change need to be
considered in calculating the ratio. The following two examples illustrate how estimates
of rate constants are made, for unimolecular and bimolecular reactions.

For the unimolecular reaction in Example 6-4, C,H,Cl -+ HCl + C,H,, the transition state
should resemble the configuration below, with the C-Cl and C-H bonds almost broken, and
HCl almost formed:

The ratio of translational partition functions (Qi,./Q,,) is 1 here, and for all unimolecular
reactions, because the mass and number of molecules of the reactants is the same as for
the transition state. The rotational ratio (Q&,/Q,,,) is given by the ratio of the moments
of inertia: (Z~Z~ZjlZlZ2Z,)1’2. The moments of inertia are probably slightly higher in the
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transition state because the important Cl-C bond is stretched. The increased C-C-Cl bond
angle also increases the value of the smallest moment of inertia. Thus, the ratio Q&,/Q,,,
is greater than 1. An exact calculation requires a quantitative estimate of the bond lengths
and angles. The transition state has the same number of vibrational modes, but several
of the vibrational frequencies in the transition state are expected to be somewhat lower,
particularly those involving both the weakened C-Cl bond stretch and the affected C-H
bond. It is also possible to form the transition state with any of the three hydrogen atoms
on the CH, group, and so a symmetry number of 3 accrues to the transition state. The
internal rotation around the C-C bond is inhibited in the transition state, which decreases
the contribution of this model to Qz , but the rest of the considerations increase it, and the
net effect is that (es/Q,) > 1. From the value of the A factor in Example 6-4, Al(kTlh) =
(Q$/Q,) = 38.4. As with many theories, the information flows two ways: (1) measured
rate constants can be used to study the properties of transition states, and (2) information
about transition states gained in such studies, as well as in calculations, can be used to
estimate rate constants.

Consider a bimolecular reaction, A + B -+ products. Confining two molecules A and B
to be together in the transition state in a bimolecular reaction always produces a loss of
entropy. This is dominated by the ratio of the translational partition functions:

<Q~~lV>l<Q,,lV>(Q,,,lV>

= W-m A+B kgTlh2)3’2/[2~mAkgTlh2)3’2(2n-mg

kBTlh2)3’2]

= (2r,u kBTlh2)-3i2
where p is the reduced mass, equation 6.4-6. This ratio introduces the volume units to the
rate constant, and is always less than 1 for a bimolecular (and termolecular) reaction. At
500 K, and for a reduced mass of 30 g mol-l, this factor is 1.7 X 1O-6 L mol-’ s-l, and
corresponds to an entropy change of - 110 J mol-’ K-l. The number of internal modes
(rotation and vibration) is increased by 3, which partly compensates for this loss of entropy.
If A and B are atoms, the two rotational modes in the transition state add 70 J mol-’
K-’ to the entropy of the transition state. The total AS”* is therefore approximately -40
J mol-’ K-l, a value in agreement with the typical value given in Table 6.1. For each of
the two rotational modes, the moment of inertia cited in Table 6.2 is I = pdi,; the value
above is calculated using dAB = 3 X lo-lo m.

6.54

Comparison of TST with SCT
Qualitatively, both the TST and the SCT are in accord with observed features of kinetics:
(1) Both theories yield laws for elementary reactions in which order, molecularity,
and stoichiometry are the same (Section 6.1.2).
(2) The temperature dependence of the reaction rate constant closely (but not
exactly) obeys the Arrhenius equation. Both theories, however, predict nonArrhenius behavior. The deviation from Arrhenius behavior can usually be
ignored over a small temperature range. However, non-Arrhenius behavior is
common (Steinfeld et al., 1989, p. 321). As a consequence, rate constants are
often fitted to the more general expression k = BPexp( -EIRT), where B , IZ,
and E are empirical constants.
The activation energy in both theories arises from the energy barrier at the transition
state, and is treated similarly in both. The relationship between the pre-exponential factors in the two theories is not immediately obvious, since many of the terms which arise
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from the intuitive dynamical picture in SCT are “hidden” in the partition functions
in TST. Nevertheless, the ratio of partition functions (thermodynamics) tells how easy
(probable) the achievement of the transition state is. This ratio contains many of the
notions in collision theories, for example, (1) how close the reactants must approach
to react (equivalent to the hard-sphere cross-section in SCT), and (2) the precision of
alignment of the atoms in the transition state (equivalent to the p factor in SCT). The
combination of a smaller cross-section and more demanding configuration is equivalent to a smaller entropy in the transition state. All of the dynamics in TST is contained
in kTlh, which in turn is contained in the velocity of approach in bimolecular reactions in SCT. The assumption that the transition state is in thermal equilibrium with
the reactants is central to a discussion of the merits of TST. On the one hand, this assumption allows a relatively simple statistical (thermodynamic) calculation to replace
the detailed dynamics. This has made transition state theory the more useful of the two
for the estimation of unmeasured rate constants. This considerable advantage of TST
is also its main weakness, and TST must fail when the assumption of thermal equilibrium is grossly wrong. Such an example is the behavior of unimolecular reactions at low
pressure, where the supply of energy is rate limiting. Both theories have been very useful in the understanding of kinetics, and in building detailed mechanisms of important
chemical
processes.

6.6

ELEMENTARY REACTIONS INVOLVING OTHER THAN GAS-PHASE
NEUTRAL SPECIES
The two simple theories SCT and TST have been developed in the context of neutral
gas-phase reactions. In this section, we consider other types of elementary reactions
listed in Section 6.2.1, and include reactions in condensed phases. The rates of this diverse set of reactions, including photochemistry, can be understood with the concepts
developed for gas-phase reactions.

6.6.1

Reactions in Condensed Phases
Reactions in solution proceed in a similar manner, by elementary steps, to those in the
gas phase. Many of the concepts, such as reaction coordinates and energy barriers, are
the same. The two theories for elementary reactions have also been extended to liquidphase reactions. The TST naturally extends to the liquid phase, since the transition state
is treated as a thermodynamic entity. Features not present in gas-phase reactions, such
as solvent effects and activity coefficients of ionic species in polar media, are treated
as for stable species. Molecules in a liquid are in an almost constant state of collision
so that the collision-based rate theories require modification to be used quantitatively.
The energy distributions in the jostling motion in a liquid are similar to those in gasphase collisions, but any reaction trajectory is modified by interaction with neighboring molecules. Furthermore, the frequency with which reaction partners approach each
other is governed by diffusion rather than by random collisions, and, once together,
multiple encounters between a reactant pair occur in this molecular traffic jam. This
can modify the rate constants for individual reaction steps significantly. Thus, several
aspects of reaction in a condensed phase differ from those in the gas phase:
(1) Solvent interactions: Because all species in solution are surrounded by solvent,
the solvation energies can dramatically shift the energies of the reactants, products, and the transition state. The most dramatic changes in energies are for ionic
species, which are generally unimportant in gas-phase chemistry, but are prominent in polar solvents. Solvation energies for other species can also be large
enough to change the reaction mechanism. For example, in the alkylation of
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naphthol by methyl iodide, changes in solvent can shift the site of alkylation from
oxygen to carbon. The TST is altered by allowing the thermodynamic properties
to be modified by activity coefficients.
(2) Encounter frequency: Between two reactive species in solution, the encounter
frequency is slower than in the gas phase at the same concentration. The motion
in a liquid is governed by diffusion, and in one version, which assumes that there
are no long-range forces between the reactants (too simple for ionic species), the
collision rate is given by Z,, = 4s-DdABc~c~, where D is the sum of the diffusion coefficients of the two species. If reaction occurs on every collision, then the
rate constant is lower in solution (even with no appreciable solvent interactions)
than in the gas phase. If reaction does not occur on every collision, but is quite
slow, then the probability of finding the two reactants together is similar to that
in the gas phase, and the rate constants are also similar. One way to think of this
is that diffusion in the liquid slows the rate at which the reactants move away
from each other to the same degree that it slows the rate of encounters, so that
each encounter lasts longer in a liquid. This “trapping” of molecules near each
other in condensed phases is sometimes referred to as the “cage effect,” and is
important in photochemical reactions in liquids, among others.
(3) Energy transfer: Because the species are continually in collision, the rate of energy transfer is never considered to be the rate-limiting step, unlike in unimolecular gas-phase reactions.
(4) Pressure effects: The diffusion through liquids is governed by the number of “defects” or atomic-sized holes in the liquid. A high external pressure can reduce
the concentration of holes and slow diffusion. Therefore, in a liquid, a diffusioncontrolled rate constant also depends on the pressure.

6.6.2

Surface Phenomena
Elementary reactions on solid surfaces are central to heterogeneous catalysis (Chapter
8) and gas-solid reactions (Chapter 9). This class of elementary reactions is the most
complex and least understood of all those considered here. The simple quantitative
theories of reaction rates on surfaces, which begin with the work of Langmuir in the
192Os, use the concept of “sites,” which are atomic groupings on the surface involved
in bonding to other atoms or molecules. These theories treat the sites as if they are
stationary gas-phase species which participate in reactive collisions in a similar manner
to gas-phase reactants.
6.6.2.1 Adsorption

Adsorption can be considered to involve the formation of a “bond” between the surface
and a gas-phase or liquid-phase molecule. The surface “bond” can be due to physical
forces, and hence weak, or can be a chemical bond, in which case adsorption is called
chemisorption. Adsorption is therefore like a bimolecular combination reaction:

where “s” is an “open” surface site without a molecule bonded to it, and A 0 s is a
surface-bound molecule of A. By analogy with gas-phase reactions, the collision rate
of molecules of A with a site with a reaction cross-section u on a flat surface, Z,, can
be calculated by integration of the Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distributions over the
possible angles of impingement:
Z,/molecules site -I s-l = (1/4)aii&

(6.6-2)
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where ii is the average velocity (8kJ’l~mA) u2. If the reaction requires a direct impingement on an open surface site (one with no molecules bonded to it), then the rate of
adsorption per unit area on the surface should be proportional to the number of open
sites on the surface:
ra /mol mP2sP1 = Z,N+JN,, = (2.5 X 10-4~iiN)80~A

= kaBncA

(6.6-3)

where N is the number of sites mm2 of surface, 8, is the fraction of sites which are open,
and cA is the gas-phase concentration in mol L-l. This “bimolecular” type of adsorption
kinetics, where the cross-section does not depend on the amount of adsorbed material,
is said to obey Langmuir adsorption kinetics. The factor in parentheses is the SCT expression for the adsorption rate constant k,. Like bimolecular combination reactions,
no activation energy is expected, unless bond-breaking must take place in the solid or
in the adsorbing molecule.
6.6.2.2

Desorption

Desorption, the reverse of reaction 6.6-1, that is,
A.&A+s

(6.6-4)

is a unimolecular process, which, like gas-phase analogues, requires enough energy
to break the bond to the surface. Similar to reactions in liquids, energy is transferred
through the solid, making collisions unnecessary to supply energy to the adsorbed
molecule. If the sites are independent, the rate is proportional to the amount of adsorbed material:
r,lmol mP2sW1 = k&IA
where kd is the unimolecular desorption rate constant, which is expected to have an
activation energy similar to the adsorption bond strength, and eA is the fraction of
the sites which have A adsorbed on them, often called the “coverage” of the surface
by A.
6.6.2.3 Surface Reactions
The simplest theories of reactions on surfaces also predict surface rate laws in which
the rate is proportional to the amount of each adsorbed reactant raised to the power of
its stoichiometric coefficient, just like elementary gas-phase reactions. For example, the
rate of reaction of adsorbed carbon monoxide and hydrogen atoms on a metal surface
to produce a formyl species and an open site,
CO.s+H.s-+HCO.s+s

(6.6-5)

is assumed to exhibit the following rate law:
r/m01 mP2 s-l = ke,,e,

(6.6-6)

This behavior arises, as in the gas phase, from assuming statistical encounter rates of
the reactants on the surface. Because the motion of adsorbed species on surfaces is not
well understood, however, quantitative prediction of this encounter rate is not generally
possible.
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6.6.2.4 General Observations
Simple theories provide useful rate expressions for reactions involving solid surfaces
(Chapter 8). In fundamental studies, there are examples of adsorption kinetics which
obey the simple Langmuir rate expressions. However, many others are more complex
and do not show first-order dependence on the number of open sites. These variations
can be appreciated, if we accept the notion that a solid can be thought of as a giant
molecule which presents a large number of locations where bonds can be made, and
that changes in the bonding at one site on this molecule can change the bonding at
other locations. As a result, the site properties can depend on whether molecules are
adsorbed on neighboring sites. Furthermore, molecules can “pre-adsorb” weakly even
on occupied sites and “hunt” for an open site. The desorption rate constant can vary
with the amount of adsorbed material, if, for instance, the surface bond strength depends on the amount of adsorbed material. For these reasons, and because of the difficulty in obtaining reliable information on the structure of surface-adsorbed reaction
intermediates, quantitative theories of surface reactions are not generally available.

6.6.3 Photochemical Elementary Reactions
Light energy interacts with matter in quantum units called photons which contain energy E = hv (Section 6.2.1.2). The frequency v is related to the wavelength A by
A = CIV

(6.6-7)

where c is the speed of light (3 x lo8 m s-l). The energy of photons can be expressed
in units, such as J mol-l, to compare with chemical energies:
EIJ mol-i = N,,hv = N,,hclh = 0.1196Zh

(6.6-8)

where h is in m. Low-energy photons (infrared wavelengths and longer, A > = 0.8 pm,
Ephoton < 150 kJ mol-i) are generally only capable of exciting vibrational levels in the

molecules. In photochemistry, we are usually concerned with photons with enough energy to produce changes in electronic states (visible wavelengths and shorter, A <=
o.8 E.Lm, Ephoron > 150 kJ mol-l), and therefore to disrupt chemical bonds.
6.6.3.1

Light

Absorption

Although light behaves like both waves and particles, photons can be thought of as
particles which participate in elementary reactions analogous to those for neutral
molecules. Furthermore, the language of collision theories is often used to describe
the rates of these reactions. For example, the absorption of light can be treated in a
collision theory as a “bimolecular” process in which light particles (photons) collide
with the molecules, and are absorbed to produce a higher-energy “excited” state in the
molecule:
hv+A + A*

(6.6-9)

There is a cross-section for absorption, U, which characterizes the size of the “target”
a photon has to hit to be absorbed. The rate of absorption is given a little differently,
since the photons travel much faster than the A molecules (which can be treated as
stationary). If the flux of photons (number traversing a given area per unit time) is I,
then the rate of absorption per unit volume is
r/events mP3 s-l = (Zl(photons m -2 s-r) X (cX/molecules

mP3) X (a/m2)

(6.6-10)
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The attenuation of a light beam as it traverses a volume of light-absorbing material
of thickness dl can be expressed as
r = -dI/dl = Iaca

(6.6-11)

The integration of equation 6.6-11 with the boundary condition that I = Z, at 1 = 0
gives the Beer-Lambert law (with c,/mol L-r = CL/N,,):
Z = Z,exp(-acAl)

(6.6-12)

where u( = aN,,/lOOO) is called the molar extinction coefficient of the medium. The
cross-section is highly energy dependent and produces characteristic absorption spectra
for each molecule.
6.6.3.2 Elementary Reactions of Molecules in Excited States
An electronically excited molecule can undergo several subsequent reaction steps. In
addition to dissociation and rearrangements, there are processes involving light. These
are:
Light emission (fluorescence): The reverse of reaction 6.6-9
A* + A+hv

(6.6-13)

is called fluorescence and can be thought of as another unimolecular reaction, with a
first-order rate expression:
r = k,ci

(6.6-14)

The rate constant k, corresponds to the reciprocal of the lifetime of the excited state.
Internal conversion: The excited state can do other things, such as convert some of the
original electronic excitation to a mixture of vibration and a different electronic state.
These are also treated as unimolecular processes with associated rate constants:
A* + A*’

(6.6-15)

Often, the second state formed this way is longer-lived, thus giving the excited molecule
a longer time to undergo other reactions.
Stimulated emission: Another form of photon emission is called stimulated emission,
where a photon of the right energy can cause an excited state to emit an additional
identical photon, that is,
A” + hv + A + 2hv

(6.6-16)

The waves of the two “product” photons are in phase; this process is the basis of laser
operation.

6.6.4 Reactions in Plasmas
In specialized processes associated with the materials science industry, a reactive atmosphere is generated by reactions in which charged species are participants. A gaseous
system wherein charged particles (electrons, ions) are important species is called a
plasma, and the response of charged particles to an external field is used to increase
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Figure 6.13 Illustration of collisional processes in a plasma

their translational energy. Consider a gas which has an electric field E (V cm-i) applied
across it, as illustrated in Figure 6.13.
An electron (or ion) in the gas is accelerated (gains kinetic energy) in the electric field
until it collides with a gas molecule (A). In this collision, kinetic energy is transferred
to the collision partner and eventually randomized to the rest of the gas. The electron is
again accelerated until the next collision, and so on. The average energy attained before
each collision is
Ekin = Eh

(6.6-17)

where A is the mean free path (average distance between collisions). For illustration,
consider a gas at one bar (P) and an applied electric field E of 1000 V cm-‘: A = 1 pm,
and the average kinetic energy of the electrons is 0.1 eV (electron volt) or about 10 kJ
mol-l. This is not enough to disrupt any chemical bonds and only serves to increase the
gas temperature. The average energy can be increased by increasing the field strength
or the mean free path (by decreasing P). As the average energy rises, more can be
accomplished in the collisions. At an average energy of a few hundred kJ mol-l, bonds
can be broken and electronic excitations achieved in the collisions:
e- +Oo, + 20+e-

(6.6-18)

e- + Ar + Ar* + e-

(6.6-19)

The reactive species produced in these reactions can then participate in chemical processes. At slightly higher energy, it is possible to ionize the neutral species in the gas in
the collisions:
e- + Ar -+ Ar+ + 2e-

(6.6-20)

Figure 6.13 schematically shows this event. The control of a plasma then relies on control of pressure and voltage/current. Although plasma chemistry takes place in the gas
phase, the reactive intermediates are often used to accomplish the production or etching of solid materials, as in chemical vapor deposition (CVD).
6.7

SUMMARY
This chapter contains basic information for at least partial understanding of reaction
kinetics. Some main points are summarized as follows:
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(1) Almost all chemical reactions involve a sequence of elementary steps, and do not
occur in a single step.
(2) The elementary steps in gas-phase reactions have rate laws in which reaction
order for each species is the same as the corresponding molecularity. The rate
constants for these elementary reactions can be understood quantitatively on
the basis of simple theories. For our purpose, reactions involving photons and
charged particles can be understood in the same way.
(3) Elementary steps on surfaces and in condensed phases are more complex because the environment for the elementary reactions can change as the composition of the reaction mixture changes, and, in the case of surface reactions, there
are several types of reactive sites on solid surfaces. Therefore, the rate constants
of these elementary steps are not really constant, but can vary from system to
system. Despite this complexity, the approximation of a single type of reaction
step is useful and often generally correct.
In the following chapter, rate laws based on reaction mechanisms are developed.
Although some of these are of the simple “generic” form described in Chapters 3 and
4, others are more complex. In some cases of reactor design, only an approximate fit
to the real reaction kinetics is required, but more often the precision of the correct law
is desirable, and the underlying mechanistic information can be useful for the rational
improvement of chemical processes.

6.8 PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 6
6-1 In each of the following cases, state whether the reaction written could be an elementary reaction, as defined in Section 6.1.2; explain briefly.
(a) SO2 + iO2 + SO3
(b) I’ + I’ + M --f Iz + M

(c) 2C3H6 + 2NHs + 302 + 2CsHsN + 6Hz0
(d) C2H4 + HZ + C2H; + H*

6-2 Calculate the fraction of ideal-gas molecules with translational kinetic energy equal to or greater
than 5000 J mol-’ (a) at 300 K, and (b) at 1000 K.
6-3 Show that, for the bimolecular reaction A + B --f products, ksCT is given by equation 6.4-17.
6-4 Some of the results obtained by Hinshelwood and Askey (1927) for the decomposition of
dimetbyl ether, (CHs)20 (A), to CI&,, CO and Hz at 777.2 K in a series of experiments in
a constant-volume batch reactor are as follows:
P,/kFa 7 . 7
1500
t31ls

12.1
1140

22.8
824

34.8
670

52.5
590

84.8
538

Each pair of points, P, and tst, refers to one experiment. P, is the initial pressure of ether (no
other species present initially), and t31 is the time required for 31% of the ether to decompose.
(a) If the reaction is first-order, calculate the value of the rate constant ku,ilS-’ for each experiment.
(b) Test, using the differential method, whether the experimental data conform to the Lindemann hypothesis for a unimolecular reaction, and, if appropriate, calculate the values of
the rate constants in the unimolecular mechanism as far as possible; use units of L, mol, s.
6-5 Repeat problem 6-4 using an integral method. For this purpose, substitute the rate law into the
material balance for a constant-volume BR, and integrate the resulting expression to relate f~
and t. Then, with CA0 as a parameter (corresponding to P, in problem 6-4) show that, for a
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constant value of fa (0.31 in problem 6-4), tfA (tat above) is a linear function of l/c~~, from
the slope and intercept of which ki and km can be determined. Compare the values with those
obtained in problem 6-4.
6-6 (a) Is the experimental quantity EA in the Arrhenius equation intensive or extensive? Does its
numerical value depend on the way in which the stoichiometry of reaction is expressed (cf.
AH of reaction)?
(b) The dimensions of EA are energy mol-‘. To what does “mol” refer?
6-7 The isomerization of cyclopropane to propylene has Arrhenius parameters A = 1.6 X 1015 s-l
andEA = 270kJmoll’.
(a) Calculate the entropy of activation, AS”*/J mol-’ K-l, at 500 K.
(b) Comment on the answer in (a) in comparison with the “expected” result for a unimolecular
reaction.
(c) Calculate the enthalpy of activation, AH”*/kJ mol-‘, at 500 K.
6-8 Rowley and Steiner (195 1) have obtained the result
k = Aexp(-EAIRT)

= 3.0 x lO’exp(-115,00O/RT),

where A is in L mole1 s-l and EA is in J mol-‘, for the rate constant for the reaction
C2H4 + C4H6 + C6Hto (cyclohexene).
(a) Calculate the entropy of activation for this reaction at 800 K.
(b) Comment on the answer in (a) in comparison with the “expected” result for a bimolecular
reaction.
(c) Calculate the entbalpy of activation in k.I mol-‘.
6-9 (a) If the Arrhenius parameters for the gas-phase reaction
H

CHO

CH2 = CH-CH = CH2 + CHz = CH-CHO +

are A = 1.5 X lo6 L mol-’ s-l and EA = 82.8 k.I mol-‘, calculate, at 500 K,
(i) the entropy of activation (AS”*/J mol-’ K-l), and
(ii) the enthalpy of activation (AH”t/k.I mol-‘).
(b) Comment on the value of AS”” calculated.
(c) Corresponding to the value of AS”* calculated in (a) for the transition state theory, would
you expect the value of the steric factor p in the simple collision theory to be = 1, > 1, or
< l? Explain briefly-detailed calculations or proofs are not necessary.
6-10 Show that, for the bimolecular reaction A + B -+ P, where A and B are hard spheres, kTsT is
given by the same result as kSCT, equation 6.4-17. A and B contain no internal modes, and the
transition state is the configuration in which A and B are touching (at distance dm between
centers). The partition functions for the reactants contain only translational modes (one factor
in Qr for each reactant), while the transition state has one translation mode and two rotational
modes. The moment of inertia (I in Table 6.2) of the transition state (the two spheres touching)
is pdh, where p is reduced mass (equation 6.4-6).

Chapter

7
Homogeneous Reaction
Mechanisms and Rate Laws

This chapter provides an introduction to several types of homogeneous (single-phase)
reaction mechanisms and the rate laws which result from them. The concept of a reaction mechanism as a sequence of elementary processes involving both analytically
detectable species (normal reactants and products) and transient reactive intermediates is introduced in Section 6.1.2. In constructing the rate laws, we use the fact that the
elementary steps which make up the mechanism have individual rate laws predicted by
the simple theories discussed in Chapter 6. The resulting rate law for an overall reaction
often differs significantly from the type discussed in Chapters 3 and 4.
There are several benefits which arise from knowledge of the reaction mechanism. The first benefit of practical value is that the functional form of the rate law
derived from the correct mechanism is more precise, enabling better reactor modeling and optimization, and more confident extrapolation to conditions outside the
database. The second benefit is that a better understanding of the mechanism reveals
the steps in the mechanism which limit the overall rate or selectivity in the reaction, and thus provides guidance to improve the process. Important examples where
knowledge of the reaction mechanisms is critical can be found (1) in atmosphericchemistry models, including the stratospheric ozone problem, air pollution, and nitrogen oxide formation in combustion, and (2) in an industrial process like ethane
dehydrogenation, where detailed molecular models of the free-radical chemistry are required to predict the influence of feed composition and reactor parameters on product
selectivity.
Constructing a reaction mechanism is a way of modeling a chemical reaction. There
is no fixed set of rules to follow, but a proposed mechanism must be consistent with
the overall stoichiometry and observed rate law. It is difficult to verify the mechanism
of a given reaction. Testing the predicted rate laws against observations is a key step
in gaining confidence in a proposed mechanism, but proof requires identifying the reaction intermediates (often in very small concentrations) under reaction conditions,
or measurements of the kinetics of all the individual elementary reactions involving all
the intermediates. Other techniques used to provide information about reaction mechanisms include isotope-substitution and stereochemical studies. Rate constants for many
elementary chemical reactions have been measured. Despite the difficulty, an incomplete or imprecise mechanism which contains the essence of the reaction pathways is
often more valuable than a purely empirical kinetics rate law.
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7.1 SIMPLE HOMOGENEOUS REACTIONS
7.1.1

Types of Mechanisms
A reaction mechanism may involve one of two types of sequence, open or closed
(Wilkinson, 1980, pp. 40,176). In an open sequence, each reactive intermediate is produced in only one step and disappears in another. In a closed sequence, in addition to
steps in which a reactive intermediate is initially produced and ultimately consumed,
there are steps in which it is consumed and reproduced in a cyclic sequence which
gives rise to a chain reaction. We give examples to illustrate these in the next sections.
Catalytic reactions are a special type of closed mechanism in which the catalyst species
forms reaction intermediates. The catalyst is regenerated after product formation to
participate in repeated (catalytic) cycles. Catalysts can be involved in both homogeneous and heterogeneous systems (Chapter 8).

7.1.2

Open-Sequence Mechanisms: Derivation of Rate Law from Mechanism
The derivation of a rate law from a postulated mechanism is a useful application of
reaction mechanisms. It shows how the kinetics of the elementary reaction steps are
reflected in the kinetics of the overall reaction. The following example illustrates this
for a simple, gas-phase reaction involving an open sequence. The derivations typically
employ the stationary-state hypothesis (SSH) to eliminate unknown concentrations of
reactive intermediates.

The decomposition of N,O, to NO, and 0, is a simple system (if we ignore dimerization
of NO, to N,O,) and a first-order reaction:
2N,O, +4NO, + 0,
r02

(A)

= kobsCN205

A proposed mechanism (Ogg, 1953) is as follows:
N,O, $NO, + NO,
1
NO,+NO,~NO+O,+NO,

(1)
(2)

NO + NO, %2NO,
(3)
(a) Show how the mechanism can be made consistent with the observed (overall) stoichiometry.
(b) Derive the rate law for this mechanism so as to show consistency with the observed
form, and to interpret kobs in terms of the rate constants for the individual steps.
(c) Relate the experimental activation energy, EA,Obs, to the activation energies of the
individual steps, if (i) step (2) is fast, and (ii) step (2) is the rate-determining step.
SOLUTION

(a) We note first that the reactive intermediates in the mechanism are NO3 and NO, which
do not appear either in the overall stoichiometry (reaction (A)) or in the observed rate law.
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If we simply add the three steps, we do not recapture (A). To get around this, we introduce
the stoichiometric numbel; S, for each step, as the number by which that step must be
multiplied so that addition of the steps results in (A):
(7.1-1)

sl(l) + d2) + +(3) = (4

where sl, s2, and s3 are the stoichiometric numbers for the three steps. To determine their
values systematically, we utilize the stoichiometric coefficients in the three steps for each
species in turn so as to correspond to the coefficient in (A):
N,O, :
NO,:
0,:
NO,:

- Is, + OS, + OS, (from the three steps) = -2 (from (A))
1st + (- 1 + l)s, + 2s3 = 4
OS1 + lS2 + OS3 = 1
1st - ls2 - ls3 = 0
OS1 + 182 - ls3 = 0

NO:

This set of linear equations can be solved by inspection, or, more formally, by Gauss-Jordan
reduction of the augmented coefficient matrix:

with the result s1 = 2, s2 = 1, and s3 = 1. (Note that in this case the last two of the five
equations are redundant in obtaining values of the three stoichiometric numbers.) Thus,
the three steps are consistent with (A) if added as
2(1) + l(2) + l(3) = (A)
(b) From the mechanism, step (2),

rO*

09

= k2 cNO, cNO,

We eliminate cNos (not allowed in the final rate law) by applying the stationary-state hypothesis to NO,, rNo3 = 0 (and subsequently to NO):
rNO,

=

klCNz05

- k-1CN02CN03

rNO =

- k2cN0,cN0,

k2CN02 cNO, - k3 cNOcNO,

- k3cNOcN03

=

o

= o

(0

CD)

from (D),
CNO = (kdk3h02

(W

from (C) and (E),
kl cNzO,
cNO,

=

ro2

=

(F)
(k-l

+ 2k,k,02

from (B) and (F),
klk2

kk, + 2kzCNZo5

63
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Thus, the mechanism provides a first-order rate law with

m

klk2

kobs

=

kkl + 2k2

(c) Note that, although a simple reaction order arises from this mechanism, the observed
rate constant is a combination of elementary rate constants for steps (1) and (2) and can exhibit non-Arrhenius temperature dependence. The effective activation energy varies from
one extreme, (i), in which step (2) is relatively fast (large k2), to the other, (ii), in which
step (2) is so slow (small k2) as to be the rate-determining step (rds).
(i) In the first case, k2 Z+ k-,, and equation (G) becomes
rO* = W2h,o,

(k2 law3

(J)

with the result that the experimental activation energy is the same as that for forward
step (1); that is, applying the Arrhenius equation, 3.1-6, to k,, = k,/2, we obtain
E Asobs

=

(k2 large)

EA1

(K)

(ii) In the other extreme, k2 < k-i, and equation (G) becomes
r02 = (k, k2/k-1h205

(k2 small)

CL)

This implies that step (1) is so rapid as to be in virtual equilibrium. Then, from
equation 5.3-11 (with n = l),
k,lk-, = Keql
where Z&i is the equilibrium constant for step (1). From the Arrhenius equation,
3.1-6, applied to kobs = k,k2/k-, = k2Keq1, we obtain
EA,obs

=

EA2+EA1

- EA,-l E EAT + AHi

(N)

where EA,-1 and EA2 are the activation energies for reverse step (1) and step (2),
respectively, and AH, is the enthalpy of reaction for step (1); the second part of
equation (N) comes from the van? Hoff equation 3.1-5, dlnK,,,IdT = AH,IRT2.
Many mechanisms involve reversible steps which are rapid (and therefore in virtual
equilibrium) followed by the critical rds. In these cases, the equilibrium constant for
each of the rapid steps appears as a multiplicative factor in the rate law. The effective
activation energy is the sum of the enthalpies of the equilibrium steps and the activation
energy of the rds.

7.1.3

Closed-Sequence

Mechanisms;

Chain

Reactions

In some reactions involving gases, the rate of reaction estimated by the simple collision
theory in terms of the usually inferred species is much lower than observed. Examples of
these reactions are the oxidation of H, and of hydrocarbons, and the formation of HCl
and of HBr. These are examples of chain reactions in which very reactive species (chain
carriers) are initially produced, either thermally (i.e., by collision) or photochemically
(by absorption of incident radiation), and regenerated by subsequent steps, so that reaction can occur in chain-fashion relatively rapidly. In extreme cases these become “explosions,” but not all chain reactions are so rapid as to be termed explosions. The chain
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constitutes a closed sequence, which, if unbroken, or broken relatively infrequently, can
result in a very rapid rate overall.
The experimental detection of a chain reaction can be done in a number of ways:
(1) The rate of a chain reaction is usually sensitive to the ratio of surface to volume in the reactor, since the surface serves to allow chain-breaking reactions
(recombination of chain carriers) to occur. Thus, if powdered glass were added
to a glass vessel in which a chain reaction occurred, the rate of reaction would
decrease.
(2) The rate of a chain reaction is sensitive to the addition of any substance which
reacts with the chain carriers, and hence acts as a chain breaker. The addition of
NO sometimes markedly decreases the rate of a chain reaction.
Chain carriers are usually very reactive molecular fragments. Atomic species such as
Ho and Cl’, which are electrically neutral, are in fact the simplest examples of “free
radicals,” which are characterized by having an unpaired electron, in addition to being
electrically neutral. More complex examples are the methyl and ethyl radicals, CHj and
C,H;, respectively.
Evidence for the existence of free-radical chains as a mechanism in chemical reactions was developed about 1930. If lead tetraethyl is passed through a heated glass
tube, a metallic mirror of lead is formed on the glass. This is evidently caused by decomposition according to Pb(C,H,), -+ Pb + 4qHt, for if the ensuing gas passes over
a previously deposited mirror, the mirror disappears by the reverse recombination:
4C,H; + Pb -+ Pb(C,Hs),. The connection with chemical reactions was made when
it was demonstrated that the same mirror-removal action occurred in the thermal decomposition of a number of substances such as ethane and acetone, thus indicating
the presence of free radicals during the decomposition. More recently, spectroscopic
techniques using laser probes have made possible the in-situ detection of small concentrations of transient intermediates.
We may use the reaction mechanism for the formation of ethylene from ethane
(GH, + C,H, + HZ), Section 6.1.2, to illustrate various types of steps in a typical
chain reaction:
chain initiation:
chain transfer:
chain propagation:
chain breaking or termination:

C,H, -+ 2CHj
CH; + C,H, + CH, + C2H;
C,H; + C,H, + Ho
Ho + C,H, + H, + C,H;
Ho + C,H; + C2H,

(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)

In the first step, CHT radicals are formed by the rupture of the C-C bond in GH,.
However, CHj is not postulated as a chain carrier, and so the second step is a chaintransfer step, from CHT to GHt, one of the two chain carriers. The third and fourth
steps constitute the chain cycle in which C,HS is first used up to produce one of the
products (C,H,) and another chain carrier (HO), and then is reproduced, to continue
the cycle, along with the other product (HZ). The last (fifth) step interrupts a chain by
removing two chain carriers by recombination. For a rapid reaction overall, the chain
propagation steps occur much more frequently than the others. An indication of this is
given by the average chain length, CL:
cL = number of (reactant) molecules reacting
number of (reactant) molecules activated
= rate of overall reaction/rate of initiation

(7.1-2)
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Chain mechanisms may be classified as linear-chain mechanisms or branched-chain
mechanisms. In a linear chain, one chain carrier is produced for each chain carrier reacted in the propagation steps, as in steps (3) and (4) above. In a branched chain, more
than one carrier is produced. It is the latter that is involved in one type of explosion (a
thermal explosion is the other type). We treat these types of chain mechanisms in turn
in the next two sections.
7.1.3.1 Linear-Chain Mechanisms
We use the following two examples to illustrate the derivation of a rate law from a
linear-chain mechanism.

(a) A proposed free-radical chain mechanism for the pyrolysis of ethyl nitrate,
C,HsONO, (A), to formaldehyde, CH,O (B), and methyl nitrite, CH,NO, (D),
A + B + D, is as follows (Houser and Lee, 1967):
kl
A-+C,H,O’
+ NO,
C,H,O’ % CH; + B
k3 + C,H,O*
CHj + A-D

(2)

2CzH500&H,CH0

(4)

(1)
(3)

+ C,H,OH

Apply the stationary-state hypothesis to the free radicals CH; and C,HsO* to derive
the rate law for this mechanism.
(b) Some of the results reported in the same investigation from experiments carried out
in a CSTR at 250°C are as follows:
c,/mol mP3
(- rA)/mol rnP3s-r

0.0713
0.0121

0.0759 0.0975 0.235
0.0122 0.0134 0.0209

0.271
0.0230

Do these results support the proposed mechanism in (a)?
(c) From the result obtained in (a), relate the activation energy for the pyrolysis, EA, to
the activation energies for the four steps, EA1 to EA4.
(d) Obtain an expression for the chain length CL.
SOLUTION

(a) The first step is the chain initiation forming the ethoxy free-radical chain carrier,
C,H,O’, and NO,, which is otherwise unaccounted for, taking no further part in the mechanism. The second and third steps are chain propagation steps in which a second chain carrier, the methyl free radical, CH;, is first produced along with the product formaldehyde
(B) from C,H,O’, and then reacts with ethyl nitrate (A) to form the other product, methyl
nitrite (D), and regenerate C,H,O’. The fourth step is a chain-breaking step, removing
C,H,O.. In a chain reaction, addition of the chain-propagation steps typically gives the
overall reaction. This may be interpreted in terms of stoichiometric numbers (see Example
7-1) by the assignment of the value 1 to the stoichiometric number for each propagation
step and 0 to the other steps.
To obtain the rate law, we may use (-Y*) or rn or rn. Choosing r,, we obtain, from
step (21,
rB = 'bCc,H50*
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We eliminate ~~.u,~. by applying the stationary-state hypothesis to C,HsO’, ~C2u5@ = 0,
and also to the other chain carrier, CHj.
rCzHsO’

=

kc, - hCC2H50* +
‘Cl-I; =

hcAcCH; - 2k4c&2Hs0a

k2Cc2H5v - k3CACCH; =

=

o

o

Addition of these last two equations results in
CC2H50*

= (WW

112

112
cA

and substitution for cc2n500 in the equation for ru gives
rB = k2(k1/2k,)“2c~2

which is the rate law predicted by the mechanism. According to this, the reaction is halforder.
(b) If we calculate the vah.te of kobs = (-rA)/cA1’2 for each of the five experiments, we
obtain an approximately constant value of 0.044 (mol m-3)1’2 s-t. Testing other reaction
orders in similar fashion results in values of kobs that are not constant. We conclude that
the experimental results support the proposed mechanism.
(c) From (b), we also conclude that
k o b s = k2(k1/2k4)

112

from which
dlnkobs
-

c

-

_ dlnk2
1 -dln k,- dT +z dT

1- dln k42 dT

or, from the Arrhenius equation, 3.1-6,
EA = EA, + $A,

- EAI)

(d) From equation 7.1-2, the chain length is
CL = k2(k1/2k4) 1’2ca/2/kl

cA

= k2(2kl k4cA)-“2

The rate law obtained from a chain-reaction mechanism is not necessarily of the
power-law form obtained in Example 7-2. The following example for the reaction of
H, and Br, illustrates how a more complex form (with respect to concentrations of
reactants and products) can result. This reaction is of historical importance because it
helped to establish the reality of the free-radical chain mechanism. Following the experimental determination of the rate law by Bodenstein and Lind (1907), the task was
to construct a mechanism consistent with their results. This was solved independently
by Christiansen, Herzfeld, and Polanyi in 1919-1920, as indicated in the example.

The gas-phase reaction between H, and Br, to form HBr is considered to be a chain reaction in which the chain is initiated by the thermal dissociation of Brz molecules. The chain
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is propagated first by reaction between Br’ and H, and second by reaction of Ho (released
in the previous step) with Br,. The chain is inhibited by reaction of HBr with Ho (i.e., HBr
competes with Br, for Ho). Chain termination occurs by recombination of Br’ atoms.
(a) Write the steps for a chain-reaction mechanism based on the above description.
(b) Derive the rate law (for rnnr) for the mechanism in (a), stating any assumption
made.
SOLUTION
(a) The overall reaction is
H, + Br, + 2HBr
The reaction steps are:
initiation:
propagation:
inhibition (reversal of (2)):
termination (reversal of (1)):

Br, 5 2Br’
Br’ + H, -%HBr + H’
Ho + Br, 2 HBr + Bf
Ho + HBr%H2 + Br*
2 Br’ 3 Br,

(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)

(b) By constructing the expression for rnnr from steps (2), (3), and (4), and then eliminating cn,.. and cn. from this by means of the SSH (rBr. = rn. = 0), we obtain the rate
law (see problem 7-5):
rHBr

=

2k3(qk-,xk,lk-,)
(k&Z)

+ hB&3r2)

(7.1-3)

This has the same form as that obtained experimentally by Bodenstein and Lind earlier.
This rate law illustrates several complexities:

(1) The effects on the rate of temperature (through the rate constants) and concentration are not separable, as they are in the power-law form of equation 6.1-1.
(2) Product inhibition of the rate is shown by the presence of cHBr in the denominator.
(3) At a given temperature, although the rate is first-order with respect to H2 at all
conditions, the order with respect to Br, and HBr varies from low conversion
(kslk-, > cHnrlcnrJ, (1/2) order for Br, and zero order for HBr, to high conversion (k3/k2 =K cnnr/cnrz), (3/2)
or er
d or
f Br2 and negative first-order for HBr. It
was such experimental observations that led Bodenstein and Lind to deduce the
form of equation 7.1-3 (with empirical constants replacing the groupings of rate
constants).

7.1.3.2 Branched-Chain Mechanisms; Runaway Reactions (Explosions)
In a branched-chain mechanism, there are elementary reactions which produce more
than one chain carrier for each chain carrier reacted. An example of such an elementary
reaction is involved in the hydrogen-oxygen reaction:
0’ + H, --$ OH’ + Ho
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Two radicals (OH’ and Ho) are produced from the reaction of one radical (0’). This
allows the reaction rate to increase without limit if it is not balanced by corresponding
radical-destruction processes. The result is a “runaway reaction” or explosion. This can
be demonstrated by consideration of the following simplified chain mechanism for the
reaction A + . . . + P.
A&R’
R’ + A%P + nR* (FZ > 1)

initiation:
chain branching:
(If 12 = 1, this is a linear-chain step)
termination:

R’k3-X

The rate of production of R’ is
rR. = klcA + (n - l)k2cAcR. - k3cR.

(7.1-4)

= klcA + [(n - 1) kZcA - k3]cR.

A runaway reaction occurs if
drRJdc,.[= (n - l)k2cA - k3] > 0

or (n - l)k,c, > k3
which can only be the case if 12 > 1. In such a case, a rapid increase in cn. and in the
overall rate of reaction (rp = k2cAcR.) can take place, and an explosion results.
Note that the SSH cannot be applied to the chain carrier R* in this branched-chain
mechanism. If it were applied, we would obtain, setting rRo = 0 in equation 7.1-4,
c,.(SSH) =

kc,
k3 - (n - l)kzCA

<o

if (n - 1) kZcA > k3
which is a nonsensical result.
The region of unstable explosive behavior is influenced by temperature, in addition
to pressure (concentration). The radical destruction processes generally have low activation energies, since they are usually recombination events, while the chain-branching
reactions have high activation energies, since more species with incomplete bonding
are produced. As a consequence, a system that is nonexplosive at low T becomes explosive above a certain threshold T . A species Y that interferes with a radical-chain
mechanism by deactivating reactive intermediates (R* + Y + Q) can be used (1) to
increase the stability of a runaway system, (2) to quench a runaway system (e.g., act as
a fire retardant), and (3) to slow undesirable reactions.
Another type of explosion is a thermal explosion. Instability in a reacting system
can be produced if the energy of reaction is not transferred to the surroundings at a
sufficient rate to prevent T from rising rapidly. A rise in T increases the reaction rate,
which reinforces the rise in T . The resulting very rapid rise in reaction rate can cause an
explosion. Most explosions that occur probably involve both chain-carrier and thermal
instabilities.
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7.1.4 Photochemical Reactions
In the mechanism of a photochemical reaction, at least one step involves photons. The
most important such step is a reaction in which the absorption of light (ultraviolet or
visible) provides a reactive intermediate by activating a molecule or atom. The mechanism is usually divided into primary photochemical steps and secondary processes that
are initiated by the primary steps.
Consider as an example the use of mercury vapor in a photoactivated hydrocarbon
process, and the following steps:
(1) Absorption of light to produce an energetically excited atom:
Hg+hv+Hg*
(2) Reaction of excited atom with a hydrocarbon molecule to produce a radical (desired):
Hg* + RH 2 HgH + R’
(3) Parallel (competing) reaction(s) in which excitation energy is lost (undesired):
(3a) Re-emission of energy as light (fluorescence):
Hg**Hg + hv
(3b) Nonreactive energy transfer to another species (including reactant):
Hg* + M2Hg + M
(In a gas phase, the loss of energy requires collisions, whereas in a condensed phase, it can be considered a unimolecular process.)
The fraction of absorbed photons which results in the desired chemical step is called
the quantum yield, @. In this case,

@=

b3-a
k2CRH

(7.1-5)

+ ‘3 + k4cM

If all the re-emitted photons remain available to be reabsorbed (e.g., trapped by the use
of mirrors),
@=

~CRH

(7.1-6)

k2cRH + k4cM

In this example, the Hg atom is the primary absorber of light. If the primary absorber
is regenerated, it can participate in subsequent cycles, and is called aphotosensitizer.
In
other cases, the photoactive species yields the active species directly. Thus, chlorine
molecules can absorb light and dissociate into chlorine atomic radicals:
Cl, + hv ---f 2Cl’
The competing process which determines @ in this case is the recombination process:
2Cl’ + M -+ Cl, + M
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Re-emission of a photon in the reversal of the excitation step photodissociation is unimportant.
If the reactive species in the chemical activation step initiates a radical chain with
a chain length CL, then the overall quantum yield based on the ultimate product is
Q, X CL, and can be greater than 1. Photons are rather expensive reagents, and are
only used when the product is of substantial value or when the overall quantum yield
is large. Examples are the use of photoinitiators for the curing of coatings (a radicalpolymerization process (Section 7.3.1)), and the transformation of complex molecules
as medications.
Sources of radiation other than ultraviolet or visible light, such as high-energy ions,
electrons, and much higher-energy photons, can also generate reactive species. Such
processes are usually much less selective, however, since reactive fragments can be
generated from all types of molecules. The individual absorption characteristics of
molecules subjected to radiation in the ultraviolet and visible range lead to greater
specificity.

7.2 COMPLEX REACTIONS
7.2.1

Derivation of Rate Laws
A complex reaction requires more than one chemical equation and rate law for its stoichiometric and kinetics description, respectively. It can be thought of as yielding more
than one set of products. The mechanisms for their production may involve some of
the same intermediate species. In these cases, their rates of formation are coupled, as
reflected in the predicted rate laws.
For illustration, we consider a simplified treatment of methane oxidative coupling in
which ethane (desired product) and CO, (undesired) are produced (Mims et al., 1995).
This is an example of the effort (so far not commercially feasible) to convert CH, to
products for use in chemical syntheses (so-called “Ci chemistry” ). In this illustration,
both C,H, and CO, are stable primary products (Section 5.6.2). Both arise from a common intermediate, CH!, which is produced from CH, by reaction with an oxidative
agent, MO. Here, MO is treated as another gas-phase molecule, although in practice it
is a solid. The reaction may be represented by parallel steps as in Figure 7.l(a), but a
mechanism for it is better represented as in Figure 7.l(b).
A mechanism corresponding to Figure 7.l(b) is:
CH4 + MO 3 CH;( +reduced MO)
2CH; -% GH,
CH; + MO 2 P % C02( +reduced MO)
Application of the SSH to CHF results in the two rate laws (see problem 7-12):
rG& = k2ciH; =

(a)

-IKk3cMo)2 + f%~2C,,C,~11’2
16k2

(b)

Figure 7.1 Representations of CH4 oxidative-coupling reaction to

produce CzHe and CO2

- ~3CMO12

(7.2-1)
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rco* = k&,foccH;

=

chKd2{[1 +

f3~&&I,J(k&p - l}
4k2

(7.2-2)

Furthermore, the rate of disappearance of CH4 is
(-~cIL,)

= 2rczHs + rco, = klcMocCH,

(7.2-3)

which is also the limiting rate for either product, if the competing reaction is completely
suppressed.

7.2.2

Computer Modeling of Complex Reaction Kinetics

70O.vv
v
0“OF

In the examples in Sections 7.1 and 7.2.1, explicit analytical expressions for rate laws are
obtained from proposed mechanisms (except branched-chain mechanisms), with the
aid of the SSH applied to reactive intermediates. In a particular case, a rate law obtained
in this way can be used, if the Arrhenius parameters are known, to simulate or model
the reaction in a specified reactor context. For example, it can be used to determine
the concentration-(residence) time profiles for the various species in a BR or PFR, and
hence the product distribution. It may be necessary to use a computer-implemented numerical procedure for integration of the resulting differential equations. The software
package E-Z Solve can be used for this purpose.
It may not be possible to obtain an explicit rate law from a mechanism even with the
aid of the SSH. This is particularly evident for complex systems with many elementary
steps and reactive intermediates. In such cases, the numerical computer modeling procedure is applied to the full set of differential equations, including those for the reactive
intermediates; that is, it is not necessary to use the SSH, as it is in gaining the advantage
of an analytical expression in an approximate solution. Computer modeling of a reacting system in this way can provide insight into its behavior; for example, the effect of
changing conditions (feed composition, T, etc.) can be studied. In modeling the effect
of man-made chemicals on atmospheric chemistry, where reaction-coupling is important to the net effect, hundreds of reactions can be involved. In modeling the kinetics
of ethane dehydrogenation to produce ethylene, the relatively simple mechanism given
in Section 6.1.2 needs to be expanded considerably to account for the formation of a
number of coproducts; even small amounts of these have significant economic consequences because of the large scale of the process. The simulation of systems such as
these can be carried out with E-Z Solve or more specific-purpose software. For an example of the use of CHEMKIN, an important type of the latter, see Mims et al. (1994).
The inverse problem to simulation from a reaction mechanism is the determination
of the reaction mechanism from observed kinetics. The process of building a mechanism is an interactive one, with successive changes followed by experimental testing
of the model predictions. The purpose is to be able to explain why a reacting system
behaves the way it does in order to control it better or to improve it (e.g., in reactor
performance).

7.3 POLYMERIZATION REACTIONS
Because of the ubiquitous nature of polymers and plastics (synthetic rubbers, nylon,
polyesters, polyethylene, etc.) in everyday life, we should consider the kinetics of their
formation (the focus here is on kinetics; the significance of some features of kinetics in
relation to polymer characteristics for reactor selection is treated in Chapter 18).
Polymerization, the reaction of monomer to produce polymer, may be self-polymerization (e.g., ethylene monomer to produce polyethylene), or copolymerization (e.g.,
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styrene monomer and butadiene monomer to produce SBR type of synthetic rubber).
These may both be classified broadly into chain-reaction polymerization and stepreaction (condensation) polymerization. We consider a simple model of each, by way
of introduction to the subject, but the literature on polymerization and polymerization
kinetics is very extensive (see, e.g., Billmeyer, 1984). Many polymerization reactions
are catalytic.

7.3.1 Chain-Reaction Polymerization
Chain-reaction mechanisms differ according to the nature of the reactive intermediate in the propagation steps, such as free radicals, ions, or coordination compounds.
These give rise to radical-addition polymerization, ionic-addition (cationic or anionic)
polymerization, etc. In Example 7-4 below, we use a simple model for radical-addition
polymerization.
As for any chain reaction, radical-addition polymerization consists of three main
types of steps: initiation, propagation, and termination. Initiation may be achieved by
various methods: from the monomer thermally or photochemically, or by use of a freeradical initiator, a relatively unstable compound, such as a peroxide, that decomposes
thermally to give free radicals (Example 7-4 below). The rate of initiation (rinit) can be
determined experimentally by labeling the initiator radioactively or by use of a “scavenger” to react with the radicals produced by the initiator; the rate is then the rate of
consumption of the initiator. Propagation differs from previous consideration of linear
chains in that there is no recycling of a chain carrier; polymers may grow by addition
of monomer units in successive steps. Like initiation, termination may occur in various ways: combination of polymer radicals, disproportionation of polymer radicals, or
radical transfer from polymer to monomer.

Suppose the chain-reaction mechanism for radical-addition polymerization of a monomer
M (e.g., CH,CHCl), which involves an initiator I (e.g., benzoyl peroxide), at low concentration, is as follows (Hill, 1977, p. 124):
initiation:
propagation:

1%2R*
R’ + M&P;

(1)

P; + M%pI

m

q+M%pf

0-9)

(2)

.
.
*
Y-l + M%P;
.

termination:

.

(W

.

P’k + P; AP,+,

k,e= 1,2,...

(3)

in which it is assumed that rate constant k, is the same for all propagation steps, and k, is
the same for all termination steps; Pk+e is the polymer product; and PF, r = 1,2, . . . , is a
radical, the growing polymer chain.

(a) By applying the stationary-state hypothesis (SSH) to each radical species (including
R’), derive the rate law for the rate of disappearance of monomer, (-Q), for the
mechanism above, in terms of the concentrations of I and M, andf, the efficiency
of utilization of the R’ radicals;f is the fraction of R’ formed in (1) that results in
initiating chains in (2).
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(b) Write the special cases for (-rM) in which (i)f is constant; (ii) f m CM; and (iii)
f a&.
SOLUTION

r,. = 2fkdcI - kiCR.Chl = 0
t-i& = ?-[Step

(2)]) = k$R.cM = 2fkdcI
cc

(4)
[from

(4)]

(5)

YP; = rinit - kpc~cp; - ktcp; C Cp; = 0

(6)

k=l

where the last term is from the rate of termination according to step (3). Similarly,
rp; = kpCMCp;

- kpcMcp;
.

.

-

(7)

k=l
.
cc

rp:

=

kpcMcF’-,

- k,cMcp:

- k,cp: c cpk =
k=l

o

(8)

From the summation of (6), (7), . . ., (8) with the assumption that k,cMcp: is relatively
small (since cp: is very small),
(9)

which states that the rate of initiation is equal to the rate of termination. For the rate law,
the rate of polymerization, the rate of disappearance of monomer, is
m
(-TM) = rinit + kpCM C cq
k=l

= k,CMlFk = l “q

Gfrinit a (-TM)1

= kpcM(riniJkt)1/2

[from (911

= k,c,(2 f kdcIlkt)1’2

[from (511

We write this finally as
(7.3-1)

(-rM) = k f 1’2C;‘2CM

where

k = k,(2k,lk,)

112

(7.3-2)

( i ) (-TM) = k’C;‘2CM

(7.3-la)

(ii) (-)iL1) = k”c:‘2cz2

(7.3-lb)

(iii) (-?-M) = k”‘cte?c&

(7.3-lc)
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7.3.2 Step-Change Polymerization
Consider the following mechanism for step-change polymerization of monomer
to P2, P,, . . .) P,, . . . . The mechanism corresponds to a complex series-parallel
series with respect to the growing polymer, and parallel with respect to M. Each
a second-order elementary reaction, and the rate constant k (defined for each
the same for all steps.
M + MIP,

M (PI)
scheme:
step is
step)’ is

(1)

k

M + P,+P,

(2)

k

M + P,-, +P,

(r - 1)

where r is the number of monomer units in the polymer. This mechanism differs from
a chain-mechanism polymerization in that there are no initiation or termination steps.
Furthermore, the species P,, P,, etc. are product species and not reactive intermediates. Therefore, we cannot apply the SSH to obtain a rate law for the disappearance of
monomer (as in the previous section for equation 7.3-l), independent of cp,, cp,, etc.
From the mechanism above, the rate of disappearance of monomer, (- rM), is
(-TM) = 2kcL + kcMcPz + . . . + kcMcp, + . . .
= kc,(2c, + 2 cP,)

(7.3-3)

r=2

The rates of appearance of dimer, trimer, etc. correspondingly are

+2 = kCM(CM - CP,)
+3

= kCM(CPZ - CP3 >

9

.

+r = kcM(cp,-,

(7.3-4)
(7.3-5)

.
- cpr), etc.

(7.3-6)

These rate laws are coupled through the concentrations. When combined with the
material-balance equations in the context of a particular reactor, they lead to uncoupled equations for calculating the product distribution. For a constant-density system
in a CSTR operated at steady-state, they lead to algebraic equations, and in a BR or
a PFR at steady-state, to simultaneous nonlinear ordinary differential equations. We
demonstrate here the results for the CSTR case.
For the CSTR case, illustrated in Figure 7.2, suppose the feed concentration of
monomer 1s cMo, the feed rate is q, and the reactor volume is V. Using the materialbalance equation 2.3-4, we have, for the monomer:
cMoq

-cMq+rMV

= 0

‘The interpretation of k as a step rate constant (see equations 1.4-8 and 4.1-3) was used by Denbigh and Turner
(197 1, p. 123). The interpretation of k as the species rate constant kM was used subsequently by Denbigh and
Turner (1984, p. 125). Details of the consequences of the model, both here and in Chapter 18, differ according
to which interpretation is made. In any case, we focus on the use of the model in a general sense, and not on the
correctness of the interpretation of k.
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L-J

Figure 7.2 Polymerization of monomer M in a CSTR at steady-state

or
(7.3-7)

(-d = (CM0 - c,)/(V/q) = (CM0 - C&/T
where r is the space time.
Similarly, for the dimer, P,,
0 - cp2q + rplV = 0
or

(from 7.3-4)

Q* = cp2/r = kCM(CM - cp,)
and
CP2 = kc&Q - cp2)

(7.3-8)

Similarly, it follows that
+3

= bdCP*
.

(7.3-9)

- CP,)
.

+, = b&P,-,

(7.3-10)

- CP,>

and, thus, on summing 7.3-8 to 7.3-10, we obtain
2 cp, = kCMyl7(CM

- cp2 + cp2 - cp,

r=2

= kCM7(Ch$

+ CPj + * . . - +ml + cP,d1

- cp,) = kc&

-

CP,>

(7.3-11)

since cp --f 0 as r -+ cc).
Substkution of 7.3-7 and -11 in 7.3-3 results in
CM0 - CM = kCh4T(2Ch4 + k&T)

(7.3-lla)

from which a cubic equation in cM arises:
CL + (2/kT)& + (l/k%2)c, - ch,&W = 0

(7.3-12)

Solution of equation 7.3-12 for cM leads to the solution for cp,, cp3, etc.:
From equation 7.3-8,

CP,

=

k&T
1 + kcMT

(7.3-13)
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Similarly, from 7.3-9 and -13,
CP,

=

kcM “P2

1 +

CM(kCMT)2

kCMT = (1 + kCMT)2

(7.3-14)

Proceeding in this way, from 7.3-10, we obtain in general:
CM( kc&-l
CP,

=

= cM[l + (kcM+l]l-’

(1 + kCMT)‘-l

(7.3-15)

Thus, the product distribution (distribution of polymer species P,) leaving the CSTR
can be calculated, if cMO, k, and T are known.
For a BR or a PFR in steady-state operation, corresponding differential equations
can be established to obtain the product distribution (problem 7-15).

7.4

PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 7
7-1 The rate of production of urea, (NH&CO, from ammonium cyanate increases by a factor of
4 when the concentration of ammonium cyanate is doubled. Show whether this is accounted
for by the following mechanism:
NH,+ + CNO- SNHa + HNCO; fast
NH~ +

HNCO

A(NH,)~co;

~10~

Note that ammonium cyanate is virtually completely dissociated in solution.
7-2 What rate law (in terms of ro,) is predicted for the reaction

from the following mechanism:

0+0~+0
1
0’ + 033202
Clearly state any assumption(s) made.
7-3 The gas-phase reaction between nitric oxide and hydrogen, which can be represented stoichiometrically by
2N0 + 2H2 = N2 + 2H20
is a third-order reaction with a rate law given by
(-rN0)

=

kioC;oC~2

(a) If the species (NO)2 and Hz02 are allowed as reactive intermediates, construct a reaction
mechanism in terms of elementary processes or steps. Clearly indicate any features such
as equilibrium, and “fast” and rate-determining (“slow” ) steps. Use only bimolecular
steps.
(b) Derive the rate law from the mechanism constructed to show that it is consistent with the
observed order of reaction.
(c) Express kNo in terms of the constants in the rate law derived.
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7-4 The oxidation of NO to NOz, which is an important step in the manufacture of nitric acid by
the ammonia-oxidation process, is an unusual reaction in having an observed third-order rate
constant (k~o in (-mo) = k~&oco,) which decreases with increase in temperature. Show
how the order and sign of temperature dependence could be accounted for by a simple mechanism which involves the formation of (NO)* in a rapidly established equilibrium, followed
by a relatively slow bimolecular reaction of (NO)2 with 02 to form NOz.
7-5 (a) Verify the rate law obtained in Example 7-3, equation 7.1-3.
(b) For the HZ + Brz reaction in Example 7-3, if the initiation and termination steps involve a
third body (M), Br2 + M -+ 2Bf + M, and 2Br + M -+ Br;! + M, respectively, what effect
does this have on the rate law in equation 7.1-3? (The other steps remain as in Example
7-3.)
7-6 The rate of decomposition of ethylene oxide, C&40(A), to CI& and CO, has been studied
by Crocco et al. (1959) at 900-1200 K in a flow reactor. They found the rate constant to be
given by
kA = 10” exp(-21,00O/T)

in s-l (with Tin K). They proposed a free-radical chain mechanism which involves the initial
decomposition of C&O into radicals (C2HsO’ and HO), and propagation steps which involve
the radicals CzHaO* and CHj (but not HO) in addition to the reactant and products; termination
involves recombination of the chain carriers to form products that can be ignored.
(a) Write the following:
(i) an equation for the overall stoichiometry;
(ii) the initiation step in the mechanism;
(iii) the propagation steps;
(iv) the termination step.
(b) Derive the rate law from the steps of the mechanism, and state whether the form agrees
with that observed. Clearly state any assumption(s) made.
(c) Estimate the activation energy (EAT) for the initiation step, if the sum of the activation
energies for the propagation steps is 126,000 J mol-‘, and E,J for the termination step is
0.
7-7 Suppose the mechanism for the thermal decomposition of dimethyl ether to methane and
formaldehyde
CH30CH3 + CHq + HCHO

(4

is a chain reaction as follows:
CH30CH3 2 CH; + OCH;

El

CH; + CH30CH3 2 CHq + CH20CH;

E2

CH20CH; 2 CH; + HCHO

E3

CH; + CH20CHj 2 CH3CH20CH3

E4

(a) Show how the mechanism is consistent with the stoichiometry for (A).
(b) Identify any apparent deficiencies in the mechanism, and how these are allowed for by
the result in (a).
(c) Derive the rate law from the mechanism, clearly justifying any assumption(s) made to
simplify it.
(d) Relate the activation energy, EA. of the reaction (A) to the activation energies of the individual steps.
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7-8 A possible free-radical chain mechanism for the thermal decomposition of acetaldehyde (to
CH4 and CO) is the Rice-Herzfeld mechanism (Laidler and Liu, 1967):
CH3CH0 2 CHj + CHO*
CHO’ 2 CO + H’
H’ + CHsCHO
CHj + CHsCHO

2 CH3CO’ + H2
2 CH4 + CH&O*

CH3CO’ 5 CHj + CO
ks
2CH; + CZHe

v
0“OF

(a) Which species are the chain carriers?
(b) Classify each step in the mechanism.
(c) Derive the rate law from the mechanism for CHsCHO + CH4 + CO, and state the order
of reaction predicted. Assume Hz and CzH6 are minor species.
7-9 From the mechanism given in problem 7-8 for the decomposition of acetaldehyde, derive a
rate law or set of independent rate laws, as appropriate, if Hz and CzH6 are major products
(in addition to CH4 and CO).
7-10 From the mechanism given in Section 6.1.2 for the dehydrogenation of CzH6, obtain the rate
law for CzH6 + Cz& + Hz (assign rate constants ki, . . , kg to the five steps in the order
given, and assume C& is a minor product).
7-11 Repeat problem 7-10 for a rate law or set of independent rate laws, as appropriate, if CH4 is
a major product.
7-12 (a) For the C& oxidative-coupling mechanism described in Section 7.2, verify the rate laws
given in equations 7.2- 1 and -2, and show that 7.2-3 is consistent with these two equations.
(b) Show (i) that equation 7.2-1 reduces to 7.2-3 if CO2 is not formed; and (ii) that 7.2-2
reduces to 7.2-3 if CzH6 is not formed.
(c) From the rate laws in (a), derive an expression for the instantaneous fractional yield (selectivity) of C2H6 (with respect to CH4).
(d) Does the selectivity in (c) increase or decrease with increase in coo?
7-13 In a certain radical-addition polymerization reaction, based on the mechanism in Example
7-4, in which an initiator, 1, is used, suppose measured values of the rate, (-rM), at which
monomer, M, is used up at various concentrations of monomer, CM, and initiator, ct, are as
follows (Hill, 1977, p. 125):

c&m01 mm3

ct/mol m-3

(- &/mol mm3 s-l

9.04
8.63
7.19
6.13
4.96
4.75
4.22
4.17
3.26
2.07

0.235
0.206
0.255
0.228
0.313
0.192
0.230
0.581
0.245
0.211

0.193
0.170
0.165
0.129
0.122
0.0937
0.0867
0.130
0.0715
0.0415

(a) Determine the values of k and n in the rate law (-TM) = kci’2c&.
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(b) What is the order of the dependence of the efficiency (f) of radical conversion to Pl
on CM?
7-14 In the comparison of organic peroxides as free-radical polymerization initiators, one of the
measures used is the temperature (T) required for the half-life (ti,z) to be 10 h. If it is desired
to have a lower T, would ri/2 be greater or smaller than 10 h? Explain briefly.
7-15 Starting from equations 7.3-3 to -6 applied to a constant-volume RR, for polymerization represented by the step-change mechanism in Section 7.3.2, show that the product distribution
can be calculated by sequentially solving the differential equations:
+ 2kcM* + k2c; = 0

dt

dcp,
+ k%m, = kcM+-, ; r = 2,3, . .
dt

(7.3-17)

7-16 This problem is an extension of problems 7-10 and 7-11 on the dehydrogenation of ethane to
produce ethylene. It can be treated as an open-ended, more realistic exercise in reaction mechanism investigation. The choice of reaction steps to include, and many aspects of elementary
gas-phase reactions discussed in Chapter 6 (including energy transfer) are significant to this
important industrial reaction. Solution of the problem requires access to a computer software
package which can handle a moderately stiff set of simultaneous differential equations. E-Z
Solve may be used for this purpose.
(a) Use the mechanism in Section 6.1.2 and the following values of the rate constants (units
of mol, L, s, J, K):
( 1 ) C2H6 ---) 2CH; ;
(2) CHj + C2H,j + C2H; + CH4 ;
(3) C2H; + C2& + H* ;
(4) H’ + C2H6 --z C2H; + Hz ;
(5) H’ + C2H; --f C2H6 ;

kl
k2
k3
k4
k5

= 5 X 1014exp(-334000/RZ’)
= 4 X 1013 exp(-70300/RT)
= 5.7 X 10” exp(-133000/RT)
= 7.4 X 1014exp(-52800/RT)
= 3.2 X 1013

(i) Solve for the concentration of CsHs radicals using the SSH, and obtain an expression
for the rate of ethylene production.
(ii) Obtain a rate expression for methane production as well as an expression for the
reaction chain length.
(iii) Integrate these rate expressions to obtain ethane conversion and product distribution
for a residence time (t) of 1 s at 700°C (1 bar, pure C2H6). Assume an isothermal,
constant-volume batch reactor, although the industrial reaction occurs in a flow system with temperature change and pressure drop along the reactor.
(iv) From initial rates, what is the reaction order with respect to ethane?
(v) What is the overall activation energy?
(b) Integrate the full set of differential equations.
(i) Compare the conversion and integral selectivities in this calculation with those in
pati (4.
(ii) Compare the ethyl radical concentrations calculated in the simulation with those
predicted by the SSH.
(iii) Approximately how long does it take for the ethyl radicals to reach their pseudosteady-state values in this calculation?
(iv) Run two different simulations with different ethane pressures and take the initial
rates (evaluated at 100 ms) to obtain a reaction order. Compare with part (a).
(v) Run two different simulations with two different temperatures: take the initial rates
(evaluated at 3% conversion) and calculate the activation energy. Compare with the
answer from part (a).
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(c) At temperatures near 700°C and pressures near 1 bar, the overall reaction rate is observed
to be first-order in ethane pressure with a rate constant k = 1.1 x 1015 exp(-306000/RT).
How well does this model reproduce these results?
(d) Now improve the model and test the importance of other reactions by including them in
the computer model and examining the results. Use the following cases.
(dl) Reversible reaction steps.
(i) Include the reverse of step (3) in the mechanism and rerun the simulation-does
it affect the calculated rates?
(6)

C21& + H’ + C2H; ;

ks = 1013

(ii) How else might one estimate the significance of this reaction without running
the simulation again?
(d2) Steps involving energy transfer.
How many of the reactions in this mechanism might be influenced by the rate of
energy transfer? One of them is the termination step, which can be thought of as a
three-step process (reactions (7) to (9) below). As described in Section 6.4.3, there
are possible further complications, since two other product channels are possible
(reactions (10) and (11)).
(7)

CzHs + H* + C2H; ;

k7 = 6 x 1013

(8)
(9)

CzH; + M + CzHs + M ;

kg = 3 x 1013

C2H; --f C2H; + H* ;

k9 = 2 x 1013

(10)

&Hi + 2CH; ;

klo = 3 x 10 1 2

(11)

C2H; --z C2H4 + H2 ;

kll = 3 x 10 1 2

Include these reactions in the original model in place of the original reaction (5).
(You can assume that M is an extra species at the initial ethane concentration for
this simulation.) Use the values of the rate constants indicated, and run the model
simulation. What influence does this chemistry have on the conversion and selectivity? How would you estimate the rate constants for these reactions?
(d3) The initiation step.
The initiation step also requires energy input.
(12)

C& + M + C2H;i + M ;

kn = 2 X 1013 exp(-340,00O/RT)

The other reactions, (8) and (lo), have already been included.
At 1 bar and 700°C is this reaction limited by energy transfer (12) or by decomposition (lo)?
(d4) Termination steps.
Termination steps involving two ethyl radicals are also ignored in the original mechanism. Include the following reaction:
(13)

2 C2H; + C2H.4 + C2H6 ;

k13 = 6 x 10”

Does this make a significant difference? Could you have predicted this result from
the initial model calculation?
(d5) Higher molecular-weight products.
Higher molecular-weight products also are made. While this is a complex process, estimate the importance of the following reaction to the formation of higher
hydrocarbons by including it in the model and calculating the C4Hg product
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selectivity.
(14)

C&, + C2H; --f C4Hs + Ho ;

k14 = 2 x 10 11

Plot the selectivity to C4Hs as a function of ethane conversion. Does it behave like
a secondary or primary product? Consult the paper by Dean (1990), and describe
additional reactions which lead to molecular weight growth in hydrocarbon pyrolysis systems. While some higher molecular weight products are valuable, the heavier
tars are detrimental to the process economics.
Much of the investigation you have been doing was described originally by Wojciechowski
and Laidler (1960), and by Laidler and Wojciechowski (1961). Compare your findings with
theirs.

Chapter

8
Catalysis and Catalytic
Reactions
Many reactions proceed much faster in the presence of a substance that is not a product (or reactant) in the usual sense. The substance is called a catalyst, and the process
whereby the rate is increased is catalysis. It is difficult to exaggerate the importance
of catalysis, since most life processes and industrial processes would not practically be
possible without it.
Some industrially important catalytic reactions (with their catalysts) which are the
bases for such large-scale operations as the production of sulfuric acid, agricultural fertilizers, plastics, and fuels are:

so, + ;02 s so,
N, + 3H, $2NH,
CsH,, * CsH, + H,

(promoted V,O, catalyst)
(promoted
(K&O,,

CO + 2H, jt CH,OH
ROOH (organic hydroperoxide) + C,H, +
C,H,O + ROH

Fe

catalyst)

Fe oxide catalyst)

(Cu, Zn oxide catalyst)
(soluble MO organometallic catalyst)

CH,CHCH2 + C,H, + cumene (solution or solid acid catalyst)
In this chapter, we first consider the general concepts of catalysis and the intrinsic
kinetics, including forms of rate laws, for several classes of catalytic reactions (Sections
8.1 to 8.4). We then treat the influence of mass and heat transport on the kinetics of
catalytic reactions taking place in porous catalyst particles (Section 8.5). Finally, we
provide an introduction to aspects of catalyst deactivation and regeneration (Section
8.6). The bibliography in Appendix B gives references for further reading in this large
and important field.

8.1 CATALYSIS AND CATALYSTS
8.1.1 Nature and Concept
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The following points set out more clearly the qualitative nature and concept of catalysis
and catalysts:
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(1) The primary characteristic is that a catalyst increases the rate of a reaction, relative to that of the uncatalyzed reaction.
(2) A catalyst does not appear in the stoichiometric description of the reaction, although it appears directly or indirectly in the rate law and in the mechanism. It
is not a reactant or a product of the reaction in the stoichiometric sense.
(3) The amount of catalyst is unchanged by the reaction occurring, although it may
undergo changes in some of its properties.
(4) The catalyst does not affect the chemical nature of the products. This must be
qualified if more than one reaction (set of products) is possible, because the catalyst usually affects the selectivity of reaction.
(5) Corresponding to (4), the catalyst does not affect the thermodynamic affinity of
a given reaction. That is, it affects the rate but not the tendency for reaction to
occur. It does not affect the free energy change (AG) or equilibrium constant
(K,,) of a given reaction. If a catalyst did alter the position of equilibrium in a
reaction, this would be contrary to the first law of thermodynamics, as pointed out
by Ostwald many years ago, since we would then be able to create a perpetualmotion machine by fitting a piston and cylinder to a gas-phase reaction in which
a change in moles occurred, and by periodically exposing the reacting system to
the catalyst.
(6) Since a catalyst hastens the attainment of equilibrium, it must act to accelerate
both forward and reverse reactions. For example, metals are good hydrogenation
and dehydrogenation catalysts.
(7) Although it may be correct to say that a catalyst is not involved in the stoichiometry or thermodynamics of a reaction, it is involved in the mechanism of the reaction. In increasing the rate of a reaction, a catalyst acts by providing an easier
path, which can generally be represented by the formation of an intermediate
between catalyst and reactant, followed by the appearance of product(s) and
regeneration of the catalyst. The easier path is usually associated with a lower
energy barrier, that is, a lower EA.
Catalysis is a special type of closed-sequence reaction mechanism (Chapter 7). In this
sense, a catalyst is a species which is involved in steps in the reaction mechanism, but
which is regenerated after product formation to participate in another catalytic cycle.
The nature of the catalytic cycle is illustrated in Figure 8.1 for the catalytic reaction used
commercially to make propene oxide (with MO as the catalyst), cited above.
This proposed catalytic mechanism (Chong and Sharpless, 1977) requires four reaction steps (3 bimolecular and 1 unimolecular), which take place on a molybdenum metal
center (titanium and vanadium centers are also effective), to which various nonreactive
ligands (L) and reactive ligands (e.g., O-R) are bonded. Each step around the catalytic
cycle is an elementary reaction and one complete cycle is called a turnover.

Figure 8.1 Representation of pro-

posed catalytic cycle for reaction to
produce C3H60 (Chong and Sharpless, 1977)
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Types of Catalysis
We may distinguish catalysis of various types, primarily on the basis of the nature of the
species responsible for the catalytic activity:
(1) Molecular catalysis. The term molecular catalysis is used for catalytic systems
where identical molecular species are the catalytic entity, like the molybdenum
complex in Figure 8.1, and also large “molecules” such as enzymes. Many molecular catalysts are used as homogeneous catalysts (see (5) below), but can also be
used in multiphase (heterogeneous) systems, such as those involving attachment
of molecular entities to polymers.
(2) Surface catalysis. As the name implies, surface catalysis takes place on the
surface atoms of an extended solid. This often involves different properties for
the surface atoms and hence different types of sites (unlike molecular catalysis,
in which all the sites are equivalent). Because the catalyst is a solid, surface catalysis is by nature heterogeneous (see (6) below). The extended nature of the
surface enables reaction mechanisms different from those with molecular catalysts.
(3) Enzyme catalysis. Enzymes are proteins, polymers of amino acids, which catalyze reactions in living organisms-biochemical and biological reactions. The
systems involved may be colloidal-that is, between homogeneous and heterogeneous. Some enzymes are very specific in catalyzing a particular reaction (e.g.,
the enzyme sucrase catalyzes the inversion of sucrose). Enzyme catalysis is usually molecular catalysis. Since enzyme catalysis is involved in many biochemical
reactions, we treat it separately in Chapter 10.
(4) Autocatalysis. In some reactions, one of the products acts as a catalyst, and the
rate of reaction is experimentally observed to increase and go through a maximum as reactant is used up. ‘Ihis is autocatalysis. Some biochemical reactions
are autocatalytic. The existence of autocatalysis may appear to contradict point
(2) in Section 8.1.1. However, the catalytic activity of the product in question is
a consequence of its formation and not the converse.
A further classification is based on the number of phases in the system: homogeneous (1 phase) and heterogeneous (more than 1 phase) catalysis.
(5) Homogeneous catalysis. The reactants and the catalyst are in the same phase.
Examples include the gas-phase decomposition of many substances, including diethyl ether and acetaldehyde, catalyzed by iodine, and liquid-phase esterification
reactions, catalyzed by mineral acids (an example of the general phenomenon of
acid-base catalysis). The molybdenum catalyst in Figure 8.1 and other molecular
catalysts are soluble in various liquids and are used in homogeneous catalysis.
Gas-phase species can also serve as catalysts. Homogeneous catalysis is molecular catalysis, but the converse is not necessarily true. Homogeneous catalysis is
responsible for about 20% of the output of commercial catalytic reactions in the
chemical industry.
(6) Heterogeneous catalysis. The catalyst and the reactants are in different phases.
Examples include the many gas-phase reactions catalyzed by solids (e.g., oxidation of SO2 in presence of V,O,). Others involve two liquid phases (e.g.,
emulsion copolymerization of styrene and butadiene, with the hydrocarbons
forming one phase and an aqueous solution of organic peroxides as catalysts
forming the other phase). Heterogeneous, molecular catalysts are made by
attaching molecular catalytic centers like the molybdenum species to solids
or polymers, but heterogeneous catalysts may be surface catalysts. An important implication of heterogeneous catalysis is that the observed rate of reaction
may include effects of the rates of transport processes in addition to intrinsic
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reaction rates (this is developed in Section 8.5). Approximately 80% of commercial catalytic reactions involve heterogeneous catalysis. This is due to the generally greater flexibility compared with homogeneous catalysis, and to the added
cost of separation of the catalyst from a homogeneous system.

8.1.3

General Aspects of Catalysis
8.1.3.1 Catalytic Sites

Central to catalysis is the notion of the catalytic “site.” It is defined as the catalytic
center involved in the reaction steps, and, in Figure 8.1, is the molybdenum atom
where the reactions take place. Since all catalytic centers are the same for molecular catalysts, the elementary steps are bimolecular or unimolecular steps with the
same rate laws which characterize the homogeneous reactions in Chapter 7. However, if the reaction takes place in solution, the individual rate constants may depend on the nonreactive ligands and the solution composition in addition to temperature.
For catalytic reactions which take place on surfaces, the term “catalytic site” is used
to describe a location on the surface which bonds with reaction intermediates. This
involves a somewhat arbitrary division of the continuous surface into smaller ensembles
of atoms. This and other points about surface catalysts can be discussed by reference
to the rather complex, but typical, type of metal catalyst shown in Figure 8.2. In this
example, the desired catalytic sites are on the surface of a metal. In order to have as
many surface metal atoms as possible in a given volume of catalyst, the metal is in the
form of small crystallites (to increase the exposed surface area of metal), which are in
turn supported on an inert solid (to increase the area on which the metal crystallites
reside). In the electron micrograph in Figure 8.2(a), the metal crystallites show up as
the small angular dark particles, and the support shows up as the larger, lighter spheres.
Such a material would be pressed (with binders) into the form of a pellet for use in
a reactor. Figure 8.2(b) is a closeup of several of the metal particles (showing rows of
atoms). A schematic drawing of the atomic structure of one such particle is shown in
Figure 8.2(c).

Metal

atom:

-e pack i n g
Edge s ,ites

(a)

(b)

Figure 8.2 (a) Electron micrograph of a supported metal catalyst (Rh-SiO,); (b) closeup of metal

particles ((a) and (b) courtesy of Professor A. Datye); (c) schematic drawing of the atomic structure
of a metal crystallite
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Figures 8.2(b) and (c) illustrate two important aspects of surface catalysis that distinguish it from molecular catalysis:
(1) A distribution of “sites” exists on surfaces. By contrast with homogeneous and/or
molecular catalysts in which all the sites are the same, the catalytic sites on solid
surfaces can have a distribution of reactivities. The metal crystallites (which are
the molecular catalytic entity) are of different sizes. They also have several different types of surface metal atoms available for catalytic reactions. The metal
atoms are in a hexagonal packing arrangement on one face, while other faces
consist of the metal atoms arranged in a square pattern. The bonding of reaction
intermediates to these two surfaces is different. Further variety can be found
by considering the atoms at the edges between the various faces. Finally, as discussed in Chapter 6, bonding of an intermediate to a site can be influenced by
the bonding to nearby intermediates. Reaction mechanisms on surfaces are not
usually known in sufficient detail to discriminate among these possibilities. Nevertheless, the simplifying assumption that a single type of site exists is often made
despite the fact that the situation is more complex.
(2) Intermediates on adjacent sites can interact because of the extended nature of
the surface. This option is not available to the isolated molecular catalytic entities.
This allows more possibilities for reactions between intermediates.
Gas phase intermediates
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8.1.3.2 Catalytic Effect on Reaction Rate
Catalysts increase the reaction rate by lowering the energy requirements for the reaction. This, in turn, results from the ability of the catalyst to form bonds to reaction
intermediates to offset the energy required to break reactant bonds. An example of
a catalyst providing energetically easier routes to products is illustrated in the multistep reaction coordinate diagram in Figure 8.3, for the methanol-synthesis reaction,
CO + 2H2 + CHsOH. The energies of the intermediate stages and the activation energies for each step are indicated schematically.
For this reaction to proceed by itself in the gas-phase, a high-energy step such as the
breakage of H-H bonds is required, and this has not been observed. Even with H, dissociation, the partially hydrogenated intermediates are not energetically favored. Also,
even if an efficient radical-chain mechanism existed, the energetic cost to accomplish
some of the steps make this reaction too slow to measure in the absence of a catalyst.
The catalytic palladium metal surface also breaks the H-H bonds, but since this reaction
is exoergic (Pd-H bonds are formed), it occurs at room temperature. The exact details
of the catalytic reaction mechanism are unclear, but a plausible sequence is indicated in
Figure 8.3. The energy scale is consistent with published values of the energies, where
available. Notice how the bonding to the palladium balances the bonding changes in
the organic intermediates. A good catalyst must ensure that all steps along the way
are energetically possible. Very strongly bonded intermediates are to be avoided. Although their formation would be energetically favorable, they would be too stable to
react further.
In general, the reaction rate is proportional to the amount of catalyst. This is true
if the catalytic sites function independently. The number of turnovers per catalytic
site per unit time is called the turnover frequewy;--The
reactivity of a catalyst is
the product of the number of sites per unit mass or volume and the turnover frequency.
8.1.3.3 Catalytic Control of Reaction Selectivity
In addition to accelerating the rates of reactions, catalysts control reaction selectivity
by accelerating the rate of one (desired) reaction much more than others. Figure 8.4
shows schematically how different catalysts can have markedly different selectivities.
Nickel surfaces catalyze the formation of methane from CO and HZ but methanol
is the major product on palladium surfaces. The difference in selectivity occurs because CO dissociation is relatively easy on nickel surfaces, and the resulting carbon
and oxygen atoms are hydrogenated to form methane and water. On palladium,
CO dissociation is difficult (indicated by a high activation energy and unfavorable
energetics caused by weaker bonds to oxygen and carbon), and this pathway is not
possible.
8.1.3.4 Catalyst Effect on Extent of Reaction
A catalyst increases only the rate of a reaction, not the thermodynamic affinity. Since
the presence of the catalyst does not affect the Gibbs energy of reactants or products, it does not therefore affect the equilibrium constant for the reaction. It follows
from this that a catalyst must accelerate the rates of both the forward and reverse reactions, since the rates of the two reactions must be equal once equilibrium is reached.
From the energy diagram in Figure 8.4, if a catalyst lowers the energy requirement
for the reaction in one direction, it must lower the energy requirement for the reverse
reaction.
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8.2 MOLECULAR CATALYSIS
8.2.1 Gas-Phase Reactions
An example of a catalytic gas-phase reaction is the decomposition of diethyl ether catalyzed by iodine (I,):
(W,MW)

+ qH6

+

CH4

+

co

For the catalyzed reaction
(-I-*) = kc,c,,; EA = 142 kJ mol-’
and for the uncatalyzed reaction
(-r-J = kc*; EA = 222 kJ mol-’

Another example of gas-phase catalysis is the destruction of ozone (0,) in the stratosphere, catalyzed by Cl atoms. Ultraviolet light in the upper atmosphere causes the dissociation of molecular oxygen, which maintains a significant concentration of ozone:
0, + hv + 20.
0. + 0, + M -+ O3 + M

Ozone in turn absorbs a different band of life-threatening ultraviolet light. The rate of
ozone destruction in the pristine atmosphere is slow and is due to a reaction such as
0. + 0 , -+ 202

Chlorine-containing organic compounds, which are not destroyed in the troposphere,
are photolyzed in the stratosphere:
RCl+hv+ Cl’+R
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Chlorine atoms catalyze the destruction of ozone in the following two-step cycle:
Cl. + 0, + oc1+ 0,
oc1+ 0s + Cl. + 20,
with the overall result:

203 + 30,
In this cycle, Cl’ is regenerated, and each Cl atom can destroy a large number of 0,
molecules in chain-like fashion.

8.2.2 Acid-Base Catalysis
In aqueous solution, the rates of many reactions depend on the hydrogen-ion (H+ or
HsO+) concentration and/or on the hydroxyl-ion (OH-) concentration. Such reactions
are examples of acid-base catalysis. An important example of this type of reaction is
esterification and its reverse, the hydrolysis of an ester.
If we use the Brijnsted concept of an acid as a proton donor and a base as a proton
acceptor, consideration of acid-base catalysis may be extended to solvents other than
water (e.g., NH,, CH,COOH, and SO,). An acid, on donating its proton, becomes its
conjugate base, and a base, on accepting a proton, becomes its conjugate acid:
acid + base = conjugate base + conjugate acid
For proton transfer between a monoprotic acid HA and a base B,
HA+B = A- +BH+

(8.2-1)

H,A+B = HA-+BH+
HA- + B = A2- + BH+

(8.2-2)

and for a diprotic acid,

In this connection, water, an amphoteric solvent, can act as an acid (monoprotic, with,
say, NH, as a base):
H,O + NH, = OH- + NH,’
or as a base (with, say, CHsCOOH as an acid):
CH,COOH + H,O = CH,COO- + H,O+
Acid-base catalysis can be considered in two categories: (1) specific acid-base catalysis, and (2) general acid-base catalysis. We illustrate each of these in turn in the next
two sections, using aqueous systems as examples.
8.2.2.1 Specific Acid-Base Catalysis

In specific acid-base catalysis in aqueous systems, the observed rate constant, kobs, depends on cu+ and/or on cOH-, but not on the concentrations of other acids or bases
present:
k o b s = k, + kH+cH+

+ koH-cOH-

(8.2-3)
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where k, is the rate constant at sufficiently low concentrations of both H+ and OH- (as,
perhaps, in a neutral solution at pH = 7) kH+ is the hydrogen-ion catalytic rate constant,
and koH- is the hydroxyl-ion catalytic rate constant. If only the kH+ cu+ term is important, we have specific hydrogen-ion catalysis, and correspondingly for the koH-cOHterm. Since the ion-product constant of water, K,, is
(8.2-4)

K, = CH+COHm

equation 8.2-3 may be written as
kohs = k, + kH+

CH+

+ ko,- K,,,lcH+

(8.2-5)

where the value of K, is 1.0 X lo-t4 mo12 LP2 at 25°C.
If only one term in equation 8.2-3 or 8.2-5 predominates in a particular region of
pH, various cases can arise, and these may be characterized or detected most readily if
equation 8.2-5 is put into logarithmic form:
lo&O kobs

=

(constant)

t loglo cH+

= (constant) ? pH

(8.2-6)
(8.2-6a)

In equation 8.2-6a, the slope of -1 with respect to pH refers to specific hydrogen-ion
catalysis (type B, below) and the slope of + 1 refers to specific hydroxyl-ion catalysis (C);
if k, predominates, the slope is 0 (A). Various possible cases are represented schematically in Figure 8.5 (after Wilkinson, 1980, p. 151). In case (a), all three types are evident:
B at low pH, A at intermediate pH, and C at high pH; an example is the mutarotation
of glucose. Cases (b), (c), and (d) have corresponding interpretations involving two
types in each case; examples are, respectively, the hydrolysis of ethyl orthoacetate, of
p-lactones, and of y-lactones. Cases (e) and (f) involve only one type each; examples
are, respectively, the depolymerization of diacetone alcohol, and the inversion of various sugars.
12
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Figure 8.5 Acid-base catalysis: dependence of rate constant
on pH (see text for explanation of cases (a) to (f))
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A mechanism for a pseudo-first-order reaction involving the hydrolysis of substrate
S catalyzed by acid HA that is consistent with the observed rate law rs = kobscS, is as
follows:
S + HA&H+ + A-

(fast)

SH+ + H,O 3 products

(slow)

This gives
(-3) = k2CsH+‘kzo
=

k24 CHzO % cHAicA-

=

(k2KliKa)cH20cH+cS

(8.2-7)

if, in addition, the acid HA is at dissociation equilibrium, characterized by K,, the acid
dissociation constant. According to this, the observed catalytic rate constant is
k obs

=

@2fh~KakH20CH+ +

h-x+%+

(8.243)

which, with cHZo virtually constant (H,O in great excess), has the characteristics of
specific hydrogen-ion catalysis (type B above), with the second term on the right of
equation 8.2-5 predominating.
8.2.2.2 General Acid-Base Catalysis
In general acid-base catalysis, the observed rate constant depends on the concentrations
of all acids and bases present. That is, in aqueous systems,
k obs = k, + kH+

CH+

+ kOH- COH- + 2 kHAcHA + 1 kA- CA-

(8.2-9)

The systematic variation of cH+, CoH-, etc. allows the experimental determination of
each rate constant. If the terms in the first summation on the right of equation 8.2-9
predominate, we have general acid catalysis; if those in the second summation do so, we
have general base catalysis; otherwise, the terminology for specific acid-base catalysis
applies, as in the previous section.
The mechanism in the previous section with a single acid can be used to show the
features of, say, general acid catalysis, if the second step is not rate-determining but
fast, and the first step is not a rapidly established equilibrium but involves a slow (ratedetermining) step in the forward direction characterized by the rate constant kHA.
Then,
(-rS)

= kHACHACS

= kobsCS

(8.2-10)

which would result in
k obs

= 2 kHACHA

(8.2-11)

if more than one acid were present as catalyst, corresponding to the first summation on
the right in equation 8.2-9.
Acid-base catalysis is important for reactions of hydrocarbons in the petrochemical
industry. Acids, either as solids or in solution, react with hydrocarbons to form reactive
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carbocation intermediates:
H+ + R’-CH=CH-R

+ R’-CH2-CH+-R

which then participate in a variety of reactions such as alkylation, rearrangements,
and cracking.

8.2.3 Other Liquid-Phase Reactions
Apart from acid-base catalysis, homogeneous catalysis occurs for other liquid-phase
reactions. An example is the decomposition of H,O, in aqueous solution catalyzed by
iodide ion (II). The overall reaction is
2H,O,(A) + 2H,O + 0,
and the rate law is
(-f-*) = k*c*+ ; EA = 59 kJ mol-’
A possible mechanism is
H,O, + I- AH,0 + IOIO- + H20,%H,0

+ 0, + I-

(slow)
(fw

with I- being used in the first step to form hypoiodite ion, and being regenerated in the
second step. If the first step is rate-determining, the rate law is as above with kA = k,.
For the uncatalyzed reaction, EA = 75 kJ mol-l.
This reaction can be catalyzed in other ways: by the enzyme catalase (see enzyme
catalysis in Chapter lo), in which EA is 50 kJ mol-l, and by colloidal Pt, in which EA is
even lower, at 25 kJ mol-l.
Another example of homogeneous catalysis in aqueous solution is the dimerization
of benzaldehyde catalyzed by cyanide ion, CN- (Wilkinson, 1980, p.28):
2C,H,CHO(A)

4 C,H,CH(OH)COC,H,

(-I-*) = kAc;cCN-

Redox cycles involving metal cations are used in some industrial oxidations.

8.2.4 Organometallic Catalysis
Many homogeneous catalytic chemical processes use organometallic catalysts (Parshall and Ittel, 1992). These, like the example in Figure 8.1, consist of a central metal
atom (or, rarely, a cluster) to which is bonded a variety of ligands (and during reaction, reaction intermediates). These catalysts have the advantage of being identifiable,
identical molecular catalysts and the structures of the catalytic sites can be altered
by use of specific ligands to change their activity or selectivity. With the addition of
specific ligands, it is possible to make reactions stereoselective (i.e., only one of a
possible set of enantiomers is produced). This feature has extensive application in
polymerization catalysis, where the polymer properties depend on the stereochemistry,
and in products related to biology and medicine, such as drug manufacture and food
chemistry.
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Reaction kinetics involving such catalysts can be demonstrated by the following
mechanism:
L.M&L+M

(1)

M+A>MeA

(2)

M.A-%M+B

(3)

Here, L is a mobile ligand which can leave the metal site (M) open briefly for reaction with A in the initial step of the catalytic cycle. The transformation of the M l A
complex into products completes the cycle. The equilibrium in step (1) lies far to the
left in most cases, because the ligands protect the metal centers from agglomeration.
Thus, the concentration of M is very small, and the total concentration of catalyst is
cMr = cILIeA + cILIeL. The rate law which arises from this mechanism is

(--A) =

k2 k3 KCACMlt
k3cL

(8.2-12)

+ kIKCA

This rate expression has a common feature of catalysis-that of rate saturation. The
(nonseparable) rate is proportional to the amount of catalyst. If reaction step (2) is
slow (b is small and the first term in the denominator of 8.2-12 is dominant), the rate
reduces to
terA)

= (k&Mtk)CA

(8.2-13)

In this limit, the reaction is first order with respect to A, and most of the catalyst is in
the form of M l L. Notice the inhibition by the ligand. If reaction step (3) is slow (k3
small), the rate simplifies to
(-rA)

= k3CMt

(8.2-14)

In this case, most of the catalyst is in the form of M 0 A and the reaction is zero order
with respect to A. Thus, the kinetics move from first order at low CA toward zero order
as CA increases. This featUre Of the rate “SatUrating” or reaching a phteaU iS common t0
many catalytic reactions, including surface catalysis (Section 8.4) and enzyme catalysis
(Chapter 10).

8.3 AUTOCATALYSIS
Autocatalysis is a special type of molecular catalysis in which one of the products of
reaction acts as a catalyst for the reaction. As a consequence, the concentration of this
product appears in the observed rate law with a positive exponent if a catalyst in the
usual sense, or with a negative exponent if an inhibitor. A characteristic of an autocatalytic reaction is that the rate increases initially as the concentration of catalytic product
increases, but eventually goes through a maximum and decreases as reactant is used up.
The initial behavior may be described as “abnormal” kinetics, and has important consequences for reactor selection for such reactions.
Examples of autocatalytic reactions include the decomposition of C2H,12 either in
the gas phase or in solution in CCI, (Arnold and Kistiakowsky, 1933) hydrolysis of
an ester, and some microbial fermentation reactions, The first of these may be used to
illustrate some observed and mechanistic features.
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The rate of decomposition of gaseous ethylene iodide (C,H,I,) into ethylene (C2H4) and
molecular iodine is proportional to the concentration of C,H,I, and to the square root of
the concentration of molecular iodine. Show how this can be accounted for if the reaction
is catalyzed by iodine atoms, and if there is equilibrium between molecular iodine and
iodine atoms at all times.
SOLUTION
The decomposition of C2H41, is represented overall by
VLJ,(A)

+ C,H, + I,

and the observed rate law is
C-r*)

II2
= k*C‘&*

A possible mechanism to account for this involves the rapid establishment of dissociationassociation equilibrium of molecules and atoms, followed by a slow bimolecular reaction
between C2H4I2 and I atoms:
K-?
12+M=21+M
k2 C2H4 + I* + I
CzH4I2 + I +

Vast)
(slow)

where M is a “third body” and the catalyst is atomic I. The rate law, based on the second
step as the rds, is
(-rA) = /t2cAcI = kAcAc;;
as above, where kA = k,KLf
To illustrate quantitatively the kinetics characteristics of autocatalysis in more detail,
we use the model reaction
A + . . . +B+...

(8.3-1)

with the observed rate law
(-rA)

= kACACB

(8.3-2)

That is, the reaction is autocatalytic with respect to product B. If the initial concentrations are CA0 and cnO (which may be zero), and, since
CB = c&, + CA0 - CA = M, - CA

(8.3-3)

where
M. =

cAo +

cBo

(8.3-3a)

the rate law may be written in terms of CA only:
(-IA)

= kACA(Mo

- cA)

(8.3-4)
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Figure 8.6 The optimal behavior of the rate of an
autocatalytic reaction (T constant)

CA/m01 L-l

From this
d(-rA)ldc,

= k,(M, - 2cA)

d’(-q$dc: = -2k, < 0

(8.3-5)
(8.3-6)

Since the second derivative is negative, the optimal value of (--I*), obtained by setting the first derivative to zero, is a maximum. From equation 8.3-5, the maximum rate,
(-r*Lax~ occurs at the optimal concentration

CA,

opt = M,/2

(8.3-7)

and from this and equation 8.3-4, the maximum rate is
(-rA)mx

= kAM$

(8.3-8) )

In principle, from equation 8.3-2, cBO must be > 0 for the reaction to start, but the rate
of the uncatalyzed reaction (occurring in parallel with the catalyzed reaction) may be
sufficient for this effectively to be the case.
The behavior of the rate (at constant T) of an autocatalytic reaction, such as rep-

resented by 8.3-1, -2, is shown schematically in Figure 8.6 with (-rA) as a function of
CA. With reaction OCCurring from high t0 low CA, that is, from right to left in Figure
8.6, (-rA) increases from CA0 to cA,opt (“abnormal” kinetics) to the maximum value,
(-rAhnax, after which it decreases as CA decreases (“normal” kinetics).

Suppose reaction 8.3-1 with rate law given by equation 8.3-2 is carried out in a constantvolume batch reactor (or a constant-density PFR) at constant T.
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(a) Using the integral method of experimental investigation (Section 3.4.1.1.2) obtain
a linear form of the CA-t relation from which kA may be determined.
(b) What is the value of t,,,, the time at which the rate is (- rJmax, in terms of the
parameters cAo, c&, and kA?
(c) How is fA related to t? Sketch the relation to show the essential features.

SOLUTION

(a) Integration (e.g., by partial fractions) of the material-balance equation for A with the
rate law included,
-dc,/dt =

kACA(lbfo - c/,)

(8.3-9)

results in
h(cA/cB)

= ln(cA,/cB,)

- bfokAt

(8.3-10)

Thus, ln(cA/cn) is a linear function oft; from the slope, kA may be determined. (Compare
equation 8.3-10 with equation 3.4-13 for a second-order reaction with VA = vg = - 1.)
Note the implication of the comment following equation 8.3-8 for the application of equation 8.3-10.
(b) Rearrangement of equation 8.3-10 to solve for t and substitution of CA,+ from equation 8.3-7, together with 8.3-3, results in CA = cn at t,,,, and thus,
t man

= (1/j%‘td

ln(cAo/%o)

(8.3-11)

This result is valid only for CA0 > cnO, which is usually the case; if CA0 < cnO, this result
suggests that there is no maximum in (-rA) for reaction in a constant-volume BR. This
is examined further through fA in part (c) below. A second conclusion is that the result
of equation 8.3-11 is also of practical significance only for cnO # 0. The first of these
conclusions can also be shown to be valid for reaction in a CSTR, but the second is not
(see problem 8-4).
(c) Since fA = 1 - (cAIcA~)for constant density, equation 8.3-10 can be rearranged to
eliminate cA and cn so as to result in
fA

=

1 - eXp(-M,k,t)
1 + c,eXp(-M,k,t)

(8.3-12)

where
co = cAofcEo

(8.3-12a)

Some features of the fA-t relation can be deduced from equation 8.3-12 and the first and
second derivatives of fA. Thus, as t + 0, fA + 0; df,/dt(SlOpe) + kAcBo > 0 (but = 0,
if cnO = 0); d2fA/dt2 + k&&A0 - cnO) > 0, Usually, with CA0 > cnO, but < 0 otherwise. As t -+ ~0, fA + 1; df,/dt + 0; d2 fA/dt2 + 0(-). The usual shape, that is, with
cAO > cBO, as in part (b), is sigmoidal, with an inflection at t = t,,, given by equation
8.3-11. This can be confirmed by setting d2 fA/dt2 = 0.
The usual case, CA0 > cn,, is illustrated in Figure 8.7 as curve A. Curve C, with no
inflection point, illustrates the unusual case Of CA0 < c&,, and Curve B, with CAM = CB~,
is the boundary between these two types of behavior (it has an incipient inflection point at
t = 0). In each case, kA = 0.6 L mol-’ mm-’ and M, = 10/6 mol L-l; C, = 9, 1, and
1/9 in curves A, B, and C, respectively.
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Figure 8.7 f~ as a function of
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for reaction 8.3-1 in a constantvolume BR according to equation
8.3-12; curve A, CA0 > cBO; curve
B, CA0 = c&; curve c, CA0 < cB&
see text for values of parameters

SURFACE CATALYSIS: INTRINSIC KINETICS
Surface catalysis is involved in a large majority of industrial catalytic reactions. The rate
laws developed in this section are based on the following assumptions:

(1) The surface of the catalyst contains a fixed number of sites.
(2) All the catalytic sites are identical.
(3) The reactivities of these sites depend only on temperature. They do not depend
on the nature or amounts of other materials present on the surface during the
reaction.
These assumptions are the basis of the simplest rational explanation of surface catalytic kinetics and models for it. The preeminent of these, formulated by Langmuir and
Hinshelwood, makes the further assumption that for an overall (gas-phase) reaction,
for example, A(g) + . . . + product(s), the rate-determining step is a surface reaction
involving adsorbed species, such as A l s. Despite the fact that reality is known to be
more complex, the resulting rate expressions find wide use in the chemical industry,
because they exhibit many of the commonly observed features of surface-catalyzed reactions.

8.4.1 Surface-Reaction Steps
Central to surface catalysis are reaction steps involving one, or more than one, surfacebound (adsorbed) intermediate species. We consider three types.

(1) Unimolecular surface reaction, for example,
A.s -+ B.s

(8.4-1)

where A 0 s is a surface-bound species involving A and site s (similarly for B 0 s).
The rate of this reaction is given by
(-r-J

= k6,

where 0, is the fraction of the surface covered by adsorbed species A.

(8.4-2)
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(2) Bimolecular surface reaction, for example,
A.s+B.s --;r Cosfs

(8.4-3)

where the rate is given by
(-rA) = kO,8,

(8.4-4)

The rates (and rate constants) can be expressed on the basis of catalyst mass
(e.g., mol kg-lh-l), or of catalyst surface area (e.g., pmol rnw2 s-l), or as a
turnover frequency (molecules site -l s-l), if a method to count the sites exists.
(3) Eley-Rideal reaction, wherein a gas-phase species reacts directly with an adsorbed intermediate without having to be bound to the surface itself; thus,
A.s+B --f C+s

(8.4-5)

(-rA) = kOAcB

(8.4-6)

Here, the rate is given by

where cn is the gas-phase concentration of B.

8.4.2

Adsorption without Reaction: Langmuir Adsorption Isotherm
We require expressions for the surface coverages, 8, for use in the equations in Section
8.4.1 to obtain catalytic rate laws in terms of the concentrations of gas-phase species.
Langmuir-Hinshelwood (LH) kinetics is derived by assuming that these coverages are
given by the equilibrium coverages which exist in the absence of the surface reactions.
The required expressions were obtained by Langmuir in 1916 by considering the rate
of adsorption and desorption of each species.
8.4.2.1 Adsorption of Undissociuted Single Species

The reversible adsorption of a single species A, which remains intact (undissociated)
on adsorption, can be represented by
kI.4
AfssAes
bA

(8.4-7)

The rate of adsorption of A, raA, is proportional to the rate at which molecules of A
strike the surface, which in turn is proportional to their concentration in the bulk gas,
and to the fraction of unoccupied sites, 1 - 8,:
rCZA

= kaACA(l

- eA)

(8.4-8)

where kaA is an adsorption rate constant which depends on temperature. (If the units
Of raA are mol rnw2 s-l and of CA are mol mP3, the units of kaA are m s-l.) A molecule
which strikes a site already occupied may reflect without adsorption or may displace
the occupying molecule; in either case, there is no net effect.
The rate of desorption of A, r,A, is proportional to the fraction of surface covered,
8,:
I;iA

= kdAeA

(8.4-9)

where kdA is a desorption rate constant which also depends on temperature. (The units
of kdA are Id In - 2 s-1 a>
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Figure 8.8 Langmuir adsorption isotherm

CA

At adsorption equilibrium, with r,A = r&,
‘~IA~A(~

- eA>

(8.4-10)

= kdAeA

or the fraction covered, which is proportional to the amount of gas adsorbed, is

eA =

kaACAi(kdA

= ZCAcAl(l

+ kzACA)

=

(‘%AikdAkA@

+

hzAikdAkAl

(8.4-11)

+ KAcA)

where KA = kaA/kdA, the ratio of the two rate constants, in m3 mol-I. The equation
(resulting from equation 8.4-11) expressing the (equilibrium) amount of A adsorbed on
the surface as a function of CA at constant T is called the Langmuir adsorption isotherm.
The shape of the Langmuir isotherm is shown schematically in Figure 8.8. The amount
of A adsorbed increases as the (gas-phase) concentration cA increases (at a given T),
but approaches a limiting (“saturation”) value at sufficiently high CA.
8.4.2.2 Adsorption of Dissociated Single Species

If the adsorbing molecule dissociates into two or more fragments, each requiring a site,
the fraction covered (coverage) differs from that given by equation 8.4-11. For example,
consider the adsorption of a dissociating diatomic molecule, B,:
B, + 2s + 2B.s

(8.4-12)

Here, the rate of adsorption is assumed to be given by
r a&? = katg& - hd*

(8.4-13)

The quadratic term in open sites reflects the statistical likelihood of there being two
adjacent open sites. The rate of desorption is given by
rdEz =

kdB2f%

(8.4-14)

and the coverage obtained by equating the adsorption and desorption rates is
eB = (KQ%$‘~/[~

+ (KB,cB,)1’21

(8.4-15) /

where KB, = kaBz/kdB,. Similarly, if n sites are required for n fragments, the exponent
1/2 becomes l/n.
By measuring the amount of adsorption of reactive molecules under conditions
where they do not react further and where desorption is very slow (low temperature),
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we can “count” the number of catalytic sites. The type of adsorption considered here is
chemical in nature-chemical bonds are formed with the catalytically active surfaceand is known as chemisorption. A weaker type of adsorption due to physical forces
(like the forces which hold liquids together) can also occur. This latter type of adsorption (which can occur anywhere on the surface-not just on catalytic sites) is used to
measure the surface area of porous materials.
8.4.2.3 Adsorption of Competing Species

For a surface reaction between two adsorbed gaseous species, A and B, we need to
consider the simultaneous adsorption of the two species, competing for the available
sites. For species A, the rate of adsorption is
rllA

= kaAcA(l - OA - 0,)

(8.4-16)

For this expression, it is assumed that a molecule of A from the bulk gas striking a site
occupied by a B molecule is reflected, and does not displace the adsorbed B molecule.
The rate of desorption, as for a single species, is
rdA

(8.4-17)

= ‘tiAeA

At adsorption equilibrium, r,A = r&,, and
- e A - % > = kdAeA

(8.4-18)

KAcA(l

- 8, - e,) = 8,

(8.4-19)

KBCB(l

- eA - e,)

(8.4-20)

kaACA(1
Or,

if KA = kaAlkdA,

Similarly,
= eB

where KB = kaB/kdB, the ratio of adsorption and desorption rate constants for B.
From equations 8.4-19 and 20, we obtain expressions for 8, and 8,:
OA

= KAcAI(l + KAcA + KBcB)

8, = K,c,l(l + KAcA + KBcB)

(8.4-21)
(8.4-22)

According to these equations, each adsorbed species inhibits the adsorption of the
other, as indicated by the term KBcB in the denominator of the equation for 8, and
conversely for 8,.
In a more general form of equation 8.4-21 or -22, a Kici term appears in the denominator for each adsorbing species i in competition for the adsorption sites. Furthermore,
if the species dissociates into IZ~ fragments, the appropriate term is (Ki~i)l’ni as in equation 8.4-15 for yt = 2. Therefore, in the most general case, the expression for Langmuir
adsorption of species i from a multispecies gas mixture is:
I

I

(Kici)‘lni
ei =
1 + xj(Kjcj)l’nj
I

; i, j = 1,2, . . . , N

(8.4-23)
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8.4.3 Langmuir-Hinshelwood (LH) Kinetics
By combining surface-reaction rate laws with the Langmuir expressions for surface coverages, we can obtain Langmuir-Hinshelwood (LH) rate laws for surface-catalyzed reactions. Although we focus on the intrinsic kinetics of the surface-catalyzed reaction,
the LH model should be set in the context of a broader kinetics scheme to appreciate
the significance of this.
A kinetics scheme for an overall reaction expressed as

where A is a gas-phase reactant and B a gas-phase product, is as follows:
A(g) 2 A (surface vicinity); mass transfer (fast)
kJ.4
A(surface vicinity) + s c A 0 s; adsorption-desorption (fast)
A 0 s A B(surface vicinity) + s;

(1)
(2)

surface reaction (slow, rds)

B(surface vicinity) 2 B(g);

(3)
(4)

mass transfer (fast)

Here A(g) and B(g) denote reactant and product in the bulk gas at concentrations CA
and cn, respectively; k& and kng are mass-transfer coefficients, s is an adsorption Site,
and A l s is a surface-reaction intermediate. In this scheme, it is assumed that B is not
adsorbed. In focusing on step (3) as the rate-determining step, we assume kAs and k,,
are relatively large, and step (2) represents adsorption-desorption equilibrium.
8.4.3.1 Unimolecular Surface Reaction (Type I)

For the overall reaction A -+ B, if the rds is the unimolecular surface reaction given by
equation 8.4-1, the rate of reaction is obtained by using equation 8.4-21 for OA in 8.4-2
to result in:
kKACA
(-IA) = 1 + KAcA + KBcB

(8.4-24)l

‘The equations of the LH model can be expressed in terms of partial pressure pi (replacing cl). For example,
equation 8.4-23 for fractional coverage of species i may be written as (with ni = nj = 1)
0; = 1 +~~~j,,j;i, j = l,L...,N

where 4, is the ratio of adsorption and desorption rate constants in terms of (gas-phase) partial pressure,
4, = k,,Jkdi. Similarly the rate law in equation 8.4-24 may be written as

(-TA)

=

k&pPA
1 + KAPPA +

I
KB~TPB

(8.4-24a)

Some of the problems at the end of the chapter are posed in terms of partial pressure.
Appropriate differences in units for the various quantities must be taken into account. If (-r~) is in mol me2
s-l and pi is in kE’a, the units of kapl are mol m -z s- 1kF’a-’ , and of Kip are kF%’ ; the units of kdi are the same
as before.
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Two common features of catalytic rate laws are evident in this expression.
(1) Saturation kinetics: The rate is first order with respect to A at low concentrations of A (such that KAcA << 1 + KBcB), but becomes zero order at higher
concentrations when KAcA >> 1 + KBcB. In the high-concentration limit, all the
catalytic sites are saturated with A(8 A = l), and the rate is given by the number
of catalytic sites times the rate constant, k.
(2) Product inhibition: If the term KBce is significant compared to 1 + KAcA, the
rate is inhibited by the presence of product. In the extreme case of KBcB >>
1 + KAcA, equation 8.4-24 becomes

(-r*) = k’C*C;l

(8.4-25)

where k’ = kKAKil. Note that the inhibition of the rate by B has nothing to do
with the reversibility of the reaction (which is assumed to be irreversible).
8.4.3.2 Bimolecular Surface Reaction (Type ZZ)

For the overall reaction A + B + C, if the rds is the bimolecular surface reaction given
by equation 8.4-3, the rate of reaction is obtained by using equation 8.4-23 (applied to
A and B, with A, B, and C adsorbable) in equation 8.4-4 (for eA and 0,) to result in:

kKAK13CACB

(-rA) = (1 + KAcA + KBcB + K~c,-)*

(8.4-26)

This rate law contains another widely observed feature in surface catalysis:
(3) Inhibition by one ofrhe reacrunrs: Similar to Type I kinetics, the rate is first order
in CA when KAcA << 1 + KBcB + KC+, but instead of reaching a plateau in the
other limit (KAcA >> 1 + KBcB + KC+), the rate becomes inhibited by A. The

limiting rate law in this case is
(-rA) = k’c&

(8.4-27)

where k’ = kKB/KA. A maximum in the rate is achieved at intermediate values
of CA, and the ultimate maximum rate occurs when kt3, = 8, = 1/2. Many CO
hydrogenation reactions, such as the methanol synthesis reaction, exhibit rate
laws with negative effective orders in CO and positive effective orders in H,.
This reflects the fact that CO is adsorbed more strongly than H, on the metal
surface involved (KC0 > KHz).
Also apparent from equation 8.4-26 is thatproducr inhibition can have a more serious
effect in Type II kinetics because of the potential negative second-order term.

For the surface-catalyzed reaction A(g) + B(g) + products (C), what is the form of the
rate law if
(a) Both reactants are weakly adsorbed, and products are not adsorbed, and
(b) Reactant A is weakly adsorbed, B is moderately adsorbed, and products are not
adsorbed?
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SOLUTION
(a) From equation 8.4-26, with KAcA << 1 >> Kncn,
(-r*) = k’CACB

(8.4-28)

which is a second-order reaction, with k’ = kKAKB.
(b) From equation 8.4-26, with KAcA << 1,
(-rA) = kc,c,l(l + KBcB)2

(8.4-29)

and the reaction is first-order with respect to A, but not with respect to B. As cn increases,
B occupies more of the surface, and its presence inhibits the rate of reaction.

8.4.4 Beyond Langmuir-Hinshelwood Kinetics
The two rate laws given by equations 8.4-24 and -26 (Types I and II) are used extensively
to correlate experimental data on surface-catalyzed reactions. Nevertheless, there are
many surface-catalyzed reaction mechanisms which have features not covered by LH
kinetics.
Multiple surface steps: The basic LH mechanisms involve a single surface reaction,
while many surface-catalyzed reactions, like the methanol synthesis mechanism in
Figure 8.3, involve a series of surface steps. The surface sites are shared by the intermediates and the adsorbed reactants and products; thus, the coverages are altered
from those predicted by adsorption of gas-phase species alone. The steady-state coverages are obtained from analyses identical to those used for gas-phase mechanisms
involving reactive intermediates (Chapter 7). Although it is possible to obtain analytical rate laws from some such mechanisms, it often becomes impossible for complex
mechanisms. In any case, the rate laws are modified from those of the standard LH expressions. For example, the following mechanistic sequence, involving the intermediate
species I

exhibits zero-order kinetics, if the irreversible unimolecular step I l s + P l s is ratedetermining. In this case, the surface is filled with I (0, = l), and the competition among
A, B, and C for the remaining sites becomes unimportant. In a similar manner, if a series
of initial steps which are in equilibrium is followed by a slow step, extra factors appear
in the rate law.
Irreversible adsorption: The LH mechanisms assume that the adsorption of all gasphase species is in equilibrium. Some mechanisms, however, occur by irreversible steps.
In these cases, the intermediates are again treated in the same manner as reactive intermediates in homogeneous mechanisms. An example is the Mars-van Krevelen (1954)
mechanism for oxidation, illustrated by the following two steps:
0, +2s + 200s
o.s+co~co2+s
Eley-Rideal mechanisms: If the mechanism involves a direct reaction between a
gas-phase species and an adsorbed intermediate (Eley-Rideal step, reaction 8.4-5) the
competition between the reactants for surface sites does not occur. From equations
8.4-6 and -21, since one reactant does not have to adsorb on a site in order to react,
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the rate is given by

(74) =

kKACACB

1 + KAcA + KCCC

Even though the reaction is bimolecular, reactant inhibition does not occur for this type
of reaction.
Variable site characteristics: Sites which have variable properties have been observed.
These have been treated in several ways, including (1) distribution ofsite types, which
can be thought of as equivalent to having a distribution of catalysts operating independently; and (2) site properties which change with the presence of other adsorbates,
although they are all the same at a given condition. In the latter case, for example,
the rate constants for adsorption or surface reactions can depend on the amounts of
other adsorbed intermediates: k, = f(6,, 13,, . . . ). An example is the well-studied dependence of the heat of adsorption of CO on various metals, which decreases as the
coverage of the surface by CO increases.

8.5

HETEROGENEOUS CATALYSIS: KINETICS IN POROUS
CATALYST PARTICLES

8.5.1 General Considerations
For a solid-catalyzed gas-phase reaction, the catalyst is commonly in the form of particles or pellets of various possible shapes and sizes, and formed in various ways. Such
particles are usually porous, and the interior surface accessible to the reacting species
is usually much greater than the gross exterior surface.
The porous nature of the catalyst particle gives rise to the possible development of
significant gradients of both concentration and temperature across the particle, because
of the resistance to diffusion of material and heat transfer, respectively. The situation
is illustrated schematically in Figure 8.9 for a spherical or cylindrical (viewed end-on)
particle of radius R. The gradients on the left represent those of CA, say, for A(g) +
. . . -+ product(s), and those on the right are for temperature T; the gradients in each
case, however, are symmetrical with respect to the centerline axis of the particle.
First, consider the gradient of CA. Since A is consumed by reaction inside the particle,
there is a spontaneous tendency for A to move from the bulk gas (CA& to the interior
of the particle, first by mass transfer to the exterior surface (c,&) across a supposed film,
and then by some mode of diffusion (Section 8.5.3) through the pore structure of the
particle. If the surface reaction is “irreversible,” all A that enters the particle is reacted
within the particle and none leaves the particle as A; instead, there is a counterdiffusion of product (for simplicity, we normally assume equimolar counterdiffusion). The
concentration, cA, at any point is the gas-phase concentration at that point, and not the
surface
concentration.
Next, consider the gradients of temperature. If the reaction is exothermic, the center of the particle tends to be hotter, and conversely for an endothermic reaction. lJvo
sets of gradients are thus indicated in Figure 8.9. Heat transfer through the particle is
primarily by conduction, and between exterior particle surface (T,) and bulk gas (T,)
by combined convection-conduction across a thermal boundary layer, shown for convenience in Figure 8.9 to coincide with the gas film for mass transfer. (The quantities
To, ATp, ATf, and AT,, are used in Section 8.5.5.)
The kinetics of surface reactions described in Section 8.4 for the LH model refer to
reaction at a point in the particle at particular values of cA (or PA) and T. To obtain
a rate law for the particle as a whole, we must take into account the variation of CA
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Figure 8.9 Concentration (CA) and temperature (Z’) gradients (schematic)

in a porous catalyst particle (spherical or end-on cylindrical)
and T in some manner, which means taking into account the diffusional and thermal
effects within the particle, and between particle and bulk gas. This is the subject of the
remainder of this section.

8.5.2

Particle Density and Voidage

(Porosity)

Particle density, pP, is defined by
pp = m,lv,

(8.51)

where mp and I.‘, are the mass and volume of the particle, respectively. Particle voidage,
ep, is the ratio of the volume of void space (pores) in the particle, I+,, to the volume of
the particle, vp:
EP

= v,Iv,

(8.5-2)

Because of the voidage, the particle density is less than the intrinsic density of the solid
catalyst material, ps = mplvs, where vS is the volume of solid in the particle, but is
related to it by
PP

= P,(l - EP>

(8.5-3)

since vp = V” + vs.

8.5.3

Modes of Diffusion; Effective Diffusivity
Diffusion is the spontaneous migration of a species in space, relative to other species, as
a result of a variation in its chemical potential, in the direction of decreasing potential.
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The variation of chemical potential may arise as a result of variation of concentration or
temperature or by other means, but we consider only the effect of concentration here.
From a molecular point of view inside a catalyst particle, diffusion may be considered to occur by three different modes: molecular, Knudsen, and surface. Molecular
diffusion is the result of molecular encounters (collisions) in the void space (pores) of
the particle. Knudsen diffusion is the result of molecular collisions with the walls of
the pores. Molecular diffusion tends to dominate in relatively large pores at high P,
and Knudsen diffusion tends to dominate in small pores at low P. Surface diffusion results from the migration of adsorbed species along the surface of the pore because of a
gradient in surface concentration.
Since we don’t usually know enough about pore structure and other matters to assess
the relative importance of these modes, we fall back on the phenomenological description of the rate of diffusion in terms of Fick’s (first) law. According to this, for steadystate diffusion in one dimension (coordinate x) of species A, the molar flux, NA, in, say,
mol rnp2 (cross-sectional area of diffusion medium) s-r, through a particle is
NA = -D,dc/Jdn

(8.54)

where D, is the effective diffusivity for A.
The effective diffusivity D, is a characteristic of the particle that must be measured for
greatest accuracy. However, in the absence of experimental data, D, may be estimated
in terms of molecular diffusivity, D AB (for diffusion of A in the binary system A + B),
Knudsen diffusivity, D,, particle voidage, l p, and a measure of the pore structure called
the particle tortuosity, rp.
An estimate for D,, is (Reid et al., 1987, p. 582):
DA B

0.00188T3”[(M*
=

+ Mn)/M*Mn]1’2

PMDdh

(8.54a)

where D, is in cm2 s-l, T is in K, MA and MB are the molar masses of A and B,
respectively, in g mol-l, P is pressure in kPa, dAB is the collision diameter, (dA + dB)/2,
in nm, and fi, is the so-called collision integral.
The Knudsen diffusivity may be estimated (Satterfield, 1991, p. 502) from
D, = 9700re(TIM)1’2

where D, is in cm2 s-r , re is the average pore radius in cm, and M is molar mass. Equation 8.54b applies rigorously to straight, cylindrical pores, and is an approximation for
other geometries.
The overall diffusivity, D*, is obtained from DAB and D, by means of the conventional
expression for resistances in series:
1
1
-=+’
D*

DAB

(8.54~)

DK

The effective diffusivity is obtained from D*, but must also take into account the two
features that (1) only a portion of the catalyst particle is permeable, and (2) the diffusion
path through the particle is random and tortuous. These are allowed for by the particle
voidage or porosity, l p, and the tortuosity, rp, respectively. The former must also be
measured, and is usually provided by the manufacturer for a commercial catalyst. For
a straight cylinder, TV = 1, but for most catalysts, the value lies between 3 and 7; typical
values are given by Satterfield.
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The final expression for estimating D,

is

D, = D*E~/~~

(8.54d)

Equation 8.5-4d reveals the “true” units of D,, m3 (void space) m-l (particle) s-l, as
opposed to the “apparent” units in equation 8.5-4, m2 s-l.

8.54

Particle Effectiveness Factor q
8.5.4.1 Definition of r)
Since cA and T may vary from point to point within a catalyst particle (see Figure 8.9),
the rate of reaction also varies. This may be translated to say that the effectiveness of
the catalyst varies within the particle, and this must be taken into account in the rate
law.
For this purpose, we introduce the particle effectiveness factor 7, the ratio of the
observed rate of reaction for the particle as a whole to the intrinsic rate at the surface
conditions, cAs and T,. In terms of a reactant A,
77 = ,-A (observed)/rA(ch, T,)

(8.54)

We consider the effects of cA and T separately, deferring the latter to Section 8.5.5. In
focusing on the particle effectiveness factor, we also ignore the effect of any difference
in concentration between bulk gas and exterior surface (cAg and c&); in Section 8.5.6,
we introduce the overall effectiveness factor to take this into account.
We then wish to discover how TJ depends on reaction and particle characteristics in
order to use equation 8.5-5 as a rate law in operational terms. To do this, we first consider the relatively simple particle shape of a rectangular parallelepiped (flat plate) and
simple kinetics.
8.5.4.2 T,I for Flat-Plate Geometry

For a flat-plate porous particle of diffusion-path length L (and infinite extent in other directions), and with only one face permeable to diffusing reactant gas A, obtain an expression
for 7, the particle effectiveness factor defined by equation 8.5-5, based on the following
assumptions:
(1) The reaction A(g) -+ product(s) occurs within the particle.
(2) The surface reaction is first order.
(3) The reaction is irreversible.
(4) The particle is isothermal.
(5) The gas is of constant density.
(6) The overall process is in steady-state.
(7) The diffusion of A in the particle is characterized by the effective diffusivity D,,
which is constant.
(8) There is equimolar counterdiffusion (reactants and products).
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Figure 8.10 (a) Representation of flat-plate geometry; (b) concentration
profile +!J(+, z) (dimensionless) for various values of Thiele modulus 4

The particle shape is illustrated in Figure &lo(a), with reactant A entering the particle
through the permeable face on the left.

SOLUTION
To obtain an expression for q, we first derive the continuity equation governing steadystate diffusion of A through the pores of the particle. This is based on a material balance
for A across the control volume consisting of the thin strip of width dx shown in Figure 8.10(a). We then solve the resulting differential equation to obtain the concentration
profile for A through the particle (shown in Figure &lo(b)), and, finally, use this result to
obtain an expression for 77 in terms of particle, reaction, and diffusion characteristics.
In words, the diffusion or material-balance equation for A is:
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That is, on applying equation 8.5-4 to both faces of the strip, we have
-D,Ac% = -D,A, [$$ + & &)dx] + (-rA)A,dx

(8.5-6)

for any surface kinetics, where A, is the cross-sectional area perpendicular to the direction
of diffusion of A (A, is constant here and cancels). The rate law for (- rA) is not specified,
but the units of (-I*) are mol A rnd3 (particle) s-l. If we introduce first-order kinetics
((-rA) = kAcA), equation 8.5-6 becomes
d2c,ldx2 - k,c,lD, = 0

(8.5-7)

To obtain a nondimensional form of this equation, we define dimensionless concentration,
I/J, and length, z, respectively, as

t+b = c,/c,

(8.5-8)

z = XlL

(8.5-9)

Equation 8.5-7 in nondimensional form is then
d2$ldz2 - (kAL2/D,>+ = 0

(8.5-10)

The coefficient of $ in equation 8.5-10 is used to define a dimensionless group called the
Thiele modulus,2 4:
C#I = L(k,lD,)“2

(n = 1)

(8.5-11) 1

so that equation 8.5-10 becomes
d2+ldz2 - 42$ = 0

(8.512)

The importance of 4 is that its magnitude is a measure of the ratio of intrinsic reaction
rate (through kA) to diffusion rate (through 0,). Thus, for a given value of kA, a large value
of 4 corresponds to a relatively low value of D,, and hence to relatively high diffusional
resistance (referred to as “strong pore-diffusion” resistance). Conversely, a small value of
$J corresponds to “negligible pore-diffusion” resistance.
The solution of equation 8.5-12 provides the concentration profile for I,!J as a function of
z, +(z). On integrating the equation twice, we obtain
t/t = Cle4z + C2e-4z

(8.5-12a)

where Ct and C2 are integration constants to be obtained from the boundary conditions:
at z = 0,
atz = 1,

$=l
dr+Wdz = 0

(8.512b)
(SS-lk)

*Equation 8.5-11 applies to a first-order surface reaction for a particle of flat-plate geometry with one face
permeable. In the next two sections, the effects of shape and reaction order on I$ are described. A general form
independent of kinetics and of shape is given in Section 8.5.4.5. The units of kA are such that 4 is dimensionless.
For catalytic reactions, the rate constant may be expressed per unit mass of catalyst (k&,,. To convert to kA for
use in equation 8.5-11 or other equations for C#J, (k,&, is multiplied by pP, the particle density.
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The second boundary condition is not known definitely, but is consistent with reactant A
not penetrating the impermeable face at z = 1. From equations 8.512a to c,
(8.5-12d)

Cl = edl(e+ + e+)
C2 = eb/(e+ + e-+)

(8.5-12e)

Then equation 8.5-12a becomes, on substitution for C, and C,:

e=

e-4(1-Z) + &l-Z)

= cosh[4(1 - z)l

e4 + e-4

cash 4

(8.5-13)

where cosh4 = (e+ + e&‘)/2.
Figure 8.10(b) shows a plot of $ = cAIcAS as a function of z, the fractional distance
into the particle, with the Thiele modulus #I as parameter. For 4 = 0, characteristic of a
very porous particle, the concentration of A remains the same throughout the particle. For
4 = 0.5, characteristic of a relatively porous particle with almost negligible pore-diffusion
resistance, cA decreases slightly as z + 1. At the other extreme, for 4 = 10, characteristic
of relatively strong pore-diffusion resistance, CA drops rapidly as z increases, indicating
that reaction takes place mostly in the outer part (on the side of the permeable face) of the
particle, and the inner part is relatively ineffective.
The effectiveness factor 77, defined in equation 8.5-5, is a measure of the effectiveness of
the interior surface of the particle, since it compares the observed rate through the particle
as a whole with the intrinsic rate at the exterior surface conditions; the latter would occur
if there were no diffusional resistance, so that all parts of the interior surface were equally
effective (at cA = c&. To obt ain q, since all A entering the particle reacts (irreversible
reaction), the observed rate is given by the rate of diffusion across the permeable face at
z = 0:
rate with diff. resist. = (-I-~) observed
77= rate with no diff. resist.
(-rJ intrinsic
= rate of diffusion of A at z = 0 = (NA at z = O)A,
total rate of reaction at cAs
(- RA)int
= -D,A,(dc,/dx),=,
LAckACAs

_ -D,c,(d$ldz),=,
-

L2k,Ck,

That is,

where tanh4 = sinh@cosh$ = (e#’ - e&)l(e’# + e-4).
Note that 7 -+ 1 as r#~ --+ 0 and 77 -+ l/$ as 4 -+ large. (Obtaining the former result
requires an application of L’HBpital’s rule, but the latter follows directly from tanh 4 -+
1 as 4 -+ large.) These limiting results are shown in Figure 8.11, which is a plot of 17 as a
function of 4 according to equation 8.5-14, with both coordinates on logarithmic scales.
The two limiting results and the transition region between may arbitrarily be considered
as three regions punctuated by the points marked by G and H:
!I
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0.1

1

10

IC

4

Figure 8.11 Effectiveness factor (n) as a function of Thiele
modulus (4) for an isothermal particle; three regions indicated:
+-G: +<0.5;q + 1
G-H : 0.5 < 4 < 5
H-, : 4>5;r/-+ l/+
(1) Negligible pore-diffusion resistance (up to point G):
cp < 0.5;

q +1

(8.5-14a)

(2) Significant pore-diffusion resistance (G-H):
0.5 < 4 < 5;

n = (tanh4)/4

(8.5-14b)

(3) Strong pore-diffusion resistance (beyond point H):
4 > 5;

?j -+ 114

(8.5-14c)

Because of the logarithmic scales used, the coordinates in Figure 8.11 extend indefinitely in all directions except that, for normal kinetics, 0 < 7 5 1 for an isothermal
particle (can n be greater than 1 for a nonisothermal particle?).
Substitution of the result given by equation 8.5-14 into the definition of n given by
equation 8.5-5 yields the modified first-order rate law for an isothermal particle of this
geometry:
(-rA)obs = qkAck, = ykAck,

(8.5-15)

where 4 is given by equation 8.5-11. Equation 8.5-15 is in terms of q and cAs. The form
in terms of the observable concentration of A(cAg) requires consideration of the (additional) resistance to mass transfer exterior to the particle, and is developed in Section
8.5.6 dealing with the overall effectiveness factor no.
8.5.4.3 Effect of Particle Geometry (Shape) on T,J

The procedure described in Example 8-4 may be used to obtain analytical solutions
for concentration profiles and q for other shapes of particles, such as spherical and
cylindrical shapes indicated in Figure 8.9. Spherical shape is explored in problem 8-13.
The solution for a cylinder is more cumbersome, requiring a series solution in terms of
certain Bessel functions, details of which we omit here. The results for the dimensionless
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concentration gradient Cc, and for 77 are summarized in Table 8.1 in terms of a Thiele
modulus appropriate to each shape, as dictated by the form of the diffusion equation
in each case. Table 8.1 includes the case of a flat plate with two faces permeable.
The results for spherical and cylindrical shapes are approximately in accordance with
those shown in Figure 8.11, and in the limit of 4 + large, become the same, if the Thiele
modulus is normalized in terms of a common effective diffusion-path-length parameter,
L,, defined by

L, =

volume of particle
exterior permeable surface area

(8.516)

Then the Thiele modulus normalized for shape is, for first-order kinetics:
(n = 1)3

4’ = L,(k/JD,)‘”

(8.517)

The consequences of this normalization are summarized for the various shapes in
Table 8.2. In Table 8.2, subscripts FPl and FP2 refer to a flat plate with 1 and 2 faces
permeable, respectively, and subscripts s and c refer to sphere and cylinder, respectively, all as given in Table 8.1. The main consequence is that, if 4’ replaces 4 in Figure
8.11,7 for all shapes lies approximately on the one line shown. The results become exactly the same for large values of $‘(q + l/+‘, independent of shape). In the transition
region between points G and H, the results differ slightly (about 17% at the most).
Table 8.1 Effectiveness factor (7) for various particle shapes (assumptions in
Example 8-4)
Shape

4

9

flat platea
flat plateb

L( k*ID,)‘”
L( kAID,)1’2

sphereC

R( kA/D,)‘/2

cosh[4( 1 - z)]/cosh 4
cosh[+( $ - z)]/cosh(+/2)
R sinh(@/R)
r
sinh C#J

cylinder’

R(kA/D,)“2

rl

(in terms of Bessel
functions (BF))

(tanh 4114
tanh(@2)/(+/2)
g&&J
3 (ratio of BF)

a One face permeable as in Example 8-4; see Figure 8.10(a).
b Two faces permeable.
c R is particle radius; r is radial coordinate (r = 0 at center of particle).

Table 8.2 Thiele modulus (4’) normalized with respect to shape
and asymptotic value of v
Asymptotic value of 77

3See footnote 2

Shape

-L

flat plate (1)
flat plate (2)
sphere
cylinder

L
Ll2
RI3
RI2
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Table 8.3 Thiele modulus (4”) normalized with respect to order of
reaction (n) and asymptotic value of 77
Asymptotic value of v
n

4’

4”

0
1
2

L,(kAlchD,)‘”
L,(kA/D,)1’2

C$‘/21/2

Le(b.CAslDe)

112

f$&)l~*

4’ * cc
2”2/@
l/C/+
(2/3)“*/@

4” + cc
lh#J”
l/@’
l/#F

8.5.4.4 Effect of Order of Reaction on q

The development of an analytical expression for n in Example 8-4 is for a first-order
reaction and a particular particle shape (flat plate). Other orders of reaction can be postulated and investigated. For a zero-order reaction, analytical results can be obtained
in a relatively straightforward way for both 7 and I/J (problems 8-14 for a flat plate and
8-15 for a sphere). Corresponding results can be obtained, although not so easily, for an
nth-order reaction in general; an exact result can be obtained for I,!J and an approximate
one for 7. Here, we summarize the results without detailed justification.
For an nth-order reaction, the diffusion equation corresponding to equation 8.5-12 is
d2$ldz2 - I$~+” = 0

(8.5-18)

4 = L(kAc$-j1/D,)1’2

(8.5-19)

where the Thiele modulus, 4, is

The asymptotic solution (4 -+ large) for 77 is [2/(n + 1)lu2/4, of which the result given
by 8.5-14~ is a special case for a first-order reaction. The general result can thus be
used to normalize the Thiele modulus for order so that the results for strong porediffusion resistance all fall on the same limiting straight line of slope - 1 in Figure 8.11.
The normalized Tbiele modulus for this purpose is

(8.5-20)
(8.5-20a)
(8.5-2Ob)

As a result,
n -+ l/+” as 4” + large

(8.5-21)

regardless of order n. The results for orders 0, 1, and 2 are summarized in Table 8.3.
8.5.4.5 General Form of Thiele Modulus

The conclusions about asymptotic values of 7 summarized in Tables 8.2 and 8.3, and
the behavior of v in relation to Figure 8.11, require a generalization of the definition
of the Thiele modulus. The result for 4” in equation 8.520 is generalized with respect
to particle geometry through L,, but is restricted to power-law kinetics. However, since
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surface reactions may follow other kinetics, such as Langmuir-Hinshelwood kinetics,
there is a need to define a general Thiele modulus (&) applicable to all forms of kinetics
as well as shape.
The form of & developed by Petersen (1965) in terms of reactant A, and for constant
D,, is:
I

I
Le( - rA~intlck,

” = [2D, jiAs( -‘A)in&#2

(8.5-22)

where (-r&t is the intrinsic rate given by the rate law, and (-rA)i&, is the rate
evaluated at the concentration at the exterior surface of the particle, cAs. All forms of
Thiele modulus given previously may be obtained from this general expression.
8.5.4.6 Identifying the Presence of Diffusion Resistance
The presence (or absence) of pore-diffusion resistance in catalyst particles can be readily determined by evaluation of the Thiele modulus and subsequently the effectiveness
factor, if the intrinsic kinetics of the surface reaction are known. When the intrinsic rate
law is not known completely, so that the Thiele modulus cannot be calculated, there are
two methods available. One method is based upon measurement of the rate for differing particle sizes and does not require any knowledge of the kinetics. The other method
requires only a single measurement of rate for a particle size of interest, but requires
knowledge of the order of reaction. We describe these in turn.

8.5.4.6.1 Effect of particle size. If the rate of reaction, (-rA)&, is measured for two
or more particle sizes (values of L,), while other conditions are kept constant, two extremes of behavior may be observed.
(1) The rate is independent of particle size. This is an indication of negligible porediffusion resistance, as might be expected for either very porous particles or sufficiently small particles such that the diffusional path-length is very small. In either
case, 11 -+ 1, and (-r.Jobs = (-IA)& for the surface reaction.
(2) The rate is inversely proportional to particle size. This is an indication of strong
pore-diffusion resistance, in which 7-t + l/&’ as 4” + large. Since 4” m L, for
fixed other conditions (surface kinetics, D,, and c~), if we compare measured
rates for two particle sizes (denoted by subscripts 1 and 2) for strong porediffusion
resistance,
(-rA)obs,l
(-rA)obs,2

71 -_
=

ii

4;
- _- J5e2 +;’

(8.5-23)

Lel

8.5.4.6.2 Weisz-Prater criterion. The relative significance of pore-diffusion resistance
can be assessed by a criterion, known as the Weisz-Prater (1954) criterion, which requires only a single measurement of the rate, together with knowledge of D,, L,, cAs
and the order of the surface reaction (but not of the rate constant).
For an nth-order surface reaction of species A, the rate and Thiele modulus, respectively are
(-rA)obs

= vkAck

(8.5-24)
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(8.5-20b)
Eliminating kA from these two equations, and grouping measurable quantities together
on the left side, we have
I

I

(n + 1) b-dobs~:

2

= 17(#y

= cp

D&AS

(8.5-25)

where @ is referred to as the observable modulus and is evaluated by the dimensionless
group on the left.
For negligible pore-diffusion resistance, 7) + 1 and 4” + small, say < 0.5. Thus,
@ < 0.25, say (negligible diffusion resistance)

(8.5-26)

For strong pore-diffusion resistance, 77 4 l/q3”, and 4” 4 large, say > 5. Thus,
@ > 5, say (strong diffusion resistance)

(8.5-27)

8.5.4.7 Strong Pore-Diffusion Resistance: Some Consequences

Here, we consider the consequences of being in the region of strong pore-diffusion resistance (77 + l/$” as 4” -+ large) for the apparent order of reaction and the apparent
activation energy; 4” is given by equation 8.5-20b.
Consider an nth-order surface reaction, represented by A(g) + product(s), occurring in a catalyst particle, with negligible external resistance to mass transfer so that
c,& = c&. Then the observed rate of reaction is

where
k obs

= ie
- (&I” (k,D,)1’2

(8.5-29)

According to equation 8.5-28, the nth-order surface reaction becomes a reaction for
which the observed order is (a + 1)/2. Thus, a zero-order surface reaction becomes one
of order 1/2, a first-order reaction remains first-order, and second-order becomes order
312. This is the result if D, is independent of concentration, as would be the case if Knudsen diffusion predominated. If molecular diffusion predominates, for pure A, D, m c&
and the observed order becomes n/2, with corresponding results for particular orders
of surface reaction (e.g., a first-order surface reaction is observed to have order 1/2).
Consider next the apparent EA. From equation 8.5-29,
(8.5-30)
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If kobs, kA, and D, all follow Arrhenius-type behavior,
ace reaction) + E,(diffusion)] 21 i E,(surface reaction)

(8.531)

since the activation energy for diffusion (- RT) is usually small compared to the (true)
activation energy for a reaction (say 50 to 200 kJ mol-‘). The result is that, if reaction
takes places in the catalyst particle in the presence of strong pore-diffusion resistance,
the observed EA is about 1/2 the true E,,, for the surface reaction. This effect may be
observed on an Arrhenius plot (In kobs versus l/T) as a change in slope, if conditions
are such that there is a change from reaction-rate control (negligible pore-diffusion
resistance) at relatively low temperatures to strong pore-diffusion resistance at higher
temperatures.

8.5.5

Dependence of q on Temperature
The definition of the particle effectiveness factor r] involves the intrinsic rate of reaction,
( -Y*)~~~, for reaction A -+ products, at the exterior surface conditions of gas-phase
concentration (cAs) and temperature (T,). Thus, from equation 8.55,
(-rz4)obs

= d-rA)inr,c&

So far, we have assumed that the particle is isothermal and have focused only on the
diffusional characteristics and concentration gradient within the particle, and their effect on 7. We now consider the additional possibility of a temperature gradient arising
from the thermal characteristics of the particle and the reaction, and its effect on 77.
The existence of a temperature gradient is illustrated schematically in Figure 8.9 for a
spherical or cylindrical (end-on) particle, and for both an exothermic and an endothermic reaction. The overall drop in temperature AT,, from the center of the particle to
bulk gas may be divided into two parts:
AT,, = ATP + ATf

(8.533)

where ATP is the drop across the particle itself, and AT, is that across the gas film or the
thermal boundary layer. It is the gradient across the particle, corresponding to AT,, that
influences the particle effectiveness factor, 7. The gradient across the film influences the
overall effectiveness factor, v0 (Section 8.5.6).
Two limiting cases arise from equation 8.5-33:
(1) Rate of intraparticle heat conduction is rate controlling:
ATf -+ 0; T, + T g

(8533a)

The result is a nonisothermal particle with an exterior surface at T,.
(2) Rate of heat transfer across gas film is rate controlling:
ATP -+ 0; T(throughout) -+ T,

(8533b)

The result is an isothermal particle, but hotter (exothermic case) or colder (endothermic case) than the bulk gas at Tg.
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For a catalyst particle to be isothermal while reaction is taking place within it, the enthalpy generated or consumed by reaction must be balanced by enthalpy (heat) transport (mostly by conduction) through the particle. This is more likely to occur if the
enthalpy of reaction is small and the effective thermal conductivity (k,, analogous to
0,) of the catalyst material is large. However, should this balance not occur, a temperature gradient exists. For an exothermic reaction, T increases with increasing distance
into the particle, so that the average rate of reaction within the particle is greater than
that at T,. This is the opposite of the usual effect of concentration: the average rate is
less than that at ckc. The result is that vex0 > nisoth. Since the effect of increasing T
on rate is an exponential increase, and that of decreasing cA is usually a power-law decrease, the former may be much more significant than the latter, and vex0 may be > 1
(even in the presence of a diffusional resistance). For an isothermal particle, nisoth < 1
because of the concentration effect alone. For an endothermic reaction, the effect of
temperature is to reinforce the concentration effect, and r)en&, < r)isarh < 1.
The dependence of q on T has been treated quantitatively by Weisz and Hicks (1962).
We outline the approach and give some of the results for use here, but omit much of
the detailed development.
For a first-order reaction, A + products, and a spherical particle, the materialbalance equation corresponding to equation 8.5-7, and obtained by using a thin-shell
control volume of inside radius r , is
Id2cA 2dcL/CAC
dr2

r dr

-0

D, A -

(the derivation is the subject of problem 8-13). The analogous energy-balance equation
is
(-AHRA)kA

d2T 2 d T
dr2+rdr+

ke

_ o

cA -

(8.535)

Boundary conditions for these equations are:
At particle surface: r = R; T = T,; cA = cAs
At particle center: r = 0; dTldr = 0; dcAldr = 0

(8.536)
(8.5-37)

Equations 8.5-34 and -35 are nonlinearly coupled through T, since k, depends exponentially on T. The equations cannot therefore be treated independently, and there is
no exact analytical solution for CA(r) and T(r). A numerical or approximate analytical
solution results in n expressed in terms of three dimensionless parameters:

v(T) = T(&YY,P)

(8.5-38)

where C$ (= R(kAID,)l”, Table 8.1) is the Thiele modulus, and y and /3 are defined as
follows:
y = E,IRT,

p - AT;max s

(8.5-39)

De(-AHRA)CAs

(8.5-40)

k,Ts

where AT,,,,, is the value of ATp when cA(r = 0) = 0. For an exothermic reaction,
/3 > 0; for an endothermic reaction, p < 0; for an isothermal particle, p = 0, since
ATp = 0.
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The result for ATP,,,, contained in equation 8.540 can be obtained from the following energy balance for a control surface or a core of radius Y:
rate of thermal conduction across control surface
= rate of enthalpy consumption/generation within core
= rate of diffusion of A across control surface X (-AH&

(8.5-41)

That is, from Fourier’s and Fick’s laws,

(8.542)
Integration of equation 8.5-42 from the center of the particle (r = 0, T = T,, cA =
cAO) to the surface (r = R, T = T,, CA = c&, with k,, D,, and (-AURA) constant, results in
ATp = T, - To = D,(-AHRA)
k
(cAs - CAo)

(8.5-43)

e

or, with CA0 + 0,and AT,, -+ AT,,,,,

qvnlzx =

D~(-AHRA)CA~
k

as used in equation 8.5-40.
Some of the results of Weisz and Hicks (1962) are shown in Figure 8.12 for y = 20,
with n as a function of 4 and p (as a parameter). Figure 8.12 confirms the conclusions
reached qualitatively above. Thus, vex0 (p 3 0) > qisorh (/3 =’ 0), and vex0 > 1 for relatively high values of p and a sufficiently low value of 4; nendO < visorh < 1. At high
values of /? and low values of 4, there is the unusual phenomenon of three solutions
for n for a given value of p and of 4; of these, the high and low values represent stable
steady-state solutions, and the intermediate value represents an unstable solution. The
region in which this occurs is rarely encountered. Some values of the parameters are
given by HlavaCek and KubiCek (1970).

8.56

Overall Effectiveness Factor q0
The particle effectiveness factor n defined by equation 8.5-5 takes into account concentration and temperature gradients within the particle, but neglects any gradients
from bulk fluid to the exterior surface of the particle. The overall effectiveness factor
q0 takes both into account, and is defined by reference to bulk gas conditions (c&, T,)
rather than conditions at the exterior of the particle (c,,+ T,):
q. = t-A(ObSH-Ved)/?-,(C~g,

Tg)

(8.5-45)

Here, as in Section 8.5.4, we treat the isothermal case for r),, and relate r10 to 7. no may
then be interpreted as the ratio of the (observed) rate of reaction with pore diffusion
and external mass transfer resistance to the rate with neither of these present.
We first relate no to q, kA, and kAs, the last two characterizing surface reaction and
mass transfer, respectively; mass transfer occurs across the gas film indicated in Figure
8.9. Consider a first-order surface reaction. If (-rA) is the observed rate of reaction,
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Figure 8.12 ~(4, p) for y = 20; spherical particle, first-order
reaction (reprinted from Chemical Engineering Science, 17,
Weisz, P.B., and Hicks, J.S., The behaviour of porous catalyst
particles in view of internal mass and heat diffusion effects, pp.
265-275, 1962, with permission from Elsevier Science.)
from the definition of T,I~,
Cer*)

= V&ACA~

(8.5-46)

= T~ACA,

(8.547)

and, from the definition of 7
C-~A)

Furthermore, at steady-state, (- rA) is also the rate of mass transfer of A across the exterior film, such mass transfer being in series with the combined intraparticle processes
of diffusion and reaction; hence, from the definition of k&,
(-rA)

= kAg(cAg

- cAs)

(8.5-48)

On eliminating ( -rA) and cllr from the three equations 8.5-46 to -48, for example, by
first obtaining an expression for cAs from 8.5-47 and -48, and then substituting for cAs
back in equation 8.5-47 and comparing the resulting equation with 8.5-46, we obtain
1
70 =
I

(k~/kAg)

(8.549)
+ (l/T)

/
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and the rate law, from equations 8.5-46 and -49, may be written as

(-rA) = (l/k,, &kA)

(8550)

Special forms of equation 8.5-50 arise depending on the relative importance of mass
transfer, pore diffusion, and surface reaction; in such cases, one or two of the three may
be the rate-controlling step or steps. These cases are explored in problem 8-18. The
result given there for problem 8-18(a) is derived in the following example.

If the surface reaction is rate controlling, what is the form of the rate law from equation
8.5-50, and what does this mean for kAg, cA$, r], and qO?
SOLUTION
If the surface reaction is the rate-controlling step, any effects of external mass transfer
and pore-diffusion are negligible in comparison. The interpretation of this, in terms of the
various parameters, is that kAg >> kA, cAs + c/Q,, and 7) and no both approach the value
of 1. Thus, the rate law, from equation 8.5-50, is just that for a homogeneous gas-phase
reaction:

(8.5-51)

(-rA) = kAC&
The concentration profile for reactant A in this case
can be visualized from Figure 8.9.

8.6

iS

a horizontal line at CA = cAg; this

CATALYST DEACTIVATION AND REGENERATION
Despite advances in catalyst design, all catalysts are subject to a reduction in activity with time (deactivation). The rate at which the catalyst is deactivated may be very
fast, such as for hydrocarbon-cracking catalysts, or may be very slow, such as for promoted iron catalysts used for ammonia synthesis, which may remain on-stream for several years without appreciable loss of activity. Nonetheless, the design engineer must
account for the inevitable loss of catalyst activity, allowing for either regeneration of
the catalyst or its periodic replacement. Since these remedial steps are costly, both in
terms of capital cost and loss of production during shutdown, it is preferable to minimize catalyst deactivation if possible. In this section, we explore the processes which
cause deactivation, and how deactivation can affect the performance of a catalyst. We
also discuss methods for preventing deactivation, and for regeneration of deactivated
catalysts.

8.6.1 Fouling
Fouling occurs when materials present in the reactor (reactants, or products, or intermediates) are deposited upon the surface of the catalyst, blocking active sites. The
most common form of fouling is by carbonaceous species, a process known as “coking.”
Coke may be deposited in several forms, including laminar graphite, high-molecularweight polycyclic aromatics (tars), polymer aggregates, and metal carbides. The form
of the coke depends upon the catalyst, the temperature, and the partial pressure of the
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carbonaceous compound. Very little coke forms on silica or carbon supports, but acidic
supports or catalysts are especially prone to coking.
To minimize coking, the reactor may be operated at short residence times, or hydrogen may be added to the process stream to convert gas-phase carbon into methane. It
is also advantageous to minimize the temperature upstream of the catalyst bed, since
gas-phase carbon is less readily formed at low temperatures.

8.6.2 Poisoning
Poisoning is caused by chemisorption of compounds in the process stream; these compounds block or modify active sites on the catalyst. The poison may cause changes in
the surface morphology of the catalyst, either by surface reconstruction or surface relaxation, or may modify the bond between the metal catalyst and the support. The toxicity
of a poison (P) depends upon the enthalpy of adsorption for the poison, and the free energy for the adsorption process, which controls the equilibrium constant for chemisorption of the poison (Kp). The fraction of sites blocked by a reversibly adsorbed poison
(0,) can be calculated using a Langmuir isotherm (equation 8.4-23a):
8, =

KPPP
1 + KAPA

(8.6-1)

+ KPPP

where KA and Kp are the adsorption constants for the reactant (A) and the poison, respectively, and PA and pp are the partial pressures of the reactant and poison. The catalyst activity remaining is proportional to the fraction of unblocked sites,
1 - 8,.
The compound responsible for poisoning is usually an impurity in the feed stream;
however, occasionally, the products of the desired reaction may act as poisons. There
are three main types of poisons:
(1) Molecules with reactive heteroatoms (e.g., sulfur);
(2) Molecules with multiple bonds between atoms (e.g., unsaturated hydrocarbons);
(3) Metallic compounds or metal ions (e.g., Hg, Pd, Bi, Sn, Cu, Fe).
The strength of the bond between the poison and the catalyst (or support) may be
relatively weak, or exceptionally strong. In the latter case, poisoning leads to an irreversible loss of activity. However, if the chemisorption bond is very weak, the observed loss of activity can be reversed by eliminating the impurity (poison) from the
feed stream. Poisons may be eliminated by physical separation, or in the case of a
type (1) or type (2) poison, the poison may be converted to a nontoxic compound
by chemical treatment (oxidation for type (l), and hydrogenation for type (2)). If a
product is responsible for poisoning, it may be helpful to operate the reactor at low
conversion, and/or selectively remove product at intermediate stages of a multistage
reactor.

8.6.3 Sintering
Sintering is caused by growth or agglomeration of small crystals which make up the
catalyst or its support. The structural rearrangement observed during sintering leads
to a decrease in surface area of the catalyst, and, consequently, an irreversible reduction in catalyst sites. Sintering generally occurs if the local temperature of the catalyst
exceeds approximately one-third to one-half of its melting temperature (T,). The upper limit (i.e., (1/2)T,,,) applies under “dry” conditions, whereas the lower temperature
limit (i.e., (1/3)T,) applies if steam is present, since steam facilitates reorganization of
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Table 8.4 Sintering temperatures for common

metals
Metal

Sintering temperature/‘C;[(1/3)T,1

many metals, aluminas, and silicas. Table 8.4 lists some common metal catalysts and the
temperature at which the onset of sintering is expected to occur.
To prevent sintering, catalysts may be doped with stabilizers which may have a high
melting point and/or prevent agglomeration of small crystals. For example, chromia,
alumina, and magnesia, which have high melting points, are often added as stabilizers
of finely divided metal catalysts. Furthermore, there is evidence that sintering of platinum can be prevented by adding trace quantities of chlorinated compounds to the gas
stream. In this case, chlorine increases the activation energy for the sintering process,
and, thus, reduces the sintering rate.

8.6.4

How Deactivation Affects Performance
Catalyst deactivation may affect the performance of a reactor in several ways. A reduction in the number of catalyst sites can reduce catalytic activity and decrease fractional
conversion. However, some reactions depend solely on the presence of metal, while
others depend strongly on the configuration of the metal. Thus, the extent to which
performance is affected depends upon the chemical reaction to be catalyzed, and the
way in which the catalyst has been deactivated. For example, deposition/chemisorption
of sulfur, nitrogen, or carbon on the catalyst generally affects hydrogenation reactions
more than exchange reactions. Consequently, if parallel reactions are to be catalyzed,
deactivation may cause a shift in selectivity to favor nonhydrogenated products. Similarly, heavy metals (e.g., Ni, Fe) present in the feed stream of catalytic crackers can
deposit on the catalyst, and subsequently catalyze dehydrogenation reactions. In this
case, the yield of gasoline is reduced, and more light hydrocarbons and hydrogen produced.
Another way in which catalyst deactivation may affect performance is by blocking
catalyst pores. This is particularly prevalent during fouling, when large aggregates of
materials may be deposited upon the catalyst surface. The resulting increase in diffusional resistance may dramatically increase the Thiele modulus, and reduce the effectiveness factor for the reaction. In extreme cases, the pressure drop through a catalyst
bed may also increase dramatically.

8.6.5

Methods for Catalyst Regeneration
In some cases, it is possible to restore partially or completely the activity of a catalyst
through chemical treatment. The regeneration process may be slow, either because of
thermodynamic limitations or diffusional limitations arising from blockage of catalyst
pores. Although the rate of desorption generally increases at high temperatures, prolonged exposure of the catalyst to a high-temperature gas stream can lead to sintering,
and irreversible loss of activity. If the bound or deposited species cannot be gasified at
temperatures lower than the sintering temperature (see Table 8.4) then the poisoning
or fouling is considered to be irreversible.
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For catalysts poisoned by sulfur, the metal-sulfur bond is usually broken in the presence of steam, as shown for nickel:
Ni-S + H,O -+ NiO + H,S
H$ + 2H,O = SO, + 3H,
The equilibrium for the second reaction favors H,S until extremely high temperatures
are reached (> 700°C). Thus, sintering of the catalyst could be a problem. Furthermore,
SO2 can act as a poison for some catalysts. If sintering or SO, poisoning precludes steam
treatment, it is usually possible to remove deposited sulfur by passing a sulfur-free gas
stream over the catalyst at moderate temperatures for an extended period of time.
Regeneration of coked catalysts may be accomplished by gasification with oxygen,
steam, hydrogen, or carbon dioxide:
c + 0, -+ co,
C+HH,O -+ CO+H,
C + 2H, + CH,
c+co,+2co

The first reaction is strongly exothermic, and may lead to high local temperatures
within the catalyst. Thus, temperature must be carefully controlled to avoid sintering.

A coked porous catalyst is to be regenerated by passage of a stream of CO, over it at 1000
K for reaction according to C(s) + CO,(A) + 2CO(B). From the data given below (Austin
and Walker, 1963), calculate the following characteristics of the regeneration process at the
conditions given: (a) the Thiele modulus, (b) the effectiveness factor, and (c) the (actual)
rate of regeneration, ( - rA)Obs.
Data: For the catalyst, D, = 0.10 cm2 s-l, L, = 0.7 cm; ckr (exterior surface
concentration) = 0.012 mol L-l. The reaction follows LH kinetics, with the intrinsic
rate given by
(-rA>i,t = kc,/(l + KAcA + KBcB)

where k = 3.8 x low4 s-l, KA = 340 L mol-‘, KB = 4.2 X lo6 L mol-‘, and ci is in
mol L-l.
SOLUTION
This example illustrates calculation of the rate of a surface reaction from an intrinsic-rate
law of the LH type in conjunction with determination of the effectiveness factor (7) from
the generalized Thiele modulus (&) and Figure 8.11 as an approximate representation of
the q--& relation. We first determine &, then q, and finally (-rJobs.
(a) From equation 8.5-22,
Le(-rA)intlcA,
& = [2D, /p(-rA)intdCA]1'2

(8.522)

where ( - rA)i,+,, is the intrinsic rate evaluated at cAs. Since, from the stoichiometry, CB = 2(cA, - CA), we can eliminate cB from the LH expression, and express the
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integral in 8.5-22 as:

v
0“O-v

/
= j”‘*’ [
0

kc,

1 + 2KBch + (KA - ~KB)CA I dCA

The integral may be evaluated either numerically by means of E-Z Solve, or analytically
by means of the substitution x = 1 + 2KBcA, + (KA - 2KB)cA. The latter results in
CAS

I0

(-rA)intdcA

=

(KA

-k2K

)2 [WA -

B

%kAs

+ (1 + 2KBc,)ln

3.8 x 1O-4
{[340 - 2(4.2 x 106)]0.012 +
= [340 - 2(4.2 x 106)12
[l + 2(4.2 x 106)0.012] In

1

1 + 2(4.2 X 106)0.012
1 + 340(0.012)
} = 4.8 X lo-r2mo12 LP2 s-l

From the LH rate expression and the stoichiometry, since CA = cAs,
( - rA)intlc,, =

kCAS
k C AS
1 + KACA$ + ~KB(C& - c&) = l+KAcA,

= 3.8 X 10-4(0.012)
1 + 340(0.012)

= 9.0 X 10P7mol L-r s-r

Substitution of numerical values in 8.5-22 gives
0.7(9.0 x 10-7)
‘G = [2(0.10)4.8 x 10-‘2]“2 = o’64
(b) From Figure 8.11,
7 = 0.85 to 0.90
which implies a slight but significant effect of diffusional resistance on the process.
(C) (-rA)& = ?-/-YA)~~~ = 8 x lo-71-f101L-1 S-l.
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PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 8
v
8-1 The hydrolysis of ethyl acetate catalyzed by hydrogen ion,
7O-v
CH3COOC2H5(A)

+ Hz0 + CH$OOH + CzH50H

in dilute aqueous solution, is first-order with respect to ethyl acetate at a given pH. The apparent first-order rate constant, k( = k~c$+), however, depends on pH as indicated by:
PH

104kls-’

3

2

1

1.1 11 110

What is the order of reaction with respect to hydrogen ion H+, and what is the value of the
rate constant kA, which takes both CA and cn+ into account? Specify the units of kA.
8-2 (a) The Goldschmidt mechanism (Smith, 1939) for the esterification of methyl alcohol
(M) with acetic acid (A) catalyzed by a strong acid (e.g., HCl), involves the follow-
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ing steps:
M + H+ + CH30Hz+(C); rapid

(1)

A + CA CHaCOOCHs(E) + H,O+; slow

(2)

M+HsO+s

C + HzO(W); rapid

(3)

Show that the rate law for this mechanism, with M present in great excess, is

where
L = cMK = c~c~/c~~~+.

(5)

Assume all H+ is present in C and in HsO+.
(b) Show that the integrated form of equation (4) for a constant-volume batch reactor operating isothermally with a fixed catalyst concentration is
k = [(L + CAo) In (CAdcA) - (CA0 - CA)I/CHClLt.

This is the form used by Smith (1939) to calculate k and L.
(c) Smith found that L depends on temperature and obtained the following values (what are
the units of L?):
t/T:
L:

0
0.11

20
0.20

30
0.25

40
0.32

50
0.42

Does L follow an Arrhenius relationship?
8-3 Brijnsted and Guggenheim (1927) in a study of the mutarotation of glucose report data on the
effect of the concentration of hydrogen ion and of a series of weak acids and their conjugate
bases. The reaction is first-order with respect to glucose, and the rate constant (kobs) is given
by equation 8.2-9 (assume koH- = lo4 L mole1 min-‘). Some of their data for three separate
sets of experiments at 18°C are as follows:
(1)
(2)

103cnao,/molL-’
1
9.9
20
103k,b,lmin-’
5.42 6.67 8.00
CHCO~N~

= 0.125 mol L-i (constant)

103cHco,H/mol
1 O3 k&mine l
(3)

CHCO~H

40
11.26

=

0.005

L-’
mOl

5
7.48

124
7.86

250
8.50

L-i (ConSkUlt)

lo3 cHC02Na/mol L- ’ 4 0
6.0
lo3 k,Jmin-’

60
6.23

100
6.92

125
7.48

Calculate: (a) k, and kH+ ; (b) kHA; (c) kA- .
Note that HC104 is a strong acid and that HCOzH (formic acid) is a weak acid (K, =
2.1 x 10-4). At 18°C K, = 1.5 X 10-14.
8-4 Repeat part (b) of Example 8-2 for a CSTR, and comment on the result.
8-5 Propose a rate law based on the Langmuir-Hinshelwood model for each of the following heterogeneously
catalyzed
reactions:
(a) In methanol synthesis over a Cu-ZnO-CrzOa
catalyst, the rate-controlling process appears
to be a termolecular reaction in the adsorbed phase:
CO.s+2H.s + CH30H.s+2s
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Consider two cases: (i) the product is strongly adsorbed and inhibits the reaction; and (ii)
it is very weakly adsorbed.
(b) The decomposition of acetaldehyde on Pt at temperatures between 960 and 12OO”C, and
at pressures between 3.33 and 40.0 kPa, appears to be a bimolecular reaction with no
inhibition by reaction products.
(c) A study of the kinetics of ethanol dehydrogenation over Cu in the presence of water vapor,
acetone, or benzene showed that any one of these three inhibited the reaction.
(d) In the reaction of nitrous oxide (NzO) with hydrogen over Pt (SOi’-580°C pnZ = 7 to 53
kPa, pQo = 40 to 53 kPa), it has been observed that NzO is weakly adsorbed and HZ is
very strongly adsorbed.
8-6 For the surface-catalyzed gas-phase reaction A(g) + B(g) -+ products, what is the form of
the rate law, according to the LH model, if A is strongly adsorbed and B is weakly adsorbed?
Assume there is no adsorption of product(s). Interpret the results beyond what is already specified.
8-7 For the reaction in problem 8-6, suppose there is one product P which can be adsorbed. Derive
the form of the rate law according to the LH model, if
(a) A, B, and P are all moderately adsorbed;
(b) A and B are weakly adsorbed and P is strongly adsorbed. (Interpret the result further.)
8-8 Consider the reaction mechanism for methanol synthesis proposed in Figure 8.3:
CO.s+H.s -+ HCO.s+s

(1)

HCO.s+H.s --z H$ZO.s+s

(2)

H2C0.s +H.s + HaC0.s + s
HsCO.s+H.s -+ HsCOH.s+s

(3)
(4)

Assume that the coverages of H, CO, and methanol are given by the Langmuir adsorption
isotherm in which CO, Hz, and methanol adsorption compete for the same sites, and the intermediates H,CO@s are present in negligible quantities.
(a) Assume that step (1) is rate limiting, and write the general rate expression.
(b) Assume that (3) is rate limiting (steps (1) and (2) are in equilibrium), and write the general
rate expression.
(c) Experimental data are represented by

“0OPv

rCH,OH

=

kpC$5di;

To obtain this rate law, which of the surface steps above is rate limiting?
(d) How would the rate law change if the H,CO*s intermediates were allowed to cover a
substantial fraction of sites? (This can be attempted analytically, or you may resort to
simulations.)
8-9 (a) Rate laws for the decomposition of PHa (A) on the surface of M O (as catalyst) in the
temperature range 843-9 18 K are as follows:
pressure, p&Pa
+O
8 x 1O-3
2.6 x 1O-2

rate law
(-IA) =
(-rA) =

+A

kPd@ +

bpA)

(-rA) = constaut

Interpret these results in terms of a Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism.
(b) In the decomposition of N20 on Pt, if NzO is weakly adsorbed and 02 is moderately
adsorbed, what form of rate law would be expected based on a Langmuir-Hinshelwood
mechanism? Explain briefly.
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8-10 (a) For the decomposition of NHs (A) on Pt (as catalyst), what is the form of the rate law,
according to the Langmuir-Hinshelwood model, if NHs (reactant) is weakly adsorbed and
Hz (product) strongly adsorbed on Pt? Explain briefly. Assume Nz does not affect the rate.
(b) Do the following experimental results, obtained by Hinshelwood and Burk (1925) in a
constant-volume batch reactor at 1411 K, support the form used in (a)?
tls

0

P/kPa

26.7

10
30.4

60
34.1

120
36.3

240
38.5

720

360
40.0

42.7

P is total pressure, and only NHs is present initially. Justify your answer quantitatively,

for example, by using the experimental data in conjunction with the form given in (a).
Use partial pressure as a measure of concentration.
8-11 (a) For a zero-order catalytic reaction, if the catalyst particle effectiveness factor is g, what
is the overall effectiveness factor, 7, (in terms of q)? Justify your answer.
(b) For a solid-catalyst, gas-phase reaction A(g) -+ product(s), if the gas phase is pure A
and the (normalized) Thiele modulus is 10, what is the value of the overall effectiveness
factor? Explain briefly.
8-12 Swabb and Gates (1972) have studied pore-diffusion/reaction phenomena in crystallites of
H(hydrogen)-mordenite catalyst. The crystallites were approximate parallelepipeds, the long
dimension of which was assumed to be the pore length. Their analysis was based on straight,
parallel pores in an isothermal crystallite (2 faces permeable). They measured (initial) rates of
dehydration of methanol (A) to dimethyl ether in a differential reactor at 101 kPa using catalyst
fractions of different sizes. Results (for two sizes) are given in the table below, together with
quantities to be calculated, indicated by (?).
Catalyst/reaction

in

general:

II, order of reaction (assumed)
T/“C

c,4slmol cm-3
pP, catalyst (particle) density/g cme3
E,,, catalyst (particle) void fraction
kA, intrinsic rate constant/s-’
D,, effective diffusivity of A/cm2 s-l

Catalyst

Value
1

205

2.55 x 1O-5

1.7

0.28

fraction:

8-13 Derive an expression for the catalyst effectiveness factor (7) for a spherical catalyst particle of
radius R. The effective diffusivity is D, and is constant; the reaction (A + product(s)) is firstorder [(-rA) = k*cA] and irreversible. Assume constant density, steady-state and equimolar
counterdiffusion. Clearly state the boundary conditions and the form of the Thiele modulus
(4). If the diffusion or continuity equation is solved in terms of r (variable radius from center)
and CA, the substitution y = rcA is helpful.
8-14 Consider a gas-solid (catalyst) reaction, A(g) + products, in which the reaction is zero-order,
and the solid particles have “slab” or “flat-plate” geometry with one face permeable to A.
(a) Derive the continuity or diffusion (differential) equation in nondimensional form for A,
together with the expression for the Thiele modulus, 4.
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( b ) Solve the equation in (a) to give the nondimensional concentration profile +(A z), on the
assumption that $ > 0 for all values of z.
(c) Derive the result for the catalyst effectiveness factor 77 from (b).
(d) At what value of 4 does the concentration’of A drop to zero at the impermeable face?
(e) What does it mean for both $ and 17 if 4 is greater than the value, &d), obtained in part
(d)? To illustrate this, sketch (on the same plot for comparison) three concentration profiles
(JI versus z) for (i) 4 < +(d); (ii) 4 = $(d); and (iii) 4 > $(d). Completion of part (e)
leads to a value of 17 in terms of 4 for the case, (iii), of $ > 4(d). (The result from part
(c) applies for cases (i) and (ii).)
8-15 Consider agas-solid
(catalyst) reaction, A(g) + products, in which the reaction is zero-order,
and the solid particles are spherical with radius R.
(a) Derive the diffusion equation for A, together with the expression for the Thiele modulus,
4.
(b) Solve the equation in (a) to give the nondimensional concentration profile $(4, I), on
the assumption that $ > 0 throughout the particle, where + = c~/ch. (Hint: Use the
substitution y = dcaldr.)
(c) Derive the result for the catalyst effectiveness factor 17 from (b).
(d) At what value of 4 does the concentration of A drop to zero at the center of the particle
(r = O)?

(e) In terms of 4, under what condition does + become zero at r*, where 0 < r* < R? Relate
(i) do and r*, and (ii) 7~ and r* for this situation.
8-16 (a) For a solid-catalyzed reaction (e.g., A + products), calculate the value of the catalyst
effectiveness factor (7) for the following case: EA = 83 kJ mol-‘; A is a gas at 500 K, 2.4
bar (partial pressure); the Thiele modulus (4) = 10; k, = 1.2 X 10m3 J s-l cm-’ K-l;
D, = 0.03 cm2 s-l; AH,, = +135 kJ mol-i. Use the Weisz-Hicks solution (Figure
8.12) for a first-order reaction with a spherical particle. Assume gas-film resistance is
negligible for both heat and mass transfer.
(b) Repeat (a), if AHRA = - 135 kJ mol-‘.
(c) Compare the results in (a) and (b) with the result for the case of an isothermal particle.
8-17 In the use of the observable modulus, a’, defined by equation 8.525, in the Weisz-Prater
criterion, cAs must be assessed. If cAs is replaced by cAg, the directly measurable gas-phase
concentration, what assumption is involved?
8-18 For a first-order, gas-solid (catalyst) reaction, A(g) -+ product(s), the (isothermal) overall
effectiveness factor (vO) is related to the catalyst effectiveness factor (17) by
(from 8.549)
where kA is the reaction rate constant, and kAg is the gas-film mass transfer coefficient. From
this and other considerations, complete the table below for the following cases, with a brief
justification for each entry, and a sketch of the concentration profile for each case:
(a) The surface reaction is rate controlling.
(b) Gas-film mass transfer is rate controlling.
(c) The combination of surface reaction and intraparticle diffusion is rate controlling.
(d) The combination of surface reaction and gas-film mass transfer is rate controlling.

v
07O-v
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8-19 Experimental values for the rate constant k in the Eklund equation (1956) for the oxidation
of SOz over VzOs catalyst are as follows for two different sizes/shapes of particle (A and B,
described
below):
t/T
416 420 429
437 455 458 474 488
504
106k* (for A+)
6.7
17.7
47
99
106k* (for B+)
1.43
2.23 5.34 11.1
17.7 28.0
*units of k: moles SO2 reacted (g cat)-’ s-l atm-’
+A particles are spherical with diameter of 0.67 mm
+B particles are cylindrical, 8 mm in diameter and 25 mm in length

0

V
‘7O-F

544
37.7

(a) From these data, what activation energy is indicated for the surjiice reaction?
(b) Do the data for the cylindrical particles suggest significant pore-diffusion resistance? If
they do, what is the apparent activation energy for this range? See also Jensen-Holm and
Lyne (1994).
(c) One particular plant used cylindrical pellets 5 mm in diameter and 5 to 10 mm in length.
What value of the rate constant should be used for these pellets at (i) 525”C, and (ii)
429”C?
N.B. For a cylindrical pellet, L (i.e., L,) in the Thiele modulus is R/2, where R is the radius.
8-20 Suppose experiments were conducted to characterize the performance of a catalyst for a certain reaction (A -+ products) that is first-order. The following data refer to experiments with
several sizes of spherical catalyst particles of diameter dp, with CA = 0.025 mol L-l:
d&m
lo4(-rA),&no1 L-’ s-l

v
0To\

525
38.6

0.1
5.8

0.5
1
5
5.9 5.3 2.4

10
1.3

20
0.74

25
0.59

Determine the following:
(a) the intrinsic reaction rate, (-T.&t, and kA;
(b) the effectiveness factor 71 for the 1,5,20, and 25-mm particles;
(c) the Thiele modulus (4’) for the 5,20, and 25-mm particles;
(d) the effective diffusivity D,.
State any other assumptions you make.
8-21 (a) For an n&order, solid-catalyzed, gas-phase reaction, A + products, obtain an expression
for the (catalyst) particle effectiveness factor (7) in terms of the overall effectiveness
factor (7,) and other relevant quantities.
(b) From the result in (a), obtain explicit expressions for q0 in terms of 17 and the other
quantities, for reaction orders n = 0, 1 (see equation 8.5-49), and 2.
8-22 Consider the second-order reaction A + products involving a catalyst with relatively porous
particles (7 --z 1). If the ratio k&k,4 is 20 mol m- 3, by what factor does the presence of
external (film) mass-transfer resistance decrease the rate of reaction at 600 K and PA = 0.2
MPa?
8-23 Activated carbon has been studied as a means for removal of organic molecules from wastewater by adsorption. Using the following data for benzene (A) adsorption on activated carbon
(Leyva-Ramos and Geankopolis, 1994, as read from several points from a graph), determine
the adsorption coefficients mmax and b, assuming that the data follow a Langmuir isotherm
with the form mA* = m,,,bCA/(l + bCA). Comment on your results.
cc,%/mg cm-3
%gHga/mg (gc)-’

where rnc6Qa

0.055
12.2

0.10
13.4

0.14
14.4

0.26
15.4

0.32
16.9

is the amount of benzene adsorbed in mg g-l (carbon).

0.60
17.7
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9
Multiphase Reacting
Systems
In this chapter, we consider multiphase (noncatalytic) systems in which substances in
different phases react. This is a vast field, since the systems may involve two or three
(or more) phases: gas, liquid, and solid. We restrict our attention here to the case of
two-phase systems to illustrate how the various types of possible rate processes (reaction, diffusion, and mass and heat transfer) are taken into account in a reaction model,
although for the most part we treat isothermal situations.
The types of systems we deal with are primarily gas-solid (Section 9.1) and gas-liquid
(Section 9.2). In these cases, we assume first- or second-order kinetics for the intrinsic
reaction rate. This enables analytical expressions to be developed in some situations for
the overall rate with transport processes taken into account. Such reaction models are
incorporated in reactor models in Chapters 22 and 24.
In Section 9.3, we focus more on the intrinsic rates for reactions involving solids,
since there are some modern processes in which mass transport rates play a relatively
small role. Examples in materials engineering are chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
and etching operations. We describe some mechanisms associated with such heterogeneous reactions and the intrinsic rate laws that arise.

9.1 GAS-SOLID (REACTANT) SYSTEMS
9.1.1

Examples of Systems
Two types of gas-solid reacting systems may be considered. In one type, the solid is
reacted to another solid or other solids, and in the other, the solid disappears in forming
gaseous product(s).
Examples of the first type are:
2ZnS(s)

+ 3O,(g) + 2ZnO(s) + 2SO,(g)

Fe@dd + 4HAd + 3Fe(s) + 4H,O(g)
CaC26)
+ N2(‘d -+ CaCN,(s) + C(s)
2CaO(s) + 2SO,(g) + 02(g) + 2CaSO,(s)

6%
(B)
((3
(W

Although these examples do not all fit the category of the following model reaction, in
the reaction models to be developed, we write a standard form as
A(g) + bB(s) + products[(s),
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(s)]

(9.1-1)
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in which, for ease of notation, the stoichiometric coefficient b replaces I/~ used elsewhere; b = \vsl > 0.
Examples of the other type in which the products are all gaseous, and the solid shrinks
and may eventually disappear are:
C(s) + O,(g) + CO,(g)
C(s) + WW -+ CO(g) + Hz(g)

09
09

We write a standard form of this type as
A(g) + bB(s) 4 products(g)

(9.1-2)

The first type of reaction is treated in Section 9.1.2, and the second in Section 9.1.3.

9.1.2 Constant-Size Particle
9.1.2.1 General Considerations for Kinetics Model

To develop a kinetics model (i.e., a rate law) for the reaction represented in 9.1-1, we
focus on a single particle, initially all substance B, reacting with (an unlimited amount
of) gaseous species A. This is the local macroscopic level of size, level 2, discussed in
Section 1.3 and depicted in Figure 1.1. In Chapter 22, the kinetics model forms part of a
reactor model, which must also take into account the movement or flow of a collection
of particles (in addition to flow of the gas), and any particle-size distribution. We assume
that the particle size remains constant during reaction. This means that the integrity of
the particle is maintained (it doesn’t break apart), and requires that the densities of
solid reactant B and solid product (surrounding B) be nearly equal. The size of particle
is thus a parameter but not a variable. Among other things, this assumption of constant
size simplifies consideration of rate of reaction, which may be normalized with respect
to a constant unit of external surface area or unit volume of particle.
The single particle acts as a batch reactor in which conditions change with respect to
time t. This unsteady-state behavior for a reacting particle differs from the steady-state
behavior of a catalyst particle in heterogeneous catalysis (Chapter 8). The treatment
of it leads to the development of an integrated rate law in which, say, the fraction of B
converted, fn, is a function oft, or the inverse.
A kinetics or reaction model must take into account the various individual processes
involved in the overall process. We picture the reaction itself taking place on solid B surface somewhere within the particle, but to arrive at the surface, reactant A must make
its way from the bulk-gas phase to the interior of the particle. This suggests the possibility of gas-phase resistances similar to those in a catalyst particle (Figure 8.9): external
mass-transfer resistance in the vicinity of the exterior surface of the particle, and interior diffusion resistance through pores of both product formed and unreacted reactant.
The situation is illustrated in Figure 9.1 for an isothermal spherical particle of radius
R at a particular instant of time, in terms of the general case and two extreme cases.
These extreme cases form the bases for relatively simple models, with corresponding
concentration profiles for A and B.
In Figure 9.1, a gas film for external mass transfer of A is shown in all three cases. A
further significance of a constant-size particle is that any effect of external mass transfer
is the same in all cases, regardless of the situation within the particle.
In Figure 9.l(b), the general case is shown in which the reactant and product solids
are both relatively porous, and the concentration profiles for A and B with respect to
radial position (r) change continuously, so that cn, shown on the left of the central axis,
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Unreacted solid
/
/
I

\
\

Solid & Gas

Solid &+ Gas
Profile

(a) Nonporous
B particle

(b) Moderately porous
B particle

Solid A Gas
Profile
(c) Very porous
B particle

Figure 9.1 Constant-size particle (B) in reaction A(g) + bB(s) +

products: instantaneous concentration profiles for isothermal spherical
particle illustrating general case (b) and two extreme cases (a) and (c);
solid product porous; arrows indicate direction of movement of profile
with respect to time

increases, and cA, on the right, decreases from the exterior surface to the center of the
particle. The “concentration” of B is the (local) number of moles of B (unreacted) per
unit volume of particle,
cB = nBlvp
= PBm(pure B)

(9.1-3)
(9.1-3a)

where pBm is the molar density (e.g., mol mP3) of a particle of pure B with the same
porosity; it corresponds to the (specific) particle density pP in equation 8.5-3. (The concentration cA is the usual gas-phase concentration for a single-phase fluid.) This situation is explored in a general model in Section 9.1.2.2. Solutions to obtain results for the
general model are beyond our scope, but we can treat simplified models.
In Figure 9.l(a), the extreme case of a nonporous solid B is shown. In this case, reactant A initially reacts with the exterior surface of B, and as product solid (assumed
to be porous) is formed, A must diffuse through a progressively increasing thickness of
porous product to reach a progressively receding surface of B. There is a sharp boundary between the porous outer layer of product and the nonporous unreacted or shrinking core of reactant B. The concentration profiles reflect this: the value of cn is either
zero (completely reacted outer layer) or pBm (unreacted core of pure B); cA decreases
continuously because of increasing diffusional resistance through the outer layer, but
is zero within the unreacted core. This case is the basis for a simplified model called the
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shrinking-core model (SCM), developed in Section 9.1.2.3, for which explicit solutions
(integrated forms of rate laws) can be obtained for various particle shapes.
In Figure 9.l(c), the opposite extreme case of a very porous solid B is shown. In this
case, there is no internal diffusional resistance, all parts of the interior of B are equally
accessible to A, and reaction occurs uniformly (but not instantaneously) throughout
the particle. The concentration profiles are “flat” with respect to radial position, but
cn decreases with respect to time, as indicated by the arrow. This model may be called
a uniform-reaction model (URM). Its use is equivalent to that of a “homogeneous”
model, in which the rate is a function of the intrinsic reactivity of B (Section 9.3) and
we do not pursue it further here.

9.1.2.2. A General Model
9.1.2.2.1.

Isothermal spherical particle. Consider the isothermal spherical particle of
radius R in Figure 9.l(b), with reaction occurring (at the bulk-gas temperature) according to 9.1-1. A material balance for reactant A(g) around the thin shell (control volume)
of (inner) radius r and thickness dr, taking both reaction and diffusion into account,
yields the continuity equation for A:

that is,

where Fick’s law, equation 8.5-4, has been used for diffusion, with D, as the effective
diffusivity for A through the pore structure of solid, and (- rA) is the rate of disappearance of A; with (- rA) normalized with respect to volume of particle, each term has units
of mol (A) s-l. If the pore structure is uniform throughout the particle, D, is constant;
otherwise it depends on radial position Y. With D, constant, we simplify equation 9.1-4
to

(9.1-5)

The continuity equation for B, written for the whole particle, is
(-RB) = -2 = -,,$$

(9.1-6)

or
(-rB) = ? = -!A$!

(9.1-7)
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From the stoichiometry of reaction 9.1-1, (--TV) and ( -rB) are related by

(-r~) = b(-rd

(9.1-8)

(-43) = b(-K4)

(9.1-8a)

or

where (- RA) is the extensive rate of reaction of A for the whole particle corresponding
to (-RJj).
Equations 9.1-5 and -7 are two coupled partial differential equations with initial and
boundary conditions as follows:
att = 0,

cB
cA

(9.1-9)

= cBo = PBm

(9.1-10)

= cAg

= kAg(cAg

- ch,>

(9.1-11)

which takes the external-film mass transfer into account; kAg is a mass transfer coefficient (equation 9.2-3); the boundary condition states that the rate of diffusion of A
across the exterior surface of the particle is equal to the rate of transport of A from
bulk gas to the solid surface by mass transfer;
at r = 0,

(dcA/dr),,o = 0

(9.1-12)

corresponding to no mass transfer through the center of the particle, from consideration
of symmetry.
In general, there is no analytical solution for the partial differential equations above,
and numerical methods must be used. However, we can obtain analytical solutions for
the simplified case represented by the shrinking-core model, Figure 9.l(a), as shown in
Section 9.1.2.3.

9.1.2.2.2.

Nonisothermal spherical particle. The energy equation describing the profile for T through the particle, equivalent to the continuity equation 9.1-5 describing the
profile for CA, may be derived in a similar manner from an energy (enthalpy) balance
around the thin shell in Figure 9.l(b). The result is

where k, is an effective thermal conductivity for heat transfer through the particle (in
the Fourier equation), analogous to D, for diffusion, AHRA is the enthalpy of reaction
with respect to A, and CPn is the molar heat capacity for solid B (each term has units of
J mP3 s-l, say). The initial and boundary conditions for the solution of equation 9.1-13
correspond to those for the continuity equations:
at t = 0,

T = Tg

(9.1-14)

at r = R,

k,(dTldr),,, ‘= h(T, - Tg)

(9.1-15)
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Equation 9.1-15 equates the rate of heat transfer by conduction at the surface to the rate
of heat transfer by conduction/convection across a thermal boundary layer exterior to
the particle (corresponding to the gas film for mass transfer), expressed in terms of a
film coefficient, h, and the difference in temperature between bulk gas at Tg and particle
surface at T,;
at r = 0,

(dT/&&

= 0

(9.1-16)

Equation 9.1-16 implies no heat transfer through the center of the particle, from consideration of symmetry.
Taken together with the continuity equations, the energy equation complicates the
solution further, since cA and T are nonlinearly coupled through (-Y*).
9.1.2.3 Shrinking-Core Model (SCM)
9.1.2.3.1. Isothermal spherical particle. The shrinking core model (SCM) for an
isothermal spherical particle is illustrated in Figure 9.l(a) for a particular instant
of time. It is also shown in Figure 9.2 at two different times to illustrate the effects of increasing time of reaction on the core size and on the concentration profiles.
Figure 9.2(a) or (b) shows the essence of the SCM, as discussed in outline in Section 9.1.2.1, for a partially reacted particle. There is a sharp boundary (the reaction
surface) between the nonporous unreacted core of solid B and the porous outer shell
of solid product (sometimes referred to as the “ash layer,” even though the “ash” is
desired product). Outside the particle, there is a gas film reflecting the resistance to
mass transfer of A from the bulk gas to the exterior surface of the particle. As time increases, the reaction surface moves progressively toward the center of the particle; that
is, the .unreacted core of B shrinks (hence the name). The SCM is an idealized model,
since the boundary between reacted and unreacted zones would tend to be blurred,
which could be revealed by slicing the particle and examining the cross-section. If this
,-Gas film 7

Solid & Gas
Profile
(a)

t

= tl

Solid A Gas
Profile
(b)

t = t2

> tl

Figure 9.2 The shrinking-core model
(SCM) for an isothermal spherical particle showing effects of increasing reaction time t
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“blurring” is significant, a more general model (Section 9.1.2.2) may have to be used.
The SCM differs from a general model in one important aspect, as a consequence of
the sharp boundary. According to the SCM, the three processes involving mass transfer
of A, diffusion of A, and reaction of A with B at the surface of the core are in series.
In the general case, mass transfer is in series with the other two, but these last two
are not in series with each other-they occur together throughout the particle in some
manner. This, together with a further assumption about the relative rates of diffusion
and movement of the reaction surface, allows considerable simplification of the solution
of equation 9.1-5. This is achieved in analytical form for a spherical particle in Example
9-1. Results for other shapes can also be obtained, and are explored in problems at the
end of this chapter. The results are summarized in Section 9.1.2.3.2.
In Figure 9.2, c.+ is the (gas-phase) concentration of A in the bulk gas surrounding
the particle, cAs that at the exterior surface of the particle, and cAc that at the surface of
the unreacted core of B in the interior of the particle; R is the (constant) radius of the
particle and rC is the (variable) radius of the unreacted core. The concentrations CA8
and cAs are constant, but cAc decreases as t increases, as does r,, with corresponding
consequences for the positions of the profiles for cn, on the left in Figure 9.2(a) and (b),
and cA, on the right.

For a spherical particle of species B of radius R undergoing reaction with gaseous species
A according to 9. l-l, derive a relationship to determine the time t required to reach a
fraction of B converted, fn, according to the SCM. Assume the reaction is a first-order
surface reaction.

SOLUTION
To obtain the desired result, t = t(fB), we could proceed in either of two ways. In one,
since the three rate processes involved are in series, we could treat each separately and add
the results to obtain a total time. In the other, we could solve the simplified form of equation
9.1-5 for all three processes together to give one result, which would also demonstrate the
additivity of the individual three results. In this example, we use the second approach (the
first, which is simpler, is used for various shapes in the next example and in problems at
the end of the chapter).
The basis for the analysis using the SCM is illustrated in Figure 9.3. The gas film,
outer product (ash) layer, and unreacted core of B are three distinct regions. We derive the
continuity equation for A by means of a material balance across a thin spherical shell in
the ash layer at radial position Y and with a thickness dr. The procedure is the same as that
leading up to equation 9.1-5, except that there is no reaction term involving (- r,& since
no reaction occurs in the ash layer. The result corresponding to equation 9.1-5 is
(9.1-17)

Equation 9.1-17 is the continuity equation for unsteady-state diffusion of A through the
ash layer; it iS unsteady-state because CA = cA(r, t). To simplify its treatment further, we
assume that the (changing) concentration gradient for A through the ash layer is established
rapidly relative to movement of the reaction surface (of the core). This means that for an
instantaneous “snapshot,” as depicted in Figure 9.3, we may treat the diffusion as steadystate diffusion for a fixed value of r,y i.e., CA = CA(r). The partial differential equation,
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Control volume

Exterior surface

Figure 9.3 Spherical particle for Example 9- 1

Unreacted core

9.1-17, then becomes an ordinary differential equation, with dc,ldt = 0:
d2cA
-+2dc,=()
dr2
r dr

(9.1-18)

The assumption made is called the quasi-steady-state approximation
here mainly because of the great difference in densities between
(gaseous A and solid B). For liquid-solid systems, this simplification
The solution of equation 9.1-17 is then obtained from a two-step

(QSSA). It is valid
the reacting species
cannot be made.
procedure:

Step (1): Solve equation 9.1-18 in which the variables are cA and r (t and r, are fixed).
This results in an expression for the flux of A, NA, as a function of r,; NA, in turn, is
related to the rate of reaction at r,.
Step (2): Use the result of step (l), together with equations 9.1-7 and -8 to obtain t = t(r,),
which can be translated to the desired result, t = t(&). In this step the variables are t
and rC.
In step (l), the solution of equation 9.1-18 requires two boundary conditions, each of
which can be expressed in two ways; one of these ways introduces the other two rate
processes, equating the rate of diffusion of A to the rate of transport of A at the particle
surface (equation 9.1-ll), and also the rate of diffusion at the core surface to the rate of
reaction on the surface (9.1-20), respectively. Thus,
= k&+, - cAs)

or

(9.1-19)

CA = ch
= kAsCAc

or

cA

= cAc

(9.1-21)

where kAs is the rate constant for the first-order surface reaction, with the rate of reaction
given by
(-RA) = 4TrzkAsCAc
= 47Trz(-rh)

(9.1-22)
(9.1-22a)
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where the total rate (for the particle) (-RA) is in mol s-l, kh is in m s-l, and the specific rate (-Ye), normalized with respect to the area of the core, is in mol rnd2 s-l. The
solution of equation 9.1-18, to obtain an expression for cAc for use in equation 9.1-22, is
straightforward (but tedious), if we use the substitution y = dc*/dr. We integrate twice,
first to obtain dc*ldr and second to obtain CA, using the boundary conditions to evaluate
the integration constants, and eliminate C~ to obtain c.&. The first integration, together
with equation 9. l- 11, results in
dc,

_

kA,R2

dr - D, (CAg - %);

(4

Integration of (A), together with equation 9.1-21, gives
CA

=

CA, +

kA,R2
~c

D, ( Ag

- c.&(; - ;)
c

Applying equation (A) at the surface of the core (r = r,), together with equation 9.1-20,
we obtain one expression for ckr in terms of cAc:
cAs = cAg - (kA,r,2~kA,R2>CA,

(Cl

Similarly, from equation (B), together with equation 9.1-19, at the particle surface, we
obtain another expression:
ch =

cAc +

kA,R2
D,(%

On elimination of cAs from equations (C) and (D), and substitution of the resulting expression for cAc in equation 9.1-22, we obtain, with rearrangement,
(-RA)

=

1
kA,R2

4TCAg

R-r
1
+ ti ’ k&r:

(9.1-23)

This is the end of step (l), resulting in an expression for (-RA) in terms of (fixed) r,.
In step (2) of the solution of equation 9.1-17, we allow the core surface, fixed in step
(l), to move, and integrate the continuity equation for B, using the first part of equation
9.1-6. For this purpose, we substitute both equations 9.1-23 and 9.1-6, the latter written in
the form
(-RB) = -2 = -$(pBmimf)

= -4n-pB,rT%

(9.1-24)

into the stoichiometric relation 9.1~8a, resulting in
(9.1-25)
Integration of equation 9.1-25, from t = 0, r, = R to t, rc, results in

(9.1-26)
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We can eliminate Y, from this equation in favor of fn, from a relation based on the
shrinking volume of a sphere:

(9.1-27)

to obtain

1 [

1 - 3(1 - Q’s + 2(1 - fn) + +&

1 - (1 - Q’s
(9.1-28)

If we denote the time required for complete conversion of the particle (fn = 1) by tl,
then, from equation 9.1-28,

(9.1-29)

t, is a kinetics parameter, characteristic of the reaction, embodying the three parameters
characteristic of the individual rate processes, kAg, D,, and kkc, and particle size, R.

Equations 9.1-28 and -29 both give rise to special cases in which either one term (i.e.,
one rate process) dominates or two terms dominate. For example, if D, is small compared with either kAg or kAs, this means that ash-layer diffusion is the rate-determining
or controlling step. The value of t or ti is then determined entirely by the second term
in each equation. Furthermore, since each term in each equation refers only to one rate
process, we may write, for the overall case, the additive relation:

t =

t(film-mass-transfer

control)

+

+ t(surface-reaction-rate control)

t(ash-layer-diffusion

1

control)
(9.1-30)

and similarly for tl .

For the situation in Example 9-1, derive the result for t(fE) for reaction-rate control,’ that
is, for the surface reaction as the rate-determining step (rds), and confirm that it is the
‘As noted by Froment and Bischoff (1990, p. 209), the case of surface-reaction-rate control is not consistent
with the existence of a sharp core boundary in the SCM, since this case implies that diffusional transport could
be slow with respect to the reaction rate.
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same as the corresponding part of equation 9.1-28. (This can be repeated for each of the
two other cases of single-process control, gas-film control and ash-layer control (the latter
requires use of the QSSA introduced in Example 9-1); see problem 9-1 for these and also
the comment about other cases involving two of the three processes as “resistances.“)

SOLUTION
Referring to the concentration profiles for A in Figure 9.2, we realize that if there is no
resistance to the transport of A in either the gas film or the ash layer, c, remains constant
from the bulk gas to the surface of the unreacted core. That is,
cAg = cAs = cAc

and, as a result, from equation 9.1-22,

Combining this with equation 9.1-24 for (-Rn) and equation 9.1-8a for the stoichiometry,
we obtain

or
dt = -(pBm/bkhcAg)drC
Integration from rc = R at t = 0 to rc at t results in
t = t,(l - r-,/R)

= t,[l - (1 - fn)‘“]

(9.1-31)

from equation 9.1-27, where the kinetics parameter tl, the time required for complete
reaction, is given by
tl = bmR/bkhcAg

(9.1-31a)

These results are, of course, the same as those obtained from equations 9.1-28 and -29 for
the special case of reaction-rate control.

9.1.2.3.2. Summary of t(&) for various shapes. The methods used in Examples 9-1
and 9-2 may be applied to other shapes of isothermal particles (see problems 9-1 to 9-3).
The results for spherical, cylindrical, and flat-plate geometries are summarized in Table
9.1. The flat plate has one face permeable (to A) as in Figure &lo(a), and the variable
1, corresponding to r,, is the length of the unreacted zone (away from the permeable
face), the total path length for diffusion of A and reaction being L. For the cylinder, the
symbols r, and R have the same significance as for the sphere; the ends of the cylinder
are assumed to be impermeable, and hence the length of the particle is not involved in
the result (alternatively, we may assume the length to be > r,.).
In Table 9.1, in the third column, the relation between fn and the particle size parameters (second column), corresponding to, and including, equation 9.1-27, is given
for each shape. Similarly, in the fourth column, the relation between t and fu, corresponding to, and including, equation 9.1-28 is given.

Table 9.1 SCM: Summary of t(fa) for various shapes of particle’
Particle
shape

Size
parameters

f~ (size
parameters)

flat plate
(one face
permeable)

length
1 (of zone
unreacted)
L (of
particle)

l-i

cylinder
(ends

radius
r, (of core
unreacted)
R (of
particle)

l-

sphere

same as for
cylinder

l-

t(fB)
PBmLfB
bCAg

2
!$

fi$(&

0

3

0
!$

+ it- fB +(I -fB)h(l - fB) + L 1 -(I -fB)l'*
,D,[

]

kh[

1 [

]]

1 - 3(1 - fB)u3 + 2(1 - fB) + & 1 -(I - fB>'"

I

(9.1-28)
1 Reaction: A(g k bB(s)
Particle(B): constant-size
For tl (time for complete
Symbols: see text and

-) product (s),(g)]; first order with respect to A at core surface.
(L, R constant); isothermal.
reaction of particle), set fa = 1; [(l - fa) ln(1 - fa) + 01.
Nomenclature.

.

. _.
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For each shape and each rate-process-control special case in Table 9.1, the result for
ti may be obtained by setting fn = 1. For the cylinder, in the term for ash-layer diffusion,
it may be shown that (1 - fn) In (1 - fn) + 0 as fn + 1 (by use of L’Hopital’s rule).
9.1.2.3.3. Rate-process parameters; estimation of kAg for spherical particle. The
three rate-process parameters in the expressions for t(fn) (kAg, D,, and kh), may each
require experimental measurement for a particular situation. However, we consider
one correlation for estimating kAg for spherical particles given by Ranz and Marshall
(1952).
For a free-falling spherical particle of radius R, moving with velocity u relative to a
fluid of density p and viscosity p, and in which the molecular diffusion coefficient (for
species A) is D,, the Ranz-Marshall correlation relates the Sherwood number (Sh),
which incorporates kAg, to the Schmidt number (SC) and the Reynolds number (Re):
Sh = 2 + 0.6Sc1”Reu2

(9.1-32)

2RkA,lDA = 2 + 0.6(plpD,)1”(2Ruplp)1”

(9.1-33)

That is,

This correlation may be used to estimate kAg given sufficient information about the
other quantities.
For a given fluid and relative velocity, we may write equation 9.1-33 so as to focus on
the dependence of kAg on R as a parameter:
kAg

Kl
K2
= y + R1/2

(9.1-34)

where Kl and K2 are constants. There are two limiting cases of 9.1-34, in which the
first or the second term dominates (referred to as “small” and “large” particle cases,
respectively). One consequence of this, and of the correlation in general, stems from
reexamining the reaction time t(fn), as follows.
In Table 9.1, or equations 9.1-28 and -29 for a sphere, kAs appears to be a constant,
independent of R. This is valid for a particular value of R. However, if R changes from
one particle size to another as a parameter, we can compare the effect on t(fn) of such
a change.
Suppose, for simplicity, that gas-film mass transfer is rate controlling. From Table 9.1,
in this case, for a sphere,
PB,$~B
t = 3bCAgkAg
= PB~R~.~B
3bCAgKl

(9.1-35)
(“small” particle)

= ~~~~3’~ (“large” particle)
g

(9.1-35a)
(9.1-35b)

from equation 9.1-34. Thus, depending on the particle-region of change, the dependence
of t on R from the gas-film contribution may be R2 or R312.
The significance of this result and of other factors in identifying the existence of a
rate-controlling process is explored in problem 9-4.
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9.1.3 Shrinking Particle
9.1.3.1 General Considerations
When a solid particle of species B reacts with a gaseous species A to form only gaseous
products, the solid can disappear by developing internal porosity, while maintaining
its macroscopic shape. An example is the reaction of carbon with water vapor to produce activated carbon; the intrinsic rate depends upon the development of sites for
the reaction (see Section 9.3). Alternatively, the solid can disappear only from the
surface so that the particle progressively shrinks as it reacts and eventually disappears on complete reaction (fs = 1). An example is the combustion of carbon in
air or oxygen (reaction (E) in Section 9.1.1). In this section, we consider this case,
and use reaction 9.1-2 to represent the stoichiometry of a general reaction of this
type.
An important difference between a shrinking particle reacting to form only gaseous
product(s) and a constant-size particle reacting so that a product layer surrounds a
shrinking core is that, in the former case, there is no product or “ash” layer, and hence
no ash-layer diffusion resistance for A. Thus, only two rate processes, gas-film mass
transfer of A, and reaction of A and B, need to be taken into account.
9.1.3.2 A Simple Shrinking-Particle Model

We can develop a simple shrinking-particle kinetics model by taking the two rateprocesses involved as steps in series, in a treatment that is simpler than that used for
the SCM, although some of the assumptions are the same:

(1) The reacting particle is isothermal.
(2) The particle is nonporous, so that reaction occurs only on the exterior surface.
(3) The surface reaction between gas A and solid B is first-order.
In the following example, the treatment is illustrated for a spherical particle.

For a reaction represented by A(g) + bB(s) -+ product(g), derive the relation between time
(t) of reaction and fraction of B converted (f,), if the particle is spherical with an initial
radius R,, and the Ranz-Marshall correlation for k,,(R) is valid, where R is the radius at
t. Other assumptions are given above.
SOLUTION

The rate of reaction of A, (- RA), can be expressed independently in terms of the rate of
transport of A by mass transfer and the rate of the surface reaction:

C-Q = k/#W-R2(c+,

- c,c,J

(-RA) = kh4’lrR2ch

(9.1-36)
(9.1-37)

The rate of reaction of B is (cf. equation 9.1-24)
(- RB) = -4~p,,R2(dRldt)

(9.1-38)
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and (- RA) and (- Rn) are related by
(9.1-8a)

c-w = M-R,)

we eliminate (-RA), ( -RB) and cAs (Concentration at the surface) from these four equations to obtain a differential equation involving dR/dt, which, on integration, provides the
desired relation. The equation resulting for dR/dt is

which leads to

(9.1-40)

from equation 9.1-34. For simplicity, we consider results for the two limiting cases of
equation 9.1-34 (ignoring K21R’12 or K,IR), as described in Section 9.1.2.3.3.
For small particles, integration of 9.1-40 without the term K21R’j2 results in
(9.1-41)

,

or, since, for a spherical particle
(9.1-42)

fE = 1 - (R/RJ3

II

(9.1-43)

The time tl for complete reaction (fn = 1) is
G=*(g+&)

(9.1-44)

For large particles, the corresponding results (with the term K,IR in equation 9.1-40
dropped) are:
(9.1-45)

1 [

1 - (1 - fn)l’2 + &- 1 - (1 - fs)“3

(9.1-46)
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(9.1-47)
Corresponding equations for the two special cases of gas-film mass-transfer control
and surface-reaction-rate control may be obtained from these results (they may also be
derived individually). The results for the latter case are of the same form as those for
reaction-rate control in the SCM (see Table 9.1, for a sphere) with R, replacing (constant) R (and (variable) R replacing rc in the development). The footnote in Example
9-2 does not apply here (explain why).

9.2 GAS-LIQUID SYSTEMS
9.2.1

Examples of Systems
Gas-liquid reacting systems may be considered from one of two points of view, depending on the purpose of the reaction: (1) as a separation process or (2) as a reaction
process.
In case (l), the reaction is used for the removal of an undesirable substance from a
gas stream. In this sense, the process is commonly referred to as “gas absorption with
reaction.” Examples are removal of H,S or CO, from a gas stream by contact with an
ethanolamine (e.g., monoethanolamine (MEA) or diethanolamine (DEA)) in aqueous
solution, represented by:
H,S(g) + HOCH,CH,NH,(MEA,e,
--f HS- + HOCH,CH,NH;
(4
CO,(g) + 2(HOCH,CH,),NH(DEA,
9 + (HOCH,CH,),NCOO- + (HOCH,CH,),NH;
(W
In case (2), the reaction is used to yield a desirable product. Examples are found in
the manufacture of nitric acid, phenol, and nylon 66, represented, respectively, by:

&O(e) 4 2HNO,(9 + NO(g)

(0

V%(e) + WYMd -+ C,H,COOH + H,O

(D)

3NWd +

C,H,COOH + (1/2)0, + C,H,OH + CO2 I
C6H12(9 + O,(g) + adipic acid

(El

The types of reactors and reactor models used for such reactions are considered in
Chapter 24. In this chapter, we are concerned with the kinetics of these reactions, and
hence with reaction models, which may have to include gas-liquid mass transfer as well
as chemical reaction.
Similar to the case of gas-solid reactions, we represent the stoichiometry of a gasliquid reaction in a model or generic sense by
A(g) + bB(9 + products

(9.2-1)

B(9 may refer to pure liquid B or, more commonly, to B dissolved in a liquid solvent.
Furthermore, we assume throughout that B(9 is nonvolatile; that is, B occurs only in
the liquid-phase, whereas A may be present in both phases. This assumption implies
that chemical reaction occurs only in the liquid phase.
In the treatment to follow, we first review the two-film model for gas-liquid mass
transfer, without reaction, in Section 9.2.2, before considering the implications for kineticsin Section 9.2.3.
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Two-Film Mass-Transfer Model for Gas-Liquid Systems
Consider the transport of gaseous species A from a bulk gas to a bulk liquid, in which it
has a measurable solubility, because of a difference of chemical potential of A in the two
phases (higher in the gas phase). The difference may be manifested by a difference in
concentration of A in the two phases. At any point in the system in which gas and liquid
phases are in contact, there is an interface between the phases. The two-film model
(Whitman, 1923; Lewis and Whitman, 1924) postulates the existence of a stagnant gas
film on one side of the interface and a stagnant liquid film on the other, as depicted
in Figure 9.4. The concentration of A in the gas phase is represented by the partial
pressure, PA, and that in the liquid phase by cA. Subscript i denotes conditions at the
interface and 6, and 8, are the thicknesses of the gas and liquid films, respectively. The
interface is real, but the two films are imaginary, and are represented by the dashed
lines in Figure 9.4; hence, 6, and 6, are unknown.
In the two-film model, the following assumptions are made:
(1) The two-film model is a steady-state model; that is, the concentration profiles
indicated in Figure 9.4 are established instantaneously and remain unchanged.
(2) The steady-state transport of A through the stagnant gas film is by molecular
diffusion, characterized by the molecular diffusivity DA,. The rate of transport,
normalized to refer to unit area of interface, is given by Fick’s law, equation 8.5-4,
in the integrated form
NA = D~g(PA
= kAg(PA

- pAi)IRTSg
- PAi)

(9.2-2)
(9.2-3)

where NA is the molar flux of A, mol mP2 s-l, and kAg is the gas-film mass transfer
coefficient defined by
k Ag = DAJRTS,

and introduced to cover the fact that S, is unknown.
(3) Similarly, the transport of A through the liquid film is by molecular diffusion,
characterized by DA,, and the flux (the same as that in equations 9.2-2 and -3 at
steady-state) is
NA = DAdCAi

- CA)lBb

= kAt(CAi - cA)

(9.2-5)
(9.2-6)

CA

g-e interface

Figure 9.4 Two-film model (profiles) for mass
transfer of A from gas phase to liquid phase (no
reaction)
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where the liquid-film mass transfer coefficient is defined by

(9.2-7)

'be = DA&%

(4) There is equilibrium at the interface, which is another way of assuming that there
is no resistance to mass transfer at the interface. The equilibrium relation may
be expressed by means of Henry’s law:

(9.2-8)

PAi = HACAi
where HA is the Henry’s law constant for species A.

The rate of mass transfer of A may also be characterized in terms of overall mass
transfer coefficients KAg and KA, defined by

(9.2-9)
(9.2-10)

NA = KA&'A - 6~)
= KA&~ - cA)

where pi is the (fictitious) partial pressure of A in equilibrium with a liquid phase of
concentration CA,

(9.2-11)

Pi = HACA

and, correspondingly, CL is the liquid-phase concentration of A in equilibrium with a
gas-phase partial pressure of PA,

(9.2-12)

PA =HAC~

KAs and KAe may each be related to kAg and kAo. From equations 9.2-3, -6, and -9,

1
‘+HA
-=
KAY

kg

(9.2-13)

kAC

and from equations 9.2-3, -6, and -10,
1

1 -

-

1

(9.2-14)

KA, - HAkAg + kA,

Each of these last two equations represents the additive contribution of gas- and
liquid-film resistances (on the right) to the overall resistance (on the left). (Each mass
transfer coefficient is a “conductance” and its reciprocal is a “resistance.“)
Special cases arise from each of equations 9.2-13 and -14, depending on the relative
magnitudes of kAg and k,,. For example, from equation 9.2-13, if kAg is relatively large
so that Ilk,, << HAlkAe, then KAs (and hence NA) is determined entirely by kAe, and
we have the situation of “liquid-film control.” An important example of this is the situation in which the gas phase is pure A, in which case there is no gas film for A to diffuse
through, and kAg --+ W. Conversely, we may have “gas-film control.” Similar conclusions may be reached from consideration of equation 9.2-14 for KAe. In either case, we
obtain the following results:
NA = kAe(PAjHA

- CA); liquid-film control

NA = kAg(pA - HA

CA); gas-film

Control

(9.2-15)
(9.2-16)
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Kinetics Regimes for Two-Film Model
9.2.3.1 Classijication

in Terms of Location of Chemical Reaction

The rate expressions developed in this section for gas-liquid systems, represented by
reaction 9.2-1, are all based on the two-film model. Since liquid-phase reactant B is
assumed to be nonvolatile, for reaction to occur, the gas-phase reactant A must enter
the liquid phase by mass transfer (see Figure 9.4). Reaction between A and B then
takes place at some “location” within the liquid phase. At a given point, as represented
in Figure 9.4, there are two possible locations: the liquid film and the bulk liquid. If the
rate of mass transfer of A is relatively fast compared with the rate of reaction, then A
reaches the bulk liquid before reacting with B. Conversely, for a relatively fast rate of
reaction (“instantaneous” in the extreme), A reacts with B in the liquid film before it
reaches the bulk liquid. Since the intermediate situation is also possible, we may initially
classify the kinetics into three regimes:

(1) Reaction in bulk liquid only;
(2) Reaction in liquid film only;
(3) Reaction in both liquid film and bulk liquid.
We treat each of these three cases in turn to obtain, as far as possible, analytical or
approximate analytical rate expressions, taking both mass transfer and reaction into
account. Each of these cases gives rise to important subcases, some of which are developed further, and some of which are left to problems at the end of the chapter. In
treating the cases in the order above, we are proceeding from special, relatively simple,
situations to more general ones, the reverse of the approach taken in Section 9.1 for
gas-solid systems.
It is necessary to distinguish among three rate quantities. We use the symbol NA to
represent the flux of A, in mol m-2 s-l, through gas and/or liquid film; if reaction takes
place in the liquid film, NA includes the effect of reaction (loss of A). We use the symbol
(-rA), in mol mP2 s-r, to represent the intensive rate of reaction per unit interfacial
area. Dimensionally, (-r*) corresponds to NA, but (- Y,J and NA are equal only in the
two special cases (1) and (2) above. In case (3), they are not equal, because reaction
occurs in the bulk liquid (in which there is no flux) as well as in the liquid film. In this
case, furthermore, we need to distinguish between the flux of A into the liquid film at
the gas-liquid interface, NA(z = 0), and the flux from the liquid film to the bulk liquid,
NA(z = l), where z is the relative distance into the film from the interface; these two
fluxes differ because of the loss of A by reaction in the liquid film. The third rate quantity
is ( -rJinr in mol m-3 s-l, the intrinsic rate of reaction per unit volume of liquid in the
bulk liquid. (-T*) and (- rA)inr are related as shown in equation 9.2-17 below.
9.2.3.2 Reaction in Bulk Liquid Only; Relatively Slow Reaction

If chemical reaction occurs only in the bulk liquid, but resistance to mass transfer of
A through gas and liquid films is not negligible, the concentration profiles could be as
shown in Figure 9.5. This is essentially the same as Figure 9.4, except that a horizontal
line is added for cn.
We assume that the reaction is intrinsically second-order (first-order with respect to
each reactant), so that
NA = (-rA) = (-rA)intlui = (kAlui)cAcB

= k;c,c,

(9.2-17)

where, for consistency with the units of (-r,J used above, the interfacial area ai (e.g.,
m2 (interfacial area) mT3 (liquid)) is introduced to relate (-T*) to ( -Y*)~~~ (in mol mP3
(liquid) s-i.
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Figure 9.5 Two-film model (profiles) for relatively slow reaction A(g) + bB(9 -+ products
g-e interface

(nonvolatile B)

Since the system is Usdly specified in terms of pA and cu, rather than CA and cu, we
transform equation 9.2-17 into a more useful form by elimination of CA in favor of PA;
cA then becomes a dependent variable.
Since the three rate processes
Mass transfer of A through gas film
Mass transfer of A through liquid film
Reaction of A and B in bulk liquid
are in series, the steady-state rate of transport or reaction, NA or (- TA), is given independently by equations 9.2-3, -6, and -17; a fourth relation is the equilibrium connection
between P& and cAi given by Henry’s law, equation 9.2-8. These four equations may
be solved simultaneously to eliminate c Ai, pAi, and cA (in favor of PA to represent the
concentration of A) to obtain the following result for (-IA):
(9.2-18)
k Ag ’ k,,

’ k&

The summation in the denominator represents the additivity of “resistances” for the
three series processes. From 9.2-17 and -18, we obtain cA in terms of pA and cu:
(9.2-Ma)

Three special cases of equation 9.2-18 arise, depending on the relative magnitudes of
the two mass-transfer terms in comparison with each other and with the reaction term
(which is always present for reaction in bulk liquid only). In the extreme, if all masstransfer resistance is negligible, the situation is the same as that for a homogeneous
liquid-phase reaction, (-rA)& = kACACB.
If the liquid-phase reaction is pseudo-first-order with respect to A (cu constant and
>’ cA),
(-rA)

where
by k;.

kx = kacB

=

kAcBlai.

=

(-rA)int/ai

=

(k&&A

=

k&

Equations 9.2-18 and -18a apply with

kAcB

replaced
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9.2.3.3 Reaction in Liquid Film Only; Relatively Fast Reaction
9.2.3.3.1. Instantaneous reaction. If the rate of reaction between A and B is so high
as to result in instantaneous reaction, then A and B cannot coexist anywhere in the
liquid phase. Reaction occurs at some point in the liquid film, the location of which is
determined by the relative concentrations and diffusivities of A and B. This is shown as
a reaction “plane” in Figure 9.6. At this point, cA and cn both become zero. The entire
process is mass-transfer controlled, with A diffusing to the reaction plane from the bulk
gas, first through the gas film and then through the portion of the liquid film of thickness
6, and B diffusing from the bulk liquid through the remaining portion of the liquid film
of thickness 6, - S.
The three diffusion steps can be treated as series processes, with the fluxes or rates
given by, respectively,
NA = kAg(PA

- PAi)

(9.2-3)

se
NA = %(c,i - 0) = s kAecAi

&I = &(c, - 0) = -f-&k&B

The first part of equation 9.2-19 corresponds to the integrated form of Fick’s law in
equation 9.2-5, and the second part incorporates equation 9.2-7; equation 9.2-20 applies
in similar fashion to species B. The rates NA and Nn are related through stoichiometry
bY
NB = bNA

(9.2-20a)

and the concentrations PAi and cAi are related by Henry’s law:
PAi = HACAi

(9.2-8)

Finally, the liquid-phase diffusivities and mass-transfer coefficients are related, as a consequence of equation 9.2-7, by
(9.2-21)

3
Bulk gas

p,c=o

Gas film2
C Liquid film
g-e interface

Figure 9.6 Two-film model (profiles) for instantaneous reaction A(g) + bB(t) + products
(nonvolatile B)
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These six governing equations may be solved for NA with elimination of pAI, CAi, Nn, kBe
and S,/S to result in the rate law, in terms of (- TA) = NA,

NA

= (-rA)

=

DEeHA
PA+-C B
DA@

(9.2-22)

or
(--A)

= KAY

(9.2-22b)

= KAe

The last two forms come from the definitions of KAg and KAe in equations 9.2-13 and
-14, respectively.
Two extreme cases of equation 9.2-22 or -22a or -22b arise, corresponding to gasfilm control and liquid-film control, similar to those for mass transfer without chemical
reaction (Section 9.2.2). The former has implications for the location of the reaction
plane (at distance 6 from the interface in Figure 9.6) and the corresponding value of cn.
These points are developed further in the following two examples.

What is the form of equation 9.2-22 for gas-film control, and what are the implications
for the location Of the reaction plane (Vahe Of 6) and cs (and hence for (-t-A) in eCptiOn
9.2-22)?

SOLUTION
In Figure 9.6, the position of the reaction plane at distance 6 from the gas-liquid interface
is shown for a particular value of es. If cn changes (as a parameter), the position of the
reaction plane changes, 6 decreasing as cn increases. This may be realized intuitively from
Figure 9.6, or can be shown from equations 9.2-20, -2Oa, and -22a. Elimination of NA and
Nn from these three equations provides a relation between 6 and cB:

from which

as

dCg=-

D~eDB&P.t
KA,(DAebPA +

<o

(B)

DB~*ACBP

That is, 6 decreases as c, increases. 6 can only decrease to zero, since the reaction plane
cannot occur in the gas film (species B is nonvolatile). At this condition, the reaction plane
coincides with the gas-liquid interface, and PAi, cAi, and cs (at the interface) are all zero.
This corresponds to gas-film control, since species A does not penetrate the liquid film.
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The value of cn in the bulk liquid is the largest value of cn that can influence the rate of
reaction, and may be designated $irnax. From equation (A), with 6 = 0, and S, = D,elk,e,
equation 9.2-7,
KAgDAtbpA
CB,max

=
DBt ( kA, -KA~HA 1

(9.2-23)

= k&‘PdkBe

if we use the condition for gas-film control, from equation 9.2-13, l/k,, >> HA/k,, or
kA, > > HA kAg, SO that KAg = kAg, together with equation 9.2-21 to eliminate DA, D,,,
and k,, in favor of k,,.
To obtain (-rA) for gas-film control, we may substitute cn,max from equation 9.2-23
into equation 9.2-22, and again use k,, >> HAkAg, together with equation 9.2-21:
(-rA)

=

kAgPA; CB z

CB,max

(9.2-24)

Thus, when cn 2 crsrnax, the rate (-TA) depends only on PA.
This result also has implications for (-?-A) given by equation 9.2-22. This equation
applies as it stands only if cB I c~,~~. For higher values of cn, equation 9.2-24 governs.

What is the form of equation 9.2-22 for liquid-film control?
SOLUTION
For liquid-film control, there is no gas-phase resistance to mass transfer of A. Thus, in
eqUEitiOU 9.2-14, IlkA, >> l/HAkAg, and KAe = kAe, so that equation 9.2-22b may be
written

(-rA) =

(9.2-25)

9.2.3.3.2. Fast reaction. If chemical reaction is sufficiently fast, even though not instantaneous, it is possible for it to occur entirely within the liquid-film, but not at a point or
plane. This case is considered as a special case of reaction in both bulk liquid and liquid
film in Section 9.2.3.4. In this situation, NA = (-TA).
9.2.3.3.3. Enhancement factor E. For reaction occurring only in the liquid film,
whether instantaneous or fast, the rate law may be put in an alternative form by means
of a factor that measures the enhancement of the rate relative to the rate of physical
absorption of A in the liquid without reaction. Reaction occurring only in the liquid
film is characterized by cA + 0 somewhere in the liquid film, and the enhancement
factor E is defined by

E =

rate of reaction or flux of A
maximum rate of mass transfer of A through the liquid film

= (-rdlkAt(CAi

- cA) = (-rA)/kA&Ai

(9.2-26)

/
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since cA = 0 for maximum rate of mass transfer. Thus, in terms of E, the rate law is
(9.2-26a)

(-‘A) = kAfEcAi

)

The interfacial concentration cAi can be eliminated by means of equations 9.2-3 and -8
to give
(-rA)

=

(9.2-27)

‘A~*

‘+kA&
k*S

For an instantaneous reaction, equation 9.2-27 is an alternative to equation 9.2-22. An
expression for E can be obtained from these two equations, and special cases can be
examined in terms of E (see problems 9-11 and 9-12).
9.2.3.4 Reaction in Liquid Film and Bulk Liquid
The cases above, reaction in bulk liquid only and instantaneous reaction in the liquid
film, have been treated by considering rate processes in series. We can’t use this approach if diffusion and reaction of A and B are both spread over the liquid film. Instead,
we consider solution of the continuity equations for A and B, through the liquid film.
Figure 9.7 shows concentration profiles schematically for A and B according to the
two-film model. Initially, we ignore the presence of the gas film and consider material
balances for A and B across a thin strip of width dx in the liquid film at a distance x
from the gas-liquid interface. (Since the gas-film mass transfer is in series with combined
diffusion and reaction in the liquid film, its effect can be added as a resistance in series.)
For A at steady-state, the rate of diffusion into the thin strip at x is equal to the rate
of diffusion out at (x + dx) plus the rate of disappearance within the strip. That is, for
unit cross-sectional area,
dCA
-DAfx
= -DA,

[z + &($$)dX]

+ (-rA)intdX

which becomes
d2CA
DAe dx2

- (-?-A)int = 0

(9.2-28)

Figure 9.7 Two-film model (profiles) for reaction A(g) + bB(9 + products in bulk liquid
g-l

interface

and liquid film (nonvolatile B)
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For B, similarly, we have

d2CB - (-t-f& = 0
DBeJy

(9.2-29)

The intrinsic rate of reaction is a function of cA, cn, and T
ter~hnt = rA(cAj CBpT)

(9.2-30)

and ( -rA)inr and (-rn)& are related by
(-rB)inr =

(9.1-8)

b(-r,4jint

The boundary conditions for the two simultaneous second-order ordinary differential
equations, 9.2-28 and -29, may be chosen as:
at x = 0,

CA = CAi

(9.2-31)
(9.2-32)

(consistent with no transport of B through the interface, since B is nonvolatile)
at x = a,,

CA = cA(in bulk liquid) = C/Q,

cn = cn(in bulk liquid) = Crib

(9.2-33)
(9.2-34)

Equations 9.2-28 and -29, in general, are coupled through equation 9.2-30, and analytical solutions may not exist (numerical solution may be required). The equations
can be uncoupled only if the reaction is first-order or pseudo-first-order with respect to
A, and exact analytical solutions are possible for reaction occurring in bulk liquid and
liquid film together and in the liquid film only. For second-order kinetics with reaction
occurring only in the liquid film, an approximate analytical solution is available. We
develop these three cases in the rest of this section.
9.2.3.4.1. First-order or pseudo-jr&order isothermal, irreversible reaction with respect to A; reaction in liquidjlm and bulk liquid For a reaction that is first-order or
pseudo-first-order with respect to A, we have
(-rAL

=

kACA

or

(9.2-35a)
where kJ$ = kACB, which is of the same form as 9.2-35.
Use of either one of these for (-?-A& has the effect of uncoupling equation 9.228 from -29, and we need only solve the former in terms of A. Thus, equation 9.2-28
becomes:
- kACA = 0

(9.2-36)
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with boundary conditions given by equations 9.2-31 and -33. We solve equation 9.2-28
in dimensionless form by letting
A = c*Ic*i

(9.2-37)

z = XlSe

(9.2-38)

and

Then equation 9.2-36 becomes

(9.2-39)
where the Hatta number, Ha, is a dimensionless group defined by
Ha = S&IC~ID~~)~‘*

= (DAek#*/kAe (n = 1)

(9.2-40) /

if we use equation 9.2-7 to eliminate 6,. The solution of equation 9.2-39 gives the concentration profile for A through the liquid film in terms of A and z . The boundary conditions 9.2-31 and -33, in terms of A and z , become
at z = 0,

A=1

atz = 1,

A = CAbICAi = A,

(9.2-31a)

The solution of equation 9.2-39 may be written as
A = Kl exp(Ha z) + K2 exp(-Ha z)

(9.2-41)

and the integration constants evaluated from the boundary conditions are

K = 4 - ed-Ha)
1

2 sinh (Ha)

K = dW - 4
2
2 sinh(Ha)
Elimination of Kl

and K2

from equation 9.2-41 results in
A = A,sinh(Ha z) + sinh[Ha(l - z)]
sinh (Ha)

(9.2-42)

To obtain the steady-state rate of transfer or flux of A into the liquid film, NA(z = 0),
we note that this flux is equal to the rate of diffusion at the gas-liquid interface:

NA(z =

0) = -DA,

(9.2-43)
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dhldz is determined by differentiating equation 9.2-42, and evaluating the derivative at
z = 0. Thus,
CAb

cAi cosh(Ha)

1

(9.2-44)

kAt cAi

on replacement of h, by cAb/cAi, where cAb is the bulk liquid concentration (in Figure 9.7). Equation 9.2-44 was first obtained by Hatta (1932). It is based on liquid-film
resistance only. To take the gas-film resistance into account and eliminate CAi, we use
equation 9.2-44 together with equations 9.2-3 and -8
NA

(9.2-3)
(9.2-8)

E NA(Z = 0) = kAg(PA - PAi)
cAi

=

PAilHA

to obtain
HACAb

Np,(z

=

=

0)

pA - cosh(Ha)
H,tanh(Ha)

(9.2-45)

k,eHa

Special cases of equation 9.2-45 result from the two extremes of Ha -+ large and Ha +
0 (see problem 9-13).
Similarly, to obtain NA(z = l), the flux or rate of transfer of A from the liquidfilm to
the bulk liquid, we evaluate the rate of diffusion at z = 1 from equation 9.2-42:
N

I - Fcosh(Ha)

A

AZ

1

kA$Ai

(9.2~44a)
To eliminate c& and take gas-film resistance into account, we again use 9.2-3 and 9.2-8.
Thus, eliminating CAM, pAi, and NA(z = 0) from 9.2-3, -8, -44a, and -45, we obtain the
following rather cumbersome expression:
kAg tanh(Ha)

NA(z = 1) =

kAeHa

tanh(Ha)

beHa

cosh(Ha)[l +

PA +

CAb

cosh(Ha)
kAgHA tanh(Ha) - CAb
kA&a

1

(9.2-45a)
I

Equations 9.2-45 and -45a are used in the continuity equations for reactor models in
Chapter 24.
9.2.3.4.2. Fast jirst-order or pseudo-jr&order reaction in liquid Jilm only. If the
chemical reaction itself is sufficiently fast, without being instantaneous, cA drops to
zero in the liquid film, and reaction takes place only in the liquid film, since A does
not reach the bulk liquid. The difference between this case and that in Section 9.2.4.3.1
above is in the boundary condition at z = 1; equation 9.2-33a is replaced by
at z = 1,

CAb = 0; h, = 0

(9.2-3313)
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In this case, the solution of equation 9.2-39 with boundary conditions 9.2-31a and
9.2-33b is

(9.2-46)
From equation 9.2-46, using equation 9.2-43, we obtain an expression for NA (z = 0),
which also represents (- rA), since all reaction takes place in the liquid film:

and, on elimination of c& by means of equations 9.2-3 and -8 to take the gas-film resistance into account, as in Section 9.2.3.4.1,

(9.2-48)

Comparison of equation 9.2-48 with 9.2-27 shows that, for this case, the enhancement
factor is
E = Ha/ tanh(Ha)

(9.2-49)

9.2.3.4.3. Fast second-order reaction in IiquidJilm only. For a reaction that is secondorder, first-order with respect to each of A and B, we have

(9.230)
In this case, an exact analytical solution of the continuity equations for A and B does
not exist. An approximate solution has been developed by Van Krevelen and Hoftijzer
(1948) in terms of E. Results of a numerical solution could be fitted approximately by
the implicit relation
E = $/tanh$

(9.2-51)

where

(9.2-52)

Ei is the enhancement factor for an instantaneous reaction (see problem 9-ll(c)):
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and, for a second-order reaction,
Ha = (kADAC~n)1’21kAe

0

1

“O-T

(TZ = 2)

(9.2-54)

For given values of Ha and Ei, E may be calculated by solving equations 9.2-51 and -52
numerically using the E-Z Solve software (or by trial). The results of such calculations
are shown graphically in Figure 9.8, as a plot of E versus Ha with E, - 1 as a parameter.
Figure 9.8 can be used to obtain approximate values of E.
As shown in Figure 9.8, the solution for E for a fast second-order reaction given by
equation 9.2-51 is bounded by E for two other cases: fast first-order or pseudo-firstorder reaction, given by equation 9.2-49 and instantaneous reaction, given by equation
9.2-53. Thus, from equation 9.2-51, as Ei -+ 03 for constant Ha, E + Ha/tanh (Ha),
and as Ha + ~0 for constant Ei, E -+ Ei (see problem 9-17). In Figure 9.8, equation
9.2-49 is represented by the diagonal line that becomes curved for Ha < 3, equation
9.2-51 by the family of curved lines between this “diagonal” line and the dashed line,
and equation 9.2-53 by the family of horizontal lines to the right of the dashed line. The
dashed line is the locus of points at which E becomes horizontal, and divides the region
for fast second-order reaction from that for instantaneous reaction.
9.2.3.5 Interpretation of Hatta Number (Ha); Criterion for Kinetics Regime

The Hatta number Ha, as a dimensionless group, is a measure of the maximum rate of
reaction in the liquid film to the maximum rate of transport of A through the liquid

-

-

^^-~..-

Ha

Figure 9.8 Enhancement factor, E (Ha, Ei), for fast gas-liquid reaction (in liquid film); reaction: A(g) + bB(9 --f products (B nonvolatile)
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film, and as such is analogous to the Thiele modulus 4 in catalytic reactions (Chapter 8).
This interpretation of Ha may be deduced from its definition. For example, for a firstorder reaction, from equation 9.2-40,
~~2

= 62 kAaicAi
kA _

6

_

Vf kACAi

e=-

ai kAe cAi
e DA,
e maximum rate of reaction or flux in liquid film
= maximum rate of transport through liquid film

(9.2-55)

In equation 9.2-55, ai is the interfacial area, for example, in m2 me3 (liquid), and vf
is the volume of the liquid film. The rates are maximum rates because c,& is the highest value of CA in the film (for numerator), and the form of the denominator is consistent with CA (bulk liquid) = 0, giving the largest possible driving force for mass
transfer.
Thus, if Ha (strictly, Ha2) >> 1, reaction occurs in the liquid film only, and if Ha or
Ha2 ==K 1, reaction occurs in bulk liquid. Numerically, these values for Ha may be set
at about 3 and 0.1, respectively.

Suppose pure CO, (A) at 1 bar is absorbed into an aqueous solution of NaOH (B) at 20” C.
Based on the data given below and the two-film model, how should the rate of absorption
be characterized (instantaneous, fast pseudo-first-order, fast second-order), if cu = (a) 0.1
and (b) 6 mol L- 1 ?
Data (Danckwerts, 1970, p. 118, in part): kA = 10,000 L mol-’ s-l; DA, = 1.8 X
lo-’ cm2 S-‘; kAe = 0.04 cm S-‘; D,e = 3.1 X 10-5cm2s-1;HA = 36barLmoll’.
SOLUTION
The chemical reaction (in the liquid phase) is
CO,(g) + 2NaOH(e) --r Na,CO, + H,O
Hence, b = 2.
Since a finite value of the rate constant kA is specified, the reaction is not instantaneous.
The units given for kA indicate that the reaction is second-order, presumably of the form in
equation 9.2-50. To obtain further insight, we calculate values of Ha and Ej, from equations
9.2-54 and 9.2-53, respectively. For Ej, since the gas phase is pure CO,, there is no gasphase resistance, and CAM = PA/HA, from equation 9.2-8, with pAi = pA( = 1 bar). The
results for the two cases are given in the following table (together with values of E, as
discussed below)
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70O-vv

The values of Ha are sufficiently large (Ha > 3) to indicate that reaction occurs entirely
within the liquid film. This suggests that we need consider only the two possibilities: fast
second-order reaction and fast pseudo-first-order reaction. From the values of Ha and Ei
in the table, Figure 9.8 can be used to assess the kinetics model and obtain approximate
values of E. Alternatively, we calculate values of E from equations 9.2-51 and -49 for
second-order and pseudo-first-order, respectively, using E-Z Solve (file ex9-6.msp). The
results are given in the table above. The conclusions are:
(a) In Figure 9.8, the value of E is in the region governed by equation 9.2-5 1 for secondorder kinetics. This is shown more precisely by the two calculated values; 2.5 is only 74%
of the value (3.4) for pseudo-first-order kinetics.
(b) The relatively high value of cn suggests that the reaction may be pseudo-first-order
(with respect to A), and this is confirmed by Figure 9.8 and the calculations. In the former,
E is virtually on the diagonal line representing equation 9.2-49, and from the latter, the

Reaction: A(g) + bB(O + Products (B is nonvolatile)

From 9.2-45, -45a
(mass transfer without reaction)

..,

.I

^

I

.-

’

Liq. film control,
from eqn. 9.2-53
PA
and cAi = *

A

DBI*A~B
Ei = 1 + */vbPn

Figure 9.9 Summary of rate or flux expressions for gas-liquid reactions (two-film model)

I
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(approximate) value of E (24.3) calculated from equation 9.2-51 is 94% of the (exact)
value (26) calculated from equation 9.2-49 for pseudo-first-order. The simpler form of the
latter could be used with relatively little error.
9.2.3.6 Summary of Rate Expressions
Application of the two-film model to a particular type of gas-liquid reaction, represented by equation 9.2-1, results in a proliferation of rate expressions for the various possible cases for which analytical solutions of the continuity equations are obtained here. These are summarized in Figure 9.9, as a branching chart, for convenient reference and to show the structure of their relationship to each other. The
chart is divided at the top into three main branches according to the supposed location of chemical reaction, and progresses in individual cases from “slow” reaction
on the left to instantaneous reaction on the right. The equation number from the
text is given along with the rate expression or other relevant quantity such as E
or Ha. The first expression in the chart for E for an instantaneous reaction is not
given in the text, but is developed in problem 9-11, along with E given by equation

9.2-53.
Note that the enhancement factor E is relevant only for reaction occurring in the
liquid film. For an instantaneous reaction, the expressions may or may not involve E,
except that for liquid-film control, it is convenient, and for gas-film control, its use is
not practicable (see problem 9-12(a)). The Hatta number Ha, on the other hand, is not
relevant for the extremes of slow reaction (occurring in bulk liquid only) and instantaneous reaction. The two quantities are both involved in rate expressions for “fast”
reactions (occurring in the liquid film only).

9.3

INTRINSIC KINETICS OF HETEROGENEOUS REACTIONS
INVOLVING SOLIDS
The mechanisms, and hence theoretically derived rate laws, for noncatalytic heterogeneous reactions involving solids are even less well understood than those for surfacecatalyzed reactions. This arises because the solid surface changes as the reaction
proceeds, unlike catalytic surfaces which usually reach a steady-state behavior. The
examples discussed here are illustrative.
Gasification reactions of solids: The reactions of solids with gas-phase reactants to
form gaseous products are generally described in the same manner as are surfacecatalyzed reactions. The reaction of carbon with water vapor is an example:
C(s) + H,O + H, + CO

(9.3-1)

This reaction is important in such processes as the decoking of catalysts, the manufacture of activated carbon for adsorption, and the gasification of carbonaceous materials
for production of hydrogen or fuel gas.
A two-step mechanism and resulting rate law can be developed as follows. Reactive
carbon sites, C* (total number NC.), are assumed to exist on the surface of the solid.
These can be oxidized reversibly by water vapor:
C* + H,O f C*O + H,
1

(1)
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where C*O is an oxidized carbon site. The oxidized site can then “decompose” to produce CO(g):

co 4 C O ( g )

(2)

In addition to CO(g) formation, step (2) exposes a variable number, it, of previously
inactive carbon atoms, C, thus producing c* to continue the reaction. The average value
of n is close to unity, so that N,. varies slowly as reaction proceeds.
If elementary rate laws are assumed for each step, and if NC* is essentially constant
over a short time, a (pseudo-) steady-state rate law can be developed:
kl k2cH20

NC

’ = N, klcHzO +

k-$H2 + 4

(9.3-2)

(Note the similarity to Langmuir-Hinshelwood kinetics.) The rate is expressed on the
basis of the instantaneous number of solid carbon atoms, Nc. The rate r (measured at
one gas composition) typically goes through a maximum as the carbon is converted. This
is the result of a maximum in the intrinsic activity (related to the fraction of reactive
carbon atoms, N&NC) because of both a change in Nc. and a decrease in Nc.
Since both Nc. and Nc change as the reaction proceeds, r can be expressed as a function of fractional conversion of carbon, fc, or of time, t:
r(t) =

keff h-ipo
hCH20

(9.3-3)

+ k-lCHz + k2

where keff(t) is a time-dependent rate constant given by

Other models allow for a distribution of site reactivities. Similar considerations apply
for reactions of solids in liquid solution.
Solid deposition from gas- or liquid-phase reactants: Solid-deposition reactions are
important in the formation of coatings and films from reactive vapors (called chemical
vapor deposition or CVD) and of pure powders of various solids. Examples are:
Si,H, + Si(S) i- 3H2

(9.34)

3TiC1, + 4NH, --, T&N,(s) + 12HCl

(9.3-6)

These are the reverse of gasification reactions and proceed through initial adsorption
of intermediates on an existing solid surface. The kinetics of the deposition and decomposition of the surface intermediates are often treated in Langmuir-Hinshelwood-type
models, where a dynamic balance of deposition sites is maintained, just as in surfacecatalyzed reactions. Further rearrangements or motion on the surface are often usually
necessary to form the desired solid (such as in silicon hlms where sufficient crystallinity
is required for semiconductor properties), and the kinetics of these arrangements can be
rate controlling. It is thought that decomposition of SiH, surface-intermediate species
to form hydrogen is the rate-limiting step during growth of silicon from disilane in reaction 9.3-5. Problem 9-18 deals with the kinetics of a CVD reaction.
Solid-solid reactions: Most reactions of one solid with another require the existence
of mobile intermediates, because mixtures of solid particles have very few points of
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contact. At the very least, mobility in one of the solids is required to bring the reactants
together. In the reduction of a metal oxide, MO, by carbon, carbon oxides are thought
to mediate this “solid-state” reaction through the two-step mechanism:
MO(s) + CO + M(s or 9 + CO,
co, + C(s) + 2 c o

(1)
(2)

This provides a means whereby the gas pressure can influence the kinetics, but these
reactions are sufficiently complex that rarely are mechanistic rate laws used in practice.

9.4

PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 9
9-1 For an isothermal spherical particle (at the surrounding bulk-gas temperature) of species B
reacting with gaseous species A as in Example 9-1, derive the time (t)-conversion
(fa) relation
from the SCM for each of the following three cases individually, and show that additivity of
the three results for t agrees with the overall result reached in Example 9- 1:
(a) gas-film mass transfer is the rds;
(b) surface reaction (first-order) is the rds; (already done in Example 9-2)
(c) ash-layer diffusion of A is the rds.
(Any combination of two of the three may be similarly considered to obtain a corresponding
total time in each case.)
9-2 Repeat Example 9-1 and problem 9-1 for an isothermal particle of “flat-plate” geometry represented in Figure 8.10, assuming only one face permeable.
9-3 Repeat Example 9-1 and problem 9-1 for an isothermal cylindrical particle of radius R and
length L; assume that only the circumferential area is permeable (“ends sealed”).
9-4 In the use of the shrinking-core model for a gas-solid reaction, what information could be
obtained about the possible existence of a rate-controlling step (gas-film mass transfer or ashlayer diffusion or surface reaction) from each of the following:
(a) t for given fn decreases considerably with increase in temperature (series of experiments);
(b) linear relationship between t and fs;
(c) change of relative fluid-particle velocity;
(d) effect on t of change of particle size (series of experiments).
9-5 For a certain fluid-particle reaction, represented by A(g) + bB(s) -+ products, it is proposed
to change some of the operating parameters as follows: the particle size RI is to be tripled to
Rz. and the temperature is to be increased from T1 = 800 K to T2 = 900 K. What would the
partial pressure (P,Q~) be, if the original partial pressure (P.Q~) was 2 bar, in order that the
fractional conversion (fa) be unchanged for a given reaction time? The particles are spherical, and reaction rate is controlling for the shrinking-core model. For the reaction, EAIR =
12,000 K.
9-6 For a certain fluid-particle reaction, represented by A(g) + bB(s) -+ products, suppose the
time required for complete reaction of cylindrical particles of radius RI, at T1 = 800 K and
partial pressure p&l, is ti. If it is proposed to use particles of double the size at one-third
the partial pressure (R2, PA@), what should the temperature (T2) be to maintain the same
value of tl? Assume reaction control with the shrinking-core model, and for the reaction,
EAIR = 10,000 K.
9-7 An experimental reactor for a gas-solid reaction, A(g) + bB(s) + products, is used in which
solid particles are carried continuously at a steady flow-rate on a horizontal grate 5 m long and
moving at a constant speed. Pure gas reactant A is in continuous cross-flow upward through
the solid particles, which form a relatively thin layer on the moving grate.
(a) For a solid consisting of cylindrical particles 1 mm in radius, calculate the value of each
appropriate kinetics parameter tl (that is, for each appropriate term in the expression
given in Table 9.1), specifying the units, if, at a certain T and P, fB was 0.8 when the
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grate moved at 0.3 m mm-‘, and 0.5 when the grate moved at 0.7 m mu-‘. Clearly state
any assumptions made.
(b) What is the value of each tt for 2-mm particles at the same T and P?
(c) For the particles in (b), what is the speed of the grate, if fn = 0.92?
9-8 Consider the reduction of relatively small spherical pellets of iron ore (assume Pam = 20 mol
L-l) by hydrogen at 900 K and 2 bar partial pressure, as represented by the shrinking-core
model, and
4H2 + FesO.&) = 4H20 + 3Fe(s)
(a) Show whether gas-film resistance is likely to be significant in comparison with ash-layer
resistance at relatively high conversion (fa + 1). For diffusion of Hz, assume D = 1 cm’
s-l at 300 K and D m T3’*; assume also that D, = 0.03 cm* s-t for diffusion through the
ash layer. For relatively small, free-falling particles, kAg = D/R.
(b) Repeat (a) for fa + 0.
9-9 (a) According to the shrinking-particle model (SPM) for a gas-solid reaction [A(g)+bB(s)
+
gaseous products], does kAg for gas-film mass transfer increase or decrease with time of
reaction? Justify briefly but quantitatively.
(b) (i) For given c&, fluid properties and gas-solid relative velocity (u), what does the result
in (a) imply for the change of ch (exterior-surface, gas-phase concentration of A)
with increasing time? Justify.
(ii) What is the value of ch as t + tl, the time for complete reaction? Justify.
(iii) To illustrate your answers to (i) and (ii), draw sketches of a particle together with
concentration profiles of A at 3 times: t = 0,O < t < tl, and t + tl .
Assume that the particle is spherical and isothermal, that both gas-film mass transfer resistance
and reaction “resistance” are significant, and that the Ranz-Marshall correlation for kAg is
applicable. Do not make an assumption about particle “size, ” but assume the reaction is firstorder.
9-10 For a gas-liquid reaction, represented by 9.2-1, which occurs only in the bulk liquid, the rate
law resulting from the two-film model, and given by equation 9.2-18, has three special cases.
Write the special form of equation 9.2-18 for each of these three cases, (a), (b), and (c), and
describe what situation each refers to.
9-11 For A(g) + bB(9 + products (B nonvolatile) as an instantaneous reaction:
(a) Obtain an expression for the enhancement factor E (i.e., EC) in terms of observable quantities [exclusive of (-IA)]; see Figure 9.9, equation numbered 9.2-56.
(b) Show Ei = &l6.
(c) Show, in addition to the result in (a), that
DBecB
Ei=l+p
DAd’cAi
(d) Show that the same result for Ei for liquid-film control is obtained from the expressions
in (a) and (c).
9-12 (a) For the instantaneous reaction A(g) + bB(Q + products, in which B is nonvolatile, it has
been shown that, according to the two-film model, the significance of the reaction plane
moving to the gas-liquid interface (i.e., 6 + 0, where 6 is the distance from the interface
to the plane) is that the gas-film resistance controls the rate. What is the significance of
this for Ei, the enhancement factor?
(b) What is the significance (i) in general, and (ii) for Ef, if the reaction plane moves to the
(imaginary) inside film boundary in the liquid phase (i.e., 6 + &, the film thickness)?
9-13 From equations 9.2-45 and 9.2-45a, show the significance of each of the two limiting cases
(a) Ha + large and (b) Ha + 0.
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9-14 For a gas-liquid reaction A(g) + bB(9 * products (B nonvolatile), sketch concentration profiles for A and B, according to the two-film model as in Figures 9.5 to 9.7, for each of the
following cases:
(a) instantaneous reaction for (i) gas-film control and (ii) liquid-film control;
(b) “slow” reaction for (i) gas-film + reaction control; (ii) liquid-film + reaction control; (iii)
reaction control; can there be gas-film and/or liquid-film control in this case?
(c) “fast” reaction in liquid film only.
9-15 For the (irreversible) gas-liquid reaction A(g) + bB(9 --f products, based on the information
below,
(a) sketch the concentration profiles for both A and B according to the two-film model, and
(b) derive the form of the rate law.
The reaction is zero-order with respect to A, and second-order with respect to B, which is
nonvolatile [(- Y*)int = kc;]. Assume reaction takes place only in the liquid film, that gasfilm mass-transfer resistance for A is negligible, and that es is uniform throughout the liquid
phase.
(c) Obtain an expression for the enhancement factor, E, for this case.
(d) Obtain an expression for the Hatta number, Ha, and relate E and Ha for this case.
9-16 Compare the (steady-state) removal of species A from a gas stream by the absorption of A in
a liquid (i) containing nonvolative species B such that the reaction A(g) + bB(9 + products
takes place, and (ii) containing no species with which it (A) can chemically react, in the
following ways:
(a) Assuming the reaction in case (i) is instantaneous, sketch (separately) concentration profiles for (i) and (ii) in accordance with the two-film model.
(b) Write the rate law for case (i) in terms of the enhancement factor (I?), and the corresponding form for case (ii).
(c) Explain briefly, in words, in terms of the film theory, why the addition of B to the liquid
increases the rate of absorption of A in case (i) relative to that in case (ii).
(d) What is the limit of the behavior underlying the explanation in (c), how may it be
achieved, and what is the rate law in this situation?
9-17 An approximate implicit solution (van Krevelen and Hoftijzer, 1948) for the enhancement
factor (I?) for a second-order, “fast” gas-liquid reaction, A(g) + bB(9 + products (B nonvolatile), occurring in the liquid film, according to the two-film theory, is given by equations
9.2-51 and -52.
(a) Show that, under a certain condition, this solution may be put in a form explicit in E (in
terms of Ha and Ei); that is, E = E(Ha, Ei). State what the condition is, and derive the
explicit form from equations 9.2-51 and -52.
(b) Confirm the result obtained in (a) for Ha = 100 and Ei = 100.
(c) Show whether (i) equation 9.2-49 and (ii) equation 9.2-53 can each be obtained as a
limiting case from the result derived in (a) for “fast” pseudo-first-order and instantaneous
reaction, respectively. (cf. de Santiago and Farena, 1970).
9-18 Boron, because of its high hardness and low density, is important in providing protective
coatings for cutting tools and fibers for use in composite materials. The kinetics of deposition
of boron by CVD from Hz and BBr3 was studied by Haupfear and Schmidt (1994). The overall
reaction is 2BBr3 + 3H2 + 2B(s) + 6HBr.
(a) Assuming that the reaction occurs on open deposition sites on the growing boron film,
write as many mechanistic steps as possible for this reaction.
(b) Write the LH rate law that results from a mechanism in which the rds is the reaction of
adsorbed H atoms and adsorbed BBrs. Assume that the coverages of these species are
given by Langmuir competitive isotherms.
(c) For the proposed rate law in (b), obtain values of the adsorption constants and the surface
rate constant from the following data obtained with a deposition temperature of 1100 K
(regression or graphical techniques may be used). r, is the rate of growth of the thickness
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of the film. Comment on how well the proposed rate law fits the data. For example, is the
order at high PH, too high (or too low)?
PBBQ

0.42
1.35
2.86
7.62
14.73
26.90
55.03
110.46

v
0‘7Ov

= 3.33 Pa

0.0302
0.0481
0.0585
0.0721
0.0889
0.0509
0.0359
0.0192

PBB~ 3 : =

:

pn,JPa

r-,/pm min-’

1 .oo
3.72
7.91
16.80
43.08
62.79
91.50
133.36

0.1023
0.2203
0.2716
0.4128
0.4427
0.5852
0.5458
0.7736

0

‘7Ov

PBBr+i

2.12
3.72
7.91
13.92
24.49
35.69

I

r-,/pm min-’
0.0413
0.0673
0.1450
0.1787
0.1450
0.1023

(d) Propose an improved rate law based on your observations in (c).
9-19 (a) Confirm the instantaneous reaction rate expression in equation 9.3-2 by suitably applying
the SSH to the two-step mechanism leading to the equation.
(b) Determine the simplified rate law resulting from the assumption that step (2) (CO decomposition) is the rds.
(c) Suppose the rate law r = k,ffc&cH2 was obtained experimentally for reaction 9.3-1.
Under what conditions could this rate law be obtained from equation 9.3-2? (How does
this k,ff differ from that in 9.3-4?)
9-20 (a) Determine the rate of reaction for a particular gas-liquid reaction A(g) + 2B(e) +
products, which is pseudo-first-order with respect to A. The following data are available:
Ha = 300 MPa L mol-’
DA! = 4.2 X 10d6 cm2 s-l
DBU = 1.7 X 1O-5 cm2 s-l

v

pan = 2.67 Pa

26.7 Pa

kA = 450 m4 mol-’ min-’
kAe = 0.08 m s-l
kAg = 0.68 mO1 kPa-’ m-* s-l

The partial pressure of A is 250 kPa, and the concentration of B is 0.25 mol L-l.
(b) If an enhancement factor can be used for this system, determine its value.
(c) If a Hatta number is appropriate for this system, determine its value.
9-21 A kinetics study was performed to examine the rate-controlling steps in a gas-solid reaction
governed by the shrinking-core model:
A(g) + 2B(s) -+ products@, g)
Experiments were conducted with four different sizes of nonporous spherical particles with
the temperature and partial pressure of A kept constant at 700 K and 200 kPa, respectively.
The time to complete reaction, tl, was measured in each case, and the following data were
obtained, with Pam = 2.0 X lo5 mol mm3:
particle radius/m:
lo-$/s:

0.005
2.31

0.010
4.92

0.015
7.83

0.020
11.0

In a separate set of experiments, it was determined that the gas-film mass transfer coefficient
(kAg) was 9.2 X 10m5 s-l.
(a) Determine the rate constant for the intrinsic surface reaction (k&n s-l) and the effective
ash-layer diffusion coefficient for A (De/m2 s-l).
(b) Is one process clearly rate limiting? Justify your answer.
(c) Determine the time required for 80% conversion of a 0.010 m particle, given the same
flow conditions, T, and PA used in the kinetics experiments.
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10
Biochemical Reactions:
Enzyme Kinetics

The subject of biochemical reactions is very broad, covering both cellular and enzymatic
processes. While there are some similarities between enzyme kinetics and the kinetics
of cell growth, cell-growth kinetics tend to be much more complex, and are subject to
regulation by a wide variety of external agents. The enzymatic production of a species
via enzymes in cells is inherently a complex, coupled process, affected by the activity
of the enzyme, the quantity of the enzyme, and the quantity and viability of the available cells. In this chapter, we focus solely on the kinetics of enzyme reactions, without
considering the source of the enzyme or other cellular processes. For our purpose, we
consider the enzyme to be readily available in a relatively pure form, “off the shelf,” as
many enzymes are.
Reactions with soluble enzymes are generally conducted in batch reactors (Chapter
12) to avoid loss of the catalyst (enzyme), which is usually expensive. If steps are taken
to prevent the loss of enzyme, or facilitate its reuse (by entrapment or immobilization
onto a support), flow reactors may be used (e.g., CSTR, Chapter 14). More comprehensive treatments of biochemical reactions, from the point of view of both kinetics
and reactors, may be found in books by Bailey and Ollis (1986) and by Atkinson and
Mavituna (1983).

10.1 ENZYME CATALYSIS
10.1.1

Nature and Examples of Enzyme Catalysis
Enzymes are proteins that catalyze many reactions, particularly biochemical reactions,
including many necessary for the maintenance of life. The catalytic action is usually very
specific, and may be affected by the presence of other substances both as inhibitors and
as c0enzymes.l
‘A coenzyme is an organic compound that activates the primary enzyme to a catalytically active form. A coenzyme may act as a cofactor (see footnote 2), but the converse is not necessarily true. For example, the coenzyme
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide, in either its oxidized or reduced forms (NAD+ or NADH), often participates
as a cofactor in enzyme reactions.
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Enzymes are commonly grouped according to the type of reaction catalyzed. Six
classes of enzymes have been identified:

(1)

oxidoreductases, which catalyze various types of oxidation-reduction reactions;
(2) transferases, which catalyze the transfer of functional groups, such as aldehydic
or acyl groups;
(3) hydrolases, which catalyze hydrolysis reactions;
(4) isomerases, which catalyze isomerization;
(5) ligases, which, with ATP (adenosine triphosphate) as a cofactor,2 lead to the formation of bonds between carbon and other atoms, including carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, and sulfur; and
(6) lyases, which catalyze the addition of chemical groups onto double bonds.
Examples of some common enzyme-catalyzed reactions are as follows:

(1) hydrolysis of urea with the enzyme (E) urease
(NH,),CO + H,O 5 CO2 + 2 NH,

(A)

(the specific nature of the catalytic action is indicated by the fact that urease has
no effect on the rate of hydrolysis of substituted ureas, e.g., methyl urea);
(2) hydrolysis of sucrose with invertase to form glucose and fructose

(B)
(3) hydrolysis of starch with amylase to form glucose (this is a key step in the conversion of corn to fuel-grade ethanol)

K,H,,O,), +

nHzo

’

nC6H1206

m

(this may also be carried out by acid-catalyzed hydrolysis with HCl, but at a
higher T and probably with a lower yield);
(4) decomposition of hydrogen peroxide in aqueous solution with catalase (which
contains iron), an example of oxidation-reduction catalyzed by an enzyme;
2H,O, 5 2H,O + 0,

03

(5) treatment of myocardial infarction with aldolase;
(6) treatment of Parkinson’s disease with L-DOPA, produced via tyrosinase (Pialis
et al., 1996):
L-tyrosine + 0, 5 dihydroxyphenylalanine (L-DOPA) + H,O
As a model reaction, we represent an enzyme-catalyzed reaction by
S+E+P+E

(10.1-1)

where S is a substrate (reactant), and P is a product.
*A cofactor is a nonprotein compound that combines with an inactive enzyme to generate a complex that is
catalytically active. Metal ions are common cofactors for enzymatic processes. A cofactor may be consumed in
the reaction, but may be regenerated by a second reaction unrelated to the enzymatic process.
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Since enzymes are proteins, which are polymers of amino acids, they have relatively
large molar masses (> 15,000 g mol-l), and are in the colloidal range of size. Hence,
enzyme catalysis may be considered to come between homogeneous catalysis, involving
molecular dispersions (gas or liquid), and heterogeneous catalysis, involving particles
(solid particles or liquid droplets). For the purpose of developing a kinetics model or
rate law, the approach involving formation of an intermediate complex may be used,
as in molecular catalysis, or that involving sites on the catalyst, as in the LangmuirHinshelwood model in surface catalysis. We use the former in Section 10.2, but see
problem 10-2 for the latter.

10.1.2 Experimental Aspects
Factors that affect enzyme activity, that is, the rates of enzyme-catalyzed reactions, include:
(1) the nature of the enzyme (E), including the presence of inhibitors and coenzymes;
(2) the nature of the substrate;
(3) the concentrations of enzyme and substrate;
(4) temperature;
(5) pH; and
(6) external factors such as irradiation (photo, sonic or ionizing) and shear stress.
Some of the main experimental observations with respect to concentration effects,
point (3) above, are:
(1) The rate of reaction, (--I~) or r,, is proportional to the total (initial) enzyme
concentration, cnO.
(2) At low (initial) concentration of substrate, cs, the initial rate, (-Is,), is first-order
with respect to substrate.
(3) At high cs, (-rso) is independent of (initial) cs.
The effect of temperature generally follows the Arrhenius relation, equations 3.1-6
to -8, but the applicable range is relatively small because of low- and high-temperature
effects. Below, say, 0°C enzyme-catalyzed biochemical reactions take place slowly, as
indicated by the use of refrigerators and freezers for food preservation. At sufficiently
high temperatures (usually 45 to 50°C) the enzyme, as a protein with a helical or random coil structure, becomes “denatured” by the unwinding of the coil, resulting in loss
of its catalytic activity. It is perhaps not surprising that the catalytic activity of enzymes,
in general, is usually at a maximum with respect to T at about “body” temperature,
37°C. However, some recently developed thermophilic enzymes may remain active up
to 1OOT.
The effect of extreme pH values can be similar to that of T in denaturing the enzyme.
This is related to the nature of enzymatic proteins as polyvalent acids and bases, with
acid and basic groups (hydrophilic) concentrated on the outside of the protein.
Mechanical forces such as shear and surface tension affect enzyme activity by disturbing the shape of the enzyme molecule. Since the shape of the active site of the
enzyme is specifically “engineered” to correspond to the shape of the substrate, even
small changes in structure may drastically affect enzyme activity. Consequently, fluid
flow rates, stirrer speeds, and foaming must be carefully controlled in order to ensure
that an enzyme’s productivity is maintained.
For these reasons, in the experimental study of the kinetics of enzyme-catalyzed reactions, T, shear and pH are carefully controlled, the last by use of buffered solutions.
In the development, examples, and problems to follow, we assume that both T and pH
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are constant, and that shear effects are negligible, and focus on the effects of concentration (of substrate and enzyme) in a rate law. These are usually studied by means of
a batch reactor, using either the initial-rate method or the integrated-form-of-rate-law
method (Section 3.4.1.1). The initial-rate method is often used because the enzyme concentration is known best at t = 0, and the initial enzyme activity and concentration are
reproducible.

10.2

MODELS OF ENZYME KINETICS

10.2.1 Michaelis-Menten

Model

The kinetics of the general enzyme-catalyzed reaction (equation 10.1-1) may be
simple or complex, depending upon the enzyme and substrate concentrations, the
presence/absence of inhibitors and/or cofactors, and upon temperature, shear, ionic
strength, and pH. The simplest form of the rate law for enzyme reactions was proposed
by Henri (1902) and a mechanism was proposed by Michaelis and Menten (1913)
which was later extended by Briggs and Haldane (1925). The mechanism is usually
referred to as the Michaelis-Menten mechanism or model. It is a two-step mechanism,
the first step being a rapid, reversible formation of an enzyme-substrate complex,
ES, followed by a slow, rate-determining decomposition step to form the product and
reproduce the enzyme:
S + E$ES
1
E&P+E

(fast)

(1)

(slow)

(2)

Henri and Michaelis and Menten assumed that the first step is a fast reaction virtually
at equilibrium, such that the concentration of the complex, ES, may be represented by:

cES

=

klcSCE
k-,

ens and cn are related by a material balance on the total amount of enzyme:
cE + cES = cEo

(10.2-2)

Thus, combining 10.2-1 and 10.2-2, we obtain the following expression for ens:
klCSCEo

cEs = klcs + k-,

CSCEO
=-

(10.2-3)

The ratio k-,/k, is effectively the dissociation equilibrium constant3 for ES in step (1)
and is usually designated by K,,, (Michaelis constant, with units of concentration). The
rate of formation of the product, P, is determined from step (2):4
V = ?-, = krCES

(10.2-4)

31n the biochemical literature, equilibrium constants are expressed as dissociation constants (for complexes),
rather than as association constants.
41n the biochemical literature, the rate of reaction (e.g., rp) is expressed as a reaction “velocity” (v). In this
chapter, we continue to use r to represent reaction rate.
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Combining equation 10.2-4 with 10.2-3 and the definition of Km, we obtain
kr%oCs

(10.24)

‘-’ = K,,, + cs

The form of the equation 10.2-5 is consistent with the experimental observations
(Section 10.1.2) about the dependence of rate in general on cEO, and about the dependence of the initial rate on cs. Thus, r, [or (-rs)] m CEO, and the initial rate,
given by

(10.2-6)
is proportional to csO at sufficiently low values of csO(csO << Km), and reaches a limiting (maximum) value independent of csO at sufficiently high values of csO(csO >> Km).
The form of equation 10.2-6 is shown schematically in Figure 10.1, together with the
following interpretations of the parameters involved, for given CEO at fixed T and pH:
The maximum initial rate’ is obtained for csO >> K,,,:

~Po,max = kr% = vmax

(10.2-7)

and, if K,,, = cso,

% = Ike
2 r Eo

=

maxi

cSo -

Km

(10.2-8)

That is, the Michaelis constant K,,, is equal to the value of csO that makes the initial rate
equal to one-half the maximum rate.

Figure 10.1 Initial-rate plot for S + E +
P + E showing interpretation of rp,,,,
in terns of rate Parameters; constant CEO,
cso = Km

51n the biochemical literature, the maximum rate rPPo,man
this chapter.

30

T,pH

is designated by Vm,, and we use this henceforth in
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With V,,,, the maximum reaction velocity, replacing krcEo, equation 10.2-5 is rewritten as:

(10.2-9)

‘.’ = K,,, + cs

Equation 10.2-9 is known as the Michaelis-Menten equation. It represents the kinetics
of many simple enzyme-catalyzed reactions which involve a single substrate (or if other
substrates are in large excess). The interpretation of K,,, as an equilibrium constant is
not universally valid, since the assumption that step (1) is a fast equilibrium process
often does not hold. An extension of the treatment involving a modified interpretation
of K,,, is given next.

10.2.2 Briggs-Haldane Model
Briggs and Haldane (1925) proposed an alternative mathematical description of enzyme kinetics which has proved to be more general. The Briggs-Haldane model is based
upon the assumption that, after a short initial startup period, the concentration of the
enzyme-substrate complex is in a pseudo-steady state. Derivation of the model is based
upon material balances written for each of the four species S, E, ES, and P
For a constant-volume batch reactor operated at constant T and pH, an exact solution can be obtained numerically (but not analytically) from the two-step mechanism in
Section 10.2.1 for the concentrations of the four species S, E, ES, and P as functions of
time t , without the assumptions of “fast” and “slow” steps. An approximate analytical
solution, in the form of a rate law, can be obtained, applicable to this and other reactor
types, by use of the stationary-state hypothesis (SSH). We consider these in turn.
From material balances on S as “free” substrate, ES, E, and S as total substrate, we
obtain the following four independent equations, for any time t :

(10.2-10)

rs = dc,ldt = k-,c,, - klcscE

rns = dc,,ldt = klcscE
CEO =

-

CE

+

kklCEs

-

k,cEs

CES

CC&, = CS + CES + cp

(10.2-11)
(10.2-2)
(10.2-12)

Elimination of cn from the first two equations using 10.2-2 results in two simultaneous
first-order differential equations to solve for cs and ens as functions of t:
dc,ldt =
dc,,/dt

t

k-,C,,

-

- ( k - , + k&s

(10.2-13)
(10.2-14)

and ens = 0

(10.2-15)

klcS(cEo

= klCs(CEo - CES)

- cES)

with the two initial conditions:

0

v

at

= 0,

53 = cso

These can be solved numerically (e.g., with the E-Z Solve software), and the results
used to obtain c&t) and cp(t) from equations 10.2-2 and 10.2-12, respectively.
For an approximate solution resulting in an analytical form of rate law, we use the
SSH applied to the intermediate complex ES. (If cnO << csO, the approximation is close
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to the exact result.) Using the SSH, we set dc,,ldt = 0, and then, from equation 10.2-14,
klCEoCS

cEs = k-, + k, + klcS

(10.2-16)

Substituting for cEs in the rate of reaction from the rate-determining step, 10.2-4, we
again obtain

rP =

krcES =

Km + cs

(10.24)

where
K,,, = (k-, + k,.)lk,

(10.2-17)

This is a more general definition of the Michaelis constant than that given in Section
10.2.1. If k-, >> k,, it simplifies to the form developed in 10.2.1.
Again, V,,,,, may be substituted for krcEo, producing the Michaelis-Menten form of
the rate law, that is,
VitlLlXCS

rp = Km + cs

10.3

(10.2-9)

ESTIMATION OF K,,, AND V,,,,,
The nonlinear form of the Michaelis-Menten equation, 10.2-9, does not permit simple
estimation of the kinetic parameters (Km and V,,,). Three approaches may be adopted:

(1) use of initial-rate data with a linearized form of the rate law;
(2) use of concentration-time data with a linearized form of the integrated rate law;
and
(3) use of concentration-time data with the integrated rate law in nonlinear form.
These approaches are described in the next three sections.

10.3.1

Linearized Form of the Michaelis-Menten

Equation

The Michaelis-Menten equation, 10.2-9, in initial-rate form, is
rP0

=

Vmax%o

(10.3-1)

Km + cso

Inverting equation 10.3-1, we obtain
1
1 +- Km 1-=rp, V,,, Vmax cso

(10.3-2)

This is a linear expression for l/r,, as a function of l/csO, and was first proposed by
Lineweaver and Burk (1934). A plot of l/r,, against l/csO, known as a Lineweaver-Burk
plot, produces a straight line with intercept l/V,,, and slope Km/V,,,.
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Although, in principle, values of both V,,, and K,,, can be obtained from a LineweaverBurk plot, the value of K,,, obtained from the slope is often a poor one. The most accurately known values of rp, are those near V,,, (at high values of csJ; these are grouped
near the origin on the Lineweaver-Burk plot (at l/c,, = 0), and lead to a very good value
of vm,, itself. The least accurately known values are at low values of csO; these are far
removed from the origin, and greatly influence the value of the slope, resulting in a
possibly poor estimate of Km. Thus, use of linear regression with unweighted data may
lead to a good estimate of V,,, and a poor estimate of Km. A better estimate of the
latter may result from using equation 10.2-8, from the value of csO corresponding to
V,,,,,/2. Nevertheless, the experimental determination of Michaelis rate parameters,
Vmax and Km, is shown in the following example for the initial-rate method with the
Lineweaver-Burk expression. Other linear forms of equation 10.3-1 are possible, and
are explored in problem 10-5.

The hydrolysis
. . . of sucrose (S) catalyzed by the enzyme invertase has been studied by measurmg the rmtral rate, rpo, at a series of initial concentrations of sucrose (csJ. At a particular temperature and enzyme concentration, the following results were obtained (Chase et
al., 1962):
cs,/mol L-l
0.0292 0.0584
rp,/mol L-’ s-l 0.182 0.265

v
0‘7O-F

0.0876 0.117 0.146 0.175 0.234
0.311 0.330 0.349 0.372 0.371

Determine the values of V,,, and the Michaelis constant Km in the Michaelis-Menten
rate law.

SOLUTION

Linear regression of the data given, according to equation 10.3-2, results in V,,, = 0.46
mol L-’ s-l, and Km = 0.043 mol L-l. Figure 10.2 shows the given experimental data
plotted according to equation 10.3-2. The straight line is that from the linear regression;
the intercept at l/c,, = 0 is l/V,,, = 2.17 mol-l L s, and the slope is Km/V,,, = 0.093 s.

l

Experimental

- Predicted
0

5

-M

15

20

25

(l/cs,)/L mol-l

Figure 10.2 Lineweaver-Burk plot for Example 10-1
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10.3.2

Linearized Form of the Integrated Michaelis-Menten

Equation

For a constant-volume BR, integration of the Michaelis-Menten equation leads to a
form that can also be linearized. Thus, from equation 10.2-9,
rp = (-rs) = -% = VmaxCS
Km + cs

(10.3-3)

or
K +c,

Ldcs = -V,,,,, dt
CS

or
hdcs + dcs = -V,,,,, dt

(10.34

CS

which, with the boundary condition cs

= csO at t = 0, integrates to

Km ln(cdcd + (cs -

d = - Laxt

(100.3-6)

Equation 10.3-6 may be written as

Wdcd =---1
Vmx
t
cso - cs

Km

(10.3-7)

Km cso - cs

According to equation 10.3-7, In (csIcsO)I(csO - cs) is a linear function of tl(csO - cs).
Km and Vmax can be determined from equation 10.3-7 with values of cs measured as a
function oft for a given csO.

10.3.3 Nonlinear Treatment

0

V
“O-v

10.4

A major limitation of the linearized forms of the Michaelis-Menten equation is that
none provides accurate estimates of both Km and V,,,. Furthermore, it is impossible
to obtain meaningful error estimates for the parameters, since linear regression is not
strictly appropriate. With the advent of more sophisticated computer tools, there is an
increasing trend toward using the integrated rate equation and nonlinear regression
analysis to estimate Km and V,,,. While this type of analysis is more complex than the
linear approaches, it has several benefits. First, accurate nonbiased estimates of K,,, and
V,,, can be obtained. Second, nonlinear regression may allow the errors (or confidence
intervals) of the parameter estimates to be determined.
To determine K,,, and V,,,,,, experimental data for cs versus t are compared with values of cs predicted by numerical integration of equation 10.3-3; estimates of K,,, and
Vmax are subsequently adjusted until the sum of the squared residuals is minimized.
The E-Z Solve software may be used for this purpose. This method also applies to other
complex rate expressions, such as Langmuir-Hinshelwood rate laws (Chapter 8).

INHIBITION AND ACTIVATION IN ENZYME REACTIONS
The simple Michaelis-Menten model does not deal with all aspects of enzyme-catalyzed
reactions. The model must be modified to treat the phenomena of inhibition and
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activation, which decrease and increase the observable enzyme activity, respectively.
These effects may arise from features inherent in the enzyme-substrate system (“internal” or substrate effects), or from other substances which may act on the enzyme
as poisons (inhibitors) or as coenzymes or cofactors (activators). In the following two
sections, we consider examples of these substrate and external effects in turn, by introducing simple extensions of the model, and interpreting the resulting rate laws to
account for inhibition and activation.

10.4.1 Substrate Effects
Substrates may affect enzyme kinetics either by activation or by inhibition. Substrate
activation may be observed if the enzyme has two (or more) binding sites, and substrate binding at one site enhances the affinity of the substrate for the other site(s). The
result is a highly active ternary complex, consisting of the enzyme and two substrate
molecules, which subsequently dissociates to generate the product. Substrate inhibition
may occur in a similar way, except that the ternary complex is nonreactive. We consider
first, by means of an example, inhibition by a single substrate, and second, inhibition by
multiple substrates.
10.4.1.1

Single-Substrate

Inhibition

The following mechanism relates to an enzyme E with two binding sites for the substrate
S. Two complexes are formed: a reactive binary complex ES, and a nonreactive ternary
complex ESS .
E+S&ES
k-l
ES + +ESS: K2 = k-,lk,
’

k

ES’-E+P

(1)
(2)
(3)

(a) Derive the rate law for this mechanism.
(b) Show that inhibition occurs in the rate of formation of P, relative to that given by the
Michaelis-Menten equation for the two-step mechanism for a single binding site in
which only ES is formed.
(c) What is the maximum rate of reaction (call it the apparent Vmax, or Vmax,app), and
how does it compare with the parameter V,,, = k,c,,? At what value of cs does
it occur?
(d) Sketch rp versus cs for comparison with Figure 10.1.
SOLUTZON

(a) We apply the SSH to the complexes ES and ESS; in the latter case, this is equivalent to
assumption of equilibrium with the dissociation constant for ESS given by K2 = k-,/k,:
r,, = k,c,cs - k-,c,, - k$&s + k-,cEss - krcES = 0
rESS = k$&s - k-,c,,, = 0

(1)
(2)

CEO = cE + cES + CESS

(3)

r, = kr%

(4)
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cs

Figure 10.3 Substrate inhibition from mechanism in Example 10-2

Solving for cn and cnss in terms of cEs and cs from (1) and (2), respectively, and substituting the results in (3) and rearranging to obtain ens in terms of cEO and cs, we have

(5)
where Km is the Michaelis constant (equation 10.2-17). Substituting the result for cus from
(5) into (4) we obtain the rate law:

k&E&S

VnzaxCS

‘-’ = K,,, + cs + c;lK, = K,,, + cs + c;lK,

(10.4-1)

(b) Inhibition arises if ESS is nonreactive, so that there is a reduction in the quantity of
the enzyme available to generate I? This is shown by the form of equation 10.4-1, which
is similar to the Michaelis-Menten equation, except for the third term c:lK, in the denominator. The inclusion of this term means that the rate is reduced. The extent of inhibition
depends on the relative magnitudes of Km, cs, and K2. Inhibition is significant at relatively
large cs and relatively small K2.
(c) From equation 10.4-1, setting drrldc, = 0, we obtain the maximum rate at
cs = (KmK2)“2

(10.4-2)

with a value
V max,app

V man
k&EC3
= 1 + 2(K,,JK,)‘” = 1 + 2(K,lK,)‘”

(10.4-3)

The maximum rate for the inhibited reaction is lower than Vmax, which represents the
maximum rate for the uninhibited reaction.
(4 Since Vmax,app occurs at a finite value of cs, r, exhibits a maximum (at the value of
cs given in part (c)), and, for this type of inhibition, schematically behaves as shown in
Figure 10.3.
10.4.1.2 Multiple-Substrate Inhibition

In some cases, the enzyme may act upon more than one substrate present in the system.
This typically occurs with hydrolytic enzymes, which may act upon structurally similar
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compounds with identical types of bonds. One example is lysozyme, which hydrolyzes
starch, a complex mucopolysaccharide. To illustrate the effect of multiple substrates
upon enzyme kinetics, we consider the reaction of two substrates (S, and S,) competing
for the same active site on a single enzyme (E). The substrates compete for E in forming
the complexes ES, and ES, en route to the final products Pi and P2 in the following
mechanism:
Sl + E+ES,
1
S, + E$ES,
2
k

ES, 2 E + P,
k

ES, 2 E + P2
The rates of production of P, and P2 may be determined by invoking the SSH for
both ES, and ES, in a procedure similar to that in Example 10-2. The resulting rate
laws are:

(10.4-4)

rP2

=

Vmax2CS2
Km2 + cs2 + Kn2K1ks1

where Vmaxl = krlcEo and Vmax2 = kr2cEo; Km, and Km2 are the Michaelis constants
(k-, + k,,)lk, and (kp2 + k,,)lk,, respectively.
The individual reaction rates in 10.4-4 and 10.4-5 are slower in the presence of both
substrates than in the presence of a single substrate. For example, if cs2 is zero, equation
10.4-4 simplifies to:
VmnxlCSl
Ipl = Km1 + csl

(10.4-6)

which is identical in form to equation 10.2-9, the Michaelis-Menten equation. It is also
worth noting that the presence of other substrates can influence the results of studies
aimed at determining the kinetics parameters for a given enzyme process. If a detailed
compositional analysis is not performed, and S, is present, the predicted Michaelis constant for S, is inaccurate; the effective (i.e., predicted) Michaelis constant is:
Kwf f

=

&?ll[1

+

(cs2mn2>1

(10.4-7)

In the absence of S,, the true Michaelis constant, Kml, is obtained. Consequently, the
values of K,,, ef f and V,,,,, determined in a kinetics study depend upon the composition
(csl and cs2) and total substrate concentration within the system.

10.4.2

External Inhibitors and Activators
Although substrates may enhance or inhibit their own conversion, as noted in Section
10.4.1, other species may also affect enzyme activity. Znhibitors are compounds that
decrease observable enzyme activity, and activators increase activity. The combination
of an inhibitor or activator with an enzyme may be irreversible, reversible, or partially
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reversible. Irreversible inhibitors (poisons), such as lead or cyanide, completely and
irreversibly inactivate an enzyme. Reversible inhibitors reduce enzyme activity, but allow enzyme activity to be restored when the inhibitor is removed. Partial reversibility
occurs when some, but not all, of the enzyme’s activity is restored on removal of the
inhibitor. If the modification of activity is irreversible, the process is known as inactivation. Thus, the term “inhibition” is normally reserved for fully reversible or partially
reversible processes.
Inhibitors are usually classified according to their effect upon V,,, and Km. Competitive inhibitors, such as substrate analogs, compete with the substrate for the same
binding site on the enzyme, but do not interfere with the decomposition of the enzymesubstrate complex. Therefore, the primary effect of a competitive inhibitor is to increase
the apparent value of K,,,. The effect of a competitive inhibitor can be reduced by increasing the substrate concentration relative to the concentration of the inhibitor.
Noncompetitive inhibitors, conversely, do not affect substrate binding, but produce a
ternary complex (enzyme-substrate-inhibitor) which either decomposes slowly, or fails
to decompose (i.e., is inactive). Consequently, the primary effect of a noncompetitive
inhibitor is to reduce the apparent value of V,,,,,.
The inhibition process in general may be represented by the following six-step
scheme (a similar scheme may be used for activation-see problem 10-12) in which I
is the inhibitor, EI is a binary enzyme-inhibitor complex, and EIS is a ternary enzymeinhibitor-substrate complex.
E + @ES
1
E + I+EI
2
k3
ES + I*EIS

(2)

EI + +EIS

(4)

E&E+P

(5)

EIS 5 EI + P

(6)

k-x

4

(3)

In steps (1) and (2), S and I compete for (sites on) E to form the binary complexes ES
and ET. In steps (3) and (4) the ternary complex EIS is formed from the binary complexes. In steps (5) and (6) ES and EIS form the product P; if EIS is inactive, step (6) is
ignored. Various special cases of competitive, noncompetitive, and mixed (competitive
and noncompetitive) inhibition may be deduced from this general scheme, according
to the steps allowed, and corresponding rate laws obtained.

Competitive inhibition involves (only) the substrate (S) and the inhibitor (I) competing
for one type of site on the enzyme (E), in fast, reversible steps, followed by the slow
decomposition of the complex ES to form product (P); the complex EI is assumed to be
inactive. The fact that there is only one type of binding site on the enzyme implies that a
ternary complex EIS cannot be formed.
(a) Derive the rate law for competitive inhibition.
(b) Show what effect, if any, competitive inhibition has on V,,, and Km, relative to the
uninhibited case described in Section 10.2.
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SOLUTION
(4 Only steps (11, (3, and (5) of the general scheme above are involved in competitive
inhibition. We apply the SSH to the complexes ES and EI to obtain the rate law:
r,, = k,c,c, - k-,c,, - k,.lCES
t-l-21 = k2cEcI - k-,c,, = 0

= 0

(1)

(2)

(3)

cEo = CE + CES + CEI

(In the corresponding material balance for I, it is usually assumed that cI >> cnr, because
cn itself is usually very low; cr is retained in the final expression for the rate law.)
rP = krlCES

(4)

cE = ck-l + krl)cES -_ KmCESk,%
CS

(5)

From (l),

where K,,, is the Michaelis constant, equation 10.2-17.
From (2),
cEI

=

k2cEcI _ KmCESCI
k-,
K2%

(6)

(using (5) to eliminate cn), where K2 = k-,/k,, the dissociation constant for EI.
From (3) (5), and (6), on elimination of cn and cnr,
cES

=

CEO

%+l+E

(7)

Substituting (7) in (4) we obtain the rate law:
i-p =

krl cEo

VOUlXCS

= cs + K,(l + cIIK2)

(10.4-8)

The effect of inhibition is to decrease rp relative to rp given by the Michaelis-Menten
equation 10.2-9 (c, = 0). The extent of inhibition is a function of cr.
(b) To show the effect of inhibition on the Michaelis parameters V,,, and Km, we compare
equation 10.4-8 with the (uninhibited form of the) Michaelis-Menten equation, 10.2-9.
V max is the same, but if we write 10.4-8 in the form of 10.2-9 as
rp =

the apparent value Km,app

cs + Kn,app

(10.4-9)

is given by
K ww

and Kmapp > Km.

VlTU?XCS

= K,(l + cIIK2)

(10.4-10)

1
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Competitive

inhibition

l&J

Figure 10.4 Lineweaver-Burk plot illustrating
comparison of competitive inhibition with no inhibition of enzyme activity

The same conclusions can be reached by means of the linearized Lineweaver-Burk form
of the rate law. From 10.4-8, for the initial rate,

(10.4-11)
In comparison with equation 10.3-2, the intercept, l/V,,,, remains the same, but the slope
is increased by the factor (1 + q/K,). This is illustrated schematically in Figure 10.4.
A case of noncompetitive inhibition is represented by steps (l), (2), (3), and (5) of
the general scheme above:
E + S&ES
k-l

(1)

E + ICE1 (inactive)
2

(2)

ES + ICEIS (inactive)
3

(3)

E&E++

(5)

By applying the SSH to ES, EI, and EIS, we may obtain the rate law in the form
Vl?UXCS

‘-’ = cs(l + cI/K3) + K,(l + q/K,)

(10.4-12)

where K, = k-,/k, (the dissociation constant for EI) and K3 = k-,/k3 (the dissociation
constant for EIS to ES and I). Equation 10.4-12 again shows that r, (inhibited) < rp
(uninhibited, cr = 0), and that the extent of inhibition depends on ci.
If we further assume that K2 = K3, that is, that the affinity for the inhibitor is the
same for both E and ES, equation 10.4-12 simplifies to

rp =

V masapp%

cs + Km

(10.4-13)
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where
V max,app

= V,,,,,/U

+

cd&) <

Vm,,

(10.4-14)

Equations 10.4-13 and -14 illustrate that, relative to the uninhibited case, V,,, changes
(decreases), but K,,, remains the same.
If we do not make the assumption leading to K2 = K3, then the four-step mechanism
above also represents mixed (competitive and noncompetitive) inhibition, and both K,,,
and vmlu change. In this case, equation 10.4-12 may be written as

rp =

V man,appCS
cs + Km,a*p

(10.4-15)

where
V max,app = V,,,/(l + cIIK3)
KmaPP = K,(l + cIIK2)l(1 + cIIK3)

(10.4-16)
(10.4-17)

Treatment of the full six-step kinetic scheme above with the SSH leads to very cumbersome expressions for cn, cm, etc., such that it would be better to use a numerical
solution. These can be simplified greatly to lead to a rate law in relatively simple form,
if we assume (1) the first four steps are at equilibrium, and (2) k,., = kr2:

V??UlXCS

rp = cs + K,(l + c,lK,)l(l + cIIK3)

(10.4-18)

This represents competitive inhibition in the sense that V,,,,, is unchanged (relative to
the uninhibited reaction), but Km is changed.

10.5

PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 10
10-1 If the activation energy for the decomposition of Hz.02 in aqueous solution catalyzed by the

70O-vv

enzyme catalase is 50 kJ mol-‘, and that for the uncatalyzed reaction is 75 kJ mol-‘, calculate
the ratio of the rate of the catalyzed reaction to that of the uncatalyzed reaction at 300 K. What
assumptions have you made in your calculation?
10-2 The Michaelis-Menten
equation, 10.2-9, is developed in Section 10.2.1 from the point of view
of homogeneous catalysis and the formation of an intermediate complex. Use the LangmuirHinshelwood model of surface catalysis (Chapter 8), applied to the substrate in liquid solution
and the enzyme as a “colloidal particle” with active sites, to obtain the same form of rate law.
10-3 Ouellet et al. (1952) have reported a kinetics analysis of the enzymatic diphosphorylation of
adenosine triphosphate (ATP). Because of the suggestion that myosin might be the transducer
which, in muscles, converts the free energy of ATP into external mechanical work, the system chosen for study was the hydrolysis of ATP (S) in the presence of myosin to give ADP
(adenosine diphosphate) and phosphate. Their initial-rate data obtained at 25°C are as follows
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(CE~ for each experiment was 0.039 g L-l):
cs,/mmol L-l
(- rs,)lpmol L-l s-l

0
v

‘7O.F

0.0097
0.067

0

‘7O-v

0

7O-v

50
61

60
65

80
72

1
0

0.84
1

0.68
2

0.53
3

0.38
4

0.27
5

100
77

0.16
6

0.065
0.17

0.14
0.19

0.32
0.20

150
84

200
88

250
90

300
93

400
95

0.09
7

0.04
8

0.018
9

0.006
10

0.0025
11

Show that the results conform to the Michaelis-Menten
rate law, and determine the values
of the kinetics parameters V,,,, Km, and k,.
10-7 Benzyl alcohol can be produced from benzaldehyde (S) by a dehydrogenation reaction catalyzed by yeast alcohol dehydrogenase (YADH). Nikolova et al. (1995) obtained initial-rate
data for this reaction using immobilized YADH immersed in iso-octane with 1% v/v water.
The following data were obtained:
cs&mol L-l
(-rs,)/pmol mg(YADH)-’ h-l

v
07O-v

0.034
0.15

Calculate the maximum rate parameter, Vmax, and the Michaelis constant, Km, from these
data (Bromberg, 1984, p. 923).
10-5 Repeat Example IO-1 using a linearized form of equation 10.3-1 that is alternative to the
linearized form 10.3-2 (the Lineweaver-Burk form). Comment on any advantage(s) of one
form over the other. (There is more than one possible alternative form.)
10-6 Suppose, at a particular temperature, results for the hydrolysis of sucrose, S, catalyzed by
the enzyme invertase (CE~ = 1 X 10m5 mol L-l) in a batch reactor are given by:
cs/mmol L-’
t/h

v

0.021
0.12

Calculate the maximum rate parameter, V,,,, and the Michaelis constant, Km, from these
data.
10-4 Phosphofructokinase is an enzyme that catalyzes one of the steps in the degradation of carbohydrates. Initial rates of the reaction that converts fructose-6-phosphate (S) to fructose-1,6diphosphate (P) as a function of csO (the initial fructose-6-diphosphate concentration) are
as follows (the concentration of enzyme added, CEO, is the same in each case):
c& pm01 L-l
(-rsO)/ PmolL-’ min -l

v

0.016
0.093

0.50
0.58

1.0
1.2

2.0
2.7

3.0
3.3

5.0
4.6

7.5
5.2

Determine the kinetics parameters K,,, and V,,,,,, assuming that the standard MichaelisMenten model applies to this system, (a) by nonlinear regression, and (b) by linear regression
of the Lineweaver-Burk form.
10-8 Confirm (by derivation) the results given by
(a) equation 10.4-12;
(b) equations 10.4-13, -14;
(c) equations 10.4-15, -16, -17;
(d) equation 10.4-18.
10-9 Compare the Lineweaver-Burk linear forms resulting from the four cases in problem 10-8,
together with those given by equations 10.3-2 and 10.4-11. Note which cases have the same
and different intercepts and slopes. Sketch plots to show the relative magnitudes of both
intercepts and slopes.
lo-10 In the production of L-DOPA from L-tyrosine (S) using tyrosinase (E) (Pialis, 1996; Pialis
and Saville, 1998), the following data were obtained:
t/II
cs/mmol L-l

0
2.50

i
1.77

2
1.42

3
1.14

4
1.04

5
0.96

6
0.81

7
0.77
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P
0“OP

The reaction, S + 02 + L-DOPA, was conducted under a constant oxygen partial pressure,
such that the reaction was pseudo-zero order with respect to oxygen. Two possible kinetics
models were considered: (1) standard Michaelis-Menten
kinetics, equation 10.2-9, and (2)
competitive production inhibition, in which the product L-DOPA (P) acts as inhibitor (I), and
the rate law is given by equation 10.4% Determine V,,, for each model given K,,, = 3.9
mm01 L-l, and comment on the quality of the model predictions. Assume that ct = csO - cs.
In model (2), assume that the inhibition constant K2 is equal to 0.35 mm01 L-l.
lo-11 The decomposition of 1-kestose is a key step in the production of fructo-oligosaccharides,
which are found in many health foods because of their noncaloric and noncariogenic nature.
Duan et al. (1994) studied the decomposition of 1-kestose (S) using p-fructosfuranosidase
(E), both in the presence and absence of the competitive inhibitor glucose (G).
(a) The following initial rate data were obtained in the absence of glucose:
csJg L-l
(-rso)/g L-’ h-l

100

66.7
4.4

6.9

150 200 250 325 500
10.0 10.6 13.3 16.6 18.1

Determine the maximum reaction velocity (V,,,) and the Michaelis constant (Km) from
these data, using (i) Lineweaver-Burk analysis and (ii) nonlinear regression. Comment
on any differences between the parameter values obtained. The authors cite values of
30.7 g L-’ hhl and 349.5 g L-’ for V,,, and K,,,, respectively.
(b) The following initial rate data were obtained in the presence of 100 g L-’ glucose:
c&J g L-i
(-rso)l g L-l h-’

100 150 225 325 500

75.0
1.5

2.3 3.0 4.0 6.2 8.6

Using the values of K,,, and V,,, estimated in part (a), estimate the value of the inhibition
constant, K2, in equation 10.4-8.
lo-12 As a model for enzyme activation (as opposed to inhibition), a six-step kinetics scheme
corresponding to that in Section 10.4.2 may be used, with activator A replacing inhibitor I.
A special case of this may involve different sites for the substrate S and A, and in which S
only binds to the EA complex. The simplified model is then
4
A+E-AB
k-l
AE++EAS
2

EA&AE+P
Derive the rate law for this model by applying the SSH to AB and AES. Show how the rate
law indicates activation (i.e., enhanced rate relative to the unactivated
reaction).

Chapter

11
Preliminary Considerations
in Chemical Reaction
Engineering
In this chapter, we return to the main theme of this book, chemical reaction engineering
(CRE). We amplify some of the general considerations introduced in Chapter 1, before
the detailed consideration of quantitative design methods in Chapter 12 and subsequent
chapters.
We begin by considering general aspects of reactor selection, performance, and design, primarily from the point of view of process design, but with passing reference to
mechanical design. We then present a number of equipment/flow diagrams, some generically schematic and some relating to specific industrial processes, to illustrate many of
these aspects (see also Figure 1.4). In this way, we attempt to develop a general appreciation for reactors and CRE before the detailed consideration of their design and
performance.

11.1

PROCESS DESIGN AND MECHANICAL DESIGN
Process design has to do with specifying matters relating to the process itself, such as
operating conditions, and size, configuration, and mode of operation of the reactor.
Mechanical design has to do with specifying matters relating to the equipment itself
in the sense of structural and mixing requirements, among others. Both are necessary
for complete design, but our scope in this book is confined to process design, which is
primarily the domain of the chemical engineer.

11.1.1 Process Design
11.1.1.1 Nature of Process Design in CRE
The problem of process design in CRE typically stems from the requirement to produce a specified product at a particular rate (e.g., 1000 tonnes day -I of NH,). The substance(s) from which the product is made may be specified or may have to be chosen
from more than one option. Process design then involves making decisions, as quantitatively as possible, about the type of reactor and its mode of operation (e.g., batch
or continuous), its size (e.g., volume or amount of catalyst), and processing conditions
(e.g., T, P, product distribution, if relevant). The criteria constraining these decisions
279
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relate to technical feasibility (e.g., can the required fractional conversion be achieved in
the size specified?), and to socio-economic feasibility (cost, safety, and environmental
considerations). The factors to be taken into account are listed in more detail in the
next section.
The design problem usually fits into the spectrum ranging from (1) the rational design
of a completely new reactor for a new process, to (2) the analysis of performance of an
existing reactor for an existing process. A common situation, between these extremes,
even for a new plant, is the modification of an existing type of reactor, the design of
which has evolved over time.
11.1.1.2

Matters

for

Consideration

Process design involves making decisions about a series of matters, on as rational and
quantitative a basis as possible, given the information available. The following is an
illustrative list of such matters but not an exhaustive one; the items are not all mutually
exclusive.
(1) type of processing
batch
continuous
semibatch or semicontinuous
batch with respect to (specified phase or phases)
continuous with respect to (specified phase or phases)
(2) type and nature of reacting system
reactant(s) and product(s)
simple
complex (desirable, undesirable products)
stoichiometry
phases, number of phases
catalytic (choice of catalyst) or noncatalytic
endothermic or exothermic
possibility of equilibrium limitation
(3) type and size of reactor
batch
continuous
stirred tank
tubular, multitubular
tower/column
spray
packed, plate
bubble
bed
fixed
fluidized
spouted
trickle
furnace
(4) mode of operation
configurational
single-stage or multistage (number of)
parallel (e.g., multitubular)
axial or radial flow (through fixed bed)
arrangement of heat transfer surface (if any)
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flow pattern (backmix flow, tubular flow, etc.)
contacting pattern (cocurrent,
countercurrent, crosscurrent flow of phases;
method of addition of reactants-all at once? in stages? which phase dispersed? continuous?)
thermal
adiabatic
isothermal
nonisothermal, nonadiabatic
use of recycle
(5) process conditions
T(T profile)
P( P profile)
feed (composition, rate)
product (composition, rate)
(6) optimality
of process conditions
of size
of product distribution
of conversion
of cost (local, global context)
(7) control and stability of operation
instrumentation
control variables
sensitivity analysis
catalyst life, deactivation, poisons
(8) socioeconomic
cost
environmental
safety
(9) materials of construction; corrosion
(10) startup and shutdown procedures
Most of these matters are subjects for exploration in the following chapters, but some
are outside our scope. Some may be specified ab in&, and others may provide constraints in various ways.
11.1.1.3

Data

Required

Data required include those specific to the situation in hand (design specifications) and
those of a more general nature:
(1) specifications
reactants
products
throughput or capacity
(2) general data
rate data/parameters relating to
reaction (rate law(s))
heat transfer
diffusion
mass transfer
pressure drop
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equilibrium data
thermodynamic
equation of state
thermochemical data
enthalpy of reaction
heat capacities
other physical property data
density
viscosity
cost data
The lack of appropriate information, particularly rate data over the entire range of
operating conditions, is often a major impediment to a complete rational design. If sufficiently important, new experimental data may have to be developed for the situation
at hand.

11.1.1.4 Tools Available
The rational design of a chemical reactor is perhaps the most difficult equipment-design
task of a chemical engineer. All the tools in the workshop (or, to use a more belligerent
metaphor, all the weapons in the arsenal) of the chemical engineer may have to be
brought to bear on the problem. These include those relating to all of the following:

(1) rate processes and rate laws

v
0“OF

reaction kinetics
development of a reaction model/kinetics scheme
diffusion and mass transfer
diffusion equation
mass transfer model (e.g., two-film model)
heat transfer
as part of thermal characteristics, including T profile
fluid mechanics
flow patterns
mixing
pressure drop
(2) conservation and balance equations
mass balances, including stoichiometry, continuity equation
energy balance, including energetics of reaction, thermochemistry
(3) equilibrium
reaction equilibrium, single or multiphase systems; equilibrium conversion for
comparison
phase equilibrium, multiphase systems
(4) mathematics
development of a reactor model from above considerations
analytical or numerical methods for solution of equations, simulation
statistical analysis of rate data
(5) computers and computer software
use of a PC, workstation, etc., coupled with software packages to solve sets of
algebraic and/or differential equations, and to perform statistical analyses
necessary for implementation of a reactor model for design or for assessment of reactor performance
software: spreadsheet packages, simulation software, numerical equation
solvers, computer algebra system (e.g., E-Z Solve and Excel)
(6) process economics

{
4
i
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11.1.2 Mechanical Design
The distinction between process design (as outlined in Section 11.1.1) and “mechanical”
design (most other aspects!) is somewhat arbitrary. However, in the latter we include
the following, which, although important, are outside our scope in this book (see Perry,
et al., 1984; Peters and Timmerhaus, 1991):
impeller or agitator design (as in a stirred tank)
power requirement (for above)
reactor-as-pressure-vessel
design
wall thickness
over-pressure relief
fabrication
support-structure
design
maintenance features

11.2

EXAMPLES OF REACTORS FOR ILLUSTRATION OF PROCESS
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Reactors exist in a variety of types with differing modes of operation for various processes and reacting systems. Figures 11.1 to 11.8 illustrate a number of these, some in a
schematic, generic sense, and some for specific processes.

11.2.1 Batch Reactors
A schematic representation of a batch reactor in Figure ll.l(a) shows some of the essential features. A cylindrical vessel is provided with nozzles for adding and removing
reactor contents. To ensure adequate mixing, the vessel has a stirrer (turbine) equipped
with an external drive, and several vertical baffles to break up vortices around the impeller tips. Temperature control may be achieved with internal heating/cooling coils, as
shown, or with an external heat exchanger or jacket. The vessel may be designed as a
pressure vessel, in which case a pressure-relief device (e.g., a rupture disc) is required
in case over-pressure develops, or as an “atmospheric” vessel, in which case a vent is
used. Batch reactors are discussed in Chapter 12.

Vent or pressurerelief-device nozzle

Mixing
turbine
Baffle

Heating/ _
cooling coils

(a)

(b)

Figure 11.1 Batch reactors: (a) schematic representation showing some fea-

tures; (b) pilot plant reactor for production of sodium aluminosilicate (Courtesy of National Silicates Ltd.)
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Figure ll.l(b) illustrates a pilot plant batch reactor used in the early 1990s for the
production of sodium aluminosilicate, from alum and sodium silicate, for use in the
pulp and paper industry. The ratio of SiO, to Al,O, in the product is controlled by
adjustment of the feed amounts from the hoppers above the reactor. Efficient mixing
is required for the reacting system (a non-Newtonian slurry) to produce the desired
amorphous form. For this, baffles on the walls and mixing paddles (not shown) on the
central shaft are used. After an appropriate reaction time, the pigment slurry (intermediate product) is removed for further processing.

11.2.2 Stirred-Tank Flow Reactors
A stirred-tank flow reactor may be single-stage or multistage. As an ideal backmix flow
reactor, it is referred to as a CSTR or multistage CSTR; this is treated in Chapter 14.
Nonideal flow effects are discussed in Chapter 20.
A three-stage stirred-tank flow reactor is illustrated in Figure 11.2. Mixing and heat
transfer features may be similar to those of a batch reactor, but there may be more
use of external heat exchangers as preheaters/coolers, interstage heaters/coolers, and
afterheaters/coolers. In an extreme case of heat-transfer requirement, the reactor may
resemble a shell-and-tube heat exchanger, as in a “Stratco” contactor for HF-alkylation
of hydrocarbons (Perry et al., 1984, p. 21-61). A multistage reactor may be contained
within a single vessel, as in a Kellogg cascade alkylator (Perry et al., 1984, p. 21-60).
The major difference between a stirred-tank batch reactor and a stirred-tank flow
reactor is that, in the latter, provision must be made for continuous flow of material into
and out of the reactor by gravity flow or forced-circulation flow with a pump, together
with appropriate block and relief valves.

11.2.3 ‘Ihbular Flow Reactors
The term “tubular flow reactor” is used generically to refer to a reactor in which the flow
of fluid is essentially in one direction (e.g., axial flow in a cylindrical vessel) without any
attempt to promote backmixing by stirring. Idealized forms are a plug-flow reactor and
a laminar-flow reactor, as discussed in Chapter 2. The configuration may vary widely
from a very high to a very low length-to-diameter (LID) ratio, as shown schematically
in Figure 11.3. Reactors shown in Figures 11.4 to 11.6 below are examples of tubular
reactors, which are essentially plug-flow reactors. Design aspects of tubular reactors,
mainly as PF reactors, are introduced in Chapter 15 and continued in some subsequent
chapters. Effects of nonideal flow are considered in Chapter 20.

\

Figure 11.2 Three-stage stirred-tank flow reactor

11.2 Examples of Reactors for Illustration of Process Design Considerations

(b)
(a)
Figure 11.3 Tubular flow reactor-some possible
low L/D; (b) high L/D; (c) tubular arrangement

Cc)
configurations:

(a)

Figure 11.4 Schematic arrangement of a top-fired furnace for steam-reforming
of natural gas (Twigg, 1996, p. 262; reproduced with permission from Catalyst Handbook, ed. M.V. Twigg, Manson Publishing Company, London,
1996)
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11.2.3.1 Furnace Reactors
Some endothermic reactions require reactors that can provide high rates of heat transfer at relatively high temperatures (900 to 1100 K). Examples are the dehydrogenation
of C,H6 to produce C,H, (noncatalytic, low P), and the steam-reforming of natural gas,
CH, + H,O -+ CO + 3H,, to produce Hz for ammonia and methanol syntheses (catalytic, P = 30 bar). The reaction typically takes place as the reacting system (gas) flows
through long coils of tubes contained in a combustion chamber (furnace). Heat transfer
occurs by radiation and convection in corresponding sections of the reactor. A fuel gas
is burned in the combustion chamber. Figure 11.4 shows a schematic arrangement of a
“top-fired” furnace for steam reforming, in which the gas burners are located at the top
of the combustion chamber.

Electric startup heater

Thermocouple sheath
Catalyst bed

Cooling tubes

_ Inlet-exit heat
exchanger

Heat

exchanger
bypass

Outlet

(a)

Figure 11.5 Examples of ammonia synthesis converters: (a)
tube-cooled, axial-flow converter (Twigg, 1996, p. 438; reproduced with permission from Catalyst Handbook, ed. M.V.
Twigg, Manson Publishing Company, London, 1996.)
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Synthesis

The synthesis of ammonia, N2 + 3H, = 2NH,, like the oxidation of SO, (Section 1.54
and Figure 1.4) is an exothermic, reversible, catalytic reaction carried out in a multistage tubular flow reactor in which each stage consists of a (fixed) bed of catalyst particles. Unlike SO, oxidation, it is a high-pressure reaction (150-350 bar, at an average
temperature of about 450°C). The usual catalyst is metallic Fe.
The reactors used can be classified in two main ways (Twigg, 1996, p. 424):
(1) by type of flow of the gas through the beds: axial, radial, or cross-flow; and
(2) by method used to control T and recover the energy of reaction: indirect cooling

with heat exchanger surface or quench cooling.
Figure 11.5 illustrates four of the many variations of these converters. Figures llS(a)
and (b) both show axial-flow converters, but the first uses heat exchange and the
Direct bypass Start .up heater gas

Bed 1

Lozenge distributors

Bed 2

Bed 3

Inlet-exit heat exchange

discharge

(b)

Figure 11.5 (cont’d) (b) ICI quench converter with axial flow;
quench gas is injected and mixed by means of lozenges (Twigg,
1996, p. 429; reproduced with permission from Catalyst Handbook, ed. M.V. Twigg, Manson Publishing Company, London,
1996.)
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Main gas
inlet

lnterbed
heat exchanger
1st catalyst
bed

Annulus around
catalyst bed

2nd catalyst
bed

Lower heat exchanger

Cold
bypass
Cc)

out

Cd)

lnterbed heat exchanger

Figure 11.5 (cont’d) (c) Topsee S 200 converter combines two radial-flow beds with interstage cooling by heat
exchange; (d) Kellogg horizontal converter with cross-flow and interstage heat exchange (Twigg, 1996, pp.
437,432; reproduced with permission from Catalyst Handbook, ed. M.V. Twigg, Manson Publishing Company,
London, 1996)
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second uses quench cooling. In the latter, part of the cool reactor feed gas is added to
the main gas stream at intervals along the length of a bed, usually between stages. This
is achieved by means of the “lozenge” distributors shown. Figure llS(c) shows a converter employing radial flow of gas through each of two beds (together with cooling by
heat exchangers); the flow is radially inward from the outer perimeter. The advantage
of radial flow relative to axial flow is that the resulting pressure drop (and hence, power
consumption) is lower, because the flow area is greater and the path length smaller. Figure llS(d) illustrates “cross-flow” of gas through three beds in a horizontal converter
with cooling by heat exchange.
Some of the many design aspects of fixed-bed catalytic reactors are indicated in Figure 11.5. These and other aspects are taken up in Chapter 21.
11.2.3.3

Fixed-Bed Catalytic Reactors: Methanol Synthesis

The synthesis of methanol, CO + 2H, = CH,OH, like ammonia synthesis, is an exothermic, reversible, catalytic reaction. Unlike a catalyst for ammonia synthesis, a catalyst for

Tubecooled

(a)

T

(b)

Figure 11.6 Examples of methanol synthesis converters: (a) tube-cooled,
low-pressure reactor; A: nozzles for charging and inspecting catalyst; B:
outer wall of reactor as a pressure vessel; C: thin-walled cooling tubes;
D: port for catalyst discharge by gravity; (b) quench-cooled, low-pressure
reactor; A,B,D, as in (a); C: ICI lozenge quench distributors (Twigg, 1996,
pp. 450, 449; reproduced with permission from Catalyst Handbook, ed.
M.V. Twigg, Manson Publishing Company, London, 1996.)
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methanol synthesis must be selective (as well as active), to avoid formation of species
such as CH, and C,H,OH. The process was formerly carried out at high pressure (loo300 bar) with a ZnO/Cr,Os catalyst, but a catalyst of Cu/ZnO/Al,O, enables the reaction to be carried out at 50-100 bar, which is referred to as low-pressure synthesis.
Figure 11.6 gives two examples of converters for low-pressure synthesis of methanol
with axial flow. Figure 11.6(a) shows a converter using heat exchanger surface (tube
cooling) within a single bed of catalyst. Figure 11.6(b) shows a converter using quench
cooling with quench gas added at three intervals in the bed through lozenge distributors.

11.2.4 Fluidized-Bed Reactors
In a fluidized-bed reactor, fluid is introduced at many points and at a sufficiently high
velocity that the upward flow through a bed of particles causes the particles to lift and
fall back in a recirculating pattern. The result is an expanded “fluidized-bed” of particles
+ fluid holdup, behaving somewhat like a vigorously boiling liquid. The fluid completes
its passage through the bed of particles by disengaging at the upper “surface.”
The fluidized-bed reactor was originally developed for catalytic “cracking” in petroleum
processing to enable continuous operation in a situation in which rapid fouling of catalyst particles occurs. It may also be used for noncatalytic reactions in which the particulate material is a reactant. Kunii and Levenspiel (1991, Chapter 2) illustrate many
types of fluidized-bed reactors for various applications.
Figure 11.7 is a schematic diagram of a fluidized-bed “roaster” for oxidizing zinc “concentrate” (ZnS) to ZnO as part of the process for making Zn metal:
2ZnS + 30, + 2ZnO + 2S0,
The fluidized bed occupies the lower part of the vessel, and is supported by a grate
containing many openings through which air, entering at the bottom, flows to bring
about fluidization. The greater part of the vessel is “freeboard,” in which lower gas

.
1.

._.
_

.
.

‘,

.

;

.I
.,

Product gas;
carryover solid

Zinc concentrate x

Air inlet

Figure 11.7 Fluidized-bed reactor for roasting zinc concentrate

(after Themelis and Freeman, 1983)
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velocity allows for partial disengagement of entrained particles from the overhead gas
stream. The solid reactant (zinc concentrate) enters at the left, and solid product leaves
at the right. Product gas, with some carryover solid, leaves at the top right (to proceed
to a cyclone for further removal of solid particles from the gas). The “coils” in the bed
are for a heat exchanger to control T.
Design aspects of fluidized-bed reactors are considered in Chapter 23.

11.2.5

Other Types of Reactors
There are many other reactors of various types not included among those discussed
above. These include tower reactors (Chapter 24), which may be modeled as PF or
modified PF reactors. We describe one further example in this section.
Figure 11.8 shows the Kvaerner Chemetics electrolytic process for the production
of sodium chlorate (in a concentrated solution of “strong liquor”) and hydrogen from
sodium chloride solution (“brine”). The overall reaction is NaCl + 3H,O + NaC103 +
H,(g). The part of the system shown consists primarily of brine electrolyzers, a degasifier, a chlorate reactor, and an electrolyte cooler.
The reactor is designed to provide sufficient residence time (for recirculating liquid)
for the reaction producing chlorate (started in the electrolyzers) to be completed. This
involves further reaction of intermediates formed by the complex reactions in the electrolyzer, such as hypochlorite and hypochlorous acid, to produce chlorate. The reactor
receives weak chlorate liquor from a crystallizer (not shown), fresh brine feed (also not
Rupture
Disk

Degasifier

Sight Rupture
Glass Disk

-

Reactor Overflow

Electrolyzel

Cell Feed

Strong Chlorate COI sler

Figure 11.8 Kvaemer Chemetics electrolytic system for production of sodium chlorate; flow through the system is by

natural convection (Courtesy of Kvaemer Chemetics Inc.)
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indicated), and very strong chlorate liquor from the degasifier. The reactor produces
strong chlorate liquor (overflow to tank on the right), and feeds liquor to the electrolyzers through an electrolyte cooler. No pumps are required to circulate liquor through the
reactor and electrolyzers. A high natural circulation rate (shown by the dashed line and
arrows) is established by the difference in density between the higher density liquid in
the reactor and the lower density liquid + gas (HZ) in the electrolyzer and riser. The
chlorate reactor contains an internal baffle to prevent short-circuiting of the circulating
liquor. The resulting liquid flow pattern in the reactor is nonideal, between BMF and
PF.

11.3 PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 11
11-1 For each of the examples shown in Figures 11.1 to 11.8, relate the features, as far as possible,

to the points listed in Section 11.1.1.2.
The following reactor problems illustrate some process calculations that involve material and/or
energy balances, and/or equilibrium considerations. They do not require rate considerations (or data)
involved with reactor sizing and product distribution, which are taken up in later chapters for these
same processes.
11-2 For a lOOO-tonne day-’ sulfuric acid plant (100% HzS04 basis), calculate the total molar flow

rate (mol s-l) of gas entering the SO2 converter (for oxidation to SO3), for steady-state operation, if the fractional conversion (fso,) in the converter is 0.98, and the feed to the converter
is 9.5 mol % SOZ. (1 tonne = 1000 kg.)
11-3 Calculate the (total) volumetric flow rate (m3 s-l> of gas leaving the reactor of a lOOO-tonne
day-’ ammonia plant, if the gas originates from Hz and N2 in the stoichiometric ratio, and
20% conversion to ammonia occurs. T = 45O”C, P = 300 bar, and the compressibility factor
z = 1.09. (1 tonne = 1000 kg.)
Table 11.1 Data for problems 11-4 and 11-5

(JANAF, 1986)
T/K

Species/property/units 298.15
AG>/k.l mol-’

-300.125
-371.016

so2
so3

AH;/kJ

mol-’

so2
so3

-296.842
-395.765

Ci/J mol-’ K-l

39.878
50.661
29.376
29.124

so2
so3
02
N2

700

800

900

1000

-299.444

-298.370

-296.051

-288.725

-322.365

-321.912

-310.528

-293.639

-306.291
-405.014

-307.667
-406.068

-362.026
-460.062

-361.940
-459.581

50.961
70.390
32.981
30.754

52.434
72.761
33.733
31.433

53.580
74.570
34.355
32.090

54.484
75.968
34.870
32.697

T/K
(additional
so2
so3
02

N

Ci

300

400

500

600

1100

1200

39.945
50.802
29.385
29.125

43.493
57.672
30.106
29.249

46.576
63.100
31.091
29.580

49.049
67.255
32.090
30.110

55.204
77.067
35.300
33.241

55.794
77.937
35.667
33.723

data)

a Standard-state pressure, P” = 0.1 MPa.
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11-4 The first chemical step in making sulfuric acid from elemental sulfur is burning the sulfur
(completely) to form SOz. Calculate the temperature of the gas leaving the burner based
on the following: the burner operates adiabatically, sulfur enters as liquid at 140°C and
excess air (79% mol N;?, 21% 02) enters at 25°C; AH (S(9, 140°C + S(s, rh), 25°C) =
-5.07 kJmol-‘; the outlet gas contains 9.5 mol % SO2; other data required are given in
Table 11.1.
11-5 The gas from the sulfur burner (problem ll-4), after reduction of T in a “waste-heat boiler,”
enters a catalytic converter for oxidation of SO2 to SOs in several stages (see Figure 1.4). If
the gas enters the converter at 700 K, calculate fso, and the temperature (T/K) of the gas at the
end of the first stage, assuming the reaction is adiabatic and equilibrium is attained. Assume
P = 1 bar. See Table 11.1 for data.
11-6 The gas leaving an ammonia oxidation unit in a continuous process is cooled rapidly to 20°C
and contains 9 mol % NO, 1% NOz, 8% 02, and 82% N2 (all the water formed by reaction
is assumed to be condensed). It is desirable to allow oxidation of NO to NO2 in a continuous
reactor to achieve a molar ratio of NO2 to NO of 5 before absorption of the NO2 to make HNOs .
Determine the outlet temperature of the reactor, if it operates adiabatically (at essentially 6.9
bar). The following data (JANAF, 1986) are to be used; state any assumptions made. (Based
on Denbigh and Turner, 1984, pp. 57-64.)

Species

J mol-’

C, (approx.)/
J mol-’ K-’

02
NO
NOz

0
+90,291
+33,095
0

29.4
29.9
39.0
29.1

9,298

N2

Chapter

12
Batch Reactors (BR)

The general characteristics of a batch reactor (BR) are introduced in Chapter 2, in
connection with its use in measuring rate of reaction. The essential picture (Figure 2.1)
in a BR is that of a well-stirred, closed system that may undergo heat transfer, and be
of constant or variable density. The operation is inherently unsteady-state, but at any
given instant, the system is uniform in all its properties.
In this chapter, we first consider uses of batch reactors, and their advantages and
disadvantages compared with continuous-flow reactors. After considering what the essential features of process design are, we then develop design or performance equations for both isothermal and nonisothermal operation. The latter requires the energy
balance, in addition to the material balance. We continue with an example of optimal
performance of a batch reactor, and conclude with a discussion of semibatch and semicontinuous operation. We restrict attention to simple systems, deferring treatment of
complex systems to Chapter 18.

12.1

USES OF BATCH REACTORS
Batch reactors are used both in the laboratory for obtaining design and operating data
and in industrial processes for production of chemicals.
The use of batch reactors in the laboratory is described in Section 2.2.2 for the interpretation of rate of reaction, in Section 3.4.1.1 for experimental methodology, and in
Chapter 4 and subsequent chapters for numerical treatment of kinetics experimental
data for various types of reacting systems.
The use of batch reactors in commercial processes is usually most suitable for smallvolume production, particularly for situations in which switching from one process or
product to another is required, as in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals. Typically, in
such processes, the value of the products is relatively large compared with the cost of
production. However, batch reactors may also be used for large-volume production
(England, 1982). Examples are the production of “vinyl” (polyvinyl chloride or PVC)
involving suspension polymerization, and of emulsion-polymerized latex. In some
cases, it may be desirable to deviate from a strictly batch process. For example, it may
be necessary to replenish periodically a limiting reactant which has been consumed, or,
if products of different purity are required, portions of the batch may be removed at
different times. In this type of operation, referred to as a semibatch process (Section
12.4) the system is no longer closed, since some mass is added to, or removed from,
the system during the process. If addition of reactants and removal of products occur
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continuously, the process is classified as continuous, and specific flow rates at the inlet
and outlet of the reactor may be identified.

12.2

BATCH VERSUS CONTINUOUS OPERATION
Some advantages (A) and disadvantages (D) of batch operation compared with continuous operation are given in Table 12.1.
Batch and continuous processes may also be compared by examining their governing
mass-balance relations. As an elaboration of equation 1.5-1, a general mass balance may
be written with respect to a control volume as:

(12’2-1)

In a batch reactor, the first two terms in equation 12.2-1 are absent. In a semibatch
reactor, one of these two terms is usually absent. In a semicontinuous reactor for a multiphase system, both flow terms may be absent for one phase and present for another.
In a continuous reactor, the two terms are required to account for the continuous inflow
to and outflow from the reactor, whether the system is single-phase or multiphase.

Table 12.1 Comparison of batch and continuous operation
Batch

operation

Usually better for smallvolume production (A)

Continuous

operation

Better for indefinitely long
production runs of one product
3r set of products (A)

More flexible for multiproduct
(multiprocess) operation (A)
Capital cost usually relatively
low (A)

Capital cost usually relatively
high (D)

Easy to shut down and clean
for fouling service (A)
Inherent down-time between
batches (D)

No down-time except for
scheduled and emergency
maintenance (A); but loss
of production in lengthy
stoppages can be costly (D)

Operating cost may be
relatively high (D)

Operating cost relatively low
(A)

Unsteady-state operation
means process control and
obtaining uniformity of product
more difficult (D) (but see
England, 1982)

Steady-state operation means
process control and obtaining
uniformity of product less
difficult (A)
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DESIGN EQUATIONS FOR A BATCH REACTOR

12.3.1 General Considerations
The process design of a batch reactor may involve determining the time (t) required to
achieve a specified fractional conversion (fA, for limiting reactant A, say) in a single
batch, or the volume (V) of reacting system required to achieve a specified rate of production on a continual basis. The phrase “continual basis” means an ongoing operation,
that is, operation “around the clock” with successive batches. This includes allowance
for the down-time (td) during operation for loading, unloading, and cleaning. The operation may involve constant or varying density (p), and constant or varying temperature
(T). The former requires an equation of state to determine V, and latter requires the
energy balance to determine T. We consider various cases in the following sections.
For a single-phase system, V always refers to the volume of the reacting system, but
is not necessarily the volume of the reactor. For example, for a liquid-phase reaction in
a BR, allowance is made for additional “head-space” above the liquid, so that the actual
reactor volume is larger than the system volume. In any case, we use V conventionally
to refer to “reactor volume,” with this proviso.
12.3.1.1 Time of Reaction

Consider the reaction
A + . . . + z+c + . . .

(12.3-1)

Interpretation of the mass balance, equation 12.2-1, leads to equation 2.2-4, which may
be rewritten, to focus on t , as
1

(12.3-2) 1

where t is the time required for reaction in an uninterrupted batch from fractional conversion fAl to fA2, and nAo is the initial number of moles of A. Equation 12.3-2 is general in the sense that it allows for variable density and temperature. For specified It&,,
fAi, and fA2, the unknown quantities are t, V, ( -rA), and T (on which (-Ye) and V
may depend). To determine all four quantities, equation 12.3-2 may have to be solved
simultaneously with the rate law,
(--A) = IA(fAjT)

the energy balance, which gives

T = T(~A, V)

(12.3-4)

and an equation of state (incorporating the stoichiometry),
v = v(nA, T, P)

(2.2-9)

in which case, we assume P is also specified.
In equation 12.3-2, the quantity tlnA, is interpreted graphically as the area under the
curve of a plot of l/(-rA)V against fA, as shown schematically in Figure 12.1.
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o

fA1

Figure 12.1 Interpretation of tInA in equation
12.3-2

fA2
fA

12.3.1.2 Rate of Production; Volume of Reactor

Suppose reaction 12.3-1 is carried out in a batch reactor of volume V on a continual
basis. To determine the rate of production, we must take into account the time of reaction (t in equation 12.3-2) and the down-time (td) between batches. The total time per
batch, or cycle time, is
(12.36)

t, = t+t,

The rate of production (formation) of C on a continual basis is then
Pr(C) =

moles of C formed x batch
batch
time

= %2 - %I -_ Aac
t,

_- - lkAnA
t + td

tc

That is, in terms of fractional conversion of A
Pr(C) =

%IzAo(fA2

t

+

- fAd

td

The volume of reactor (V) is related to nAO through the equation of state, 2.2-9. In many
Cases, fAi = 0, and f,2 is simply designated fA. In equation 12.3-6, t is obtained from
the material balance (12.3-2). The other quantities, nAO, fA, and td, must be specified or
considered as parameters.
12.3.1.3 Energy Balance; Temperature Change

The energy balance in general, from equation 1.5-1, is

Each term refers to a control volume, which for a BR is the volume of the reacting
system. The input of energy may be by heat transfer from a heating coil or jacket, and/or
by generation by reaction. Similarly, the output of energy may be by heat transfer to a
coil or jacket, and/or by loss by reaction. The accumulation is the net result of the inputs
and outputs, and may result in an increase or decrease in T of the reacting system.
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The rate of heat transfer, & whether it is an input or output, may be expressed as:
cj = lJA,(T, - T ) ,

where

(12.3-8)

U = the overall heat transfer coefficient, J mP2 s-l K’ or W m-*
K- 1 , obtained experimentally or from an appropriate correlation;
A, = the area of the heating or cooling coil, m*;
T, = the temperature of the coil, K (not necessarily constant with respect to position or time);
(T, - T), = the appropriate mean temperature difference AT,,, for heat transfer (question: what is the interpretation of the form of AT,,, for a
BR?).

If 0 > 0 (T, > T), the heat transfer is an input (to the reacting system), and the converse
applies if cj < 0.
There may also be a significant input or output because of the energetics of the reaction. An exothermic reaction implies a generation (an input) of energy. An endothermic
reaction implies a loss (an output) of energy. The rate of generation or loss is the product of the energy of reaction and the (extensive) rate of reaction. The energy of reaction
is represented by the enthalpy of reaction (AH~) for a constant-pressure process, and
by the internal energy (AU,) for a constant-volume (or constant-density) process. For
a reaction represented by equation 12.3-1, with both the energy and rate of reaction in
terms of reactant A, then
rate of generation or loss of energy by reaction = (-AH,,)( -rA)V or (-AU&( -rA)V
(12.3-9)
Whether equation 12.3-9 represents an input or output depends on the sign of AHRA
(or AU,*). If AH,, > 0 (endothermic reaction), it is an output (negative; recall that
(-t-J is positive); if AH,, < 0 (exothermic reaction), it is an input.
Since equation 12.3-7 represents an enthalpy (or internal energy) balance, the rate
of accumulation of energy is the rate of change of enthalpy, H (or internal energy, U)
of the reacting system:
rate of accumulation = dHldt
= n,C,dTldt
= m,cpdTldt

(12.3-10)
(12.341)

where nt is the total number of moles, including moles of inert substances:
N
nt = 2 ni

(12.3-12)

i=l

C, is the (total) molar heat capacity of the system at constant pressure, usually approximated, as though for an ideal solution, by1

(12.3-13)
i=l

‘For a nonideal solution, Cpi is replaced by the partial molar heat capacity, c’pi, but such information may not
be available.
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where xi is the mole fraction of species i , and CPi is its molar heat capacity as a pure
species; m, is the total (specific) mass of the system:
N

(12.3-14)

m, = 1 mi

i=l
and cP is the specific heat capacity of the system, approximated by

(12.3-15)

‘P k 5 wicPi

where wi is the weight (mass) fraction of species i , and cpi is its specific heat capacity
as a pure species.
Equations similar to 12.3-10 to -15 may be written in terms of internal energy,
U, with C,, the heat capacity at constant volume, replacing C,. For liquid-phase
reactions, the difference between the two treatments is small. Since most single-phase
reactions carried out in a BR involve liquids, we continue to write the energy balance
in terms of H, but, if required, it can be written in terms of U . In the latter case, it is
usually necessary to calculate AU from AH and C, from C,, since AH and C, are the
quantities listed in a database. Furthermore, regardless of which treatment is used, it
may be necessary to take into account the dependence of AH (or AU) and C, (or C,)
on Ta2
From equations 12.3-8, -9, and -10, the energy balance for a BR, equation 12.3-7,
becomes
I

1

UA,(T, - T), + (-AH&(-rA)V

= n,C,$

(12.3-16)

/

1

Equation 12.3-16 is valid whether heat is transferred to or from the system, and whether
the reaction is exothermic or endothermic. Note that each term on the left side of equation 12.3-16 may be an input or an output. Furthermore, C, is the molar heat capacity
of the system, and is given by equation 12.3-13; as such, it may depend on both T and
composition (through fA). The right side of equation 12.3-16 may also be expressed on
a specific-mass basis (12.3-11). This does not affect the consistency of the units of the
terms in the energy balance, which are usually J s-i.

2

AH = AU + A(PV)
cp

-

cv =

where (Y is the coefficient of cubical expansion, and

KT

CY’VT/K~

(12.3-17)
(12.3-18)

is the isothermal compressibility;

dAHldT = A&

(12.3-19)

where ACp is the heat capacity change corresponding to that of AH. The dependence of Cp on T is usually
given by an empirical expression such as
Cp = a + bT + CT’
in which the coefficients a, b, and c depend on the species, and must be given.

(12.3-20)
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12.3.2 Isothermal Operation
12.3.2.1

Constant-Density

System

For a liquid-phase reaction, or gas-phase reaction at constant temperature and pressure
with no change in the total number of moles, the density of the system may be considered to remain constant. In this circumstance, the system volume (V) also remains
constant, and the equations for reaction time (12.3-2) and production rate (12.3-6) may
then be expressed in terms of concentration, with c, = n,lV:

t I
= c**

Pr(C) =

fA2 dfA
f.1 C-r*)

vCcAov(fA2

t + td

(constant

- fA1)

density)

(constant

density)

(12.3-22)

Equation 12.3-21 may be interpreted graphically in a manner similar to that of equation 12.3-2 in Figure 12.1 (see problem 12-16).
The following two examples illustrate the use of equations 12.3-21 and -22.

Determine the time required for 80% conversion of 7.5 mol A in a 15-L constant-volume
batch reactor operating isothermally at 300 K. The reaction is first-order with respect to
A, with kA = 0.05 min-’ at 300 K.
SOLUTION
In equation 12.3-21,
CA0

= n,,lV = 7.5115 = 0.5

fAl = 0; fA2 = 0.80
C-r*) = kAc* = kAc,& - .fJ
SA
1 fA dfA
d fA
t = CA0
o hcdl- fd = kA Io 1 - .h
= - 141 - f2 = -WO.2) = 32 2 min

I

kA

0.05

.

Note that for a first-order reaction, t is independent of cAO.

A liquid-phase reaction between cyclopentadiene (A)
in an isothermal batch reactor, producing an adduct
respect to each reactant, with kA = 9.92 X 10e3 L
reactor volume required to produce 175 mol C h-l,
L-l, and the down-time td between batches is 30 min.

and benzoquinone (B) is conducted
(C). The reaction is first-order with
mol-’ s-l at 25°C. Determine the
if fA = 0.90, CA0 = cnO = 0.15 mOl
The reaction is A + B -+ C.
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SOLUTION
This example illustrates the use of the design equations to determine the volume of a batch
reactor (V) for a specified rate of production Pr(C), and fractional conversion (fA) in each
batch. The time for reaction (t) in each batch in equation 12.3-22 is initially unknown, and
must first be determined from equation 12.3-21.
In equation 12.3-21, from the stoichiometry, Since CA0 = c&,,

Then, with fAi = 0, and fA2 = fA,

t

1

dh

= CA0

fA

k,c;,(l - fAj2 = kACAo 1 - fA

1
2 = 6050s = 1.68 h
= 9.92 x 1O-3 x 0.15 0.1
From equation 12.3-22,

v
0“OF

v = (t + tJPr(C) = (1.68 + 0.5)175
1(0.15)0.9
VCCAofA
= 2830 L or 2.83 m3
This example may also be solved using the E-Z Solve software (see file ex12-2.msp).
12.3.2.2 Variable-Density System

If the system is not of constant density, we must use the more general form of the equation for reaction time (12.3-2) to determine t for a specified conversion, together with
a rate law, equation 12.3-3, and an equation of state, equation 2.2-9. Variable density
implies that the volume of the reactor or reacting system is not constant. This may be
visualized as a vessel equipped with a piston; V changes with the position of the piston.
Systems of variable density usually involve a gas phase. The density may vary if any one
of T, P or n, (total number of moles) changes (so as to alter the position of the piston).

A gas-phase reaction A + B + C is to be conducted in a lo-L (initially) isothermal batch
reactor at 25’C at constant P. The reaction is second-order with respect to A, with kA =
0.023 L mol-’ s-l. Determine the time required for 75% conversion of 5 mol A.
SOLUTION
The time required is given by equation 12.3-2:

t = nAo

I

fA

0

dfA

(12.3-2)

(-rA)v

In this expression, both (-?-A) and V vary and must be related to fA, through the rate law
and an equation of state incorporating the stoichiometry, respectively; for the equation of
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state, we assume ideal-gas behavior. Thus, for ( -rA),

Since this is a gas-phase reaction, and the total number of moles changes, the volume
changes as the reaction progresses. We use a stoichiometric table to determine the effect
of fA on V.
Species

Initial
moles

Change
An

Final
moles

A
B
C

nh
0
0

-nAofA
nAofA
nAo.fA

nA,(l - fA)
nAofA
nAofA

total:

nAo

nAofA

nAo(l + fA)

If the gas phase is ideal, V = n,RTIP,

and in this case, R, T, and P are constant. Therefore,
V

v,=

nAo(l + fA)
nA0

or

v = V,(l + f*X

(W

where V, is the initial volume of the system.
Substituting for (-?-A) from (A) and for V from (B) in equation 12.3-2, and simplifying,
we obtain:

To integrate, we let a = 1 - fA; then, fA = 1 - ff, and dfA = -da. The integral is:

I

0.25
1

a-2

(y2 da = ln(0.25) + 6 = 4.61

Therefore, t = 10 L X 4.61/(0.023 L mol-l s-l X 5.0 mol) = 400 s
12.3.2.3 Control of Heat Transfer to Maintain Isothermal Conditions

In certain circumstances, it may be desirable to maintain nearly isothermal conditions,
even if the reaction is significantly exothermic or endothermic. In the absence of any
attempt to control T, it may become too high for product stability or too low for reaction rate. If control of T is required, a cooling or heating coil or jacket can be added
to the reactor to balance the energy generated or consumed by the reaction. The coil
temperature (T,) is adjusted to control the rate of heat transfer (b) to achieve (nearly)
isothermal conditions. T, usually varies as the reaction proceeds, because the rate of
reaction, (-rA), and hence AH, is a function of time. The relationship between T, or 6
and fA can be determined by combining the material and energy balances.
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In the energy balance, for isothermal operation of the reaction A + . . . -+ product(s),
dTldt = 0, so that equation 12.3-16 becomes, for the required rate of heat transfer:
0 = UA,(T, - T), = -(-AH&(-rA)V

(isothermal operation) (12.3-23)

From the material balance in terms of fA, equation 2.2-4 becomes
(2.2-4)

(-r,J = h,Wdf,W
Eliminating (- rA) from equation 12.3-23 with equation 2.2-4, we have
d = UA,(T, - T), = -(-AH,,)n,,(df,ldt)

(12.3-24)

For simplicity, if we assume that T, is constant throughout the coil at a given instant,
then T, depends on t, from equation 12.3-24, through

--!

T, = T _ (-A%$“” $$I
c

(12.3-25)

Determine Q and T, (as functions of time, t) required to maintain isothermal conditions
in the reactor in Example 12-1, if AHRA = -47,500 J mol-‘, and UA, = 25.0 W K-l.
Does b represent a rate of heat removal or heat addition?
SOLUTION
To use equations 12.3-24 and -25, we first obtain df,ldt for a first-order reaction, and use
this to eliminate fA in terms of t.
From the material balance, equation 2.2-4,

From (A), on integration,
fA = 1 - e-kAt

Substituting (A) and (B) into equation 12.3-24, we obtain (with t in min)
b = -(-AHRA)nAokAe- kAt = -(47,500)7.5(0.05/60)e-0~05’

= -297e-0,05” J s-l or W

Since 0 < 0, it represents heat removal from the system, which is undergoing an exothermic reaction.
Similarly, from equation 12.3-25, we obtain for the coolant temperature T, in the coil
T = 300 _ 47,500(7*5) E,-o.o% = 300 _ 11 $@.05t
c
25.0
60
with T, in K and t in min.
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T,IK

tlmin

Figure 12.2 Profiles for coil temperature (T,) and heat transfer rate
(Q) for an isothermal batch reactor (Example 12-4)

Figure 12.2 shows the changes in Q and T, with respect to time t during the course
of reaction to achieve fA = 0.8, a conversion that requires 32.2 min (from Example
12-1). The decrease in magnitude of Q as the reaction progresses is expected, since
(--I*) decreases with time. As a consequence, T, must gradually increase. As t 4 00,
(-T*) -+ 0, T, + 300, and Q + 0.

12.3.3

Nonisothermal Operation
It may not be realistic to use isothermal operation of a BR as a basis for design, particularly for a reaction that is strongly exothermic or endothermic. Although T may
change considerably if left unattended, and may need to be controlled so that it does
not go too high or too low, it need not be strictly constant. Furthermore, in some cases,
there may be advantages, from the point of view of kinetics, if T is allowed to increase
in a controlled manner.
In order to assess the design of both the reactor and the heat exchanger required
to control T, it is necessary to use the material balance and the energy balance, together with information on rate of reaction and rate of heat transfer, since there is an
interaction between T and fA. In this section, we consider two cases of nonisothermal
operation: adiabatic (Q = 0) and nonadiabatic (Q # 0).
12.3.3.1

Adiabatic

Operation

In adiabatic operation, there is no attempt to cool or heat the contents of the reactor
(that is, there is no heat exchanger). As a result, T rises in an exothermic reaction and
falls in an endothermic reaction. This case may be used as a limiting case for nonisotherma1 behavior, to determine if T changes sufficiently to require the additional expense
of a heat exchanger and T controller.
For an adiabatic system with Q = 0, the energy balance (12.3-16) becomes
(12.3-26)
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Substituting for (-rA)V from the material balance in terms of fA, equation 2.2-4, we
obtain
(12.3-27)
Since the relationship between df,ldt and dTldt is implicit with respect to t, we may
write equation 12.3-27 as
(-AHdnA,dfA

= n,CpdT

(12.3-28)

Equation 12.3-28 may be integrated to give T as a function of fA:
T = To + nAo

d fA

(12.3-29)

where To and fAO refer to initial conditions. The simplest result from equation 12.3-29
is for constant (-AH&, C,, and n,; then
T = To + (-A%‘“*0 (fA - fAo)
t

(12.3-30)

P

The time t required to achieve fractional conversion fA is obtained by integration of
the material balance, equation 2.2-4:

(12.3-31)

where (- I~) is obtained from a rate law and V from an equation of state. This also
requires simultaneous solution of equation 12.3-29, since the integral in equation 12.331 depends on T as well as on fA.
An algorithm to calculate t from equation 12.3-31 to achieve a specified fA, and also
t0 obtain fA (T) iS as fOllOWS:
(1) choose Value Of fA; fAO 5 fA 5 fA (specified);
(2) calculate T at fA from equation 12.3-29;
(3) calculate ( -rA) from rate hW given;
(4) calculate V from equation of state given, if required;
(5) repeat steps (1) to (4) for Several vaheS Of fA;
(6) calculate t from equation 12.3-31 by numerical or graphical integration.
Alternatively, the E-Z Solve software may be used to integrate simultaneously the
material- and energy-balance expressions and solve the equation of state.

A gas-phase decomposition, A + R + S, is to be conducted in a batch reactor, with initial
conditions of T, = 300 K, V, = 0.5 m3, and a (constant) total pressure of 500 kPa. The
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values of C, for A, R, and S are, respectively, 185.6, 104.7, and 80.9 J mol-’ K-l. The
enthalpy of reaction is -6280 J (mol A)-l, and the reaction is first-order with respect to A,
with kA = 1()‘4e-‘0,000/T h-l. D e t ermine the profiles of fA and T versus t, if the process
is adiabatic, and T and t for fA = 0.99.

SOLUTION

We first obtain the appropriate forms of the material-balance and energy-balance equations
(12.3-3 1 and 12-3-29, respectively) for use in the above algorithm.
From the given rate law, we have
(-YA) = kAcA = k,n,lV = k,n,,(l - fA)IV
so that equation 12.3-3 1 becomes

t=

d f*

(4

k,(l - fA)

where
kA = 1014e-10,000/T

(B)

For equation 12.3-29, we may not be able to use the simplified result in equation 12.330, since n,Cp may not be constant but depend on fA; to investigate this, we form
%CP

= n, C xiCpi = n, 2 (niln,)Cpi
= 2 nicpj = nACpA + nRCpR + nscpS
= nA,(l-f~)C~~ $- nAofACPR +nAofACPS
= nA,[CPA + ccPR +

cPS

- cPA)fA]

= 1856n,,
Since ntCp is independent of fA, we cm use equation 12.3-30:
T = 300 + ;;;e2A;

fA =

300 + 33.8fA

0

Equations (A), (B) and (C) are used in the algorithm to obtain the information required.
Step (3) is used to calculate kA from equation (B), and step (4) is not required. Results are
summarized in Table 12.2, for the arbitrary step-size in fA indicated; G = ll[k,( 1 - fA)],
and G* represents the average of two consecutive values of G. The last column lists the
time required to achieve the corresponding conversion in the second column. These times
were obtained as approximations for the value of the integral in equation (A) by means of
the trapezoidal rule:
tj = tj-1 + 0*5(G, + Gj-l)(fAj - fA,j-1)

The estimated time required to achieve a fractional conversion of 0.99 is 1.80 h, and the
temperature at this time is 333.5 K, if the reactor operates adiabatically. The fA(t) profile
is given by the values listed in the second and last columns; the T(t) profile is given by
the third and last columns.
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Table 12.2 Results for Example 12-5 using trapezoidal rule
kAh-’
G
t/h
j
r 0.10
0.00
fA

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0

V
7O-v

10
11
-

0

7O-v

12.3.4

0.20
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.60
0.70
0.80
0.90
0.99

300.0
303.4
306.8
310.2
313.5
316.9
320.3
323.7
327.1
330.5
333.5

0.334
0.484
0.696
0.994
1.408
1.979
2.762
3.828
5.269
7.206
9.500

3.00
2.29
1.79
1.44

1.18
1.01
0.91

*

0.87
0.95
1.39
10.53

2.65
2.04
1.62
1.31

1.10

0.96
0.89
0.91
1.17
5.96

0.26
0.47
0.63
0.76
0.87
0.97
1.06
1.15
1.26
1.80

Alternate solution using E-Z Solve sofnuare: (see file exl2-5.msp). The results for t using the trapezoidal rule approximation (Table 12.2) may differ significantly from those
using a more accurate form of numerical integration. For values of fA up to 0.90, the values oft differ by less than 1%. However, between fA = 0.90 and 0.99, the results differ
considerably, primarily because of the large step size (0.09) chosen for the trapezoidal approximation, compared with the much smaller step size used in the simulation software.
The simulation software predicts t = 1.52 h for fA = 0.99, rather than 1.80 h as in the table. The results for T (at given fA) are unaffected, since fA and T are related algebraically
by Equation (C). The output from the simulation software can be in the form of a table or
graph.
12.3.3.2

V

0.00

T/K

Nonadiabatic

Operation

t t

If the batch reactor operation is both nonadiabatic and nonisothermal, the complete
energy balance of equation 12.3-16 must be used together with the material balance of
equation 2.2-4. These constitute a set of two simultaneous, nonlinear, first-order ordinary differential equations with T and fA as dependent variables and
as independent
variable. The two boundary conditions are T = T, and fA = fAO (usually 0) at
= 0.
These two equations usually must be solved by a numerical procedure. (See problem
12-9, which may be solved using the E-Z Solve software.)

Optimal Performance for Maximum Production Rate
The performance of a batch reactor may be optimized in various ways. Here, we consider the case of choosing the cycle time, t,, equation 12.3-5, to maximize the rate of
production of a product. For simplicity, we assume constant density and temperature.
The greater the reaction time t (equation 12.3-21), the greater the production per
batch, but the smaller the number of batches per unit time. Since the rate of production,
Pr, is the product of these two, a compromise must be made between large and small
values oft to maximize Pr.
This may also be seen from limiting values obtained from equation 12.3-22:
Pr(C) =

kcAov(fA2

t

+

td

- fA1)

(12.3-22)

hy Pr = 0, since fA2 - fAl 4 0 and td is a finite constant
lim Pr = 0, since fA2 - fA1 * a constant
t-+m

Between these two extremes, Pr must go through a maximum with respect to t .
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To obtain the value of t for maximum Pr, consider equation 12.3-22 with fAl = 0,
fA2 = f*(t). Then the equation may be written as
Pr = Kf*(t)l(t

+ td)

(12.3-32)

where K( = vccAoV) is a constant, and Pr is Pr(C). For maximum Pr,
dPr
dt=

0 + tddf,(tW)
(t + CA2

1

- f*(t) = o

or
(t + t,,y - f*(t) = 0

Equation 12.3-33 is solved for t, and the result is used in equation 12.3-32 or its equivalent to obtain the maximum value of Pr.

Consider a liquid-phase, first-order reaction A + C, occurring in a reactor of volume V,
with a specified down-time, td. The reactor initially contains 5 moles of pure A. Determine
the reaction time which maximizes Pr(C), given kA = 0.021 mm’, and td = 30 min;
and calculate the maximum value of Pr(C).
SOLUTION
Since this is a constant-density system, equation 12.3-33 applies. To use this, we require
f*(t). From the rate law, and the material balance, equation 2.2-10,
(-rA)

= ~ACA = kAcA,(l -

dfA
fA) = -2 = cAodt

From this.

g = k,(l - fA)
This integrates to

fA = 1 - &d

(4

dfA
- k +d
~-

(W

from which, in terms oft,

dt

A

Substituting the results from (A) and (B) in equation 12.3-33, we have
(t + t,)k,e- kit - (1 - e-kd) = 0

((2

v
0

“OF

12.4

t

12.4

Semibatch

and

Semicontinuous

td
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Equation (C) can be solved by trial, or by using an equation solver. For
= 30 min
and kA = 0.021 mm’, we obtain
= 45 min using the E-Z Solve software (see file
exl2-6.msp). Then, from equation (A), fA = 0.612 for maximum R(C), and from equation 12.3-22, with nAo = 5 mol, h(C) = 2.45 mol h-l.

SEMIBATCH AND SEMICONTINUOUS REACTORS
A semibatch reactor is a variation of a batch reactor in which one reactant may be added
intermittently or continuously to another contained as a batch in a vessel, or a product
may be removed intermittently or continuously from the vessel as reaction proceeds.
The reaction may be single-phase or multiphase. As in a batch reactor, the operation
is inherently unsteady-state and usually characterized by a cycle of operation, although
in a more complex manner.
A semicontinuous reactor is a reactor for a multiphase reaction in which one phase
flows continuously through a vessel containing a batch of another phase. The operation is thus unsteady-state with respect to the batch phase, and may be steady-state
or unsteady-state with respect to the flowing phase, as in a fixed-bed catalytic reactor
(Chapter 21) or a fixed-bed gas-solid reactor (Chapter 22) respectively.
In this section, we consider various modes of operation of these types of reactors,
their advantages and disadvantages, and some design aspects. Since there are many
variations of these reactors, it is difficult to generalize their design or analysis, and consequently we use an example for illustration.

12.4.1

Modes of Operation: Semibatch and Semicontinuous Reactors
12.4.1.1 Semibatch Reactors

Figure 12.3 illustrates some modes of operation of semibatch reactors. In Figure 12.3(a),
depicting a homogeneous liquid-phase reaction of the type A + B -+ products, reactant A is initially charged to the vessel, and reactant B is added at a prescribed rate,
as reaction proceeds. In Figure 12.3(b), depicting a “liquid-phase” reaction in which a
gaseous product is formed, gas is removed as reaction proceeds; an example is the removal of H,O(g) in an esterification reaction. In Figure 12.3(c), a combination of these
two modes of operation is shown.
12.4.1.2 Semicontinuous Reactors

Figure 12.4 illustrates some modes of operation of semicontinuous reactors. In Figure 12.4(a), depicting a gas-liquid reaction of the type A(g) + B(e) + products, reactant A is dispersed (bubbled) continuously through a batch of reactant B; an important
example is an aerobic fermentation in which air (or 0,) is supplied continuously to a
liquid substrate (e.g., a batch of culture, as in penicillin production). In Figure 12.4(b),

Figure 12.3 Some modes of operation of

(a)

(b)

semibatch reactors: (a) addition of a reactaut; (b) removal of a product; (c) simultaneous addition and removal
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(b)

Figure 12.4 Some modes of operation of semicontinuous reactors: (a) gas-liquid reaction; (b) gas-solid (catalyst or reactant) reaction; (c) cyclic operation (reaction(-) and
regeneration(-)) for deactivating catalyst

depicting a fixed-bed catalytic reactor (Chapter 21) for a gas-solid (catalyst) reaction,
the bed of catalyst is a batch phase, and the reacting gas phase flows continuously
through the bed. A fluidized-bed reactor (Chapter 23) may be operated in a similar manner. A reactor for chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is also operated in this
manner, although gas flows continuously over a solid substrate in the form of a surface, rather than through a bed of particles. Semicontinuous operation is appropriate
for a catalyst that does not deactivate over time or deactivates slowly. If the catalyst deactivates rapidly, the reactor configuration shown in Figure 12.4(c) may be
used. This consists of two identical fixed-bed reactors operating in parallel, with each
alternating, in a prescribed cyclic manner, between reaction and regeneration. This
is a rather complex mode of operation, requiring intricate piping and valving, and
timing devices for overall continual operation. Wherever feasible, it should be replaced by inherently continuous operation for both reaction and regeneration, as in
a fluidized-bed reactor.

12.4.2

Advantages and Disadvantages (Semibatch Reactor)
We focus mainly on the advantages and disadvantages of semibatch reactors. A semicontinuous reactor may be treated in many cases as either a batch reactor or a continuous reactor, depending on the overall kinetics and/or the phase of interest.

Advantages:
(1) In comparison with a batch reactor, the gradual or intermittent addition of a
reactant (say, B in A + B -+ products, Figure 12.3(a)) in semibatch operation
can result in improved control of T, particularly for a reaction with a large
AH.

(2) Similarly, the concentration of a reactant can be kept relatively low (B in point
(1)) or high (A in point (1)) if either is advantageous for suppressing undesired
side reactions.
(3) The withdrawal of a product (continuously, as in Figure 12.3(b), or intermittently) can result in higher conversion of a reactant, particularly if the reaction
is equilibrium-limited.
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Disadvantages:
(1) As in the case of a batch reactor, the production rate may be limited because of
the cyclic nature of the operation.
(2) Also, as in the case of a batch reactor, the operating cost may be relatively high.
(3) The design or performance analysis is complicated because of the unsteady-state
operation.
(4) Semicontinuous operation shown in Figure 12.4(c) requires intricate piping and
valving.

12.4.3

Design

Aspects
The design or performance analysis of a semibatch or a semicontinuous reactor is complicated by the unsteady-state nature of its operation. Although, strictly speaking, this
is characteristic of every such reactor, in some semicontinuous reactors, steady-state
behavior is a valid approximation for the flowing phase. Examples are the gas phase in
Figure 12.4(a), if the gas flow rate is sufficiently great that the composition of the gas
remains nearly constant; and the gas phase in Figure 12.4(b), if the catalyst deactivates
slowly or not at all. For a multiphase gas-liquid system, as in Figure 12.4(a), the overall
rate, and hence the governing rate law, may be dictated by one of two extremes (Chapter 9): the rate of mass transfer of a reactant between phases, or the intrinsic rate of
reaction in the liquid phase. In the latter case, the reactor may be treated as a batch
reactor for the liquid phase. Similar considerations may apply to the solid substrate in
a CVD reactor. In each case, the relevance of various terms in the material-balance
equation needs to be taken into account, as discussed for equation 12.2-1.
The following example illustrates a combination of semibatch and semicontinuous
operation for an irreversible reaction, with one reactant added intermittently and the
other flowing (bubbling) continuously, that is, a combination of Figures 12.3(a) and
12.4(a). Chen (1983, pp. 168-211,456-460) gives several examples of other situations,
including reversible, series-reversible, and series-parallel reactions, and nonisothermal
and autothermal operation.

Gluconic acid (P) may be produced by the oxidation of glucose (G) in a batch reactor.
The reactor is provided with a continuous supply of oxygen and an intermittent supply
of glucose at fixed intervals. The reaction is C,H,,O,(G) + ;O, -+ C6Ht207(P), and is
catalyzed by the enzyme glucose oxidase. The overall rate is governed by the liquid-phase
reaction rate. The rate law is given by equation 10.2-9:
VmaxCG

rp = K,,, + CG

Since oxygen is a substrate, V,,, and Km are functions of the oxygen concentration co,,
which is fixed by po, in the continuously flowing gas phase. At low values of cG, the
reaction is pseudo-first-order with respect to glucose, and (A) simplifies to
l-p = klCG

09

where, at 37°C k, = 0.016 h-t = Vm,IKm.
Suppose a lOO-L reactor, operated isothermally, initially contains 0.050 moles of glucose, and 0.045 moles of fresh glucose is added to the reactor every 144 h for 30 d.
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(a) Calculate values of cG and cp at the beginning and end of each interval between
glucose additions. Assume that addition of (solid) glucose does not alter the volume
of the liquid (reacting system).
(b) Plot cG and cp for the entire time period of 30 d.
SOLUTION
(a) The intermittent addition of glucose makes the operation semibatch (Figure 12.3(a)).
Furthermore, the continuous supply of 0, also makes the overall operation semicontinuous
(Figure 12.4(a)), but it is the semibatch nature that governs, since the flow of 0, mainly
serves to provide a particular co1 (assumed constant).
The number of 144-h intervals in 30 d is 24(30)/144 = 5. During each interval, the
reaction follows pseudo-first-order kinetics. Thus, from equation (B) and the material balance, equation 2.2-10, applied to glucose,
-dc,ldt = klcG

(0

At the conclusion of each interval of 144 h, the glucose is replenished by addition of fresh
glucose. For each interval, i = 1,2, . . . ,5, from integration of equation (C),

CG~ = CG~~ exp[-kl(t - to)iI
=

cGoi

CD)

exp[-0.016(144)] = O.O998cG,i

(i = 1,2,...,5)

CD’)

where cGi is the concentration of glucose at the end of the interval of 144 h, and c&i is
the initial concentration of glucose for the interval, given by
C Goi

= 0.05/100 = 5 X 10-4mol L-l

(i = 1)

(E)

and
CGoi

= cG,i-l + 0.045/100 = CG,i-1 + 4.5 x lo-4

(i = 2,3,4,5)

(E’)

From the reaction stoichiometry, the concentration of gluconic acid at the end of the ith
interval is
CPi = CPoi f (CGo - CG>~
= CP,i-1 + cc& - CG)~

(i = 1,2,. . . ,5)

09

where cpoi is the concentration at the beginning of the ith interval, which is the same as
that at the end of the previous interval, c~,~-~.
Equations (D’) to (F) may be used recursively to calculate the quantities required. The
results are summarized in Table 12.3.
Table 12.3 Results for Example 12-7
Interval

Initial

i=

tol
h

1
2
3
4
5

0
144
288
432
576

conditions

lo4 c&t lo4 cp,/
mol L-l
5
4.999
4.999
4.999
4.999

0
4.50
9.00
13.50
18.00

Final
tl
h
144
288
432
576
720

conditions

105 CGI 104 cpl
mol L-l
4.99
4.99
4.99
4.99
4.99

4.50
9.00
13.50
18.00
22.50
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Figure 12.5 Example 12-7: co and cp as functions of t
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(b) In Figure 12.5, cG and cp are plotted against t for the whole time interval 0 to 720 h
(30 d). For cG the result is a “saw-tooth” behavior, with cG decreasing exponentially during
each interval (Equation (D)), and periodically being restored virtually to the initial value
every 144 h. cp increases continuously as t increases, but in a series of bowed curves,
with cusps at points of addition of glucose; this is in accordance with equation (F), which,
combined with (D), can be written for each interval as
cpj = cp,i-l + c,,Jl - 81(t-to)i]

(i = 1,2,...,5)

V-3

The E-Z Solve software may also be used to solve Example 12-7 (see file ex12-7.msp).
In this case, user-defined functions account for the addition of fresh glucose, so that a
single differential equation may be solved to describe the concentration-time profiles over
the entire 30-day period. This example file, with the user-defined functions, may be used
as the basis for solution of a problem involving the nonlinear kinetics in equation (A), in
place of the linear kinetics in (B) (see problem 12-17).

PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 12

v
07O-F

12-1 At elevated temperatures, NO2 (A) decomposes into NO and 02. The reaction is secondorder with respect to N02, and at 400°C the rate constant is kA = 5.36 X 1O-4 kPa-’ s-l. If
a sample of NO2 is placed in a constant-volume batch reactor maintained at 673 K, and the
initial pressure is 50 kPa, calculate the time required (in seconds) for the total pressure P to
change by 10 kPa.
12-2 The decomposition of phosphine [4PHs(g) + P4(g) + 6Hz(g)] is first-order with respect to
phosphine with a rate constant k = 0.0155 s-l at 953 K. If the decomposition occurs in a
constant-volume batch reactor at 953 K, calculate, for 40% conversion of PH3,
(a) the time required, s;
(b) the mole fraction of Hz in the reaction mixture.
12-3 (a) For the gas-phase reaction
C2H4 + C4H6 + C6Hra

or

A+B-C

carried out isothermally in a constant-volume batch reactor, what should the temperature
(T/K) be to achieve 57.6% conversion of reactants, initially present in an equimolar ratio,
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in 4 min? The initial total pressure is 0.8 bar (only A and B present initially). The rate
law (Example 4-8) is
(-m) = 3.0

v
07O-v

X

107exp(-115, OOO/RT)CACB,

with the Arrhenius parameters, A and Ea, in L mol-’ s-l and J mol-‘, respectively.
(b) Using the same temperature as in part (a), find the time required for 57.6% conversion
of ethene, if the reaction is carried out isothermally and isobarically (i.e., in a variablevolume batch reactor).
12-4 A liquid-phase reaction A + B + products is conducted in an isothermal batch reactor. The
reaction is first-order with respect to each reactant, with kA = 0.025 L mol-’ s-l, CA0 = 0.50
IIIOIL-',ZUldCBo = 1.0 mol L-l. Determine the time required for 75% conversion of A.
12-5 Ethyl acetate is to be produced from ethanol and acetic acid in a lo-m3 batch reactor at 100°C:
C2HSOH(A)

+ CH3COOH(B)

; H20(C) + CH3COOC2Hs(D)

The reaction rate in the liquid phase is given by:
(-t-A) = kfc& - k&CcD
The reaction has an equilibrium constant of 2.93, and the rate constant for the forward reaction
(kf) is 7.93 X 10m6 L mol-’ s-l (Froment and Bischoff, 1990, p. 330). The feed contains 30
weight percent (wt%) acetic acid, 49 wt% ethanol, and the balance is water. The density of
the fluid is essentially constant (1 .O g cmm3>.
(a) Determine the time required to achieve 25% conversion of the acetic acid.
(b) What is the maximum (i.e., equilibrium) conversion of acid that can be obtained?
12-6 A gas-phase reaction, A + 2B, is conducted at 300 K (constant) in a variable-volume reactor
equipped with a piston to maintain a constant pressure of 150 kPa. Initially, 8 mol of A are
present in the reactor. The reaction is second-order with respect to A, with the following rate
expression:
(-rA) = kc;; k = 0.075 Lmol-’ min-’
Determine the time of reaction, t, if fA, the fractional conversion of A, is 0.80. State any
assumption(s)
made.
12-7 At 473 K, NOCl(g) decomposes into NO(g) and Clz(g). The reaction is second-order with
respect to NOCl, with a rate constant of 0.078 L mol-’ s-l (Boikess and Edelson, 1981,
p. 614).
(a) If, initially, 0.25 mol NOCl is placed in a reactor, maintained at a constant pressure of 2
bar, determine the time required for 30% conversion of NOCI. The initial reactor volume
is 7.5 L.
(b) What is the partial pressure of C12(g) at the conclusion of the process?
12-8 A liquid-phase reaction A + B + C is conducted in a 50-L batch reactor. The reaction is
first-order with respect to each reactant.
(a) Determine the time required for 90% conversion of A, if(i) the reaction occurs adiabatically; (ii) the reaction occurs isothermally at T,.
(b) Determine d and T, (as functions of time), if a cooling coil is placed in the tank to maintain
the isothermal conditions required in (a) part (ii).
(c) For (a) part (i), sketch the conversion-versus-time and temperature-versus-time profiles.
Data: CA0 and cnO are 0.50 mol L-l and 0.75 mol L-l, respectively. The initial temperature
(T,) is 400 K, and the heat capacity of the reactor contents is 3.8 J g-’ K-l. The fluid density
is 0.75 g cmm3, and the heat transfer parameter (CIA,) for part (b) is 100 W K-l. The reaction
is exothermic (- 145 kJ (mol A)-‘), and kA = 1.4 X 107e-7700’T L mol-’ mm-‘.
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12-9 Consider the hydrolysis of acetic anhydride carried out in dilute aqueous solution in a batch
reactor:

7O-F

0

v

‘7O-v

0

v

“O-v

0

v

“OF

(CH3C0)20 (A) + H20 = 2CH&OOH.
The initial concentration is CA0 = 0.03 mol L-l, and the initial temperature is T, = 15°C.
Calculate the time (t/mm) required for 80% conversion of the anhydride:
(a) if the reaction is carried out isothermally at T,;
(b) if the reaction is carried out adiabatically;
(c) if the reaction is carried out nonisothermally and nonadiabatically with UA, = 200 W
K-l, T, = 300 K, and V = 100 L.
Data: Arrhenius parameters are A = 2.14 X lo7 min-’ and EA = 46.5 kJ mol-‘. The
enthalpy of reaction is -209 kJ (mol A)-‘, the specific heat of reactor contents is 3.8 kJ
kg-’ K-l, and the density is 1.07 kg L-l.
12-10 The Diels-Alder liquid-phase reaction between 1,4-benzoquinone (A, C&O2) and cyclopentadiene (B, CsH6) to form the adduct CiiHto02 is second-order with a rate constant
kA = 9.92 X low6 m3 mol-t s-l at 25°C (Wassermann, 1936). Calculate the size (m3) of
a batch reactor required to produce adduct at the rate of 125 mol h-l, if CA0 = cBO = 100
mol me3, the reactants are 90% converted at the end of each batch (cycle), the reactor operates isothermally at 25”C, and the reactor down-time (for discharging, cleaning, charging)
between batches is 30% of the total batch (cycle) time.
12-11 A second-order, liquid-phase reaction (A --f products) is to take place in a batch reactor at
constant temperature. The rate constant is kA = 0.05 L mol-’ min-‘, and the initial concentration (cAO) is 2 mol L-l. If the down-time (td) between batches is 20 min, what should
the reaction time (t) be for each batch so that the rate of production, on a continual basis, is
maximized?
12-12 (a) The liquid-phase reaction A + 2B + C takes place isothermally in a batch reactor of
volume V = 7500 L. The batch-cycle time (tc = t + td) is considered to be fixed by a
shift period of 8 h. If the down-time (td) between batches is 45 min, calculate the rate
of production of B (mol h-‘) on a continual basis, with 1 batch per shift, if the feed
COnCentratiOn (c&,) iS 3.0 mOl L-l. The rate Of reaction
iS given by (-rA) = kAck5,
where kA = 0.0025 Lo,5 mol-“,5 min-‘.
(b) You are asked to examine the possibility of increasing the rate of production of B by
uncoupling tc from the length of the shift period. If all else remains unchanged, what
would you recommend? Your answer must include a quantitative assessment leading to
a value of the production rate for a particular value oft, (or t), and to a statement of any
possible disadvantage(s) involved. Assume that the reactant A is relatively valuable.
12-13 For the liquid-phase reaction A + R, k = 0.020 min -l. We wish to produce 4752 mol of
R during each IO-hour production day, and 99% of A entering the batch reactor is to be
converted. It takes 0.26 h to fill the reactor and heat the contents to the reaction temperature.
It takes 0.90 h to empty the reactor and prepare it for the next batch. If the reactor initially
contains pure A at a concentration of 8 mol L-l, determine the volume of the reactor.
12-14 A liquid-phase reaction, A --$ products, was studied in a constant-volume isothermal batch
reactor. The reaction rate expression is (-rA) = kAcA, and kA = 0.030 mint. The reaction
time, t, may be varied, but the down-time, td, is fixed at 30 min for each cycle. If the reactor
operates 24 hours per day, what is the ratio of reaction time to down-time that maximizes
production for a given reactor volume and initial concentration of A? What is the fractional
conversion of A at the optimum?
12-15 The aroma and flavor of wines may be enhanced by converting terpenylglycosides in the
skin of grapes into volatile terpenols. This conversion can be accomplished using glycosidases (enzymes) which have P-glucosidase,
cY-arabinosidase,
and a-rhamnosidase activities. Determine the time required to convert 80% of 4-nitrophenyl-/3-glucopyranoside
(NPG)
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using P-glucosidase
in a lo-L batch reactor. The reaction follows Michaelis-Menten
kinetics (Chapter lo), with a maximum reaction velocity (V,,,) of 36 mmol L-’ mm’, and a
Michaelis constant (K,) of 0.60 mmol L-i (Caldini et al., 1994). The initial concentration
of NPG in the reactor is 4.5 mm01 L-l.
12-16 Sketch the graphical interpretation of equation 12.3-21 corresponding to that of equation
12.3-2 in Figure 12.1. What does the area under the curve represent?
12-17 The process in Example 12-7 was conducted by initially adding 0.35 mol glucose to the lOOL reactor, and replenishing the reaction with 0.28 mol fresh glucose every 144 h for 30 days.
Determine the gluconic acid and glucose concentration-time profiles in the reactor over this
period.
Data: V,,, = 5.8 X 10m5 mol L-l h-l; K,,, = 3.6 X 10e3 mol L-l.
12-18 During the process described in problem 12-17, it was discovered that the enzyme used to
produce gluconic acid was subject to deactivation, with a half-life of 12 days. It appears that
the deactivation process is first-order, such that V,,, decreases exponentially with time.
(a) What is the effect of inactivation on the production rate of gluconic acid over the 30-day
process?
(b) How much of the original enzyme activity remains at the conclusion of the process?
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13
Ideal Flow

Ideal flow is introduced in Chapter 2 in connection with the investigation of kinetics in
certain types of ideal reactor models, and in Chapter 11 in connection with chemical
reactors as a contrast to nonideal flow. As its name implies, ideal flow is a model of
flow which, in one of its various forms, may be closely approached, but is not actually
achieved. In Chapter 2, three forms are described: backmix flow (BMF), plug flow (PF),
and laminar flow (LF).
In this chapter, we focus on the characteristics of the ideal-flow models themselves,
without regard to the type of process equipment in which they occur, whether a chemical reactor, a heat exchanger, a packed tower, or some other type. In the following five
chapters, we consider the design and performance of reactors in which ideal flow occurs. In addition, in this chapter, we introduce the segregated-flow model for a reactor
as one application of the flow characteristics developed.
In general, each form of ideal flow can be characterized exactly mathematically, as
can the consequences of its occurrence in a chemical reactor (some of these are explored in Chapter 2). This is in contrast to nonideal flow, a feature which presents one
of the major difficulties in assessing the design and performance of actual reactors, particularly in scale-up from small experimental reactors. This assessment, however, may
be helped by statistical approaches, such as provided by residence-time distributions. It
is these that we introduce in this chapter, since they can be derived exactly for ideal flow.
For nonideal flow, residence-time distributions must be investigated experimentally, as
described in Chapter 19.
The chapter begins with a reiteration and extension of terms used, and the types
of ideal flow considered. It continues with the characterization of flow in general by
age-distribution functions, of which residence-time distributions are one type, and with
derivations of these distribution functions for the three types of ideal flow introduced
in Chapter 2. It concludes with the development of the segregated-flow model for use
in subsequent chapters.
13.1 TERMINOLOGY
Some of the terms used are introduced in Chapters 1 and 2, but are reviewed and extended here, and others added, as follows:
Element @@id (Section 1.3): an amount of fluid small with respect to vessel size, but large

with respect to molecular size, such that it can be characterized by values of (macroscopic) properties such as T, P, p, and ci.
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Age (of an element of fluid): length of time, from entry, that an element of fluid has been
in a vessel at a particular instant.
Residence time (of an element of fluid)(Section 2.1): length of time that an element of fluid
spends in a vessel (i.e., from entry to exit); a residence time is an age, but the converse
is not necessarily true.
Residence-time distribution (RTD): relative times taken by different elements of fluid to
flow through a vessel; a spread in residence times leads to a statistical treatment, in the
form of a distribution; whether or not there is a spread in residence times has important
implications for reactor performance.

13.2

TYPES OF IDEAL FLOW, CLOSED AND OPEN VESSELS

13.2.1 Backmix Flow (BMF)
Backmix flow (BMF) is the flow model for a CSTR, and is described in Section 2.3.1.
BMF implies perfect mixing and, hence, uniform fluid properties throughout the vessel. It also implies a continuous distribution of residence times. The stepwise or discontinuous change in properties across the point of entry, and the continuity of property
behavior across the exit are illustrated in Figure 2.3.

13.2.2 Plug Flow (PF)
Plug flow (PF, sometimes called piston flow) is the flow model for a PFR, and is a form of
tubular flow (no mixing in direction of flow). As is described in Section 2.4.1, PF implies
that there is no axial mixing in the vessel, but complete radial mixing (in a cylindrical
vessel). The lack of axial mixing implies that all fluid elements have the same residence
time (i.e., 110 distribution of residence times). Complete radial mixing implies that fluid
properties, including velocity, are uniform across any plane perpendicular to the flow
direction. The continuous change in properties in the axial direction is illustrated in
Figure 2.4.

13.2.3 Laminar Flow (LF)
Laminar flow (LF) is also a form of tubular flow, and is the flow model for an LFR. It
is described in Section 2.5. LF occurs at low Reynolds numbers, and is characterized by
a lack of mixing in both axial and radial directions. As a consequence, fluid properties
vary in both directions. There is a distribution of residence times, since the fluid velocity
varies as a parabolic function of radial position.

13.2.4

Closed and Open Vessels
The type of flow occurring at the inlet and outlet of a vessel leads to the following
definitions:
“Closed” vessel: fluid enters and leaves the vessel by PF, regardless of the type of flow
inside the vessel;
“Open” vessel: the fluid may have any degree of backmixing at the inlet and outlet; that is,
the flow at these points may be anywhere between the extremes of PF (no backmixing)
and BMF (complete backmixing).
These definitions are illustrated in Figure 13.1. The flow conditions may be of one
type at the inlet and the other at the outlet, leading to “closed-open” and “open-closed”
vessels.
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Figure 13.1 (a) “Closed” vessel; (b) “open” vessel

13.3

CHARACTERIZATION OF FLOW
BY AGE-DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
The characterization of flow by statistical age-distribution functions applies whether
the flow is ideal or nonideal. Thus, the discussion in this section applies both in Section
13.4 below for ideal flow, and in Chapter 19 for nonideal flow.
Several age-distribution functions may be used (Danckwerts, 1953) but they are all
interrelated. Some are residence-time distributions and some are not. In the discussion
to follow in this section and in Section 13.4, we assume steady-flow of a Newtonian,
single-phase fluid of constant density through a vessel without chemical reaction. Ultimately, we are interested in the effect of a spread of residence times on the performance
of a chemical reactor, but we concentrate on the characterization of flow here.

13.3.1

Exit-Age Distribution Function E
The exit-age distribution function E is a measure of the distribution of the ages of fluid
elements leaving a vessel, and hence is an RTD function. As a function of time, t, it is
defined as:
E(t)dt is the fraction of the exit stream of age between t and t + dt
E(t) itself is a distribution frequency and has dimensions of time-l. For arbitrary flow,
it may have the appearance shown in Figure 13.2.
A consequence of the definition is:
m
I0

E(t)dt = 1

(13.3-1)

That is, the total area under the E(t) curve in Figure 13.2 is unity, since all fluid elements
in the exit stream are in the vessel between times of 0 and ~0. Furthermore,

I

$1

0

E(t)dt = fraction of exit stream of age 5

tl

(shaded area in Figure 13.2)

(13.3-2)

m

I 11

E(t)dt = fraction of exit stream of age 2

tl

(unshaded area in Figure 13.2)(13.3-3)
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Thin strip = E(t)dt
E(t)

Figure 13.2 Exit-age distribution function
E(t) for arbitrary (nonideal) flow showing
significance of area under the E(t) curve

t2

Ih

E(t)dt = fraction of exit stream for which tr I age 5

t2

(13.3-4)

The exit-age distribution function may also be expressed in terms of dimensionless
time 8 defined by
8 = tlf

(13.3-5)

where tis the mean residence time, given by equation 2.3-1 for steady-state flow. Then
E(8) is the exit-age distribution function in terms of 8, and is itself dimensionless. Its
definition is similar to that of E(t):
E(8)dB is the fraction of the exit stream of age between 8 and 8 + de
Consequences of this definition are analogous to those from equations 13.3-1 to -4.

(a) What is the relation between E(t) and E(e)?
(b) For a system with a mean-residence time (t) of 20 min, calculate E(8) at t = 7 min,
if E(t) = 0.25 min-’ at t = 7 min.
SOLUTION
(a) Since the definitions of E(B)de and E(t)dt refer to the same fraction in the exit stream,
E(B)de = E(t)dt

(13.3-6)

Furthermore, for the steady flow of a constant-density fluid, t is constant, and, from
equation (13.3-5), de = dt/E Thus, on combining equations 13.3-5 and -6, we obtain
E(8) = tE(t)
(b) 8 = t/f = 7120 = 0.35
E(e) = E(0.35) = Z(t) = 20(0.25) = 5.0

(13.3-7)

:
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FM
[ = zwl

Figure 13.3 Typical form of F for arbitrary
t

13.3.2

(or 0)

(nonideal) flow

Cumulative Residence-Time Distribution Function F
The cumulative residence-time distribution function F(t) is defined as the fraction of
exit stream that is of age 0 to t (i.e., of age 5 t); it is also the probability that a fluid
element that entered at t = 0 has left at or by time t. Since it is defined as a fraction,
it is dimensionless. Furthermore, since F(O) = 0, that is, no fluid (of age 0) leaves the
vessel before time 0; and F(W) = 1, that is, all fluid leaving the vessel is of age 0 to ~0,
or all fluid entering at time 0 has left by time 00, then
(13.3-8)

0 5 F(t) 5 1

In terms of 0, F(B) has a similar definition, and since F(t) and F(B) refer to the same
fraction.
(13.3-9)

F(t) = F(B)

Figure 13.3 illustrates a typical form of F(t) or F(0) for arbitrary (nonideal) flow.

What is the relation between F(t) and E(t)?
SOLUTION
From one point of view, the definition of F(t) corresponds to the probability that a fluid
element has left the vessel between time 0 and t. This is equivalent to the area under the
E(t) curve given by equation 13.3-2. That is,
I

F(t) =
I

I

t

0

I

E(t)dt

(13.3-10)

Thus, F(t) is the shaded area generated from left to right by E(t) in Figure 13.2.
From another point of view,
F(t) = fraction of exit stream of age t or less
F(t) + dF(t) = fraction of age t + dt or less

1
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F(t) + dF(t) - F(t) = dF(t) = fraction of age between t and t + dt which by definition
is E(t)dt; that is,
(13.3-11)

E(t) = dF(t)/dt

Expressions analogous to equations 13.3-10 and -11 relate F(8) and E(B).
Both E and F are RTD functions. Although not apparent here, each corresponds to a
different way of experimentally investigating RTD for arbitrary flow (Chapter 19; see
also problem 13-l), and hence each is important.

13.3.3

Washout Residence-Time Distribution Function W
The washout residence-time distribution function W(t) is defined as the fraction of the
exit stream of age P t (and similarly for W(e)). It is also the probability that an element of fluid that entered a vessel at t = 0 has not left at time t. By comparison,
F(t) (or F(8)) is the probability that a fluid element has left by time t (or 13) (Section
13.3.2.)
The washout function also provides the basis for a method of experimentally measuring RTD (Chapter 19; see also problem 13-1). Consequences of the definition of W
and its relation to F and E are explored in problem 13-5.

13.3.4

Internal-Age Distribution Function Z
The internal-age distribution function Z(t) is a measure of the distribution of ages of elements of fluid within a vessel, and not in the exit stream. However, it is defined similarly
to E(t) by:

I

Z(t)dt

is the fraction of fluid within a vessel of age between

t

and

t

+ dt

I

Like E(t), Z(t) is a distribution frequency, and has dimensions of time-l. Unlike E(t),
it is not an RTD function. The dimensionless function in terms of 8, Z(e), has a corresponding definition (to Z(t)). The relation of Z(t) to Z(e) is similar to that given in
equation 13.3-7, which relates E(t) to E(O). The proof of this and the relation of Z(t) to
E(t) and F(t) are left to problem 13-3.

13.3.5 Holdback

H
The holdback H is the fraction of fluid within a vessel of age greater than t; the mean residence time. As a fraction, it is dimensionless. It can be obtained from age-distribution
functions (see problem 13-4).

13.3.6

Summary of Relationships Among Age-Distribution Functions
A summary of the relationships among the age-distribution functions is given in Table 13.1. This includes the results relating E(O) and F(8) from Section 13.3.2, together
with those for W(e), Z(e), and H (these last provide answers to problems 13-3, -4 and
-5(a), (b)). Each row in Table 13.1 relates the function shown in the first column to the
others. The means of converting to results in terms of E(t), F(t), etc. is shown in the first
footnote to the table.
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Table 13.1 Summary of relationships among age-distribution
functioWb
Function 1
in terms of
function -+

E(e)

F(e)

we)

w

E(e)
F(B)

1,” E(B)dO

dF(B)ldO
-

-dW(8)/dB
I - w(e)

-dZ(8)/dB
i - z(e)

-

wa
c

we)

w
H

i - j,” E(e)de
i - 1: E(e)de

c

1
-F(B)
1 - F(B)

,;

w(e)

F(e)de

=

“In terms of dimensionless time 0 = t/c to convert to E(t), F(t), etc., use d t =
MO; E(t) = (llt)E(O); F(t) = F(B); W(t) = W(O); I(t) = (l/F)I(O).
*E, F, and Ware RTD functions; I and H are not RTD functions.
‘Fo11ows from entry for F(B) in this row and entries in second row.

13.3.7

Moments of Distribution Functions
Distribution functions are shown graphically in Figure 6.8 for molecular velocity and
kinetic energy, and schematically in Figures 13.2 and 13.3 for E and F, respectively.
Such distributions can be characterized by their moments (see, e.g., Kirkpatrick, 1974,
pp. 39-41). (For comparison, consider moments of bodies in physics: the first moment
is the center of gravity, and the second moment is the moment of inertia.) A moment of
a distribution may be taken about the origin or about the mean of the distribution. We
consider each of these types of moments in turn, designating moments about the origin
by k, and those about the mean by M . In this chapter, we deal only with continuous
distributions. Experimental data may yield discrete distributions, and the analogous
treatment and results for these are discussed in Chapter 19.
13.3.7.1 Moments About the Origin
For a continuous distribution function f(t), the kth moment about the origin is defined
by:

pk

=

tkf(t)dt ; t L 0

(13.3-12)
,

I

The function f(t) could be E(t).
The zeroth moment (k = 0) is simply the area under the distribution curve:

PO =

(13.3-13)

The first moment (k = 1) is the mean of the distribution, t; a measure of the location
of the distribution, or the expected (average) value (t) of the distribution f(t):
m
(13.3-14)
tf(t)dt = i
Pl =
I0
Higher moments are usually taken about the mean to characterize the shape of the
distribution about this centroid.
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13.3.7.2 Moments abouttheMean
The k th moment about the mean is defined by:

(13.3-15)

M, = ,(m(t - Qkf(t)dt ; t 2 0

I

The second moment (k = 2) about the mean is called the variance, a:, and is a measure
of the spread of the distribution:
M, = ,(t - f)2f(t)dt
I

(13.3-16)

= uf

An alternative form that may be more convenient to use is obtained by expanding the
square in equation 13.3-16 and using the results of equations 13.3-13 and -14:

(13.3-16a)

*2 =
t

The square-root of the variance is the standard deviation LT.
The third moment M3 is a measure of the skewness or symmetry of the distribution,
and the fourth moment M4 a measure of “peakedness,” but we use only po, pl, and M2
here.
As indicated above, age distributions may also be expressed in terms of dimensionless time, 8 = t/L The definitions of moments in terms of 8 are analogous to those in
equations 13.3-12 to -16(a), with 8 replacing t, leading to expressions for the mean 6
and the variance u& both of which are dimensionless.

For E(O), how are 6 and ui related to fand a!, respectively, for E(t)?
SOLUTION

By analogy with equation 13.3-14,
/J=

02
I

0

m
8E(8)d0 = @&,T)tE(t)dM
I0

= (l/t)

I0

By analogy with equation 13.3-16a,

= (lif2)( [I; I’E(t)dt] - ij

tE(t)dt = t;li = 1

(13.3-17)
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That is,

a; = c+f2
13.4

(13.3-18)

AGE-DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS FOR IDEAL FLOW
In this section, we derive expressions for the age-distribution functions E and F for
three types of ideal flow: BMF, PF, and LF, in that order. Expressions for the quantities
W, I, and H are left to problems at the end of this chapter. The results are collected in
Table 13.2 (Section 13.4.4).

13.4.1 Backmix Flow (BMF)
13.4.1.1 E for BMF
Consider the steady flow of fluid at a volumetric rate q through a stirred tank as a
“closed” vessel, containing a volume V of fluid, as illustrated in Figure 13.4. We assume the flow is ideal in the form of BMF at constant density, and that no chemical
reaction occurs. We wish to derive an expression for E(t) describing the residence-time
distribution (RTD) for this situation.
Consider a small volume of fluid q: entering the vessel virtually instantaneously over
the time interval dt at a particular time (t = 0). Thus qi = qdt, such that 41, ==K V and
dt < t. We note that only the small amount qb enters at t = 0. This means that at any
subsequent time f, in the exit stream, only fluid that originates from q: is of age t to
t + dt; all other elements of fluid leaving the vessel in this interval are either “older”
or “younger” than this. In an actual experiment to measure E(t), q: could be a small
pulse of “tracer” material, distinguishable in some manner from the main fluid. In any
case, for convenience, we refer to q: as “tracer,” and to obtain E(t), we keep track of
tracer by a material balance as it leaves the vessel. Note that the process is unsteadystate with respect to qb (which enters only once), even though the flow at rate q (which
is maintained) is in steady state.
If we let q’ be the amount of tracer left in the vessel at time t, then the concentration
(volume fraction) of tracer in the vessel is q’/V. A material balance for the tracer around
the vessel at time t is
rate of input = rate of output + rate of accumulation
That is,
0 = q(q’/V)

4-

+ dq’ldt

4

4;=

Figure 13.4 Basis for deriving E(t) for BMF
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or
dq’lq’ = -(q/V)dt = -dtlt
Integration with the boundary condition that q’ = qb at t = 0 results in
ql = q;e-tli

(13.4-1)

This shows how the amount of tracer material in the vessel, q’, that originated from qb,
varies with time t .
To obtain E(t), consider fluid leaving the vessel (exit stream) between t and t + dt.
The total volume of fluid leaving in the interval dt is qdt and the amount of tracer is
(q’lV)qdt, since q’/V is the concentration of tracer in the vessel. Thus, the fraction that
is tracer is
tracer volume = (q”V)qdt = 4’ _ de-“’ _ $t/f& = $-t/i&
V
t
fluid volume
V
V
qdt
This is also the fraction that is of age between t and t + dt, since only tracer entered
between time 0 and dt. But this fraction is also E(t)dt, from the definition of E(t). Thus,

Equation 13.4-2 is the desired expression for E(t) for BMF. In terms of dimensionless
time 8, using 19 = tltand E(8) = FE(t), we rewrite equation 13.4-2 as
E(B) = eme (BMF)

(13.4-3)

From equation 13.4-3, E(O) = 1, and E(m) = 0. The exit-age RTD distribution function
for BMF is shown as E(B) in Figure 13.5. Note that the mean of the distribution is at
(Y? = 1. The use of dimensionless time /3 has advantages over the use of t , since, for BMF,
6 = 1, and E(f3) = 1 at 8 = 0.
13.4.1.2 F for BMF
The cumulative RTD function F may be obtained by combining equations 13.3-9,
13.3-10 and 13.4-2 to give:

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

e

Figure 13.5 RTD functions E(8) and
F(B) for BMF
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From this,
F(B) = 1 - e+ (BMF)

(13.4-4)

Thus, for BMF,
F(e) + E(O) = 1 (BMF)

(13.4-5)

The cumulative RTD function for BMF is shown as F(8) in Figure 13.5.

(a) For a CSTR of volume 6 m3 operating with a steady-state (liquid) feed rate of 0.4 m3
min -l, what fraction of the exit stream
(i) is of age less than 10 n-tin?
(ii) has been in the tank longer than 30 min?
(b) For a CSTR operating as in (a), suppose a small pulse of a tracer material is added to
the feed at a particular time (t = 0). How long (min) does it take for 80% of the tracer
material to leave the tank?
SOLUTION
(a) i = V/q = 610.4 = 15 min
(i) 8 = t/f = lo/15 = 0.667
The required fraction is given by F(e). From equation 13.4-4, for BMF (in a
CSTR),
F(e) = 1 - e-‘.@j7 = 0.487
(ii)

8 = 30/15 = 2
The required fraction is 1 - F(e), corresponding to the fluid of age greater than
30 min.
i-F(e)= l-F(2)=

l-(l-e-*)=0.1353

(b) 20% of the tracer material remains in the tank. From the material balance resulting in
equation 13.4- 1,
0.20 = q’/qb = ewe( = E(e)for BMF)
8 = -1n0.2 = 1.609
t = fe = 15(1.609) = 24.lmin

13.4.2

Plug Flow (PF)
13.4.2.1 E for PF
Consider the steady flow of a constant-density fluid in PF at a volumetric rate q through
a cylindrical vessel of constant cross-section and of volume V. We wish to obtain an
expression for E(t) for this situation.
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Limit as C-b 0

t

Figure 13.6 Motivation for Dirac delta function, s(t - b)

Consider an element of fluid (as “tracer”) entering the vessel at t = 0. Visualizing
what happens to the element of fluid is relatively simple, but describing it quantitatively as E(t) requires an unusual mathematical expression. The element of fluid moves
through the vessel without mixing with fluid ahead of or behind it, and leaves the vessel
all at once at a time equal to the mean residence time (f = V/q for constant density).
Thus, E(t) = 0 for 0 < t < t; but what is E(t) at t = t?
To answer this question, away from the context of PF, consider a characteristic function f(t) that, at t = b, is suddenly increased from 0 to l/C, where C is a relatively
small, but nonzero, interval of time, and is then suddenly reduced to 0 at t = b + C,
as illustrated in Figure 13.6. The shaded area of C(W) represents a unit amount of a
pulse disturbance of a constant value (l/C) for a short period of time (C). As C + 0
for unit pulse, the height of the pulse increases, and its width decreases. The limit of this
behavior is indicated by the vertical line with an arrow (meaning “goes to infinity”) and
defines a mathematical expression for an instantaneous (C + 0) unit pulse, called the
Dirac delta function (or unit impulse function):
8(t - b) = liio[j-(t)] = ~0; t = b
= 0;t # b

(13.4-6)

such that
8(t - b)dt = 1

(13.4-7)

For E(t), b = t; and hence E(t) for PF is represented mathematically by

E(t) = LS(t - 4 = w; t = t

= 0; t # t (PF)

(13.4-8)

Graphically, E(t) for PF is represented by a vertical line with an arrow at t = t; as in
Figure 13.6. From the point of view of E(t), the unit area property of equation 13.4-7 is
expressed more appropriately as
tz
I t1

8(t - t)dt = 1, if tl 5 t 5 t2

= 0, otherwise

(13.4-9)
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Since 0 5 f < ~0, the area under the vertical line representation for PF is unity, as required by equation 13.3-1.
Another important property of the delta function is, for any function g(t):

I

tz

g(t)S(t

- b)dt =

g(b),

if tl 5 b i- t2

t1
(13.4-10)

= 0, otherwise

Wylie (1960, pp. 341-2) presents a proof of equation 13.4-10, based on approximating
8(t - t) by l/C (Figure 13.6), and using the law of the mean for integrals, but it is omitted
here.
In terms of dimensionless time, 8, for PF

E(B) = a(0 - 1) = ~0; 8 = 6 = 1

=o;ez1

(PF)

(13.4-11)

For E(B) in PF, what are the mean value 6 and the variance ai?
SOLUTION
We use the property of the delta function contained in equation 13.4-10, and the definitions
of I!? and (T; in the 13 analogues of equations 13.3-14 and 13.3-16a, respectively, to obtain
m
fj=

a; =

m
I0

I0

e&e - 1)de = 1

e26(e - 1)de - fP = l2 - l2 = 0
I

The second result confirms our intuitive realization that there is no spread in residence
time for PF in a vessel.
13.4.2.2 F for PF

For PF, the F function requires another type of special mathematical representation.
For this, however, consider a sudden change in a property of the fluid flowing that is
maintained (and not pulsed) (e.g., a sudden change from pure water to a salt solution). If the change occurs at the inlet at t = 0, it is not observed at the outlet until
t = t. For the exit stream, F(t) = 0 from t = 0 to t = t; since the fraction of the
exit stream of age less than t is 0 for t < t:, in other words, the exit stream is pure
water. For t > t; F(t) = 1, since all the exit stream (composed of the salt solution)
is of age less than t. This behavior is represented by the unit step function S(t - b)
(sometimes called the Heaviside unit function), and is illustrated in Figure 13.7,
in which the arbitrary constant b = E With this change, the unit step function is
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Figure 13.7 F(t) for PF represented
t(=

ie)

by the unit step function S(t - t)
(ABCD)

defined by

F(t) = qt - f) = 0; t c t
= 1; t>i

(13.4-12)

m

Alternatively, in terms of 8,

F(t) = F(B) = qe - 1) = 0; 8 < 1
=i;e>l

PF)

(13.4-13)

We note that the 6 and S functions are related by
8(t - f) = dS(t - t)ldt

(13.4-14)

consistent with E(t) = dF(t)ldt, equation 13.3-11.

13.4.3 Laminar Flow (LF)
13.4.3.1

E for LF

We consider steady-state, one-dimensional laminar flow (q ) through a cylindrical vessel
of constant cross-section, with no axial or radial diffusion, and no entry-length effect,
as illustrated in the central portion of Figure 2.5. The length of the vessel is L and its
radius is R . The parabolic velocity profile u(r) is given by equation 2.5-1, and the mean
velocity ii by equation 2.5-2:
u(r) = u,[l - (r/R)2]

(2.51)

ii = u,l2

(2.52)

We wish to obtain E(t) for this situation.
Consider an element of fluid (“tracer”) entering the vessel at t = 0 with the parabolic
velocity profile fully established. The portion at the center travels fastest, and has a residence time t, = L/u, = Ll28 = t;/2, since ii = ~42. That is, no portion of the “tracer”
entering at t = 0 leaves until t = t;/2. As a result, we conclude that
E(t) = 0;

t < 6’2 (LF)

(13.4-15)
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The situation for t > fl2 is more complex. Each thin annulus of “tracer” of radius r
to r + dr travels at velocity u to u + du and has a residence time that is of age t to t + dt,
where t = L/U; its volumetric flow is dq = (2rrrdr)u, compared with the total flow rate
of q = 71-R2ii. Thus, the fraction of fluid leaving between t and t + dt is
E(t)dt = : =

(2rrdr)u

_ (2rdr)u

.srR%

R2ii

(13.4-16)

We wish to have the right side of equation 13.4-16 in terms of t rather than r and U. To
achieve this, we use equations 2.5-3 to -5. From equations 2.5-3 and -4
ulii = i/t

(13.4-17)

From equation 2.5-5, f = 2t(r)[l - (r/R)2], by differentiation,
2rdrlR2

= fdt12t2

(13.4-18)

where t = t(r). Substituting equations 13.4-17 and -18 into equation 13.4-16, we obtain
E(t) = i22/2t3;

t > iI2 (LF)

(13.4-19) /

Thus, for LF, E(t) is divided into two regions on either side of i/2.
In terms of dimensionless time 8 = t/i, with E(B) = t%(t),
E(B) = 0;

E(e) = i/2e3;

8 < 1/2

8 > 1/2 (LF)

The behavior of E(8) for LF is shown in Figure 13.8.

\
E(e), F(e) = 0

Figure 13.8 E(B) and F(B) for LF

e

(13.4-20)
(13.4-21)
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Table 13.2 Summary of age-distribution functions for ideal flow0
Type of ideal flow
Function

BMF

PF

LF

E(fV

em9

s(e - 1) = co; I9 = 1
=o;e/1

u2e3; e > u2

0; e < 112

F(e)

1 - e-@

s(e - 1) = 0; 8 < i
=i;e>i

0; e < 112
I - (i/48*); e > 112

we)

em8

1 - s(e - 1) = 1; e < 1
=o;e>i

u4e2; e > 112

1; 0 < 1/2

w9

e@

i;e<i
o;e>i

I; e < 112
i14e2; e > 112

H

e-l

0

114

“In terms of dimensionless time 0 = t/i; to convert to E(t), F(t), etc., use E(t) =
(lli)E(O); F(t) = F(O); w(t) = W(O); z(t) = (I/t)z(e).

13.4.3.2 F for LF

Using F(8) = \,” E(8)d(8) (Table 13.1) we can determine F(B) for LF from equations
13.4-20 and -21:
F(B) = 0;

0 < 112

(13.4-22)

F(B) = 1 - i/4e2;

8 > 1/2 (LF)

(13.4-23) '

The behavior of F(B) is also shown in Figure 13.8.

13.4.4

Summary of Results for Ideal Flow
The expressions obtained above for E(O) and F(O) for BMF, PF, and LF are summarized
in Table 13.2, together with corresponding results for W(e), Z(e), and H (these last
provide answers to problems 13-5(c), 13-6(a), and 13-7). The entries in Table 13.2 may
be converted to E(t), F(t), etc., as shown in the footnote to the table.

13.5 SEGREGATED FLOW
Segregated flow is an idealization (for a single-phase fluid) that can be used as a reference for both ideal and nonideal flow. As the name suggests, segregated flow implies
that no mixing occurs between portions of fluid of different ages as they flow in an arbitrary pattern through a vessel. Since the fluid in a chemical reactor changes composition
with age, inhomogeneities may develop in the fluid if mixing between the portions is incomplete.
We use the term “degree of segregation” to refer to the level of mixing of fluid of
different ages. There are two extremes: complete segregation and complete dispersion
(nonsegregation). In the former, or segregated flow, extreme, mixing occurs only at a
macroscopic level, as though the fluid were contained in separate packets as closed systems; the size of the individual packets is not important. In segregated flow, mixing does
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not occur at the molecular or microscopic level. At the other extreme, nonsegregation, mixing occurs at the microscopic level. Between these two extremes, we may
consider partial segregation, but our focus here is on segregated flow as an ideal flow
model.
The concept of segregated flow in a single-phase fluid may be compared with the reality of segregated flow in a two-phase system made up of solid particles and a fluid. Flow
of the solid particles is segregated flow, since the material in any one particle cannot
mix with material in any other particle; instead, mixing of particles may occur, and this
could be characterized by an RTD. The segregated-flow assumption (SFA) applied to a
single-phase fluid is inconsistent with the concept of a phase with properties that are either uniform or vary in a continuous manner, since closed packets imply discontinuities
in properties. Nevertheless, we use the segregated flow model in subsequent chapters
to assess reactor performance.
Consider a reaction represented by A + . . . + products, where A is the limiting
reactant. Each segregated packet behaves independently as a batch system, and CA
or fA in the packet, as it leaves the reactor, depends on t, the residence time of the
packet in the reactor. In the completely mixed stream leaving the reactor, the value
is CA or fA, obtained by averaging over all the packets weighted in accordance with
the RTD:
CA =

cA in packet of
all agettottat
xi
gac!as

(13.51)

Thus, for the exit stream (constant-density situation), in the limit of a large number
of packets, with 6t+ dt, we have for both CA and fA (omitting the bar notation):

E(t)dt

@FM)

(13.52)
J

where BR indicates the expression for cA(f)lcAOis that for a batch reactor.
Equation 13.5-2 is the segregated-flow model (SFM) with a continuous RTD, E(t).
To what extent does it give valid results for the performance of a reactor? To answer
this question, we apply it first to ideal-reactor models (Chapters 14 to 16), for which
we have derived the exact form of E(t), and for which exact performance results can
be compared with those obtained independently by material balances. The utility of
the SFM lies eventually in its potential use in situations involving nonideal flow, where
results cannot be predicted a priori, in conjunction with an experimentally measured
RTD (Chapters 19 and 20); in this case, confirmation must be done by comparison with
experimental results.
In any case, use of the SFM requires two types of information: reaction kinetics, to
obtain [cA(t)/CAolgR9and RTD, to obtain E(t).
13.6

PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 13
13-1 Describe an experiment that could be used to measure each of the following:

(4 W); (b> W(t); (cl E(t).
13-2 For a vessel with BMF, show that Z(t) = E(t). Is this a general conclusion for any type of
flow?

Ideal Flow
13-3 (a) Show that Z(e) = fZ(t).
(b) Show that Z(f3) = 1 - F(B).
(c) How is Z(t) related to E(t)? Justify.
13-4 (a) How is H related to Z(t)? Justify.
(b) Using the results from (a) and 13-3 (b), relate H to F(B).
13-5 The washout RTD function w(t) or W(O) is defined in Section 13.3.3.
(a) Relate W(O) to F(B).
(b) Relate W(O) to E(e).
(c) What is the functional form of W(O) for (i) BMF; (ii) PF; (iii) LF? Justify.
(d) Sketch W(O) for BMF, PF, and LF on the same plot to show essential features.
13-6 (a) What is the functional form of Z(e) for (i) BMF; (ii) PF; (iii) LF? Justify.
(b) Sketch Z(e) for BMF, PF, and LF on the same plot to show essential features.
13-7 What is H for (i) BMF, (ii) PF; (iii) LF? Justify.
13-8 For the case of laminar flow (LF) through a vessel, derive the values of the first (8) and the
second (a:) moments of E(B). The results in equations 13.4-20 and -21 for E(B) may be used
as a starting point.
13-9 For E(t) and BMF, derive the result for a: in terms oft; and also obtain the value of as.
13-10 Consider a CSTR of volume 12 m3 operating at steady-state with a liquid feed rate of 0.3
m3 min-‘. Suppose a relatively small amount of contaminant (0.06 m3) accidentally entered
virtually all at once in the feed to the reactor. How many hours of production would be
lost if the reactor continued to operate until the concentration of contaminant dropped to
an allowable level of, say, 10 ppmv? (The lost production is due to the formation of “offspecification” product.)
13-11 For a CSTR operating at steady-state, and with a stream of constant density, what fraction
of the exit stream
(a) has been in the tank for a time greater than f?
(b) is of age less than 2 f?
(c) has been in the tank between f and 3 t?
13-12 A pulse of tracer was injected into a tubular reactor to determine if the flow was laminar or
plug flow. Effluent tracer concentrations were measured over time, and RTD profiles were
developed.
(a) What features of the F(e) profile distinguish laminar flow from plug flow?
(b) Assuming laminar flow and a mean residence time of 16 min, how long does it take for
half of the injected tracer to pass through the reactor?
13-13 For two equal-sized, well-mixed tanks arranged in series, E(t) = 4tlf2em2”‘.
(a) Develop the expressions for F(t) and W(t) for this system.
(b) What is the value of F(t) at t = 5 min, when the mean residence time (i) is 10 min?
Problems 13-1, 13-3, 13-4, and 13-5(a), (b) and their results are general, and are not restricted
to ideal flow. For confirmation of results for problems 13-2 to 13-7, apart from the sketches, see
Tables 13.1 and 13.2.

Chapter

14
Continuous Stirred-Tank
Reactors (CSTR)
In this chapter, we develop the basis for design and performance analysis for a CSTR
(continuous stirred-tank reactor). The general features of a CSTR are outlined in Section 2.3.1, and are illustrated schematically in Figure 2.3 for both a single-stage CSTR
and a two-stage CSTR. The essential features, as applied to complete dispersion at the
microscopic level, i.e., nonsegregated flow, are recapitulated as follows:
(1) The flow pattern is BMF, and the CSTR is a “closed” vessel (Section 13.2.4).
(2) Although flow through the CSTR is continuous, the volumetric flow rates at the
inlet and exit may differ because of a change in density.
(3) BMF involves perfect mixing within the reactor volume, which, in turn, implies
that all system properties are uniform throughout the reactor.
(4) Perfect mixing also implies that, at any instant, each element of fluid within the
reactor has an equal probability of leaving the vessel.
(5) As a result of (4) there is a continuous distribution of residence times, as derived
in Section 13.4.1.
(6) As a result of (4) the outlet stream has the same properties as the fluid inside
the vessel.
(7) As a result of (6), there is a step-change across the inlet in any property that
changes from inlet to outlet.
(8) Although there is a distribution of residence times, the complete mixing of fluid at
the microscopic and macroscopic levels leads to an averaging of properties across
all fluid elements. Thus, the exit stream has a concentration (average) equivalent
to that obtained as if the fluid existed as a single, large fluid element with a residence time of i = V/q (equation 2.3-1).
Most of these points are shown in Figure 2.3; point (5) is shown in Figure 13.5.
In the development to follow, we first consider uses of a CSTR, and then some advantages and disadvantages. After presenting design and performance equations in
general, we then apply them to cases of constant-density and variable-density operation. The treatment is mainly for steady-state operation, but also includes unsteadystate operation, and the possibility of multiple stationary-states, the relationship to the
segregated-flow model (Chapter 13), and an introduction to the use of a multistage
CSTR (continued in Chapter 17). We restrict attention in this chapter to simple, singlephase systems.
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Chapter 14: Continuous Stirred-Tank Reactors (CSTR)

14.1

USES OF A CSTR
As in the case of a batch reactor for commercial operation, a CSTR is normally used
for a liquid-phase reaction. In the laboratory, it may also be used for a gas-phase reaction for experimental measurements, particularly for a solid-catalyzed reaction, as in
Figure 1.2. The operation is normally one of steady-state, except for startup, shutdown,
and operational disturbances or upsets, in which cases unsteady-state operation has to
be taken into account.
A CSTR may consist of a single stage (one vessel) or multiple stages (two or more
vessels) in series, as illustrated in Figure 2.3. This raises the question of what advantage can be gained by multistage operation to offset the cost of additional vessels and
interconnecting piping.
The use of a single-stage CSTR for HF alkylation of hydrocarbons in a special forcedcirculation shell-and-tube arrangement (for heat transfer) is illustrated by Perry et al.
(1984, p. 21-6). The emulsion copolymerization of styrene and butadiene to form the
synthetic rubber SBR is carried out in a multistage CSTR.

14.2

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF A CSTR
Some advantages and disadvantages of a CSTR can be realized at this stage from the
model outlined above, in anticipation of the quantitative development to follow:
Advantages
(1) Relatively cheap to construct;
(2) Ease of control of temperature in each stage, since each operates in a stationary
state; heat transfer surface for this can be easily provided;
(3) Can be readily adapted for automatic control in general, allowing fast response
to changes in operating conditions (e.g., feed rate and concentration);
(4) Relatively easy to clean and maintain;
(5) With efficient stirring and viscosity that is not too high, the model behavior can
be closely approached in practice to obtain predictable performance.
Disadvantages
The most obvious disadvantage in principle stems from the fact that the outlet stream
is the same as the contents of the vessel. This implies that all reaction takes place at
the lowest concentration (of reactant A, say, cA) between inlet and outlet. For normal
kinetics, in which rate of reaction (-rA) decreases as cA decreases, this means that a
greater volume of reactor is needed to obtain a desired conversion. (For abnormal kinetics, the opposite would be true, but this is unusual-what is an example of one such
situation?)

14.3 DESIGN EQUATIONS FOR A SINGLE-STAGE CSTR
14.3.1

General Considerations; Material and Energy Balances
The process design of a CSTR typically involves determining the volume of a vessel required to achieve a specified rate of production. Parameters to investigate include the
number of stages to use for optimal operation, and the fractional conversion and temperature within each stage. We begin, however, by considering the material and energy
balances for a single stage in this section. The treatment is extended to a multistage
CSTR in Section 14.4.
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14.3.1.1 Material Balance; Volume of Reactor; Rate of Production
For continuous operation of a CSTR as a “closed” vessel, the general material balance
equation for reactant A (in the reaction A + . . . --+ vc C + . . .), with a control volume
defined as the volume of.fluid in the reactor, is written as

/ I.\

rate of
accumulation
of A within
(14.3-1)
the control
t volume 1
Operationally, we may write this word statement in various ways, as done in Section
2.3.2. Thus, in terms of molar flow rates, with only unreacted A in the feed (fAO = 0),
F A0 - FA - (7rA)V = dn,/dt

(2.3-3)

or, in terms of volumetric flow rates,
CAoqo - c,q - (-rA)v = dn,/dt

(14.3-2)

and, in terms of fractional conversion of A,

FAofA - (-TA)v = dnA/dt

(14.3-3)

The interpretation of the various quantities with respect to location about the reactor
is shown in Figure 14.1.
The material-balance equation, in whatever form, is usually used to solve for V in
steady-state operation, or to determine the changes of outlet properties with respect to
time in unsteady-state operation for a particular V. Thus, for steady-state operation,
with dn,/dt = d, from equations 14.3-2-and -3,

v = tcAo% - cAdi(-yA)
= FAofAi(-rA)

(14.3-4)
(14.3-5)

The mean residence time is given by
t = v/q

(2.3-1)

and the space time by

FAO

FA

CA0

CA

40

4
fA

Figure 14.1 Quantities in material-balance equation for CSTR
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Equation 14.3-5 may be interpreted graphically from a plot of reciprocal rate, I/( -I-~),
against fA, as shown by the curve EB in Figure 14.2. Point B is the “operating point”
of the reactor; that is, it represents the stationary-state condition in the reactor (and
in the outlet stream). Area ABCD, the product of l/(-r*) and fA at the operating conditions, represents the ratio V/F,, for the CSTR (from equation 14.3-5). Figure 14.2 applies to normal kinetics, and is valid, as are all the equations in this section,
whether density remains constant or varies. Note that, although every point on the
reciprocal-rate curve has significance in general, only the point B has significance for
the particular CSTR represented in Figure 14.2.
The rate of production in terms of the product C is the molar rate of flow of C from
the reactor. That is,

I

Pr(C) = FC = vCFAOfA = cCq

(14.3-6)

14.3.1.2 Energy Balance

For a continuous-flow reactor, such as a CSTR, the energy balance is an enthalpy (H)
balance, if we neglect any differences in kinetic and potential energy of the flowing
stream, and any shaft work between inlet and outlet. However, in comparison with
a BR, the balance must include the input and output of H by the flowing stream, in
addition to any heat transfer to or from the control volume, and generation or loss of
enthalpy by reaction within the control volume. Then the energy (enthalpy) equation
in words is

To translate this into operational form, we use the total specific mass flow rate, riz, rather
than molar flow rate, to show an alternative treatment to that used for a BR in Chapter 12. An advantage to this treatment is that in steady-state operation, riz is constant,
whereas the molar flow rate need not be. Thus, using T,,, as a reference temperature

Figure 14.2 Graphical interpretation of equa-

tion 14.3-5
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to evaluate the enthalpy for the inlet and outlet streams, we have

To
I T,,, riz,cp,dT

T

-

I T,,j lizc,dT

+ UA,(T, - T), + (-AH&(-r,JV

= dHldt
= d(m,cpT)ldt

(14.3-8)
In equation 14.3-8, subscript “0” represents an inlet condition, cP is the specific heat of
the (total) system as indicated, and m, is the total mass contained in the control volume
at time t; the interpretation of the various quantities is shown in Figure 14.3. The first
term on the left side is the input of enthalpy by flow, the second term is the output of
enthalpy by flow, and the third and fourth terms represent heat transfer and enthalpy
generation or consumption by reaction, respectively.
Equation 14.3-8 may be simplified in various ways. For steady-state operation, riz =
riz,, and the right side vanishes; furthermore, if cP and T, are constant, and if we choose
T ref = T,, so that the enthalpy input by flow is zero, then
rizc,(T, - T) + UA,(T, - T) + (-AH&(-Y/,)V = 0

(14.3-9)

or, on substitution of FAOfA for (-rA)V from equation 14.3-5,

hc,V, - T) +

UA,(T, - T) + (-AHRA)FAofA = 0

(14.3-10)

Equation 14.3-10 relates fA and T for steady-state operation; solving for fA, we have:
lizc,T, + UA,T,

fA = - (-AHRA)FAo

+ [ (‘:;A;;;,] T

(14.3-11)

The use of the energy balance in the design of a CSTR depends on what is specified
initially. If T is specified, the energy balance is uncoupled from the material balance,
and is used primarily to design the heat exchanger required to control T; V is given
by the performance equation 14.3-5. If T is not specified, as in adiabatic operation, the
material and energy balances are coupled (through T), and must be solved simultaneously. This gives rise to possible multiple stationary states, and is discussed in Section
14.3.4.2, below.

14.3.2 Constant-Density System
For a constant-density system, several simplifications result. First, regardless of the type
of reactor, the fractional conversion of limiting reactant, say fA, can be expressed in
terms of molar concentration, CA:
fA = tcAo

u*c I ITc

- cA)/cAo

(constant

density)

(14.3-12)

Figure 14.3 Quantities in energy-balance equation (14.3-8) for CSTR
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Second, for a flow reactor, such as a CSTR, the mean residence time and space time are
equal, since 4 = qO:

r= 7

(constant

(14.3-13)

density)

Third, for a CSTR, the accumulation term in the material-balance equation 14.3-2 or -3
becomes
dn,ldt

= Vdc,ldt

(constant

density)

(14.3-14)

Finally, for a CSTR, the material-balance equation 14.3-4 can be simplified to:

v = (CA0 - c*M(-~*)

(constant

density)

(14.3-15)

(The material-balance for V in terms of fA (14.3-5) remains unchanged.)
14.3.2.1 Steady-State Operation at Specified T
For steady-state operation, the accumulation term in the material-balance equation
(14.3-2 or -3) vanishes:
dn,ldt = 0

(14.3-16)

(steady-state)

or, for constant density,
dc,ldt = 0

(steady-state,

constant

density)

(14.3-17)

If T is specified, V can be calculated from the material-balance (equation 14.3-5 or -15)
without the need for the energy balance.

For the liquid-phase reaction A + B + products at 20°C suppose 40% conversion of A
is desired in steady-state operation. The reaction is pseudo-first-order with respect to A,
with kA = 0.0257 h-l at 20°C. The total volumetric flow rate is 1.8 m3 h-l, and the inlet
molar flow rates of A and B are FAO and FBO mol h-’ , respectively. Determine the vessel
volume required, if, for safety, it can only be filled to 75% capacity.
SOLUTION
Since this is a liquid-phase reaction, we assume density is constant. The quantity V in the
material-balance equation (14.3-5 or - 15) is the volume of the system (liquid) in the reactor.
The reactor (vessel) volume is greater than this because of the 75%-capacity requirement.
From the specified rate law,

(-TA) = hcA = kAc,dl - f~)
Thus, substituting for (-rA) in the material-balance equation 14.3-5, we obtain

v = FAofA~kACdl - fA)
= ‘?o.fAlkA(l - fA)
= 1.8(0.4)/0.0257(0.6)

= 46.7 m3
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and the actual volume of the vessel is 46.7/0.75 = 62.3 m3. The same result is obtained
from equation 14.3-15. Since the reaction is first-order, the result is independent of CA, (or
FAO), and since it is pseudo-first-order with respect to A, the result is also independent of
FBO. It does depend on the total flow rate q, the conversion fA, and the rate constant kA.

A liquid-phase reaction A --f B is to be conducted in a CSTR at steady-state at 163°C.
The temperature of the feed is 20°C and 90% conversion of A is required. Determine
the volume of a CSTR to produce 130 kg B h-l, and calculate the heat load (6) for the
process. Does this represent addition or removal of heat from the system?
Data:

cp = 2.0 J g-’ K-’
p = 0.95 g cme3
kA = 0.80 h-l at 163°C

MA = MB = 200 g mol-’
AHRA = -87 kJ mol-’

SOLUTION
Since the reaction occurs at a specified temperature, V may be determined from the
material-balance equation (14.3-5), together with the given rate law:

v = F~o.hI(-‘-,d = F.bfAlkACA
= F.dA~k~CAcd - fA) = fAqlkA(l - fA)
4=

1000 g L
1 kg(total)
1 cm3
130 kg B
- = 152 L h-r
x
x - x mkgB
0.95 g
1000 kg cm3
h

Thus,

V = 0.90(152)/0.80(0.10)

= 1710L

The heat load, 0, is obtained from the energy-balance equation (14.3-10) for steadystate operation with constant values for the various parameters:
Q = UA,(T, - T) = -TjZcp(TO

- T) -

= -+$(2.0)(20 - 163) -

(-hHRA)FAofA

(14.3-10)

0.90

= 41,311 - 56,550 = -15,239 kJ h-’ = -4.2 kW
Since G is negative, heat is removed from the system.
14.3.2.2

Unsteady-State

Operation

For unsteady-state operation of a CSTR, the full form of the material balance, equation
14.3-2 or its equivalent, must be used.

Consider the startup of a CSTR for the liquid-phase reaction A -+ products. The reactor
is initially filled with feed when steady flow of feed (q) is begun. Determine the time (t)
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required to achieve 99% of the steady-state value of fA. Data: V = 8000 L; 4 = 2 L s-l;
cAo = 1.5 mol L-r; kA = 1.5 X low4 s-l.

SOLUTION
Although there is steady flow of feed, the reactor is in unsteady-state operation during
the time t, since the outlet concentration cA (and hence fA) is continuously changing (cA
decreasing from cAO, and fA increasing from 0).
We first determine the steady-state value of fA. We use the general material-balance
equation 14.3-2, with q = qo:
(14.3-2)

- c,q, - (-TA)v = dn,/dt

cAoqo

Equation 14.3-2 can be recast in terms of r = v/q, and fA using CA = cAo(l
combination with the rate law. the result is
CA0 - c,,(l For steady-state operation, with

fA) -

dCA/dt

kACAo(l

-

fA)T = TdcA/dt

-

fA); on
(4

= 0, this becomes

fA - kA(l.- f& = 0
from which
ls(lo-4>(8000/2)

1 + 1.5(10-4)(8000/2)

= o.375

The time t required to achieve 99% of this value ( fA = 0.371) is obtained by integrating
equation (A) rewritten as:

CAofA

-

kA7cAo(l

.-

fA)

= -TCA,dfA/dt

or
kA7 - (1 + kA7) fA = Tdf,/dt
or
dt =
With the boundary condition fA

v
07O-v

TdfA

kA7 - (1 + ‘&T)fA

(W

= 0 at t = 0, equation (B) integrates to

7
kA7
____ In
t= l+kA7
'h7 - (1 + 'hT)fA I
This yields t = 11,500 s = 3.2 h for fA = 0.371. (This is not necessarily the most efficient way to start up a CSTR. How may the time required be reduced?)
This problem may also be solved by numerical integration using the E-Z Solve software (file ex14-3.msp). This simulation is well-suited to the investigation of the effect
of initial conditions on the time for a specified approach to steady-state. To optimize
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startup conditions, simulations may be performed using different values of f*(O), and
the resulting f*(t) profiles may then be compared.
14.3.2.3 CSTR Performance in Relation to SFM
At this stage, we raise the question as to how the performance of a CSTR depends on
the degree of segregation or mixing at the molecular level of the (single-phase) fluid
system. The extremes (Section 13.5) are nonsegregation (corresponding to a microfluid
and micromixing at the molecular level), and complete segregation (corresponding to
a macrofluid with no micromixing at the molecular level, but allowing for macromixing
of “packets of fluid” at a macroscopic level). In this section, we restrict attention to
steady-state behavior for a constant-density reaction, A + products, with a rate law
given by (- rA) = k*ck. Performance may be measured by fA = 1 - cA/cAO for given
c (or r) and rate law.
For nonsegregation, the performance is obtained from the material-balance equation
(14.35). Thus,
(-r~)v = FAJA
kAC:r
k,&dl-

= cA,dA

(14.3-18)

= CAofA
fAjn = CAofA

(14.3-19)

MA,(1- fAjn = fA

where MAn is the dimensionless reaction number, introduced in Section 4.3.5, defined by
M A,,

=

kAC!&,,-,lf

=

(4.3-4)

kAC$,;%

For complete segregation, the performance is obtained from the segregated flow
model (SFM) (Section 13.5):

l-fA+/

i[ 1
m

0

CA(t)
'A0

E(t)dt

(13.52)

BR

For a first-order reaction,

[CA(t)/CAo]BR = e-kA’

(n = 1)

(3.4-10)

For all other orders, the solution of the material balance equation for a BR is
l-n

CA

- C;;” = (n - l)k,t

(n # 1)

(3.4-9)

which can be rearranged to give (equivalent to equation 4.3-5):
[%I,,=[

’
r
1 + (n - l)kACiilt

(n#l)

(14.3-20)

For a CSTR, E(t) is given by
E(t) = (l/T)e-“’

(13.4-2)

Equation 13.4-2 is combined with equation 3.4-10 or 14.3-20 in the SFM (13.5-2) to
obtain fA, usually by numerical integration.
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For a first-order reaction in a CSTR, compare the predicted performance for completely
segregated flow with that for nonsegregated flow.

SOLUTION
For this comparison, we fix the volume V and the flow rate q; that is, we set t = 7.
For nonsegregated flow, from equations 14.3-18 and -19, with IZ = 1,

(14.3-21)
For segregated flow, from equation 13.5-2, with equations 3.4-10 and 13.4-2,
co

1 - fA =

e-k”“(llt)e-“‘“dt
0

I

1
=1 + kAt
That is,

j-* = kAi

1 + k,t

which is the same result as in equation 14.3-21 above, since i = 7.
From Example 14-4, we conclude that the performance for a first-order reaction in
a CSTR is independent of the degree of segregation. This conclusion does not apply
to any other order (value of rr). The results for n = 0, 1, and 2 are summarized in Table 14.1, which includes equations 14.3-22 to -25.
Introduction of numerical values for MA,, in the results given in Table 14.1 (and results
for other orders) leads to the following conclusions for a CSTR:
fA,nonseg

> fA,seg ; Iz < ’

fAmmeg

= fGseg *n=l
7

fA,nonseg

< fA,seg ; n > ’

(14.3-26)
1

In other words, an increase in segregation improves the performance of a CSTR for
n > 1, and lowers it for n < 1 (Levenspiel, 1972, p. 335).

14.3.3 Variable-Density System
For a CSTR, variable density means that the inlet and outlet streams differ in density.
A significant difference in density occurs only for gas-phase reactions in which there
is a change in at least one of: total moles, T, or P, although the last is usually very
small.
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Table 14.1 Comparison of nonsegregated and segregated

flow in a CSTR”
fA

Order
It

Nonsegregatedb

0

MAO; MAO < 1
l;MA,,

2

Segregatedc
MAO(l -e -

(14.3-22)

1

(14.3-23)

MA1

MAI

~+MAI

~+MAI

(14.3-21)
2

‘IMAO)

(all values of MAO)

1

(14.3-21)

1 _ (I + ‘ih’f~2)“~ - 1
~MAZ

(14.3-24)

“0O-vv

“Constant-density; A + products;

(-rA) = kAc1.

bFrom equation 14.3-19, with MA,, defined by equation 4.3-4.
‘From equation 13.52, with 3.4-10 or 14.3-20 and 13.4-2.
dE1 is an exponential integral defined by El(x) = I,” y-‘e-y dy,
where y is a dummy variable; the integral must be evaluated numerically (e.g., using E-Z Solve); tabulated values also exist.

A gas-phase reaction between ethylene (A) and hydrogen to produce ethane is carried out
in a CSTR. The feed, containing 40 mol% ethylene, 40 mol% hydrogen, and 20% inert
species (I), enters the reactor at a total rate of 1.5 mol min-‘, with q0 = 2.5 L m&l.
The reaction is first-order with respect to both hydrogen and ethylene, with kA = 0.25 L
mol-’ min- I. Determine the reactor volume required to produce a product that contains
60 mol% ethane. Assume T and P are unchanged.
SOLUTION
The reaction is:

W%(A) + H,(B) + C,H,(C)
From the material balance (equation 14.3-5) applied to C,H,(A), together with the
rate law, and the fact that c, = c,, since FAo = FBo and VA = vg in the chemical
equation,

q2fA
q2FA, fA
= ki&,(1 - fA)2 = kj,FA$ - fA)2

(-4)

In equation (A), q and fA are unknown, but may be determined from the given composition
of the outlet stream, with the aid of a stoichiometric table. For a feed consisting of FAo
moles of A, this is constructed as follows:
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Species Initial moles
A
B
C
I

FAO
FBO = FAN

0

FI, =

Change

Final moles

-~AFAO
-~AFAO
.LAFAO

FAO(~ - fA>
FAO(~ - fA)
.LAFAO
FAO/~

0

FA,/~

2.5 FAN

total

F~o(2.5 - fA)

Since the outlet stream is to be 60 mol % C,H,(C),
fAFAolFAo(2.5

- fA> = 0.60

from which fA = 0.9375.
If we assume ideal-gas behavior, with T and P unchanged,
hs2.5

4

- fA) = 2.5 - fA

2.5 FAo

z?=

2.5

from which q = 1.563 L n-r&‘. Substituting numerical values for fA, q, and kA, together
with FAo = 0.4(1.5) = 0.6 mol min-‘, in (A), we obtain
( 1.563)20.9375
’ = 0.25(0.6)(1 - 0.9375)2 = 3900 L

At elevated temperatures, acetaldehyde (CHsCHO, A) undergoes gas-phase decomposition into methane and carbon monoxide. The reaction is second-order with respect to
acetaldehyde, with kA = 22.2 L mol-’ min-’ at a certain T. Determine the fractional
conversion of acetaldehyde that can be achieved in a 1500-L CSTR, given that the feed
rate of acetaldehyde is 8.8 kg mm’, and the inlet volumetric flow rate is 2.5 m3 min-‘.
Assume T and P are unchanged.
SOLUTION
The reaction is
CH,CHO(A) -+ CH,(B) + Co(c)
From the design equation, 14.3-5, and the given rate law,
fA = (-r*)V
___

kAC;v
= - = kA(F,&)2 v

FAO

FAO

= kAF:,(l - .fAj2v
q2FAo

F Ao

= k~F~o(l

- fAj2v
q2

(A)

In (A), kA and V are known, and FAo = ti,,lM, = 8.8(1000)/44 = 200 mol min-‘.
However, since there is a change in the number of moles on reaction, q # (given) qo, but
may be related to q. with the aid of a stoichiometric table:
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Species Initial moles Change
A
B
C
total

FAO

-~AFA~

0
0

~AFAO

fAF.to

FAO

Final moles
FAN - .LA>
~AFAO
~AFAO
FAO@ + fA>

If we assume ideal-gas behavior, with T and P unchanged, then, from the table,
4
FAo(l + .fA) = 1 + fA
-=
F A0
90

Substituting this result for q in (A) and rearranging to solve for fA, we obtain the cubic
polynomial equation:
j-i + (2 - K)f,2 + (1 + 2K)f, - K = 0
where K = kAFAoV/q: = 22.2(200)1500/(2500)2
value inserted, (B) becomes

= 1.066 (dimensionless). With this

j-i + 0.934f,” + 3.132fA - 1.066 = 0

70O-vv

(B)

w

From the Descartes rule of signs,’ since there is one change in the sign of the coefficients in
(C), there is only one positive real root. (The same rule applied to - fA in (C) indicates that
there may be two negative real roots for fA, but these are not allowable values.) Solution
of (C) by trial or by means of the E-Z Solve software (file ex14-6.msp) gives
fA = 0.304
The E-Z Solve numerical solution requires combination of the material balance (14.3-5),
the rate law, and the relation of q to q. (accounting for the density change in the system).

14.3.4

Existence of Multiple Stationary States
An unusual feature of a CSTR is the possibility of multiple stationary states for a reaction with certain nonlinear kinetics (rate law) in operation at a specified T, or for an
exothermic reaction which produces a difference in temperature between the inlet and
outlet of the reactor, including adiabatic operation. We treat these in turn in the next
two sections.
14.3.4.1 Operation at Specified T; Rate-Law Determined

A reaction which follows power-law kinetics generally leads to a single, unique steady
state, provided that there are no temperature effects upon the system. However, for
certain reactions, such as gas-phase reactions involving competition for surface active
sites on a catalyst, or for some enzyme reactions, the design equations may indicate
several potential steady-state operating conditions. A reaction for which the rate law
includes concentrations in both the numerator and denominator may lead to multiple
steady states. The following example (Lynch, 1986) illustrates the multiple steady states
‘For the polynomial equation f(x) = 0 with real coefficients, the number of positive real roots of x is either
equal to the number of changes in sign of the coefficients or less than that number by a positive even integer;
the number of negative real roots is similarly given, if x is replaced by - x.
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which may arise from the gas-phase decomposition of A, in which A also inhibits its own
decomposition. It also illustrates a variable-density situation that might be investigated
in the type of reactor shown in Figure 1.2.

v
0

7O-v

In the catalyzed gas-phase decomposition A + B + C, suppose A also acts as an inhibitor
of its own decomposition. The resulting rate law (a type of Langmuir-Hinshelwood kinetics, Chapter 8) is:

(-rA) = (1 + k2cA)2
where k, = 0.253 mint, and k2 = 0.429 m3 mol-’ at a certain T. Determine all possible
steady-state concentrations (of A) for a 60.64 m3 CSTR operating with CA0 = 68.7 mol
mP3 and q. = 116.5 L n-m-‘. Assume T and P are constant.
SOLUTION
Since this is a gas-phase reaction, and the total number of moles changes, the density
varies, and q must be linked to qo. Using a stoichiometric table, we have:
Species Initial moles
A
B
C

Change

Final moles

0
0

FA -FAO
FAO -FA
FAO -FA

FA
FAO -FA
FAO -FA

F A”

FAO - FA

~FAO -FA

FAO

total

If we assume ideal-gas behavior, with T and P constant,

4 = q,@F,, - FA)IFAO
Also, since q. = FAoIcAo,

and FA = CAq, then, from (A),
FAO(~FA~

-CAM)

4=
CAOFAO

which, on rearrangement, becomes
(B)

Now, consider the given rate law, on the one hand, and the design equation (14.3-5), on
the other:

(-rA) =

kc,
(1 + k&d2

(C)

(-rA) = FAofAIV = (FAo - FA)IV

= yl- cA;;A,)

CD)
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Figure 14.4 Multiple steady states in a CSTR (Example 14-7)

on elimination of FA by means of (B). Since (-T*) in (C) and (D) must be the same, we
equate the two right sides, and, after multiplication and rearrangement, obtain the following cubic equation in (the unknown) cA:
klCAoV
~
- 2k,cA, + 1

k;c; + F - k;cAO + 2k,
Ao

FAo

With numerical values inserted for k,, k2, V,

v
07O-F

ci - 53.6228~;

cAo,

and FAo, this becomes

+ 400.705cA - 373.288 = 0

This equation may have three real, positive roots (as indicated by the Descartes rule of
signs; see Example 14-6). Three roots can be obtained by trial or by a suitable root-finding
technique, for example, as provided by the E-Z Solve software (see note below):
CA = 1.086,7.657, and 44.88 mol rnT3
The three roots are shown as the points of intersection C,, C,, and C, in the plot of equations (C) and(D) inFigure 14.4, (-YA) versus CA. Thus, three stationary states are possible
for steady-state operation of the CSTR at the conditions given. The stationary-state at C,
is the one normally desired, since it represents a relatively high conversion, corresponding
to a low value of CA.

0

V
“OF

It is not possible to predict a priori which of the possible stationary-states is actually
attained, based on steady-state operating considerations. It may be done by integrating
the material-balance equation in unsteady-state form, equation 14.3-2 or equivalent,
with the given rate law incorporated. For this, the initial concentration of A in the reaCtOr CA(t) at t = 0 must be known; this is not necessarily the same as c&.
Example 14-7 can also be solved using the E-Z Solve software (file ex14-7.msp). In
this simulation, the problem is solved using design equation 2.3-3, which includes the
transient (accumulation) term in a CSTR. Thus, it is possible to explore the effect of CA0
on transient behavior, and on the ultimate steady-state solution. To examine the stability of each steady-state, solution of the differential equation may be attempted using
each of the three steady-state conditions determined above. Normally, if the unsteadystate design equation is used, only stable steady-states can be identified, and unstable
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steady-states are missed. The best way to identify the possibility of unstable steadystates is by graphical analysis (e.g., Figure 14.4).
We can, however, consider the stability of each of the three operating points in Example 14-7 with respect to the inevitable small random fluctuations in operating conditions,
including CA, in steady-state operation. Before doing this, we note some features of the
rate law as revealed in Figure 14.4. There is a maximum value of (- rA) at cA = 1.166
mol mP3. For CA < 1.166, the rate law represents normal kinetics: (-IA) increases as CA
increases; for CA > 1.166, we have abnormal kinetics: (-?-A) decreases as CA increases.
We also note that (-?-A) in equation (C), the rate law, represents the (positive) rate of
disappearance of A by reaction within the CSTR, and that (-rA) in equation (D), the
material balance, represents the (positive) net rate of appearance of A by flow into and
out of the reactor. As noted above, in steady-state operation, these two rates balance.
For a stability analysis, consider first point Ci. Suppose there is a small random upward fluctuation in c A. This is accompanied by an increase in the rate of disappearance
of A by reaction, and a decrease in the appearance of A by flow, both of which tend to
decrease CA to offset the fluctuation and restore the stationary-state at C,. Conversely,
a downward fluctuation in CA is accompanied by a decrease in the rate of disappearance
by reaction, and an increase in the rate of appearance by flow, both of which tend to
offset the fluctuation. Thus, the stationary-state at C, is stable with respect to small random fluctuations. Now, consider point C,. An upward fluctuation in CA is accompanied
by decreases in both rates, but the rate of disappearance by reaction decreases faster,
with the net result that the upward fluctuation is reinforced by a resulting increase in CA,
so that the fluctuation grows and is not damped-out, unlike at C,. This effect continues
until the point C, is reached, which is the next point of balance. Thus, for any upward
fluctuation in cA, C, is unstable relative to C,. Similarly, for a downward fluctuation in
CA at q, the rate of disappearance by reaction increases faster, with the net result that
the downward fluctuation is reinforced and grows until C, is reached at the next point
of balance. Thus, for any downward fluctuation in CA, C, is unstable relative to C,. Finally, consider point C,. For an upward fluctuation in CA, the rate of disappearance by
reaction decreases slower than the rate of appearance by flow, with the net result that
the fluctuation is damped-out. A similar conclusion results for a downward fluctuation.
In summary, the stationary-states at C, and C, are stable, and the state at C, is unstable, and cannot be achieved in steady-state operation. It can, however, be stabilized by a
control system involving a feedback loop. For a simple system, as considered here, there
is no reason to attempt this, as the stationary-state at C1 (high conversion) would normally be the desired state. The initial conditions in startup, such as CA at t = 0, should
be set to achieve this state (see comment following Example 14-7).
14.3.4.2

Operation at Specified 0; Autothermal Operation

If feed at a specified rate and To enters a CSTR, the steady-state values of the operating
temperature T and the fractional conversion fA (for A -+ products) are not known a
priori. In such a case, the material and energy balances must be solved simultaneously
for T and fA. This can give rise to multiple stationary states for an exothermic reaction,
but not for an endothermic reaction.
For an exothermic reaction, since a resulting stationary-state may be at either a relatively low fA (“quench” region) or a relatively high fA (“sustained” region), for the
same operating conditions, it is important to choose conditions, including & to avoid
the quench region. A related type of behavior is autothermal operation, in which the
sustained region is achieved without any energy input (heat transfer) to the system (operation may be adiabatic or there may be heat transfer from the system); an autotherma1 reaction is thermally self-sustaining (e.g., a bunsen-burner flame, once the gas is
ignited).
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To illustrate these types of behavior, we choose a simple example in which a graphical
analysis is used as an aid in understanding.

A first-order liquid-phase reaction, A + products, is conducted in a 2000-L CSTR. The
feed contains pure A, at a rate of 300 L min-‘, with an inlet concentration of 4.0 mol L-l.
The following additional data are available:
cp = 3.5 J g-’ K-‘;

p = 1.15 g cmP3;

AH,, = -50 kJ mol-r

(We assume that these values are constants.)
kA = A~-EAIRT

=

2.4

x 1015e-12,000/T

min- ’ , with T in K

Determine fA and T at steady-state based upon adiabatic operation, if: (a) T, = 290 K;
(b) T, = 298 K; (c) T, = 305 K.
SOLUTION
We first obtain fA explicitly in terms of T from both the material and energy balances, and
then examine the solutions graphically. From equation 14.3-5, the material balance, and
the given rate law:
fA = (-~A)V _ k,c,V _ AepEAIRTc,,(
FAO

CAoqo

1 - &)Q-

CA0

From this,
fA=

(4

’

ciF+l

From the energy balance (equation 14.3-10) for adiabatic operation [b = UA,(T, - T) =

01,
fA

=

(-A;;+)FA,(T

- T0) =

PC,

(-AHRA)cA,(~ - T0)

(W

k = pqo and FAo = cAoqo.
Equation (A) represents a sigmoidal curve, and equation (B) represents a straight line
with a positive slope for an exothermic reaction (and a negative slope for an endothermic
reaction).
With numerical values inserted, equations (A) and (B) become, respectively,
Since

j-A = (6.25 X lo-‘7e12p000’T + I)-’
j-A = O.O201(T - T,)

(A’)
(B’)

The solution of equations (A’) and (B’) gives the stationary-state values of fA and T.
The solutions for the three cases (a), (b), and (c) are shown graphically in Figure 14.5.
The sigmoid-shaped curve is constructed from (A’), and the three straight lines from (B’),
each with slope 0.0201 K-l, for the three values of T,. Note that for adiabatic operation,
T = To at fA = 0.
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To=290 To=298 To=305
(a)

(b)

Cc)

-Eqn A’
--- Eqn B’

290

300

310

320

330

340

350

360

T/K

Figure 14.5 Graphical solution for Example 14-8

(a) T, = 290 K. There is only one stationary-state at the intersection of the straight
line and the sigmoidal curve:
fA = 0.02; T = 291 K (quench region)
(b) T, = 298 K. Three possible steady-states exist:
(i) fA = 0.08; T = 302 K (quench region)
(ii) fA = 0.42; T = 319 K
(iii) fA = 0.91; T = 343 K (sustained region)
(c) T, = 305 K. There is one steady-state:
fA = 0.96; T = 353 K (sustained region)

v
0“O-v

The values and the nature of the solution are sensitive to the value of To in a narrow
range. For adiabatic operation of the reactor, T, can be adjusted by means of a heat exchanger upstream of the reactor.
Both the steady-state and transient behavior of this system can be examined using
the E-Z Solve software.The steady-state operating conditions can be determined for
each T, (file ex14-8.msp)). For To = 298 K, where multiple steady-states exist, different initial estimates of T and fA lead to different solutions, corresponding to the different steady-state conditions. Transient behavior (file ex14-8.msp) can be used to predict
the steady-state operating condition arising from a particular set of starting conditions
(f*(O), T(O)) in the reactor.
The existence of possible multiple stationary-states, as illustrated in Example 14-8,
raises further questions (for adiabatic operation):
(1) What is the range of To values for which multiple stationary-states exist?
(2) Are all multiple states stable?
(3) Which of the possible multiple states actually occurs in steady-state operation?
The answer to question (1) is illustrated graphically in Figure 14.6 (not specifically
for Example 14-8). Again, the sigmoidal curve is constructed from the material balance,
equation 14.3-5 (equation (A) in Example 14-8 or its equivalent for other rate laws).
The two straight lines corresponding to feed temperatures TL and T: are constructed
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fA

Temperature

Figure 14.6 Illustration of range of feed temperatures (TA to

Ti) for multiple stationary-states in CSTR for adiabatic operation (autothermal behavior occurs for T, 2 Ti)

from the energy balance, equation 14.3-10 (equation (B) in Example 14-8) with slope
PC~I(-AH,&C~~.
These two lines are drawn tangent to the sigmoidal curve at points
D and E. Multiple steady-states exist only for TL < To < T:. For T, < TA, there is one
stationary-state in the quench region. For To > Ti, there is one stationary-state in the
sustained region; this is the autothermal region with respect to feed temperature, and
T: is commonly referred to as the ignition temperature.
The answer to question (2) raised above is more easily seen if we translate Figure 14.5
into an enthalpy-temperature diagram, and then consider the stationary-states as those
resulting from balancing the rate of enthalpy generation by reaction with the rate of
enthalpy removal by flow (we are still considering adiabatic operation for an exothermic
reaction).
rate of enthalpy generation = H,,, = (-AHid-~zdV

= (-AHRA)FA~~A
(14.3-27)

from equation (A) of Example 14-8 for a first-order reaction.
rate of enthalpy removal = H,.,, = rizc,(T - To)

(14.3-28)

At steady-state operation,

The steady-state is represented graphically by the intersection of the expressions given
by equations 14.3-27 and -28. This is illustrated in Figure 14.7. The enthalpy-generation
curve given by equation 14.3-27 is sigmoidal, since it corresponds to the sigmoidal
curve for fA in Figure 14.5 multiplied by the constant (-AH&F,,. Similarly, equation
14.3-28, for enthalpy removal, generates a straight line corresponding to the line (b) in
Figure 14.5. The three possible stationary-states are shown by the intersections at C,,
C, and C,. We consider the stability of each of these with respect to the inevitable small
fluctuations in process conditions at steady-state, of which T is one example. We ask
whether a fluctuation (+ or -) tends to grow to render the (presumed) stationary-state
unstable, or tends to be damped-out to confirm the stability of the stationary-state.
Consider first point C, at T,. If T fluctuates above T,, H,,, (full line) increases, but
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- - - Eqn 14.3-28 = H,,,
-Eqn 14.3-27 = Hge,,

Figure

Tl

T2

T3

Temperature

14.7

Representation

of

multiple stationary-states on an
enthalpy-temperature diagram corresponding to (b) in Figure 14.5

H,,, (dashed line) increases faster, so that T is restored to T,; if T fluctuates below T,,
H,,, decreases, but H,.,, decreases faster, so that, again, T is restored to Tl. Hence C,
represents a stable stationary-state. The same reasoning applies to point C, at T3, which
also represents a stable stationary-state. For point C, at T,, the story is different. If T
fluctuates above T2, H,,, (full line) is greater than H,,, (dashed line), and T continues
to climb until point C, is reached, at which point H,,, and H,.,, are again equal. Thus,
an upward fluctuation in T makes C, unstable relative to C,. Similarly, if T fluctuates
below T2, C, is unstable relative to C,. Since fluctuations in T are random with respect

to direction, it is immaterial whether C, disappears in favor of C, or C,. The important
conclusion is that C, is not a stable stationary-state. This leaves C, and C, as the only
possible
stationary-states.
Question (3) raised above relates to which of the two possible stable stationarystates actually occurs. For any feed temperature between TL and T: in Figure 14.6, it
is not possible to predict which of the two would prevail for given initial conditions.
The stationary-state in the sustained region (C, in Figure 14.7) is certainly preferred to
that in the quench region (C,), if a high value of fA is desired. To avoid the ambiguity
of multiple stationary-states, the feed temperature T, should be chosen to avoid them
altogether, and thus should be higher than the ignition temperature (T: in Figure 14.6).
For nonadiabatic operation and an exothermic reaction, the overall situation is similar, but is complicated by the inclusion of the heat transfer term for b in the energy
balance in equation 14.3-10.
For an endothermic reaction, whether the operation is adiabatic or nonadiabatic,
there is no possibility of multiple stationary-states because of the negative slope of the
fA versus T relation in the energy balance (see equation 14.3-11). This is illustrated
schematically in Figure 14.8.

-Material balance
fA

- -- Energy balance

Figure 14.8 Illustration of solution of
material and energy balances for an endothermic reaction in a CSTR (no multiple
stationary-states
possible)
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14.4 MULTISTAGE CSTR
A multistage CSTR consists of two or more stirred tanks in series. Are there advantages
in using a multistage CSTR consisting of two or more relatively small tanks rather than
a single tank of relatively large size to achieve the same result? Recall that a major
disadvantage of a CSTR is that it operates at the lowest concentration between inlet
and outlet. For a single CSTR, this means that operation is at the lowest possible concentration in the system, and for normal kinetics, the required volume of reactor is the
largest possible. If two tanks (operating at the same T) are arranged in series, the second operates at the same concentration as the single tank above, but the first operates
at a higher concentration, so that the total volume of the two is smaller than the volume
of the single vessel. If more than two tanks are used, the volume advantage becomes
even greater. Furthermore, there is an opportunity to adjust temperature and/or concentration (or conversion) between stages to achieve an optimal situation with respect
to total volume for a given number of stages (N). If N is chosen as a parameter and
allowed to vary, there is a practical limit to the number of stages chosen (usually about
five), since the cost of the interconnecting piping and valving increases. Also, although
the sizes of the N stages may not be equal for an optimal V, there is an advantage in the
cost of fabrication in making them all the same size. Thus, a minimum value of V is not
necessarily the best answer to the design of a CSTR, but it is one to consider.
In this section, we introduce some of the basic considerations for design of a multistage CSTR, treating constant-density systems in both isothermal (all stages at same T)
and nonisothermal operation. The arrangement and notation (for reaction A + . . . +
products, where A is the limiting reactant) are shown in Figure 14.9. We restrict attention to steady-state operation. There may be external heat exchangers between stages
or internal heat exchangers within the vessels (not shown in Figure 14.9).
As for a single-stage CSTR, the volume of each stage is obtained from the material
balance around that stage, together with the rate law for the system. Thus, for the ith
stage, the material-balance equation (14.3-5) becomes
Vi

=

F*o(f*i

-

f&X-rdi

(14.4-1)

Note that, because of the definition of fA, FAo is the original feed rate to the CSTR and
not that to the ith stage.
A graphical interpretation to illustrate the use of equation 14.4-1, and also to demonstrate the reduction in V as N increases, is shown in Figure 14.10 for N = 3. This may be
compared with Figure 14.2 for N = 1. In Figure 14.10, EB is the reciprocal-rate curve
obtained from kinetics data (for normal kinetics). The shaded rectangular area FGMD
represents VI/F,, for the first stage operating at rate (-r& to achieve conversion fAl.
Similarly, area HKLM represents V,/F,,, and area JBCL represents VJF,,. The total volume required to achieve conversion fA3 in three stages is V(3) = VI + V, + V,

Stage: 1

Figure 14.9 Arrangement and notation of N-stage CSTR (for lim-

iting reactant A in A + . . -+ products)
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l&r/,)

1/(-43

0

fA1

fA2

fA3

fA

Figure 14.10 Graphical interpretation of
equation 14.4-1; total volume V = VI +
V2 + V3 (shaded areas)

(shaded areas). This may be compared with the volume V(l) required to achieve the
same conversion; the large rectangular area ABCD represents V(l)/FA, (as in Figure 14.2). Comparison of the areas shows that V(3) < V(l), the difference being proportional to the irregular area AJKHGF.
As N increases, for a given fA, the difference V(N) - V(l) increases until it approaches the area bounded by AB, AE and the reciprocal-rate curve EB as N + 00.
From this limiting behavior, the curve EB can be interpreted as the locus of operating
points for a multistage CSTR consisting of an infinite number of stages in series, which
is equivalent to a PFR (Chapter 15).
From the discussion relating to Figure 14.10, we then conclude that

V(l) > VW)

for given FAo, fA, (normal) kinetics

(14.4-2)

Conversely, Figure 14.10 can be used to show that
f~(l)

< ~AGV

for given FAo, V (total), (normal) kinetics

(14.4-3)

(the proof is left to problem 14-28).
The solution of equation 14.4-1 to obtain V(given fA) or fA (given V) can be carried
out either analytically or graphically. The latter method can be used conveniently to
obtain fA for a specified set of vessels, or when ( --I~) is not known in analytical form.
The basis for a graphical solution for N = 2 is illustrated in Figure 14.11, which shows
(-rA) as a function of fA, together with lines that represent the material balance for
each stage.
For stage 1, from equation 14.4-1,

This is the straight line AB, relating (-?+A) to fA for a given VI, with Slope equal to
FAJVI. The solution for the outlet conversion fAl is given at E, the intersection of AB
with the rate curve. Similarly, for stage 2,
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-Kinetics rate data
- - - Design eqn

Figure 14.11 Basis for graphical so-

lution for multistage CSTR (for A +
. . . + products)

fA

This relation is represented by the straight line CD, which intersects the rate curve at F
to give the value of fA2. E and F are thus the operating points for the two stages.
Optimal operation of a multistage CSTR can be considered, for example, from the
point of view of minimizing the total volume V for a given throughput (FAO) and fractional conversion (fA). This involves establishing an objective function for V from the
material balance together with a rate law and energy balance as required. The situation can become quite complicated, since V depends on interstage conversions and
temperatures, as well as on heat transfer parameters for internal and/or interstage heat
exchangers. We consider a relatively simple case as an example in the next section.

14.4.1

Constant-Density System; Isothermal Operation
The following example illustrates both an analytical and a graphical solution to determine the outlet conversion from a three-stage CSTR.

v
0

“OP

A three-stage CSTR is used for the reaction A + products. The reaction occurs in aqueous
solution, and is second-order with respect to A, with kA = 0.040 L mol-’ min-’ . The inlet
concentration of A and the inlet volumetric flow rate are 1.5 mol L-’ and 2.5 L min-‘,
respectively. Determine the fractional conversion (fA) obtained at the outlet, if VI = 10
L, V, = 20 L, and V, = 50 L, (a) analytically, and (b) graphically.

SOLUTION

(a) Each stage is considered in sequence by means of equation 14.4- 1 and the given rate
law.
For stage 1, from the rate law,

since density is constant.
From equation 14.4-1,

(-r*)1 = (~Ao~VlKfA1 - 0)
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Figure. 14.12 Graphical solution of Example 14-9

Equating the two right sides and rearranging, we obtain the quadratic equation

f~*-(k~~vl +2)ia1+l =o
or, with numerical values inserted,
j-z1 - 6.167f,, + 1 = 0

70O-vv

from which fAl = 0.167.
Similarly, for stages 2 and 3, we obtain fA2 = 0.362, and fA3 = 0.577, which is the
outlet fractional conversion from the three-stage CSTR.
The system of three equations based on equation 14.4-1 for fAl, fA2, and fA3 may also
be solved simultaneously using the E-Z Solve software (file exlb9.msp). The same values
are obtained.
(b) The graphical solution is shown in Figure 14.12. The curve for (- rA) from the rate law
is first drawn. Then the operating line AB is constructed with slope F,,IV, = cA,q,/Vl =
0.375 mol L-l min-’ to intersect the rate curve at fAl = 0.167; similarly, the lines CD and
EF, with corresponding slopes 0.1875 and 0.075, respectively, are constructed to intersect
the rate curve at the values fA2 = 0.36 and fA3 = 0.58, respectively. These are the same
values as obtained in part (a).

14.4.2 Optimal Operation
The following example illustrates a simple case of optimal operation of a multistage
CSTR to minimize the total volume. We continue to assume a constant-density system
with isothermal operation.

Consider the liquid-phase reaction A + . . . -+ products taking place in a two-stage CSTR.
If the reaction is first-order, and both stages are at the same T, how are the sizes of the
two stages related to minimize the total volume V for a given feed rate (FAo) and outlet
conversion (fA2)?
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SOLUTION
From the material balance, equation 14.4-1, the total volume is
fA1 - o
V = V, + V, = FAo ___

+ fA2 - fA1

(-rA)l

(9-A)2

(A)
I

From the rate law,
(-rA)l

= kAcAo(l

0.9
(Cl

- fA1)

(-rA)2 = kAcAo(l - fA2)

Substituting (B) and (C) in (A), we obtain
+ fA2 - .fAl

03

1 - fA2

for minimum V,

(-1
dV

dfAl

09

0
fAZT

=

From (E) and (D), we obtain
1
-~
1 - fA2

1

= 0

from which
fA2

= fA1c2 - fA1)

If we substitute this result into the material balance for stage 2 (contained in the last term
in (D)), we have
v2 =

$F-(fy-yy=

$$+--)=

VI

That is, for a first-order reaction, the two stages must be of equal size to minimize V.
The proof can be extended to an N-stage CSTR. For other orders of reaction, this result is
approximately correct. The conclusion is that tanks in series should all be the same size,
which accords with ease of fabrication.
Although, for other orders of reaction, equal-sized vessels do not correspond to the
minimum volume, the difference in total volume is sufficiently small that there is usually
no economic benefit to constructing different-sized vessels once fabrication costs are
considered.

A reactor system is to be designed for 85% conversion of A (fA) in a second-order liquidphase reaction, A + products; kA = 0.075 L mol-’ m&l, q0 = 25 L min-‘, and CA0 =
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0.040 mol L-l. The design options are:
(a) two equal-sized stirred tanks in series;
(b) two stirred tanks in series to provide a minimum total volume.
The cost of a vessel is $290 mP3, but a 10% discount applies if both vessels are the same
size and geometry. Which option leads to the lower capital cost?

SOLUTION
Case (a). From the material-balance equation 14.4-1 applied to each of the two vessels 1
and 2,

Equating VI and V2 from (A) and (B), and simplifying, we obtain
(fA2

- fAl)/(l

- fA212 = fAll(l - fAd2

This is a cubic equation for fAI in terms of fA2:
f:l - c2 + fA2).&

+ c2 +

fi2)fAl

- fA2 = o

or, on substitution of fA2 = 0.85,

f& - 2.85f,2, + 2.7225f,, - 0.85 = 0
This equation has one positive real root, fAl = 0.69, which can be obtained by trial or by
means of the E-Z Solve software (file exl4-ll.msp).
This corresponds to V, = V2 = 5.95 x lo4 L (from equation (A) or (B)) and a total
capital cost of 0.9(290)(5.95 X 104)2/1000 = $31,000 (with the 10% discount taken into
account).
Case (b). The total volume is obtained from equations (A) and (B):

v = v, + v, =

FAofAl

kAC:,(l - fAd2

+

FAo(fA2 - fA1)
k,&,(l - fAd2

For minimum V,

1

1
(1 - fA2)2 = ’
This also results in a cubic equation for fAl, which, with the value fA2 = 0.85 inserted,
becomes
f;l - 3f;l + 3.0225f,, - 0.9775 = 0
Solution by trial or by means of the E-Z Solve software (file exl4-ll.msp) yields one
positive real root: fAl = 0.665. This leads to VI = 4.95 X lo4 L, V, = 6.84 X lo4 L, and
a capital cost of $34,200.
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Conclusion: The lower capital cost is obtained for case (a) (two equal-sized vessels),
in spite of the fact that the total volume is slightly larger (11.9 X lo4 L versus 11.8 X
104 L).

14.5

0

PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 14
v
14-1 Suppose the liquid-phase hydration of ethylene oxide (A) to ethylene glycol, C&JO(A) +
TOP
Hz0 -+ CzH602, takes place in a CSTR of volume (V) 10,000 L; the rate constant is kA =

0
0

v

‘7O-v

v

7O-v

2.464 X lop3 min-1 (BrGnsted et al., 1929; see Example 4-3).
(a) Calculate the steady-state fractional conversion of A (f~), if the feed rate (4) is 0.30 L
s-l and the feed concentration (cAO) is 0.120 mol L-l.
(b) If the feed rate suddenly drops to 70% of its original value, and is maintained at this new
value, (i) what is the value of f~ after 60 min, and (ii) how close (%) is this value to the
new steady-state value?
(c) What is the ratio of the steady-state production rate in (b) to that in (a)?
14-2 Reactant A is fed (at
= 0) at a constant rate of 5.0 L s-l to an empty 7000-L CSTR until the
CSTR is full. Then the outlet valve is opened. If the rate law for the reaction A + products is
(-rA) = k*CA, where kA = 8.0 X 10e4 s-l, and if the inlet and outlet rates remain constant
at 5.0 L s-l, calculate CA at t = 15 min and at t = 40 min. Assume that the temperature and
density of the reacting system are constant, and that CA0 = 2.0 mol L-l.
14-3 An aqueous solution of methyl acetate (A) enters a CSTR at a rate of 0.5 L s-l and a concentration (c&,) of 0.2 mol L-l. The tank is initially filled with 2000 L of water so that material flows
out at a rate of 0.5 L s-l. A negligibly small stream of HCI (catalyst) is added to the entering
solution of acetate so that the concentration of acid in the tank is maintained at 0.1 mol L-‘,
in which case the hydrolysis of acetate occurs at a rate characterized by kA = 1.1 X 10e4 s-l.
What is the concentration of acetate in the outlet stream at the end of 30 min, and what is the
eventual
steady-state
concentration?
14-4 For the reaction between hydrocyanic acid (HCN) and acetaldehyde (CHjCHO) in aqueous
solution,

t

HCN(A)

+ CH&HO(B) + CH$H(OH)CN

the rate law at 25°C and a certain pH is (-rA) = kAcAcB, where kA = 0.210 L mol-’ min-’
(see problem 4-6). If the reaction is carried out at steady-state at 25°C in a CSTR, how large
a reactor (V/L) is required for 75% conversion of HCN, if the feed concentration is 0.04 mol
L-’ for each reactant, and the feed rate is 2 L min-‘?
14-5 The liquid-phase reaction A + B + C takes place in a single-stage CSTR. The rate law for
the reaction is (-rA) = IcAcAcfj.
(a) Calculate the feed rate, qo, that maximizes the rate of production of C.
(b) For the feed rate in (a), calculate the outlet values of CA, ca, cc, and fA.
Data: kA = 0.005 L mol-’ s-l; CA0 = 0.2 mol L-l; c&, = 0.01 mol L-l; V = 10,000 L.
14-6 A pure gaseous reactant A is fed at a steady rate (qo) of 30 L h-l and a concentration (C.&o) of
0.1 mol L-l into an experimental CSTR of volume (V) 0.1 L, where it undergoes dimerization
(2A --f AZ). If the steady-state outlet concentration (CA) is 0.0857 mol L-l, and if there is no
change in T or P, calculate:
(a) the fractional conversion of A, fA;
(b) the outlet flow rate, q;
(c) the rate of reaction, (-rA)/mol L-l h-l;
(d) the space time (~/h) based on the feed rate;
(e) the mean residence time t;/h; and
(f) briefly explain any difference between r and t.
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14-7 Calculate the mean residence time (t) and the space time (7) for a reaction in a CSTR for
the following cases (explain any differences between r and t):
(a) homogeneous liquid-phase reaction: V = 75 L, q. = 2.5 L mm’;
(b) homogeneous gas-phase reaction, A + B + C; V = 75 L, q. = 150 L min-’ at 300
K (To). The temperature at the outlet of the reactor is 375 K, the pressure is constant at
100 kPa, and f~ is 0.50.
14-8 A gas-phase hydrogenation reaction, Q&(A) + Hz + CzH6, is conducted under isothermal
and isobaric conditions in a CSTR. The feed, consisting of equimolar amounts of each reactant and an inert, is fed to the reactor at a rate of 1.5 mol Hz mm’, with CA0 = 0.40 mol L-l.
Determine the volumetric flow rate at the inlet of the reactor and the mean residence time,
if the desired fractional conversion fA is 0.85, and the reaction is first-order with respect to
each reactant (kA = 0.5 L mol-’ min-‘).
14-9 A first-order, liquid-phase endothermic reaction, A -+ B + C, takes place in a CSTR operating at steady-state. If the feed temperature (To) is 310 K, at what temperature (Tc) must a
heating coil in the tank be maintained in order to achieve a conversion (fA) of 0.75?
Given: (Arrhenius parameters) A = 3.5 X lOi s-l, EA = 100,000 J mol-i; q = 8.3
L s-l; v = 15,000 L; CA,, = 0.80 mol L-l; AHRA = 51,000 J mol-‘; p = 950 g L-l;
cp = 3.5 J g-i K-i; UA = 10,000 J s-i K-i.
14-10 A first-order, liquid-phase, endothermic reaction, A --f products, takes place in a CSTR. The
feed concentration (c.&) is 1.25 mol L-i, the feed rate (q) is 20 L s-l, and the volume of the
reactor (V) is 20,000 L. The enthalpy of reaction (AH& is +50,000 J mol-‘, the specific
heat of the reacting system is 3 J g-l K-l, and its density is 900 g L-l.
(a) If the feed temperature (T,) is 300 K, at what temperature (T,) must a heating coil in the
tank be maintained to keep the temperature (T) of the reaction in the tank the same as
T,? What conversion is obtained? At 300 K, the rate constant kA = 4 X 1O-3 s-i. For
the coil, assume UA = 10,000 J s-l K-l.
(b) If there were no heating coil in the tank, what should the feed temperature (To) be to
achieve the same result?
14-11 A liquid-phase, exothermic first-order reaction (A + products) is to take place in a 4000L CSTR. The Arrhenius parameters for the reacting systems are A = 2 X 1013 s-l and
EA = 100 kJ mol-‘; the thermal parameters are AHRA = -50 kJ mol-’ and cp = 4 J g-’
K-‘; the density (p) is 1000 g L-l.
(a) For a feed concentration (cAo) of 4 mol L-l, a feed rate (q) of 5 L s-l, and adiabatic
operation, determine fA and T at steady-state, if the feed temperature (T,) is (i) 290 K;
(ii) 297 K; and (iii) 305 K.
(b) What is the minimum value of To for autothennal behavior, and what are the corresponding values of fA and T at steady-state?
(c) For To = 305 K as in (a)(iii), explain, without doing any calculations, what would happen eventually if the feed rate (q) were increased.
(d) If the result in (c) is adverse, what change could be made to offset it at the higher throughput?
(e) Suppose the feed temperature (T,) is 297 K, and it is desired to achieve a steady-state
conversion (fA> of 0.932 without any alternative possibility of steady-state operation in
the “quench region.” If a fluid stream is available at 360 K (T,, assume constant) for use
in a heat exchanger within the tank, what value of UA (J K-l s-l) would be required for
the heat exchanger? Show that the “quench” region is avoided.
14-12 For the gas-phase, second-order reaction C& + CbH6 + CeHto (or A + B + C) carried
out adiabatically in a 2-liter experimental CSTR at steady-state, what should the temperature
(T/K) be to achieve 40% conversion, if the (total) pressure (P) is 1.2 bar (assume constant),
the feed rate (qo) is 20 cm3 s-l and the reactants are equimolar in the feed. The Arrhenius
parameters are E.J = 115,000 J’mol-’ and A = 3.0 X lo7 L mol-’ s-l (Rowley and Steiner,
1951; see Example 4-8). Thermochemical data are as follows (from Stull et al., 1969):

14.5 Problems for Chapter 14
T/K

600
700
800
900

AH+l mol-’

CpIJ mol-’ K-’
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78.5
84.5
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C4H6

133.2
144.6
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C6H10
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C4H6

206.9 44.35 100.88
229.8 42.47 98.87
248.9
40.88 97.28
39.54 96.02
265.0

C6HlO

-24.81
-28.28
-30.63
-32.01

14-13 Determine the volume of a CSTR required to obtain 65% conversion of A in A + P, given
that q. = 5 L s-l, the density of the system is constant, CA0 = 4 mol L-l, and kA = 2.5 X

10-3 s-i.

0

v
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14-14 For the reaction in problem 14-13, determine the exit fractional conversion for a two-stage

CSTR, if the volume of each CSTR is equal to one-half the reactor volume calculated in
problem 14-13.
14-15 For the reaction in problem 14-13, determine the minimum reactor volume required for
a two-stage CSTR used to achieve 65% conversion of A. What is the volume of each
tank?
14-16 A liquid-phase reaction, A + 2B -+ C, is to be conducted in two equal-sized CSTRs. The
reaction is first order with respect to both A and B, with kA = 6.0 X lo-’ L mol-’ s-l.
The volumetric feed rate is 25 L n-tin-‘, CA0 = 0.1 mol L-i, and cnO = 0.20 mol L-l; 75%
conversion of A is desired.
(a) The CSTRs are arranged in series. What is the volume of each?
(b) The CSTRs are arranged in parallel. What is the volume of each, if the volumetric flow
rate through each reactor is equal?
14-17 Using the data and three reactors described in Example 14-9, determine the reactor configuration (i.e., order) that maximizes the fractional conversion of A.
14-18 A second-order reaction of A + B, with kA = 2.4 L mol-’ h-t, is to be conducted in up to
two CSTRs arranged in series. Determine the minimum reactor volume required to achieve
66.7% conversion of A, given that the feed rate and volumetric flow rate at the inlet are 3.75
mol min-’ and 2.5 L mitt-‘, respectively. The feed consists of pure A.
14-19 The liquid-phase reaction A + B --) C is to be carried out in two tanks (CSTRs) in series. The rate law for the reaction is (-?-A) = kACACB, where kA = 9.5 X 1O-2 L mol-’
s-l. If c/&o = cnO = 0.08 mol L-* and the feed rate is 48 L mm-‘, what is the minimum
total volume required to achieve 90% conversion? What is the volume of tank 1 and of
tank 2?
14-20 (a) Two CSTRs of unequal (but fixed) size are available to form a reactor system for a
particular first-order, liquid-phase reaction at a given temperature. How should they be
arranged to achieve the most efficient operation for a given throughput? Justify your
conclusion
quantitatively.
(b) Repeat (a), if the reaction is second-order.
14-21 A liquid-phase reaction takes place in two CSTRs operating (at steady-state) in parallel at
the same temperature. One reactor is twice the size of the other. The (total) feed is split appropriately between the two reactors to achieve the highest fractional conversion of reactant,
which is 0.70. The smaller reactor is then taken out of service. If the (total) feed rate remains
the same, what is the resulting conversion from the larger reactor? Assume the reaction is
first-order, and the larger reactor is operating at steady-state.
14-22 The liquid-phase reaction A -+ B + C takes place in a series of three CSTRs with an overall
conversion (f~) of 0.90. One of the reactors develops a leak and is removed from the series.
The throughput (q) is then reduced in order to keep the overall conversion at 0.90. If the
original throughput was 250 L n-tin-‘, what is the new throughput? Assume: (i) steady-state
operation; (ii) the reactors are of equal volume and operate at the same temperature; (iii) the
reaction is first-order in A.
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14-23 An aqueous solution of ethyl acetate (A) with a concentration of 0.3 mol L-’ and flowing at
0.5 L s-l mixes with an aqueous solution of NaOH (B) with a concentration of 0.45 mol L-’
and flowing at 1 .O L s-l. The combined stream enters a reactor system for saponification to
occur at 16°C at which temperature the rate constant (k~) is 0.0574 L mol-’ s-t. Conversion
(f~) is to be 80% at steady-state.
(a) If the reactor system is a single CSTR, what volume (V) is required?
(b) If the reactor system is made up of two equal-sized CSTRs in series, what is the volume
of each?
(c) If the reactor system is made up of two equal-sized CSTRs in parallel, what is the volume
of each?
14-24 A single CSTR of volume V is to be replaced in an emergency by three tanks of volumes
V/2, 3Vl8, and Vl8. If the same performance with a given reaction and throughput is to be
achieved, how should the tanks be arranged, and how should the total volumetric throughput
(4) be distributed? Sketch a flow diagram to show these.
14-25 For a first-order liquid-phase reaction, A + products, conducted at steady-state in a series
of N CSTRs, develop a mathematical expression which may be used to relate directly CAN,
the concentration at the outlet of the Nth reactor, with cAO, the inlet concentration to the first
reactor. Can a similar expression be developed for a second-order reaction?
14-26 What effect does recycling have on the operation of a single-stage CSTR? Consider the
material balance for reactant A in a liquid-phase reaction with a recycle stream (from outlet
to inlet) of Rq,, where q. is the volumetric feed rate and R is the recycle ratio. Compare this
material balance with that for no recycle (R = 0).
14-27 (a) Derive the expression in Table 14.1 for fA for segregated flow in a CSTR for a zero-order
reaction.
(b) Repeat (a) for a half-order reaction (n = 1/2), and compare with the result for nonsegregated flow to confirm the conclusion in relation 14.3-26 (in this case, the results are
not given in Table 14.1).
14-28 Prove relation 14.4-3 for N = 2. (An analytical/graphical proof may be based on Figure 14.10.)

Chapter

15
Plug Flow Reactors (PFR)
In this chapter, we develop the basis for design and performance analysis for a plug flow
reactor (PFR). Like a CSTR, a PFR is usually operated continuously at steady-state,
apart from startup and shutdown periods. Unlike a CSTR, which is used primarily for
liquid-phase reactions, a PFR may be used for either gas-phase or liquid-phase reactions.
The general features of a PFR are outlined in Section 2.4.1, and are illustrated
schematically in Figure 2.4. Residence-time distribution (RTD) functions are described
in Section 13.4.2. The essential features are recapitulated as follows:
(1) The flow pattern is PF, and the PFR is a “closed” vessel (Section 13.2.4).
(2) The volumetric flow rate may vary continuously in the direction of flow because
of a change in density.
(3) Each element of fluid is a closed system (cf. CSTR); that is, there is no axial
mixing, although there is complete radial mixing (in a cylindrical vessel).
(4) As a consequence of (3) fluid properties may change continuously in the axial
direction (see Figure 2.4) but are constant radially (at a given axial position).
(5) Each element of fluid has the same residence time t as any other (cf. CSTR);
the RTD functions E and F are shown in Figures 13.6 and 13.7, respectively; the
former is represented by the “vertical spike” of the Dirac delta function, and the
latter by the step function.
In the development to follow, we first consider some uses of a PFR. After presenting
design and performance equations in general, we then apply them to cases of constantdensity and variable-density operations. These include both isothermal and nonisotherma1 operation, as well as the possibility of significantly nonisobaric operation. The case
of recycle operation is then developed. The chapter concludes with considerations related to configurational aspects of series and parallel arrangement of PFRs. The treatment is mainly for steady-state operation, and also includes the relationship to the
segregated-flow model. See Figure 2.4 for property profile (e.g., cA for A + products
in a PFR (at steady-state)). We restrict attention in this chapter to simple, single-phase
systems.

15.1

USES OF A PFR
The PFR model is frequently used for a reactor in which the reacting system (gas or
liquid) flows at relatively high velocity (high Re, to approach PF) through an otherwise
empty vessel or one that may be packed with solid particles. There is no device, such
as a stirrer, to promote backmixing. The reactor may be used in large-scale operation
365
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‘I’
Empty tube
or vessel

(particles m
one bed)

(a)

W

Fixed-bed reactor

‘I’
(particles in or
around tubes)
(c)

Figure 15.1 Three examples (schematic) of PFR

for commercial production, or in laboratory- or pilot-scale operation to obtain design
data.
Three possible situations are illustrated schematically in Figure 15.1. In Figure 15.l(a),
the reactor is represented by an empty tube or vessel, which may be vertical, as shown,
or horizontal. Many single-phase reactions, such as the dehydrogenation of ethane for
production of ethylene, take place in such reactors. In Figure 15.l(b), the reactor incorporates a fixed-bed of solid particles of catalyst; that is, the particles do not move. The
reacting fluid moves through the void space around the particles. It may be thought
at first that such an apparently tortuous flow path would be inconsistent with the occurrence of PF, but, provided certain conditions are met, such need not be the case;
in any event, the departure from PF can be investigated experimentally (Chapter 19).
The arrangement in Figure 15.l(b) is for adiabatic operation, as used, for example, in
the dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene for the production of styrene monomer, or in the
oxidation of sulfur dioxide to sulfur trioxide in the manufacture of sulfuric acid (there
may be two or more such beds in series; see Figure 1.4). Figure 15.l(c) also represents
a fixed-bed catalytic reactor, but one in which the catalyst particles are packed either
inside or outside of tubes, so that a heat-transfer fluid on the other side may be used for
control of T. This arrangement is used in reactors for ammonia synthesis and methanol
synthesis (see Figures 11.5 and 11.6). This arrangement may also be used for control of
T in a situation without a catalyst, as a variation of that in Figure 15.l(a). In this chapter, we consider only cases relating to Figure 15.l(a) or 15.l(c), in which no additional
phase of solid particles is present. Cases corresponding to Figure 15.l(b) are taken up
in Chapter 21.

15.2
15.2.1

DESIGN EQUATIONS FOR A PFR
General Considerations; Material, Energy, and Momentum Balances
The process design of a PFR typically involves determining the size of a vessel required
to achieve a specified rate of production. The size is initially determined as a volume,
which must then be expressed in terms of, for example, the length and diameter of a
cylindrical vessel, or length and number of tubes of a given size. Additional matters
to consider are effects of temperature resulting from the energetics of the reaction,
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and effects of pressure resulting from frictional pressure drop. If temperature effects
are important, whether they involve adiabatic operation with no heat transfer surface,
or nonadiabatic operation incorporating appropriate heat transfer surface, the material and energy balances must be considered together. If, in addition, pressure effects
are significant, the momentum balance must be used together with the other two balances. This could be the case for a gas-phase reaction with fluid flowing at high velocity
through a vessel of considerable length, as in the dehydrogenation of ethane to ethylene. We consider next the three types of balance separately in turn, and apply them in
subsequent sections.

15.2.1.1

Material

Balance

The material balance for a PFR is developed in a manner similar to that for a CSTR,
except that the control volume is a differential volume (Figure 2.4), since properties
change continuously in the axial direction. The material balance for a PFR developed
in Section 2.4.2 is from the point of view of interpreting rate of reaction. Here, we turn
the situation around to examine it from the point of view of the volume of reactor,
V. Thus equation 2.4-4, for steady-state operation involving reaction represented by
A+ . . . + vcc + . . .) may be written as a differential equation for reactant A as
follows:
I

-(f; &j=O

I

(15.2-1)

To obtain V, this may be integrated in the form

(15.2-2)

Equation 15.2-2 may also be written in terms of space time, T = V/q,, as

‘i- = CA0 d&/(-‘-d
I

(15.2-3)

s i n c e CA0 = FAo/q,.

A graphical interpretation of equation 15.2-2 or -3 is illustrated in Figure 15.2 (for
kinetics). The area under the curve Of reciprocal rate, l/( -?+A), versus fA iS eqUd
t0 VIF,, Or dcAo. Equations 15.2-1 to -3 apply whether density varies or is constant.
Equation 15.2-1 may be written in various other forms, depending on the gradient to
be determined, as illustrated in Example 15-1.
normal

Rewrite equation 15.2-1 as a differential equation representing the gradient of fA with
respect to position (x) in a PFR, dfA/dx. (Integration of this form gives the conversion
profile.)
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SOLUTION
We assume that the reactor is a cylinder of radius R. The volume of reactor from the inlet to
positionx is V(x) = n-R2x, or dV = rR2dx. Substitution of this for dV in equation 15.2-1
and rearrangement lead to
-d fA

- ‘rrR2(-rA>

dx
15.2.1.2

Energy

= o

F A0

(15.2-4)

Balance

The energetics of a reaction may lead to a temperature gradient along the length of a
PFR, which may be modified by simultaneous heat transfer, usually through the wall of
the tube or vessel. Efficient heat transfer may be required if appropriate reaction conditions are to be maintained, or if “runaway” reactions are to be avoided. To investigate
these aspects, the energy balance is required.
The energy balance for a PFR, as an enthalpy balance, may be developed in a manner similar to that for a CSTR in Section 14.3.1.2, except that the control volume is a
differential volume. This is illustrated in Figure 15.3, together with the symbols used.
In developing the enthalpy balance for a PFR, we consider only steady-state operation, so that the rate of accumulation vanishes. The rates of input and output of enthalpy
by (1) flow, (2) heat transfer, and (3) reaction may be developed based on the differential control volume dV in Figure 15.3:

(1) rate of input of enthalpy by flow - rate of output of enthalpy by flow
= ri - (ti + dtj) = -dti = -rizc,dT

T
B

T+dT
Ei+dEi

F~

FA+dFA

I
lh
0-4

c

(

FA, ex

Figure 15.3 Control volume and symbols used for energy balance for PFR
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where liz is the steady-state mass rate of flow, cp is the specific heat of the flowing
stream, and dT is the change in temperature, which may be positive or negative;
(2) rate of heat transfer to (or from) control volume
= Sa = U(T, - T)dA,
where U is the (overall) heat transfer coefficient, T, is the temperature of the
surroundings outside the tube at the point in question, and dA, is the differential
circumferential heat transfer area;
(3) rate of input/generation (or output/absorption) of enthalpy by reaction
= (-AHRA)(-r*)dV
Taken together, applied to a fluid flowing inside the tube, these terms lead to the energy
balance for steady-state operation in the form:
-rizc,,dT + U(T, - T)dA, + (-AH&(-r*)dV

= 0

(15.2-5)

Equation 15.2-5 may be more conveniently transformed to relate T and f’. Since
dA, = rrDdx

(15.2-6)

dV = (rD2/4)dx

(15.2-7)

and

where D is the diameter of the tube or vessel,

(15.243)

dA, = (4/D)dV

If we use equations 15.2-1 and -8 to eliminate dV and dA,, from equation 15.2-5, we
obtain, on rearrangement,
ritc,dT =

(-AH,,) +

4U(T, - T)
DC-r*)

I

F*odf*

(15.2-9)

Alternatively, equation 15.2-5 may be transformed to lead to the temperature profile in terms of x, the distance along the reactor from the inlet. This involves use of
equations 15.2-6 and -7 to eliminate dA, and dV. Then,
r)lc,dT

= [(-AHRA)(-rJ(DI4) + U(T, - T)]rDdx

(15.2-10)

We emphasize that all the forms of the energy balance developed above refer to
the arrangement in which reacting fluid flows inside a single tube or vessel, as in Figure 15.l(a) or Figure 15.3, or inside a set of tubes, as in Figure 15.l(c). If the reacting
fluid flows outside the tubes in the arrangement in Figure 15.l(c), the geometry is different and leads to a different form of equation.
For adiabatic operation (ah = 0), equations 15.2-9 and -10 can be simplified by deletion of the term involving the heat transfer coefficient U.
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15.2.1.3 Momentum Balance; Nonisobaric Operation

In many cases, the length and diameter of a cylindrical reactor can be selected to obtain
near isobaric conditions. However, in some cases, the frictional pressure drop is large
enough to influence reactor performance. As a rule of thumb, for a compressible fluid,
if the difference between the inlet and outlet pressures is greater than 10 to 15%, the
change in pressure is likely to affect conversion, and should be considered when designing a reactor, or assessing its performance. In this situation, the pressure gradient
along the reactor must be determined simultaneously with the f’ and T gradients.
To determine the pressure gradient along the reactor, the Fanning or Darcy equation
for flow in cylindrical tubes may be used (Knudsen and Katz, 1958, p. 80):
dP z-c2PU2”f
32pq2.f
-dn:

D

(15.2-11)

7T2D5

where P is the pressure, x is the axial position in the reactor, p is the fluid density, u is
the linear velocity, f is the Fanning friction factor, D is the reactor diameter, and q is
the volumetric flow rate; p, u, and q may vary with position.
The Fanning friction factor may be determined either from a chart for both rough and
smooth tubes or from a variety of correlations (Knudsen and Katz, 1958, pp. 173,176).
The following correlation applies for turbulent flow in smooth tubes and for Reynolds
numbers between 3,000 and 3,000,OOO:

(15.2-12)

f = 0.00140 + 0.125(Re)-0.32

Note that Re, and hence f, may change along the length of the reactor, if the fluid
velocity and density change.
To evaluate the effect of pressure drop on performance, differential equations for the
pressure drop (15.2-ll), material balance (15.2-4), and energy balance (15.2-10) must
be integrated simultaneously to solve for P, fA, and T as functions of axial position, x .

15.2.2 Constant-Density System
15.2.2.1 Isothermal Operation

For a constant-density system, since
f~ = ccAo - cA)IcAo

(14.3-12)

dfA = -(l/c,,)dc,

(15.2-13)

then

The residence time t and the space time T are equal. This follows from Example 2-3 and
equation 2.3-2:

t =

dVlq = V/q, = r

(constant

density)

(15.2-14)

and
dt = dvlq, = dr

(15.2-15)
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Figure 15.4 Graphical interpretation of equation 15.2-17

(constant-density system)

With these results, the general equations of Section 15.2.1 can be transformed into
equations analogous to those for a constant-density BR. The analogy follows if we consider an element of fluid (of arbitrary size) flowing through a PFR as a closed system,
that is, as a batch of fluid. Elapsed time (t) in a BR is equivalent to residence time (t)
or space time (7) in a PFR for a constant-density system. For example, substituting into
equation 15.2-1 [dV/df, - FAOI(-rA) = 0] for dV from equation 15.2-15 and for dfA
from 15.2-13, we obtain, since FAo = cAoqo,
dCA
x+(-rA) = o

which is the same as equation 2.2-10 (space time 7 may be used in place of 1). Furthermore, we may similarly write equation 15.2-2 as

(15.2-17)

A graphical interpretation of this result is given in Figure 15.4.

A liquid-phase double-replacement reaction between bromine cyanide (A) and methylamine takes place in a PFR at 10°C and 101 kPa. The reaction is first-order with respect
to each reactant, with kA = 2.22 L mol-’ s-l. If the residence or space time is 4 s, and
the inlet concentration of each reactant is 0.10 mol L-l, determine the concentration of
bromine cyanide at the outlet of the reactor.
SOLUTION

The reaction is:
BrCN(A) + CH,NH,(B) + NH&N(C) + CH,Br(D)
Since this is a liquid-phase reaction, we assume density is constant. Also, since the inlet
concentrations of A and B are equal, and their stoichiometric coefficients are also equal,
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at all points, c A = cn. Therefore, the rate law may be written as
(-rA) = kAc;

(A)

From equations 15.2-16 and (A),
-dc,ldt = kAc;
which integrates to

On insertion of the numerical values given for kA, t, and cAO, we obtain
cA = 0.053 mol L-l
We note the use of G- as a scaling factor for reactor size or capacity. In Example 15-2,
neither V nor q0 is specified. For a given 7, if either V or q0 is specified, then the other
is known. If either V or q0 is changed, the other changes accordingly, for the specified
V- and performance (cA or fA). This applies also to a CSTR, and to either constant- or
variable-density situations. The residence time t may similarly be used for constantdensity, but not variable-density cases.

A gas-phase reaction between methane (A) and sulfur (B) is conducted at 600°C and
101 kPa in a PFR, to produce carbon disulfide and hydrogen sulfide. The reaction is firstorder with respect to each reactant, with kB = 12 m3 mole1 h-’ (based upon the disappearance of sulfur). The inlet molar flow rates of methane and sulfur are 23.8 and 47.6
mol h-l, respectively. Determine the volume (V) required to achieve 18% conversion of
methane, and the resulting residence or space time.
SOLUTION

The reaction is CH4 + 2S, + CS, + 2HzS. Although this is a gas-phase reaction, since
there is no change in T, P, or total molar flow rate, density is constant. Furthermore, since
the reactants are introduced in the stoichiometric ratio, neither is limiting, and we may
work in terms of B (sulphur), since k, is given, with fn( = fA) = 0.18. It also follows that
cA = cs/2 at all points. The rate law may then be written as
(-rg) = k,c,c, = k,&2

(A)

From the material-balance equation 15.2- 17 and (A),
v = -q.

dc&-rB) = -q.

(W

Since FBo = cBOqO, and, for constant-density, cB = c,,(l - fB), equation (B) may be
written as
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v=g-(A)
B

To obtain q0 in equation (C), we assume ideal-gas behavior; thus,
q. = (FAo + F,,)RTIP = 71.4(8.314)873/101,000

= 5.13 m3 h-t

From equation (C),
v = 2(5.13)20.18
12(47.6)0.82 = “02’ m3
From equation 15.2-14, we solve for T:

0

v
7O-v

t = r = V/q, = 0.020/5.13 = 0.00390 h = 14.0 s
The E-Z Solve software can be used to integrate numerically the differential equation
resulting from the combination of the material-balance equation (15.2-17) and the rate
law [equation (A)]- see file exl5-3.msp. The same results are obtained for V and 7.
15.2.2.2

0
V

7O-v

Nonisothermal

Operation

To characterize the performance of a PFR subject to an axial gradient in temperature,
the material and energy balances must be solved simultaneously. This may require numerical integration using a software package such as E-Z Solve. Example 15-4 illustrates the development of equations and the resulting profile for f, with respect to
position (x) for a constant-density reaction.

A liquid-phase reaction A + B + 2C is conducted in a nonisothermal multitubular PFR.
The reactor tubes (7 m long, 2 cm in diameter) are surrounded by a coolant which maintains
a constant wall temperature. The reaction is pseudo-first-order with respect to A, with
kA = 4.03 X lo5 e-5624’T s-l. Th e mass flow rate is constant at 0.06 kg s-l, the density
is constant at 1.025 g cme3, and the temperature at the inlet of the reactor (T,) is 350 K.
(a) Develop expressions for d&ldx and dTldx.
(b) Plot f*(x) profiles for the following wall temperatures (T,): 350 K, 365 K, 400 K,
and 425 K.
Data: CA0 = 0.50 mol L-‘; cp = 4.2 J gg’ K-‘; AHRA = -210 kJmol-‘; U =
1.59 kW mu2 K-‘.
SOLUTION
(a) The rate law is

(-TA) = kACA = kAc,t& - .fA)
where kA is given in Arrhenius form above. Substitution of equation (A) in the materialbalance equation 15.2-4, (-t-A) = (FA,lm-2)dfAldx,
results in (with R = 012 and
FAoICA~ = 40):
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Figure 15.5 Effect of wall temperature (Ts) on conversion in a nonisothermal PFR (Example 15-4)

(B)
Equation (B) gives the required expression for d fA/dx.
To develop an expression for dTldx, we use the energy balance of equation 15.2-9,
divided by dx, with (- Y,,J eliminated by equation (A), and d fAldx by equation (B), to
result in

v
0“Ok

where T, is the wall temperature. Note that dT/dx is implicitly related to df*/dx.

(b) The E-Z Solve software may be used to integrate numerically the differential equations (B) and (C) from x = 0 to x = 7 m, using the four wall temperatures specified (see
file exl5-4.msp). The resulting f*(x) profiles are illustrated in Figure 15.5. Note that as
the wall temperature (T,) is increased from 350 K to 425 K, the length of reactor required
to achieve a particular fractional conversion is reduced. For example, virtually 100% conversion is achieved within 4 m when T, is 425 K, but requires nearly 5 m when T, is
400 K.
15.2.2.3 PFR Performance in Relation to SFM

For the segregated-flow model (SFM), for the reaction A + . . . + products,
E(t)dt

(13.52)

For a PFR,
E(t) = qt - f) = DJ ; t = t
=O;t#f

(13.4-8)

From the discussion in Section 15.2.2.1 comparing the performance of a BR and a PFR

for a constant-density system, it follows that
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[$q,, = [?$q,

(15.2-18)

Furthermore, from equation 13.4-10, a property of the delta function may be written as

t2

It1

g(t)iS(t - f)dt = g(t), if ti 5 t 5

tz

(15.2-19)

If we substitute equations 13.4-8, and 15.2-18 and -19, with g(t) = [cA(t)IcAolPFR,
equation 13.5-2, we obtain

(1 -f&F = (f$, = /om[$]pFWW
= C*(f)

[ -1 = (1 - fA)PF
'Ao

into

(15.2-20)

PF

since 0 zz t 5 03. The implication of equation 15.2-20 is that the SFM applied to a PFR
gives the same result for the outlet concentration or fractional conversion as does integration of the material balance, equation 15.2-16, regardless of the kinetics of the
reaction. This result is not surprising when it is realized that plug flow, as occurs in a
PFR, is, in fact, segregated flow (in the axial direction): an element of fluid is a closed
system, not mixing with any other element of fluid. Equation 15.2-20 is illustrated more
specifically for particular kinetics in the following example.

Suppose the liquid-phase reaction A + products is second-order, with (-?-A) = kAcJ$,
and takes place in a PFR. Show that the SFM gives the same result for 1 - fA = cA/cAO
as does the integration of equation 15.2-16, the material balance.
SOLUTION
Integration of equation 15.2-16 with the rate law given results in (for a PFR)
1
1 + ktcAo

6%

where t is the residence time (the same result is obtained for a BR, for a constant-density
system).
Using the SFM, equation 13.5-2, with [cA(t)/cAolBR given by (A), and E(t) by equation 13.4-8, we obtain

which is the same result as in (A) from the material balance, since f is the same as the
residence time.
The same conclusion would be reached for any form of rate law introduced into equation 15.2-16 on the one hand, and into equation 13.5-2 on the other.
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152.3 Variable-Density System
When the density of the reacting system is not constant through a PFR, the general
forms of performance equations of Section 15.2.1 must be used. The effects of continuously varying density are usually significant only for a gas-phase reaction. Change in
density may result from any one, or a combination, of: change in total moles (of gas
flowing), change in T , and change in P . We illustrate these effects by examples in the
following sections.
15.2.3.1 Isothermal, Isobaric Operation

Consider the gas-phase decomposition of ethane (A) to ethylene at 750°C and 101 kPa
(assume both constant) in a PFR. If the reaction is first-order with kA = 0.534 se1 (Froment and Bischoff, 1990, p. 351), and r is 1 s, calculate fA. For comparison, repeat the
calculation on the assumption that density is constant. (In both cases, assume the reaction
is irreversible.)
SOLUTION

The reaction is C,H,(A) -+ C,H,(B) + H,(C). Since the rate law is

(-rA) = kACA = kAFAlq = kAF,&l - fA)h
equation 15.2-3 for the material balance is

As shown in Example 14-6, a stoichiometric table is used to relate q and q,,. The resulting
expression is
q =

(l +

.fAko

With this result, equation (A) becomes

The integral in this expression may be evaluated analytically with the substitution z =
1 - fA. The result is
- fA - 2 hl(l - fA) = kA7 = 0.534

m

Solution of equation (C) leads to
fA = 0.361

1
1

If the change in density is ignored, integration of equation 15.2-17, with (-rA) =
fA), leads to

kACA = kACAo( 1 -

i
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ln(1 - fA) = -kAT

03

from which
j-* = 0.414

v
07O-F

The assumption of constant density leads to a result 15% greater than that from equation (C). Desirable as this may be, it is an overestimate of the performance of the PFR
based on the other assumptions made.
This example can also be solved by numerical integration of equation (A) using the
E-Z Solve software (file exl5-6.msp). For variable density, equation (B) is used to substitute for q . For constant density, q = qo.
15.2.3.2 Nonisothermal, Isobaric Operation

A gas-phase reaction between butadiene (A) and ethene (B) is conducted in a PFR, producing cyclohexene (C). The feed contains equimolar amounts of each reactant at 525°C (T,)
and a total pressure of 101 kPa. The enthalpy of reaction is - 115 k.I (mol A)-‘, and the
reaction is first-order with respect to each reactant, with kA = 32,000 e-13,850’T m3 mol-’
S -l. Assuming the process is adiabatic and isobaric, determine the space time required for
25% conversion of butadiene.
Data: CPA = 150 J mol-’ K-l; C,, = 80 J mol-’ K-l; Cpc = 250 J mol-’ K-’
SOLUTION

The reaction is C,H,(A) + C2H4(B) + C6H10(C). Since the molar ratio of A to B in the
feed is 1: 1, and the ratio of the stoichiometric coefficients is also 1: 1, cA = cn throughout the reaction. Combining the material-balance equation (15.2-2) with the rate law, we
obtain

(4
Since kA depends on T, it remains inside the integral, and we must relate T to fA. Since
the density (and hence q) changes during the reaction (because of changes in temperature
and total moles), we relate q to fA and T with the aid of a stoichiometric table and the
ideal-gas equation of state.
Species Initial moles
A
I3

FAO
FAO

C

0

total

=A,

Change

Final moles

-.LAFAO

FAO(~ - fA>
FAO(~ - fA>
FAO~A)

-fAFh

~AFAO

Ft = FAO(:!

- fA>
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Since at any point in the reactor, q = F,RTIP,
the inlet flow rate q0 by

and the process is isobaric, 4 is related to

9
FAO@- fA)T
-=
40
2FAJO
That is,
q = q,(l - O.Sf,)T/T,

09

Substitution of equation (B) into (A) to eliminate q results in
(1 - o.5fA)2T2
k,(l - f*)2 dfA

(0

To relate fA and T, we require the energy balance (15.2-9). From this equation, for
adiabatic operation (the heat transfer term on right side vanishes),
r&dT = F,C,dT = (-AHRA)FAodfA

CD)

where C, is the molar heat capacity of the flowing steam, and
F&P

= FACPA

+ FE CPB + F&PC

= FA,(~ - .~AKPA
= FAO[(CPA

+FA,(~ - ~A)CPB +FA~~ACPC

+ c,,) + (c,, - CPA - CPB)fAl

(E)

Substituting equation (E) in (D), and integrating on the assumption that (-AH,,) is constant, we obtain
T = T, + (-AH,,)

I

fA

dfA

0

(F)

(CPA + cPB> + cc,, - cPA - CPB)fA

With numerical values inserted, this becomes
T = 798 + 115,000

fA

I0

d.fA

230 + 20f,

= 798 + q [h@% + 20

fA) - ln230]

= 798 + 5750[1n(230 + 20 fA) - 5.4381

((3

The value of r in equation (C) may now be determined by numerically (or graphically)
evaluating the right side, with T given by equation (G), and kA obtained from the given
Arrhenius equation at this T. For use in equation (C),
CA0

= FA,/q, = pJRT, = 0.5(101,000)/8.314(798)

= 7.6 mol me3

For numerical evaluation, we use the simple trapezoidal rule, and a stepwise procedure
similar to that in Example 12-5, which can be readily implemented by a spreadsheet program. For convenience, in equation (C), we let
G=&
Ao

o

(1 - o.?f~)~[T(fA>l~
k,(T)(l - fAj2

09
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Table 15.1 Results for Example 15-7
kd
m3 mol-’ s-l

G/
s

G*l
s

G*A~AI

fA

Tl
K

0.000
0.025
0.050
0.075
0.100
0.125
0.150
0.175
0.200
0.225
0.250

798.0
810.5
822.9
835.4
847.8
860.2
872.5
884.8
897.1
909.4
921.7

0.928
1.213
1.571
2.018
2.572
3.253
4.086
5.097
6.317
7.781
9.526

141.78
114.82
93.85
77.38
64.34
53.95
45.59
38.83
33.32
28.80
25.08

128.30
104.33
85.61
70.86
59.14
49.77
42.21
36.07
31.06
26.94

3.21
2.61
2.14
1.77
1.48
1.24
1.06
0.90
0.78
0.67

S

r = CG*AfA = 15.86s

so that
r =

I

GdfA = 2 G*A fA

where G* is the average of two consecutive values of G, and AfA is the increment in fA
over that interval, chosen in the calculation to be 0.025. The following algorithm is used:
(1) Choose a value of fA = 0.
(2) Calculate T from equation (G).
(3) Calculate k, from T and the Arrhenius equation given.

(4) Calculate G using equation (H).
(5) Repeat steps (1) to (4) for fA = 0.025,0.050,
(6) Calculate r from equation (I).
The results are given in Table
of butadiene.
The integrals in equations (C)
Solve software (file exl5-7.msp).
obtained using the trapezoidal

. . . ., 0.25 (that is, in steps of 0.025).

15.1. Thus, the space time is 15.9 s for 25% conversion
and (F) can also be evaluated numerically using the E-Z
The calculated value of r is 15.8 s, slightly less than that
approximation.

If simplifying conditions such as adiabatic behavior and temperature-independence
of (-AH& and C, are not valid, the material and energy balances may have to be
integrated numerically as a system of two coupled ordinary differential equations.
15.2.3.3 Nonisobaric Operation

The dehydrogenation of ethane (A) to ethene (B) is conducted in a 0.5-m3 PFR. The reaction is first-order with respect to A, with a rate constant of 15.2 rnin-’ at 725°C. The feed
contains pure ethane at 725°C 400 kPa, and a flow rate of 1 .O km01 mm’. Compare the
conversion predicted if isothermal, isobaric conditions are assumed with that if the pressure drop is accounted for with isothermal flow. The diameter of the reactor tube is 0.076
m, and the viscosity of the gas is 2.5 X low5 Pa s.
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SOLUTION
The reaction is A -+ B + H,. The reactor length corresponding to the reactor volume and
diameter specified is 110 m. The f*(x) and P(x) profiles can be determined by simultaneously integrating the material-balance equation (15.2-4) and the pressure-drop equation (15.2-11):

dfA _ rD2b-,d
-dx

where (-rA) = kA c A

=

kAFA/q =

(15.2-4)

@A,

kAFAo(l - fAh and

(15.2-11)
Assuming ideal-gas behavior, we can determine the volumetric flow rate (q) from
q = F,RTIP

where Ft = FAo( 1 - f’) (obtained from a stoichiometric table).
The linear velocity (u) can be determined from
u = 4qhD2

The friction factor,f,

can be estimated using equation 15.2-12:
f = 0.00140 + 0.125Re-0.32

(15.2-12)

The density may be evaluated from the ideal-gas equation:

0

v

Tow

15.3

p = (PIRT)M,,

where lMaV is the average molar mass of the gas mixture.
The E-Z Solve software can be used to integrate equations 15.2-4 and 15.2-11 numerically, while simultaneously updating q, U, p, Re, and f at each step (file exl5-8.msp).
The predicted conversion for isothermal, nonisobaric conditions is 0.247; the calculated
pressure drop is 114 kPa. If the pressure drop is ignored (i.e., P = 400 kPa throughout
the reactor), the resulting conversion is 0.274. Thus, for this case, it is important that the
pressure drop be accounted for.

RECYCLE OPERATION OF A PFR
In a chemical process, the use of recycle, that is, the return of a portion of an outlet
stream to an inlet to join with fresh feed, may have the following purposes: (1) to conserve feedstock when it is not completely converted to desired products, and/or (2)
to improve the performance of a piece of equipment such as a reactor. It is the latter
purpose that we consider here for a PFR (the former purpose usually involves a separation process downstream from a reactor). For a CSTR, solution of problem 14-26 shows
that recycling alone has no effect on its performance, and hence is not used. However,
it provides a clue as to the anticipated effect for a PFR. The recycle serves to backmix the product stream with the feed stream. The effect of backmixing is to make the
performance of a PFR become closer to that of a CSTR. The degree of backmixing, and
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hence the extent of the effect of recycling, is controlled by the recycle ratio, R , defined
in general by

R=

molar flow rate of A in recycle stream
molar flow rate of A in product stream
F A R
_ cA1qR _ qR
=----FA1

CAlql

(15.3-1)

41

= volumetric flow rate of recycle stream
volumetric flow rate of product stream
where subscript R refers to recycle and subscript 1 to the vessel outlet. Equation 15.3-1
is applicable to both constant-density and variable-density systems.
R may vary from 0 (no recycle) to a very large value (virtually complete recycle).
Thus, as shown quantitatively below, we expect that a recycle PFR may vary in performance between that of a PFR with no recycle and that of a CSTR (complete recycle),
depending on the value of R. The question may be raised as to situations in which a
recycle PFR may be used to advantage. These include cases with abnormal kinetics,
for reducing volume; with complex kinetics, for control of selectivity; and with strongly
exothermic reactions, for reducing the temperature gradient along the reactor and possibly avoiding “hot-spots” within it.

15.3.1 Constant-Density System
For a constant-density system, since q1 = qo, equation 15.3-1 may be written as:

R = qRb?o

(constant

density)

(15.3-2)

A recycle PFR, operating at steady-state for the reaction A + . . + products, is
shown schematically in Figure 15.6, together with associated streams and terminology.
At the split point S, the exit stream is divided into the recycle stream (flow rate Rq,)
and the product stream (flow rate q,), both at the exit concentration cAl. At the mixing
point M, the recycle stream joins the fresh feed stream (flow rate qo, concentration cAO)
to form the stream actually entering the reactor (flow rate (1 + R)q,, concentration caO).
The inlet concentration caO may be related to cAO, cAl, and R by a material balance for
A around M:

qoCAo + &L&Al = (1 + R)w;,

FAO
CAo

qo

r

’

40

C

M (l+R)q,
I

A

-

I

CA1

- CA+dCA

I

s

*

FAI
CA1

41’40

I

Figure 15.6 Flow diagram and terminology for recycle PFR (constant density)
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from which

CA0

=

cAo + RcAl

l+R

(15.3-3)

The volume of the recycle PFR may be obtained by a material balance for A around
the differential control volume dV. Equating molar flow input and output, we obtain

(1 + RhLFA

= (1 + R)q,(CA

+ dCA) + (-YA)dV

From this,

v/q,=T= -(l+R)

(15.3-4)
I

I

which is the analog of equation 15.2-17 for a PFR without recycle.
A graphical interpretation of equation 15.3-4 is shown in Figure 15.7, which is a plot
of reciprocal rate for normal kinetics (curve GE’) against concentration. In Figure 15.7,
the shaded area under the curve GE’ from CA,, to cAi, BFGA, represents the value of
the integral in equation 15.3-4 (the integral has a negative value). The space time, T, in
15.3-4 is equal to -(l + R) times the value of this integral, which is based on caO and
cAl. We can determine T in terms of CA,, and cAl, as shown in the following proof:
(1 + R)c~, = cAo + RCA,

(from 15.3-3)

= cAo + RCA, + RCA,, - RCA,
= (1 +R)cA~ +R(CAI -CAM)

Therefore,
CA0 -

40 - _ R l+R
CA0 - cAl

G&----------

_____,

(15.3-5)

p

1
(-$,)

0

CA1

CA0
'

CA0

Figure 15.7 Graphical interpretation of equation
15.3-4 for recycle PFR (constant density)
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The construction in Figure 15.7 uses this relation graphically. If the distance cA,, - CA1 is
represented by 1 + R, then, from equation 15.3-5, the distance CA0 - cXO is represented
by R, and ciO - CA1 by 1 (unity). cAO - CA1 is then (1 + R) times cXO - cAi. We can
therefore relate CA0 - CA1 and ciO - CA1 using rectangles of equal height, as shown in
Figure 15.7. We choose point D such that the rectangle DF’BA has the same area as
the shaded area. Consequently, based on equation 15.3-5, rectangular area DECA is
(I + R) times area DF’BA, since CA0 - cAl is (1 + R) times caO - cA1.
The two limiting cases of R -+ 0 and R -+ CC can be realized qualitatively from Figure 15.7. As R + 0, the point F + E’, and the area under the curve represents V/q,
for a PFR without recycle, as in equation 15.2-17 and Figure 15.4. As R + ~0, the point
F + G, and the rectangular area CE”GA represents V/q, for the recycle reactor, the
same as that for a CSTR operating at steady-state for the same conditions, as in equation 14.3-15 (with q = qo) and a graph corresponding to that in Figure 14.2.
An analytical proof of the first of these limiting cases follows directly from equations 15.3-3 and -4. As R + 0, caO + CA,,, and V/q, + that for a PFR without recycle.
An analytical proof of the second limiting case does not follow directly from these two
equations. As R 4 w, c&, + CA1 (from equation 15.3-3) and V/q, + -(w)(O) (from
equation 15.3-4), which is an “indeterminant” form. The latter can be evaluated with
the aid of L’HBpital’s Rule, but the proof is left to problem 15-18.
The treatment of a recy-cle PFR thus far, based on “normal” kinetics, does not reveal
any advantage relative to a PFR itself. In fact, there is a disadvantage for the size of
reactor, which is larger for any recycling, because of the backmixing effect: the rectangle
CEDA in Figure 15.7, for any possible position of the line ED, is greater than the area
CE’GA under the reciprocal-rate curve.
For “abnormal” kinetics, however, the situation is reversed, and allows the possibility of a smaller reactor. An example of “abnormal” kinetics, at least in part, is given
by autocatalysis (Section 8.3 and Figure 8.6). Figure 15.8 is a reciprocal-rate plot corresponding to the rate plot in Figure 8.6: the maximum in Figure 8.6 becomes a minimum
in Figure 15.8 (at H). The portion of the curve GE’ from H to E’ represents “abnormal”
kinetics, and that from G to H “normal” kinetics. The remainder of the graphical construction in Figure 15.8 corresponds to that in Figure 15.7 to show the effect of recycle
and interpretation of equation 15.3-4 in such a case. Since the rate law for the autocatalytic reaction A + . . . -+ B + . . . is, say, ( -rA) = kAcAcB, the finite location of the
point E’ implies a nonzero value for cnO (otherwise E’ -+ 00, and the area under the
curve GE’ is infinite).

1
(+A)

0

CA1

40

CA0

Figure 15.8 Graphical interpretation of equation
15 3-4 for recycle PFR for autocatalytic reaction

eid
(cdnstant

density)
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As in Figure 15.7, the area CEDA in Figure 15.8 represents 7 for a PFR with recycle
ratio R . It varies in a complex manner from that for a PFR without recycle (represented
by the area under the curve GE’) to that for a CSTR (rectangular area CE”GA). Because of the shape of the curve GE’, the question arises as to whether there is an optimal
value of R for which r is a minimum, and, if so, how this minimum compares with r for
a PFR without recycle. This is explored in Example 15-9 and illustrated numerically in
Example 15-10.

(a) For the liquid-phase autocatalytic reaction A + . . . + B + . . . taking place isothermally at steady-state in a recycle PFR, derive an expression for the optimal value
of the recycle ratio, Rapt, that minimizes the volume or space time of the reactor.
The rate law is (-rA) = kAcAcn.
(b) Express the minimum volume or space time of the reactor in terms of Rapt.
SOLUTION
(a) With cAO > cnO, cn = CA0 - cA, and the rate law becomes

(-rA) = kAcA(cAo - CA)
From the material-balance equation 15.3-4, on substitution for (-YA) from (A),
cAl
V
dCA
- = T = -(l + R)
I ci,, kAcA(cA~ - CA)
40

= ~ln(cAO~A~l)

@V

on substitution for caO from equation 15.3-3. Equation (B) gives V(R)Iq, or T(R) as a
function of R for fixed CA0 and CAt, and the given rate law. To obtain Ropr for minimum
V/q,, or r, we set dr(R)/dR = 0. This leads to a transcendental, implicit equation for Rapt:

(15.3-6)

(b) To obtain an expression for the minimum volume or space time, we combine equations (B) and 15.3-6 to obtain

Vmin _
- 7min =

90

(1 + RqJ2
kARopt(CAo

+ RoptCAl)

(15.3-7)
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A liquid-phase autocatalytic irreversible reaction, A + B + . . . ., is to be carried out
isothermally in a continuous flow reactor. The fractional conversion of A (fA) is to be
90%, the feed rate (qO) is 0.5 L s-l, and the feed concentration (c,,) is 1.5 mol L-‘.
The rate law is (-Y*) = kAcAcB, with kA = 0.002 L mol-’ s-l. There is no B in the
feed.
(a) What is the volume (V/L) required for a CSTR?
(b) What is the volume required for a PFR?
(c) What is the minimum volume required for a PFR with recycle?
SOLUTION
(a) From the material-balance equation (14.3-5),
v = FAofA
- =
(- rA)

for a CSTR,

qocAo(cAo - cA)

CAL.

cAokAcA(cAo - cA)

0.5
= 0.002(1.5)0.1

kACA

= 167OL

(Here, CA = CA1 = CA,(~ - fA), and cn = CA,, - CA.)
This steady-state analysis to obtain V is slightly misleading. According to the rate law,
for any reaction to occur, there must be some B present “initially.” This can be accomplished by a one-time addition of B to the reactor, sufficient to make cn in the reactor
initially equal to the steady-state value of cn = CA0 - CA = 1.35 mol L-l. Subsequently,
backmixing within the reactor maintains the steady-state value of cn.
(b) From the material-balance equation for a PFR (15.2- 17) and the rate law,
v = -q.

I

CA1

CAo

dCA
kAcA(cAo - cA)

=40
kACAo

‘Ao(~AcJ

- cAl)

cA1(cAo - cAo)

1

--,

co

(The integral can be evaluated by means of the substitution CA = l/x.) That is, with no B
in the feed, the reaction doesn’t get started in a PFR. The volume becomes finite if cnO # 0,
but this value must be maintained in the feed in steady-state operation. For example, if
CBO = 0.01 mol L-l, V = 1195 L; if cnO = 0.05, V = 909L; and if cBO = 0.11, V =
760 L, the value obtained in part (c), below.
(c) For the minimum volume of a recycle PFR, we first determine the value of Rapt from
equation 15.3-6. With numerical values inserted for CA, and CA,, this becomes
1 + Rapt
R,,t(l + 0. W,,,)

from which, R,, = 0.43. This leads to the value of Vmin = 760 L, from equation 15.3-7.
As in the case of the CSTR in part (a), there must be a one-time addition of B so that
reaction can proceed. In this case, it can be accomplished by addition of B to the feed (at
point M, say, in Figure 15.6), so that ciO is initially equal to the steady-state value of 1.094
mol L-’ (from equation 15.3-3).
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For an autocatalytic reaction, Example 15-10 shows that a recycle PFR operating
with an optimal value of R requires the smallest volume for the three reactor possibilities posed. (In the case of a PFR without recycle, the size disadvantage can be
offset at the expense of maintaining a sufficient value of cu. (in the feed), but this introduces an alternative disadvantage.) A fourth possibility exists for an even smaller
volume. This can be realized from Figure 15.8 (although not shown explicitly), if the
favorable characteristics of both “normal” and “abnormal” kinetics are used to advantage. Since this involves a combination of reactor types, we defer consideration to
Chapter 17.

15.3.2 Variable-Density System
In this section, we develop the design equation for a recycle reactor in which the density of the reacting system varies. This is a generalization of the development of equation 15.3-4 for a constant-density system, which is thus included as a special case. In
the general case, it is convenient to use molar flow rates and fractional conversion (for
the reaction A + . . . + products taking place in a recycle PFR). The flow diagram and
terminology corresponding to Figure 15.6 are shown schematically in Figure 15.9.
From a material balance for A around the mixing point M, the molar flow rate of A
entering the reactor is
F’A0 = FAo + RFAl

Although the fractional conversion in the fresh feed (f&) is indicated to be zero, the
fractional conversion in the stream actually entering the reactor (f;,) is not zero, since
this stream is a combination of fresh feed and the recycled stream (conversion fAi). At
the exit from the system at S, or at the exit from the reactor,
fA1

=

FAO - FA1 _
- (l+ R)FAo - (l+ R)FAl
FAO
@+ R)FAo
= (1 +RP'A,

-FAl

(l+ R)FAo

where FL1 = (1 + R)FA1.
Correspondingly, at the inlet of the reactor
y = t1 +
A0

R)FAo -CL _ (1 + W'A~ - (FAN + RFA~)
(~+R)FA,

-

R
FAo-FAl
=-

l+R

FAo

tl+ R)FAo
_ R
- l+RfAl

F/m = RFnl; f,C,l; @

Figure 15.9 Flow diagram and terminology for recycle PFR (constant or variable
density)

(15.3-9)
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and at any point in the reactor,
f = (I+ R)FA~ -FA
A
(1 +R)FA,

(15.3-10)

where FA is the molar flow rate of A at that point.
The volume of the recycle PFR may be obtained by a material balance for A around
the differential control volume dV. Equating molar flow input and output, for steadystate operation, we have
FA = FA + dF, + (-rA)dV
= = (1 +
dV = -(-rA)

from equation 15.3-10. Therefore,

V = (1 + R)FA,

(15.3-11)

where fA,, is given by equation (15.3-9).
The limiting cases for equation 15.3-11 are as discussed in Section 25.3.1 for constant
density. That is, as R --, 0, V is that for a PFR without recycle; as R -+ CQ, V is that for
a CSTR (see problem 15-18 relating to an analytical proof of the latter). A graphical
construction similar to that in Figure 15.8, but in which l/( -rA) is plotted against fA, can
be used to interpret equation 15.3-11 in a manner analogous to that of equation 15.3-4
for constant-density.

15.4

COMBINATIONS OF PFRs:

CONFIGURATIONAL EFFECTS

A PFR may take various configurational forms, as indicated in Figure 15.1. The design
or performance equation, 15.2-2 or its equivalent, provides a volume, V, which must
then be interpreted geometrically for the purpose of fabrication. Thus, for cylindrical
shape, the most common, it must be converted to a diameter (D) and length (L):

(15.4-1)
The LID ratio may vary from very large (L/D >> l), as in an ethane “cracker,” which
may consist of a very long length (i.e., many lengths connected in series) of 4-in pipe,
to very small (L/D GZ l), as in a sulfur dioxide converter in a large-scale sulfuric acid
plant, which may consist of three or four shallow beds of catalyst in series in a largediameter vessel (Figure 1.4). These situations correspond to those shown schematically
in Figures 15.l(a) and (b), respectively. The parallel-tube arrangement shown in Figure 15.l(c), whether the tubes are packed or not, is also usually one with a relatively
large L/D ratio; it facilitates heat transfer, for control of temperature, and is essentially
a shell-and-tube heat exchanger in which reaction takes place either inside or outside
the tubes.
The volume V calculated by means of equation 15.2-2 may be arranged into any L/D
ratio and any series or parallel arrangement, provided:
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(1) The resulting flow remains PF (to be consistent with the model on which the
calculation of V is based).
(2) In a series arrangement, all changes in properties are taken into account, such as
adjustment of T (without reaction) by a heat exchanger between stages (lengths).
Such adjustment is more common for solid-catalyzed reactions than for homogeneous gas-phase reactions.
(3) In a parallel arrangement, streams which join at any point, most commonly at
the outlet, have the same properties (e.g., composition and temperature).
For point (l), the value of Re (= DGIp, where G is the mass rate of flow per unit
area, h/A,, and p is viscosity) may sometimes be used as a guide. For cylindrical geometry,
Re = (4rizh~p)D-~

(15.4-2)

= (2&p p v”2)j9”

(15.4-3)

= (~D~/~v)(L/D)

(15.4-4)

Equation 15.4-2 states that, for given ti and p, Re m D-l; 15.4-3 states that, for given
riz, p, and V , Re CC L112* , and 15.4-4 states that, for given riz, p, V, and D , Re 0~ L/D. This
last may be used to determine the minimum ratio, (L/D),in, based on Remin for PF in
an empty vessel, as illustrated in the next example. Equation 15.4-3 is more useful for
a packed vessel (Chapter 21).

Devise a procedure for determining L and D for PF in an empty cylindrical vessel with a
specified value of V.

SOLUTION
A stringent requirement for PF, nearly in accordance with fluid mechanics, is that it be
fully developed turbulent flow. For this, there is a minimum value of Re that depends on
D and on E, surface roughness:
Remin = g(Re, E/D)

(15.4-5)

A graphical correlation for this, based on the friction factor, is given by Perry et al. (1984,
p. 5-24), together with values of E. This can be used in conjunction with equation 15.4-2
to determine D, and hence L, by means of the following algorithm:
[l] Choose a value of D.

[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]

Calculate Re from equation 15.4-2 (riz and ,u assumed given).
Compare Re with Remin from 15.4-5.
Repeat steps [l] to [3] until Re 2 Re,,,; D is then known.
Calculate value of L from 15.4-1 and known V.

This procedure based on the friction factor chart is too stringent for large-diameter vessels, which behave nearly like smooth pipe, requiring inordinately large values of Re.
For illustration of a series arrangement, point (2) above, the division of a (total) volume (V) into three parts (VI + V2 + V, = V) in three different situations is shown in

15.5 Problems for Chapter 15
FAO
fAo
TO
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FA
fA

T

(a)

fA3 =fA

(b)

fAS#fA

Figure 15.10 Comparison of PFR and various series arrangements (see text)

Figure 15.10. Figure lHO(a) represents the total volume as one PFR, with reaction
taking place leading to a particular fractional conversion at the outlet. Figure 15.10(b)
represents the same total volume divided into three parts, not necessarily equal, in series. Since the mere division of V into three parts does not alter the operating conditions
from point to point, the two configurations are equivalent, and lead to the same final
conversion. That is, from equation 15.2-2,
V
-=

FAO

fA -=
dfA

I f&z (-‘A)

fA1

d fA +

IfA,, (-IA)

fAz dfA +
I fAl

(-IA)

d fA _ VI + vz + v,

- -

FAO

as stipulated, if fAs = fA. Figure 15.1O(c) represents the same division, but with heat
exchangers added between stages for adjustment of T. Since the T profile is not the
same as in (a), the performance is not the same (fA3 # fA). Similarly, Figure 15.10(d)
represents the same division, but with separation units added between stages to remove
a rate-inhibiting product. Since the concentration profiles are not the same as in (a), the
performance iS not the Same ( fA3 # fA).
For a parallel arrangement, point (3) above, as illustrated in Figure 15.l(c), similar
arguments can be used to show that if the space time and operating conditions (T, P,
etc.) are the same for each tube, then each exhibits the same performance, and the total
volume is the same as if no division took place (although the latter may be impracticable
from a heat transfer point of view). In this case, it is also important to show that the
division of the throughput (FAo) so that r is the same in each tube leads to the most

efficient operation (highest conversion for given total volume and throughput). This
is considered further in Chapter 17, in connection with the similar case of CSTRs in
parallel.

15.5

PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 15
15-1 A liquid-phase substitution reaction between aniline (A) and 2-chloroquinoxaline
(B), A +
B -+ products, is conducted in an isothermal, isobaric PPR. The reaction is first-order with
respect to each reactant, with kA = 4.0 x 10m5 L mol-’ s-r at 25°C (Patel, 1992). Determine
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0

v

7O-v

0
v

7O-v

0
V

“Oe

the reactor volume required for 80% conversion of aniline, if the initial concentration of each
reactant is 0.075 mol L-l, and the feed rate is 1.75 L mm’.
15-2 A first-order liquid-phase reaction (A + P) is conducted isothermally in a 2.0-m3 PFR. The
volumetric flow rate is 0.05 m3 min-‘, and kA = 0.02 min-‘.
(a) Determine the steady-state fractional conversion obtained using this reactor.
(b) Determine the volume of a CSTR which gives the same conversion.
(c) Determine the time required to reach steady-state in the PFR, if the reactor initially
contains no A. Hint: To do this, you can either solve the partial differential equation with
respect to t and V, or assume that a PFR is equivalent to 30 CSTRs arranged in series,
and solve the resulting system of ordinary differential equations using E-Z Solve.
15-3 (a) The rate of the liquid-phase reaction A --) B + . . . is given by (-r~) = kAc*cs. Data
obtained from the steady-state operation of a small-scale (50-liter) CSTR are to be used to
determine the size of a commercial-scale recycle PFR operating isothermally at the same
T as in the CSTR. The feed composition is the same for both reactors and C.&o > cao.
The throughput (qO) for the recycle PFR is 100 times that for the CSTR. If the fractional
conversion (fA) obtained in the CSTR is 0.75, what size (m3) of recycle PFR is required
to obtain the same conversion with a recycle ratio (R) of 2?
(b) What is the optimal value of R to minimize the volume in (a), and what is the minimum
volume?
15-4 (a) Verify the values of V calculated in Example 15-lo(b) for cnO = 0.01, 0.05, and 0.11
mol L-l.
(b) For the reactor size calculated in part (c) of Example 15-10, what final conversion (fA)
is obtained, if the steady-state feed rate (qo) is increased to 0.9 L s-‘? No other changes
are made.
15-5 Ethyl acetate (A) reacts with OH- (B) to produce ethanol and acetate ion. The reaction is
first-order with respect to each reactant, with kA = 0.10 L mole1 s-l at 298 K (Streitwieser
and Heathcock, 1981, p. 59). Determine the reactor volume for fA = 0.90, given that q0 is
75 L mm’, CA0 is 0.050 mol L-l, and c&, is 0.10 mol L-l. Assume isothermal, isobaric
conditions.
15-6 The decomposition of dimethyl ether (CH&O (E), to Cb, Hz and CO is a first-order irreversible reaction, and the rate constant at 504°C is kE = 4.30 X 10e4 s-l. What volume would be required for a PFR to achieve 60% decomposition of the ether, if it enters
at 0.1 mol s-l at 504°C and 1 bar, and the reactor operates at constant temperature and
pressure?
15-7 A steady stream of SOQ is passed through a tube 2 cm in diameter and 1 meter long.
Decomposition into SO2 and Cl2 occurs, and the temperature is maintained at 593 K, at
which value the rate constant for the decomposition is 2.20 X 10m5 s-l. Calculate the partial
pressure of Cl?; in the exit gas, if the total pressure is constant at 1 bar, and the feed rate of
SO&12 is 1 L mini measured at 0°C and 1 bar.
15-8 (a) Estimate the volume of a plug-flow reactor (in m3) required for production of ethylene
from ethane (A) based on the following data and assumptions:
(1) The feed is pure ethane at 1 kg s-l, 1000 K and 2 bar.
(2) The reaction is first-order and irreversible at low conversion, with rate constant kA =
0.254 s-* at 1000 K.
(3) The reactor is operated isothermally and isobarically.
(4) Conversion of ethane is 20% at the outlet.
(b) If 4” schedule-40 pipe is used (0.102 m I.D.), calculate the length required (m).
(c) Comment on the most important assumptions which represent oversimplifications.
15-9 The oxidation of NO to NO2 is an important step in the manufacture of nitric acid. The
reaction is third-order, (-ho) = kN&&col, and kN0 is 1.4 X lo4 m6 kmol12 s-l at 20°C.
(a) Calculate the volume of a plug-flow reactor (which might actually be the lower part
of the absorber) for 90% conversion of NO in a feed stream containing 11 mol % NO,
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8% 02, and 81% N2. The reactor is to operate at 20°C and 6 bar, and the feed rate is
2000 m3 h-’ at these conditions. (cf. Denbigh and Turner, 1984, pp. 57-61.)
( b ) If the reaction were adiabatic instead of isothermal, would the volume required be greater
or less than in (a)? Explain briefly without further calculations.
A gas-phase reaction A * R + T is carried out in an isothermal PFR. Pure A is fed to the
reactor at a rate of 1 L s-t, and the reactor pressure is constant at 150 kPa. The rate law
is given by (-IA) = k*ci, where kA = 1.25 L2 mol12 s-l. Determine the reactor volume
required for 50% conversion of A, given that CA0 = 0.050 mol L-l.
Consider the following gas-phase reaction that occurs at 350 K and a constant pressure of 200
kPa (Lynch, 1986): A + B + C, for which the rate law is (-IA) = 0.253c~/(l + 0.429c,#,
where (- TA) has units of mol mm3 s-l ; CA has units of mol rnm3. Pure A is fed to a reactor at
a rate of 8 mol s-l. The desired fractional conversion, f~, is 0.99. A recycle PFR is proposed
for the reaction. When the recycle ratio, R, is zero, the recycle reactor is equivalent to a PFR.
As R approaches infinity, the system is equivalent to a CSTR. However, it is generally stated
that the recycle reactor behavior is close to that of a CSTR once R reaches approximately 10
to 20. Furthermore, it is often stated that, for an equivalent fractional conversion, the volume
of a PFR is less than that of a CSTR. Check the generality of these statements by
(a) determining the volume of a PFR needed for 99% conversion;
(b) determining the volume of a CSTR needed for 99% conversion;
(c) determining the volume of a recycle PFR required for 99% conversion, if R = 0, 1, 10,
20, and 500.
(d) Comment on your findings.
Note: The equations used may be integrated numerically (using E-Z Solve) or analytically.
For an analytical solution, use the substitution Z = (1 - f~)l( 1 + f~).
An isothermal PFR is used for the gas-phase reaction A -+ 2B + C. The feed, flowing at 2.0
L s-l, contains 50 mol% A and 50 mol% inert species. The rate is first-order with respect to
A; the rate constant is 2.0 s-l.
(a) Determine the reactor volume required for 80% conversion of A.
(b) What is the volumetric flow rate at the exit of the reactor, if f~ = 0.8?
(c) What volume of CSTR would be needed to achieve the same conversion? Assume idealgas behavior and negligible pressure drop.
An exothermic first-order liquid-phase reaction A + R is conducted in a PFR. Determine
the volume required for 90% conversion of A, if the process is adiabatic.
Data:

70O-vT
0

V
7O-v
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CpA = 143.75 J mol-’ K-l
CpR = 264.1 J mol-’ K-’
CA0 = 2.5 mol L-’
kA = 2.1 X lO’exp(-6500/T)min-’

9.

= 360 L h-’
iHR~ = - 19000 J mall’
p = 0.85 g cmm3
To = 325 K

15-14 Calculate the space time (r/set) required for a PFR for the steady-state production of vinyl
chloride from chlorine (A) and ethylene (B) according to Cl2 +CzH4 -+ C2H3Cl+ HCl. Base
the calculation on the following: molar feed ratio, FBJFA, = 20; To = 593 K; adiabatic
operation; AH, = -96,000 J (mol Cl&l (assume constant); Cp (flowing stream) = 70 J
mol-’ K-l (assume constant); P = 1 bar (assume constant); fA (at outlet) = 0.6. Assume
the reaction is pseudo-first-order with respect to Cl2 (C2l& in great excess), with the following values of the rate constant (Subbotin et al., 1966):
T/K
k&l

593
2.23

613
6.73

633
14.3

653
32.6

15-15 A first-order gas-phase reaction, A + C, is conducted in a nonisothermal PFR, operating
isobarically. Equimolar amounts of A and an inert species are fed to the reactor at a total
rate of 8 L mm’, with CA0 = 0.25 mol L-l. Determine the residence time required for 50%
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conversion of A, if operation is (a) adiabatic; and (b) nonadiabatic, using the following data:

v
07O-v

kA = 1.3 X 10” e-(10550’r) s-t, with T in Kelvins
To = 100°C
AHRA = -15.5 kJ mol-’
U = 100 W mm2 K-l
dt = 2cm
CP = 37.0 J mol-’ K-’
TS = 80°C
15-16 A gas-phase reaction A + B -+ 2C is conducted at steady-state in a PFR. The reaction is

first-order with respect to both A and B. The reactor, constructed of stainless steel with a
surface roughness (E) of 0.0018 inches, has a diameter of 1.5 cm, and a length of 10 m. The
feed contains 60 mol% A and 40 mol% B. The following data also apply:
CPA = 0.85 Jg-’ K-’
CPB = 0.95 J g-’ K-’
cpc = 1.0 J g-’ K-’
q. = 5.5 L s-i
To = 410K
P, = 0.800 MPa

p = 0.022 cp (assume constant)
MA = 28 g mol-’
hfB = 32 g mol-’
MC = 30 g mol-’

kA = lo6 exp (-49OO/T)

L mol-’ s-l

AHRB = -ll.OkJmol-’

A process fluid is available to cool the reactor. If it is used, the wall temperature of the reactor
is constant at 4 10 K, and the overall heat transfer coefficient (U) is 125 W rnT2 K-l.
(a) Determine fn if the reactor is assumed to operate isothermally and isobarically.
(b) Repeat part (a), but allow for pressure drop. (Assume the Reynolds number Re is constant and is based upon qo.)
(c) Repeat part (b), but allow for nonisothermal behavior, assuming the process is adiabatic.
(d) Repeat part (c), but use the given heat transfer information to include e.
(To check the assumption in (b), how much does Re change from inlet to outlet of the reactor?)
15-17 For a certain homogeneous, gas-phase reaction taking place in a PFR, suppose it has been
determined that a reactor of volume 0.5 m3 is required for a particular conversion. Suggest
suitable dimensions (length and diameter in m) for the reactor, and hence a reactor configuration, if the flow rate is 0.16 kg s-l of material with a viscosity of 2 X 10m5 kg m-l s-l,
and if Re must be at least 100,000. Assume steady-state, isothermal, isobaric operation.
15-18 The volume of a recycle PFR (V) for steady-state, isothermal operation involving a constantdensity system is given by equation 15.3-4, and is a function of the recycle ratio R for given
operating conditions (cAO, cA1, so). Show that, as R -+ ~0, V becomes equal to the volume
of a CSTR operating at the same conditions, as given by equation 14.3-15 (with CA = cAt,
q = qo, and (- TA) the rate at Cal). It is convenient to let m = l/R, and transform the indeterminant form to O/O. This can be evaluated by means of L’Hopital’s Rule. This involves,
in this case, differentiating under the integral sign. Here, if the integral in equation 15.3-4
is represented by u(m) = j&, v(cA)dcA, then du(m)/dm = -v[a(m)]da(m)/dm. Note that
it is unnecessary to introduce a particular form of rate law for (- rA), and hence the result is
independent of the kinetics of the reaction.

Chapter

16
Laminar Flow Reactors
(LFR)
In a laminar flow reactor (LFR), we assume that one-dimensional laminar flow (LF)
prevails; there is no mixing in the (axial) direction of flow (a characteristic of tubular
flow) and also no mixing in the radial direction in a cylindrical vessel. We assume LF
exists between the inlet and outlet of such a vessel, which is otherwise a “closed” vessel
(Section 13.2.4). These and other features of LF are described in Section 2.5, and illustrated in Figure 2.5. The residence-time distribution functions E(B) and F(B) for LF are
derived in Section 13.4.3, and the results are summarized in Table 13.2.
Laminar flow in a cylindrical tube is characterized by a parabolic velocity profile or
distribution:

(2.51)

u(r) = U,[l - (r/R)21

where u(r) is the velocity of an element of fluid (a cylindrical shell of radius r and thickness dr in a tube of radius R-see Figure 2.5) and U, is the velocity at the center of the
tube (I = 0), the maximum velocity. The mean velocity, ii, of all elements of fluid is
given by the ratio of the total volumetric flow, 4, to the cross-sectional area of flow, A,:
q
joR2~r~(r)dr
ii=-=
?TR2
4

u
z-2
2

(2.52)

on introduction of equation 2.5-1.
To simplify the treatment for an LFR in this chapter, we consider only isothermal, steady-state operation for cylindrical geometry, and for a simple system (A --,
products) at constant density. After considering uses of an LFR, we develop the
material-balance (or continuity) equation for any kinetics, and then apply it to particular cases of power-law kinetics. Finally, we examine the results in relation to the
segregated-flow model (SFM) developed in Chapter 13.

16.1

USES OF AN LFR
In the case of an LFR, it is important to distinguish between its use as a model and its
occurrence in any actual case. As a model, the LFR can be treated exactly as far as the
consequences for performance are concerned, but there are not many cases in which the
model serves as a close approximation. In contrast, the CSTR and PFR models serve
as useful and close approximations in many actual situations.
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Since laminar flow itself occurs at low values of Re( = Duplp), the most likely situations are those characterized by low velocity (u) or high viscosity (p), such as those
involving the slow flow of polymers in extrusion reactors, or of blood in certain organs in
animals. Even if not a close approximation in some cases, the predictable performance
of an LFR may serve as a limiting model for actual performance.

16.2
16.2.1

DESIGN EQUATIONS FOR AN LFR
General Considerations and Material Balance
The process design of an LFR, like that of other types of reactors, may involve, for a
specified throughput (q,, or FAO), calculation of the fractional conversion (fA) achieved
at the outlet of a vessel of given size, or the size of vessel required for a specified fA.
In comparison with a PFR, the situation for an LFR is complicated by the fact that the
radial parabolic velocity distribution at any axial position implies that the fluid characteristics, such as fA (or cA) and (-IA), depend on radial position (r) as well as on axial
position (x). The material balance must take this into account. Laminar flow itself may
be considered as flow of fluid through a series of concentric shells, each of radius r
and thickness dr , and moving with velocity u(r), as indicated for one such shell in Figure 16.1. Since there is no axial or radial mixing of fluid elements, the material in each
cylindrical shell moves as through an independent PFR. Thus, we may develop the material balance in a similar manner to that in Chapter 15, always remembering, however,
that the result expresses the situation at a particular radial position. Thus, consider the
control volume as the “doughnut’‘-shaped volume dV(r) = (2rrdr)dx shown shaded
in Figure 16.1. Let the (constant) volumetric flow rate through the control volume be
dq. Then
rate of input of A by flow = cAdq = cA2mdru(r)
rate of output of A by flow = (cA + dc*)dq = (cA + dcA)2rrdru(r)
rate of disappearance of A by reaction = (-r*)dV(r) = ( -rA)2mdrdx
The material balance at steady-state is, on cancellation of 2mdr,
cAu(r) - (cA + dc,)u(r) - (-r*)dx = 0

which may be written as

u(r)% + (-rA) = 0

(at r)

u(r)

Figure 16.1 Schematic diagram of a laminar flow reactor

(16.2-1)

I
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or, since dx = u(r)dt,

dCA
dt + (-rA) = 0

(at r>

These equations are similar to the material-balance equations for a PFR, except that
(for the LFR) they apply at a radial position r and not across the entire cross-section.
The partial derivative is required because of this.
Each of equations 16.2-1 and -2 may be interpreted to define ( -rA) at a point with respect to both radial and axial position. The average rate, (-TA), over the entire circular
cross-section at a particular axial position is determined by integration as:
(-F*) = k lR[--r*(r)]dr

=

(16.2-3)

0

16.2.2

Fractional Conversion and Concentration (Profiles)
Since the material-balance equations, 16.2-1 and -2, derived above refer to a particular
radial position, we must integrate radially to obtain an average concentration CA at
any axial position X, including at the outlet, where x = L. The latter is the observed
outlet concentration that corresponds to the outlet fractional conversion. We develop
the expression in terms of cA.
At any position X, the rate of flow of A in terms of total and average quantities is
FA = qocA = n-R2iicA

On integrating over the entire cross-section, we obtain for the rate of flow of A:
FA =

I

R

u(r)cA(r)2m-dr

0

From these two expressions, at any axial point x ,
2

R

'A = s

u(r)cA(r)rdr

I0

To obtain the concentration profile c*(x) as well as the outlet concentration c*(L),
we express equation 16.2-4 in terms of t rather than r . To achieve this, we use equations
2.5-1 and -2 to eliminate u(r) and ii, respectively, together with
t(x, r) = x/u(r)

(16.2-5)

f(x) = x/ii

(16.2-6)

and

where f(x) is the mean residence time to the point at x . At the outlet, these equations
become
t(r) = L/u(r)

(16.2-7)
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and
i =

L/ii

(16.2-8)

where tis the mean residence time in the vessel. We proceed by developing the concentration profile c*(x), which can be readily interpreted to obtain cA and fA at the outlet.
From equations 16.2-5 and -6,
u(r)lii = i(x)lt(x, r)

(16.2-9)

From this equation and equations 2.5-1 and -2, on elimination of u,, u(r) and ii, we
obtain

On differentiation at fixed x , and letting t stand for t(x, r), we have
i(x) = -fdr
-pdt

or
2rdrlR2 = i(x)dtlZ?

(16.2-10)

Substitution of equations 16.2-9 and -10 in equation 16.2-4, and change of limits as follows:
when
when

r = 0,
r = R,

t = f(x)/2
t=m

results in
CA(t$

(16.2-11)

The interpretation of CA(t) comes from the realization that each cylindrical shell passes
through the vessel as an independent batch. Thus, CA(t) is obtained by integration of
the material balance for a batch reactor (BR). Accordingly, we may rewrite equation
16.2-11, in terms of either CA(x) or f*(x), as

(16.2-12)

At the outlet of the reactor, this becomes

“0O-vv

(16.2-13)

Using the E-Z Solve software, we may integrate equation 16.2-12 to develop the axial
profile for CA or fA; equation 16.2-13 gives the value of the final (exit) point on this
profile.
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16.2.3

Size of Reactor
The size of an LFR for a specified fA or CA at the outlet is defined by the length L for
a specified radius R (the latter may be used as a parameter, but values chosen must be
consistent with the assumption of laminar flow). If the throughput q. and R are given,
one way to establish L is to use equation 16.2-12 to develop the fA(x) or CA(x) profile.
For this purpose,
i(x) = x/ii

(16.2-6)

and
ii = q,hR2
so that
i(x) = n-R2xlq,

(16.2-14)

L is the value of x for which fA(x) or CA(x) is the specified outlet value.

16.2.4

Results for Specific Rate Laws
In this section, we use two examples to illustrate the application of equations 16.2-12
and -13 to determine cA or fA for specified power-law forms of the rate law, (-rA) =
kACL.

Derive an equation for calculating the outlet cA or fA for a zero-order reaction, if the inlet
concentration IS cAO, and the mean residence time is t.

SOLUTION
For use in equation 16.2-13, we must first obtain [cA(~)IcAJBR. From the integration of
the material balance for constant density in a BR, equation 3.4-9, with it = 0,

c,[-I
ct>

(16.2-15)

cAo B R

We note that there is a restriction on the value oft; since c,(t) L 0,
t 5 Cj,,/k,

(BR, n = 0)

With equations 16.2- 15 and - 16 incorporated, equation 16.2- 13 becomes

(16.2-16)
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(The second integral vanishes because of equations 16.2-15 and - 16.) Thus,
= 1 - il4*o + il4&)/4

(16.2-17)

where MA,, = kt;lC,,, the dimensionless reaction number for a zero-order reaction, from
equation 4.3-4.
Equation 16.2-17 applies only for fA 5 1. This is the case for 0 5 k!Ao I: 2. For
MAa 2 2, fA = 1. Thus, from equation 16.2-17:
LFR, n = 0
fA = MAo( 1 - M,,/4) ; 0 5 MA,-, 5 2
fA = 1
; MAO 2 2

1
(16.2.18)

Repeat Example 16- 1 for a first-order reaction.
SOLUTION
For a first-order reaction,
(3.4-10)
(There is no restriction on the value oft in this case.)
Substitution of equation 3.4- 10 in equation 16.2- 13 results in

v
0

Tow

f2

1-fA=z=y

(LFR,n=l)

(16.2-19)

This integral is related to the exponential integral (see Table 14.1). It cannot be solved in
closed analytical form, but it can be evaluated numerically using the E-Z Solve software;
the upper limit may be set equal to lot.

A first-order, liquid-phase reaction, A + products, is to be conducted in a tubular reactor
to achieve 75% conversion of A (fA>. The feed rate (Q is 7.5 X 1O-3 m3 h-’ of pure
A, and the rate constant (kA) is 0.15 h-l. For a reactor diameter of 0.05 m, determine the
length of reactor (L/m) required, if the flow is (a) LF, and (b) PF.
SOLUTION
(a) Equation 16.2-19 may be used to generate the profile of fA versus x (distance from
inlet):

fA(x) = 1 - q/W f$?&
i(x)/2

(16.2-19)
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Figure 16.2 Determining reactor size for Example 16-3

with f(x) related to x by equation 16.2-14:

0

v

“O-v

f(x) = n-R2xlq,

(16.2-14)

For the purpose of numerical integration using E-Z Solve (file ex16.3-msp), the upper limit
in the integral is assumed to be 10 i(x).
The profile of fA versus x is shown in Figure 16.2. For fA = 0.75, the reactor length is
L = 46 m.
(b) For PF, we model the reactor as a PFR. We first use the design equation 15.2-1, to-

gether with the rate law, to calculate the residence time t; and then use equation 16.2-14
to calculate the reactor length (L). Thus,
FAodfAldV

= (-t-J = kAcA = kAFAlq = kAFAo(l - j-J/q0

From this,
0.75
s0

dfJ(1 - fJ = kA dV/q, = k,Vlq, = kAf
I

The solution for [is, on integration,
f = (llk,)[- ln(1 - fA)]i75

= 1.386/0.15 = 9.24 h

From equation 16.2-14, with x = L at the outlet,
L = fqq,lrR2 = 9.24(7.5 X 10-3)/(d4)(0.05)2 = 35.3 m
Comparing the results for (a) and (b), we note that a smaller reactor is required if the
flow is PF rather than LF.

16.2.5

Summary of Results for LFR

0

v

7O-v

The examples above illustrate that the determination of fA (or cA) for an LFR can be
done either analytically or numerically (using the E-Z Solve software); most situations
involve the latter. Another case that can be done analytically is for a second-order reaction (n = 2); see problem 16-1. The results for the three cases p1 = 0, 1, and 2 are
summarized in Table 16.1.
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Table 16.1 Fractional conversion (f~) for LFR”

Order
n

MA,,

(equation

j-A=l-2

4.3-4)

I

I

1; MAO 2 2
m e-kA’

kAt

l-; _ t3dt
I Ii2

2

M+~h(l+&)]
I

(16.2-18)

( 16.2-20)c

I

“For reaction A + products; constant-density, isothermal, steady-state operation.
bSecond term is related to exponential integral; see Table 14.1.
‘From problem 16- 1.

16.2.6

LFR Performance in Relation to SFM
For the SFM,
E(t)dt

(13.52)

For an LFR,
E(t) = 0; t < 6’2

(13.4-15)

E(t) = i2/2t3 ; t > t;/2

(13.4-19)

From 13.5-2 with 13.4-15 and 13.4-19 introduced, we recapture equation 16.2-13:
(16.2-13)

Thus, the material balance for an LFR and the SFM applied to an LFR give the same
result. This is because LF, like PF, is, indeed, segregated flow. The SFM is exact for an
LFR for any kinetics, just as it is for a PFR.
16.3

PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 16
16-1 For a second-order reaction (A --f products) occurring in an LFR, show that the fractional

conversion of A is given by:
(16.2-20)

where MAP is the dimensionless reaction number kAcAof (equation 4.3-4), CAM is the feed
concentration of A, kA is the second-order rate constant, and iis the mean residence time.
16-2 Calculate fA for a second-order reaction (as in problem 16-1) in an LFR, if kACAof = MAP =
4, and compare with the result for a PFR and for a CSTR.

0

v

‘7O-v

0

v

TOv

16.3 Problems for Chapter 16
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16-3 Determine the fractional conversion f~ of A for a zero-order reaction (A + products) in a
laminar flow reactor, where CA0 = 0.25 mol L-‘, kA = 0.0015 mol L-’ s-l, and t = 150 s.
Compare the result with the fractional conversion for a PFR and for a CSTR.
16-4 Using equation 16.2-18, develop a graph which shows the fractional conversion fA as a function of the dimensionless reaction number MAO for a zero-order reaction, where MAO = ktiCAo,
equation 4.3-4. what are the “real” limits on kfA0 (i.e., values for which reasonable values of
f~ are obtained)? Explain.
16-5 Develop the E(t) profile for a lo-m laminar-flow reactor which has a maximum flow velocity
of 0.40 m mm’. Consider t = 0.5 to 80 min. Compare the resulting profile with that for a
reactor system consisting of a CSTR followed by a PFR in series, where the CSTR has the
same mean residence time as the LFR, and the PFR has a residence time of 25 min. Include
in the comparison a plot of the two profiles on the same graph.

Chapter

17
Comparisons
and Combinations
of Ideal Reactors
In this chapter, we first compare the performance of ideal reactors as single vessels, and
then examine the consequences of arranging flow reactors in various parallel and series
configurations, involving vessels of the same type and of different types. Performance
includes determining the size of reactor for a specified throughput or rate of production or conversion, and the converse situation for a given size. Using a multiple-vessel
configuration raises the possibility of optimal arrangements of size and distribution of
feed, and of taking advantage of any special features of the kinetics, for example, as
noted for recycling and autocatalysis (Section 15.3).
We focus attention in this chapter on simple, isothermal reacting systems, and on the
four types BR, CSTR, PFR, and LFR for single-vessel comparisons, and on CSTR and
PFR models for multiple-vessel configurations in flow systems. We use residence-timedistribution (RTD) analysis in some of the multiple-vessel situations, to illustrate some
aspects of both performance and mixing.

17.1 SINGLE-VESSEL COMPARISONS
17.1.1 BR and CSTR
A performance comparison between a BR and a CSTR may be made in terms of the
size of vessel required in each case to achieve the same rate of production for the same
fractional conversion, with the BR operating isothermally at the same temperature
as that in the CSTR. Since both batch reactors and CSTRs are most commonly used
for constant-density systems, we restrict attention to this case, and to a reaction represented by
A + . . . + v&+ . . .

(12.3-1)

in which A is the limiting reactant.
For a BR, the rate of production of C, I+(C), is given by equation 12.3-22, which may
be rewritten as, with fA2 = fA and fAl = 0,
PI-(C) = “cc*of*v,,I(l
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+ a)t

(17.1-1)
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where fA is the final conversion, VBR is the volume of the BR, and a is the ratio of
“down-time” to operating or reaction time (i.e., a = t&). From equation 12.3-21,
t

=

CA0

(17.1-2)

dfJ(-rtd

For a CSTR, in steady-state operation at a flow rate q , from equation 14.3-6, for a
constant-density
system,
MC) = 4cc = qwhfA = 4-rA)VST

(17.1-3)

on substitution from equation 14.3-5. Here co is the concentration of product C in the
exit stream, and V,, is the volume of the CSTR.
The ratio of the vessel sizes for the same h(C) (andf,) may be determined by equating h(C) in equations 17.1-1 and -3, and substituting for t from 17.1-2:
,
v,,
- _- t1 + a> \,“” dfA/(-rA)
vST
fAi(-rA)

cconStant

p q

(17.1-4)

The ratio thus depends on a, fA and the form of (-IA), but is valid for any kinetics. If
size of vessel is a major consideration, the advantage is to the CSTR for high values
of a, but to the BR for high conversion, since VsT + CQ faster as fA 4 1. It can be
shown (problem 17-7) that, for given fA and a, the ratio decreases as order of reaction
increases, and also that, at low conversion, it approaches 1 + a, independent of order.
The following example illustrates a similar comparison through time quantities: space
time r for a CSTR, and t for a BR.

Compare r for a CSTR and t for a BR, and interpret the comparison graphically. The
comparison is for the same fA (in reaction 12.3-l), constant-density, isothermal BR (at
same T as in CSTR), and any form of rate law for (-?-A).
SOLUTION

For a BR,

t

is given by equation 17.1-2, rewritten as
.tA

tBR’cAo

=

I0

dfAl(-rA)

For a CSTR, from the definition of 7 ( = vsT/&,), and equation 14.3-15 for constant density
(with q = qJ,
rSTiCAo = .fAb-A)

(17.1-5)

Dividing equation 17.1-2 by 17.1-5, we obtain

(17.1-6)
which is the same result as in equation 17.1-4 for the volume ratio with a = 0.
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1
(+A)

1
fA

Figure 17.1 Comparison oft for a BR and 7 for a CSTR;
area A + B = r/c.& area A = t/CA,, (normal kinetics);
area A + B + C = t/CA0 (abnormal kinetics)

Figure 17.1, a plot of reciprocal rate, l/(-r,), WYSUS fA illustrates the results expressed separately by equations 17.1-2 and 17.1-5. r/cAO for a CSTR is equivalent to
the area A + B. For normal kinetics, in which the rate decreases with increasing fA,
area A represents the integral in equation 17.1-2, that is, t/c,,; in such a case, 7 > t.
Conversely, for abnormal kinetics, as might be experienced for an autocatalytic reaction (Chapter 8), t > 7, since area A + B + C represents tlcAo.

17.1.2 BR and PFR
The performances of a BR and of a PFR may be compared in various ways, and are
similar in many respects, as discussed in Section 15.2.2.1, since an element of fluid, of
arbitrary size, acts as a closed system (i.e., a batch) in moving through a PFR. The
residence time in a PFR, the same for all elements of fluid, corresponds to the reaction time in a BR, which is also the same for all elements of fluid. Depending on conditions, these quantities, and other performance characteristics, may be the same or
different.
For constant-density and isothermal operation, the performance characteristics are
the same, although allowance must be made for the down-time fd of a BR operating on
a continual basis. Thus, if we compare vessel sizes as in Section 17.1.1, for the same rate
of production at the same conversion for reaction 12.3-1, a similar analysis leads to
V,,lV,, = 1 f a

(constant p, T)

(17.1-7)

where VP, is the volume of a PFR. For the PFR, equation 17.1-7 is based on equation
15.2-2 and on 14.3-6, which gives P,(C) for a PFR as well as a CSTR.
Similarly, for constant p and T, we can compare the reaction time tBR in a BR and the
residence time tpF (or space time Tag) in a PFR required for the same conversion. From
equations 17.1-2 for tBR, and 2.4-9 for tPF, tpF = \ dVlq = V/q, (for constant density),
together with 15.2-2, V = ~~~ J,‘* dfAl( -rA), we obtain

-bR _- coo i/- dfd( - YA)
1 dviq

tPF
cAo

=

J,“” dfAl( -‘.A)

(FAok?o)jo%AkrA)

= 1 (constant p, T)

(17.14
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For an isothermal first-order reaction taking place in a constant-volume BR but at
varying density in a PFR, it can be shown that the times are also equal; this is not the
case for other orders of reaction (see problem 17-8).

17.1.3

CSTR and PFR
In the following example, we compare the sizes of a CSTR and a PFR required to
achieve the same conversion. This is for “normal” kinetics.

Calculate the ratio of the volumes of a CSTR and a PFR (V,,IV,,) required to achieve,
for a given feed rate in each reactor, a fractional conversion (fA) of (i) 0.5 and (ii) 0.99
for the reactant A, if the liquid-phase reaction A + products is (a) first-order, and (b)
second-order with respect to A. What conclusions can be drawn? Assume the PFR operates
isothermally at the same T as that in the CSTR.

This example can be solved using the E-Z Solve software (file ex17-2.msp) or as follows. The volumes for a CSTR and a PFR are determined from the material-balance equations:
(14.3-5)

VST = FAofA4-rA)

(15.2-2)

VPF = FAo \* dfAl(-rA)
Jo

Thus,
(17.1-9)

In accordance with the discussion in Section 17.1.1, this is the same result as for V&V,,
given by equation 17.1-4 with a = 0 (i.e., with no down-time).

(a) For a first-order reaction, (-rA) = kAcA, occurring at the same T in each reactor,
equation 17.1-9 becomes
v.ST _
-

VPF

fAlkAczd1

- fA>

jbf”k%&&d~ - fA)l
fA
= (l - fdln[l/(l - fA)l

(n = 1)

(b) Similarly, for a second-order reaction, equation 17.1-9 is
VST _
fA/kACAo(l - fAj2
'PF
jof"[d.&&&,(l - fAj21

(17.1-10)
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Table 17.1 Values of
V&‘~,T for Example 17-2

which, on integration and simplification, becomes

v,,--1
vPF

v
07O-v
17.1.4

(n = 2)

(17.1-11)

l - fA

From these equations, values of VsrlVpF for fA = (i) 0.5 and (ii) 0.99 are given in Table
17.1, together with the limiting values for fA = 0, 1.
The conclusions illustrated in Table 17.1 are: (1) for a given order, 12, the ratio increases
as fA increases, and (2) for a given fA, the ratio increases as order increases. In any case,
for normal kinetics, Vsr > VpF, since the CSTR operates entirely at the lowest value of
CA, the exit value. (Levenspiel, 1972, p. 332, gives a more detailed graphical comparison
for five values of n. This can also be obtained from the E-Z Solve software.)
Figure 17.1, for both normal and abnormal kinetics, can also be interpreted as a comparison between a CSTR and a PFR, with the PFR replacing the BR. Again, area A + B
is a measure of rsr/cAO (or VsT/FAo). Area A, for normal kinetics, is a measure of rpFIcAO
OrtI'FICAo (or VpF/FAo), where tpF is the residence time of fluid in the PFR, corresponding to reaction time t in a BR. Area A + B + C corresponds to t&CA0 for abnormal
kinetics.

PFR, LFR, and CSTR
In Table 17.2, fA (for the reaction A + products) is compared for each of the three flow
reactor models PFR, LFR, and CSTR. The reaction is assumed to take place at constant
density and temperature. Four values of reaction order are given in the first column:
IZ = 0,1/2,1, and 2 (“normal” kinetics). For each value of n, there are six values of the
dimensionless reaction number: MAn = 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 4, and 00, where MA,, = kAc’&,l,lt;
equation 4.3-4. The fractional conversion fA is a function only of jkf&, and values are
given for three models in the last three columns. The values for a PFR are also valid for
a BR for the conditions stated, with reaction time t = f and no down-time (u = 0), as
described in Section 17.1.2.
Table 17.2 confirms that the best performance, for normal kinetics, is always obtained
in a PFR, and, in most cases, the worst is in a CSTR. An LFR gives intermediate results,
except for sufficiently small values of MAn at the lower orders, in which cases fA for an
LFR is the lowest. Note that the results are the same for three pairs of situations as
follows: (1) n = 0: PFR and CSTR; (2) n = 112 for PFR and n = 0 for LFR; (3) it = 2
for PFR and n = 1 for CSTR. A more detailed comparison of the performance of an
LFR and a PFR is shown graphically by Aris (1965, p. 296).
The equations used to calculate fA in Table 17.2 are mostly contained in Chapters 14,
15, and 16. They are collected together in the three boxes below, and include those not
given explicitly previously.
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Table 17.2 Comparison of fractional conversion
(f~) for PFR, LFR and CSTR

n (order)
0

II2

fA”

Mi”

PFR’

LFR

CSTR

0
0.5
1
2
4
cc

0
0.5
1
1
1
1

0
0.438
0.750
1
1
1

0
0.5
1
1
1
1

0
0.5
1
2
4
cc

0
0.438
0.750
1
1
1

0
0.388
0.639
0.903
1
1

0
0.390
0.618
0.828
0.944
1

0
0.5
1
2
4
m

0
0.394
0.632
0.865
0.982
1

0
0.35
0.56
0.78
0.94
1

0
0.333
0.500
0.667
0.800
1

0
0.5
1
2
4
co

0
0.333
0.500
0.667
0.800
1

0
0.299
0.45 1
0.614
0.756
1

0
0.268
0.382
0.500
0.610
1

. 4.3-4).
“MA” = kAc’&,‘t- (equation
bFor reaction A -+ products; fA is a function of MA”; see
text for equations relating them for constant density and
temperature.
“Values are also valid for BR with reaction time t = tand
no down-time.

PFR:n = 0
fA = MAO;
= 1;

MAO 5 1

M A0

2 '

(17.1-12)

n = 112
fA = MAI,z(~ - MAI/~/‘%
= 1;

MAIL? 5 2
MA1l2 z 2

(17.1-13)

n=l
fA = 1 -

n=
2

L

=P(-M/i,)

fA = MA,/(~ + MA2)

(17.1-14)
(17.1-15)
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These results for a PFR can be obtained from equations 3.4-9 (n # 1) and 3.4-10 (n =
l), together with 14.3-12; or, from integration of equation 15.2-16 with the appropriate
rate law, together with equations 14.3-12 and 15.2-14.

LFR:n=O
f* = M*,(l - &qJ/4);

0 5 MAO 5 2
M*o 22

f* = 1;

(16.2-18)

n = 112
f~ = MAU~{~

- (MA,,2/8)[1.5

+1n(4/MA~,2)1)

= 1

; MAI/ 5 4
; ibfA1,2 =T 4 (17.1-16)

n = l

fA = 1 - (t2/2) ?;(K4’/t3)dt

(16.2-19)

fA = htA2[1 - (Mm/2)h(l + 2/ittm)]

(16.2-20)

I

n=2

Equation 17.1-16 can be obtained from equation 16.2-13, together with the result for
cAIcAO for a BR (or PFR) obtained by integration of, for example, equation 15.2-16.
Note that the latter places restrictions on the values for MAl12, as noted in equation
17.1-13, and this has an implication for the allowable upper limit in equation 16.2-13.

CSTR: n = 0 (nonsegregated flow)
fA = MAO;

MAO<1

fA = 1;

MAO

2 1

(14.3-22)

n = 1/2 (nonsegregated)

fA = (M;1,212)[(4/M&,2 + 1)1’2 - 11
n = 1 (segregated or nonsegregated)
fA = MAlI(1 + MA1)

(17.1-17)
(14.3-21)

n = 2 (nonsegregated)

f = 1 _ (1 + ~MAz)"~

-1

A

(14.3-24)

2MA2

Equation 17.1-17 can be obtained from equation 14.3-19 with 12 = 1/2.

17.2 MULTIPLE-VESSEL CONFIGURATIONS
Some multiple-vessel configurations and consequences for design and performance
are discussed previously in Section 14.4 (CSTRs in series) and in Section 15.4 (PFRs
in series and in parallel). Here, we consider some additional configurations, and the
residence-time distribution (RTD) for multiple-vessel configurations.
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17.2.1

CSTRs in Parallel
In Section 15.4 for PFRs operated in parallel, it is noted (point (3)) that when exit
streams are combined, they should be at the same state; for example, they should have
the same composition. The same applies to CSTRs operated in parallel. In the following
example, it is shown that this leads to the most efficient operation.

Consider two CSTRs of unequal sizes, VI and V,, operating in parallel, as shown in Figure
17.2. The liquid-phase reaction, A -+ products, is first-order and both tanks operate at the
same T. How should the total feed rate, qO, be split (at S) so as to maximize the rate of
production in the combined exit streams (at M)?

SOLUTION
For a given throughput (qJ, the maximum rate of production is obtained if CA at M is
minimized. We let the ratio of the feed to the two tanks be Y = qo2/qol so that qo2 = rqol,
where qol + qo2 = qo. A material balance around M serves to relate CA to CA1 and cA2,
each of which can be related to the variable Y by means of the material balance for a CSTR
and the rate law. We then minimize CA with respect to r, all other quantities being fixed.
Material balance for A around point M:
q&A
(1 +

= qolCAl

+ qo2CA2

ho1 cA = qolCAl +

cA=

- CA1
l+r+

rqolCA2

ycA2 -

1+r

(4

Material balance for A around VI, from equation 14.3-15:

v, = (CA0

- cAl)%d(-rA)

= ccAo - cAl)[%l(l + dlikAcAl

Figure 17.2 Flow diagram for CSTRs in parallel in
Example 17-3
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This results in:
1

%-.
-

(JV

1 + %(I + r)

CA0

Similarly, from a material balance for A around VZ:
1

-cA2 _CA0

1 1

kAvZ

40

((3

I+?'
*

Substituting (B) and (C) into (A), we obtain
+

r2
a2 + (1 + a,)r

CD)

I

where
al = k,v,/q,; a2 = kAv2/q,

(El

Setting d(CA/cAO)/dr = 0 for minimum cA, we solve for r in terms of al and a2 to obtain:

(17.2-1)

(The analytical solution is rather tedious, but is aided by computer algebra software.)
The result contained in equation 17.2-1 is that the feed should be split in the same
ratio as the sizes of the tanks. An implication of this result is that the space times in the
two tanks should be equal:
71 = v,/q,1 = V,lq,, = 72

(17.2-2)

Furthermore, from equations 17.2-2, (A), (B), and (C)
CA1 = cm = CA

(17.2-3)

That is, the two exit streams are at the same composition before being mixed at M.
With the feed divided as in equation (17.2-1) the two tanks act together the same as
one tank of volume V = VI + V,. There is thus no inherent performance advantage of
multiple CSTRs in parallel, but there may be increased operating flexibility.

17.2.2

CSTRs in Series: RTD
For CSTRs in parallel with the feed split as for optimal performance, the fact that two
(or more) reactors behave the same as one CSTR of the same total volume means that
the RTD is also the same in each case. Here, we consider the RTD for CSTRs in series,
as in a multistage CSTR (Section 14.4). In the following example, the RTD is obtained
for two tanks in series. The general case of N tanks in series is considered in Chapter
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19 as a model for nonideal flow through a single vessel. For the purpose of obtaining
the RTD, we treat the CSTRs simply as two stirred tanks in series, with the flow in each
being BME

(a) Derive the equation for the RTD function E(8) for constant-density flow of a fluid
through two stirred tanks in series; that is, the flow in each tank is BMF. The volume
of each tank is V/2, and the steady-state flow rate is q.
(b) On the same plot, graphically compare the result from (a) (for N = 2), with that for
a single stirred tank (N = 1).
(c) What is F(8) for two stirred tanks in series?
SOLUTION
(a) The flow diagram and symbols are shown in Figure 17.3.

To develop E(B) for two CSTRs in series, we use a slightly different, but equivalent,
method from that used for a single CSTR in Section 13.4.1.1. Thus, consider a small
amount (moles) of tracer M, IZ Mo = F,dt, where Ft is the total steady-state molar flow
rate, added to the first vessel at time 0. The initial concentration of M is CM0 = nM,/(V/2).
We develop a material balance for M around each tank to determine the time-dependent
outlet concentration of M from the second vessel, c&t).
For vessel 1, there is no subsequent input of tracer, the outlet flow rate is qcM1, and the
accumulation rate is (V/2)dCM,/dt. Thus, at any subsequent time t,
0 - qc,, = (V/2)dc,,/dt
or

I

cM1

dCM1 _
-

CM0

cMl

-

‘&t
I ov

which integrates to
cMl = cMoe

is

-2qtlV

For vessel 2, the input rate is qcM1, the output rate is qcM2, and the accumulation rate
(V/2)dCM2/dt. Therefore,
qcM1 - qcM2 = (V/2)dc,,/dt

Tank 1

Tank 2

Figure 17.3 Arrangement of two tanks in series

for Example 17-4
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Substituting for clMl from (B), and rearranging in the form of a first-order differential
equation, we obtain
dCM2
-+z$
2q
v M2=-C
v Moe

-2qtlV

dt

Integration of (C) from c
at t results in the tracer concentration in
. . O at t = O to cM2
vessel 2 as a function of tYmeY
CM2 = (2qt/v)cMoe-2qt’V

‘To obtain E(t) for the two-vessel configuration, consider fluid leaving vessel 2 between
t and t + dt. The total amount is F,dt = nMo, and the amount of tracer is c,qdt. Thus,

fraction tracer =

amount of tracer Z-E
CMqdt
amount of flow
nMlJ

= (2qt/V)[n,,/(V/2)]e-2q”Vqdt

(2qt/V)CM,e-2qt’vqdt
nM0

= 4(qlV)2te-2qt’vdt

This is also the fraction of the stream leaving vessel 2 that is of age between t and t + dt,
since only the amount nMo entered at t = 0. But this fraction is also E(t)dt, from the
definition of E(t). Thus, with V/q = K the mean residence time for fluid in the two tanks
(of total volume V), from (E),
E(t) = (4t/f2) exp(-2tlt)

(BMF, N = 2)

(17.2-4)

In terms of dimensionless time 0 = t/f, since E(8) = tE(t), from equation 13.3-7, equation 17.2-4 becomes
E(8) = 40exp(-28)

(BMF, N = 2)

(17.2-5)

(b) Figure 17.4 compares the RTD for N = 2, given by equation 17.2-5, with that for
N = 1, E(8) = exp(-8), given by equation 13.4-3. The behavior differs in two main
respects:
(1) At 13 = 0, E(8) = 1 for N = 1, but E(8) = 0 for N = 2.
(2) For N = 2, E(B) goes through a maximum value of 0.736 at 19 = 0.5 (obtained by
setting dE(8)ldB = 0, from equation 17.2-5).
(c) From equations 13.3-7, -9, and -10, and 17.2-5,
e
F(8) =

I0

e
E(B)d0 =

I0

48 exp( -2Qd0

Integration by parts yields the result
F(8) = 1 - e-2e(l + 20)

(BMF, N = 2)

(17.2-6)

Comparison may be made of the reactor performance of tanks in series and tanks in parallel, in light of the different RTDs shown in Figure 17.4. If the two tanks shown in Figure
17.3 are arranged in parallel, and the flow, q, is split evenly between them, they act together
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0.8

Figure 17.4 Comparison of E(O) for two tanks in series (BMF,
N = 2) with that for a single tank (BMF, N = 1) of the same
total volume

as a single tank of volume V = V, + V, (Section 17.2.1), with the same performance, and
the same RTD shown in Figure 17.4 for N = 1. For the same two tanks arranged in series
(Figure 17.3), the RTD is different (Figure 17.4 for N = 2), and we expect a different
performance. Thus, as discussed in Section 14-4, for positive, power-law (normal) kinetics,
the series arrangement gives a better performance (e.g., fA (series) > fA (parallel), since
reaction takes place with a higher rate at the higher reactant concentration in the first tank
(the opposite conclusion applies for the case of abnormal kinetics, which is much less
common).

17.2.3

PFR and CSTR Combinations in Series
17.2.3.1 Illustration of Effect of Earliness of Mixing
To this point it has been shown, mainly by illustration, that the performance of a reactor
depends on three factors:

(1) The kinetics of reaction, as described by the rate law; thus, the fractional conversion depends on the order of reaction.
(2) The characteristics of flow through the vessel as described by the RTD; thus, for
given kinetics, the fractional conversion in a reactor with PF (a PFR) is different
from that in one with BMF (a CSTR).
(3) The nature of mixing of fluid elements during flow through the vessel as characterized, so far, by the degree of segregation (Section 13.5); thus, in a CSTR (i.e., a
given RTD) with given kinetics, as shown in Table 14.1, the fractional conversion
is different for the extremes of nonsegregated flow and completely segregated
flow, exceptfir a first-order reaction, which is a linear process. Reactions of other
orders are examples of nonlinear processes.
A fourth aspect also has to do with the nature of mixing of fluid elements of different
ages: the point or region in a vessel in which mixing takes place. Vessels with BMF and
PF can be used to illustrate extremes described by “early” mixing and “late” (or no)
mixing. In BMF, mixing of fluid elements of all ages takes place “early’‘-at the point
of entry. In PF, mixing takes place “late’‘-in fact, not at all (in the axial direction).
We may then use a combination of two vessels in series, one with BMF and one with
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PF, to model the effect of earliness or lateness of mixing, depending on the sequence,
on the performance of a single-vessel reactor. The following two examples explore the
consequences of such series arrangements-first, for the RTD of an equivalent single
vessel, and second, for the fractional conversion. The results are obtained by methods
already described, and are not presented in detail.

Consider a reactor system made up to two vessels in series: a PFR of volume V,, and a
CSTR of volume VsT, as shown in Figure 17.5. In Figure 17S(a), the PFR is followed by
the CSTR, and in Figure 17.5(b), the sequence is reversed. Derive E(e) for case (a) and
for case (b). Assume constant-density isothermal behavior.
SOLUTION
(a) The material-balance method for obtaining E(t) or E($), involving introduction of a
“virtual” tracer as a pulse, is illustrated in Section 13.4.1.1 and in Example 17-4. We use
it here to obtain E(t), and hence E(8).
Consider the entry of a small amount of fluid as “tracer” into the PFR at time t = 0. No
tracer leaves the PFR until t = V&q, = &, the mean residence time in the PFR, and
hence no tracer leaves the two-vessel system, at the exit from the CSTR, during the period
0 d t < &. As a result,
E(t) = 0 ; 0 I t < tpF

(17.2-7)

All tracer leaves the PFR at &, and enters the CSTR at this time as a pulse. Once the
tracer leaves the PFR, its concentration in the CSTR immediately increases to cMo = cMST
at &. We then perform a material balance for tracer around the CSTR, for t > tnr. The
input rate is 0, the output rate is qcMsr, and the aCCI.UnUlatiOn rate iS V,,dc,,,/dt. Thus,
0 - qCMST

= VSTdCMST/dt

or
CMST -dcMsr - _ ’ xdt
Ifp~ vST
CM0 CMST

I
which integrates to

CMST

(a)

= cMoe

-(dVST)(f--tPF)

(b)

Figure 17.5 Flow diagrams for Example 17-5: (a) PFR followed by CSTR; (b) CSTR followed
by PFR
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Forming the fraction of tracer in the outlet stream from vessel 2 as in Example 17-4, and
identifying this with E(t)dt, we obtain eventually
E ( t )

=

&expt - -tPF- ; t 2 tpF
CST-1
(

(17.2-8)

where Zsr = vsT/&, the mean residence time in the CSTR. This result can be visualized as the same as that in equation 13.4-2 for BMF in a single vessel with a time delay
of t;lF.
The results in equations 17.2-7 and -8 together constitute E(t) for the two-vessel configuration in Figure 17.5(a). To convert E(t) to E(o), where 8 = t/f, and t = tpF + t&, we
use E(8) = tZ(t), equation 13.3-7. The results are
E(O) = 0 ; 0 5 8 < fpFIf = V&V

(17.2-9)

where V = VpF + VsT; and

(17.2-10)
(b) The method used in part (a) applied to the configuration in Figure 17.5(b) leads to the

same results as in equations 17.2-7 to -10 for E(t) and E(e).
Example 17-5 shows that differences in earliness or lateness of mixing need not result
in differences in RTD. Part (a) involves relatively late mixing and part (b) early mixing,
but both arrangements lead to the same RTD. The next example, using the same configuration, explores whether earliness or lateness of mixing affects reactor performance,
through the fractional conversion.

Consider a liquid-phase reaction, A -+ products, taking place in the reactor systems shown
in Figure 17.5(a) and (b), with V&VpF = 4.
(a) Calculate fA, if the reaction is first-order, with kAfPF = 1, for (i) the arrangement
in Figure 17.5(a), and (ii) that in Figure 17.5(b).
(b) Repeat part (a) above for a second-order reaction with kAcAofpF = 1.

SOLUTION
(a) (i) If fAl is the fractional conversion at the exit of vessel 1 (PFR), from equation
17.1-14,
fAl = 1 - e- kAtPF = 0.632
If fA2 is the fractional conversion at the exit of vessel 2 (CSTR), from equation
14.4-1,
‘ST

= FAocfA2

- fAl)l(-rAh

(-4
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On substitution of the rate law, we obtain
FAo(fA2 - fAd
‘ST

= kA(FA&d(l

- fA2)

and on substitution of q = V,qF&, this leads to
f
= fA1 + kAtsT
A2

=

1 + kAtsT

Since

0.632 + 4 = 0.926
1+4

kA?& = kA(4tpF) = 4(1).

(ii) If fAi is now the fractional conversion at the exit of the CSTR as vessel 1, from
equation 14.3-21 (Table 14.1, nonsegregated flow, for IZ = l),
fA1

=

4
1+4

kAtsT

= - = 0.8

1 + kA&

For the PFR, since
vPF

= FAo

I

fA2 dfA
fAl

(-rA)

on integration and rearrangement, we have

fA2 = 1 -(l - fA&?-kA'pF

= 0.926

The performance results for the two configurations are the same for a$rst-order,
or linear, process, even though the earliness and lateness of mixing differ.
(b) (i) Using equation 17.1-15 for the PFR, to calculate fAl) we obtain

fAl = &A~A~fpFl(l

+

kACAof&)

=

0.500

From equation (A), corresponding to the treatment in (a)(i), but for rz = 2,

fA2 = 0.750
(ii) Using the same procedure as in part (a)(ii) for the CSTR (but with n = 2 and
equation 14.3-24) and for the PFR in turn, we obtain

fAl = 0.610 and fAz = 0.719
In this case, the results for fA2 are different, and this is typical for nonlinear processes. The
lower result is for case (ii) in which earlier mixing occurs; that is, when the CSTR precedes
the PFR. Thus, although the kinetics, RTD, and degree of segregation (microfluid) are the
same, a different mixing pattern in terms of location of mixing may result in a different
performance.
17.2.3.2 Use for Autocatalytic Reaction
In the discussion following Example 15-10 about reactor volumes for an autocatalytic
reaction, it is suggested that a further possibility exists for an even smaller volume than
that obtained with a recycle PFR.
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1
(+A)

0

CA

CA, opt
CA

CA0

Figure 17.6 Graphical illustration of basis

for using CSTR + PFR series combination for
minimum volume for autocatalytic reaction

Figure 17.7 Flow diagram for CSTR + PFR series

combination for minimum volume for autocatalytic
reaction
The basis for this suggestion is shown in Figure 17.6, which is the same reciprocal-rate
plot as in Figure 15.8. It involves taking advantage of the different consequences of normal and abnormal kinetics. In Figure 17.6, E’M represents abnormal kinetics ((-T*) increases as cA decreases), and MG represents normal kinetics; M is the minimum point
on the reciprocal-rate curve, or the maximum point on the rate curve (Figure 8.6). For
normal kinetics, the comparisons in Sections 17.1-3 and -4 emphasize that VP, < V,,
for the same fractional conversion. The opposite is true for abnormal kinetics. Thus,
in Figure 17.6, the dark-shaded rectangular area MLCN corresponds to the volume of
a CSTR to effect the concentration change (cAO - c~,,~~). The volume of a PFR for
the same change corresponds to the larger area ME’CN. To achieve a further change
h0pt - cA), the light-shaded area MNAG corresponds to the volume of a PFR. This latter volume is smaller than the volume of a CSTR for the same change (not indicated in
Figure 17.6, but equal to a rectangle of area AG X AN). The conclusion is that a reactor
configuration consisting of a series arrangement of a CSTR followed by a PFR provides
the smallest possible (total) volume for an autocatalytic reaction. This arrangement is
shown in Figure 17.7. The outlet concentration from the CSTR is cA,opr. The conclusion
is illustrated in the following example.

For the autocatalytic reaction described in Example 15-10 and the data given there, calculate the volume of a combined CSTR + PFR reactor arranged as in Figure 17.7.
SOLUTION

For a minimum total volume, the CSTR operates at CA] = cA&,t, which, as shown in Example 8- 1, iS given by cA,opt = (CA0 + cBo)/2 = (1.5 + 0)/2 = 0.75 mol L-l, from equa-
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tions 8.3-7 and -3a. The rate of reaction at this concentration is (-I-,+& = kA(cAo +
cnJ2/4 = 0.002(1.5 + 0)2/4 = 0.001125 mol L-’ s-l, from equations 8.3-8 and -3a.
Then, from the design equation, 14.3-5, for a CSTR,
VS

T

> = cAoh[l - (CAl/CAo)l/(-rA,max)
= vl = FAofAl~(-rA,max

= 1.5(0.5)[1 - (0.75/1.5)]/0.001125

= 333 L

The process stream then enters the PFR at cA1 = 0.75 mol L-l, and leaves at cA =
cAo(l - fA) = 1.5(1 - 0.90) = 0.15 mol L-l. Thus, the volume of the second stage,
the PFR, is, from equation 15.2-17,
v,, = v, = -q.

I

cA dCA __ _ q.

CA.1

(-rA)
cA1(cAo
cA(cAo

dC,

cA

kA IcA,

cA(cAo

- CA)

- cA)
- cAl) I

1

0.75(1.5 - 0.15) = 367 L
0.5
= 0.002(1.5) In 0.15(1.5 - 0.75)

0

v

‘7O-v

17.3

(The integral can be evaluated by means of the substitution CA = l/x.)
The total volume for the two-vessel reactor is Vsr + V,, = 333 + 367 = 700 L. This
volume is smaller than that required for a PFR with optimal recycle, 760 L (Example 1510). Determining whether this difference is significant from an economic point of view
would require a cost analysis taking equipment size and other factors into account.
Alternatively, this example may be solved using the E-Z Solve software (file ex177.msp), which allows the integral to be evaluated numerically.

PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 17

v
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17-1 Determine the type of reactor with the smallest volume for the second-order liquid-phase
reaction A + products, where (-rA) = k*ci, and the desired fractional conversion is 0.60.
Calculate the volume required.
Data: kA = 0.75 L mol-’ h-l; CA0 = 0.25 mol L-l; q. = 0.05 m3 h-l.
17-2 For the first-order gas-phase reaction A + B + C, determine the reactor type and volume
required, as in problem 17-1, to achieve 95% conversion of A, given q. = 40 L s-l; kA =
0.80 s-l; CA0 = 0.50 mol L-l.
17-3 Determine the reactor type and volume required, as in problem 17-1, for 75% conversion of
A, if the reaction A + products is zero-order.
Data: q. = 25 L mixi-‘; kA = 0.75 mol L-l min-‘; CA0 = 0.20 mol L-l. Assume
constant-density
conditions.
17-4 Determine the reactor configuration and minimum total volume for the reaction A + B +
products with the rate law
(-IA)

=

klCA

Kz + CA +

CB

The desired fractional conversion is 0.85.
Data:
kl = 0.25 mol L-l nun-’
CAo = CBo = 0.25 mol L-*

KZ = 0.50 mol L-l
q. = 5.0 L min-’

17.3 Problems for Chapter 17
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17-5 The rate law for the autocatalytic liquid-phase reaction A -+ B + C is (-IA) = k*cAcB.
(a) Calculate the volume of a single CSTR which gives 95% conversion of A.
(b) Calculate the minimum total volume of a CSTR + PFR combination which gives the
same conversion of A (95%).
Assume steady-state operation. CA0 = 0.350 mol L-l; ca, = 0.010 mol L-l; kA = 0.005
L mol-’ s-l; q0 = 25 L mint.
17-6 An autocatalytic reaction, A -+ B, with (-?-A) = kACACB, is to be conducted in a reactor
network consisting of a PFR and CSTR.
Determine the minimum total volume and optimum reactor sequence for 90% conversion
of A, if
(a) CBo

= 0

(b) cBo = 0.25 mol L-l
Other data: q0 = 10 L mm-‘; kA = 0.08 L mol-’ min-‘; CA0 = 0.50 mol L-‘.
17-7 For a liquid-phase reaction represented by A + products carried out (separately) in a BR
and in a CSTR, show, for the same rate of production, f,, and T in the two reactors,
(a) that the ratio V&VST decreases as order of reaction (n) increases for a given BR downtime ratio a = td/t; to do this by illustration, calculate the ratio for fA = 0.8, a = 1 and
n = 1J2, 1 and 2;
(b) that the ratio in (a) becomes 1 + a at low conversion (fA), independent of order of reaction.
17-8 For a gas-phase reaction represented by A + B + C carried out (separately) isothermally
in a constant-volume BR, and isothermally and isobarically in a PPR, show that taa and tpr,
for a feed of pure A,
64 are equal for a first-order reaction;
(b) are unequal for other than a first-order reaction (illustrate by obtaining the results for
second-order
kinetics).
17-9 (a) For the second-order, liquid-phase reaction A + bB + products, with (--?.A) = kACACB,
show that the ratio of the volume of a CSTR to that of a PFR to achieve (steady-state)
conversion fA in each case at a given T and for a given throughput is
VST
-=
VPF

fA(c
(1 - fA)(c

- b)

In

- bfA)

C-b.fA
c(1

- fA>

1

-’

where C = CB~/CA~ (C > 6; i.e., A is the limiting reactant).
(b) Comment on the result for C -+ 00,
(c) Comment on the result for C -+ b.
17-10 (a) For a constant-density, first-order reaction, A -+ products, show that the ratio of the volume of a CSTR to that of a batch reactor (V.&V& to achieve the same rate of production
depends on the conversion of A (fA) and the ratio of down-time to reaction time in the
batch reactor, a = tdlt, according to
VST
-=
VBR

fA
(1 + a>[(fA - l)ln(l

- .fA>l

The batch reactor operates isothermally at the same temperature as the CSTR. The CSTR
operates at steady-state.
(b) Illustrate the basis for the result in (a) by calculating the following for the hydrolysis of
acetic anhydride (A) in dilute aqueous solution, (CHsC0)20(A)+H20 -+ 2CHsCOOH,
at 20°C (kA = 0.111 min-‘) with a feed concentration (c,&,) of 0.3 mol L-’ and a conversion of 80%:
(i) the rate of production of acetic acid (mol min-‘) from a batch reactor of lO,OOO-L
capacity, if the down-time is the same as the reaction time;
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(ii) the rate of production of acetic acid from a CSTR if the feed rate is 345 L min-‘;
calculate also the volume of the CSTR.
(c) Compare the ratio VST/VBR from (b) with that calculated from (a).
17-11 (a) A PFR of volume VI and a CSTR of volume V2 (= 4V1) are operated at steady-state in
parallel to carry out a first-order, liquid-phase reaction, A + products, characterized by
kAVl/qo = kAr1 = 1. If the feed (rate q. or FAo) is split so that 40% passes through the
PFR and 60% passes through the CSTR, calculate the fractional conversion of A (j-A),
when the exit streams from the two vessels are combined.
(b) For the arrangement of vessels in (a), how should be feed be split between the two vessels
for the most efficient operation?
(c) Would it be more efficient to arrange the vessels in series?
(In (a), (b), and (c), assume that the PFR operates isothermally at the same T as in the
CSTR.)
(d) Derive an expression for E(o) for the situation in part (a).
17-12 Three CSTRs (each of volume = V) and a single CSTR (volume = 3V) are available for
a liquid-phase, first-order reaction, A + B, where kA = 0.075 mm’, and CA,, = 0.25 mol
L-l.
(a) Would the single CSTR or the three CSTRs arranged in series give a higher fractional
conversion of A? Justify numerically.
(b) If all four reactors are used, how should they be arranged to maximize the overall fractional conversion?
17-13 A first-order, liquid-phase reaction (A + products) is being carried out isothermally and in
steady-state in a PFR of volume V. The volumetric feed rate is q, in consistent units, and the
conversion obtained (fA) is 0.93. How many CSTRs, each of the same volume as above (V),
would be required to obtain the same conversion, or close to it, with the same feed rate, if
the tanks are connected (a) in parallel; (b) in series?
17-14 Verify the numerical results obtained in Example 17-6(b).
17-15 For the configuration in Figure 17.8, show that E(t) becomes the same as that for BMF in
a single tank of volume V = VI + V2, if the flow is split at S such that (Y = V&V1 + V2).

4

4

Figure 17.8 Vessel configuration for Problem
17-15

4

4

Figure 17.9 Vessel configuration for Problem 17-16

17.3 Problems for Chapter 17
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Assume that flow in each tank is BMF, and that the residence time in the transfer lines (pipes)
between the inlet to the first tank and the mixing point M is negligible.
17-16 (a) Derive E(B) for flow through a vessel of volume V, in which it is assumed that 80% of
the total flow (4) occurs as BMF in 90% of the vessel, and the rest bypasses in PF in
parallel (Figure 17.9).
(b) Sketch E(B) versus B’to show essential features.
(c) Check the results for (a) by determining (analytically) the area under the E(B) curve
from6

=

Otoe

=

m.

17-17 Verify the results given in equations 17. l- 12 to - 17, starting from the bases indicated.
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18
Complex Reactions
in Ideal Reactors

In the design and analysis of reactors for carrying out complex reactions, two important considerations are reactor size and product distribution. In general, we wish to
choose a reactor type, together with a mode of operation and operating conditions,
to obtain a favorable product distribution for a minimum reactor size. These two objectives may or may not be compatible. When they are not, it is usually the product
distribution that is more important in affecting the process economics, because of downstream processing steps required to manage byproducts and to generate a desired quantity and purity of product(s). This situation is in contrast to that in previous chapters
for a simple system in which product distribution is hxed, and reactor type and minimum size are important in relation to increasing the conversion of a reactant. For a
complex system, high conversion may or may not be desirable. Optimization of reactor
performance is thus more complicated for a complex system, since the type and size of
reactor and the operating variables (T, P, feed composition) can influence the product
distribution.
In this chapter, we develop some guidelines regarding choice of reactor and operating
conditions for reaction networks of the types introduced in Chapter 5. These involve
features of reversible, parallel, and series reactions. We first consider these features
separately in turn, and then in some combinations. The necessary aspects of reaction
kinetics for these systems are developed in Chapter 5, together with stoichiometric analysis and variables, such as yield and fractional yield or selectivity, describing product
distribution. We continue to consider only ideal reactor models and homogeneous or
pseudohomogeneous systems.

18.1 REVERSIBLE REACTIONS
Reversible reactions pose interesting problems for reactor design, since the reactions
tend toward equilibrium, short of completion, provided that the residence time is sufficiently long. Several approaches (based upon Le Chatelier’s principle) may, however,
be used to influence the process to favor the formation of the desired product. For example, selective removal of products or addition of reactants between stages of a cascade
of CSTRs or PFRs leads to increased product formation (Figure 18.1). Similarly, the
operating temperature may be used to influence the equilibrium position. Generally, if
the reaction is exothermic, operating at low temperatures favors equilibrium product
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(a) Reactant addition

(b) Selective removal of product

Figure 18.1 Using a series of reactors to enhance product yield in a reversible

reaction by (a) reactant addition and (b) selective product removal by means of
separators Sei and Se*
formation. Conversely, high temperatures are preferred if the reaction is endothermic.
The concept of an optimal temperature for maximum rate for reversible, exothermic
reactions is developed in Section 5.3.4. However, there is no comparable maximum
for reversible endothermic reactions. If there is a change in density during a gas-phase
reaction, the pressure may be adjusted to affect product formation favorably. Example
18-1 illustrates the effectiveness of selective product removal and reactant addition for
enhancing product formation.

Two configurations of stirred-tank reactors are to be considered for carrying out the reversible hydrolysis of methyl acetate (A) to produce methanol (B) and acetic acid (C) at
a particular temperature. Determine which of the following configurations results in the
greater steady-state rate of production of methanol:
(a) a single 15L CSTR;
(b) three 5-L CSTRs in series, with 75% of the product species B and C selectively
removed between stages 1 and 2 and between stages 2 and 3, with appropriate
adjustment in flow rate; a flow diagram and notation are shown in Figure 18.2.
The forward reaction is pseudo-first-order with respect to A (kf = 1.82 X 10e4 s-l),
and the reverse reaction is second-order (k, = 4.49 X lop4 L mol-’ SK’). The feed is a
dilute aqueous solution of methyl acetate (cAO = 0.25 mol L-l) at a rate of 0.25 L h-’
(4J

FBJE

Figure 18.2 Flow diagram and notation for three tanks in series in Exam-

ple 18-l(b)
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SOLUTION
(a) The material balance for A (or for B or C) may be written in terms of the single variable
fA. Thus, for A, initially in terms of CA, cn, and+:
CAoqo + k,cBcCV

- CAq -

kfCAV = 0

(4

Since
cA = CA,(l - fA>

and, since c&, = cc0 = 0,
cB = cC = cAofA

Equation (A) can be written, after rearrangement, as a quadratic equation in fA:

or, after substitution of numerical values,
fi + 1.663fA - 1.621 = 0

m

from which fA = 0.689.
As a result, cn = 0.25(0.689) = 0.172 mol L-l and the molar rate of production of
methanol is
FB = qcg = 0.25(0.172) = 0.043 mol h-’
(b) For the first stage, the treatment is as in (a) except that V = VI = 5 L, and we denote
the fraCtiOna COnVerSiOnby fAl. The equation corresponding to (C) is

f& + l.?%f,, - 1.621 = 0

CD)

fAl = 0.671. (Note that, in comparison with the result in part (a), tripling V
to 15 L only increases fA from 0.671 to 0.689.)

from which

CA1 = cAo(l - fAl) = 0.082 mol L-’
cBl = ccl = fAlcAo = 0.168 md L-’
The molar rate of production of methanol from stage 1 is
FBI = qcB1 = qCAofAl

= 0.25(0.25)0.671

= 0.042 mol h-’

Seventy-five percent of this is selectively removed as final product at the reactor exit E:
F BIE = 0.75(0.042) = 0.0315 mol h-'
For the second stage, the volumetric flow rate q2 and the three inlet concentrations, CA&?,
CBo29 and Cc029 change by virtue of the selective removal of B and C and a proportional
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decrease in the flow rate. That is,
91 = qA1 + qB1 + qC1

and
42 = qA1 + o*25(qBl

+ qC1)

(since 75% of B and C is removed). Since qi is proportional to Fi,
41 z-

qA1 + %l + kl
qA1 + o.25(qBl

FAl + FBl + FCl

+ qC1)

= FA1 + 0.25(F~, + Fcl)

= 2.515

0.9

so that
q2 = 0.0994 L h-t
From material balances for A, B, and C, respectively, around the interstage separator Se,,
we obtain
CA02 = (q&&Al = 0.207

lIlO1

L-’

(F)

cno2 = (qlh&)CBl = 0.106

mOl

L-’

((3

cCo2 = cBo2

= 0.106 molL-’

(HI

The reactor (design) equation for stage 2, corresponding to equation (A), is
cAo2q2 + krcB2cC2v2

- cA2q2 - kfCA2V2

= 0

(1)

To relate cA2, $2, and cc2 to the outlet fractional conversion, fM, we have, by definition,
fA2

= “““F

FA2 = cAohA;qA2q2

= 1 cA2q2

A0

(J)

CAoqo

From (J),
cA2 = cA,(ql/q2)(1

0-Q

- fA2)

Also,
cB2 = cBo2 + cAo2 - cA2 = cBo2 + cAo2 - cAo(dq2)(1

- fA2)

=

cc2

CL)

Substituting equations (K) and (L) in (I), and using the known numerical values for all
quantities except fA2, we obtain, after rearrangement, the quadratic equation:
j-i2 - 0.3413fA2 - 0.4051 = 0
from which
fA2 = 0.830

(W
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and
cA2 = 0.107 mol L-’
cB2 = cc2 = 0.206 molL-’
The rate of removal of B in the product stream from stage 2 is

F B2E = 0.75@,, =

0.015hOl

h-’

For the third stage, we proceed in a similar manner as in stage 2, with advancement of
the subscripts, 1 --, 2 and 2+ 3.
The results are:

q2/q3 = 2.471
q3 = 0.0402 Lh-’
CA03 = 0.264 mol L-’
cBo3

=

cco3 = 0.127 mol L-’

j-j3 - 1.233fA3 + 0.297 = 0
fA3 = 0.905
cA3 = 0.148 mol L-’

cB3 = cc3 = 0.243 molL-’
FB3E = q3cB3 = 0.009711101 h-’
The total rate of production of B is

FB = FBlE + FB~E + FB~E = 0.0565 molh-’

v
0“OP

Thus, selective product removal between stages as described has increased the rate of
production from 0.043, part (a), to 0.0565 mol h-l, part (b), and the conversion from
0.689 to 0.905. Of course, this has been achieved at the expense of whatever additional
equipment is required for the selective product removal. Whether this operating mode
is feasible in a particular situation requires further analysis, including optimization with
respect to the extent of selective removal of products and a cost analysis. This example is
for illustration of the operating mode in principle.
Example 18-1 can also be solved by means of the E-Z Solve software (file exl%l.msp).
In this case, the design equations for each stage are written for species A and B in terms of
CA, cn, and cc, together with cn = cc. The resulting nonlinear equation set is solved by the
software. In this approach, there is no need to introduce fA, nor to relate the concentrations
to fA, although fA can be calculated at the end, if desired.

18.2 PARALLEL REACTIONS
Parallel reactions involve simultaneous coupling of two or more reactions to form different sets of products from a common set of reactants. If one of these product sets is
desirable and the others are not, we need to examine conditions that tend to promote
the desired reaction and suppress the others. This may be viewed through the relative
rates of the parallel processes and the means of increasing a desired rate relative to
others.
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Three factors that may influence relative rates are (1) choice of catalyst (if applicable); (2) temperature; and (3) concentration of reactant(s). If a reacting system is subject to catalytic activity, this is usually the dominant factor (relative to the noncatalyzed
reaction), and the choice of catalyst, although difficult to quantify, can greatly influence
which of two (or more) parallel reactions predominates. The next most important factor
may be temperature; although all the rates (in parallel) increase with increasing T, we
should determine if any feature allows one rate to increase or decrease preferentially.
A similar consideration applies to concentration(s) of reactant(s).
If the concentration of reactant (cA, say) is a significant discriminating factor, this
has implications for the type of reactor to be chosen and its mode of operation. If it
is desired to maintain cA at a relatively high level in a flow system, then a BR or PFR
or multistage CSTR should be chosen, rather than a single-stage CSTR; the reactor
chosen should be operated at relatively low conversion (f’). Conversely, if low CA is
desired, a single-stage CSTR or a PFR with recycle should be chosen, and operated at
relatively high fA.
An example of a parallel-reaction network is the decomposition of cyclohexane,
which may undergo dehydrogenation to form benzene and isomerization to form
methylcyclopentane, as follows:
C,H,, + C,H, + 3H,
C6H,, * C6H,, (methylcyclopentane)
Example 18-2 illustrates the effect of two process variables (concentration and temperature) on the instantaneous fractional yield for two parallel reactions.

Consider the following reaction network and associated rate laws:
&B; r, = kAl(T)Cz = A,exp(-E,,lRT)cz
kA2
A-C; ro = kAz(T)c,a2 = Azexp( -E,,IRT)cT

(1)
(2)

B is a desired product and C is not.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Should the reaction be carried out at low or high CA?
Should the reaction be carried out at low or high T?
State general conclusions arising from (a) and (b).
What are the implications for size and type of reactor?

SOLUTION
(a) We can maximize the formation of B relative to C by maximizing the relative rates
~n/ro, or, what amounts to the same thing, the instantaneous fractional yield of B or of B
relative to C. Thus, from equation 5.2-8,
;B,A
-__ $d-rA)
rc/(-r‘d
k/A

rB _ Al
=- rc
A,

exp[(E,, - E,,)IRT]c~~-~~)

From (3)

~(rB/rC>
~ = (a constant)(a, - a,)~,(4
dCA

-a2-1)
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Three cases arise:
(i) If ai > a2, rulrc increases as cA increases.
(ii) If al = u2, rn/rc iS independent of CA.
(iii) If ai < u2, rBlrc decreases as CA increases.
To favor formation of B, the reaction should be carried out at high CA in case (i) and at low
cA in case (iii); changing CA has no effect in case (ii).
(b) From (3)

WE&-c) = (a constant) EA1 - EA2 exp[(EA2 - EA1 )/RTi
~
dT
RT2
Again, three cases arise:
6) If E,, > EAT, r Blr Cincreases as T increases.
(ii) If EA1 = EA2, m/r, iS independent of T.
(iii) If EA1 < EA2, rn/rc decreases as T increases.
To favor formation of B, the reaction should be carried out at high Tin case (i) and at low
Tin case (iii); changing T has no effect in case (ii).
(c) For parallel reactions which are irreversible, and follow a power-law reactantconcentration dependence and an Arrhenius temperature dependence,
(i) the reaction of higher (or highest) order with respect to a particular reactant is
favored at high concentration of that reactant;
(ii) the reaction of higher (or highest) activation energy is favored at high temperature.
(d) Effect of reaction order on choice of reactor and operating conditions:
(i) If al > u2, high CA favors both formation of B and relatively small reactor size.
Thus, these two desirable objectives are compatible. For a flow system, a PFR
should be chosen, and operated at relatively low fA. To conserve feedstock,
the reactants and products should be separated downstream and unreacted A
returned to the reactor inlet. Alternatively, if a stirred-tank reactor is used, it
should be staged. A BR would be comparable to a PFR, for a nonflow system.
For a gas-phase reaction in a PFR, the pressure should be relatively high, if
feasible, without inert species.
(ii) If a2 > ai, low CA favors formation of B, but does not favor a small reactor
size. Since a favorable product distribution and a favorable reactor size are not
compatible in this case, it may be necessary to consider balancing the respective costs involved to arrive at an optimal result. A single-stage CSTR should
be chosen and operated at relatively high fA, or a PFR with recycle should be
used. Alternatively, for a PFR or a staged CSTR, the reactant could be added
in stages, as shown in Figure l&l(a)
(iii) If al = u2, there is no effect of CA on product distribution, and reactor design is governed by size rather than selectivity considerations, as for a simple
system.
If there is more than one reactant (e.g., A + B + products), the concentration of one
reactant, say cA, may be kept low relative to the other, cB, by adding A in stages, as also
indicated in Figure l&l(a) for a PFR divided into stages.
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18.3 SERIES REACTIONS
Series reactions involve products formed in consecutive steps. The simplest reaction
network for this is given by reaction 5.5-la:
A-%B&C

(U-la)

Some aspects of reactor behavior are developed in Chapter 5, particularly concentration-time profiles in a BR in connection with the determination of values of k, and
k2 from experimental data. It is shown (see Figure 5.4) that the concentration of the
intermediate, cn, goes through a maximum, whereas cA and cc continuously decrease
and increase, respectively. We extend the treatment here to other considerations and
other types of ideal reactors. For simplicity, we assume constant density and isothermal
operation. The former means that the results for a BR and a PFR are equivalent. For
flow reactors, we further assume steady-state operation.

18.3.1

Series Reactions in a BR or PFR
For first-order reaction steps in 5.5-la in a BR or PFR, the concentration profiles c,(t),
en(t), and cc(t) are given by equations 3.4-10 and 5.5-6 and -7, respectively. These may
be converted into expressions relating concentrations to fA:
For a first-order reaction (equation 3.4-10) and from the definition of fA,
CA/CA0 = exp(- k,t) = 1 - fA

(18.3-1)

Substitution of 18.3-1 into 5.5-6 gives equation 18.3-2:

(5.5-6)
= &[(l - fA) - (I - fA)?

(18.3-2)

where
K = k,lk,

(18.3-2a)

From equation 5.2-2,
CC/CA0 =

YCIA = fA - yBlA

(18.3-3)

The selectivity of B, &/A , may be obtained from equation 5.2-5:
,.
sBIA

=

(5.2-5)

YBIAIfA
kl(,ykl”

- e-h’

>

= (k2 - k,)(l - cklt)

= tl- fA) - c1 - fAjK

(18.3-4)

6 - l)fA

from
,. equations 18.3-1 and -2.
sc,A may be obtained from equation 5.2-6:
it CIA

= 1 - iB,A

(5.2-6)
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For the liquid-phase oxidation of anthracene (AN) described in problem 5-17, Rodriguez
and Tijero (1989) obtained the following values for the rate constants at 95°C in the twostep series reaction network:
C,,H,,W) y ‘4VWW y W-W,(AQ)
k, = 7.47 x 1O-4 s-l, and kz = 3.36 X 1O-4 s-l.

(a) Calculate the time (t,,) required to reach the highest concentration of the intermediate product in a semibatch reactor operated isothermally at 95°C.
(b) For the situation in (a), what are fANI YANTIAN, and S,,,,?
SOLUTION
(a) The derivation of equation 5.5-8 for t,,, by differentiation of equation 5.5-6 is shown
in Example 5-7. Thus, from equation 5.5-8, cANT,max is reached at
t Max = ln(k,lk,)l(k2 - k,) = 1041n(3.36/7.47)/(3.36

- 7.47) = 1944 s

(b) fAN = 1 - (cAIcAO) = 1 - exp(-ktt,,,) = 0.766
K = k,lk, = 0.450

From equation 18.3-2,
YmTIAN = [1/(0.450 - l)][(l - 0.766) - (1 - 0.766)“.450] = 0.520
The same result can be obtained from 5.5-6.
From equation 5.2-5,
n
S,,,, = YANTIANI fm = 0.52010.766

18.3.2

= 0.679

Series Reactions in a CSTR
For series reactions in steady-state operation of a CSTR, it is a matter of determining
the stationary-state concentrations of species (product distribution) in or leaving each
stage.
Consider again the first-order network in reaction 5.5-la. From a material balance
on A around a single-stage CSTR,
CAICAo = l/(l + k17) = 1 - fA

(18.3-5)

where 7 is the space time, V/q,, equal to V/q for constant-density operation.
Similarly, from a material balance on B, with cnO = 0, and input rate = output rate,
klcAV = k,c,V + c,q

and, on substitution for CA from 18.3-5,

cg-.CA0

(1 - f~1.t~

(1 + kg!;; + kg) = 1 + (K - l)fA = yB’A

(18.3-6)
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Furthermore, from a material balance on C, with cc0 = 0,
k$Bv = qcC

and
-Cc

cAo

--

k, kg2

Kfi

(1 + klT)(l + k,r) = 1 + (K - l)fA = “lA

(18.3-7)

Repeat Example 18-3 for a single-stage CSTR, and compare the results.

SOLUTION
(a) To obtain rmaxr we first differentiate equation 18.3-6 to obtain dcB/dr,
to zero, and solve for r,,,. The result is
7max = ll(k, k2)

112

set the derivative

(18.3-8)

(In comparison with t,,, in equation 5.5-8, which is the reciprocal of the logarithmic mean
of k, and k2, r,,, is the reciprocal of the geometric mean.) In this case,
7max = 104/(7.47 x 3.36)‘” = 1996 s

(b) From equation 18.3-5,
fAN = ktr,,,/(l + k,r,,,) = 0.599
From equation 18.3-6, with K = 0.450,
Y ANT/AN

CANT

_ Cl- .LN)~AN

= 0

= - - 1 +(K- l)fm
CAN, a

3 5 8

*

The same result may be obtained from the other form of 18.3-6, in terms of k,, k2, and r.
From equation 5.2-5,
A
S-,m = YANTImIfAN

= 0.35810.599

= 0.598

These results, in comparison with those from Example 18-3, illustrate that at (YANr,AN)max
CB,maxy

r,&CSTR) > t,,,(BR or PFR)
fA(CSTR) < fA(BR or PFR)
CB,ma,(CSTR) < CB,~~~(BR or PFR)
,?,,,(CSTR) < i,,,(BR or PFR)
The performance of a CSTR can be brought closer to that of a PFR, if the CSTR is
staged. This is considered in Chapter 20 in connection with the tanks-in-series model.

G
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For the series-reaction network
A + D (desired); (-rA) = k,cz = A,e-EA1’RTci

(4

D + U (undesired) : ru = k& = A2e-EAZ’RTci

(B)

under what circumstances is a relatively high value for the ratio r,,lru favored?
SOLUTION
The ratio under consideration is the ratio of instantaneous fractional yields of D and U.
Thus, from equations 5.2-8, and (A) and (B),
-rD _- rDl(- YA)
rU

rUi(-rA)

k & - k2c{
;,,A
z-c
P
k2cD

hA

= !!&,(E,z-EAI)IRT

_ 1

A2 c;

This ratio is a function of T and the concentrations CA and cD.
Consider the effect of T. From (C),
a(rDh)
’
‘i e(E~&.,,)ii?T
-= Al

EA2 - EAl

dT

R

CD)

From (D),
If EA1 > EA2, d(rD/ru)/dT > 0 and r&u increases with increasing T.
If EA1 < EA2, rn/ru decreases with increasing T.
Thus, a relatively high value of r&u is favored by relatively high T. This is another illustration of the conclusion (made also for parallel reactions, Example 18-2) that, of two
reactions under consideration, higher T favors the reaction with the higher activation energy.
The ratio r&u also depends on, and is proportional to, the ratio cg/cl (equation (C)) at
a given T. This is not a controllable variable in a single vessel, unlike T, since it naturally
decreases as reaction proceeds (increasing fA). The ratio ci/c{ is highest at low conversion
and decreases monotonically as fA increases. This is another indication that the desired
product D is favored at low conversion. If the reactor consists of several stages, rather
than a single stage, however, the ratio cz/cE can be increased between stages by selective
removal of products, similar to the situation for reversible reactions illustrated in Example
18-1.

18.4

CHOICE OF REACTOR AN&) DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The choice of reactor type and its design for a particular reaction network may require examination of trade-offs involving reactor size and mode of operation, product distribution (selectivity), and production rate. If, as is often the case, selectivity is

1
,
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Figure 18.3 Graphical illustration of obtaining Vmin for cases (1) to (4)

the main consideration, it may be advantageous to use combinations of reactor vessels, since greater control over process variables is possible. This may be the case even
within a given reactor type: for example, use of a series arrangement of PFRs or CSTRs
rather than a single PFR or CSTR. In this section, we consider illustrative situations for
reversible reactions, parallel-reaction networks, series-reaction networks, and seriesparallel networks.

18.4.1

Reactors for Reversible Reactions
For exothermic, reversible reactions, the existence of a locus of maximum rates, as
shown in Section 5.3.4, and illustrated in Figures 5.2(a) and 18.3, introduces the opportunity to optimize (minimize) the reactor volume or mean residence time for a specified
throughput and fractional conversion of reactant. This is done by choice of an appropriate T (for a CSTR) or T profile (for a PFR) so that the rate is a maximum at each point.
The mode of operation (e.g., adiabatic operation for a PFR) may not allow a faithful interpretation of this requirement. For illustration, we consider the optimization of both
a CSTR and a PFR for the model reaction
A+D

r

(18.4-1)

In 18.4-1, kf and k, are first-order rate constants with known Arrhenius parameters
(Af, EAf) and (A,, EAr), respectively. This situation, with different kinetics, arises in
cases of gas-phase catalytic reactions and is further treated from this point of view in
Chapter 21. Here, we consider four cases, and assume the reaction is noncatalytic.

(1): CSTR: minimum V or ffor specified fA, FAo, and 4
To obtain Vmin for a CSTR, the operating point is chosen so that (- rA) is a maximum
at the specified value of fA [fGout and point A in Figure 18.3(a)], and Vmin (or &J
is calculated from the design equation for a CSTR. The maximum rate, (- rA)max, is
calculated at Topf, which is given by equation 5.3-27, rewritten as
Case

To p t

(EAT - EA+
=

(18.4-2)
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The rate constants kf and k, are then calculated at Topr from the Arrhenius equation,
and the maximum rate is obtained from equation 5.3-15 in the form

(-~~hw = dkf - (kf + krhl

(T = Topr)

(18.4-3)

Finally, Vmin is obtained from equation 14.3-5, the material balance or design equation
for a CSTR:

From Vmin, we may calculate imin = V,Jq.
Case (2): CSTR: T, for Vmin with adiabatic operation and specified fA, FAo, and q

The result given by 18.4-4 requires only that the operating temperature within the
CSTR be Top*, and implies nothing about the mode of operation to obtain this, that
is, nothing about the feed temperature (T,), or heat transfer either within the reactor
or upstream of it. If the CSTR is operated adiabatically without internal heat transfer,
T, must be adjusted accordingly to a value obtained from the energy balance, which, in
its simplest integrated form, is, from equation 14.3-10,

(-AHRA)FA~A = @(Lpt - To)

(18.4-5)

This case is indicated by the dashed line BA in Figure 183(a), which has a slope
(df,ldT) = rhcpl(-AHRA)FAo, given by equation 18.4-5.
Case (3): PFR: minimum V or ifor specified fA, FAo, and q
To obtain Vmin for a PFR, the T profile is chosen so that the reaction path follows the

locus of maximum rates as fA increases; that is, the rate is ( -rA)max at each value of
in the design equation (from equation 15.2-2):
Vmin

= FAo

I

fA

0

dfA

fA

(18.4-6)

(-rAhnax

This involves solution of equation 18.4-6 together with equations 18.4-2 and -3. A stepwise algorithm is as follows, with T,,, indicated as the highest allowable value of T for
whatever reason (heat transfer considerations, product stability, etc.):
(i) Set fA equal to a small, nonzero value (to avoid Topt + 0 at fA = 0).
(ii) Calculate Topt from 18.4-2.
(iii) If To,, I T,,,, calculate kf, k, at Topf.
If Topt L TInax, calculate kf, k, at T,,,.
(iv) Calculate (-rA)max from 18.4-3.
(v) Repeat steps (i) to (iv) for a set of increasing values of fAe
(vi) Calculate Vmin by numerical integration of 18.4-6.

The “operational path” for this case is shown as case (3) in Figure 18.3(b). Achievement
of this path, in a practical sense, is very difficult, since it requires a complex pattern of
heat transfer for the point-by-point adjustment of T. A literal implementation is thus
not feasible. A more practical situation is adiabatic operation of a PFR, considered next,
which has its own optimal situation, but one different from case (3).
Case (4): PFR! Vmin for adiabatic operation and specified fA, FAo, and 4
For a PFR operated adiabatically, V depends on the feed temperature, To, and is a
minimum value, Vmin, for a particular value of T,. This is shown by the following set of

v
07O-v
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equations, which must be solved simultaneously to obtain V(T,). From equation 15.2-2,
the material balance,

(18.4-7)

V = FAo

From equation 15.2-9, the energy equation, the simplest integrated form relating f,
and T is similar to 18.4-5:
(-AHRA)FA~A = fi~p(T-T,)

(18.4-8)

The rate law is
[-rA(TjfA)l

= cAo{kf(T) - [kf(T)+

k@?lfA)

(18.4-9)

where
kf(T) = Afexp(-E,flRT)

(18.4-10)

k,(T) = A,exp( -E,,IRT)

(18.4-11)

and

This set of five equations is such that there is one degree of freedom to calculate V , and
this can conveniently be chosen as T,. The steps in the solution are then:
(i) Choose a value of T,.
(ii) For a set of values of fA, 0 5 fA 5 fA (specified at exit), calculate a corresponding set of values of T from 18.4-8.
(iii) Calculate values of [-rA(T, fA)] from equations 18.4-9 to -11 corresponding to
the values of fA and T in (ii).
(iv) Calculate V(T,) from 18.4-7.
(v) Repeat steps (i) to (iv) to obtain Vmin (e.g., from a graph of V(T,) versus To).
For illustration, operating lines obtained from 18.4-8 for three values of T, (TL, T:,
and Ti’) are shown in Figure 18.3(b)
Cases (1) (2), and (4) above are examined in problems 18-4 and -5.

18.4.2

Reactors for Parallel-Reaction Networks

A liquid-phase reaction involving the following two parallel steps is to be carried out in
an isothermal PFR.
A + B + D (desired); rn = kt cicn
A + B --+ U (undesired); ru = k2cAci
Assuming that the feed contains only A and B, compare (i) the overall fractional yield,
at the outlet, and (ii) the rate of production of D from a PFR consisting of (a) a single
30-L vessel (Figure 18.4a), and (b) three lo-L vessels in series, with the feed of B split
iD/A,
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FAO~

qAo

30

N

L

*

F~or 4’Bo

(a)

4d3 FBO/~

4d3 FB,/~

(b)

Figure 18.4 Vessel configuration for parallel reactions in Example 18-6: (a) single

PPR; (b) three PFRs of same total volume in series with FB~ split evenly among
them
evenly among the three vessels (Figure 18.4b). The following data are available:
k, = 0.05 L2 mol12 min-‘; k2 = 0.01 L2 molm2 mm’
qAo = 0.60LmK’;

q&, = 0.3OLmm-’

F A0 = 1.2molmK’; FBo = 0.60molmin-’

For both cases (a) and (b), the material balance (design) equations may be written generically as
@A

*B ----r

dV - dV

D

-r, = -k,&C, - k$AC;

dF,--

rD = k&+,

(W

dF,--

?-, = k&C;

CC)

dV
dV

Equations (A), (B), and (C) are not all independent but may be integrated simultaneously
using the E-Z Solve software (file exl8-6.msp) to obtain concentration-volume profiles
for A, B, D, and U, as well as Lju,A.
Furthermore, by definition, at any point in the system, including the outlet,
(from 5.2-4~)
and the rate of production of D is FD.
(a) For the single PFR system, the inlet conditions are
q. = qAo + qBo =

0.90

L min-’

CA0 = FA,/q, =

1.33

mO1 L-l

cB, = F,,lq, = 0.667 mol L-’

v
0

‘7O-v
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Integration of (A), (B), and (C) gives the following results (see file exl8-6.msp):
F’* = 0.720, FD = 0.451, and F, = 0.033 mol mm’
0.451 - 0 = o 93
ku = 1.2 - 0.72
*
(b) For the system of 3 PFRs in series, the conditions at the inlet of each stage are as
follows (see Figure 18.4b for notation):
q1 = qAo + qBo/3 = 0.70 L mm’
q2 = q1 + q,,/3 = 0.80 L min-’
q3 = q2 + qBo/3 = 0.90 L rnin-’

cAol = FA,lql = 1.2/0.7 = 1.714molL-’
CBol

= F,,,lq, = 0.2/0.7 = 0.286molL-’
cAo2

= FAlJq2

C13~2 = (FBI + 0.20)/&
cAo3
cBo3 =

= FA21q3
(FB~

+

0.2o)/q,

Again, equations (A) to (C) are integrated numerically (file exl8-6.msp) for each stage,
taking into account the appropriate initial conditions. The results at the outlet of the third
stage are:
FA = 0.779, FD = 0.407, and F, = 0.014 mol L-’
k/A

=

0.407 - 0 = o .97
1.2 - 0.779

Comparison of parts (a) and (b) shows that splitting the feed of B equally among three
PFRs in series with the same total volume as a single PFR results in an increase in outlet
selectivity, &,A , from 0.93 to 0.97 but a decreased rate of production, F,,, of the desired
product to 0.407 from 0.45 1 mol mm-‘. Any gain from enhanced selectivity is offset by
increased cost of vessel configuration and by a Lower production rate.
Figure 18.5 shows a complete comparison of S,,* as a function of reactor volume for the
two cases, (a) and (b). Note that, in each case, a value of &/A is not shown at V = 0, since
in this limit it becomes indeterminate (O/O), as inferred from defining equation 5.2-4~.

18.4.3

Reactors for Series-Reaction Networks
For the series-reaction network A 2 B 2 C, for illustration, we assume that choice of
reactor type and operating conditions hinge on achieving high selectivity for whichever
product species, B or C, is desired. We proceed here on the basis that B is the desired
product, and that the choice is between a CSTR and a PFR operating isothermally
with a constant-density system for first-order reaction steps. As far as operating T is
concerned, we know that relatively high T favors formation of B, if EA1 > EAz, and
conversely for low T if EA1 < EA2 (from Example 18-5; this conclusion applies for an
isothermal PFR as well). We then consider how &,A depends on fA and the relative
magnitudes of the rate constants, K = k,lk,, separately for a PFR and a CSTR, and
subsequently by comparison of the two reactor types.
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Figure
n 18.5 Example 18-6: comparison

of SD,* for (a) single-stage PI% and for
(b) three-stage PFR with split feed of B

For a PFR, from equation 18.3-4,

iB,A(p~~) = C1 - f*) - C1 - f*Y
(K - l)f*

(18.3-4)

Thus, ia,* depends only on fA and K. This behavior is shown as the full lines in Figure 18.6 for values of K = 10 (relatively large), 1, and 0.1 (relatively small). In all cases,
S,,, decreases from 1 at fA = 0 to 0 at fA = 1. Figure 18.6 shows that, for smalivalues of K(kl >> k2), a PFR can be designecJ for high fA and still achieve high S,,*.
Conversely, for high values of K(k,! >> k,), S,,* decreases rapidly with increase in fA,
1

0.8

0.2

0

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

i

fA

Figure 18.6 Dependence of &,A on

fA and

K( = kz/kl) for PFR (equation

18.3-4) and CSTR (equation 18.4-12) for reaction network A 2 B 2 C
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18.7,. Dependence of ratio
,.
SB,A (PFR)/SaIA (CSTR) on fA and
K(= k2/kl), equation 18.4-13, for
kl

fA

k2

reaction network A -+ B + C

so that a PFR should be designed for low conversion, with downstream separation of
unreacted A for recycle to the reactor feed.
For a CSTR, from equations 18.3-6 and 5.2-5,

A

YBIA

1 - .fA

fA

1 + cK - l)fA

SBIA (CSTR) = - =

(18.4-12)

Again, as for a PFR, in,* depends only on fA and K. The relation is also shown in
Figure 18.6, as the dashed
n lines, for three values of K. The behavior is similar to that for
a PFR, but in all cases, S,,* ( CSTR) < &i,A (PFR). Nevertheless, the same conclusions
drawn for a PFR above may also be drawn for a CSTR.
The comparison between $n/A (PFR) and &A (CSTR) can be made more explicit
by examination of the behavior of the ratio. From equations 18.3-4 and 18.4-12,

&VA G'FW
,.
s,,A (CSW

= [l - (1 - f-A)'-+ + (K '1,,]

(18.4-13)

1

I

This ratio is shown in Figure 18.7 as a function of fA for values of K

and 100.
If we denote the ratio in 18.4-13 by Ri,
as fA * 0,

Ri --, 1forallK;

as fA + 1,

Rs + KI(K - l)for K 2 1;
+wforO<K<l

= 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10,

the following conclusions may be drawn:
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for K = 1,

Ri = - ln(1 - &J/f* + 00 for fA = 1

--, 1 for fA = 0
as K + 0,

Ri + 1 for all fA

asK + 04

Ri + 1 for all fA

A more specific comparison is between choice of a PFR and a CSTR to achieve the
maximum concentration of B, cn,,,,, at the reactor outlet, and the residence time, tmaX,
required.
For a PFR, from Section 5.5, the residence time required to achieve crrmaX is

(5.58)

t-,,,(PFR) = ‘;(>‘;)
2

1

and, at Q,,,,

(5.5-9)
For a CSTR, from Section 18.3.2, the mean residence time (equal to the space time
rmax for constant density) is
tm,(CSTR) = (kIk2)-I”

(18.3-8)

Substitution of t;n,, from 18.3-8 for 4 = r) in 18.3-6,

-cl3 -CA0

(18.3-6)

(1 + kj:i + k,f)

results in

CB,max _
CA0

1

(18.4-14)

[l + (kJk#“12

We compare the performance of a PFR and a CSTR from two points of view: (1) the
time required t0 achieve cn,max, which is a measure of relative reactor size for
a specified throughput, and (2) the relative value of cn,max.
r&ItiVe

(1) Comparison of time required to achieve cn,max; from equation 5.5-8 and 18.3-8,

R man

fn,,,PW

(kk2)l’21n(k21k1)

= &,,(CSTR) =

k,-k,

_ K'"lnK
-

I 1 (18.4-15)

K-l

where
K = kJk,

(18.3-2a)

A plot of R,,,, against log,, K is shown in Figure 18.8. The following conclusions
can be drawn:
(9
6)
(iii)
(iv)

Rtmax < 1 for K # 1; i.e., fm,,(PFR) < t-,,,(CSTR).
R,,,, = 1 for K = 1; i.e., t,&PFR) = &,(CSTR) at this singular point.
R,,,, + OasK -+ Oar@?
The function is symmetrical; i.e., R,,,,(K) = R,,,,(lIK).
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.
4

h

Figure 18.8 Comparison of PFR

and CSTR for reaction network
h
k2
A -+ B + C: R,,,, as a function
of K( = kz/ki), equation 18.4-15

kz

Table 18.1 Comparison of PFR and CSTR for series-reaction network A + B -+ C (isothermal, constant-density system;
K = kzlkl)

PFR
fB,mar

i,,

General result
(equation)

CSTR

pql -K)

1nK

k,W-1)

cg,mnr

GM

CA0

Comparison
R fmax =
Gnax (Pm
t,,m (CSTR)

CA0

1
k,Km

(1 + K’“)-2

R C~,rna.x

CB,,,~ WW

= CB. ,nm (CS’W

(1 + p)*p(l-K)

K”*In K

K-l

(5.5-8)

(5.5-9)

(18.3-8)

(18.4-14)

(18.4-15)

(18.4-16)

K+O

co

1

co

1

0

1

K=l

--1
kl 1 _ kz

1-1.
4
k2

0.25

1

4le = 1.472

K-+@J

0

0

0

0

1

es1 =

0.3679

0

In Table 18.1, values of Rt,,, aregivenforK + 0,K = l,andK + ~0.
(2) Comparison of cn,,,; from equations 5.5-9 and 18.4-14, with K replacing k,lk,,
I

I

RCB.f?W

=

CB,JnAPFR)

=

(1

+

K1’2)2Ki%

2 1

(18.4-16)

cB,maxPw

A Plot of R, max against log,, K is shown in Figure 18.9. The following conclusions
can be drawn:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

RCB,mox > 1 for K # 0 or 03; i.e., cn,,,,(PFR) > c~,~~~(CSTR).
RCBmx + 1asK -+ Oor03.
R,B’mX has a maximum value of 4/e = 1.472 at K = 1.
The function is symmetrical; i.e., RCB,mox(K) = Rc,,,,,(llK).

In Table 18.1, values of RCg,mox are given for K + 0, K = 1 and K + ~0.
For this type of network, with normal kinetics, the performance of a CSTR cannot
surpass that of a PFR; that is, use of a PFR leads to a greater cn,,,, at a smaller t,,,.
However, if the CSTR is staged, its performance can be closer to that of a PFR.

18.4.4

Reactors for Series-Parallel Reaction Networks
It is more difficult to develop general guidelines regarding the selection and design
of a reactor for a series-parallel reaction network than for a parallel-reaction or a
series-reaction network separately. It is still necessary to take into account the relative
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loglo K

Figure 18.9 Comparison of PFR
and CSTR for reaction network
4 1 A2B$C:RCBDUlXasafunction
of K( = kz/kl), eqnation 18.4-16

importance of yield, selectivity, and production rate of a desired product in association
with the type, size, mode of operation, and configuration of reactor. It is usually necessary to carry out a complete analysis for the particular situation under consideration
based on the requirements specified and the data available.
The analysis includes various steps to assess the interrelationships of the various factors to be taken into account. This is the same type of analysis carried out in reactor
design to this point, but it is reiterated here because of the greater complexity involved,
which usually requires numerical methods for solution of the working equations developed, rather than analytical methods. A list of steps is as follows:
(1) A kinetics analysis, if not available a priori, leading to a reaction network with
specified associated rate laws, together with values of the rate parameters, including their dependence on T,
(2) A stoichiometric analysis based on the species expected to be present as reactants
and products to determine, among other things, the maximum number of independent material balance (continuity) equations and kinetics rate laws required,
and the means to take into account change of density, if appropriate. (A stoichiometric table or spreadsheet may be a useful aid to relate chosen process variables
(Fi, ni, ci, etc.) to a minimum set of variables as determined by stoichiometry.)
(3) A material balance analysis taking into account inputs and outputs by flow and
reaction, and accumulation, as appropriate. This results in a proper number of
continuity equations expressing, for example, molar flow rates of species in terms
of process parameters (volumetric flow rate, rate constants, volume, initial concentrations, etc.). These are differential equations or algebraic equations.
(4) An energy analysis, if required, usually resulting in a differential or algebraic
equation relating temperature and extent of reaction (see note and Example 18-8
below).
(5) Solution of the system of equations in (3) and (4) subject to any constraints imposed by (2). The solution in some cases may be possible analytically, but, more
generally numerical methods are required. The solution may give, for example,
Fi as a function of axial position or volume, or Ci as a function of time.
(6) Repetition of step (5) to examine sensitivity of the design to the chosen process
parameters.
(7) Calculation of selectivity, yield, or production rate in relation to size and type/
configuration of reactor.
An illustration of a series-parallel network is provided by the step-change polymerization kinetics model of Section 7.3.2. The following example continues the application
of this model to steady-state operation of a CSTR.
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For step-change polymerization at steady-state in a CSTR represented by the kinetics
model in Section 7.3.2, derive equations giving the weight fraction of r-mer, IV,., on a
monomer-free basis, as a function of r, the number of monomer units in polymer P, at the
reactor outlet. This is a measure of the distribution of polymers in the product leaving the
reactor.

SOLUTION
We define w, as
w,

=

weight of r-mer in reactor
weight of all polymers in reactor

MMrcP, v
= MM(CM~

- cM)v

YCP
= CM~

-rC~

(18.4-17)

where MM is the molar mass of monomer, cp, is the concentration of r-mer in the reactor
(equal to the outlet concentration), V is the reactor volume, cMvlo is the concentration of
monomer in the feed, and cM is the concentration in the reactor. From equation 7.3-15, cpr
is given by

+, = c,[l + (kcMT)-‘]l-’
where k is the second-order step rate constant, and r is the space time in the reactor. Combining 18.4-17 and 7.3-15, we obtain
w, =

rcM[l + (kcMT)-l]‘-’

(18.4-18)

cMo - cM

The fraction of monomer converted is
(18.4-19)

The dimensionless second-order reaction number, from equation 4.3-4, with T = f (constant density), is
(18.4-20)

ii42 = kCMoT

Substitution of 18.4-19 and -20 in 18.4-18 results in:

w,(r) = r” ;-fh$l + [A&(1 - fM)]-l}l-r

(18.4-21)

Equation 18.4-21 expresses w,(r) in terms of two reaction parameters fM and M2. These
two parameters are not independent. We may relate them by means of equation 7.3-lla:
cMo

- CM = kCMT(2CM

+ kc&-)

We again use equations 18.4-19 and -20 to introduce fM and M2, and obtain from 7.3-1 la:
fi = 442U - fd2[2 + MD - .&>I

(18.4-22)
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The solution of 18.4-22 for fM in terms of M2 is the cubic equation:

‘07O-vv

I

Equation 18.4-23 may be solved by trial or by the E-Z Solve software.
The solution of 18.4-22 for M2 in terms of fM is a quadratic equation:
M2 -

fM
(1 - f,)3 = ’

(18.4-24)

from which

M2 = [l + fM41 - fi>l’” - 1 = 1 - (1 - &)I’2
I

1 - fM

(1 - fi/f>3’2

(18.4-25)
I

Calculation of the distribution W,(Y) depends on whether fM or M2 is specified. If M2
is specified, fM is calculated from 18.4-23, and w,(r) is then calculated from 18.4-21. If
fM is specified, M2 is obtained from 18.4-25. The use of these equations is illustrated in
problem 18-26.
For nonisothermal operation, the energy analysis, point (4) above, requires that the
energy balance be developed for a complex system. The energy (enthalpy) balance previously developed for a BR, or CSTR, or PFR applies to a simple system (see equations 12.3-16,14.3-9, and 15.2-9). For a complex system, each reaction (i) in a specified
network contributes to the energy balance (as (-AH&J, and, thus, each must be accounted for in the equation. We illustrate this in the following example.

Develop the energy equation as an enthalpy balance for the partial oxidation of methane
to formaldehyde, occurring nonisothermally in a PFR, according to the reaction network
of Spencer and Pereira (1987) in Example 5-8.
SOLUTION
From Example 5-8, the reaction network is
(1) CH, + O2 ‘z’ HCHO + H,O; r,(T); AH,,(T)
(2) HCHO + ;O, “2’ CO + H,O; Y#); AH,,(T)
(3) CH, + 20, ‘z’ CO, + 2H,O; r3(T); AHR3(T)
This network is a series-parallel network: series with respect to HCHO in steps (1) and
(2), parallel with respect to CH, in steps (1) and (3), and parallel with respect to O2 and
H20 in all steps. The rate constants k,, k2, and k3 are step rate constants (like k in equation
4.1-3a), the rates rl, r2, and r3 are step rates (like Y in equation 1.4-8 or 4.1-3), and AHRlr
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AH,,, and AH,, are enthalpies of reaction for the three steps; as indicated in the reaction
network, all these quantities depend on T.
The energy balance for this complex reaction in a PFR can be developed as a modification of the balance for a simple system, such as A + . . . + products. In this latter case,
equation 15.2-5, combined with equation 15.2-8, may be written as
riqdT = (4UID)(T, - T)dV + (-AH&(-rA)dV

= 0

(18.4-26)

For the reaction network in this example, the product (-AH&(-r*) is replaced by the
sum of the products:

-[AHRlrl + AHRzr2 + AHR3rJ

(4

Note that each r in this sum is positive, but, in general, each AH, may be positive or
negative (in this example, each AHR is negative). As a standard enthalpy of reaction, each
AH;i is obtained, at a particular T, in the usual way from standard enthalpies of formation
(AH;) or of combustion (AH:) of the species, such as are provided by Stull et al. (1969)
or by JANAF (1986):
AH~j = ~ ~ijAH~i = - ~ vijL\H~i;
i=l

j = 1,2, 3

(18.4-27)

i=l

The effect of T on AH;1 j is taken into account by the Kirchhoff equation (Denbigh, 198 1,
p. 145):
dAH;lj _

- $ vijC,i(T);
dT

j = 1,2,3

Finally, the effect of Ton rj is taken into account by the Arrhenius equation:
rj = Aj exp(-E,,lRT);

0

v
TOv

18.5

j = 1,2,3

(18.4-29)

where Aj is like A in equation 4.1-4a.
The solution of this set of equations, 18.4-26 (with expression (A) incorporated) to -29,
must be coupled with the set of three independent material-balance or continuity equations
to determine the concentration profiles of three independent species, and the temperature
profile, for either a specified size (V) of reactor or a specified amount of reaction. A numerical solution of the coupled differential equations and property relations is required.
Equations (A), (B), and (C) in Example 18-6 illustrate forms of the continuity equation.

PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 18
18-1 The reaction between ethyl alcohol and formic acid in acid solution to give ethyl formate and
water, CzH50H + HCOOH ti HCOOCzHs + H20, is first-order with respect to formic acid
in the forward direction and first-order with respect to ethyl formate in the reverse direction,
when the alcohol and water are present in such large amounts that their concentrations do
not change appreciably. At 25”C, the rate constants are kf = 1.85 x 10e3 min -I and k, =
1.76 X 10e3 min-‘. If the initial concentration of formic acid is 0.07 mol L-’ (no formate
present initially), calculate the time required for the reaction to reach 90% of the equilibrium
concentration of formate in a batch reactor.
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18-2 The hydrolysis of methyl acetate (A) in dilute aqueous solution to form methanol (B)
and acetic acid (C) is to take place in a batch reactor operating isothermally. The reaction is reversible, pseudo-first-order with respect to acetate in the forward direction (kf =
1.82 X 10m4 s-l), and first-order with respect to each product species in the reverse direction
(S = 4.49 X 10m4 L mol-’ s-l). The feed contains only A in water, at a concentration of
0.050 mol L-l. Determine the size of the reactor required, if the rate of product formation is
to be 100 mol h-’ on a continuing basis, the down-time per batch is 30 min, and the optimal
fractional conversion (i.e., that which maximizes production) is obtained in each cycle.
18-3 The reaction in problem 18-2 is to be conducted in an isothermal 60-L PFR, with a feed rate

(FAo) of 0.75 mol min-‘. All other data (c&, k,, kf) remain the same.
(a) Calculate the fractional conversion fA at the outlet of the reactor.
(b) What is the maximum possible value of fA, regardless of reactor type or size?
18-4 For the exothermic, liquid-phase, reversible isomerization reaction, A+B,

taking place in

a CSTR, with a feed rate (F.&o) of 500 mol min-‘, a feed concentration (C.&o) of 5 mol L-l
(CB~ = 0), and a fractional conversion (f~) of 0.70, calculate
(a) the optimal temperature (T/K) in the reactor for minimum volume;
(b) the minimum volume required for the reactor;
(c) the feed temperature (T,) for adiabatic operation at the optimal T.
Additional
information:
(-rA) = rB = kfcA - k& mol L-’ min-’
kf = exp(17.2 - 5840/T) min-’
k, = exp(41.9 - 14900/T) min-’
AHRA = -75,300 J mol-‘; cp (stream) = 4.2 J g-’ K-l
p (stream) = 1000 g L-l
(Parameter values taken from Levenspiel, 1972, p. 232.)
18-5 For the reaction, conditions, and data given in problem 18-4, calculate the minimum volume
required for a PFR operated adiabatically.
18-6 Carbon dioxide undergoes parallel reactions in aqueous solution in the presence of ammonia
and sodium hydroxide, leading to the formation of different products, Pl, and P2 (Miyawaki,
et al., 1975):
CO2 +NH3 --f Pl
CO2 + NaOH + P2
At 298 K, the rate constants for these reactions are 0.40 and 9.30 m3 mol-’ s-l, respectively.
What is the product distribution (i.e., liquid-phase concentrations of COz, NaOH, NH3, Pl,
and P2) after 100 s in a constant-volume batch reactor? The initial concentrations for each
speciesareasfollows:COz: 1.0X10-4molL-1;NH3:3.0X10-5molL-1;NaOH:5.0X10-5
mol L-l.
18-7 Consider three reactions, of the same order, in parallel:
A + R; kl = AI exp(-El/IV)
A + S; k2 = AZ exp( -EdRT)
A --) T, k3 = A3 exp(-EdRT)
and the (instantaneous) fractional yield of R, the desired product, &,A = r&-r& Of all
the possible cases for differing relative magnitudes for El, Ez., and Es, choose one case (there
are two cases) for which an optimal temperature (T) exists to maximize ~R/A (and hence the
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rate of production of R for a given t) with respect to T, and obtain an expression for Topt in
terms of the Arrhenius parameters for this case.
18-8 A (desired) liquid-phase dimerization 2A --+ AZ, which is second-order in A(YA~ = kzci), is
accompanied by an (undesired) isomerization of A to B, which is first-order in A(% = kl CA).
Reaction is to take place isothermally in an inert solvent with an initial concentration CA0 = 5
mol L-t, and a feed rate (q) of 10 L s-t (assume no density change on reaction). Fractional
conversion (f~) is 0.80.
(a) What is, in principle, the proper type of reactor to use (PFR or CSTR) for favorable
product distribution and/or reactor size? Explain (without calculations).
(b) For the reactor type chosen in (a), calculate the product distribution (CA, cAZ , cB), and
the volume of reactor required, if k2 = 1O-2 L mol-’ s-l and kl = 1O-2 s-l.
18-9 A substance A undergoes isomerization (desired) and dimerization (not desired) simultaneously in a liquid-phase reaction according to
A + B; ~g = klcA; kl = 0.01 s-l at T1
2A + AZ; rA2 = k2ci; k2 = 0.01 L mol-’ s-l at T1

(desired)
(undesired)

A reactor is to be designed for 90% conversion of A (fA> with a feed concentration ( c,~) of
10 mol L-’ and a volumetric throughput (q) of 10 L s-l.
(a) For a single CSTR, calculate (i) the product distribution (concentrations), and overall
fractional yields of B and AZ, and (ii) the size of reactor for operation at T1.
(b) Repeat (a) if two equal-sized CSTRs are to be used in series, each operated at TI.
(c) Repeat (a) for a plug-flow reactor operated isothermally at Tl.
(d) Comment on the results of (a), (b), and (c), and suggest generalizations that are illustrated.
18-10 For the kinetics scheme A 2 B 2 C, calculate (i) the maximum concentration of B, ca,max,
and (ii) the time, trnaX or rmaX, required to achieve this concentration, for reaction carried out
at constant density in (a) a batch reactor (BR), isothermally, and (b) in a CSTR. Only A is
present initially, at a concentration, cAO, of 1.5 mol L-‘, and kl = 0.004 s-l, and k2 = 0.02
s-l. For convenience, calculate (i) and (ii) for the BR as part (a) and for the CSTR as part (b).
Finally, (c) comment on any difference in results.
18-11 In pulp and paper processing, antbraquinone accelerates delignification of wood and improves liquor selectivity (see problem 5-17 and Examples 18-3 and -4). Anthraquinone (AQ)
can be produced by oxidation of anthracene (AN) in the presence of NO2, using acetic acid
as a solvent (Rodriguez and Tijero, 1989). The reaction, which proceeds via an intermediate
compound, anthrone (ANT), may be written:
ANkNT% A Q
Using an initial anthracene concentration of 0.025 mol L-‘, determine the product distribution in an isothermal, constant-volume batch reactor, when the concentration of ANT is at a
maximum at 95°C. kl = 0.0424 mm-‘, and k2 = 0.0224 min-‘.
18-12 The reaction described in problem 18-11 is to be conducted in a 1 .O m3 CSTR operating at
95°C. The flow rate through the reactor is 1.5 m3 h-l.
(a) Determine the product distribution obtained, if the feed contains anthracene (AN) at a
concentration of 0.025 mol L-r.
(b) Calculate the fractional conversion of AN, and the overall fractional yield of AQ.
(c) Repeat parts (a) and (b), if the reactor consists of two CSTRs in series, each of volume
0.5 m3.
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18-13 For
the
(a)
(b)

the kinetics scheme in problem 18-11, and from the information given there, compare
following features of a CSTR and a PFR operated isothermally.
Calculate the size of reactor that maximizes the yield of the intermediate, ANT.
Calculate the minimum reactor volume required to ensure that the fractional yield of AQ
is at least 0.80.
The volumetric flow rate through the reactor is 1.25 m3 h-l.
18-14 The reaction of A to form C occurs through the formation of an intermediate species B, with
both steps being first-order: A 2 B 2 C. The rate constants at 300 K are ki = 5 X 10e3
s-l and k2 = 1 X 10m3 s-l. For a reactor operating at 300 K, the feed concentration (cAO) is
5 mol L-i, and the feed rate (4) is 400 L min- ’ .
(a) Which type of reactor (PFR or CSTR) should be chosen to favor formation of B? Explain
(without
calculations).
(b) Calculate the size (L) of the reactor chosen in (a) to maximize the yield of B (for this
particular type of reactor).
(c) For the reactor size obtained in (b), calculate (i) the fractional conversion of A (f~), and
(ii) the overall fractional yield of B (St&.
18-15 Reaction in a certain liquid-phase system can be represented kinetically by:
A + B + C; (-~a) = klc*cB; kl = AI exp(-Ei/RT)
C+B + D; r~ = kzcccB; k2 = A~exp(-Ez/RT)
Reaction is carried out in a CSTR with a large excess of B, and it is desired to achieve
a maximum concentration of C in the exit stream. For certain (nonkinetics) reasons, it is
desirable to operate either at 31°C or at 77°C. Assume El/R = 10,000 K, E2IR = 10,700
K, and Al = AZ.
(a) Which temperature should be used to obtain the largest concentration of C? Justify your
answer without doing detailed calculations.
(b) For operation at 31°C (not necessarily the better value), calculate the maximum yield of
C that can be obtained.
(c) If caO = 5 mol L-l, 4 = 7 L s-r, kl = 0.025 s-t at 3l”C, calculate (i) the size (V/L)
of reactor required and (ii) the fractional conversion of A at 3 1°C.
18-16 (a) Suppose species A undergoes (liquid-phase) reaction according to the following kinetics
scheme:
Reaction

Desired?

Rate Law

A-+B
2A + A2

no
yes

rB = klcA
rA2 = k2c;

Activation Energy
EAI
EAZ < EAI

(i) Does a favorable product distribution result from relatively high or relatively low
CA? Explain briefly.
(ii) Does a favorable product distribution result from relatively high or relatively low
T? Explain briefly.
(iii) Does a favorable (i.e., small) reactor size result from high or low CA? Explain
briefly.
(iv) Does a favorable reactor size result from high or low T? Explain briefly.
(v) Which type of reactor, PFR or single-stage CSTR, should be chosen for this situation,
and should it be operated at high, low, or optimal T to achieve favorable product
distribution consistent with small size of reactor? Explain briefly.
(b) For the kinetics scheme in (a), and regardless of the proper choice of reactor, suppose
a CSTR of volume 10 m3 is available to process 0.5 m3 min-’ of a feed stream with a
concentration (cAO) of 3000 mol rnm3. If the temperature is such that kl = 0.001 s-l,
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and k2 = 5 X 10V5 m3 mol-’ s-l, calculate the fractional conversion of A (f~) and the
product distribution (cA, ca, c.& in the exit stream at steady-state.
18-17 (a) The following parallel, liquid-phase reactions take place in a batch reactor operating
isothermally at 320 K.

v
07O-F

A%B + C;

rB = klc*;

kl = A,~-EI’RT

A%D + E;

lb = &A;

k2 = A~@z.JRT

Calculate, for this reacting system, the half-life of A (tl,z) and the concentration of B
and of D at time tl/z.
Data:Al = 1.5~10” s-‘;A2 = 9.0~10’~s-‘;El = 89,80OJmol-‘;E2 = 107,000
J mOl-‘; cAo = 2.0 mol L-‘; cBo = CD0 = 0.
(b) Repeat the calculations for isothermal operation at (i) 280 K and at (ii) 360 K. Assume
all else is unchanged.
(c) Make a generalization about the effect of temperature on the relative yields (YaIYo) of
products of parallel reactions which have different energies of activation.
18-18 A network of ideal-gas-phase reactions is to be conducted in an isothermal, isobaric PFR:
(-rA)

A+B-+R+2S;

= k,CA$

QJ = k$BC;’

R+B-+U;

R is the desired product. Determine the reactor volume that:
(a) maximizes the outlet concentration of R;
(b) maximizes the yield of R with respect to limiting reactant A.
Data:
FAN = 2
FB~ = 3

0
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FRY

=

F,Q

mol min-‘;
=

q. = 45

mol min-’ ;

Fu,
kf

= 0;

L min-’

kl = 50 L”~5mol-o~5fin-’
k2

= 500L’~5mol-1~5min-’

IS-19 For a liquid-phase reaction A ?$ S, the rate of reaction of A is given by (- rA) =

k+A - k,cs,

where kf = 5 x lo6 exp( -5OOO/T), and k, = 1 X 10” exp( - 1 lOOO/T); kf and k, have units
of h-l. The reaction is studied in a CSTR with a residence time of 0.4 h. Although the reactor
is insulated, a heat loss of 1.6 kW is observed.
Data: density = 0.95 g cme3 (constant); cp = 3.25 J g-’ K-l (constant); AHR~ = -35
Wmol-‘; V = 4000L
(a) From the design equation for steady-state operation and the rate law, develop an expression for fA in terms of kf, k,, C.&o, csO, and the mean residence time. Develop a graph
of fA(T) based upon the rate law, with CA0 = 10.0 mol L-l, and csO = 0.50 mol L-‘.
(b) Using the graph developed in (a), determine fA and T at steady-state, if (i) T, = 280
K, (ii) T, = 288 K, (iii) T, = 295 K. Comment on your findings.
(c) Discuss, without performing any calculations, what would happen to fA and T from
case (iii), if some of the insulation fell off the reactor, increasing the heat loss.
18-20 Supercritical-water oxidation has been proposed as a method for removal of phenolics from
industrial waste streams. Ding et al. (1995) studied the degradation of phenol (CeHsOH)
in a PFR, using both catalytic and noncatalytic reactions. The primary objective is to convert phenol to CO*. The degradation of phenol may be reduced to the following scheme of
pathways (producing 2 moles of C3 oxygenates):
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C6H50H + O2
d

oligomers ‘02

Assume the formation of oligomers (kd) is first-order with respect to phenol, and the formation of the other products (kt, k2, k3) is first-order with respect to each of phenol and 02.
The following rate constants were obtained from noncatalytic studies and from experiments
using a MnOz/CeO catalyst:
Rate

constant

kl/L mol-’ s-l
kz/L mol-’ s-l
k& mol-’ s-l
k4/c1

0

v

“O-v

Noncatalytic Catalytic

0.39
0.067
0.38
0.19

5.52
0.27
4.00
0.54

In the noncatalytic studies, the space time r through the reactor was 15.3 s, with an inlet
phenol concentration of 0.0023 mol L-l, and 400% excess oxygen in the feed (based on
complete oxidation of phenol to CO2 and HzO). In the catalytic studies, the space time was
5.3 s, with an inlet phenol concentration of 0.0066 mol L-l, and 400% excess oxygen in the
feed.
(a) Compare the product distribution obtained in the catalytic and noncatalytic cases, and
comment on how the catalyst changes the relative importance of the pathways.
(b) To increase the yield of carbon dioxide, the inlet oxygen concentration can be adjusted.
For a range of oxygen concentrations between 300% and 900% above the stoichiometric
requirement, determine:
(i) the fractional conversion of phenol;
(ii) the yield of CO2, defined on a carbon basis, Yco, = ~co~/(6c,,~~~~~i);
(iii) the outlet concentration of the partial oxidation products.
Use the same space time and inlet phenol concentrations specified for part (a). Comment
on any differences in the effects of oxygen on the yield and selectivity in the noncatalytic
and catalytic processes.
18-21 The conversion of methanol to olefins is an intermediate step in the conversion of methanol to
gasoline. Schoenfelder et al. (1994) described the reaction network using a lumped kinetics
analysis, as follows:
2A5+B + 2W
A+B&C+W
A+&D+W
3BA2E
C&E
3D34E
2A&3F+ W
where A = oxygenates (methanol and dimethylether), B = ethene, C = propene, D =
butene, E = paraffins, F = dissociation products of the oxygenates (methane, hydrogen,
carbon monoxide), and W = steam. It is assumed that the same rate constant applies to
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the conversion of each alkene into paraffins. The rate constants at 400°C and 500°C are as
follows:
Rate
kilm3
kz/m6
ks/m6
k4/m3
ks/m3

v
0TOv

constant

h-l
h-l
h-l
h-l
h-i

kg-’
kg-’ mol-’
kg-’ mol-’
kg-’
kg-i

400°C 500°C
4.61
2.09
0.56
0.27
0.22

24.3
12.3
1.8
0.075
0.99

Consider the conversion of methanol in a 50-L reactor (volume of catalyst) similar to that
shown in Figure 1.2 (which operates like a CSTR). The reactor contains 800 g of catalyst
(zeolite H-ZSMS), and the space time through the reactor is 0.1 h. The methanol feed rate is
1.3 kg h-’ . For each reaction temperature, determine the yield and selectivity to each olefin,
and comment on your results.
18-22 For the liquid-phase oxidation of anthracene (AN), a two-step series reaction network (see
problem 18-II), Rodriguez and Tijero (1989) obtained the following Arrhenius expressions
for the two rate constants over the range 60-95°C:
kl = 2.42 X lo4 exp(-52,730IRT)
kz = 3.98 X 107exp(-77,724/RT)
where kl and k2 are in s-l and T is in K.
If the reaction takes place in a constant-volume (for the liquid phase) BR operated isothermally, calculate (i) fan; (ii) Ym,m; (iii) YAQIAN; (iv) imr,~n; and (v) ,?AQ,~ (where ANT
is anthrone, the intermediate product, and AQ is anthraquinone, the final product) at t = 60
min, and (a) 60°C; (b) 75°C; and (c) 90°C. (d) Comment on the results.
18-23 For the decomposition of mHC0s (A) in aqueous solution, as described in problem 4-20,
Nowak and Skrzypek (1989) obtained the rate law:
(-rA) = 3.5

X

106exp(-7700/T)ci mol L-’ s-l

Separately, for the decomposition of (NH& CO3 (B), they obtained:
(-rg) = 1.3

v
0“O-v

x

10” exp(-11,90O/T)$

mol L-l s-*

In the following, state any assumptions made.
(a) If a solution of NH4HCOs (C.&o = 1 mol L-l) is stored in a well-ventilated tank at 4O”C,
what is the highest concentration reached by (NH4)&0s, and at what time (t)?
(b) Without doing any further calculations, state what effect a lower T would have on the
results in (a). Explain briefly.
(c) If the solution in (a) were passed through a heat exchanger, in which BMF occurred, to
raise T from 20 to 80°C what would the space time (7) be to reach the highest concentration of (NH4)&!03?
(d) Repeat (c), if the heating were done in two stages, each with BMF and the same value
of 7.
18-24 Confirm the entries in Table 18.1 for K -+ 0, K = 1, and K + 00.
18-25 The liver, known as the chemical reactor of the body, serves to eliminate drugs and other compounds from the body. In one such process, lidocaine (a drug given to heart attack patients)
may be converted either into MEGX by deethylation, or into hydroxylidocaine (OHLID)
by hydroxylation. Assuming that the liver may be represented by a CSTR, determine the
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product distribution which is obtained, if lidocaine (2.5 mm01 me3) is supplied at a rate of
30 X 1O-6 m3 mm’. The following reactions and rate expressions apply:

0

v

‘7O-v

lidocaine (cl) + MEGX;

TMEGX

= kc1

lidocaine + hydroxylidocaine;

rOHLlD

=

km;

;

kt = 2.6 min-’
kz = 14 min-’

The volume of the liver, for the species studied, is approximately 1.5 X 10e5 m3. (Simplified
from Saville et al., 1986.)
18-26 This problem continues Example 18-7 for use of the step-change polymerization kinetics
model of Chapter 7 in a CSTR at steady-state.
(a) If f~ = 0.98, CM0 = 9000 mol rne3, and T = 1000 s, calculate the value of the rate
constant k, and specify its units.
(b) Using the data in (a), plot the w,(r) distribution for the polymer stream leaving the reactor, from r = 2 to a value that makes w,. very small.
(c) Derive an equation relating r,,,,, to fi (only), where r,,,,,, is the number of monomer
units in the r-mer with the largest weight fraction in the outlet polymer stream, for a given
value of A42. Use the equation derived to confirm the result obtained in (b).
(d) Show what the effect (increase or decrease) of increasing CM0 is on fM.
18-27 Based on the reaction network in Example 18-8, calculate and plot the temperature (I”)volume (V) profile and the concentration (ci)-volume profiles for a set of independent species
in a PFR operated adiabatically. Consult the paper by Spencer and Pereira (1987) for appropriate choice of feed conditions and for kinetics data. For thermochemical data, consult the
compilation of Stull et al. (1969), or an equivalent one.
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19
Nonideal Flow
In this chapter, we consider nonideal flow, as distinct from ideal flow (Chapter 13) of
which BMF, PF, and LF are examples. By its nature, nonideal flow cannot be described
exactly, but the statistical methods introduced in Chapter 13, particularly for residence
time distribution (RTD), provide useful approximations both to characterize the flow
and ultimately to help assess the performance of a reactor. We focus on the former here,
and defer the latter to Chapter 20. However, even at this stage, it is important to realize
that ignorance of the details of nonideal flow and inability to predict accurately its effect
on reactor performance are major reasons for having to do physical scale-up (bench +
pilot plant + semi-works + commercial scale) in the design of a new reactor. This is
in contrast to most other types of process equipment.
We first describe features of nonideal flow qualitatively, and then in terms of mixing
aspects. For the rest of the chapter, we concentrate on its characterization in terms of
RTD. This involves (1) description of the experimental measurement of RTD functions
(E, F, W), and development of techniques for characterizing nonideal flow; and (2)
introduction of two simple models for nonideal flow that can account for departures
from ideal flow.

19.1

GENERAL FEATURES OF NONIDEAL

FLOW

The flow of a fluid through a vessel usually falls between the extremes of BMF (complete mixing) and PF (no axial mixing). In a stirred tank, it is difficult to achieve complete instantaneous mixing at the inlet, and there may be “dead zones” arising from
stagnation near a baffle at the wall, in which there is little or no exchange of fluid
with the “active zone,” the central portion of the vessel (shown schematically in Figure 19.l(a)). Similarly, PF may be difficult to achieve, particularly if frictional losses at
the wall and the relative effects of diffusion and convection on the transport of material within the vessel are considered; these may result in significant axial mixing or
dispersion. PF is approached if the flow is fully turbulent, if frictional effects are small,
and if the length-to-diameter ratio is large (LID >> 1); if any one of these conditions
is not met, deviations from PF may occur. In a packed-bed (shown schematically in
Figure 19.l(b)), deviations from PF may show as channeling or bypassing, arising from
uneven distribution of fluid across the bed, or spatial differences in the resistance to
flow through the bed. Bypassing or short-circuiting from inlet to outlet (and internal
recycling) may occur in general in a stirred tank; they occur as well in BMF, but in accountable ways so as to obtain a predictable spread in residence times; in nonideal flow,
they are not “accountable” a priori.
The effects on the RTD function E of stagnation, dispersion (or partial backmixing),
and channeling or excessive bypassing are shown schematically in Figures 19.2(a), (b),
and (c), respectively,
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Channel
J Channel

(a) Dead zones in a tank

(b) Channeling in a packed-bed

Figure 19.1 Examples of nonideal flow in stirred-tank and packed-

bed vessels

(a) Stagnation

(b) Dispersion

AA
(c)

Channeling

Figure 19.2 Effect of some features of nonideal flow on E(t)

19.2

MIXING: MACROMIXING AND MICROMIXING
As discussed in Section 17.2.3.1, reactor performance in general depends on (1) the
kinetics of reaction, (2) the flow pattern as represented by the RTD, and (3) mixing
characteristics within the vessel. The performance predicted by ideal reactor models
(CSTR, PFR, and LFR) is determined entirely by (1) and (2), and they do not take (3)
into account.
Mixing within a vessel can be a very complex process, which can be analyzed on both a
macroscopic and microscopic (“molecular”) scale. Nonideal flow results in irregularities
relating to the mixing of fluid elements of differing ages at the microscopic level. This is
not taken into account by the RTD, which provides a measure of macroscopic mixing.
That is, the RTD is unable to account for how fluid elements at the microscopic level
interact with each other. Such interactions can be very important, especially in a reactor,
if reaction requires two different chemical species to come together.
Ideal flow models contain inherent assumptions about mixing behavior. In BMF, it
is assumed that all fluid elements interact and mix completely at both the macroscopic
and microscopic levels. In PF, microscopic interactions occur completely in any plane
perpendicular to the direction of flow, but not at all in the axial direction. Fluid elements
at different axial positions retain their identities as they progress through the vessel,
such that a fluid element at one axial position never interacts with a fluid element at
another position.
Following the discussion on segregated flow in Section 13.5, we may consider two
extremes of micromixing behavior:
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(1) Complete segregation: any fluid element is isolated from all other fluid elements
and retains its identity throughout the entire vessel. No micromixing occurs, but
macromixing may occur.
(2) Complete dispersion: fluid elements interact and mix completely at the microscopic level.
Micromixing between these two extremes (partial segregation) is possible, but not considered here. A model for (1) is the segregated-flow model (SFM) and for (2) is the
maximum-mixedness model (MMM) (Zwietering, 1959). We use these in reactor models in Chapter 20.
Besides the degree of segregation of fluid elements (level of subdivision at which
mixing takes place), another aspect of mixing is the relative time in passage through a
vessel at which fluid elements mix (“earliness” of mixing). A simple model illustrating
the effect of this on RTD and performance is given in Examples 17-5 and -6.

19.3

19.3.1

CHARACTERIZATION OF NONIDEAL
IN TERMS OF RTD

FLOW

Applications of RTD Measurements
RTD measurements may be used for the following:
(1) as a diagnostic tool for detecting and characterizing flow behavior (Section
19.3.2);
(2) the estimation of values of parameters for nonideal flow models (Section 19.4);
(3) assessment of performance of a vessel as a reactor (Chapter 20).

19.3.2

Experimental Measurement of RTD
19.3.2.1 StimulusResponse

Technique

The experimental measurement of the RTD for flow of a fluid through a vessel is usually carried out by the stimulus-response technique. In this, a tracer material that is
experimentally distinguishable from the fluid being studied is injected at the inlet, and
its concentration is monitored at the outlet. The injected tracer is the stimulus or signal,
and the result of the monitoring is the response. Ideally, the signal should be well defined
and introduced so as not to disturb the flow pattern. In principle, any input stimulus may
be used, provided that the response is linear (i.e., directly proportional) with respect to
the tracer; this condition is generally met if the change in tracer concentration is not too
large. Two types of stimulus that can be made relatively well defined are the pulse or
Dirac signal and the step-change signal. A pulse input involves the rapid injection of a
small, known amount of tracer, as a physician might use a syringe to inject medication.
A step-change input involves an instantaneous change in inlet concentration of tracer
from an initial steady-state level (which may be zero) to a second level. We describe
each of these in turn here, and their use in more detail in Section 19.3.2.3 below, after
discussion of tracer characteristics. An extensive discussion of tracer methods is given
by Dudukovic (1985).
A pulse input of tracer A at a vessel inlet (cGin at to) and a response to it at the vessel
outlet (cA,out at t subsequent to to) are shown in Figures 19.3(a) and (b), respectively.
A unit pulse (at t = 0 = to) is represented by the Dirac delta function 8(t - 0) = s(t),
such that the area of the pulse, /a” G(t)dt, is unity (see equations 13.4-6 and -7). A pulse
of arbitrary amount, m, kg (or n, moles), as indicated in Figure 19.3(a), is represented
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CA, in

CA, OIL,

to

t

t

to

(a) Pulse stimulus

(b) Response

Figure 19.3 Pulse stimulus (a)-response (b) experiment with tracer A

by OTAJW = cGin, where q. is the (total) steady-state flow rate of fluid. Then the
area of the pulse is such that
cc
I0

cGindt =

wWq,)WPt
I0

= m,k,

(19.3-1)

This provides an important check on the accuracy of the pulse-tracer experiment, since
the area under the response curve represents the same quantity, if the tracer is completely accounted for by a material balance. Thus,
m
m,lq,

=

I0

cA,out Wt

(19.3-2)

is a condition to be satisfied. If m, is specific mass, CA is a specific-mass concentration.
If m, is replaced by number of moles, n,, cA is a molar concentration. Other consistent
sets of units may be used. Another requirement is that the time to inject the pulse must
be much less than t; the mean residence time of A in the vessel.
Advantages of using a pulse input include:

(1) requiring only a small amount of tracer (relatively small cost or hazardous conditions, if these are factors);
(2) involving usually only a small impact on process operation (tracer study does not
require shutdown).
Disadvantages include:

(1) difficulty in achieving a perfect pulse (may complicate interpretation in relating
response to input);
(2) difficulty in achieving accurate material balance on tracer by means of equation
19.3-2 (frequent sampling may be required, particularly to capture a “peak” concentration).
A step input of tracer may itself be one of two types: a step increase from one steadystate value to another (CA,& or a step decrease. Usually, as illustrated in Figure 19.4,
the step increase is from a zero value, and, as illustrated in Figure 19.5, the step decrease
is to a zero value; in the latter case it is called a washout. Figures 19.4 and .5 also show
responses (cA+J to a step increase and to a washout-step decrease. In Figure 19.4, note
that ‘A,out + ‘A,in as t -+ ~0, and, similarly in Figure 19.5, c&,,t -+ 0.
A tracer study may use a step increase followed at a later time by a step decrease; the
transient responses in the two cases are then checked for consistency. When considered
separately, the washout technique has advantages: less tracer is required, and it avoids
having to maintain a steady-state value of CA,& for a lengthy period.
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CA, in

‘0

t

t

‘0

(a) Step-increase input

(b) Response to (a)

Figure 19.4 Step-increase input of tracer (a) and response (b)

CA, in = 0

t

t

(a) Step-decrease input (washout)

(b) Response to (a)

Figure 19.5 Step-decrease (washout) input of tracer (a) and response (b)

In comparison with a pulse input, the step input has the following advantages:
(1) A step change is usually easier to achieve.

(2) A material balance is usually easier to achieve.
The disadvantages are:
(1) Continuous delivery requires a greater amount of tracer (relatively large cost and
hazard impact, if these are factors).
(2) It may have a significant impact on process operation, forcing a shutdown.
19.3.2.2 Selection of a Tracer

Accurate determination of RTD in a vessel requires proper selection and introduction
of a tracer. Here, we consider characteristics and examples of tracers.
Ideally, a tracer should have the following characteristics:
(1) The tracer should be stable and conserved, so that it can be accounted for
by a material balance relating the response to the input; if the tracer decays
(e.g., a radio-labeled tracer), its half-life should be such that t1,2 (tracer) > 25t
(fluid).
(2) The analysis for tracer should be convenient, sensitive, and reproducible.
(3) The tracer should be inexpensive and easy to handle; this is particularly important for a step input, in which relatively large quantities of tracer may be required.
(4) The tracer should not be adsorbed on or react with the surface of the vessel.
Alternatively, the tracer should be chemically and physically similar to the fluid
flowing, so that any adsorption (or diffusion) behavior may be replicated.
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Examples of tracers are:
(1) gas-phase tracers such as He, Ne, and Ar used with thermal conductivity detectors;
(2) pH indicators such as phenol red and methylene blue;
(3) electrolytes such as K+ and Na+ used with electrical conductivity detectors or
specific-ion
electrodes;
(4) dyes (e.g., India ink) used with color intensity;
(5) radioactive isotopes such as 3H, 14C, l8O; 51Cr-labeled red-blood cells used to
investigate hepatic blood flow; isotopes of iodine, thallium, and technetium used
to investigate cardiac blood flow;
(6) stereoisomers and structural analogs used for diffusion-limited processes (e.g., f?
versus d-glucose in biological systems).
19.3.2.3 RTD Analysis from Pulse Input

The response to a pulse input of tracer may be monitored continuously or by discrete
measurements in which samples are analyzed at successive intervals. If discrete measurements are used, m,lq, in equation 19.3-2 is approximated by

(19.3-3)

m,k, L1 C Ci(t)Ati
i

where ci(t) is the measured concentration corresponding to the i th interval Ati.
Since tracer experiments are used to obtain RTD functions, we wish to establish that
the response to a pulse-tracer input is related to E(t) or E(e). For this purpose, c(t)
must be normalized appropriately. We call c(t), in arbitrary units, the nonnormalized
response, and define a normalized response C(t) by

C(t) = c(t> =
mo/qo

4)

ci (t>

10” c(t)dt z ci ci(t)Ati

(19.3-4)

It is understood that all concentrations refer to those of the tracer A at the vessel outlet.
From equations 19.3-2 and -4, with c(t) = cAout(t),
C(t)dt = 1

(19.3-5)

From equation 13.3-1, E(t) is such that
m
I0

E(t)dt = 1

(13.3-1)

Therefore, we conclude that
E(t) = C(t)

(19.3-6)

and use one of the three forms of equation 19.3-4 to calculate E(t) from the experimental tracer data. Once E(t) is determined, the mean-residence time, t; and the variance
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of the distribution, u;, may be calculated based on equations 13.3-14 and -16a for moments:

(19.3-8)

As in the case of C(t) or E(t), the integral form in each equation is used for a continuous response, and the summation form for discrete response data. The result for i
from equation 19.3-7 serves either as a second check on the accuracy of the tracer study,
since i = V/q,, for constant density, or as a means of determining i, if the true value of
V is unknown.
Equations corresponding to those above may also be used in terms of dimensionless
time, 8 = t/i. Thus, from equation 13.3-7 and the results above,
v 44
4)
E(O) = fE(t) = iC(t) = 9m = - = ,ct> z (q(j)
m,lV
a
0 DO

[ by definition of C(e)]

That is,
(19.3-9)

E(O) = C(e) = c(t)lc(O)

where c(O) is the initial concentration of tracer in the vessel, m,lV. Alternatively, if we
use equation 19.3-2 and retain i,

E(e) = c(e) = it(t)

c(t)dt

,

(19.3-10)
1

The moments corresponding to equations 19.3-7 and -8 are

ti=l

(13.3-17)

ai = azli2

(13.3-18)

For numerical work with tracer data directly, we use the dimensional quantities E(t), i,
and a: as illustrated in the examples in this section. We reserve use of the dimensionless
quantities E(O), 6, and as for use with the models in Section 19.4 below.
Obtaining E(t), i, and a: from experimental tracer data involves determining areas
under curves defined continuously or by discrete data. The most sophisticated approach
involves the use of E-Z Solve or equivalent software to estimate parameters by nonlinear regression. In this case, standard techniques are required to transform experimental
concentration versus time data into E(t) or F(t) data; the subsequent parameter estimation is based on nonlinear regression of these data using known expressions for E(t)
and F(t) (developed in Section 19.4). In the least sophisticated approach, discrete data,
generated directly from experiment or obtained from a continuous response curve, are
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treated using the approximate (summation) forms of equations 19.3-4 (with 19.3-6) -7,
and -8. The latter treatment lends itself to spreadsheet analysis, which we illustrate in
the examples to follow.
We describe two simple ways in which discrete data may be treated to obtain the
required areas: (1) use of the data in histogram form, and (2) use of the trapezoid
rule. These are illustrated in Figures 19.6 and .7, respectively, in which 10 data points
are plotted to represent a response curve. The curve drawn in each case is unnecessary for the calculations, but is included to indicate features of the approximations
used.
In the histogram method, Figure 19.6, the area under the response curve is the
sum of the rectangular areas whose heights are the n, individual measured responses
c,(t):

area = 2 ci(t)Ati
i=l

fi _ 1

ti

C+ 1

Figure 19.6 Basis for histogram method of area determination, by equations 19.3-11 to -14, based on points marked x
(curve unnecessary--drawn for illustration only)

21 t2

4

4+ 1

‘n, - 1

Figure 19.7 Basis for trapezoidal method of area determination, by equation 19.3-15, based on points marked x (curve
unnecessary--drawn
for illustration only)

(19.3-11)
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where Ati is a time interval (the width of the i th rectangle) defined by
At,

Ati =

Cti+l

- ti> +

= p

tti - ti-l> = ti+l - ti-l

2

(19.3-12)

(i = 1)

(i = 2to rl, - 1) (19.3-13)

2
(i = 12,)

At, = tn, - 42, -1

(19.3-14)

iand a: are obtained by means of the discrete forms of equations 19.3-7 and -8, respectively (see Example 19-3, below).
In the use of the trapezoid rule, Figure 19.7, the area under the response curve is
given by
II-1

area = 1 ci(t),,Ati

(19.3-15)

=

i=l

Similarly, if the trapezoid rule is applied to evaluate fand a:, equations 19.3-7 and -8
become
IQ-1

(19.3-7a)

t = 2 [tiEi(t)],,Ati
i=l

[t?Ei(t)],,Ati

- t2

(19.3~8a)

I
where the “a~” quantities are defined as in equation 19.3-15.

In an effort to determine the cause of low yields from a reactor, a tracer study was conducted. An amount m, = 3.80 kg of an inert tracer A was injected into the feed port of the
1 .9-m3 reactor. The volumetric flow rate was constant at q0 = 3.1 L s-l. The following
tracer-response data were acquired:
tlmin:
c,/kg me3:

0.0
0.2
0.4
2.0
4.0
10.0 20.0 40.0 60.0 80.0
2.00 1.96 1.93 1.642 1.344 0.736 0.268 0.034 0.004 0.000

Calculate values of E(t), t; and @: for flow through the vessel.
SOLUTION
Since the response data are discrete, we may use either the histogram method or the trapezoid rule. We use the trapezoid rule for illustration, but both methods give the same results.
Table 19.1 shows the calculations, in spreadsheet form, for E(t) (from summation
form of equation 19.3-4, with C(t) = E(t), and using equation 19.3-15), f (equation
19.3-7a), and u: (equation 19.3~8a). (Subscript i has been omitted from the headings for
brevity.)
The sum from column (6) may be used to check the material balance on the tracer from
equation 19.3-3:
m&7, = 3.80/[3.1(60)/1000]

= 20.4 kg min mP3
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Table 19.1 Spreadsheet calculations for Example 19-1, using the trapezoid rule

(1,

(2)

0

tl

Atl

i

min

r

0.0

kg mm3
L

2.000

1.980

2

0.2

1.960

3

0.4

1.930

4

2.0

1.642

5

4.0

1.344

6

10.0

0.736

7

20.0

0.268

8

40.0

0.034

9

60.0

0.004

10
c

80.0

0.000

1.945

(6)

(7)

c*,Atl

mine*

min

kg min
mm3

C(6)

0.2

0.396

0.2

0.389

(8)

= (3)/

2.858

1.493

2.0

2.986

1.040

6.0

6.240

0.502

10.0

5.020

0.151

20.0

3.020

0.019

20.0

0.380

0.002

20.0

0.040

(11)

(8) Atl

min

0.00919

0.002

0.002

0.00

0.02729

0.005

0.009

0.00

0.095 1

0.152

0.161

0.26

0.203

0.406

0.658

1.32

0.2985

1.791

2.229

13.38

0.2982

2.982

4.245

42.38

0.1575

3.151

3.792

75.77

0.0375

0.750

1.614

32.26

0.0057

0.113

0.342

6.75

0.0905
0.0770
0.0630
0.0345
0.0126
0.0016
0.0002
0.0000

(10) Atl
min2

[W)la,

0.0919

1.6

(10)

E(t)/

0.0938

1.786

(9)

21.33

9.35

172.1

from column (6)
C c,Ati = 21.3 kg min me3

v
0TOv

The difference is 4.4%, which may be acceptable.
Column (7) gives the value of E(t) calculated at each of the ten points.
The sum of column (9) gives i = 9.35 min. This may be compared with V/q, =
1.9/[3.1(60)/1000] = 10.21 min. The difference of 8.3% may indicate some stagnation
within the vessel to account for a lower-than-expected yield. Put another way, the effective
volume is less than 1.9 m3. The difference may also indicate that more frequent sampling
is needed.
The sum of column (11) gives the first term in equation 19.3-8. Therefore,
uf = 172.1 - 9.352 = 84.7 min2
By comparison, estimation of tand c: by nonlinear regression (file ex19- 1 .msp) leads to
the following values: f = 9.9 mm, and ‘T, 2 = 97.7 min2. The only way to determine which
parameter set is more “correct” is to predict the experimental concentrations using these
parameters in an appropriate mixing model. This procedure is explained in Section 19.4.
19.3.2.4 RTD Analysis from Step Input

As discussed in Section 19.3.2.1, a step change (increase or decrease) in inlet concentration of a tracer to a vessel causes the outlet concentration to change over time from
an initial steady-state level (say, cAl) to a second steady-state level (cm). As shown in
Figure 19.4(a), cAl may be zero for a step increase, or, as shown in Figure 19S(a), cA2 is
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zero for a washout step decrease. It is assumed that the transition in inlet concentration
from the initial to the final steady state is instantaneous, as in the opening or closing of
a valve. In this section we consider only a step increase, but a washout may be treated
correspondingly.
For a step change, a material-balance criterion, analogous to equation 19.3-2 for a
pulse input, is that the steady-state inlet and outlet tracer concentrations must be equal,
both before and after the step change. Then, it may be concluded that the response of
the system is linear with respect to the tracer, and that there is no loss of tracer because
of reaction or adsorption.
Unlike the response to a pulse input, which is related to E(t), the response to a step
increase is related to F(t). The normalized response, which is equal to F(t), is obtained
as follows. Consider, for simplicity, a step-change in tracer A from ckin = 0 to c*,~,, =
c,. Then

(1) Fraction of outlet stream that is tracer = c(t)lc, where c(t) is the response in
units consistent with those of c,. This result is consistent with fraction = 0 for no
tracer stream in outlet, and fraction = 1 for the outlet, being all tracer stream;
Also, from the definition of F(t),
(2) Fraction of outlet stream of age 5 t = F(t).
(3) Only material from the tracer stream is of age 5 t (no tracer has been in the
vessel longer than t).
(4) It follows that
F(t) = c(t)lc, = C,(t)

(19.3-16)

where C,(t) is the normalized response analogous to C(t) for a pulse input. Since
F(t) = F(e), equation 13.3-9,
F(8) = c(t)lc, = c,(e)

(19.3-17)

More generally, if the increase in tracer concentration is from cr to 4,

The normalized response data may be converted to E(t), if desired, since

(13.3-11)

E(t) = dF(t)ldt

The results are sensitive to the differencing technique used to approximate dF(t)ldt.
The two most common methods are backward differencing:
E(t) = dF(t)
7 = Fi -Fi-1.
ti - ti-1 ’

i = 2, 3 ,..f

(19.3-19)

and central differencing:
dF(t)
Fi+l - 4-1. i = 2 3
, ,...
E(t) = dt = t, - ti-1 ’
1+1

(19.3-20)
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Differences between equations 19.3-19 and 19.3-20 are most significant if samples are
collected infrequently. Ultimately, if they lead to substantially different estimates of t
and u:, it is necessary to verify the results using an appropriate mixing model. Example
19-2 illustrates the method for evaluating t and a: from a step response, using both
central and backward differencing.

A step increase in the concentration of helium (tracer A), from 1.0 to 2.0 mm01 L-l, was
used to determine the mixing pattern in a fluidized-bed reactor. The response data were as
follows:
thin:
C*,ourlmmO1

0
1.00

L-l :

5
1.005

10
1.02

15
1.06

20
1.20

30
1.41

45
1.61

60
1.77

90
1.92

120
1.96

150
2.00

Determine F(t), E(t), t; and UT for flow through the vessel, using both backward and
forward differencing for E(t), and calculating t and u? from E(t)

SOLUTION
The results for backward differencing are given in Table 19.2 in the form of a spreadsheet analysis, analogous to that in Example 19-1. Column (4) gives F(t) calculated from
Table 19.2 Spreadsheet analysis for Example 19-2 using backward differencing

(1,
-

tl

(3)

(4)

(5)

cl

mm01 L--l

F(t)
19.3-18

1

0

1.000

0.000

2

5

1.005

0.005

0.0010

3

10

1.020

0.020

0.0030

4

15

1.060

0.060

0.0080

5

20

1.200

0.200

0.0280

6

30

1.410

0.410

0.0210

7

45

1.610

0.610

0.0133

8

60

1.770

0.770

0.0107

9

90

1.920

0.920

0.0050

10

120

1.960

0.960

0.0013

11

150

2.000

1 .ooo

0.0013

min

c

0

WO

(8)

(9)

min

[tW)la&~
min

[t2W>laW
min*

0.005

5

0.01

0.1

0.015

5

0.09

0.8

0.040

5

0.38

5.3

0.140

5

1.70

32.5

0.210

10

5.95

150.5

0.200

15

9.23

344.2

0.160

15

9.30

490.5

0.150

30

16.35

1183.5

0.040

30

9.15

895.5

0.040

30

5.40

738.0

57.6

3840.9

.WY

min-’
19.3-19
-

i

(6)

Atl

1 .oOO
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Table 19.3 Spreadsheet analysis for
Example 19-2 using central differencing
(columns (2), (3), (4), (6), and (7) are the
same as in Table 19.2)

(1,

0-9

(9)

i

1
2

0.0020

3

0.0055

4

0.0180

5

0.0233

6

0.0164

7

0.0120

8

0.0069

9

0.0032

10

0.0013

11

-

c

0.03

0.1

0.16

1.5

0.81

11.5

1.84

33.5

4.79

120.5

7.74

293.0

7.15

368.3

10.48

756.7

6.67

672.7

2.50

303.3

42.18

2561.1

equation 19.3-18, and column (5) gives E(t) from equation 19.3-19. The sum of Column (6) merely confirms that the material balance on the tracer is correct. Columns (8)
and (9) are used to calculate tand o-F, respectively, by means of the trapezoid rule, as in
Example 19-1; only the final quantity required is tabulated. From Table 19.2,

t = 57.6 min
uf = 3841 - (57.6)2 = 529 min2
The results for central differencing are given similarly in Table 19.3. Only the columns
which are different from those in Table 19.2 are shown. Thus, F(t) is the same as in Table
19.2, but E(t), t; and a; are different. From Table 19.3,

f = 42.2 min
u: = 2561 - (42.2)2 = 780 min2
Estimation of f and a: by nonlinear regression (file exl9-2.msp) leads to the following
values: i = 43.1 min, and c: = 7 15 min2. The significant variation between the estimates
of f and a: from the central differencing and backward differencing methods is mainly
due to infrequent sampling. The sampling frequency is less likely to affect the results
obtained from nonlinear regression, provided that enough samples have been collected to
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I
I
I
Y

Figure 19.8 Time delays in a vessel system

characterize properly the tracer profile. To determine which method provides the “correct”
estimate of mixing behavior (and i), it is necessary to compare the experimental data with
tracer curves predicted from the values of fand c;, using one of the RTD models discussed
in Section 19.4 (see Example 19-9 below).
19.3.2.5 Time Delays; Nonideal

Tracer Behavior

Occasionally, either because of problems in achieving a perfect pulse or step input, or
because of restrictions on where the tracer may be injected or samples collected, the
outlet concentrations must be adjusted prior to data analysis and calculation of E(t).
Problems with tracer studies often arise because of imperfect tracer delivery, or because
of time delays in the pipe between the vessel and the tracer injection and sampling ports.
Ideally, the distances denoted by a and b in Figure 19.8 are small, implying that the
time spent by fluid in these sections is negligibly small compared with the time spent in
the vessel. If this assumption does not hold, the experimental data must be corrected
such that they represent the behavior of the vessel alone. If plug flow within the pipes
surrounding the vessel is assumed, the sampling times (which represent the pipes and
vessel) need to be adjusted by subtracting the time delay in the pipe, since

If it is suspected (or known) that the plug flow assumption does not hold, a separate
tracer study is needed to characterize the flow distribution within the pipes. These data
are then used to adjust both the concentration and the sampling time, as required. If
the nature of flow and mixing in the vessel is independent of the flow characteristics in
the pipes, then the a2 curve for the vessel may be calculated from

19.3.2.5.1 Reactive Tracer. If the tracer is reactive, the measured concentrations reflect both mixing characteristics and decay of the tracer. Therefore, the data must be
adjusted, such that the residence time distribution within the reactor can be obtained.
Example 19-3 illustrates how to adjust the data following a step input of a reactive
tracer.

A pulse study was performed by adding 16.0 mg of a reactive tracer, A, which has a halflife of 25 s, to an inlet stream flowing at 0.625 L s-l. Determine E(t), t; and U! from the
following response data:
t/s:
c.Jmg L- l:

0
0

1
0.25

5
0.38

10
0.55

15
0.58

20
0.51

25
0.39

30
0.22

35
0.11

40
0.05

50
0.02

60
0.01

80
0.00
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Table 19.4 Spreadsheet calculations for Example 19-3, using the histogram method

i
r
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

(2,
tl

(3)

(4)

CA/

mg L-l
eq. (4
0.000

~LXl$

S
-

mg L-l

0

0.00

1

5

10
15

20
25
30
35
40
50
60
80
-

0.25
0.38
0.55
0.58
0.51
0.39
0.22

0.11

0.05
0.02

0.01
0.00

0.257
0.436
0.726
0.879
0.888
0.780
0.505
0.290
0.152
0.080
0.053
0.000

0

(6)

Atl

cadj At/

S

mg L-l s

0.5
2.5
4.5
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
7.5

(7)
EW

0.00

0.64
1.96
3.63
4.40
4.44
3.90
2.53
1.45
1.14
0.80
0.80
0.00

10.0
15.0

20.0

S-l

= (4YCC6)
0.0000

0.0100

0.0170
0.0283
0.0342
0.0346
0.0304
0.0197
0.0113
0.0059
0.003 1
0.0021
0.0000

25.69

c

(8)

(9)

tE(t)Atl

t2E(t)Atl

S

S2

0.00

0.03
0.38
1.42
2.57
3.46
3.80
2.96
1.98
1.77
1.55
1.89
0.00
21.81

0.0
0.0

1.9
14.2
54.7
69.2
95.0
88.8
69.3
70.8
77.5
113.4
0.0
654.8

SOLUTION
Since the tracer reacts as it moves through the vessel, the measured concentration of tracer
at the outlet is less than it otherwise would be. The adjusted concentration,
is obtained
by taking the first-order-decay into account at each time: (-T*) = kAcA. From equation
3.4-14,
c,dj,

kA = ln2/t1,2 = ln2/25 = 0.0277 s-l
Then, from equation 3.4- 10,
C

A

= C,djepkA'

or

Table 19.4 gives the calculations of E(t), t; and a: based on the histogram method.
CO~UEIII (4) lists the values of c~j calculated from (A). Column (5) gives At, required
for the calculations in subsequent columns, from equations 19.3-12 to -14. Column (6)
gives values for the tracer material-balance (see below). Column (7) gives values of E(t)
from equation 19.3-4 with C(t) = E(t). Columns (8) and (9) give values required for the
calculation of Tin equation 19.3-7, and of a: in 19.3-8, respectively.
For the tracer material balance from equation 19.3-3:
mohl = 16.0/0.625 = 25.6 mg s L-’
From the sum of column (6):
1 C,,At = 25.7 mg S L-r
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From the sum of column (8):
t = 21.8 s
From this and the sum of column (9):
CT; = 654.8 - (21.8)2 = 180 s2

v
07O-v

Note that, if the data were not adjusted to account for decay of the tracer, the material
balance criterion would not be met, and E(t), t; and q; would be estimated incorrectly.
Values of f and UT obtained using the trapezoidal rule are 21.9 s and 161.4 s2, respectively. These values are used in Examples 19-8 and -10 below.
Estimation of fand a; by nonlinear regression (file exl9-3.msp) leads to the following
values: i = 22.2 s, and a; = 165 s2. These results are quite close to the values predicted
by the trapezoidal rule approximation; the histogram technique leads to a slightly larger
estimate of +.
Tailing. In tracer studies, the measured outlet concentrations may produce
a long “tail” at times significantly greater than the mean residence time (Figure 19.9a).
This long tail usually indicates a region of the vessel that is poorly accessible to the
tracer, or may reflect slow release of tracer adsorbed on vessel components. In many
cases, these “tail” concentrations are very low, often approaching the detection limit of
the assay technique. Nevertheless, they cannot be arbitrarily eliminated from the data
analysis. Alternatively, in some cases, the tracer experiment may be terminated before
the tracer concentration reaches zero. Fortunately, in many cases, data in the tail region
decay exponentially, which permits the development of an analytical expression to describe tracer concentrations during this time period. As a check on the assumption of
exponential decay, the response data may be plotted as ln(cGour) versus t (Figure 19.9b);
the presence of linearity indicates a tail region may be represented by an exponential
function. In Figure 19.9, the tail region is shown to begin at time tT.
19.3.2.5.2

t

fT

(a)

Linear decline after time

tT

7
t

tT

(b)

Figure 19.9 Tailing of tracer response: (a) lin-

ear coordinates; (b) semi-log coordinates
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19.3 Characterization of Nonideal

The calculation procedures described above to evaluate integrals from discrete experimental response data to a pulse input may be modified to take tailing into account.
This is done by dividing the data into time periods before and after tr. The data for
t < tT are treated as already described, and the data for t > tT are treated analytically
based on an exponential relation. We consider various quantities and the corresponding
equations and integrals in turn.
For the tracer material-balance relation, equation 19.3-3 is written as
m,lq, = zlci(t)Ati

= 5 ci(t)Ati

+ lac(t)dt

i=l

= g ci(t)Ati

tr

+ c(tT) jm e-a(t-‘r)dt

fT

(19.3-21)

= g Ci(t)Ati + %

In equation 19.3-21, it, is the total number of data points, and nr is the number of data
points up to tT; the final result comes from using as the equation for the “tail” in Figure
19.9(b) the form c(t) = c(tT)eea@+T), where -a is the slope of the semilogarithmic
linear relation shown.
For the calculation of f, equation 19.3-7 is similarly modified to
m

t = 2 tiEi(t)Ati

= 2 tiEi(t)Ati
i=l

i=l

+

I tT

tE(t)dt

(19.3-22)

Here, E(t) comes from the response data normalized according to equation 19.3-4 (with
c(t) = E(t)),an d using the result of equation 19.3-21. The “tail” in this case refers to
the normalized response data in the form of E(t), but the form and slope -a remain the
same. The integral in equation 19.3-22 may be evaluated analytically using integration
by parts:
m
cc
EOT)
(19.3-23)
tE(t)dt = (tT)
te-a(t-t7)dt = --@tT
+ 1)
IfT
I tT
Substitution of equation 19.3-23 in 19.3-22 gives
t = 2 t,E,(t)At, + ++ut, + 1)

(19.344)

i=l

For the calculation of a:, equation 19.3-8 is similarly modified, and the final result
after integration by parts is
a; = ;I t;Ei(t)Ati

+ +(a’t; + 2at, + 2) - f2

(19.3-25)

Example 19-4 illustrates the method for analyzing data with long tails.

Using the data from Example 19-1, recalculate values of E(t), t; and g: by assuming that
significant “tailing” begins at t, = 10 min.
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Figure 19.10 Semilogarithmic plot for Example 19-4

SOLUTION
In Figure 19.10, the experimental response data for t 2 10 min are plotted as indicated in
Figure 19.9(b). The semilogarithmic plot is linear with a slo e -a = -0.104 min-’ (i.e.,
a = 0.104). Therefore, since c(tr) = c( 10) = 0.736 kg m -ii (from data given in Example
19-l), the tail region is represented by c(t) = 0.736 exp[-O.l04(t - lo)] kg rnm3.
The revised calculations are given in Table 19.5, which may be compared with Table
19.1. The calculations for points 1 to 6 are the same as before, but note that the normalizing
Table 19.5 Calculations for Example 19-4

r
-

(2)

tl

min

2.000

0.2

1.960

0.4

1.930

2.0

1.642

4.0

1.344

10.0

0.736

(7)

cm Atl

min-’

mm

kg mW3
mm

1.980

0.2

0.396

1.945

0.2

0.389

1.786

1.6

2.858

1.493

2.0

2.986

1.040

6.0

6.240

kg mm3

0.0

Atl

(6)

7 1 20.0 1 0.268 1

from”
eqn.
19.3-21
area

= 7.08

= 7.08.

bE(tr)(at~ + l)la* = 0.0368[0.104(10)
‘E(tr)(a*t+ + 2at~ + 2)la3 = 168.9.

20.0
+ 1]/0.104*

(9)

(10)

(11)

(8) Atl

[t2Wlav!

(10) Atl
mm2

WY

= (3)/
C@)

0.1000
0.0980
0.0965
0.0821
0.0672
0.0368

[W)lm

mm

0.0098

0.00

0.0020

0.00

0.0291

0.01

0.0097

0.00

0.1014

0.16

0.1719

0.27

0.2165

0.43

0.7018

1.41

0.3184

1.91

2.3776

14.30

12.87

above totals

‘c(t~)la = 0.736/0.104

(8)

2.51
0.0134

1
0.0017
0.0002
0.0000

= 6.94.

fromb
eqn.

19.3-24

area

= 6.94

9.45

mm

15.98

from’
eqn.
19.3-25
area
= 168.9
184.8
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factor to convert c(t) to E(t) is 20.0 instead of 21.3. The contributions to the areas required
for calculation of E(t), f, and a: in columns (6), (9), and (ll), respectively are from the
treatment of the “tail” region by means of the equations indicated in the table.
For the tracer material balance corresponding to equation 19.3-3:

m&b = 20.4 kg min rnw3 (from Example 19-1)
m
I0

c(t)dt = 20.0 (from column(6))

The difference is 2.0%, which is less than the value of 4.4% obtained in Example 19- 1.
From Table 19.5, column (9), i = 9.45 n-tin, which is slightly greater than the value in
Example 19-1 (9.35 min), suggesting slightly less dead space.
From column (11) in Table 19.5 and equation 19.3-25,
uf = 184.8 - (9.45)2 = 95.5 ruin2

0

v
“Ov

19.4

This is somewhat different from the value in Example 19-1 (84.7 min2). However, these
results for t and (T: are closer to the results obtained by nonlinear regression using E-Z
Solve (9.9 min, 97.7 min2; file ex19-1,msp). One advantage of nonlinear regression is that
it automatically accounts for the “long tail,” without requiring additional treatment of the
data.
Apart from the material balance on the tracer, we cannot tell, from the data provided,
which set of values for E(t), t; and a,2 is more correct.

ONE-PARAMETER MODELS FOR NONIDEAL

FLOW

A mathematical model for nonideal flow in a vessel provides a characterization of
the mixing and flow behavior. Although it may appear to be an independent alternative to the experimental measurement of RTD, the latter may be required to determine the parameter(s) of the model. The ultimate importance of such a model for
our purpose is that it may be used to assess the performance of the vessel as a reactor
(Chapter 20).
In this section, we develop two simple models, each of which has one adjustable parameter: the tanks-in-series (TIS) model and the axial-dispersion or dispersed-plugflow (DPF) model. We focus on the description of flow in terms of RTD functions and
related quantities. In principle, each of the two models is capable of representing flow
in a single vessel between the two extremes of BMF and PF.

19.4.1 Tanks-in-Series (TIS) Model
19.4.1.1 E for TIS Model
The tanks-in-series (TIS) model for arbitrary flow through a vessel assumes that it can
be represented by flow through a series of N equal-sized stirred tanks with BMF in
each tank (Figure 19.11). N is the adjustable parameter of the model. Its value describes the degree of mixing in the vessel. As N increases from 1 to @J, the flow represented in the vessel varies from BMF to PF; in fact, PF is virtually achieved for
N > 30. The volume of the vessel modeled, V , is equal to the sum of the volumes of the
N tanks:
V = NV, ;

i = 1,2,...,N

(19.4-1)
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Vl = vi

V2 = Vi

v, = vi

1

2

3

Figure 19.11 Tanks-in-series (TIS) Model

which also implies that

v, = v, = . . . = vi = . . . = v,

(19.4-2)

The RTDs for the first two members of the TIS model are derived in Sections 13.4.1
(N = 1) and 17.2.2 (N = 2). Thus,
E,(e) = e+ (N = 1)

E2(0) = ~/AT-~' (N = 2)

(13.4-3)
(17.2-5)

(See Figure 17.4 for a graphical comparison of these two expressions.)
We could obtain a general expression for EN(B) by induction by using the same
method used to obtain the two equations above, and increasing N incrementally. Instead, we proceed by using the Laplace transform in a more compact procedure.
Consider the steady flow of a constant-density fluid at q0 m3 s-l through the N stirred
tanks (Figure 19.11). At t = 0, a quantity of II, moles of a nonreacting tracer A is introduced into the first tank as a pulse or Dirac input, s(t - 0) = s(t). At any subsequent
time t . a material balance for tracer around the i th tank is:
dcAi
dnAi
- _
- v,qocA,-1 - qocAi = &

* dt

or
- dCAi
cA,i-l

- cAi = %-

(19.4-3)

where
CAM

= FlAilVi

(i = 1,2,. . . , N)

(19.4-4)

and
iy = vi/q,

(i = 1,2,. . . , N)

(19.4-5)

nAi is the number of moles of tracer in the i th tank, and 6 is the mean residence time
of fluid in the i th tank (t;: is the same for all tanks). In terms of dimensionless time 8,
equation 19.4-3 becomes
1 dCAi
cA,i-l - cAi = N de

(19.4-6)
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since
8 = tit = 1/(Vlq,) = tl(NVi/q,) = t/Nt;:

(19.4-7)

and dt in 19.4-3 is replaced by

(19.4-8)

dt = Nt;:d0
The Laplace transformation of equation 19.4-6 is
L(cA,i-l)

- L(cAi) = $ISL(CAi)

- ‘Ai( = iL(“Ai)

(19.4-9)

where L is the Laplace transform operator, s is the Laplace parameter, and cAi(O) = 0.
Rearrangement of 19.4-9 results in
L(cAi)
L(cA,i-l)

1
=1 + SIN

(19.4-10)

Since
L(cAN)
___ _
- L(cAl)
L(cAo)

L(cA2)

LCCAN)

LOLO”’ G&N-1)

equation 19-4-10 can be written as

L(cAN)
L(cAo) = (1 +:,iN)N

(19.4-11)

In signal-response terms, cAO = S(e), the Dirac input, and cAN = C,, the normalized
response, C(e). For the Dirac delta function,
L[S(e)]

= m e-%(0)d8

I0

= e -SO
Thus,

I e=o

(by definition of L[S(~)])

(by equation 13.4-10) = 1

equation 19.4-11 becomes
L(C,) = l/(l + sIN)~

(19.4-12)

From a table of Laplace transforms (Jenson and Jeffreys, 1963, p. .532),

f-lest
($ y a)” (n = 1,z. . .)
L(n=
L
I
If we let IZ = N, t = 8, and a = -n = -N, equation 19.4-13 can be written as

= (s +lN)N = k

(19.4-13)
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0
1

0

Figure 19.12 EN(O) f o r various values of N in the TIS model

2

e
Therefore,
(1 + :,N)N
and,

Since

C, = EN(e),

from

= L(Cm) = L

equation 19.3-9,

I

I
E

N

(e)

=

NNBN-‘epNe
(N - l)!

(N = 1,2,...,N)

(19.4-14)

The behavior of EN(e) as a function of N and 8 is shown in Figure 19.12. As N increases from 1, the spread of the distribution decreases, and, for N > 2, the height of
the peak increases, until for N = ~0, the behavior is that for PF, with zero spread and
infinite peak height (the proof of this last is left to problem 19-19). The location and
value of EN(~YI)~~~, and the location and spread of EN(O) are established quantitatively
in the next two examples.

In the TIS model, for a given value of N, what is the maximum value of EN(f3), and at
what value 13,,, does it occur?
SOLUTION
From equation 19.4-14,
dE,(8)
___ =

de

NN
(N - 1)eN-2e-N@ - ~gN-l~-Ne
(N - l)!

for EN(O)m From this,
(N - l)O;;, = NO;&!

1=

0
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or
(19.4-15)

8 max = (N - l)lN
Substituting this value into equation 19.4-14, we obtain, after simplification,

Jw%ax =

NW - 1F’ &l-N)

(N - l)!

(19.4-16)

For the TIS model, what are the mean and the variance of EN(o)?
SOLUTION
This involves obtaining the mean-residence time, 6, and the variance, ai, of the distribution represented by equation 19.4-14. Since, in general, these are related to the first and
second moments, respectively, of the distribution, it is convenient to connect the determination of moments in the time domain to that in the Laplace domain. By definition of a
Laplace transform,
cc

w,m =

e-“‘E,(ti)d0

I0

(19.4-17)

and

dL[E,(~)I = _ om Be-SeEN(0)de
ds
I
p*$-l)

dW,WI =
&

m 8E,(8)d6’ = p1 = 6

I0

(19.4-18)
(19.4-19)

from equation 13.3-14, where p1 is the first moment about the origin, which, in turn, is
the location expressed as the mean residence time 6.
From equation 19.4-12, with CAN replaced by its equivalent EN(O),

L[EN(e)]

dL[EN@)i
ds

1
= (1 + s/N)N
=

-1

(1 + sIN)~+’

(19.4-20)
(19.4-21)

Therefore,
6 = lim (-I)(-1)
s+o (1 + s/N)~+’

= ’

(19.4-22)
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From equation 19.4-17,

d2U4d’31 = om e%-“eE,(e) de
ds2
I
lim d2W,vW1 = 8 2 E(B)de = p2
S-+O
ds2

(19.4-23)
(19.4-24)

from equation 13.3-12, where p2 is the second moment about the origin. From equation
13.3-16a, the variance, which is the second moment about the mean, is related to pl and
~2 by
a; =

P2

(19.4-25)

- l-4

From equations 19.4-20, -22, -24, and -2.5,

= lii y(l + s;N)N+2 - 1 = y - 1 = ;
Thus,
u; = l/N

(N = 1,2,. . . , N)

(19.4-26)

Note that the determination of moments in the Laplace domain in this case is much
easier than in the time domain, since tedious integration of a complicated function is
replaced by the easier operation of differentiation. The result for 0 we could have anticipated, but not the very simple result for at in equation 19.4-26.
19.4.1.2 TIS Modelfor

Nonintegral Values of N

In equation 19.4-14, EN(e) applies to integral values of N, and is thus a discrete function
of N . This is a disadvantage, since it leaves “gaps” between values of N . The TIS model
can be generalized (Buffham and Gibilaro, 1968) to be continuous with respect to N by
using the generalized factorial for (N - l)!. This is the gamma (r) function defined by
r(N) =

m x?‘-le-x dx
I0

@’ ’ 0)

(19.4-27)

where x is a dummy variable. The definition involves an improper integral that must be
evaluated numerically. By using equation 19.4-27 for I’(N + 1) and integrating by parts,
we can show that
I’(N + 1) = Nr(N)

(19.4-28)

This provides a recursion formula to obtain N!:
r(N + 1) = NI’(N) = N(N - l)I’(N - 1) = . . .
= N(N - l)(N - 2). . . (2)(1)I’(l) = N!
since I’(l) = 1, from integration of equation 19.4-27.

(19.4-29)

v
07O-v
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For the calculation of N! for nonintegral N, values of the I? function can be generated from equation 19.4-27 by a computer program such as provided by the E-Z Solve
software. (In theory, the gamma function must be integrated from x = 0 to x = ~0.
However, a practical upper limit is reached when x = 50 or 60, since the exponential
term goes to zero for large values of x .) Alternatively, for hand calculation, equations
19.4-28 and -29 can be used, once values of l?(N) have been evaluated numerically over
the range 1 < N < 2 from equation 19.4-27 (such values are available in mathematical
tables).

Calculate 5.575! given that F(1.575) = 0.8909.
SOLUTION
From equation 19.4-29,

0

v
7O-v

5.575! = lJ6.575) = (5.575)(4.575)(3.575)(2.575)(1.575)r(1.575)

(The same result is obtained from the E-Z Solve software; file exl9-7.msp.)
Since, from equation 19.4-29, (N - l)! = l?(N), equation 19.4-14 can be generalized
as a continuous function of N for any valuer N 2 1:
E (e) = NNtlN-leeNe

v
07O-v

= 329.46

N

(19.4-30)

UN)

Equation 19.4-30 may be adapted for use in conjunction with the nonlinear regression
feature in E-Z Solve to estimate fand N for a pulse input. The experimental concentration versus time data must be transformed into E(t) data, using conventional methods;
these data may then be regressed with equation (19.4-30a) to obtain tand N:
iE(t)

=

NN(~N-le-NrIi

(19.4-30a)

r(N)

19.4.1.3 Determining N from Tracer Data
We describe two approximate methods of determining the value of N in the TIS model
from pulse-tracer experiments. One is based on the first moment or mean 6, and the
other on the variance at as determined from the tracer data.
For the first method, using the value of EN(e) from the C(e) response curve at e = 1,
we have, from equations 19.4-30 and -29,

EN(Q) _ Nr;B; _ NNe-N = NN;;-N
(N - l)!

.

(19.4-31)

‘Equation 19.4-30 actually allows any value N 2 0. See Stokes and Nauman (1970) for discussion of this
and a physical interpretation of nonintegral values of N for the TIS model; the case of N < 1 corresponds to
bypassing of some entering fluid (see also Nauman and Buffham, 1983, pp. 61-2).
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We may use Stirling’s approximation for N!:
N! = NNKN(2,rrN)l12

(19.4-32)

(accurate to within 1% for N 2 10, to within 2% for N 2 6, and to within 5% for
N z 2; also applicable to both integral and nonintegral values). Combining equations
19.4-31 and -32, we obtain an expression for N:

I

N = 27T[EN(6)]2

(19.4-33) (

The second method uses the result for the variance obtained in Example 19-6:

N = 11~;

(19.4-26)

The first method is based on only a single point, and assumes that the model and the
experimental data have the same mean. The second method is based on all the tracer
data. and assumes the model and the data have the same variance.

Using the data in Example 19-3, estimate the value of N for the TIS model (a) based on
the mean value, and (b) based on the variance.
SOLUTION
(a) From the results (trapezoidal rule) of Example 19-3, t = 21.9 s and E(f) = 0.034-‘.
Thus, E(g) = t&Y(t) = 21.9(0.034) = 0.745, and substitution in equation 19.4-33 yields
N = 2~(0.745)~

= 3.5

(b) From Example 19-3, cry 2 = 161.4 s*. Thus, from equation 13.3-18, ai = a:/t2 =
161.4/21.9* = 0.337, and substitution in equation 19.4-26 yields

v
0“O-v

N = 110.337 = 3.0
The value of N obtained if the histogram method is used is 2.6. By comparison, nonlinear
regression with E-Z Solve (file exl9-3.msp) predicts that N = 3.0.
19.4.1.4 F and W for TIS Model
The cumulative RTD function F(e) in the TlS model is the fraction of the outlet stream
from the Nth tank that is of age 0 to 8, or the probability that a fluid element that
entered the first tank at 0 = 0 has left the Nth tank bv the time 8. It can be obtained
from EN(e) by means of the relation given in Table 13.j . .
F(B) =

E(B) de

(19.4-34)
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0.8

Figure 19.13 FN(O) for various values of N in the TIS model

From equation 19.4-14 for EN(@), for integral values of N,
~9 fqNgN-le-N9
FN(@ = 0
( N - l ) ! de
I

(19.4-35)

The integral in equation 19.4-35 can be evaluated analytically using a recursion formula
to give:

FN(O) = 1 - eWNe zy

(19.4-36)

The result is shown graphically in Figure 19.13 for several values of N. For N = 1, the
result is that for BMF in a single vessel, as shown in Figure 13.5. As N + QJ, the shape
becomes that of the step function, corresponding to PF, as shown in Figures 13.7 and
19.13. The other values of N show behavior between these two extremes, corresponding
to varying degrees of backmixing or dispersion. FN(B) in equation 19.4-36 has the same
dimensionless variance as EN(e) (Stokes and Nauman, 1970):

C;[FN(e)] = i/N

(19.4-37)

For nonintegral values of N, from equation 19.4-30,

z?hr-le-x dx

(19.4-38)

(Stokes and Nauman, 1970), where the integral is an incomplete gamma function (the
upper limit is finite) that can be evaluated by the E-Z Solve software (file exl9-7.msp).
It has the same variance as given in 19.4-37. Equation 19.4-38 can also be used to
estimate f and N from tracer data obtained by a step input, using the nonlinear regression capabilities of E-Z Solve (see Example 19-9 for further discussion of this
technique).
The washout function, W,(O), can be obtained from FN(L?) in equation 19.4-36 and
-38 by means of the relation given in Table 13.1:
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w,(e) = 1 - F*(e)

(19.4-39)

W,(O) in the TIS model is the fraction of the outlet stream from the N th tank that is of
age > 13, or the probability that an element of fluid that entered the first tank at 8 = 0
has not left the Nth tank by the time 8.

19.4.1.5 Concentration Profiles from the TIS Model
Occasionally, various methods for evaluating tracer data and for estimating the mixing parameter in the TIS model lead to different estimates for r? and N . In these cases,
the accuracy of F and N must be verified by comparing the concentration-versus-time
profiles predicted from the model with the experimental data. In general, the predicted
profile can be determined by numerically integrating N simultaneous ordinary differential equations of the form:
qO(c,i-l - cAi) = Vi dc,Jdt

(19.440)

The value of CA0 depends upon the input function (whether step or pulse), and the
initial condition (cAi(O)) for each reactor must be specified. For a pulse input or step
increase from zero concentration, cAi(0) is zero for each reactor. For a washout study,
cAi(O) is nonzero (Figure 19Sb), and CA0 must equal zero. For integer values of N, a
general recursion formula may be used to develop an analytical expression which describes the concentration transient following a step change. The following expressions
are developed based upon a step increase from a zero inlet concentration, but the resulting equations are applicable to all types of step inputs.
Setting f = NVJq,, and cAi(O) = 0 (initial condition), and solving 19.4-40, we obtain:
t

CAi(t) = e-f-Jr/f

NCA,i-l(t)~-le-Ndtdt
(19.4-41)
I0
This integral may be evaluated for each tank in the network. For the first tank, where
the inlet concentration is cAO:
cAl @)

= 1 _ e-Ntli

(19.4-42)

CA0

By combining 19.4-41 and 19.4-42, we may relate the concentration in the second
tank (cAZ(t)) to the inlet concentration:
(1 _ e-2t/i)e-2t/‘&

(19.4-43)

which, upon integration produces:
cA2 (4

= 1 - P’i(l + 2tlT)

(19.4-44)

CA0

For N equal-sized tanks in series, the concentration at any time within tank i may be
determined from:
CAi(t)
= 1 - e?[l + (Y + a2/2! + a3/3! + . . . + a’-ll(i - l)!]
CA0

where (Y = Ntli.

(19.4-45)
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Note that if i = N, equation 19.4-45 generates the response profile for the entire
network. Furthermore, from the definition of F(t) for a step change:

(19.3-18)
since the initial steady-state concentration (cr) is zero. Equation 19.4-45 may therefore
be recast as a general equation for F(t), applicable to any type of step change:
aN-l

F(t) = 1 - e? 1 + a + $ + $ + . . . +

(N

- I)!

(19.4-46)
I

which is the same as equation 19.4-36.

Using the data from Example 19-2, estimate values of N based on both central and backward differencing, and determine which differencing technique best describes the tracer
outtlow concentrations.

SOLUTION
For central differencing: N = f2/~: = (42.2 min)2/780 min2 = 2.3
For backward differencing: N = t2@ = (57.6 min)2/529 min2 = 6.3
For simplicity of comparison, we round these values to 2 and 6, respectively.
For N = 2 and T = 42.2 min, F(t) can be calculated at each time using equation 19.4-46:
a = Ntlf = 2t142.2 min
F(t) = 1 - e-“(1 + cr)

(19.4-46a)

For N = 6 and i = 57.6 min, F(t) can similarly be calculated at each time:
CI = Ntlf = 6ti57.6 min

(19.4-4613)
In each case, c&t) may be calculated from F(t):
F@)

= Co&) - Cl
cc2 - Cl)

v
0“OF

where c2 = 2.00 mm01 L-’ and cr = 1.00 mm01 L-l. Therefore,
c,,,(t) = cl + F(t)(c2 - c,) = 1.00 mmol L-’ + F(t)

As an alternative, equation 19.4-38 may be solved using the E-Z Solve software to
obtain the concentration profiles. The gamma function can be evaluated by numerical
integration using the user-defined functions gamma, f-rateqn, and rkint provided within
the software.
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Figure

19.14 Graphical comparison for Example 19-9
Table 19.6 Results for Example 19-9
tl

Point
1

2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9

min
0
5

10
15

20
30
45
60
90
120

concl
mm01 L-l

i.ooo

1.005
1.020

1.060
1.200
1.410
1.610
1.770
1.920
1.960

F(tha
0.000
0.024
0.082
0.160
0.245
0.416
0.629
0.776
0.926
0.977
0.993

10
11
150
2.000
“From equation 19.4-46a (central).
bFrom equation 19.4-46b (backward).

W)zb
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.005
0.020
0.097
0.329
0.594
0.905
0.985
0.998

GL&hl

Gmt(O2~

GJut(03~c

mm01 L-l

nun01 L-l

mm01 L-’

1.000
1.024

1.000
1.000
1.001
1.005
1.020
1.097
1.329
1.594
1.905
1.985
1.998

1.000
1.010
1.047
1.110
1.190
1.368
1.609
1.779
1.939
1.985
1.997

1.082
1.160
1.245
1.416
1.629
1.776
1.926
1.977
1.993

‘From equation 19.4-38, with N = 2.6 and f = 43.1 min.

Figure 19.14 shows the values of c,,,(t) predicted using 19.4-46a and 19.4-46b. The
central differencing technique (cout(t)l) provides a superior representation of the experimental data. The individual calculated results are given in columns 6 and 7 of Table 19.6, together with those calculated using equation 19.4-38 (~,,~(t)~, column 8) in
conjunction with the best estimates of N and tobtained by nonlinear regression (file
exl9-2.msp). These last provide the best representation of the three, partly because the
values of N were rounded for the central-differencing and back-differencing calculations.
19.4.1.6 Comments on Methods for Parameter Estimation

v
07O-v

Estimation of iand N by nonlinear regression has several advantages over conventional
methods. First, for pulse data, uncertainties associated with use of histogram versus
trapezoidal integration of discrete data are avoided. For step changes, uncertainties
associated with the use of backward versus central differencing when transforming F(t)
to E(t) data are avoided, since this transformation is not required when the nonlinear
regression technique is used. Use of nonlinear regression is especially advantageous
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if the data are “noisy,” since differencing would lead to large variations in E(t). Consequently, the nonlinear regression technique, using equation 19.4-30 (for EN(B)) or
19.4-38 (for FN(0)), has the potential to provide better estimates of t and N than are
obtained by conventional techniques.
An operational issue associated with nonlinear regression is the need to evaluate the gamma function. In theory, the gamma function must be integrated from
x = 0 to x = infinity. However, a practical upper limit is reached when x = 50
or 60, since the exponential term is essentially zero for large values of x. The E-Z
Solve software can readily evaluate the gamma function by numerical integration
using the user-defined functions gamma, f-rateeq, and rkint provided within the software.

Axial Dispersion or Dispersed Plug Flow (DPF) Model
19.4.2.1 Continuity Equation for DPF
In PF, the transport of material through a vessel is by convective or bulk flow. All
elements of fluid, at a particular axial position in the direction of flow, have the same
concentration and axial velocity (no radial variation). We can imagine this ideal flow
being “blurred” or dispersed by backmixing of material as a result of local disturbances (eddies, vortices, etc.). This can be treated as a diffusive flow superimposed on
the convective flow. If the disturbances are essentially axial in direction and not radial, we refer to this as axial dispersion, and the flow as dispersed plug flow (DPF).
(Radial dispersion may also be significant, but we consider only axial dispersion
here.)
In considering axial dispersion as a diffusive flow, we assume that Fick’s first law
applies, with the diffusion or effective diffusion coefficient (equation 8.5-4) replaced by
an axial dispersion coefficient, D,. Thus, for unsteady-state behavior with respect to a
species A (e.g., a tracer), the molar flux (N,J of A at an axial position x is

where cA(x, t) is the concentration of A.
This diffusive flow must be taken into account in the derivation of the materialbalance or continuity equation in terms of A. The result is the axial dispersion or dispersed plug flow (DPF) model for nonideal flow. It is a single-parameter model, the
parameter being DL or its equivalent as a dimensionless parameter. It was originally
developed to describe relatively small departures from PF in pipes and packed beds,
that is, for relatively small amounts of backmixing, but, in principle, can be used for any
degree of backmixing.
Consider a material balance for A around the differential control volume shown in
Figure 19.15. We assume steady flow overall, but not with respect to (tracer) A; there
is no reaction taking place. In words, we write this as:

rate of accuinuladion
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4

4

or b
u

b or
u

Figure 19.15 Control volume for
continuity equation for axial dispersion model

--L‘I

That is, with CA = cA(& t), and A, and D, constant,
‘%+A

- D,Ac% - A, UcA + y-j+ .,,,[% + &@)dx] = A,%dx

(19.448)
If, in addition, the system has a constant density (U is constant), equation 19.4-48 simplifies to
DL

dc,

d2c,
-

dc,

- u-Z=dx
dt

dX2

(19.4-49)

We may put 19.4-49 in nondimensional form with respect to t and x by letting 19 =
t/f = t/(L/u) = (ulL)t and z = x/L. Then the continuity equation becomes

1 d2CA

dCA _ dCA
----_-

Pe,

dz2

dz

(19.4-50)

de

where Pe, is a dimensionless Peclet number based on vessel length, defined by2
Pe, = uLID,

(19.4-51) 1

Pe, can be used in place of D, as the single parameter of the axial dispersion model.
The physical interpretation of Pe, is that it represents the ratio of the convective flux
to the diffusive (dispersed) flux:
pe, “A
- ” =
DL

DL(cAiL)

= convective flux
- dispersed flux

(19.4-52)

The extreme values for Pe, represent PF and BMF:
i:Fo Pe, = 2l~1 g =

CC

L

(for negligible dispersion (PF))

2:~~ Pe, = Jilim $ = 0 (for very large dispersion)

(19.463)
(19.4-54)

L

In equation 19.4-50, CA may be replaced by C(e), the normalized response to a Dirac
delta (pulse) tracer input at the vessel outlet (z = 1); the normalizing factor to convert
2There is controversy over the naming of the dimensionless group uUDL
over naming it a Peclet number (see discussion by Weller, 1994).

(or its reciprocal), and, in particular,
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CA to C(e) cancels term-by-term. In turn, C(e) may be replaced by E(e), from equation
19.3-9. Thus, any solution of this equation generates E(O) for the vessel.
The method and results of solution of equation 19.4-50 depend on the choice of
boundary conditions at inlet (z = 0) and outlet (z, = 1). There are several possibilities
with respect to “closed” and “open” vessels (Section 13.2.4), which do not necessarily
satisfy actual conditions. A closed boundary condition at a point (inlet or outlet) implies that the vessel is isolated (in the sense of communication) from connecting piping
at that point. An open boundary condition, conversely, presumes that the same flow distribution and mixing behavior occur in both the vessel and the piping at that point. It
also implies that any tracer injected at the inlet can appear upstream of the inlet. Since,
in many cases, PF occurs in the process piping, differences between the two types of
boundary conditions are most prominent if there is significant backmixing within the
vessel. In the next section, we consider solutions in terms of E(O) arising from these different boundary conditions, after introducing a solution for a relatively small amount
of dispersion that is independent of these boundary conditions.
19.4.2.2 Solutions of Continuity Equation for DPF
19.4.2.2.1 Small Amount of Dispersion. For a relatively small amount of dispersion
or relatively large value of PeL, we may assume E(O) is approximately symmetrical or

“normal” in the Gaussian sense, as depicted in Figure 19.16.
The Gaussian or “normal” solution to equation 19.4-50 with CA replaced by E(O) is
(Levenspiel, 1972, pp. 273-5):

E(e) = E(e),,, exp[-Pe,(l

- ej2/4]

(19.435)

/

(19.436)

~

where E(B),,, is the response peak height given by

E(%ax =

(1/2)(Pe,/r)1’2

For this solution, moments are
I

I
e=1

(19.4-57)

~7: = 2lPe,

(19.4-58)

Equations 19.4-56 and -58 provide two methods of estimating Pe, for small dispersion
from tracer data.
A
S(B)

2
a* = 0

-

e=o

Figure 19.16 Assumed Gaussian response to pulse input for small dispersion
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Figure 19.17 Flow conditions for open-open vessel
19.4.2.2.2 Solution for “Open” Vessel. For an “open” vessel (i.e., open-open, at both

inlet and outlet), the flow conditions are illustrated schematically in Figure 19.17. The
inlet is at z = 0, and the outlet at z = 1; upstream positions (in connecting piping)
are represented by z < 0, and downstream positions by z > 1. It is assumed that the
dispersion, as represented by D, or Pe,, is the same from just before the inlet to just
beyond the outlet.
The boundary conditions for equation 19.4-50 with cA replaced by the normalized
response C(e) (at z = 1) are:
z -3 --co:

dC(e)/dz = 0

(19.4-59)

z + +w:
8A
5 0.

dC(B)ldz = 0

(19.4-60)
(19.4-61)

c(e) = 0

The solution of equation 19.4-50 is (Levenspiel and Smith, 1957):

(19.4-62)

The moments of the solution are:

19.4.2.2.3 Solution for “Closed Vessel.” For a “closed” vessel (i.e., closed-closed, at
both inlet and outlet), the flow conditions are illustrated schematically in Figure 19.18.
The flow upstream of the vessel inlet (Z < 0) is PF characterized by D, = 0 or Pe, = ~0.
Since flow inside the vessel is dispersed, and the pulse injection is at the inlet (z = 0),
there is a discontinuity in cA across the inlet. There is assumed to be continuity in cA
across the outlet (z = l), even though downstream flow (z > 1) is PF.
w3)

-+I

z=-m

z=o

z=l

-LA

Figure 19.18 Flow conditions for closed-closed vessel

z=+-
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The boundary conditions-for equation 19.4-50 with cA replaced by the normalized
response (at z = 1) are:
At z = 0: pulse input(at z = O-) = tracer output (at z = O+) by bulk flow and dispersed
flow
that is.
n, s(t) = uA,cA - D,A,%

(19.4-65)

where n, is the amount of the pulse (in moles). In dimensionless form, with S(e) =
fs(t) = (L/u) s(t), C(O) = cAl(n,lV) = c*l(n,,lLA,), and z = x/L, we have
n /LA X(O)
no; S(O) = $-A,C(B) - D,A,yx
c
or
1 X(e)
s(e) = C(O) - Pe, dz
At z = 1: we assume there is no flow by dispersion across the outlet, consistent with

19 5 0: initial condition:
c(e) = 0

(19.4-68)

An analytical solution to equation 19.4-50 (with c, replaced by C(e)) with these boundary conditions is given by Otake and Kunigita (1958), but is rather complex, and we
omit it here. However, moments are relatively simple and are given by

1

e=1

(19.4-69)

fzre2- --$(Pe, - 1 + eepeL)

(19.4-70)

L
I

I

19.4.2.2.4 Comparison of Solutions of Continuity Equation for DPl? The results
for the three cases discussed above, together with those for the case with closed-open
boundary conditions, are summarized in Table 19.7. Included in Table 19.7 are the
boundary conditions, the expression for C(e) at z = 1, and the mean and variance of
C(e). For large values of PeL, the solutions are not very different, but for small values,
the results differ considerably.
19.4.2.2.5 Determining Pe, from Tracer Data. As noted in Section 19.4.2.2.1, values

of PeL, the single parameter in the axial dispersion model, may be obtained from the
characteristics of the pulse-tracer response curve, C(d) = E(e).
For the “open” vessel boundary conditions, Pe, may be estimated from the value of
C(e) or E(0) at 8 = 1. Thus, substituting 8 = 1 into equation 19.4-62 and rearranging,
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Table 19.7 Comparison of solutions of continuity equation for DPF

Case

Boundary
conditions

(1) Gaussa

N/A

Moments

e

C(e) at z = 1
1

2

PeL
(2) open-openb

(3)

closed-closed”

z + -cc
dC(B)ldz = 0
z -+ +w:
dC(e)ldz = 0
e I 0: c(e) = 0
z = 0:
1 X(e)
s(e) = C(O) - peL 7
z = 1:
dc(eydz = 0
8 I 0: c(e) = 0

I+&
L

complex expression
(omitted here)

3

1

g 1,;
L (

L i

$(PeL - 1 + KPe”)
L

l+&
(19.44)

“Levenspiel(l972, p. 273).
*Levenspiel
and Smith (1957).
‘Otake and Kunigita (1958).
dVillermaux and van Swaaij (1969).

we obtain:
Pe, = 47r[E(8 = 1)12

(19.4-73)

The measured variance a$ may also be used to estimate Pe, in conjunction with
equations 19.4-64 (open-open), 19.4-70 (closed-closed), and 19.4-72 (closed-open, Table
19.7). For large Pe, values the results are nearly the same, but for small Pe, values, they
differ significantly. For these three equations, and also the Gauss solution in equation
19.4-58, as Pe, + ~0, ai -+ 0, consistent with PF behavior. These results are illustrated
in Table 19.8, which (conversely) gives values of U: calculated from the four equations
for specified values of Pe,. Note that ai becomes ill-behaved for small values of Pe, for
the Gauss solution, and for open-open and closed-open conditions. This is most apparent for Pe, = 0 for these cases, in which a$ + w. The expected result, ai = 1, is given
by equation 19.4-70 for closed-closed conditions. This is the expected result because
Pe, = 0 corresponds to BMF, which in turn corresponds to N = 1 in the TIS model,
and for this, ai = 1, from equation 19.4-26.
One conclusion from these results is that the axial diffusion model begins to fail as
Pe, + small, when an open boundary condition is used at the outlet. The case Pe, +
small means increasing backmixing, or that the diffusive flux becomes increasingly significant compared with the convective flux. For an open boundary condition, it is also
questionable whether the actual response C(e) can be identified with E(B). Furthermore, regardless of the boundary conditions chosen, it is difficult to envisage that cA
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Table 19.8 Comparison of variances (a;) in E(B) calculated from
different solutions of the continuity equation for DPF (19.4-50)

r

PeL

m F’F)
“large”
500
40
5
2
1
“small”

0 (BMF)

4
Gauss
(19.4-58)

Open-open
(19.4-64)

Closed-closed
(19.4-70)

Closed-open
(19.4-72)

0
2lPeL
0.004
0.05
0.4
1
2
2lPeL
cc

0
21PeL
0.00403
0.055
0.72
3
10
S/Pet
cc

0
2/PeL
0.00399
0.04875
0.3205
0.5677
0.736
1
1

0
2lPeL
0.00401
0.05188
0.52
1.75
5
3lPeE
Co

is independent of radial position for large extents of backmixing, an assumption that is
implicit if radial dispersion is ignored.

Using the results from Example 19-3 for f and (T& estimate values for Pe, for both open
and closed boundary conditions, as far as possible, from (a) E(8) and (b) the variance.
SOLUTION

(a) From Example 19-3, t = 21.9 s (trapezoidal rule) and E(f) 2: 0.034 s-l. Thus,
E(g) = t%(t) = 21.9(0.034) = 0.745. From equation 19.4-73 for open-open conditions,
Pe, = 4~(0.745)~ = 6.97 = 7

0

V
“OF

The same result is obtained from the Gauss distribution, equation 19.4-56, but we haven’t
given the basis here for using the closed-closed and closed-open conditions.
(b) From Example 19-3, o12 = 161.4 s2.Thus,u; = u:lt2 = 161.4/21.92 = 0.337.Using the Gauss, open-open, closed-closed, and closed-open solutions, respectively, we obtain the following results (file exl9-lO.msp):
Solution

Equation

PeL

Gauss
open-open
closed-closed
closed-open

19.4-58
19.4-64
19.4-70
19.4-72 (Table 19.7)

5.9
8.7
4.7
7.2

Different estimates of Pe, are obtained if values of f (21.8 s) and crF(180s2) from the
histogram method are used.
The results again demonstrate that, since there is significant backmixing within the
vessel (Pe, relatively small), the different boundary conditions and method of solution
lead to markedly different values of PeL.
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Comparison of DPF and TIS Models
The TIS model is relatively simple mathematically and hence easy to use. The DPF or
axial dispersion model is mathematically more complex and yields significantly different results for different choices of boundary conditions, if the extent of backmixing is
large (small Pe,). On this basis, the TIS model may be favored.
Nevertheless, we may compare the two models more quantitatively by means of the
two methods already used for estimating values of N and Pe, from tracer data: (1)
matching E(8) for the two models; and (2) matching variances, ai.
(1) In matching E(8) from tracer data, if we equate E,(e) in equation 19.4-33 (TIS
model) with E(8 = 1) in 19.4-73 (DPF model), it follows that N and Pe, are
related by
N = Pe,/2

(19.4-74)

(2) In matching ai from tracer data, we have four choices from above based on the
use of the Gauss solution and the three different boundary conditions for the
DPF model on the one hand, and equation 19.4-26, N = l/a;, for the TIS model
on the other hand. In summary, if we equate the right sides of equations 19.4-58,
-64, -70, and -72 (Table 19.7) with l/N from equation 19.4-26, in turn, we may
collect the results in the form

(19.4-75)

where X = 0,4, epPe~ - 1, and 1.5 for the Gauss solution, and open-open, closedclosed, and closed-open boundary conditions, respectively. For Pe, -+ large (the
only situation in which the Gauss solution should be used), the results from equation 19.4-75 are all the same, and the same as that in equation 19.4-74:
N = Pe,/2

(Pe, + large)

(19.4-76)

For Pe, + small, the results of the matching to obtain N from Pe, give increasingly different values, as already illustrated for ai in Table 19.8.
The consequences of the differences in these and other mixing models for reactor
performance are explored in Chapter 20.

19.5

PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 19
19-1 Stimulus-response experiments were used to evaluate the operation of a 1.465L laboratory

stirred-tank reactor as a CSTR. The response curves were obtained (a) by using acetic acid
(A, CA = 0.85 mol L-l) as a tracer “chasing” water in step-change experiments, and (b) by
using a small pulse of glacial acetic acid (density = 1.05 g cmm3, M = 60 g mol-‘) on a
flow of water.
(a) In one experiment to determine the F curve, the volumetric flow rate (q) was 47 cm3
rnin-’ , and the concentration of acid leaving the tank (CA) was 0.377 mol L-l 21 minutes
after the acid flow was begun. Calculate the coordinates (C(e) and 0) for this point.
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(b) Similarly, in one experiment to determine the C(O) curve, 4 was 23 cm3 min-‘, the
pulse was 0.5 cm3 of glacial acetic acid, and CA was 0.0044 mol L-’ 15 minutes
after the introduction of the pulse. Calculate the coordinates (C(e) and ~9) for this
point.
19-2 The accompanying table gives values of trace height at various times as read from a recorder
for a pulse-tracer experiment (Thurier, 1977). In this experiment 1.5 cm3 of N2 was injected
into a stream of He flowing steadily at 150 cm 3 s -l through a stirred-tank reactor of volume
605 cm3. A thermal conductivity detector was used to compare the outlet stream (N2 + He)
with the He feed stream, and the output from this as a trace on a recorder is a measure of the
concentration of N2 in the outlet stream.
(a) Construct a plot of C(e) or E(0) against 8 and compare the (plotted) points with a plot
of the C(e) curve for completely back-mixed flow.
t/s

0.3
0.9
1.5
2.5
3.5
4.5
5.5
6.5
7.5
8.5

trace height 1
62.2
54
46
36
28.2
22.1
17.2
13.5
10.7
8.4

tls

9.5
10.5
11.5
12.5
13.5
14.5
15.5
16.5
17.5

trace

height
6.7
5.1
4.1
3.1
2.5
2.0
1.7
1.2
1.1

(b) Compare the mean residence time (0 obtained from the data in the table with that obtained from the volumetric quantities.
(c) Determine the variance of the distribution defined by the data in the table.
19-3 In order to obtain a residence-time distribution model, E(B), for flow through a vessel of
volume V, suppose the vessel is considered to be made up of two regions: a region of complete
back-mixing of volume VI, and a stagnant region of volume V2, such that V = VI + V2 and
there is no exchange of material between the two regions. The steady-state rate of flow is 4,
and the flow is at constant density.
(a) Derive E(B) for this model.
(b) What is F(B) for this model?
(c) If V = 10 m3, VI = 7 m3, and 4 = 0.4 m3 mm’, what fraction of the exit stream
(i) is of age less than 15 min?
(ii) has been in the vessel longer than 40 min?
19-4 Consider steady flow of a fluid down a cylindrical vessel of volume (V) 10 m3, at a rate (4)
of 2 m3 mm’, to occur through two regions (1 and 2) in parallel. Flow through region 1
results from channeling; the flow area for this is 20% of the total area, and 1/3 of the total
flow occurs in this part. Flow through each part is by dispersed PF with a relatively large
value of PeL (say > 100). Use subscripts 1 and 2 to denote quantities (such as q, V, and f)
for regions 1 and 2, respectively, where appropriate. Sketch E(t) versus t for flow through
the vessel, and show numerical values on the sketch (with supporting calculations) for the
following:
(a) the location (mean) of any curve drawn;
(b) the maximum height of any curve drawn;
(c) the variance of any curve drawn;
(d) the area under any curve drawn;
(e) the value oft = V/q for total flow through the vessel.
Clearly state any assumptions made.
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19-5 (a) Suppose flow in a “closed” vessel can be represented by the dispersion model with
PeL = uWD = 2.56. What would be the value of N (number of tanks), if the tanksin-series model were used for this vessel with the same variance?
(b) In (a), if the solution for the dispersion model for an “open” vessel in terms of U; is
used, what is the value of N for the tanks-in-series model? Explain briefly whether
or not this value is allowed in the TIS model. Repeat similarly for “closed-open”
boundary conditions. Comment on the appropriateness of these sets of boundary conditions for such a low PeL (i.e., with relatively large backmixing) in the dispersion
model.
19-6 Consider EN(@) for the TIS model with N = 5. Calculate each of the following:
(a) the mean 6;
(b) the variance ai;
(c) the coordinates, 0,,, and Emax, of the peak.
19-7 Levenspiel and Smith (1957) conducted an experiment with a 2.85cm diameter (internal)
tube. 16.2 cm3 of a solution of Kh4n04 was rapidly injected into a water stream which flowed
through the tube at a velocity of 0.357 m s-l. A photoelectric cell positioned 2.75 m downstream from the injection point was used to monitor the effluent concentration (cmnoq) from
the tube. Determine, using the data given below,
(a) the mean residence time of the tracer in the tube;
(b) the number of tanks required for the tanks-in-series model.
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19-8 A pulse input of a tracer to a 420-L vessel yielded the following tracer concentrations measured at the reactor outlet:

v

v

10

thin
0
1 2.5 3 4 5 6 7.5 9 10 12 15
mm3 0.0 1.2 7.0 8.6 9.5 8.0 6.2 3.7 2.0 1.2 0.4 0.0

(a) Determine the dispersion parameter (PeL), assuming both completely open and completely closed boundary conditions.
(b) Given that the volumetric flow rate is 60 L min-‘, determine the fraction of the reactor
volume which may be classified as “dead” or inactive.
19-9 A tracer experiment was conducted in a certain vessel. The following data were obtained
from a washout experiment:

0
5
10
15
20
30
45
60
90
120
tracer concentration/
arbitrary units:
1.000 0.928 0.843 0.751 0.593 0.376 0.199 0.094 0.021 0.007

0

v

7O-v

(a) Determine the mean residence time of the tracer
(b) Determine the variance of the tracer curve.
19-10 It was discovered that the tracer used in problem 19-9
concentrations could reflect both nonideal mixing and
kinetics of the tracer decay was conducted, and the

tls:

240
0.000

in this vessel.
was subject to decay, and the measured
tracer decay. Therefore, a study of the
following data were acquired:

0
20
35
50
75
100
tracer activity: 21.50 15.93 12.72 10.16 6.98 4.80
Repeat parts (a) and (b) of problem 19-9, accounting for the instability of the tracer.
19-11 The Central Bank is responsible for maintaining a steady supply of currency in circulation (it

just never seems to find a way into our pockets). Suppose the targeted quota for the number
of $20 bills in circulation is 0.75 billion. Bills must be removed from circulation when in
poor condition, but this is independent of their age (e.g., that new $20 bill in your jeans that

;

19.5 Problems for Chapter 19
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just went through the laundry is probably slated for replacement). Assuming that $20 bills
are put into circulation at a constant rate of 400 million y-l, and are randomly removed from
circulation and that there is no change in the total’number of bills in circulation, determine:
(a) The age distribution of all $20 bills currently in circulation.
(b) The average “life” of a $20 bill.
(c) The fraction of $20 bills that are used for four or more years.
(d) On one extremely productive working (?) day, a gang of counterfeiters put 500,000 $20
bills into circulation. After five years (assuming that the bills have not been detected),
how many of these bills remain in circulation? State any additional assumptions you
must make to solve this problem.
19-12 In studying pyrolysis kinetics, Liliedahl et al. (1991) determined the RTD of their apparatus
by pulse-injection of a gaseous hydrocarbon tracer.
(a) Given the following data, determine the mean-residence time and variance of gaseous
elements in the apparatus.
(b) Find N and PeL for the TIS and DPF models, respectively.
tlms :
0 68.7 103.1 152.7 206.1 290.2 404.7 652.7 984.7 1488.5
lo3 detector response: 0 0.49 1.50 3.00 3.81
2.49
1.00 0.19
0.03
0
19-13 Waldie (1992) collected RTD data by using a washout technique to determine the separation
and residence time of larger particles in a spout-fluid bed.
(a) Given the following data, determine the mean residence time and variance of larger
particles in the spout-fluid bed.
(b) Find N and PeL for the TIS and DPF models respectively.
(c) Investigate the accuracy of the TIS model for predicting the experimentally measured
F(t) data.
t/s:
F(t):

2.057 4.000 5.710 9.486 17.257 25.370 38.011
0
0.166 0.357 0.695 0.924 0.985 1

19-14 Shetty et al. (1992) studied gas-phase backmixing for the air-water system in bubble-column
reactors by measuring RTDs of pulse-injected helium tracer.
(a) Given the following data, determine the normalized variance of gaseous elements in the
bubble column reactor.
(b) Find N and PeL for the TIS and DPF models respectively.
(c) Verify the accuracy of the TIS model for predicting the experimentally measured E(8)
data.
normalized
t/dimensionless
normalized cont./dimensionless

0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.7 0.9 1.3
1.9 2.8 3.4
0
0.01 0.56 0.97 1.00 0.88 0.48 0.17 0.02 0

19-15 Rhodes et al. (1991) conducted RTD measurements to study longitudinal solids mixing in a
circulating fluidized-bed riser by pulse-injection of a sodium chloride tracer.
(a) Given the following RTD data, calculate the mean residence time and variance of solid
particles in the circulating fluidized-bed riser. Shorten your calculations by assuming
first-order decay in the tail section and verify.
(b) Find N and PeL for the TIS and DPF models respectively.
t/s:
tracer conc./ppt:

0.4 0.6 1.1 1.8 2.4 2.8 3.5 4.3 5.3 6.4 7.7 9.0 10.4 11.9
0 0.1 0.5 2.0 2.5 2.9 3.0 2.7 1.9 1.0 0.5 0.3 0.1 0

19-16 In studying a liquid-liquid extraction column, Dongaonkar et al. (1991) determined the column RTD by pulse-injection of tetrazine (Acid Yellow 23) in water. Given the following
incomplete RTD data, calculate the mean-residence time and variance of a fluid element,
and find N for the TIS model. Assume the tail section undergoes first-order decay.
tlmin:
tracer cont./arbitrary

0 0.94 1.63 2.94 4.93 7.94 11.89
units: 0 1.09 2.44 3.37 2.60 1.26 0.413
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normalized time/
dimensionless:
tracer c0nc.l
arbitrary units:

19-17 Asif

et al. (1991) studied distributor effects in liquid-fluidized beds of low-density particles
by measuring RTDs of the system by pulse injection of methylene blue. If PF leads into and
follows the fluidized bed with a total time delay of 10 s, use the following data to calculate
the mean-residence time and variance of a fluid element, and find N for the TIS model.

tls:
normalized tracer cont./
dimensionless:

29.4

32.8

0

0.0149

37.3

42.4

0.0420 0.0528

47.0

51.8

55.2

64.8

69.6

0.0461

0.0331

0.0190

0.0024

0

19-18 Pudjiono and Tavare (1993) used the pulse-response technique to study the residence time

distribution in a continuous Couette flow device with rotating inner cylinder and stationary
outer cylinder. If the tracer dye decomposed with a half-life of 500 s, use the following data
to determine the variance of a liquid element and N for the TIS model. The mean residence
time was 760 s.
0.30

0.40

0.45

0 0.0656 0.1811

0.50

0.60

0.3112 0.5022

0.81

1.00

0.5188

0.3581

1.25

1.55

0.1680 0.0568

1.72
0.0289

2.00

2.60

0.0088 0

19-19 For the TIS model, show that, as N + 00, EN(~) in equation 19.4-14 becomes the RTD

function for PF, E(B) = S(O - l), as indicated in Figure 19.12.

Chapter

20
Reactor Performance with
Nonideal Flow
The TIS and DPF models, introduced in Chapter 19 to describe the residence time distribution (RTD) for nonideal flow, can be adapted as reactor models, once the single
parameters of the models, N and Pe, (or DL), respectively, are known. As such, these
are macromixing models and are unable to account for nonideal mixing behavior at the
microscopic level. For example, the TIS model is based on the assumption that complete
backmixing occurs within each tank. If this is not the case, as, perhaps, in a polymerization reaction that produces a viscous product, the model is incomplete.
In addition to these two macromixing reactor models, in this chapter, we also consider
two micromixing reactor models for evaluating the performance of a reactor: the segregated flow model (SFM), introduced in Chapters 13 to 16, and the maximum-mixedness
model (MMM). These latter two models also require knowledge of the kinetics and of
the global or macromixing behavior, as reflected in the RTD.
As a preliminary consideration for these two micromixing models, we may associate
three time quantities with each element of fluid at any point in the reactor (Zwietering,
1959): its residence time, t, its age, t,, and its life expectancy in the reactor (i.e., time to
reach the exit), t,:
t=t,+t

e

(20-1)

At the inlet of a reactor, t, = 0, and t, = t; at the outlet, t, = 0, and t, = t. In the SFM,
fluid elements are grouped by age, and mixing of elements of various ages does not
occur within the vessel, but only at the outlet; t, = t. In the MMM Model, on the other
hand, fluid elements are grouped by life expectancy, such that t, = t. This important
consideration is reflected in the detailed development of each model.
In the following sections, we first develop the two macromixing models, TIS and DPF,
and then the two micromixing models, SFM and MMM.

20.1

TANKS-IN-SERIES (TIS) REACTOR MODEL
The tanks-in-series (TIS) model for a reactor with nonideal flow uses the TIS flow model
described in Section 19.4.1 and illustrated in Figure 19.11. The substance A is now a
reacting species (e.g., A + products) instead of a tracer.
A material balance for A around the ith tank of volume Vi in the N-tank series (all
tanks of equal size), in the case of unsteady-state behavior of a variable-density system,
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is
cA,i-lqi-l - CAiqi - (-IAi)vi = dnAi/dt

(i = 1,2,. . . , N)

(20.1-1)

where nAi is the number of moles of A in the ith tank. In the special case of a constantdensity system in steady-state, equation 20.1-1 becomes,
cA,i-lqo

- CAiqo

- (-?-Ai)&

(i = 1,2, . .) Iv)

= 0

(20.1-2)

where q. is the steady-state flow rate. This may be written in terms of the meanresidence time in the reactor system,

(20.1-3)

t = V/q, = NV,Iq, = Nt;:

where 6 is the mean-residence time in the ith tank, equation 19.4-5. Equation 20.1-2
then becomes
‘Gi-1

- CAi

- (f/N)(-rAi)

(i = 1,2,...,N)

= 0

(20.1-4)

More specific forms of 20.1-4 depend on the form of ?-Ai.
For unsteady-state operation, equation 20.1-1 constitutes a set of N ordinary differential equations that must be solved simultaneously (usually numerically) to obtain the
time-dependent concentration within each tank. For a constant-density system, dnAi/dt
is replaced by Vi dCA,/dt. We focus on steady-state operation in this chapter.

The first-order, liquid-phase reaction of lidocaine (A) to monoethylglycinexylidide (MEGX)
is conducted in a “reactor” (the liver) with arbitrary flow conditions that is to be modeled
by the TIS reactor model with N tanks. Derive an expression for cANI the steady-state
outlet concentration from the Nth tank, in terms of system parameters.
SOLUTION
The system parameters are the feed concentration, c,&, the rate constant in the rate law,
(-rA) = kAcA, the mean-residence time, t; and N. Equation 20.1-4 for this case is
cA,-1

- CAi

-

(kA~N)cAi

=

0

From this,
‘Ai
cA,i-l

-

1

i =

l+k,t-lh’;

1,2f..., N

Equation 20.1-5 applies to each of the N tanks. Since
‘AN

- cA1 cA2 cA3
- CA0
cAo cAl cA2

.

cAi
CAN
..-...cA,i-l
CGN- 1

(20. 1-6)
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p&J-CA0

1
(1 + k“$/N>N

(20.1-7)

As N + CQ, this result becomes identical with that for a PFR
(20.1-8)

The proof of this is left to problem 20-6.
Equation 20.1-7 may also be used to CahXlate performance in terms of fA, since, for a
constant-density system, f
For a second-order react%, IAN’ -cannot
‘AN”~”
be expressed in explicit form as in 20.1-7, but
a recursion formula can be developed that makes the calculation straightforward.

The second-order, liquid-phase reaction A + products takes place in a 15-m3 vessel. Calculate fA at the reactor outlet, if the reactor is modeled by the TIS model with N = 5.
Data: CA0 = 3000 mol rnp3; 4 = 0.5 m3 mm-‘; kA = 5 X 10m5 m3 mol-’ mm’.

SOLUTION:
Substitution of the rate law (-rA) = k,ci

in equation 20.1-4 results in

Cki-1 - CAM - (kAf/N)C&

(20.1-9)

= 0

This is a quadratic equation in c&, the solution of which can be written in terms of cA,i- 1:

[I + 4(kAflN)CA,i-,]“2
2kAt7/N

CAi =

-1

(20.1-10)

or as

-CAi -_ [l + 4(kACA,t;lN>(CA,i-1/CAo)ll/2
2k,C,,tiN
CA0
= II1 f (4MA21N>(CA,i-IICA,>11’2
2ikf,,lN

-1
(20.1-11)

-1

where MA2 = kAcAof, the dimensionless reaction number for a second-order reaction, as
defined by equation 4.3-4. This is a recursion formula that can be solved for any value of
N by successively setting i = 1,2, . . . , N.
In this case, N = 5, MA2 = 5 X 10-5(3000)(15/05) = 4.5, and equation 20.1-11 becomes
-CAM _- [l +

3.6(CA,i-l/CAo)]“2

- 1

1.8

CA0

If we apply this in turn for i = 1,2,3,4,5, we obtain the following results:
*.
1.
CA~/CA,,

1

:

0.636

2
0.452

3
0.345

4
0.276

5
0.229
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From the last entry, cA5/cA0 = 0.229, and fA = 1 - 0.229 = 0.77 1. The five equations for
cAiIcAO can also be solved simultaneously using the E-Z Solve software (file ex20-2.msp).
For a more complex kinetics scheme, a combination of the explicit and recursionformula approaches may be required.
(a) The reaction of A to form C occurs through the formation of an intermediate species
B, with both steps being first-order:

If A, with concentration (c& of 1.5 mol L-l, enters a reactor through which the
flow is nonideal, and the reactor operates at 300 K, calculate the outlet product
distribution (cA, ca, cc) using the TIS model with N = 3 to represent the reactor and
the following data:
k, = 2 X lop4 s-‘; k2 = 4 x 10m4 s-l (at 300 K)
V = 100 L; q0 (feed rate) = 2 L min-’

(b) Calculate the fractional conversion of A, and the fractional yield of C.
SOLUTION

(a) Since reaction is represented by two chemical steps, we have two independent materialbalance equations to develop, say, for A and for B.
For the first-order (irreversible) reaction of A, the material balance stems from equation
20.1-4, and the solution for cA at the outlet is given by equation 20.1-7, with N = 3, CA0 =
1.5 mol L-l, and kAf= k,i = (2 X 10-4~-‘)[100L/(2/60)L s-l] = 0.60(~ MA,).
‘A3

=

(1 + $,,N)N

=

1.5
= 0.868 molL-’ = cj,
(1 + 0.6/3)3

We develop the material balance for B in general first, and then simplify using N = 3. For
the ith tank in an N-tank series, we have
- CBiqo + k,CAiVi - k2CBiVi

cB,i-lqo

=0

From this,
CBi =

cB,i-l

+ kl(Vilqo)CAi

1 + k2(Vilqo)

cB,i-1 + (k,f/N)CAi
(from equation 20.1-3)
1 + k,QN
= cB,i_l + (kl~N)CAo(l + klt;lN)-’
(20.1-13)
1 + k,tlN
=

(from equations 20.1-5 to -7). Equation 20.1-13 can be used as a recursion formula by
setting i = 1,2, 3 in turn, with the following results:
*.
1.

CBi:
Thus,

cB3 =

0.321 molL-’ = cn.

1
0.1786

2
0.2764

3
0.3214
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From an overall material balance,
co = cAO - cA - cB = 0.311 molL-’

0)

i,, = c

fA = 1 - c,Ic,, = 0.421

0

V

TOP

20.2

= 0.492

cAo - cA

Equivalent results are obtained if the system of equations is solved with the E-Z Solve
software (file ex20-3.msp).

AXIAL DISPERSION REACTOR MODEL
In this section, we apply the axial dispersion flow model (or DPF model) of Section
19.4.2 to design or assess the performance of a reactor with nonideal flow. We consider,
for example, the effect of axial dispersion on the concentration profile of a species, or
its fractional conversion at the reactor outlet. For simplicity, we assume steady-state,
isothermal operation for a simple system of constant density reacting according to A
+ products.
The derivation of the material-balance or continuity equation for reactant A is similar
to that of equations 19.4-48 and -49 for nonreacting tracer A, except that steady state
replaces unsteady state (CA at a point is not a function of t), and a reaction term must
be added. Thus, using the control volume in Figure 19.15, we obtain the equivalent of
equation 19.4-48 as:
AcUCA

- D,A,% - A&c* + 2 dx) + D,A, [g + “($f)dx]-ACt-rAj;;::;

. where the term in (-rA) is the reaction-rate term, and the right side vanishes, since
there is no accumulation of A. Equation 20.2-1 simplifies to
d2c,
- -g - (-rA) = 0
DL dx2

(20.2-2)

which corresponds to equation 19.4-49. In equation 20.2-2, the effect of dispersion is in
the first term on the left; otherwise, if D, = 0, the result is that for a PFR.
In partial nondimensional form, with z, = x/L and Pe, = uL/D,, equation 20.2-2 becomes
d2
-53 - PeL% - PeL$-r,) = 0
dz2
In general, equation 20.2-3 must be solved numerically for nonlinear kinetics. However,
an analytical solution is available for first-order kinetics and a “closed” vessel.
For first-order kinetics, (--I~) = kAcA, and equation 20.2-3 becomes
/

I

d2CA

--Pes-PeAL AAc - 0
dz2
L dz

(20.2-4)
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The boundary conditions for a closed-vessel reactor are analogous to those for a
tracer in a closed vessel without reaction, equations 19.4-66 and -67, except that we
are assuming steady-state operation here. These are called the Danckwerts boundary
conditions (Danckwerts, 1953).r With reference to Figure 19.18,
At z = 0, we assume continuity of the flux of A; that is, flux at z = O- by convective flow
only = flux at z = O+ by convective and diffusive flow:
(20.2-5)

UCAO = UCA

This implies a discontinuous decrease in CA across the inlet plane at z = 0, as shown in
Figure 19.18 (the discontinuity at the inlet of a CSTR is the most extreme example of
this, if there is PF on one side and BMF on the other). In partial nondimensional form,
equation 20.2-5 is
CA0 -c,+&~=o(z=o)
L

(20.2-6)

At z = 1, the continuity-of-flux argument is invalid, since it implies (incorrectly) that
cA(z = l+) > cA(z = l-); instead, we assume continuity in cA itself (an assumption
that is also analogous to that made for a CSTR); this is consistent with
dc,- 0
dz

(z=l)

(20.2-7)

The solution of equation 20.2-4 with equations 20.2-6 and -7 as boundary conditions,
although tedious, can be done by conventional means; the result (Danckwerts, 1953;
Wehner and Wilhelm, 1956) is:
4p exp(Pe,/2)
CA0 = l- fA = (1 + P)2exp(pPeL/2) - (1 - P)2exp(-PPeL/2) (20*2-8)
CA

where
p = (1 + 4kAf/PeL)‘”

(20.2-9)

For Pe, -+ ~0, equation 20.2-8 reduces to the result for a PFR, and for Pe, + 0, it
becomes that for a CSTR. For large, but not infinite, values of Pe,, it provides a “correction” for small deviations from PF (Danckwerts, 1953):
CA
= l-fA = exp ( -kA f+ $$) = (1 + $$)exp(-i,i) (largepe,) (20.2-10)

CA0

on expansion of exp(1 + kit2/Pe,).
In comparing the TIS and DPF reactor models, we note that the former is generally
easier to use for analysis of reactor performance, particularly for nonlinear kinetics and
unsteady-state operation.
‘These boundary cond$ions and the derivation of equation 20.2-2 were first obtained by Langmuir (1908). See
discussion by Weller (1994).

20.3 Segregated-Flow Reactor Model (SFM)
20.3
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SEGREGATED-FLOW REACTOR MODEL @FM)
The segregated-flow reactor model (SFM) represents the micromixing condition of
complete segregation (no mixing) of fluid elements. As noted in Section 19.2, this is
one extreme model of micromixing, the maximum-mixedness model being the other.
The SFM model for a reactor is developed in Section 13.5, and results in the following
expression for fA or cA at the reactor outlet:
E(t) dt

(13.5-2)

The SFM requires knowledge of the reaction kinetics and the macroscopic RTD. The
factor [CA(t)iCAolBR is determined by the kinetics (the designation BR indicates that
the result to be inserted is that for a batch reactor, but it is the same for a PFR with a
constant-density system). For a rate law of the form
(-rA) = kAc;

= e-!Q” (n = 1)

(3.4-10)

or
]I

(n#l)

(14.3-20)

However, any kinetics may be inserted as required. The RTD function E(t) may be
known either from a flow model (ideal or nonideal) or from experimental tracer
data.
The SFM is applied to a (single-stage) CSTR in Chapter 14, to a PFR in Chapter 15,
and to an LFR in Chapter 16. In these cases, E(t) is known in exact analytical form. It
is shown that the SFM gives equivalent results for a PFR and an LFR for any kinetics. For a CSTR, however, it gives an equivalent result only for first-order (i.e., linear)
kinetics. This raises the question as to the usefulness of the SFM both for arbitrary
kinetics and for arbitrary flow through a vessel. We first consider two methods of using equation 13.5-2 in conjunction with discrete experimental tracer data from a pulse
input.
The first method uses the (normalized) response data, C, directly in a spreadsheet
analysis similar to that used in Chapter 19:
C(ti) Ati

(20.3-1)

where C(ti) = E(ti).
The second method uses the TIS model fitted to the tracer data. The value of N is
obtained from a; (evaluated from the tracer data as described in Chapter 19):
N = l/u;

(19.4-26)

This value is used with EN(O) from equation 19.4-30 to obtain CA/CA~ from equation
13.5-2. For use in the latter, we convert EN(O) to EN(t); since 8 = tliand E(O) = iE(t),
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E

(20.3-2)

N

and equation 13.5-2 for the TIS model is

(20.3-3)

The integral in this equation may be evaluated analytically or numerically (e.g., using
the E-Z Solve software).

Using the SFM and the data from Example 19-8(b), calculate fA for the first-order, liquidphase, isothermal reaction A + products, if kA = 0.05 s-l. For comparison, calculate fA
for the reactor as a PFR and as a CSTR.
SOLUTION
From Example 19-8(b), t = 21.9 s, and N = 3 (rounded for simplicity). With the numerical values inserted, together with equation 3.4-10 for the kinetics, equation 20.3-3 for the
TIS/SFM becomes

f*=l-cA=lcAo
(AT & 1; e-0.05ft2e-3r’21.9

v
0“OF

dt

m

= 1 - 1.303 x 1o-3

I0

t2e-0.187r dt = 0.607

using the E-Z Solve software to evaluate the integral (file ex20-4.msp). Since the reaction
is first-order, the same result is obtained from the TIS model itself, equation 20.1-7.
For a PFR, from equation 3.4- 10,
f~ = 1 -

CA/CA,,

= 1 -

e-kAf

= 1 - e-O.OXW

=

0.3j6

For a CSTR, from equation 14.3-21,
fA’kAt/
1 + kAt
20.4

O.OW1.9)

1 + 0.05(21.9)

= 0523
*

MAXIMUM-MIXEDNESS REACTOR MODEL (MMM)
The maximum-mixedness model (MMM) for a reactor represents the micromixing condition of complete dispersion, where fluid elements mix completely at the molecular
level. The model is represented as a PFR with fluid (feed) entering continuously incrementally along the length of the reactor, as illustrated in Figure 20.1 (after Zwietering, 1959). The introduction of feed incrementally in a PFR implies complete mixing

20.4 Maximum-Mixedness Reactor Model (MMM)

t+dt+j dti+-'
I.dq(It) . . . . . . .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
rCA0
40 7CA0
CA0
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t,-t=O

--t
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cA + dcA
q(t + dt)

dv
--I

40~ CA

t-

Figure 20.1 Maximum-mixedness model (MMM) (after Zwietering,

1959)
(radially) at each point. The location of each inlet is a function oft,, the time required
to exit the reactor. A particular fraction of the fluid appears immediately in the outlet
stream and its inlet is therefore at t, = 0. At the other extreme, another fraction has
a very long residence time, and therefore enters near the beginning of the PFR, where
t, + ~0. The time t, is effectively the residence time t, and we use the latter symbol in
the development to follow.
Consider a material balance for reactant A around the control volume dV in Figure
20.1. The fraction of fluid entering the vessel between t and t + dt is E(t) dt; that is, if
the actual flow through the vessel is qO,
dq(t)lq,

= E(t)dt

or

W) = Q(t) dt

(20.4-1)

The total flow from the reactor inlet (t = t, + W) to a point at t is, from equation 20.4-1,
(20.4-2)

40) = j- dq(t) = 40 1; E(t) dt = s,Wt>
from equation 13.3-3 and the definition of the washout function W(t)
(or see Table 13.1). The control volume dV is related to W(t) by

in Section 13.3.3

dV = q(t) dt = qOW(t)dt

(20.4-3)

Thus, for the steady-state material balance for A:

or,

(CA + dc,Mt) + W)l +

c,,dq(t) - c,q(t) - (-rA) dV = 0

(20.4-4)

or, from equations 20.4-1 to -3,
tcA + dCAhLdW(t)

+

dWt)l +

cA,q,E(t)

dt - cA%W(t)

- (-rA)%W(t)

dt = 0

(20.4-5)
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which, on simplification, including division by qO, W’(t) and dt, and realization that
E(t) = -dW(t)/dt (from Table 13.1) becomes eventually

- CA) - (-TA) = 0

v
07O-v

(20.4-6)

Equation (20.4-6) is the continuity equation for the MMM. Its solution for cA at t =
te = 0 at the outlet is subject to the boundary condition:
att=te = w:

dc,/dt = 0

(20.4-7)

An alternative (and much simpler) way of solving 20.4-6 is to covert it from a boundaryvalue problem to an initial-value problem, which may then be numerically integrated.
This may be accomplished by recognizing that E(t) -+ 0 for times much longer than the
mean residence time. Practically speaking, this usually occurs whenever t is 5 to 10 times
the mean residence time. Hence, for an irreversible reaction, cA(t = lot) = 0, and for a
reversible reaction, cA(t = IO?) = cAeq. Either of these initial conditions consequently
represents CA at the inlet of the reactor, and permits the solution of 20.4-6.

20.5 PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS FOR
MICROMIXING MODELS
An important aspect of the micromixing models is that they define the maximum and
minimum conversion possible for a given reaction and RTD. Zwietering (1959) showed
that, for the reaction A -+ products, with power-law kinetics, ( -rA) = kAci,
(1) For n > 1, the segregated flow model provides the upper bound on conversion,
and the maximum-mixedness model defines the lower bound.
(2) For n < 1, the maximum-mixedness model sets the upper bound, while the lower
bound is determined by the segregated-flow model.
The bounds for a complex reaction scheme in which the rate goes through a maximum
or minimum, with respect to concentration, depend on the nature of the rate law and
the desired fractional conversion.
Micromixing may also have a major impact upon the yield and selectivity of complex reaction networks. Consider, for example, the following parallel reaction network,
where both a desired product (D) and an undesired product (U) may be formed:
A --f D;

rD = k,c;

A + (1/2)U; ru = ,Qci
If both reactions are first order (a = p = l), then micromixing is irrelevant; yield,
selectivity, and fractional conversion depend solely on the RTD. If, however, either (Y
or p is not equal to 1, then the degree of micromixing can have a significant impact
upon performance, as illustrated in the following example.

Consider the following liquid-phase reactions, which occur in parallel:
A + D; ,-D = k,c;
A --, (1/2)U; r, = k2cA
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For a feed of pure A, determine the outlet concentrations of A and D, and fA, Y,,, and
I*
S,, for the following models and flow characteristics:
(a) CSTR;
(b) Pm;
( c ) SFM, with E(t) equal to that for both a CSTR (N = l), and for two CSTKs in series
(N = 2);
(d) MMM, with E(t) as in (c).
k, = 0.50 SK’; t = 1.00 s

Data: cAo = 1.5 mol L-‘; k, = 2.50 L mol-’ SK’;
SOLUTION
Define parameters (with CD0 = 0):

.lA = “““cAucA
Y D/A
i D/A

=

(14.3-12)

CD
= CA0

(5.2-ld)

CD
cAo

(5.2-4d)

- cA

(a) CSTR:

(erA) = FAo ; FA = q(‘,j ‘A) = ‘A0 ; cA = klc; + 2k2cA

(9

which may be rearranged to solve for CA:
CA =

-1 - %t

C=,t + II2 + ‘$tCAo = o 47 mol L-~
2k,i

(ii)

Solving for CD, we first obtain
f-D

=

FD

-FDo

V

_ q&D _ 3 = k c2
-T-t
1A

(iii)

Thus,
cD = k,fci = 0.56 mol L-’
j-A = (1.5 - 0.47)/1.5 = 0.69
YD/A = 0.56/1.5 = 0.37
jD,A = 0.56/(1.5 - 0.47) = 0.54

(iv)

(b) PFR: The design equations for A and D must be solved. Thus, for A and constant
density:
(-rA) = -dF,
dV = + = ,Q; + 2k2cA
and
tsf=-

cA

CA

dc.4

I cAo k,ci +

&CA

dCA

= - ICA0 c,(k,C, + 2k2)

(4
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The integral in (v) may be solved using partial fractions:
‘A

i= -

I CA0

kldCA
%(k,cA + 2k2)

which integrates to
‘AocklCA

+ 2k2)

CA(k,CA,

+ 22) I

= 2k

2

f

w

Solution for CA gives
(vii)

cA = 2k, + klcAo(l - e-2k2i)

Similarly, the design equation may be used to solve for c,(t). In this case, it is simpler
to use the implicit relationship between c,(t) and en(t), as follows:
-dF,
(-?-A) _ -dF,ldV _ =---dC,
dF,ldV
dF,,
den
rD

(viii)

Thus,
dcD

=

-

(:A~dcA

=

-

I

CA

cAo klc;

hci
+ 2kzCAdcA

=

cA
klc,
I CA0 klCA + 2k2

dC,

(ix)

Integration leads to:
CD - CD0

=

-+1cA

+ 2k2 - 2k21n(k,CA + 2k,))

‘(+A0 + 2k2 - 2k, h(k,C,,
kl

+

2k2))

1

1

which may be rearranged to (with CD0 = 0):

6)
Equations (vii) and (x) may be solved by substituting known values of k,, k2, cAor and 6
which leads to the following outlet concentrations of A and D:
CA = O.l6molL-‘;

CD = 0.85 mol L-’

Therefore, fA = 0.89, Yn,A = 0.57, and in/A = 0.63.
(c) Segregated-flow model: This case may be solved by applying equation 13.5-2, with
CA(t) and CD(t) determined from equations (vii) and (x), developed in (b), which are equivalent to those for a BR (constant density):

CA = ImkA(t)lg$(t)
df
0

(xi,

from

13.52)
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Table 20.1 Results for Example 20-5(c)(SFM)

A

Case

CA/m01 L-l

.fA

CD/m01 L-l

YDIA

SD/A

1 CSTR

0.39
0.28

0.74
0.81

0.80
0.84

0.53
0.56

0.72
0.69

YDI A

SD/A

0.37
0.43

0.54
0.57

2 CSTRs

Table 20.2 Results for Example 20-5(d)(MMM)

Case

cA/mol L-’

fA

1 CSTR

0.47
0.35

0.69
0.77

2 CSTRs

CD/m01

n

L-’

0.56
0.65

As indicated in the problem statement, E(t) is based upon two cases: a single CSTR, and
two CSTRs in series. The respective E(t) expressions are:
E,(t) = ;e-,i

v
07O-v

(13.4-2)

E2(t) = 4t
Fe-2tli

Equation (xi) must be numerically integrated, using either El(t) or E2(t), and the appropriate expressions for c*(t) and cD(t) (see E-Z Solve file ex20-5.msp). Table 20.1 gives the
outlet concentration, conversion, yield, and selectivity obtained for each of the two cases.
(d) Maximum-mixedness model: For the maximum-mixedness model, the rate laws for
A and D are substituted into Equation 20.4-6, and the two resulting ordinary differential equations (in dc,ldt and dc,ldt) must be numerically integrated. The respective
equations are:

dc,W = klc; + 2k2cA +
~kdt) - c*ol
dt
dcD(t)

dt

_

-k& + $$$,(t) - CD01

(xiii)

Equations (xii) and (xiii) must be numerically integrated from t = 10t to t = 0. The following initial conditions for c*(t) and c,(t) may be applied:
c,(t = 101) =

2CAok2e-~d10f)
2k2 + klcAo[l - e-2k2(10r)]

cD(t = lof) = CA0 - CA +

2-k2
kl

v
07ov

ln

klCA

= 1.43
+ 2k2

klcAo + 2k2 I

X

lop5 [from (vii)]

= 0 gT7

’

[from WI

Table 20.2 gives the results obtained for the two cases, with E(t) based upon a single
CSTR, and upon two CSTRs in series.
To obtain the results in Table 20.2, equations (xii) and (xiii) are solved numerically
using E-Z Solve (file ex20-5.msp) and the initial conditions above for CA and CD. For
N = 1, equation 13.4-2 is used for E,(t) and is integrated to obtain W,(t), and similarly
for N = 2 and equation 17.2-4. Note that most software for numerical integration cannot
directly handle the negative step sizes required to solve the maximum-mixedness model
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differential equation(s). This restriction can be overcome through the use of dummy variables, as follows:
Let t’ = lot- t and specify E(t) by
NNt’N-le-Nt’/i

E(t’) =

fNNr(N)

(20.51)

The integration may now be performed with respect to t’, from t’ = 0 to t’ = lot. This is
equivalent to numerical integration with respect to t from t = lot to t = 0.
The results from this example illustrate several points.
(1) Identical performance is obtained from a CSTR and the maximum mixedness
model, with E(t) based upon BMF.
(2) Comparison of the CSTR and PFR models shows that the latter gives better performance.
(3) Comparison of the segregated-flow and maximum-mixedness models, with identical RTD functions, shows that the former gives better performance. This is consistent with the observations of Zwietering (1959), who showed that for powerlaw kinetics of order n > 1, the segregated-flow model produces the highest conversion.
(4) Changing E(t) from that for N = 1 to that for N = 2 in the TIS model has only
a small effect on performance parameters, regardless of the micromixing model
used (Tables 20.1 and 20.2). In contrast, as noted in point (3), for a particular
RTD function, the micromixing behavior has a relatively large effect upon performance.
20.6 PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 20
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20-1 A tracer study was conducted on a flow reactor, and it was found that the RTD was consistent
with the tanks-in-series model, with N = 5. The mean residence time in the system was 7.8
minutes.
(a) For a first-order reaction, A 4 products, with kA = 0.25 min-‘, determine the exit
fractional conversions predicted by the TIS, segregated-flow and maximum-mixedness
models.
(b) Repeat part (a) for a second-order reaction, with CA0 = 0.25 mol L-l, and kA = 0.05 L
mole1 inin-‘.
20-2 For a particular reactor system, involving three tanks in series, develop a graph which shows
the change in CA as a function of time, where (-rA) = kAcA, CA0 = 0.25 mol L-l, kA =
0.125 inin-‘, and ffor the system is 7.5 min; CA(O) = 0.
20-3 Show that, for a first-order reaction [(-rA) = kAcA],
the outlet concentration predicted by
the maximum-mixedness model is
CA

0

V
7O-v

= CAo

om E(t)eekA’dt
I

Compare this result with that predicted by the segregated-flow model.
20-4 For arbitrary kinetics, with E(t) = (l/i)e-“‘, develop an expression for CA based on the inlet
concentration, c&, and the reaction rate, (-rA), using the maximum-mixedness model.
20-5 For the following gas-phase, series-parallel reaction network, determine the effect of micromixing on the yield and selectivity to the desired species, CH30H. The RTD function for
the reactor may be represented by two equal-sized tanks in series.
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cb + ;o, -&~s0H
CHsOH + ; O2 5 CO2 + 2H20

(1)
(2)

Data:
T = 500 K (constant); q. = 0.40 L min-’
rl = ktccu,co,, where kl = 0.05 L mol-’ min-’
r-z = k2cCH30Hc02, where kz = 0.25 L mol-’ min-’

The feed contains 60 mol % CI-& and 40 % 02, The total reactor volume is 30 L.
20-6 Consider a first-order, liquid-phase reaction (A -+ products; (- rA) = kaca) taking place in
a series of N equal-sized stirred tanks of total volume V, each tank being at the same T, with
feed concentration CA0 and flow rate q (all quantities in consistent units). In Example 20-1,
it is shown that CA in the exit stream from the Nth tank is given by
CAN/CA0

= (1 + kAi/N)-N

(20.1-7)

where i = V/q, or that, on rearrangement,

i = (N&,)kdCAN) l/N - 11.

“0OFv

(20.1-7a)

(a) From 20.1-7, show that, for a given < CAN + CA,P~ as N + 00.
(b) From 20.1-7a, similarly show that, for a given CA, i -+ ipm ( = tpm = td.
(c) Show that, for fixed < cAN decreases (or fA increases) as N increases (subject to the limit
given in (a)).
(d) Show that, for fixed cAN (or fA), idecreases as N increases (subject to the limit given in
(b)).
20-7 Apply the tanks-in-series model to the following kinetics scheme involving reactions in parallel:
A-,B+C; 6 = k,cA
A -+ D;

Assume constant density and temperature, and steady-state operation.
(a) By considering thejth tank in a set of N tanks, obtain a recursion formula for calculating
(in terms of
and various parameters).
(b) For a mean-residence time (i) of 100 min, calculate CA, cs, co, and cc, from the outlet
of the second tank, using the results of (a) and the following data: kl = 0.0215 min-‘,
kz = 0.0143 mm’, and CA0 = 3 mol L-t.
(c) In the model used in (a) and (b), can N be a noninteger? (If necessary, attempt the calculations for N = 1.5.)
20-8 A pulse-tracer experiment for a particular flow rate in a certain vessel (assume “closed”)
shows that the first (i) and the second (c$) moments of the RTD are 15.4 min and 0.670,
respectively. If a pseudo-first-order reaction, A + B -+ products, with kA = 0.299 min-’ at
a particular temperature T, takes place in the vessel, isothermally at T, and at the same flow
rate, calculate the fractional conversion of A, fA, according to
(a) the plug-flow model (i.e., a PFR);
(b) the axial-dispersion model;
(c) the back-mix-flow model in a single tank (i.e., a CSTR);
(d) the tanks-in-series model.
CBj

0

V
7O-v

rD = k2cA

cB,j-1
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20-9 (a) Zoulalian and Villermaux (1970) measured E(t) by means of a pulse-tracer injection for
a certain reactor used for liquid-phase reactions. For a certain (total) flow rate, smoothed
results (as read from a graph) are as follows:
103E(t)Ki:

v
0Toe
v
07O-v

Flow

I 150 175 200 225 250 275 300 325 350 375 400 2425
0 0.9 4.1 8.3 9.8 8.0 4.9 2.3 1.0 0.4 0.2 0

Calculate the mean (Us) and variance (a;) of the distribution.
(b) If the hydrolysis of t-isobutyl chloride (A) is carried out in the same vessel at 25.1”C
(JQ = 0.0115 SK’) at the same (total) flow rate, calculate the following:
(i) the outlet fractional conversion of A(f*), based on the segregated-flow model;
(ii) the number of tanks (N) in the TIS model required to represent E(t), stating the
assumption(s) on which this is based;
(iii) the outlet value of f~ predicted by the TIS model.
20-10 For a liquid-phase reaction, A -+ products, consider an experimental reactor 20 cm in diameter and 50 cm long that is packed with nonporous pellets (to improve the approach to plug
flow), such that the bed voidage (Ed) is 0.4. The rate constant for the reaction is 0.02 s-l at
a particular temperature. For isothermal operation at this temperature, if the feed rate (q) is
0.05 L s-l of pure A, what is the fractional conversion of A at the outlet of the reactor
(a) for plug flow?
(b) if the Peclet number is 50?
(c) Compare the results with more extreme conditions (departure from PF) with PeL = 5 and
= 0 (BMF as in a CSTR).
20-11 For the vessel in problem 19-7, use N obtained in part (b) to determine the steady-state value
of fA at the outlet for a second-order reaction, with (- rA) = !&ci, CA0 = 2.0 mol L-l, and
kA = 0.25 L mol-’ s-l. Compare this result with the results for fA predicted by the PFR and
CSTR models.
20-12 (a) Based on the results of problem 19-8, for a first-order isomerization reaction, A -+ B,
with kA = 0.18 mm’, calculate the steady-state value of f~ predicted by the axial dispersion model with closed boundary conditions.
(b) Compare the results from part (a) with values of fA predicted by the PFR, CSTR, and
TIS models.
20-13 For a second-order, constant-density reaction, A + products, carried out in the vessel in
problem 19-5, what fractional conversion (f~) does the tanks-in-series model predict, if, for
the same reaction carried out in a plug-flow reactor, the conversion is 5/6?
20-14 Suppose Figure 20.2 gives the experimental E(t) for a reactor in which a liquid-phase,
second-order reaction (A + products) is taking place isothermally at steady-state. The
0.035
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volume (V) of the reactor is 15 m3, the feed rate (q) is 0.5 m3 min-‘, the feed concentration
(c,&) is 3000 mol rnp3, and the rate constant (kA> is 5 X 10e5 m3 mol-’ min-‘. Based on
the segregated-flow model, what fractional conversion of A (fA) would be obtained at the
outlet of the reactor? Comment on whether the result is correctly calculated in this way, and
compare with the result in Example 20-2.
20-15 For a relatively small amount of dispersion, what value of PeL would result in a 10% increase
in volume (V) relative to that of a PFR (Vpp) for the same conversion (fA) and throughput (q)?
Assume: the reaction, A + products, is first-order; and isothermal, steady-state, constantdensity operation; and the reaction number, MA1 = k,&f, is 2.5. For this purpose, first show,
using equation 20.2-10, for the axial-dispersion model with relatively large PeL, that the %
increase = loo(v - vp~)/vpf? = loohfA1/PeL.
20-16 (a) Consider two equal-sized stirred tanks in series, with each tank acting as a CSTR. For
such a configuration, E(t) = (4@)exp(-2t/t), where f = V/q, V = VI + V2, VI =
V; = Vl2, and q is the steady-state-flow rate.
For a first-order, single-phase reaction (A --, products, (-rA) = ~ACA) taking place in
the tanks, calculate the fractional conversion Of A(fA) leaving the second tank based on
the SFM, if q = 0.5 m3 min-’ (constant-density flow), V = 10 m3, and k.& = 0.1 min-‘.
(b) Repeat the calculation in (a) using the TIS model, and comment on the result in comparison with that in (a).
(c) If the reaction in (a) and (b) were second-order, would the comparison of the results from
(a) and (b) be the same as above? Explain without doing any further calculations.
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21
Fixed-Bed Catalytic
Reactors for Fluid-Solid
Reactions
This chapter is devoted to fixed-bed catalytic reactors (FBCR), and is the first of four
chapters on reactors for multiphase reactions. The importance of catalytic reactors in
general stems from the fact that, in the chemical industry, catalysis is the rule rather than
the exception. Subsequent chapters deal with reactors for noncatalytic fluid-solid reactions, fluidized- and other moving-particle reactors (both catalytic and noncatalytic),
and reactors for fluid-fluid reactions.
In a fixed-bed catalytic reactor for a fluid-solid reaction, the solid catalyst is present
as a bed of relatively small individual particles, randomly oriented and fixed in position. The fluid moves by convective flow through the spaces between the particles.
There may also be diffusive flow or transport within the particles, as described in
Chapter 8. The relevant kinetics of such reactions are treated in Section 8.5. The fluid
may be either a gas or liquid, but we concentrate primarily on catalyzed gas-phase
reactions, more common in this situation. We also focus on steady-state operation,
thus ignoring any implications of catalyst deactivation with time (Section 8.6). The
importance of fixed-bed catalytic reactors can be appreciated from their use in the
manufacture of such large-tonnage products as sulfuric acid, ammonia, and methanol
(see Figures 1.4,11.5, and 11.6, respectively).
In this chapter, we first cite examples of catalyzed two-phase reactions. We then consider types of reactors from the point of view of modes of operation and general design
considerations. Following introduction of general aspects of reactor models, we focus
on the simplest of these for pseudohomogeneous and heterogeneous reactor models,
and conclude with a brief discussion of one-dimensional and two-dimensional models.

21.1 EXAMPLES OF REACTIONS
Examples of reactions carried out in fixed-bed catalytic reactors of various types are as
follows:

(1) The oxidation of sulfur dioxide to sulfur trioxide is a step in the production of
sulfuric

acid:

so,+10
@SO3
2 2
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This is a reversible, exothermic reaction carried out adiabatically in a multistage,
fixed-bed reactor with axial flow of fluid and interstage heat transfer for temperature adjustment; see Figure 1.4. The catalyst is promoted V,O,.
(2) The synthesis of ammonia:
N, + 3H, + 2NH,

(B)

This is also a reversible, exothermic reaction carried out in various types of
fixed-bed reactors, involving different arrangements for flow (axial or radial),
and temperature adjustment; see Figure 11.5. The traditional catalyst is promoted Fe, but more active Ru-based catalysts are finding use, despite the added
cost.
(3) The synthesis of methanol:
CO + 2H, + CH,OH

0

This is also a reversible, exothermic reaction. Some reactors used for this reaction
are similar to those used for ammonia synthesis; see Figure 11.6. The standard
catalyst is Cu/ZnO/Al,O,.
(4) The production of styrene monomer by dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene:
CsH,, * CsH, + H,

(W

This is a reversible, endothermic reaction carried out adiabatically in a multistage reactor with either axial or radial flow, and interstage heat transfer for temperature adjustment.
(5) The alkylation of benzene to ethylbenzene:
C6H6

+

w4

-+ GHlO

(E)

This reaction precedes reaction (D) in the production of styrene.
(6) The production of formaldehyde by partial oxidation of methanol:
CH,OH + ;O, -+ HCHO + H,O

(F)

Catalysts used are based on Ag or ferric molybdate.
Reaction (F) represents one of the uses of methanol (reaction (C)), and is also an
example in which reaction selectivity is an important issue. The reaction cannot be allowed to go to ultimate completion, since the complete oxidation of CH,OH would lead
to CO2 and H,O as products. Similarly, in reaction (D), benzene and other (unwanted)
products are produced by dealkylation reactions.
Many of these processes involve reversible reactions (Section 5.3) but may otherwise be considered to be simple in the sense of requiring only one chemical equation.
In general, reversibility implies that the equilibrium constraint on fractional conversion
or yield must be taken into account in the design of the reactor. In turn, this has implications for operating conditions: the choice of P; the effect of T, adjustment of T, and the
means of achieving the adjustment; all this is in order to minimize any adverse effects of
the equilibrium constraint, so as to increase yield. The following example illustrates elementary consideration of choice of P for a gas-phase reaction; design aspects relating
to the effect and adjustment of T are developed throughout this chapter.
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(a) In the production of CH,OH by reaction (C), what is the implication of reversibility,
with a potential equilibrium constraint, for the choice of reactor operating pressure
(P)?
(b) Repeat (a) for the production of styrene monomer by reaction (D).
(c) For a reaction such as that in (b), if an inert gas is added to the feed at constant P,
what is the effect on equilibrium yield?
SOLUTION
(a) Consider the system to be in a state of equilibrium at particular conditions, and then
consider the effect of change of P on the position of equilibrium in terms of the yield of
CH30H. The effect on equilibrium is contained in the Principle of Le Chatelier (1884):
for a change in P (at fixed values of other variables affecting equilibrium), the position of
equilibrium changes in a direction to counteract the change in P imposed. In the case of
reaction (C), if P is increased, formation of CH,OH results in a decrease of total moles,
which is in a direction to offset the increase in P. Thus, an increase in P increases the
equilibrium yield of CH,OH. Reactors for the synthesis of CH,OH operate at relatively
high P, 50 to 100 bar.
(b) Similar reasoning applied to reaction (D) for production of styrene monomer leads to
the opposite conclusion: the equilibrium yield of CsHs increases as P decreases. Reactors
for this reaction operate at low P, essentially at ambient pressure of 1 bar.
(c) Adding an inert gas at constant P lowers the partial pressure of the reacting system.
It is the same as if P itself were lowered: the equilibrium yield increases as the initial
ratio of inert gas to reactant(s) increases at fixed P (and T). This is typical for a gas-phase
reaction accompanied by an increase in moles; the opposite occurs for a reaction with a
decrease in moles. In reaction (D), steam (H,O) is added to the reactor feed partly for this
purpose.

21.2
21.2.1

TYPES OF REACTORS AND MODES OF OPERATION
Reactors for Two-Phase Reactions
In this section, we consider arrangements for flow of fluid, adjustment of T, and
configuring beds of solid for fixed-bed catalytic reactors. These are summarized in
Figure 21.1.

21.2.2 Flow Arrangement
In Figure 21.1, the first division is with respect to flow arrangement. Traditionally,
most fixed-bed reactors are operated with axial flow of fluid down the bed of solid
particles. A more recent trend is to use radial flow, either outward, as depicted in
Figure 21.1, or inward. In the case of styrene monomer production (reaction (D)
in Section 21.1), the purpose is to reduce the pressure drop (-AP) by increasing
the flow area for a given bed volume. We restrict attention to axial flow in this
chapter.

21.2.3

Thermal and Bed Arrangement
In Figure 21.1, for axial flow of fluid, the main division for thermal considerations is
between adiabatic and nonadiabatic operation.

21.2 Types of Reactors and Modes of Operation
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ri
Adiabatic
operation

Figure 21.1 Fixed-bed catalytic reactors (FBCR) for two-phase reactions: modes of operation (each rectangle or shaded area represents a bed of catalyst; each circle represents a
heat exchanger)
21.2.3.1 Adiabatic Operation
In adiabatic operation, no attempt is made to adjust T within the bed by means of heat

transfer. The temperature thus increases for an exothermic reaction and decreases for
an endothermic reaction. For a reactor consisting of one bed of catalyst (a single-stage
reactor), this defines the situation thermally. However, if the catalyst is divided into
two or more beds arranged in series (a multistage reactor), there is an opportunity
to adjust T between stages, even if each stage is operated adiabatically. This may be
done in one of two ways, as shown’ in Figure 21.1. The first involves interstage heat
transfer by means of heat exchan d ers; this method may be used for either exothermic or endothermic reactions. The second, called cold-shot cooling, can be used for
exothermic reactions. It involves splitting the original cold feed such that part enters
the first stage, and part is added to the outlet stream from each stage (entering the
subsequent stage), except the last. Thus, T of the outlet stream from any stage (except the last) can be lowered by mixing with cold feed, without the use of a heat exchanger. The extent of reduction of T depends on the distribution of feed among the
stages.
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Regardless of how achieved, the purpose of adjustment of T is twofold: (1) to shift an
equilibrium limit, so as to increase fractional conversion or yield, and (2) to maintain
a relatively high rate of reaction, to decrease the amount of catalyst and size of vessel
required.
21.2.3.2 Nonadiabatic Operation

In nonadiabatic operation, heat transfer for control of T is accomplished within the bed
itself. This means that the reactor is essentially a shell-and-tube exchanger, with catalyst
particles either inside or outside the tubes, and with a heating or cooling fluid flowing
in the shell or in the tubes accordingly.

21.3 DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
In addition to flow, thermal, and bed arrangements, an important design consideration
is the amount of catalyst required (W), and its possible distribution over two or more
stages. This is a measure of the size of the reactor. The depth (L) and diameter (D)
of each stage must also be determined. In addition to the usual tools provided by kinetics, and material and energy balances, we must take into account matters peculiar
to individual particles, collections of particles, and fluid-particle interactions, as well as
any matters peculiar to the nature of the reaction, such as reversibility. Process design
aspects of catalytic reactors are described by Lywood (1996).

21.3.1

Considerations of Particle and Bed Characteristics
Characteristics of a catalyst particle include its chemical composition, which primarily
determines its catalytic activity, and its physical properties, such as size, shape, density,
and porosity or voidage, which determine its diffusion characteristics. We do not consider in this book the design of catalyst particles as such, but we need to know these
characteristics to establish rate of reaction at the surface and particle levels (corresponding to levels (1) and (2) in Section 1.3). This is treated in Section 8.5 for catalyst particles. Equations 8.5-1 to -3 relate particle density pp and intraparticle voidage
or porosity l p.
The shape of a particle may be one of many that can be formed by extrusion or tabletting. As in Chapter 8, we restrict attention to three shapes: (solid) cylinder, sphere,
and flat plate. The size for use in a packed bed is relatively small: usually about a
few mm.
At the bed level (corresponding to level (3) in Section 1.3) we also use characteristics
of density and voidage. The volume of the bed for a cylindrical vessel is
V = rrD2L14

(15.4-1)

The bulk density, ps, of the bed is the ratio of the total mass W to the total volume V:
pB = WIV

(21.3-1)

The bed voidage, l s, is the ratio of the interparticle void space to the total volume V:
Es =

V - volume of particles = V - Vp,lp,
V
V

= 1 - PdPp

(21.3-2)
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where pP is the density of the particle, equation 8.5-1. From equations 21.3-2 and 8.5-3,
PB = PpQ - Ed = P,(l - Q(1 - EEJ

where ps is the true density of the solid (no intraparticle voidage).

21.3.2

Fluid-Particle Interaction; Pressure Drop (-hp)
When a fluid flows through a bed of particles, interactions between fluid and particles
lead to a frictional pressure drop, (- AP). Calculation of (- AP) enables determination
of both L and D, for a given W (or V). This calculation is done by means of the momentum balance, which results in the pressure gradient given by
dP

fu2Pf

dx+

= o

(21.3-4)

*l,

where x is the bed-depth coordinate in the direction of flow, f is the friction factor, u is
the superficial linear velocity, pf is the density of the fluid, and d; is an effective particle
diameter. Integration of equation 21.3-4 on the assumption that the second term on the
left is constantresults in the pressure drop equation: -

(-API

_ fu2e

L

(21.3-5)

*;

where L is the depth of the bed (L = x at the outlet); note that BP = P(outlet) P(inlet) is negative. In equation 21.3-5, d; is the effective particle diameter, which accounts for shape, defined as
dk = 6 X volume of particle/external surface area of particle

(21.3-6)

For a spherical particle of diameter dP, d; = dP, and for a solid cylindrical particle,
dh = 3d,l(2 + d,lL,) or 1.5d,, if d,lLp << 2, where L, is the length of the particle.
For the friction factor, we use the correlation of Ergun (1952):
f = [1.75 + 150(1 -

l

,)/Re’](l - E~)/E~

(21.3-7) i

where Ed is the bed voidage, and Re’ is a Reynolds number defined by

(21.3-8)
where pf is the viscosity of the fluid, and G is the mass velocity:
G = iitlA, = 4rizhD2

(21.3-9)

where riz is the mass flow rate, and A, is the cross-sectional area of the bed.
If D or L is specified (for a given W), (-AP) may be calculated from equations 21.3-5
and -7 to -9, together with equations 15.4-1 and 21.3-1.
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Alternatively, we may use these equations to determine D (and L) for a specified
allowable value of (- AP). The equations may be solved explicitly for D (or L):
D6--~D2-tc=0

(21.3-10)

where
’

150 ~~(1 - es) = 67.32/~# - es)
= 4(1.75) d;ii
d;rh

(21.3-11)
(21.3-12)

and

(21.3-13)

CY = 1.75(1 - E&E;

Equation 21.3-10 provides the value of the bed diameter D for a given allowable pressure drop, (-AP), a value of W calculated as described in Section 21.5, and known
values of the other quantities. Since (Y, p, and K are all positive, from the Descartes rule
of signs (Section 14.3.3), there is only one positive real root of equation 21.3-10. If the
equations are solved for L instead of D, a cubic equation results.
In the choice of a value for the allowable (-AP) on the one hand, or for D (or L)
on the other (given W), there is a trade-off between the cost of the vessel and the cost
of pumping or compressing the fluid. The smaller D, the greater the L/D ratio and the
greater (- AP); thus, the cost of the vessel is less, but the cost of pumping is greater, and
conversely.

The feed to the first stage of a sulfur dioxide converter is at 100 kPa and 700 K, and
contains 9.5 mol % SO,, 11.5% O,, and 79% N,. The feed rate of SO, is 7.25 kg s-l. The
mass of catalyst (W) is 6000 kg, the bed voidage (es) is 0.45, the bulk density of the bed
(pa) is 500 kg mP3, and the effective particle diameter (d;) is 15 mm; the fluid viscosity
(pf) is 3.8 x lop5 kg m-l s-l. The allowable pressure drop (-AP) is 7.5 kPa.
(a) Calculate the bed diameter (D) and the bed depth (L) in m, assuming that the fluid
density and viscosity are constant.
(b) How sensitive are these dimensions to the allowable (- AP)? Consider values of
(-AP) from 2.5 to 15 kPa.
SOLUTION
(a) To use equations 21.3-10 to -13, we need to determine the total mass flow rate, &, and
the fluid density, pf.
vit = &)* + m,, + JhN, = yitso,

+ xo,FJ4o, + XpJ*F$!f&

where x is mole fraction, Ft is total molar flow rate, and M is molar mass.
Ft = ~so,~xso2~so,

= 7.25/[0.095(64.

liz = 7.25 + 0.115(1.191)32.0

l)] = 1.191 km01 s-l

+ 0.79(1.191)28.0

= 38.0 kg s-t
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Assuming ideal-gas behavior, we have
pf = PM,,IRT = P(ihlF,)IRT
= 100000(38.0)/1191(8.3145)700
We can now calculate (Y, p, and

K

= 0.548 kg mu3

from equations 21.3-13, -11, and -12, respectively:

a = 1.75(1 - E&; = 1.75(1 - 0.45)/0.453 = 10.56
p=

67.32/+(1 - Ed) = 67.32(3.8 x 10-5)(1 - 0.45) = 2 47 x lo-s m-2
(.j’fi
0.015(38.0)
P

64ariz2 W
K = r3pfd;(-AP)pB

‘07O-vv

64(10.56)(38.0)26000
= (3.142)30.548(0.015)7500(500)

= 6135 m6

Equation 21.3-10 becomes
D6 - 15.13D2 - 6135 = 0
Solving for D by trial, or using a root-finding technique as in the E-Z Solve software (see
file ex21-2.msp), we obtain
D = 4.31 m
The bed depth (L) can be calculated from equations 15.4- 1 and 21.3- 1:

LL!!c=
P@‘~

4(6000)
= 0.82 m
500(3.142)4.3 l2

(b) The procedure described in (a) is repeated for values of (-AP) in increments of
2.5 kPa within the range 2.5 to 15 kPa, with results for D and L given in the following
table:
(-AP)/kPa
2.5
5.0
7.5
10.0
12.5
15.0

D/m

L/m

5.19
4.62
4.31
4.11
3.95
3.84

0.566
0.717
0.822
0.906
0.977
1.039

As expected, D decreases and L increases as (-AP) increases. For a given amount of
catalyst, a reduced pressure drop (and operating power cost) can be obtained by reducing
the bed depth at the expense of increasing the bed diameter (and vessel cost).

21.3.3

Considerations Relating to a Reversible Reaction
Since many important gas-phase catalytic reactions are reversible, we focus on the implications of this characteristic for reactor design. These stem from both equilibrium
and kinetics considerations.
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Figure 21.2 Dependence of fs~*,~~ on T
for SOa + (1/2)02=SO3; P = 0.101
MPa; feed is 9.5 mole %SOz, 11.5% 02,
T/K

21.3.3.1

Equilibrium

79% N2; A = accessible, NA = nonaccessible region (Smith and Missen,1991,
p. 176)

Considerations

In Example 21-1 above, the effects on equilibrium of changing P (at constant T and
T, initial molar ratio of inert species to limiting reactant) and changing r (at constant
P and T) are examined. Here, we focus on the effect of T (at constant P, r) through
the dependence of fractional conversion on T. For the reaction A + . . . & products
(at equilibrium), we examine the behavior of fA,,eq(T), where fA,eg represents fA at
equilibrium.
There is an important difference in this behavior between an exothermic reaction and
an endothermic reaction. From equation 3.1-5, the van? Hoff equation, the equilibrium
constant (K,,) decreases with increasing T for an exothermic reaction, and increases for
an endothermic reaction. The behavior of fA,,eq(T) corresponds to this.
As an example for an exothermic reaction, the oxidation of SO, (reaction (A) in
section 21.1), Figure 21.2 shows fsoz,eq for a specified pressure and initial composition
(Smith and Missen, 1991, p. 176); these conditions are approximately those for some
commercial operations. fSoz,eq decreases in a typically sigmoidal manner from virtually
1 at 600 K to nearly 0 at 1500 K. For the conditions stated, the only nonequilibrium
states allowed are in the region A (for accessible); the region NA is not accessible.
That is, for the initial conditions given, an actual reactor can be operated in region
A, but not in region NA. The equilibrium curve is the boundary between these two
regions, and represents an upper limit for fso,. As noted in Example 21-1, the position of the equilibrium curve can be altered by change of P or feed composition (see
Problem 21-5).
As an example for an endothermic reaction, we use the dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene, reaction (D) in Section 21.1. This is developed in more detail in the following
example.

For the dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene at equilibrium, CsH,, (EB) + CsH, (S) + H,,
calculate and plot fEB,eq (T), at P = 0.14 MPa, with an initial molar ratio of inert gas
(steam, H,O) to EB of r = 15 (these conditions are also indicative of commercial operations). Assume ideal-gas behavior, with Kp = 8.2 X lo5 exp( - 15,20O/T) MPa.
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SOLUTION

We first develop an expression for fE,seq (T), and then plot values calculated from this
expression. The expression comes from the form of Kp, which involves partial pressures,
and which may be related to fEB,eq by means of the following stoichiometric table:
Species

Final moles

Initial moles Change

Cd-ho@B)

1
0
0
Y

w38@)
HZ

Hz0 (inert)

1 - .h~,eq
.ti~,eq
fEB,eq

-f~B,eq
~EB,~Y
.~TEBN

r

0

l+r

total

1 f r f .hB,eo

Applying the definition of partial pressure for each species, pi = XiP, we have
Kp = PSPH, =

fE2~,eq~~

(l + r + .AEB,~~)

(1 + I- + ~EB,~,>~ (1 - &B,~~V'

PEB

On solution for fjn,eq, this becomes
4(1 + r)(l + PIKJ 1’2

r
fEB,eq

=

2(1 + P/K,)

ForP = 0.14MPaandr
fEB,eq

=

r2

)

-1
1

= 15,

7.5
[( 1 + (0.2844)( 1 + 0. 14/K,)1’2 - l]
1 + O.l4/K,

which, together with,

0
v

7O-v

Kp = 8.2 X 105exp(-15, 200/T)

used t0 obtain fEB,eq (T). These equations may be solved for fEB,eq as a function of T
using E-Z Solve (file ex21-3.msp). The results are plotted in Figure 21.3. This shows a
typical sigmoidal increase in fEB,eq with increase in T, in this case, from virtually 0 at
400 K to virtually 1 at 1200 K. The regions A and NA again represent accessible and
nonaccessible regions, respectively.
iS

21.3.3.2 Kinetics Considerations

In Section 5.3 for reversible reactions, it is shown that the rate of an exothermic, reversible reaction goes through a maximum with respect to T at constant fractional conversion f, but decreases with respect to increasing f at constant T. (These conclusions
apply whether the reaction is catalytic or noncatalytic.) Both features are illustrated
graphically in Figure 21.4 for the oxidation of SO,, based on the rate law of Eklund
(1956):

(-rs0J =

ho,

(yJIPo* - (j$g]

(21.3-14)
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400

600

800

1000

1200

T/K

Figure 21.3 ~~~~~~ versus T for
W-ho (EB) =CsHs + Hz; P =
0.14 MPa; r = 15 (based on data
from Stull et al., 1969)

In Figure 21.4, fso2 is plotted against TPC with ( -rso,) as a parameter; fSoz,eq, from
Figure 21.2, is shown in part as the uppermost curve. Several curves of constant ( -rso,)
are shown for the region of commercial operation in the accessible region (A) of Figure
21.2. However, each point in this region in Figure 21.4 represents a value of (-rso2) at
{fso2, T}. It is assumed that the maximum allowable temperature (T,,,) for the catalyst
is 6WC (to avoid catalyst deactivation).
In Figure 21.4, each curve for constant (-rsot) exhibits a maximum at a particular
value of Ifso,, T}. For a given fso,, this maximum is the highest reaction rate at that
conversion. The dashed curve drawn through these points is therefore called the locus
of maximum rates. For a given T, there is no comparable behavior: (- rso2) decreases
monotonically as fsq, increases.
For an endothermic, reversible reaction (such as the dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene), as also shown in Section 5.3 and illustrated in Figure 5.2(b), the rate does not
exhibit a maximum with respect to T at constant f, but increases monotonically with
increasing T. The rate also decreases with increasing f at constant T, as does the rate
of an exothermic reaction.
Care must be taken to specify properly the basis for the reaction rate. The most useful
basis for design of an FBCR is the catalyst mass, that is, the rate is (-rA)m, in units of,
say, mol (kg cat)-l s-l. ( -rA)m is related to the rate per unit reactor (or bed) volume,
(-r.& through the bed density:
twrAh

= h3(-rA)m

(21.3-15) 1

It is also convenient to express the rate on a particle volume basis, (-rA)p, which is
related to ( -rA)m through the particle density:
(-IA&

= &krA)m

(21.3-16)

Equation 21.3-16 may be used to convert rate constants from a mass to a particle volume basis for calculation of the Thiele modulus (e.g., equation 8.520b). In this chapter,
(-!-A) without further designation means ( -rA)m’

21.4 A Classification of Reactor Models
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Figure 21.4 fso, versus T with (-~0,) as parameter for SO2 +( 1/2)02 e SO3,

according to equation 21.3-14 (Eklund, 1956); (--~so~) inmol SO2 (g cat)-’

s-l; P = 0.101 MPa; feed: 9.5 mol % SOz, 11.5% 02, 79% N2; 8 X 25

mm cylindrical catalyst particles

21.4

A CLASSIFICATION OF REACTOR MODELS
The process design of an FBCR involves exploiting the continuity (material-balance)
and energy equations to determine, among other things, the amount of a specified
catalyst required for a given feed composition, fractional conversion, and throughput; concentration and temperature profiles; and the thermal mode of operation
to achieve the objectives. The appropriate forms of these equations, together with
rate equations for reaction and heat transfer, constitute the main working equations of a reactor model. Before using any particular model for calculations, we
describe a classification as a basis for consideration of models in general for an
FBCR.
The basis for a classification is shown in Figure 21.5, and control volumes are shown
in Figure 21.6 for axial flow. These diagrams could apply to catalyst packed inside a
vessel or inside a tube in a multitubular arrangement (but not outside the tubes without
modification-see Section 21.5.4.2).
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c
(2.2.1)
axial PF
with radial
dispersion
(CA, T)

1(fo;CA,

T)

1

interfacial and

Figure 21.5 A classification of FBCR models

~f&iLJy+
r=R
l-dim.

model
(a)

r=O

r=R
2-dim. model
(b)

Figure 21.6 Control volumes for (a) one- and (b) two-dimensional models

As indicated in Figure 21.5, there are three levels of bifurcation:
(1) “one-phase” (pseudohomogeneous) versus two-phase (heterogeneous) behavior;
(2) one-dimensional versus two-dimensional gradients of concentration and temperature;
(3) plug flow (PF) versus dispersed plug flow (DPF).
Points (1) and (2) require further explanation, and for this we must distinguish between
gradients at the local or particle level, as considered in Chapter 8, and gradients at the
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bed level (both axial and radial). (In point (3) the axial flow can be described by means
of either the dispersed plug-flow model or the tanks-in-series model (Chapter 19).)
(1) In a “one-phase” or pseudohomogeneous model, intraparticle gradients are ignored, so that everywhere in the catalyst bed, the value of concentration (cA) or
temperature (T) is the same as the local value for bulk fluid (cAg or T&. The
actual two-phase system (fluid and catalyst) is treated as though it were just
one phase. In a two-phase or heterogeneous model, intraparticle gradients are
allowed, so that, locally, within the particle, cA # cAg and T # Tg. The effects
of these gradients are reflected in the particle effectiveness factor, 7 (Section
85.4) or an overall effectiveness factor, q0 (Section 8.5.6). If the reactor operates nearly isothermally, a single value of 71 or r10 may be sufficient to describe
thermal and concentration gradients. However, if operation is nonisothermal,
77 and/or v0 may vary along the length of the vessel, and it may be necessary
to account explicitly for this behavior within the reactor model. A further discussion of the effects of interparticle and intraparticle gradients is presented in
Section 21.6.
(2) In a one-dimensional model, gradients of cA and T at the bed level are allowed
only in the axial direction of bulk flow. In a two-dimensional model, gradients at
the bed level in both the axial and radial directions are taken into account.
The following example illustrates the derivation of the continuity and energy equations for model 1.2.2 in Figure 21.5, a pseudohomogeneous, two-dimensional model
with DPF.

Derive the continuity and energy equations for an FBCR model based on pseudohomogeneous, two-dimensional, DPF considerations. State any assumptions made, and include
the boundary conditions for the equations.
SOLUTION
The notation and bed control volume used are as in Figure 21.6(b).
follows:

Assumptions are as

(1) The reaction is A(g) + . . . cat(s! products.
(2) Operation is at steady state.
(3) Fluid density is not necessarily constant.
(4) cA = cA(x, r); T = T(x, r).
(5) The linear velocity, u = u(x); that is, the mass velocity G, D,, and k,, are independent of Y, where D,, and k,, are the effective radial dispersion coefficient and
thermal conductivity, respectively.
(6) cp (fluid) and (-AH,,) are constant.
Continuity equation: from a material balance for A around the control volume,
mput rate
II n
E
SaxiuL UIS
+ radial di:,

I

\t chemical

rt?aCtlOnj
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that is,
ucA2rrrdr

- D,,2rrdr% - D,,27rrdx%

=

2rrrdr UcA + @UC*)
Tdx] - D,,2vrdr[$ + &E)dx]
+ &(-rA)2TYdYdX
which becomes a second-order partial differential equation for CA on simplification:

where D,, is the effective axial dispersion coefficient, and all quantities are in consistent
units, mol A m-3 (bed or vessel) s-l. In this connection, note that u is not equal to the
superficial linear velocity us, as it would be in an empty vessel, but takes the bed voidage
into account; that is, u = q/A, m3 (fluid) s-l mP2 (vessel), where 4 is the volumetric flow
rate of fluid through the interparticle bed voidage, m3 (fluid) s-t. Similarly, D,, and D,,
take voidage into account, and their apparent units, m2 s-l, are in reality m3 (fluid) m-l
(vessel) s-l (see Section 8.5.3).
Energy equation: from an enthalpy balance around the control volume,

+axial conduction
+ radial conduction
t-chemical reaction

\

/

enthalpy output rate by
L..IL L?OUlKJLUl N

\
+axial conuuction
.- ’
+ radial 1 conduction I

that is,
G2rrrdrcP(T - T,.ef) - k,,2rrrdrg - k,,2rr&xg

+PB(-rA)(-AH,A)2~rdrdx

= G2s-rdrcP

(T - Tref) + gdx

1

- k,,2rrdr[g + &g)dx]
- k,,2rdx[rg + $ (rg)dr]

which becomes a second-order partial differential equation for T on simplification:
- Gcpg + pB(-rA)(-AURA) = 0

(21.4-2)

where k,, is the effective axial thermal conductivity. Note the similar forms of equations
21.4-1 and -2.

21.5 Pseudohomogeneous, One-Dimensional, Plug-Flow Model
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The boundary conditions may be chosen as (for a “closed” vessel):
dCA
u(cAo - CA) = -%dn

Gc,(T, - T) = -k,,g

(21.4-4)

(from Danckwerts’ boundary conditions, Chapter 20)
at x = L (outlet),

h_dT
--= 0

dx

dx

(no flow by dispersion across outlet plane)
atr = 0,

0
dcA
- -=
dT
dr
dr

(21.4-6)

atr = R,

EL0

(21.4-7)

dr

= UU,.,, - T,)

(21.4-8)

where T, is the temperature of the surroundings.
The continuity and energy equations for the simpler pseudohomogeneous models 1.1.1, 1.1.2, and 1.2.1 in Figure 21.5 may be obtained from equations 21.4-1 and
-2, respectively. Model 1.1.1 is used, for simplicity, in Section 21.5. For this model
(and for the other one-dimensional model, 1.1.2), we must consider what the radial
conduction terms become, both for conduction through the wall, and for adiabatic
operation. In Section 21.6, we extend the treatment briefly to the corresponding heterogeneous model (2.1.1.2 in Figure 21.5). In Section 21.7, we give a short discussion
on one-dimensional versus two-dimensional models.

21.5 PSEUDOHOMOGENEOUS, ONE-DIMENSIONAL,
PLUG-FLOW MODEL
21.51 Continuity Equation
For the simplest model in Figure 21.5, model 1.1.1, pseudohomogeneous, one-dimensional
plug flow, equation 21.4-1 becomes, with D,, = D,, = 0 and cA = c*(x),
d(UcA)
7 + PB(-rA) = o

In terms of fractional conversion fA, since
UC* = qcAlm2 = FAIT? = FA,(l - fA)/r?

then,
d(UCA) = -(FA,l&)dfA

(21.51)
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and equation 21.51 becomes
dfA
-

dx

- Tr2b%(-rA)
FA0

= 0

(21.5-2)

The most useful form of the continuity equation (or material balance) is that which
enables calculation of the amount of catalyst (W) required in terms of fA (at the bed
depth x). Since
w = pBv = p,m%

dx = dWlp,rr2
and equation 21.52 becomes
dW
FAO
---=
dfA
(-rA)
'

(21.53)

or

(21.54)

Equation 21.5-4 is a design equation for an FBCR of the same form as equation
15.2-2 for the volume V of a PFR. An important difference relates to the units, and
hence numerical value, of ( -rA) in the two equations. In equation 21.5-4, (-rA) is in
mass units, say, mol A (kg cat))l s-l, and in equation 15.2-2, (-rA) is in volume units,
say, mol A rnw3 s-l, As noted in Section 21.3.3.2, they are related by
PB(-rA)m

= krAh

(21.3-15)

Equation 21.3-15 reconciles the various forms of the continuity equation for pseudohomogeneous systems in this section with those in Chapter 15 for actual homogeneous
reactions.
An alternative form of the continuity equation, in terms of molar flow rates, is

dFA

dx + T?PB(-rA)

= o

(2l.5-5)

since FA = nr2ucA. This form is useful for variable-density operation, and for complexreaction systems, where fA cannot be used exclusively for design purposes.
Since (-rA) depends on T as well as on fA, we need to use the energy eqUatiOn
in addition to the continuity equation to obtain W. The form of the energy equation
depends on the thermal configuration used (Figure 21.1), and we consider various cases
in the following sections. We neglect any effect of pressure drop in obtaining W, because
(- AP) is usually relatively small; however, (- AP) is important in determining vessel
diameter and bed depth from W, as described in Section 21.3.2.

21.5.2 Optimal Single-Stage Operation
From equation 21.5-4, the amount of catalyst is a minimum, Wmin, if (-rA) is the
maximum rate at fA. For an exothermic, reversible reaction, this means operating
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Figure 21.7 Path for Wmin in FBCR: (a) exothennic reaction (nonadiabatic, nonisotherma1 operation), (b) endothermic reaction (isothermal)

nonadiabatically and nonisothermally on the locus of maximum rates, subject to any
limitation imposed by T,,,. For an endothermic, reversible reaction, it means operating
isothermally at the highest feasible value of T. The reaction paths (fA versus T) for
the two cases are shown schematically in Figure 21.7(a) for an exothermic reaction and
21.7(b) for an endothermic reaction. In Figure 21.7, T,,, represents the highest feasible
value of T, usually dictated by catalyst stability.
In Figure 21.7(a), it is assumed that fAO = 0, and T, < T,,,. T, is first increased to
T man in a preheater, and operation in the FBCR is then isothermal until T,,, intersects
with (- rAjmax, after which it follows (- rA)max until a specified final value of fractional
conversion, fA,out, is reached. This last part requires appropriate adjustment of T at each
point, and is thus nonadiabatic and nonisothermal. Such precise and continuous adjustment is impractical, but any actual design path attempts to approximate the essence of
this.
In Figure 21.7(b), the path in the FBCR itself is isothermal at T,,,, since this represents the locus of maximum rates in this case. Even strict adherence to isothermal
operation is usually impractical, but it represents an ideal case for minimizing W.

21.53 Adiabatic Operation
21.5.3.1

Multistage Operation with Znterstage Heat Transfer

For one-dimensional plug flow, with k,, = k,, = 0 and T = T(x), equation 21.4-2 reduces to
Gc,$ - P~(-Q)(-AH&

= 0

(21.5-6)

The one required boundary condition can be chosen as
T = T,

atx = 0

(21.5-7)

Equation 21.5-6 is in a form to determine the axial temperature profile through the
catalyst bed. To determine W from equation 21.5-4, however, we transform 21.5-6 to
relate fA and T, corresponding to equation (D) in Example 15-7 for adiabatic operation
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of a PFR. Since
G = rit/rrr=

(2l.3-9)

and
dx = dvlr? = dWlp,rr= = FAodj”l(-rA)pB&
from equations 15.2-7, 21.3-1 and 21.53, substituting for G and dx in equation 21.5-6
and rearranging, we obtain

(21.58) 1

On integration, with fA = 0 at TO, and the coefficient of dT constant, this becomes

(21.59)

Integration of equation 21.58 from the inlet to the outlet of the ith stage of a multistage
arrangement, again with the coefficient of dT constant, results in

The product F,C,, where F, is the total molar flow rate and C, is the molar heat capacity
of the flowing stream, may replace tic, in these equations, if the stream is an ideal
solution. Integration of equation 21.5-8, or its equivalent, may need to take into account
the dependence of rizc, and F,C, on T and/or fA, and of (-AH,,) on T (see Example
15-7). However, compared to the effect of T on kA, the effect of T on (-AURA) and cp
is usually small.
For adiabatic operation, with constant cp and (-AURA), equation 21.5-9 is a linear
relation for fA(T), with a positive slope for an exothermic reaction and a negative slope
for an endothermic reaction. It may be regarded as an operating line, since each point
(fA, T) actually exists at some position x in the reactor.
Figure 21.8 shows schematically the linear energy equation or operating line added
to lines shown in Figure 21.7, both for an exothermic reaction, Figure 21.8(a), and for
an endothermic reaction, Figure 21.8(b). Both cases illustrate the limits imposed by the
equilibrium constraint for reversible reactions.
In Figure 21.8(a), the operating line AB represents equation 21.5-9; the line cannot
extend past the equilibrium curve, but the question remains about an optimal “distance” of point B from it. Figure 21.8(a) also illustrates how the equilibrium constraint
can be overcome by using multistage operation. If the line AB represents operation in
a first stage, the line CD represents operation in a second stage, in which fA (at D) >
fA (at B). Between the two stages, the system is cooled in a heat exchanger, the change
represented by the line BC. A second question for optimal operation in this fashion
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Figure 21.8 Operating lines (AB and CD) from energy equation 21.58 for twostage (adiabatic) FBCR: (a) exothermic reversible reaction; (b) endothermic reversible reaction

relates to the position of C. Additional stages (not shown) may be added to achieve
still higher conversion, but a law of diminishing returns sets in, since large amounts
of catalyst are required in the high-conversion region, where reaction rates are
low. Note that the operating lines, both for the catalyst beds and for the heat
exchanger(s), tend to straddle the locus of maximum rates in order to reduce W.
Figure 21.8(b) shows that staging can also be used to “climb” the equilibrium barrier
in adiabatic operation for an endothermic reaction. The differences between endothermic and exothermic systems are:
(1) The energy equation (operating lines AB and CD for the two-stages shown) has

a negative slope.
(2) There is no locus of maximum rates.
(3) The interstage heat transfer is heating rather than cooling.
(4) The feed to each stage, in principle, is at T,,,.
The following example illustrates the simultaneous use of equations 21.5-4 and -9 to
calculate the amount of catalyst, W, for an FBCR.

Sheel and Crowe (1969) carried out a simulation of an ethylbenzene (EB) dehydrogenation
reactor in Sarnia, Ontario, as it existed at that time. In this example, we use some of the data
they provided. They considered a complex system to allow for the formation of byproducts, but, for simplicity, we consider a simple system involving only the dehydrogenation
reaction ((D) in Section 21.1), and use the kinetics data of Wenner and Dybdal (1948).
They used the pseudohomogeneous, one-dimensional PF model with adiabatic operation
for a single-stage reactor. (Reactor design for this system has been discussed in greater
detail by Elnashaie and Elshishini, 1993, pp. 364-379, based on the work of Sheel and
Crowe, with corrections.)
From the data given below, calculate (a) the amount of catalyst, W, for fEB = 0.40, and
(b) the bed diameter D and bed depth L.
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Data:
= 11 mol s-l; T, = 922 K; P, = 0.24 MPa; allowable (-AP) = 8.1 kPa;
FH20 = 165 mol s-l; AH,,, = 126 kJ mol-‘;
FEBo

cp = 2.4Jg-’ K-~;E B = 0.50; pf = 3 X lop5 Pas;
Assume pe = 500 kg mW3 and the particles are cylindrical with d, = 4.7 mm;
Rate law: (-rEB)

= kdpEB

- pspH,IK,);

knB = 3.46 X lo4 exp(- 10,98O/T) mol (kg cat)-’ s-l MPa-’ with T in K;
Kp = 8.2 X lo5 exp(- 15200/T) MPa
SOLUTION
(a) Calculation of the amount of catalyst, W, is done by simultaneous (numerical) solution
of the material and energy balances given by equations 21.54 and -9, respectively:
W=

I

0.4
FEBodfEBl(-rEB)

(A)

T = To + [(-AHREB>FEB,I~~~cPI~EB

(B)

0

The latter corresponds to the operating line AB in Figure 21.8(b). To evaluate the integral
in (A), we need the rate law:

where

kEB = 3.46 X 104exp(-10,98O/T)

(D)

Kp = 8.2 X 105exp(-15, 200/T)

(E)

For use in (C), the partial pressures can be determined using a stoichiometric table as in
Example 21-3, in conjunction with CsH,,(EB) = CsH,(S) + Hz:
Species Initial moles
EB
S
HZ
Hz0

FEBO

Final moles

Change

0
0

-FEBO~EB
+FEBofEB
+FEBo.hB

~~FEBO

0

total

FEB~(~ - .~EB)
FEB o DEB
FEB o fEB
~~FEBO
FEB~~

f EBB)

Therefore,
PHI = P s = [fEBI(16 + fEB)IPo

v
07O-v

PEB = [Cl - .&B)I(l6

+ .&AIPo

(F)
(F’)

where P, is the inlet pressure, and the small pressure drop is ignored for this purpose,
since it is only 6% of P,.
These equations, (A) to (F’), may be solved using the E-Z Solve software or the trapezoidal rule for evaluation of the integral in (A). In the latter case, the following algoritlnn
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may be used:
(1) Choose a value of fnn.
(2) Calculate T from (B).
(3) Calculate kEB and Kp from (D) and (E) respectively.
(4) Calculate puZ, ps, and Pnn from (F) and (F’).
(5) calculate (-rEB) from (C).
(6) Calculate G = Fn+,/(-rnn).
(7) Repeat steps (1) to (6) for values of fnn between 0 and 0.40.
(8) Calculate W = 2 G*A fnn, where G* is the average of two successive values of G,
and Afnn is the increment or step-size for fnn.
Results are given in the following table for a step-size of 0.1. The estimated amount of
catalyst is W = 2768 kg.

1WmY

fBB T/K mol (kg cat)-’ s-l
0

Glkg

922

3.49

3149

0.1 908

2.59

4244

0.2 894

1.86

5911

0.3 880

1.26

8715

0.4 866

0.76

14476

G/kg

G*Af&kg

3697

370

5077

508

7313

730

11596

1160

total

2768

The amount of catalyst required for each 0.10 increment in fnn increases considerably
as fnn increases. This is due to the significant decrease in (- rEB) between the inlet and
the outlet of the bed. This, in turn, is due to the decrease in T, which decreases kEB, and
due to the accumulation of products, which enhances the reverse reaction.
If the E-Z Solve software is used (file ex21-5.msp), W = 2704 kg, as a more accurate result. However, the trapezoidal-rule approximation provides a good estimate for the
relatively large step-size used.
(b) The calculation of D and L is similar to that in Example 21-2. In this case,
(from 21.3-6)

dl, = lSd, = 0.0071 m
riz = [11(106.17) + 165(18.02)]/1000

= 4.136 kg s-l

pf (at inlet conditions) = P,(ri2IF,,)IRT,
= 0.24(4.14)/176(8.3145)922

= 0.429 kg rnp3

a = 1.75(1 - EB)/E; = 1.75(1 - 0.50)/0.503 = 7.0

(from

21.3-13)

p = 67.32/..+1

(from

21.3-11)

- e&f;ljZ

= 67.32(3 X 10-5)(1 - 0.50)/0.0071(4.136)
K

=

= 0.0346 me2

64ht2Wh3pfd;(- AP)pB = 64(7.0)(4.136)22704/~3(0.429)0.0071(8100)500

= 54.5 m6

(from

21.3-12)
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fA

T

T
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(b)

Figure 21.9 Extreme cases for FBCR, both requiring relatively large

W(catalyst): (a) approach to equilibrium; (b) extent of interstage cooling

v
07O.F

Equation

21.3-10

becomes
D6 - 1.89D2 - 54.5 = 0

from which (file ex21-5.msp)
D = 1.99m

From equations 15.4-1 and 21.3-1,
L = 4Wlp,7rD2 = 4(2704)/500~(1.99)~

= 1.74 m

21.5.3.2 Optimal Multistage Operation with Inter-stage Cooling
In this section, we consider one type of optimization for adiabatic multistage operation
with intercooling for a single, reversible, exothermic reaction: the minimum amount of
catalyst, Wmin, required for a specified outlet conversion. The existence of an optimum
is indicated by the two questions raised in Section 21.5.3.1 about the degree of approach
to equilibrium conversion (f,,) in a particular stage, and the extent of cooling between
stages. A close approach to equilibrium results in a relatively small number of stages
(N), but a relatively large W per stage, since reaction rate goes to zero at equilibrium;
conversely, a more “distant” approach leads to a smaller W per stage, since operation is
closer to the locus of maximum rates, but a larger N. Similarly, a large extent of cooling
(lower T at the inlet to a stage) results in a smaller N, but a larger W per stage, since
operation is farther from the locus of maximum rates, and conversely. The extremes
are illustrated in Figure 21.9(a) for approach to equilibrium, and in Figure 21.9(b) for
cooling.
We outline two situations for determining Wmin. The method, based on the technique
of dynamic programming, is described in more detail by Aris (1965, pp. 236-247) and
by Froment and Bischoff (1990, pp. 416-423); see also Levenspiel(l972, pp. 510-511).
Optimization has been considered by Chartrand and Crowe (1969) for an SO, converter
in a plant in Hamilton, Ontario, as it existed then.
(1) Wmin for specified N, fN,,out
For an N-stage reactor, there are 2N - 1 decisions to make to determine Wmin:
N values of Ti,in and N - 1 values of fi,,,,, where sub i refers to the ith stage. Iwo
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fA

Figure 21.10 Graphical illustration of criterion 21.510
T

and its consequenc&

for determination of Wmin.

criteria provided (Konocki, 1956; Horn, 1961) for these are:
(-r*)i,out

= (-r*)i+lb

(21.510)

and
(21.511)
The first of these states that the extent of cooling should be such that the rate
of reaction entering a given stage should be the same as that leaving the previous stage. The second is applied over the adiabatic operation of a particular
stage to determine fA& for that stage. The first is relatively easy to implement,
and is illustrated graphically in Figure 21.10. The second is much more difficult
to implement. A program for implementation of both is given by Lombard0
(1985). The procedure requires a choice of feed temperature (T, = T& in a
one-dimensional search.
(2) Wmin for specified f,,,
A more general case than (1) is that in which f,,, is specified but N is not.
This amounts to a two-dimensional search in which the procedure and criteria
in case (1) constitute an inner loop in an outer-loop search for the appropriate
value of N. Since N is a small integer, this usually entails only a small number of
outer-loop iterations.
21.5.3.3

Multistage

Operation

with

Cold-Shot

Cooling

An alternative way to adjust the temperature between stages is through “cold-shot”
(or “quench”) cooling. In adiabatic operation of a multistage FBCR for an exothermic,
reversible reaction with cold-shot cooling (Figure 21.1), T is reduced by the mixing of
cold feed with the stream leaving each stage (except the last). This requires that the
original feed be divided into appropriate portions. Interstage heat exchangers are not
used, but a preheater and an aftercooler may be required.
A flow diagram indicating notation is shown in Figure 21.11 for a three-stage FBCR
in which the reaction A * products takes place. The feed enters at T, and riz kg s-i,
or, in terms of A, at FAO and fAO = 0. The feed is split at S, so that a fraction rl enters
stage 1 after passing through the preheater El, where the temperature is raised from T,
to T,, . A subsequent split occurs at S, so that a feed fraction r2 mixes with the effluent
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Figure 21.11 Flow diagram and notation for three-stage FBCR with cold-shot cooling

from stage 1 at Mi, and the resulting stream enters stage 2. The remainder of the original
feed mixes with the effluent from stage 2 at M,, and the resulting stream enters stage 3.
The fraction of the original feed entering any stage i is defined by
ri = ritoilti = F&JFA,

(21.5-12)

where +zOi and Faoi are the portions of the feed, in specific mass and molar terms, respectively, entering stage i, such that

1 hOi = riz

(21.513)

and

(2l.5-13a)
It follows that

(21.514)

Tri=l

For the purpose of determining the size of the reactor from equation 21.5-4, the inlet
composition and flow rate are required for each stage. The former is in terms of fAOi in
Figure 21.11. fAOi can be related to fA,i-l, the fractional conversion leaving the previous
stage and lk (k = 1,2, . . . , i) by a material balance for A around the corresponding
mixing point, Mi-i. Thus, for i = 2, around M,,
F A02

= FAI + Fzio2 =

FAl

+

(21.5-15)

r2FAo

Since
f

A02

=

Fk4 + Fiw2 - FAo2 = 6-1 ;,r7~;;;AFAo2

0

%l + FL2

(21.5-16)

and
fA1

=

F’A01

- FA1
F,
A01

= rlFAo

- FA1

‘-IF.40

(21.5-17)
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substitution of 21.516 and -17 in 21.5-15 to eliminate FAoz and FA1, respectively, results
in
(f-l +

dF~o(l

- food = ~IFA,(~

- ~AI) + rZFAo

from which
fAo2

=

(21.5-18)

$$A1

Similarly, for i = 3, around M,,
fAo3

= y1 ‘: ; ‘: y3 fA2 = tyl + r2)fA2

(21.5Ma)

since r, + r2 + r, = 1 for a three-stage reactor.
In general, for the ith stage (beyond the first, for which f&i = fAO) of an N-stage
reactor,

(21.519)

/
I

I

Note that fAOi < f&-i. That is, the mixing of fresh feed with the effluent from stage i - 1
results in a decrease in fA as well as in T. This is a major difference between cold-shot
cooling and interstage cooling, in which fA does not change between stages.
The temperature at the inlet to stage i, Toi, may similarly be related to Tiei, the temperature at the outlet of the previous stage, by means of an energy balance around
Mi-i. If we assume cp is constant for the relatively small temperature changes involved
on mixing (and ignore any compositional effect), an enthalpy balance around Mi is

Setting the reference temperature, Tref, e qual to T,, and substituting for lit, = yiz,, and
yiz,, from equation 21.5-12, we obtain, after cancelling cp,
rlriz(Tl - To) = (q + r2)lj2(To2 - To)

from which
T,, = T, + +pi - To)

(21.5-20)

In general, for stage i (beyond the first) in an N-stage reactor,
T,i

=?,+~~~k/~~~k)(Ti-,-T,)

(i=2,3,...,N)

(21.5-21)

The operating lines for an FBCR with cold-shot cooling are shown schematically
and graphically on a plot of fA versus T in Figure 21.12, which corresponds to Figure
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- fAo
TO
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I T1

Figure 21.12 Conversion-temperature diagram showing operating
lines for cold-shot cooling operation of FBCR for exothermic, reversible reaction

21.8(a) for multistage adiabatic operation with interstage cooling. The letters a, b, c, etc.
are states corresponding to the points marked a, b, c, etc. in Figure 21.11. The line ab
represents heating the feed in El from T, to T,,. The line bc is the operating line for the
first stage, and is obtained from the energy equation 21.5-8 (assumed to be linear as in
equation 21.59). The point d on the line joining a to c represents the feed to the second
stage, with fractional conversion fAo2 given by equation 21.518. This may be located
graphically, given rl and r2, on the line ac from the geometry shown and in accordance
with equation 21.5-18 (with fAO = 0):
ac

-= -fA l
ad

fAo2

_ - ‘1 + ‘2-

(21.522)

r1

An alternative, corresponding construction to locate point d can be based on equation
21.520 in terms of temperature. The temperature rise in stage 1 is Tl - ToI, and the
temperature decrease around MI is To2 - T,. The line de is the operating line for the
second stage. The point f on ae is the feed point for the third stage, and may be located
in a manner similar to the location of d. The line fg is the operating line for the third
stage, and gh represents cooling of effluent in the aftercooler E2. Note that the various
operating lines are represented by fill lines, since each point (as a state) on such a line
actually exists somewhere in the system. Other lines, such as ac and ae, are not operating
lines, and are represented by dashed lines. For example, on ac, only the points a, d, and
c represent actual states (they may be called operating points); other points on ac have
no meaning for existing states. The slopes of the operating lines are all the same and
are given by equation 21.5-8 (see problem 21-18).
Within each stage, the amount of catalyst, W, may be calculated from equation 21.54, together with an appropriate rate law, and the energy equation 21.58. Optimization
problems relating to minimizing W may be considered in terms of choice of values of ri
and f&.
A number of factors may influence the choice of cold-shot cooling rather than interstage cooling in adiabatic operation of an FBCR. (Some of these are explored in
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fAi, eq
fAi

Ti Ti, eq

T

Figure 21.13 Interpretation of AT in equation 21.523 for exothermic, reversible reaction with cold-shot
cooling, ith stage

problem 21-9.) An important difference is the limiting value of fractional conversion,
fA, that can be attained in principle. In operation with interstage cooling, as illustrated
in Figure 21.8(a), it is possible to “step-up” fA indefinitely to avoid the equilibrium limitation; this can be done with an increasing number of stages (and amount of catalyst),
but the economics of diminishing returns eventually sets in (marginal increase in fA at
the expense of a large increase in amount of catalyst, as the rate diminishes). In operation with cold-shot cooling, however, the upper limit in fA, for a given T,, is fA,eq at
the intersection with the equilibrium curve of an operating line (aj) drawn from point
a in Figure 21.12; aj has the same slope as the other operating lines (bc, de, fg) shown.
Consequently, to obtain the same conversion, T, for an FBCR with cold-shot cooling
(Figure 21.12) must be much lower than To (first-stage inlet temperature, Figure 21.8a)
for an FBCR with interstage cooling. Since reaction rate is relatively small at low temperature, the feed to the first stage of a cold-shot-cooled reactor is preheated (from T,
to To, in Figure 21.12).

2153.4 Calculations for a FBCR with Cold-Shot Cooling
The calculations for an N-stage FBCR with cold-shot cooling for a reversible, exothermic reaction may involve several types of problems: the design problem of determining N and the amount and distribution of catalyst (Wi, i = 1,2, . . . , N) for a specified
feed rate and composition and fractional conversion (fA), or the converse performance
problem of determining fA for specified N and Wi, and include variations of these for
optimal design and performance. Here, we describe an algorithm for the first-named
design problem, but it may be suitably revised for other problems.
In general, for an N-stage reactor, there are 2N degrees of freedom or free parameters
from among ri and Ti (or fai), This number may be reduced to N + 1 if a criterion such
as a constant degree of approach to equilibrium, AT, is used for each stage, where

AT = Ti,eq(fAi,eq)

- Ti

(21.523)

That is, the outlet temperature from stage i, Ti, is determined by calculating the
equilibrium temperature Tj,eq from the intersection of fA,eq(T) with the energy balance operating line, equation 21.5-9, and then subtracting AT. The interpretation of
AT is illustrated in Figure 21.13. The free parameters may then be chosen as ri (i =
1,2 , . . . ., N - l), AT and T,, (choice of AT replaces choice of Ti(l, 2, . . , N)). In addition to the feed rate and composition (Ijt, FAO), we assume knowledge of a rate law,
(-cd, and .fieq(T), t ogether with the thermal characteristics cp (of the flowing stream)
and (-AH&, which are treated as constants.
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The steps in an algorithm are as follows:
(1) Calculate the operating line slope from equation 21.5-8: df,ldT

=

litc,l(-AHRA)FAo.
(2) Choose AT.
(3) Calculate To from an integrated form of 21.5-8:
.f~,out = .h = fAo + (-A;;+)FAo tT,,t - '0)

(21.524)

where

To,, = TN = T,v,eq(fm,,eq) - AT
fzm,eq = fA,V + (dfAldT>AT

(21.5-25)
(21.5-26)

and fAo = 0, usually.

(4) Choose or and ToI.
(5) Calculate WI by simultaneous solution of equation 21.54, with the rate law incorporated, and -8. In equation 21.5-4, FAO is replaced by rlFAo, and the limits
of integration are fAo and fAI, where fAl is
fA1 = fAl,eq

- (d f,/dT)hT

(2l.5-26a)

and fAl,eq is obtained from the intersection of the operating line and fA,eq(T),
that is, by the simultaneous solution of
fA = fAo + (dfddT>(T - To,)

(21.5-27)

fA = fA,eqcT)

(21.5-28)

and

(6) Calculate T,, corresponding to fAl) from equation 21.527, with fA = fAl, and
T = T,.

(7) Choose r2.
(8) Calculate fAo2 from equation 21.5-19.
(9) Calculate T,, from equation 21.5-21.
(10) Calculate W, as in step (5) for W,. The inlet conditions are Fcjn = (r-l + r& fAdFAo, fAoZ and To2. The outlet conditions are fA2 and T2, which are calculated as in steps (5) and (6) for fAl and T,, respectively, with subscript 1 replaced
by 2, and subscript 0 by 1.
(11) Repeat steps (7) to (10) by advancing the subscript to N until fAN 2 specified
fA,out. It may be appropriate to adjust ri so that fm = fA,,out.

For an FBCR operated with cold-shot cooling for the reaction A g products, determine,
from the information given below,

(a) the maximum possible fractional conversion (fA);
(b) the fractional conversion at the outlet of a three-stage reactor.
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The feed is split such that 40% enters stage 1 and 30% enters stage 2. The feed entering stage 1 is preheated from 375°C (T,) to 450°C (T,,). The equilibrium temperaturefractional conversion relation is
11835

Lq =
In

7.825~ l@f+

1 -fA,eq

l-o.o475f&,,
0.115-0.0475fA,,,

)1

(4

112

For each stage, the outlet temperature, Ti, is to be 25°C lower than the equilibrium temperature (i.e., in equation 21.5-23, AT = 25°C).
Other data: riz = 10 kg s-l; FAo = 62mols-*;c, = l.lJg-‘KY’;AH,,
= -85kJ
mol-l.

0

SOLUTION

v
+k

Numerical results are obtained by means of the E-Z Solve software (file ex21-6.msp).
(a) The maximum possible conversion is obtained by applying the criterion for degree of
approach to equilibrium (AT = 25°C) to the intersection of the operating line aj (Figure
21.12) drawn from (fAO, To) with
‘lope = (-A;;;FAo)

lO(1.1)
== 2.09

85(62)

X 1O-3

K-’

Simultaneous solution of equation (A) and the equation for the operating line with this
slope gives the coordinates of the intersection at point j:
fAm

= 0.579; T,, = 925 K

Thus, at the outlet point h (Figure 21.12), T,,, = (925 - 25) = 900 K, and
fA.out

- To) = 2.09 x 10-3(900 - 648) = 0.527

= Wope)(To,,

That is, the maximum possible fractional conversion for these conditions, regardless of the
number of stages, is 0.527.
(b) We proceed by treating the three stages in order to obtain fAI, fA2, and fA3. The
procedure is described in detail for stage 1, and the results are summarized in Table 21.1.
For stage 1, the equation of the operating line bc (Figure 2 1.12) through b (fAol , T,,)
with the slope calculated in (a) is

fA = fAol + 2.09 X 10-3(T - To,)

(W

where fAoI = 0 and T,, = 723 K. Solving equations (A) and (B) simultaneously for the
intersection of the operating line and the equilibrium line, we obtain
fAl,eq

= 0.485 and Tl,eq = 955 K

Thus,

T, = 955 -25 = 930 K
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Table 21.1 Results for Example 21-6(b)

Stage
i

Operating
line
Figure 21.12

ri

1
2
3

bc
de
fi2

0.40
0.30
0.30

ToilK

Ti,eqIK

TiIK

fAoi

fAi,eq

fAi

723
809
837

955
942
937

930
917
912

0
0.247
0.331

0.485
0.525
0.541

0.433
0.473
0.489

Substitution for T = Tl = 930, in (B) gives
f* = j-Al = 0.433
For stage 2, we calculate fAo2 from equation 21.518,

fAo2 = [r,l(rl + r2)]fA1 = [0.4/(0.4 + 0.3)]0.433 = 0.247
and T,,

from equation 21.5-20,

To2 = T, + [r14r1 + r2)1(T1 - T,)
= 648 + [0.4/(0.4 + 0.3)](930 - 648) = 809 K
We then proceed as for stage 1, writing the equation for the operating line de (Figure
21.12), equivalent to (B), and continuing from there. The results obtained for all three
stages (see file ex21-6.msp) are given in Table 21.1. The final conversion is fA3 = 0.489,
which is close to the maximum possible (with many stages) value of 0.527 from part (a).
The amount of catalyst to achieve this is not required in this example, but may be calculated
as described in the algorithm in Example 21-5, provided an appropriate rate law for (-Y*)
is available.

21.5.4 Nonadiabatic Operation
21.5.4.1

Multitubular

Reactor;

Catalyst

Inside

Tubes

The arrangement for a multitubular reactor is depicted in Figure 15.l(c), with catalyst packed either inside or outside the tubes; here, we consider the former case (Figure 11.3(c)). We assume all tubes behave in the same way as a set of reactors in parallel,
and apply the continuity and energy equations to a single tube. The number of tubes,
IV,, must be determined as part of the design, to establish the diameter, D, of the vessel.
For a single tube, the continuity equation, 21.5-4, may be written

W' = Fi, dfJ[-rA(TtfA)l
I

(21.529)

where W’ = WIN,, the amount of catalyst per tube, and Fa, = F,,IN,, the feed rate
per tube. Equation 21.5-29 must be solved in conjunction with an appropriate rate law
and the energy equation to relate fA and T.
The appropriate form of the energy equation may be obtained from equation 21.42 with k,, = k,, = 0, and boundary condition 21.4-8 incorporated in the equation to
describe the rate of heat transfer through the wall: 86 = U(T, - T)dAbldV’, as in Sec-
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tion 15.2.1.2, where AL is the (peripheral) heat transfer surface area per tube, and V’
is the volume enclosed per tube (the rate of heat transfer is referred to unit volume,
through dV’, to correspond to the units of the other terms in equation 21.4-2).
Since
dA; = rd,dx
dV’ = nd,2dxl4 = dW’lp,
G’ = GIN, = 4h’hd,2

and
(-TA)dW = Fa,df,
equation 21.4-2 may be written, with rearrangement, as:
4W’s - T) F, df
d,p,(-r/d I *’ *

(21.530)

Equation 21.530 for flow through a tube of diameter d, corresponds to equation 15.2-9
for flow through a PFR of diameter D (the inclusion of pB in the heat transfer term
stems from equation 21.3-15).
The solution of equations 21.5-29 and -30 must be done by a suitable numerical procedure, such as one analogous to that used in Example 15-4. A typical problem may
involve determining W, N,, and L, (length of tubes), given information about lit, FAo,
(-T*), d,, T,, allowable (- AP), and the other parameters in the two equations. On the
assumption that the heat transfer characteristics depend on the arrangement of tubes,
this should be done on a single-tube basis, with iterations in terms of Nt. A procedure
or algorithm such as the following could be used:

(1) Choose a value of Nt.
(2) Calculate fi’ and Fa,.
(3) Calculate W’ from equations 21.5-29 and -30.
(4) Calculate L, = 4W’lp,rdf.
(5) Calculate (-AP) from equation 21.3-5, and compare with the allowable (-A@.
(6) Adjust Nt based on the result in (5), and repeat steps (2) to (5) until the (- AF’)
criterion is satisfied.
The value of N,, together with d, and standard triangular or square pitch for tubes in a
shell-and-tube arrangement, determines the diameter, D, of the vessel (shell).
21.5.4.2

Multitubular

Reactor;

Catalyst

Outside

Tubes

Instead of being placed inside the tubes (with a heat-transfer or process fluid on the
shell side), the catalyst may be placed outside the tubes (Figure 11.5(a)). The result is
to have a fixed bed of diameter D, say, with Nt holes, each of diameter d,, in it. The
amount of catalyst in the entire bed may be calculated from equation 21.5-4 in conjunction with equation 21.5-30 modified to accommodate the changed geometry. In
this case, dA, = N,rd,dx, dV = (7~/4)(D’ - N,df)dx = dWlp,. These, together with
(-rA)dW = FAodfA, and incorporation of boundary condition 21.4-8, as in the development leading to equation 21.5-30, and rearrangement, allow equation 21.4-2 to be
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written as:

+qdT =

(-AH& +

4N,d,U(T, - T)
pB(D2 - N,d,2)(-rA)

I

FAodfA

(21.531)

The typical problem outlined in the previous section may be solved in this case in a
similar manner:
(1) Choose a value of N,, which implies a value of D.
(2) Calculate W by numerical solution of equations 21.5-4 and -31.
(3) Calculate value of L (i.e., L,).
(4) Calculate (-AP) and compare with allowable (-A@.
(5) Adjust value of N, from result in (4), and repeat steps (2) to (4) until the (-AP)
criterion in satisfied.

21.6

HETEROGENEOUS, ONE-DIMENSIONAL, PLUG-FLOW MODEL
In Section 21.5, the treatment is based on the pseudohomogeneous assumption for the
catalyst + fluid system (Section 21.4). In this section, we consider the local gradients in
concentration and temperature that may exist both within a catalyst particle and in the
surrounding gas film. The system is then “heterogeneous.” We retain the assumptions of
one-dimensional, plug-flow behavior, and a simple reaction of the form A(g) + . . . cat(s!
products.
The starting points for the continuity and energy equations are again 21.5-1 and 21.5-6
(adiabatic operation), respectively, but the rate quantity (-rA) must be properly interpreted. In 21.5-1 and 21.5-6, the implication is that the rate is the intrinsic surface reaction rate, ( --T~)~~~. For a heterogeneous model, we interpret it as an overall observed
rate, (-IA)&, incorporating the transport effects responsible for the gradients in concentration and temperature. As developed in Section 8.5, these effects are lumped into
a particle effectiveness factor, 77, or an overall effectiveness factor, 77,. Thus, equations
21.5-1 and 21.5-6 are rewritten as
@UC/x)
- + &f(-rA>ob, = o

(21.6-1)

GCP~ - d-rALd-A~d = 0

(21.6-2)

dx

and

where, in terms of 77,
(-YA)obs

=

q(-‘A)irzf

(21.6-3)

77 is a function of the Thiele modulus @‘, defined in equation 8.5-20b for power-law
kinetics, and more generally in equation 8.5-22; see Figure 8.11 and Tables 8.1 to 8.3 for
the ~(4”) relationship for various shapes of catalyst particles and orders of reaction.’
‘Note that if ( -TA) or a corresponding rate constant /CA is specified on a mass basis, kA must be multiplied by the
particle density to obtain the form of the rate constant to be used in the Thiele modulus; that is, kA = (kA)p =
pJk&,, which follows from equation 21.3-16.
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For a simple system, the continuity equation 21.6-1 may be put in forms analogous
to 21.5-2 and 21.54 for the axial profile of fractional conversion, fA, and amount of
catalyst, W, respectively:
dfA
-

dx

- ~~2PBrl(-c4)int
FAO

= 0

(21.6-4)

and
W = FAo

I

dfA
7)(-rAhnt

For a complex system, the continuity equation 21.6-1 must be written for more than one
species, and equations 21.6-4 and -5 are not sufficient by themselves. Thus, instead of
21.6-4, it is more appropriate to develop profiles for the proper number of concentrations (ci) or molar flow rates (F,); see problem 21-21. However, we restrict attention to
simple systems in this section.
The simplest case to utilize r) is that of an isothermal situation with no axial gradient
in T. In this case, a constant, average value of n may describe the situation reasonably
well, and equation 21.6-5 becomes

w = %I (-“,*,i,,

(7 constant)

(21.6-6)

This approach is analytically correct for isothermal reactors and first-order rate laws,
since concentration does not appear in the expression for the Thiele modulus. For other
(nonlinear) rate laws, concentration changes along the reactor affect the Thiele modulus, and hence produce changes in the local effectiveness factor, even if the reaction is isothermal. Problem 21-15 uses an average effectiveness factor as an approximation.
A more realistic case is a nonlinear reaction rate or a nonisothermal situation in which
axial variation in n must be allowed for. Within a fixed bed of catalyst particles, the rate
of heat transfer to or from a particle is usually controlled by the resistance of the gas
film surrounding the particle; this is because of the high thermal conductivity of most
solid catalysts. Conversely, mass transport is usually limited by pore diffusion, external
gas-film resistance being relatively small. Thus, concentration gradients are primarily
confined to the region inside the particle, and temperature gradients, if present, are
primarily confined to the surrounding gas film (Minhas and Carberry, 1969). For a given
particle, the process is essentially isothermal, but each layer of particles in the bed may
be at a different temperature.
To calculate W from equation 21.6-5,+” and r] must be calculated at a series of axial
positions or steps, since each depends on T and cA; (- rA)&$ is then calculated from n
and (- rA)int at each step. For adiabatic operation, an algorithm for this purpose (analogous to that in Example 21-5) is as follows:
(1) Choose a value of fA.
(2) Calculate T from an integrated form of 21.6-2, such as 21.5-9.
(3) Calculate ( -TA)int at fA and T from a given rate law.
(4) Calculate @‘, e.g., from equation 8.5-20b; if necessary, use p,, to convert kA (mass
basis) to kA (volume basis).
(5) Calculate 77 from 4” (Section 8.5).
(6) Calculate (-rA)& from equation 21.6-3.
(7) Repeat steps (1) to (6) for values of fA between fA,in and f&&.
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(8) Evaluate the integral in equation 21.6-5 by means of the E-Z Solve software or
an approximation such as the trapezoidal rule, as in Example 21-5.
(9) Calculate W from equation 21.6-5.
Problem 21-20 illustrates a situation in which the design of an FBCR must take into
account variation in q.
As an alternative to the use of q, an empirical determination of (- rA)obs may be obtained in laboratory experiments with different reactors or in pilot plant runs. In these,
the same catalyst (size, shape, etc.) and ranges of operating conditions expected in the
full-scale reactor are used. An example of such an empirical rate law is equation 21.314 for SO, oxidation (Eklund, 1956) with values of the rate constant, ksoz, given in
problem 8-19 (see also Figure 21.4). The data for the relatively large cylindrical particles indicate both strong-pore-diffusion-resistance, and reaction-rate-control regimes
for lower temperature and higher temperature ranges, respectively. Such a rate law
can be incorporated directly into the continuity equation. Several problems at the end
of this chapter are to be done using this approach, which is actually a modification of
the pseudohomogeneous model used in Section 21.5. A disadvantage of the use of an
empirical rate law is that it cannot be generalized to different particle sizes (except under special circumstances: see problem 21-ll(c) and (d)) or to different catalyst site
densities; furthermore, it cannot be extrapolated with confidence outside the range of
conditions used to obtain it.

ONE-DIMENSIONAL

VERSUS

TWO-DIMENSIONAL

MODELS

Radial gradients in both temperature and concentration may develop for extremely
exothermic reactions. This results from the positive interaction between reaction rate
and temperature. The temperature rises more rapidly at the center (T = 0) of the bed, if
there is heat transfer at the wall. The gradient in concentration may be further affected
by radial dispersion. Quantitative modeling of radial gradients (in addition to axial gradients) requires a two-dimensional model. Reactions with small thermal effects, either
from dilution of the reactants or from small enthalpies of reaction, do not develop significant radial gradients. For these reactions, a one-dimensional model usually suffices
for process-simulation and reactor modeling.
Systems that require two-dimensional treatment are sensitive to the parameters in
the model, and, as a result, the transport coefficients (k, and 0,) must be well known.
Consequently, a one-dimensional model is usually used for preliminary process design,
and a two-dimensional model is developed subsequently. More sophisticated “onedimensional” models for systems with thermal gradients use appropriate averaging over
an assumed radial temperature profile (usually parabolic). These models yield the best
temperature for inclusion in a one-dimensional model and for calculating reaction rate.
They reproduce thermal profiles reasonably well, provided the temperature gradients
are not large, but generally fail for reactions which are highly exothermic and have large
activation energies (Carberry and White, 1969). It is desirable to achieve a final design
that avoids situations in which extreme sensitivity to conditions exists, from both safety
and economic considerations.

21.8

PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 21
21-1 (a) What is the mean residence time (t) of gas flowing through a fixed bed of particles, if the

bed voidage is 0.38, the depth of the bed is 1.5 m, and the superficial linear velocity of
the gas is 0.2 m s-l?
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(b) What is the bulk density of a bed of catalyst, if the bed voidage is 0.4 and the particle
density is 1750 kg me3 (particle)?
(c) What is the mass (kg) of catalyst contained in a loo-m3 bed, if the catalyst particles are
made up of a solid with an intrinsic density of 2500 kg rnm3, the bed voidage is 0.4, and
the particle voidage is 0.3?
21-2 In “cold-shot-cooling” or “quench” operation of a three-stage fixed-bed catalytic reactor for
an exothermic reaction (see Figure 2 1.1 l), temperature is controlled by splitting the feed to
the various stages. For the reaction A + products, suppose the feed of pure A is divided so
that 45% enters the first stage and 30% enters the second stage, that is, joining the outlet from
the first stage to form the feed to the second. No reaction occurs between stages, and f~ is
based on original feed.
(a) If the fraction of A converted in the stream leaving the first stage (f*l) is 0.40, what is
the fraction of A converted (f&s) in the feed entering the second stage?
(b) If f& = 0.60, what is fAo3?
21-3 Consider a two-stage fixed-bed catalytic reactor, with axial flow and temperature adjustment
between stages, for the dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene (A) to styrene (S) (monomer), reaction (D) in Section 2 1.1. From the data given below, for adiabatic operation, if the fractional
conversion of A at the outlet of the second stage (fez) is 0.70, calculate the upper and lower
limits (i.e., the range of allowable values) for the fractional conversion at the outlet of the first
stage

(.fAlh

Data:
Feed:
T, = 925K;
FAO

= 100 mol s-l;

P, = 1.4 bar;

Fn,o,O(inert) = 1200 mol s-t

Equilibrium:
K,IMPa = 8.2

X

IO5 exp(- 15,200lT)

Thermochemical:
AHRA = 126,000 J mol-’ (constant)

cp = 2.4 J g-‘K-t (constant)
The maximum allowable temperature is 925 K. See Figure 21.8(b) for a schematic representation of one particular situation between the limits. The slopes of the operating lines AB and
CD are equal and constant. The points B, C, and D are not fixed. No reaction occurs during
temperature adjustment between stages, or after the second-stage outlet.
21-4 (a) For the dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene (A), reaction (D) in Section 21.1, a reversible
reaction, on a single plot of equilibrium conversion fA versus T, sketch each of the following three cases to show relative positions of the equilibrium curves:
(i) given constant total pressure PI, and ratio of inert gas to A in the feed (rt ); explain
the direction of f&q with respect to T;
(ii) given constant total pressure P2 > PI, and rt; explain the position of the curve relative to that in (i);
(iii) given constant total pressure PI and ratio rz > rl; explain the position of the curve
relative to that in (i).
(b) State, with explanations, two reasons for the use of an inert gas (steam) in the feed. (The
reaction is carried out adiabatically.)
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21-5 For the oxidation of SOz(A), reaction (A) in Section 21.1, a reversible reaction, on a single
plot of equilibrium conversion fa versus T (assume A to be limiting reactant), sketch each of
the following three cases to show relative positions of the equilibrium curves:
(a) Given constant total pressure PI, with air for oxidation (N2 inert); explain the direction
of f&q with respect to T.
(b) Given constant total pressure PI, with pure 02 for oxidation; explain the position of the
curve relative to that in (a).
(c) Given constant total pressure P2 < PI, with air; explain as in (b).
21-6 Consider a fixed-bed catalytic reactor (FBCR), with axial flow, for the dehydrogenation of
ethylbenzene (A) to styrene (S) (monomer). From the information given below, calculate the
temperature (T/K) in the first-stage bed of the reactor,
(a) at the outlet of the bed (i.e., at Lt); and
(b) L = 0.38 L1.
Assume steady-state, adiabatic operation, and use the pseudohomogeneous, one-dimensional
plug-flow model.
Data:
Feed: T, = 925 K, P, = 2.4 bar; FA~ = 85 mol s-l; Fn,o(inert)
Fractional conversion at outlet: f& = 0.45
Rate law: (-rA) = kA(pA - p~p~lK~)
k*lmol (kg cat)ml s-l bar-’ = 3.46 X lo3 exp(- 10,98O/Z’)
K,lbar = 8.2 X lo6 exp( - 15,200lT)
(T in K for kA and K,)
AHRA = 126,000 J mol-‘; cp = 2.4 J g-l K-l
Wr = 25,400 kg (of catalyst)

= 1020 mol s-l

21-7 Consider a two-stage fixed-bed catalytic reactor (FBCR), with axial flow, for the dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene (A) to styrene (S) (monomer). From the data given below, for adiabatic
operation, calculate the amount of catalyst required in the first stage, WI/kg.
Feed: To = 925 K; P, = 2.4 bar; FAN = 100 mol s-‘; Fu,o(inert) = 1200 mol s-l
Fractional conversion at outlet: fAt = 0.4; use the model and other data as in problem 21-6.
21-8 Consider a fixed-bed catalytic reactor (FBCR), with axial flow, for the dehydrogenation of
ethylbenzene (A) to styrene (S) (monomer). From the data given below, calculate the amount
of catalyst required, W/kg, to reach a fractional conversion (f~) of 0.2 in the (adiabatic) first
stage (of a two-stage reactor). What is the temperature at this point?
Feed: To = 925 K; P, = 2.4 bar; FA* = 120 mol s-l; Fu,o(inert)
model and other data as in problem 2 1-6.

= 1200 mol s-l; use the

21-9 Consider a reversible, exothermic, gas-phase reaction (A ~‘t products) occurring in a threestage, fixed-bed catalytic reactor, with either (1) adiabatic operation within each stage and
interstage cooling with heat exchangers, or (2) adiabatic operation and “cold-shot” cooling
between stages.
(a) Sketch a conversion (f&temperature (T) diagram showing operating lines for each of
the two modes of operation, for say, 90% (final) conversion of A; include a sketch of the
equilibrium fractional conversion (fA) in each case.
(b) Indicate if each of the following factors affects the slope of the adiabatic operating line;
if there is an effect, indicate the direction of it:
(i) the enthalpy of reaction;
(ii) the feed temperature;
(iii) whether the feed is pure A or relatively dilute in A (i.e., with inert gas present).
(c) Which one of the three factors in (b) most influences the choice of mode of operation, (1)
or (2) above? Explain.
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21-10 For the SO2 converter in a lOOO-tonne day- 1 H$SO4 plant (100% HzS04 basis), calculate
the following:
(a) The amount (kg) of catalyst (V205) required for the first stage of a four-stage adiabatic
reactor, if the feed temperature (T,) is 43O”C, and the (first-stage) outlet fractional conversion of S02(fso2) is 0.687; the feed composition is 9.5 mol % SOz, 11.5% 02, and
79 % N2.
(b) The depth (L/m) and diameter (D/m) of the first stage.
Data:
Use the Eklund rate law (equation 21.3-14), with data for kso, from problem 8-19 (B
particles); assume K,IMPa-“’ = 7.97 X 10m5 exp(l2,100/T), with T in K;
For bed of catalyst: pi = 500 kg rnm3; l g = 0.40;
For gas: pf = 4 X 10m5 kg m-l s-l* cp = 0.94 J g-l K-l;
fso, is 0.98 over four stages; P, = lb1 kPa; AHR = - 100 kJ (mol SO&‘;
Allowable (-AP) for first stage is 2.5 kPa.
21-11 Suppose the operating conditions for a four-stage SOz converter, with adiabatic operation
within each stage and interstage cooling, are as given in the table below. The other conditions
are: P = 1 bar; feed is 9.5 mol % SOz, 11.5% 02,79% N2.

Stage TiJ”C TouAoC f~o~,~~t
1
2
3
4

430
456
436
430

614
515
452
433

68.7
90.7
97
98

(-m+dmol

g-’ se1

5 x lo-’
1 x lo-’
3 x lo-s
- 10-8

(a) In order to extract more energy in a “waste-heat” boiler upstream, if it is proposed that
the feed temperature be lowered from 430 to 410°C what would be the effect on the
conversion in the first stage (no other changes made)? Explain, without doing any calculations, but with the aid of a sketch, whether this change should be made.
(b) In order to take advantage of higher rates of reaction, if it is proposed that the feed
temperature be increased from 430 to 450°C what would be the main consequence?
Explain, without doing any calculations, whether this change should be made.
(c) Based on the results of problem 8-19, for which stages of the converter would you expect the effectiveness factor (7) to be close to 1 and for which parts < 1 (with what
consequences for translating Eklund’s data to other particle sizes)? Explain.
(d) If the amount of catalyst required for the second stage is calculated to be 44,000 kg (by
the method in 21-lo(a) and for the same catalyst particles, rate of production, and feed
conditions), what would the amount be if the diameter of the particles were changed
from 8 mm to 5 mm? Explain.
21-12 (a) Write, without proof, the equations, together with boundary conditions, that describe
a steady-state (reactor) model for a fixed-bed catalytic reactor (FBCR) and that allow for the following: axial convective (bulk) flow of mass and energy, radial dispersion/conduction of mass/energy, chemical reaction (e.g., A + products), and energy
(heat) transfer between reactor (tube) and surroundings. Write the equations in terms of
CA and T. Define the meaning of each symbol used. Assume catalyst is packed inside
tubes in a multitubular arrangement.
(b) Classify the model constructed in terms of the usual descriptive phrases (three considerations).
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(c) Repeat (a) and (b), if radial dispersion/conduction of mass/energy is replaced by axial
dispersion/conduction of mass/energy.
(d) Repeat (a) and (b), if axial dispersion/conduction of mass/energy is included.
(e) Under what conditions may the axial dispersion and conduction terms be (separately)
ignored?
21-13 Outline a procedure, with an algorithm and illustrative sketches, to determine Wnin for an
FBCR, with f,,, specified (analogous to that described in Section 21.5.3.2) for each of the
following cases:
(a) a reversible, endothermic reaction, subject to Tmox;
(b) an irreversible, exothermic reaction, subject to T,,,.
21-14 Using the equation for Kp given in problem 21-10 for the oxidation of SOa, determine the
outlet conversion from the third stage of a three-stage FBCR, given that, for each stage,
the outlet temperature is 20 K from the f&T) curve. The inlet temperature to the first
stage is 700 K. Between stages 1 and 2, the temperature is reduced by 120 K, and between
stages 2 and 3, the temperature is reduced by 85 K. The feed contains 19.7 mol % SOz(A),
23.8 mol % 02.56.5 mol % Nz, and a trace (say 0.0001 mol %) of SOs.
Data: FAN = 220 mol s-l; ti = 40.3 kg s-l; AHsA = -100 kJ mol-‘; cp = 0.94 J g-l
K-l; P, = 101 kPa.
21-15 Determine the mass of catalyst required for stage 1 of the three-stage FBCR described in
problem 21-14. Assume that the effectiveness factor is 0.90. Use the Eklund equation, 21.314, with kso, from problem 8-19 (B particles).
21-16 A multistage FBCR is to be designed for the production of Hz from CO and steam (the socalled “shift reaction”). Our objective is to design the reactor such that the outlet stream
contains less than 0.6 mol % CO (dry basis). The outlet temperature from each stage is 10
K less than the maximum equilibrium temperature for that stage. Interstage coolers are used
to reduce the temperature between stages: by 130 K between stages 1 and 2, and by 110
K between any stages beyond the second. The catalyst undergoes significant deactivation
if the temperature exceeds 475°C. Determine the number of stages required, and the outlet
conditions from each stage, given the following data:
Feed rate (dry basis) = 3.5 mol s-l
Steam-to-CO mole ratio in feed = 6: 1
cp = 2.12 J g-l K-l; AH, = -39.9 kJ mol-‘; T, = 300°C
Keq = 0.008915e4800’r; k = 0.779e-49c’e’r (mol CO) s-r (kg cat)-’ bar-’
Feed composition (dry basis):

0

v

7O-v

70O.vv

CO: 13.0 mol %

CO2: 7.0 mol %

Hz: 56.8 mol %

N2: 23.2 mol %

21-17 Determine the catalyst requirement for each stage of the multistage FBCR in problem 21-16,
given the following additional data:
P, = 2760 kPa; (-AP),,x = 70 kPa
pi = 1100 kg mm3; pI, = 2000 kg mm3
(-rco) = k(PcoPH,o - Pco~PH~I&~)

The catalyst pellets are 6 mm X 6 mm semi-infinite slabs, with all faces permeable. (Problems 21-16 and 21-17 are based on data provided by Rase, 1977, pp. 44-60.)
21-18 In cold-shot-cooling operation of a multistage FBCR for the exothermic reaction A Z
products, if cp (for the flowing stream) and (-AHRA) are constant, show that the slopes of
the operating lines (Figure 21.12) are all given by equation 21.5-8 (that is, they are all the
same).
21-19 (a) Based on the information given in problem 5-19(e) for the partial oxidation of benzene
(B, C6H6) to maleic anhydride (M, CdHzOa), calculate the amount of catalyst (W/kg)
required for a PFR operating isothermally at 350°C and isobarically at 2 bar to achieve
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a maximum yield (Ym) of C4HzOs at the outlet. Assume the molar feed ratio of air (79
mol % Nz, 21% 02) to C6H6 is 1000, and the total feed rate is 500 mol h-t. State any
assumptions made.
(b) What is the overall fractional yield or selectivity, $M/B, at the outlet?
21-20 An exothermic first-order reaction AL B is conducted in an FBCR, operating adiabatically
and isobarically. The bed has a radius of 1.25 m and is 4 m long. The feed contains pure
A at a concentration of 2.0 mol rnm3, and flowing at q = 39.3 m3 s-i. The reaction may
be diffusion limited; assume that the relationship between 17 and 4” is n = (tanh @‘)/+“.
The diffusivity is proportional to Tu2, and L, for the particles is 0.50 mm. Determine the
fractional conversion of A and the temperature at the bed outlet. How would your answer
change, if (a) diffusion limitations were ignored, and (b) a constant effectiveness factor,
based on inlet conditions. was assumed.

Data:

v
07O-v

T, = 495°C;
kl = 4.0 X 10m3 m3 (kg cat)-’ s-l at 495°C;
AHRA = -85 kJ mol- 1.,
pi = 700 kg me3; pP = 2500 kg mm3;

DA = 0.10 cm2 s-l at 495’C
EA = 125.6 kJ mol-’
rh = 26kgs-’
cp = 2.4 J g-l K-l

21-21 It was discovered that product “B” in problem 21-20 was subject to further reaction (i.e.,
A 3 B 5 C). Determine the outlet concentrations of A, B, and C, and the selectivity to the
desired product B. Compare your results to those in which diffusional effects are ignored.

Data:
k2 = 4.0 X 1O-4 m3 (kg cat)-’ s-i at 495°C; EA2 = 94.2 kJ mol-’
DB = 0.10 cm2 s-l at 495°C
AHR~ = - 125.6 kJ mol- 1.,
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22
Reactors for Fluid-Solid
(Noncatalytic) Reactions
In this chapter, we develop matters relating to the process design or analysis of reactors
for fluid-solid noncatalytic reactions; that is, for reactions in which the solid is a reactant.
To construct reactor models, we make use of:
(1) the shrinking-core kinetics models from Chapter 9;
(2) the residence-time distribution (RTD) functions from Chapter 13;
(3) the segregated-flow model (SFM) from Chapter 13.
We restrict attention to relatively simple models involving solid particles in fixed-bed
or ideal-flow situations. More-complex flow situations are considered in Chapter 23, for
both catalytic and noncatalytic reactions.

22.1

REACTIONS AND REACTION KINETICS MODELS
The types of reactions involving fluids and solids include combustion of solid fuel, coal
gasification and liquefaction, calcination in a lime kiln, ore processing, iron production
in a blast furnace, and regeneration of spent catalysts. Some examples are given in Sections 8.65 and 9.1.1.
The sulfation reaction, (D), in Section 9.1.1, is the second step of a process to remove
SO, from the flue gas of a coal-fired utility furnace. The first step is the calcination of
limestone (CaCO,) particles, injected either dry or in an aqueous slurry, to produce
CaO:
CaCO,(s) s CaO(s)

+ CO,(g)

2CaO(s) + 2SO,(g) + O,(g) s 2CaS04(s)
The first step is endothermic, and the second is exothermic. The (single-particle) kinetics of the overall reaction are relatively complex (Shen, 1996).
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) reactions in electronics materials processing provide further examples. One is the deposition of Si from silane:
SiH,(g) + Si(s) + 2H,(g)
The regeneration of coked catalysts (Section 8.6.5) can be represented by “coke burning” with air:
C(s) + 0, -+ CO,(g)
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Two models developed in Chapter 9 to describe the kinetics of such reactions are the
shrinking-core model (SCM) and the shrinking-particle model (SPM). The SCM applies
to particles of constant size during reaction, and we use it for illustrative purposes in
this chapter. The results for three shapes of single solid particle are summarized in Table
9.1 in the form of the integrated time (t&conversion (fu) relation, where B is the solid
reactant in model reaction 9.1-1:

A(g) + bB(s) + products[(s), (s)]

(9.1-1)

These results take into account three possible processes in series: mass transfer of fluid
reactant A from bulk fluid to particle surface, diffusion of A through a reacted product
layer to the unreacted (outer) core surface, and reaction with B at the core surface; any
one or two of these three processes may be rate-controlling. The SPM applies to particles of diminishing size, and is summarized similarly in equation 9.1-40 for a spherical
particle. Because of the disappearance of the product into the fluid phase, the diffusion
process present in the SCM does not occur in the SPM.
The results given in Table 9.1 are all for first-order surface-reaction kinetics. If it is
necessary to take other kinetics into account (other orders, LH kinetics, etc.), it may be
necessary to develop numerical, rather than analytical, methods of solution.

22.2 REACTOR MODELS
22.2.1

Factors Affecting Reactor Performance
The performance of a reactor for a fluid (A) + solid (B) reaction may be characterized
by fu obtained for a given feed rate (FnO) and size of reactor; the latter is related to the
holdup (Wu) of solid in the reactor, whether the process is continuous or batch (fixed
bed) with respect to B.
In addition to the single-particle kinetics of reaction, the performance depends on the
flow pattern of each phase, the contacting pattern of the two phases, and the particlesize characteristics of the solid. If the process is continuous, we assume ideal flow for the
solid particles, as described by the appropriate RTD. For the fluid, we assume that the
rate of flow is sufficiently large that there is no appreciable change in its composition
through the vessel; that is, the fluid is assumed to be uniform in composition. Consequently, both the flow pattern for the fluid and the contacting pattern for the two phases
(e.g., cocurrent or countercurrent flow) are irrelevant. With respect to particle sizes, the
solid is characterized by a particle-size distribution (PSD), which is usually in discrete
rather than continuous form. Particle size and its distribution are important factors,
since small particles reach a given value of fu faster than large particles (although the
intrinsic surface reaction rate is the same).
Aspects of the various factors affecting performance in the types of reactions and
reactors considered in Chapter 9 and in this chapter are summarized in Figure 22.1.

22.2.2 Semicontinuous Reactors
A semicontinuous reactor for a fluid-solid reaction involves the axial flow of fluid downward through a fixed bed of solid particles, the same arrangement as for a fixed-bed
catalytic reactor (see Figure 15.l(b)). The process is thus continuous with respect to the
fluid and batch with respect to the solid (Section 12.4).
Reactor calculations could relate to the fractional conversion of solid and the time
for replacement of a given amount of solid (bed weight) to ensure that the outlet gas
composition is within specifications. Such calculations are complicated by the unsteady-
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Factors in Reactor Model

transfer

“ash-layer”
diffusion

reaction I

Figure 22.1 Factors affecting reactor performance for a fluid (A) + solid (B) reaction, A + bB +

products
state nature of the process for the solid particles. Even if we assume one-dimensional
PF for the gas, the composition of particles depends on both axial position in the bed
and on time. Two distinct reaction fronts exist: a reaction front that penetrates a particle
and a reaction front that moves down the bed. The calculations may instead be based
on a lumped “experience” or “loading” factor that takes into account behavior at both
the particle level and the bed level (see problem 22-1). Because of the complexity and
the fact that semicontinuous, fixed-bed reactors for gas-solid reactions may be replaced
by continuous reactors (e.g., fluidized-bed reactors, Chapter 23), we do not consider the
detailed fundamental calculations further.

22.2.3 Continuous Reactors
Continuous reactors for fluid-solid reactions involve continuous flow for both fluid and
solid phases. With the assumptions made in Section 22.2.1 about the fluid, we focus only
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on the flow pattern for the solid particles. For these, one feature is that the flow is completely segregated. That is, the particles may mix at the particle or macroscopic level,
but do not exchange material; they constitute a macrophase. On the other hand, elements of fluid may mix at the microscopic level; the fluid is a microphase. As a result, we may apply the segregated-flow model (SFM) of Chapter 13 to the reacting
system as an exact representation, rather than one that is not necessarily exact for
a single-fluid system (see Sections 14.3.2.3, 15.2.2.3, and 16.2.6 for CSTR, PFR, and
LFR, respectively). However, the SFM, which averages performance over residence
time, is by itself not sufficient, if the particles are not all of the same size. In this case,
we must also average performance over particle size, in what may be called an extended SFM. We first treat these two averaging aspects separately in turn, and then
together in a general way, and subsequently apply the results to specific cases of ideal
flow.
22.2.3.1 Performance Averaged with Respect to Residence Time t: SFM
If the particles are all of the same size, and each particle acts as a batch system, the
fraction of solid reactant B unconverted at the reactor outlet, 1 - fn(t), is the same for
a particular residence time t. The contribution of particles with this residence time to
the (average) fraction unconverted at the outlet, 1 - f,, is the product of 1 - fB(t) and
the fraction of particles with residence time t to t + dt, which is E(t)dt. By integrating
over t, we obtain the following form of the SFM, which is equivalent to that in equation
13.5-2:
1 - j=n = e; [l - fB(t)] E(t)dt
c

= 6’ [l - fn(t)] E(t)dt + j-y [l - fdt)] E(t)dt
That is,

1 - fB =

[l - fj(t)]E(t)dt

(22.2-1)

since particles for which t > tl (time for complete reaction) do not contribute to 1 - &.
In equation 22.2-1, the factor 1 - fn(t) is obtained from single-particle kinetics (summarized for the SCM in Table 9.1) and E(t) is obtained from the RTD for the solid
particles.
22.2.3.2 Performance Averaged with Respect to Particle Size R
If the particles all have the same residence time, the contribution to 1 - & depends
on particle size. For spherical or cylindrical particles of radius R, the contribution is
the product of 1 - &(t, R) for that size and the fraction of particles of that size. By
integrating over all sizes, we obtain a form analogous to that in equation 22.2-1:

l-J;B =

Rmm

I&i"

[l - f& R)IWWR

(22.2-2)
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where P(R)dR is the fraction of particles with radius R to R+dR, and P(R) is the particlesize distribution (PSD) analogous to the RTD. In equation 22.2-2, R,, is unambiguously the size of the largest particle(s), but the interpretation of Rmin is not so clear cut.
Depending on the flow pattern for the solid particles, Rmin may be the smallest size of
particle(s), or it may be the smallest size for which ti > t, the residence time; if tl < t,
the particle is completely converted and does not contribute to 1 - &.
22.2.3.3 Performance Averaged with Respect to Both t and R: Extended SFM
If the particles do not have the same residence time and are not all of the same size,
we must average with respect to both t and R, to obtain the fraction converted at the
reactor outlet. This double averaging is represented by 1 - &, and may be obtained by
combining equations 22.2-1 and -2:

[I - j&t, R)]E(t)dt P(R)dR

(22.2-3)

In the remainder of this chapter, for simplicity, we use a discrete form for the PSD
given by the fraction of a particular size R in the solid feed. For identical particles of the
same density, this is FBo(R)/FBo, the ratio of molar, or mass, flow rates. The outer integral
in equation 22.2-3 then becomes a summation, and the equation may be rewritten as:

[l - f,(t, R)]E(t)dt y

22.2.4

(22.2-4)

Examples of Continuous Reactor Models
22.2.4.1 Reactor Models Based on Solid Particles in PF
A reactor model based on solid particles in PF may be used for situations in which
there is little or no mixing of particles in the direction of flow. An example is that of
a conveyor belt carrying the particles; others that approximate this include a rotating
cylindrical vessel slightly inclined to allow axial movement of particles by gravity flow.
In such a case, the particles all have the same residence time, and the RTD is represented by the S function:
E(t) = S(t - i)

(13.4-8)

where tis the mean-residence time. Furthermore, based on the property of the 6 function given by equation 13.4-10, equation 22.2-1 becomes

1 - J;, = 1 - &((r);

= 0;
for particles of a given size.

O<i<t,
i> tl

(22.2-5)
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If aZE particles are of the same size, equation 22.2-5 is also the model for the reactor.
This result can also be obtained from equation 22.2-3, since then
P(R) = S(R - 17)

(22.2-6)

where l? is the mean-particle size. It follows from similar application of equation 13.4-10
that

In this case, the performance of the reactor is governed entirely by single-particle kinetics (e.g., as given in Table 9.1).

For the gas-solid reaction A(g) + bB(s) + products [(s), (g)], calculate the solid holdup
(W,) required in a reactor for fu = 0.80, if FBo = 50 kg min-’ and ti = 1.5 h. Assume
the following apply: the solid particles are in PF, the gas is uniform in composition, the
particles are spherical and all of one size, the reaction is a first-order surface reaction, and
the SCM applies, with ash-layer-diffusion control.
SOLUTION
The holdup is calculated from the definition of mean residence time of solid particles;
fB = W,IF,,

(22.2-8)

where FBo is given and & is obtained from the performance equation, 22.2-5 or -7, together
with the given value of fn and the kinetics model. Thus, from Table 9.1, for spherical
particles and diffusion control, with tl = pB,R2/6bcA,D,,
t(fB) = fB = t,[l - 3(1 - &)2’3 + 2(1 - &)I = 0.561 h
for t1 = 1.5 h and fu = 0.80. Then
W, = fBFBo = 0.561(50)60 = 1680 kg
The size of reactor is chosen to accommodate this holdup. The diameter is determined
from the gas flow rate, 9, together with, for example, an allowable superficial linear gas
velocity, u (in lieu of an allowable (- AP)): D = (44/~ru)l’* for a cylindrical vessel. The
volume could be determined from an appropriate “bed” density, together with an overhead
space for disengagement of solid and gas phases (we assume no carryover of solid in the
gas exit stream).
If the particles in PF are not all of the same size, the performance equation, from
equation 22.2-2 in the summation form of equation 22.2-4, is
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(22.2-9)

where R(t, = tn) is the smallest size of particle for which the time for complete conversion (tl) is greater than the mean-residence time of solid particles (tn); particles smaller
than this are completely converted in the time tn, and do not contribute to 1 - &.

For the reaction and assumptions in Example 22-1, except that reaction-rate control replaces ash-layer-diffusion control, suppose the feed contains 25% of particles of size R
for which tr = 1.5 h, 35% of particles of size 2R, and 40% of particles of size 3R. What
residence time of solid particles, tn, is required for & = 0.80?
SOLUTION
If we denote the three sizes in increasing order by subscripts 1,2, and 3, equation 22.2-9
becomes
1 - fs = [l - &,(r)]F

Bo

FBo(R2)
+ [1 - fidO1~
+ [1 - f&)1 y (A)
Bo
0

although at this stage, we do not know if all three terms contribute to 1 - &. From Table
9.1, for spherical particles with reaction-rate control,
t = t,[l - (1 - fn)“3]
or
1 - fn = (1 - t/t$
where t, = pnrn RlbcAgkAs.

Thus, for the three particle sizes, we write
1 - fnt = (1 - rlttt)3

(B)

1 - fn2 = (1 - t/t12)3
1 - fns = (1 - tlt13)3

(D)

where trt = 1.5 h, and, since tl CC R, tt2 = 3.0 h, and tt3 = 4.5 h. With these values
known, together with those of the fractional amounts of the different sizes in the feed,
and the value of &(0.8), equations (A) to (D) are four equations which contain the four
unknown quantities t, fnr, fB2, and fn3. They may be solved by selecting values oft, and
calculating fEll , fn2, and fB3 from equations (B) to (D) until equation (A) is satisfied. This
results in the following:
t = 1.33 h

fBl = 0.999; fe2 = 0.828; fB3 = 0.651
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Figure 22.2 Schematic representation of fluid
(A) + solid (B) reacting system with solid in
BMF and fluid uniform

Equations (A) to (D) may also be solved simultaneously using the E-Z Solve software (file
ex22-2.msp).
Alternatively, equation (A) may be solved with the user-defined function fbsr (t, tIi) to
estimate the conversion for each group of particles, where tti is the value of tt for the ith
group of particles. This function for spherical particles with reaction control is included in
the E-Z Solve software.
22.2.4.2 Reactor Models Based on Particles in BMF

A reactor model based on solid particles in BMF may be used for situations in which
there is deliberate mixing of the reacting system. An example is that of a fluid-solid
system in a well-stirred tank (i.e., a CSTR)-usually referred to as a “slurry” reactor,
since the fluid is normally a liquid (but may also include a gas phase); the system may
be semibatch with respect to the solid phase, or may be continuous with respect to
all phases (as considered here). Another example involves mixing of solid particles by
virtue of the flow of fluid through them; an important case is that of a “fluidized” bed,
in which upward flow of fluid through the particles brings about a particular type of
behavior. The treatment here is a crude approximation to this case; the actual flow
pattern and resulting performance in a fluidized bed are more complicated, and are
dealt with further in Chapter 23.
A schematic representation of this reactor model is shown in Figure 22.2. Particles
of solid reactant B are in BMF, and fluid reactant A is uniform in composition, regardless of its flow pattern. The solid product, consisting of reacted and/or partially reacted
particles of B, leaves in only one exit stream as indicated. That is, we assume that no
solid particles leave in the exit fluid stream (no elutriation or entrainment of solid).
This assumption, together with the assumption, as in the SCM, that particle size does
not change with reaction, has an important implication for any particle-size distribution, represented by P(R). The implication is that P(R) must be the same for both the
solid feed and the solid exit stream, since there is no accumulation in the vessel in continuous operation. Furthermore, in BMF, the exit-stream properties are the same as
those in the vessel. Thus, P(R) is the same throughout the system:

P(R)

feed =

P(R)vessel

=

P(R)exit

WB CR)
FB
CR)
=-=
[
1
FBO

(22.2-10)

or, with a discrete form of P(R) as in equation 22.2-4,

F,,(R)

WB

FB

(22.2-11)
exit

where W,(R) is the holdup of particles of size R in the vessel.
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A further consequence of the assumptions made, and of equation 22.2-11, is that the
mean residence time of solid particles is independent of particle size:

WB (4
wB = f
t,(R) = FB,@) = 8ii
B

(22.2-12)

If the solid particles are in BMF, E(t) in equation 22.2-1 (or -3, or -4) is given by
E(t) = (lli)e+

(13.4-2)

To describe the performance of the reactor, we first assume the particles are all of the
same size, and then allow for a distribution of sizes.
For particles all the same size, equation 22.2-1, with equation 13.4-2 incorporated,
becomes
I

I

1 - fB = f d’[l - fB(t)]e+dt
I

(22.2-13)

In equation 22.2-13, [l - fn(t)] comes from single-particle kinetics, such as the SCM,
for which results for three shapes are summarized in Table 9.1. The following example
illustrates the use of the SCM model with equation 22.2-13.

The performance of a reactor for a gas-solid reaction (A(g) + bB(s) --jr products) is to be
analyzed based on the following model: solids in BMF, uniform gas composition, and no
overhead loss of solid as a result of entrainment. Calculate the fractional conversion of B
(fB) based on the following information and assumptions: T = 800 K; pA = 2 bar; the
particles are cylindrical with a radius of 0.5 mm; from a batch-reactor study, the time for
100% conversion of 2-mm particles is 40 min at 600 K and PA = 1 bar. Compare results
for & assuming (a) gas-film (mass-transfer) control; (b) surface-reaction Control; and (c)
ash-layer diffusion control. The solid flow rate is 1000 kg mm’, and the solid holdup (Ws)
in the reactor is 20,000 kg. Assume also that the SCM is valid, and the surface reaction is
first-order with respect to A.
SOLUTION
A flow diagram for the reactor is shown schematically in Figure 22.3, together with the
given data and assumptions.
Since the particles are all of one size and are in BMF, the reactor model is given by
equation 22.2-13. The expression for [l - fn(t)] in the integral depends on the relevant
kinetics (for a single particle), and is obtained from Table 9.1.
(a) From Table 9.1, for a cylindrical particle with gas-film control,
t(fB)

= hfB

(22.2-14)

or
1 - fB(t) = 1 - t/t,

(22.2-14a)
i
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SCMtgfc)
n=l
tl(2mm, 600 K,
1 bar) = 40 min

wB=

F~o

20,000 kg

= 1000 kg min-l

Figure 22.3 Flow diagram, data,

and assumptions for Example 22-3
where
(22.2-15)

tl = pBmR~%igcAg
With equation 22.2-14a

substituted in equation 22.2-13, the reactor model is

e-“‘dt = 1 - (&Jl - e+1’3;

(22.2-16)

(cylindrical particles BMF, SCM, gas-film control)
on integration and insertion of the limits. (The two terms in the integrand, after multiplication, can be integrated separately, but the second requires integration by parts.) Equation
22.2- 16 may be written as
& = (&t)(l - e-Q”)

(22.2-16a)

Information is given directly for t; but indirectly for t, .
t = W,IF,, = 20,000/1000 = 20 min
To obtain tl at flow-reactor conditions from tlB obtained in the batch reactor, we use
equation 22.2-15, together with ideal-gas behavior for reactant A:
CA&T = PAIRT

(4.2-3a)

Denoting BR conditions by subscript 1 for radius R, T and pA, and flow-reactor conditions
by subscript 2, from 22.2-15, for fixed values of the other parameters, we have
tl _
-

R2’CA,2

6B

R1’CAgl

_

R2PAlT2

= o;:;goo

R1PA2Tl

Thus,
tl = 4016 = 6.67 min
and from equation 22.2-16a,
fB (gas-film control) = 0.850

=

;
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(b) From Table 9.1, for a cylindrical particle with surface-reaction control,

t(.&> = t,u - (1 - fBY1

(22.2-17)

1 - j&t) = (1 - t/Q2

(22.2-17a)

or

where
(9.1-31a)

4 = PBrnR&y%s
With equation 22.2-17a
gration,

substituted into 22.2-13, the reactor model becomes, after inte-

fB = (2&,)[1 - (Gtr)(l - e+“)]

(22.2-18)

tl

(cylindrical particles, BMF, SCM, r~ = 1, reaction control)
Equation 22.2- 18 corresponds to equation 22.2-16a for gas-film control.
The values of both f and
are the same as in part (a), 20 and 6.67 min, respectively.
The latter is because, for reaction and gas-film control, the forms of the expressions for tI
are the same with respect to the parameters that change.
Thus, with these values used in 22.2-18,

0

v
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& (reaction control) = 0.898
This value of & may also be obtained, by means of the E-Z Solve software, by simultaneous solution of equation 22.2-17 and numerical integration of 22.2-13 (with user-defined
function fbcr(t, tl), for cylindrical particles with reaction control; see file ex22-3.msp).
This avoids the need for analytical integration leading to equation 22.2-18.
(c) From Table 9.1, for a cylindrical particle with ash-layer diffusion control,
t(fB> = h[.fB + (l - fB)ln(l

- fB)l

(22.2-19)

where

t,

tl = PBmR2/dbCAgD,

(22.2-20)

Unlike the situation in (a) and (b), equation 22.2-19 cannot be inverted functionally to
obtain 1 - fn or fn explicitly in terms of
for ultimate use in equation 22.2- 13. Rather
than an analytical expression corresponding to 22.2-16a or -18, we must use the alternative
numerical procedure described in part (b). Furthermore, for ash-layer diffusion control,
since
m R2, tl = 40/24 = 1.667 mm. Using this value for
and f = 20 min, as before,
we obtain (see file ex22-3.msp):

t,

0

v
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tl

& (ash-layer control) = 0.980
Note that in the numerical solution of equation 22.2-19, fn must be less than 1 to avoid
In(O); in the use of E-Z Solve, an initial guess of 0.5 is entered, and the upper and lower
limits may be set to 0 and 0.9999, respectively. Since upper and lower limits must be
specified, a user-defined function is not applicable to this case.
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As shown in Example 22-3, for solid particles of the same size in BMF, the form of
the reactor model resulting from equation 22.2-13 depends on the kinetics model used
for a single particle. For the SCM, this, in turn, depends on particle shape and the relative magnitudes of gas-film mass transfer resistance, ash-layer diffusion resistance and
surface reaction rate. In some cases, as illustrated for cylindrical particles in Example
22-3(a) and (b), the reactor model can be expressed in explicit analytical form; additional results are given for spherical particles by Levenspiel(l972, pp. 384-5). In other
cases, it is convenient or even necessary, as in Example 22-3(c), to use a numerical procedure. As also illustrated in the example, the E-Z Solve software is well-suited for this
purpose (file ex22-3.msp).
If the solid particles in BMF are not all of the same size, the result obtained for
& from equation 22.2-13 must be combined with the PSD as in equation 22.2-3 or -4
to obtain Tn. We emphasize again that (1) the mean residence time (t) is independent
of particle size (R), provided there is only one exit stream for the solid particles, and
(2) ti in equation 22.2-13 depends on R. Furthermore, the interpretation of Rmin in
equation 22.2-3 or -4 for particles in BMF is different= from that for particles in PF (in
equation 22.2-9). For BMF, the averaging to obtain fn must be done over all particle
sizes; that is, Rmin is the smallest size in the feed. Thus, equation 22.2-4 is written:

1 - jB = 1
all sizes

0
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22.2.5

[l - fs(t, R)]e-“‘dt +@

(22.2-21)

Bo

The calculation of Tn with a range of particle sizes is straightforward using the E-Z
Solve software with user-defined functions, such as fbcr(t, ti) and fbsr(t, tl) included
in the software.

Extension to More Complex Cases
We use two examples to illustrate (1) the dependence of f, on t and the sensitivity
to the type of rate-controlling process, and (2) the situation in which more than one
rate process contributes resistance. We use particles of the same size in BMF in both
examples, but PF could be considered, as could a particle-size distribution.
22.2.5.1 Dependence offB on f and Sensitivity to Rate-Controlling Process

Extend Example 22-3 to examine the dependence of fn on fand the sensitivity to the type
of rate-controlling process. For this purpose, using the data of Example 22-3, calculate and
plot & as a function of fever the range 0 to 25 min for each of the three cases in Example
22-3(a), (b), and (c).
SOLUTION
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For gas-film mass transfer control, we use equation 22.2-16a; for reaction control, we
use equation 22.2-18; and for ash-layer diffusion control, we integrate equation 22.2-13
numerically in conjunction with 22.2-19, as described in Example 22-3(c). The results
generated by the E-Z Solve software (file ex22-4.msp) are shown in Figure 22.4.
For the data and conditions of Example 22-3, & depends strongly on tup to about 15
min, and is also very sensitive to the type of rate-controlling process. For example, for
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- - - Ash-layer control
. . . . . . . . Reaction control
-Gas-film control

0
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Figure 22.4 Example 22-4: Dependence of mean fractional conver-

sion (&) on mean residence time (t)-effect of rate-limiting process;
data of Example 22-3 (cylindrical particles of all same size in BMF;
SCM; n = 1)

& = 0.80, t; which is a measure of the size of reactor, is about 1.7 min for ash-layer
control, 9.5 min for reaction control, and 14.5 min for gas-film control. The relatively
favorable behavior for ash-layer diffusion control in this example reflects primarily the
low value of tr (1.67 min versus 6.67 min for the other two cases) imposed.
Although it relates to a specific set of conditions, Figure 22.4 nevertheless illustrates
the importance of knowing the underlying process (or processes) controlling the kinetics.
If the results cited above are put another way, from the point of view of determining & for
a given t (or reactor size), a mean residence time of 1.7 min gives & = 0.80 for ash-layer
control, as noted, but only 0.37 for reaction control, and only 0.23 for gas-film control.
A figure such as Figure 22.4 can also be used in general to determine the size of reactor for a given throughput, FBo, and specified conversion, $,n, in terms of solid holdup,
since Wn = FBJ, from equation 22.2-8. The determination of tfor a given value of &
with equations such as 22.2-4, -9, and -21 is awkward. The converse problem of calculating & from t is straightforward, as illustrated in Example 22-4. Once generated,
a figure corresponding to Figure 22.4 can then be used as a design chart for various
possible operating requirements.
22.2.5.2 Cases Where More Than One Rate Process Is Important
The cases considered thus far have all been based upon the premise that one process,
ash-layer diffusion, surface reaction, or gas-film mass transfer, is rate controlling. However, in some cases, more than one process affects the overall kinetics for the conversion
of the solid. This has two implications:
(1) Values for kAs, kAg, and D, must be known explicitly; the kinetics experiments

must be designed to provide this information.
(2) It is no longer possible to obtain an explicit relationship between JiB and ffrom
the expressions in Table 9.1.
The following example illustrates a numerical method used to assess reactor performance when more than one process affects the overall kinetics of the reaction.
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A kinetics study of the reaction A(g) + 2B(s) + products (s, g) (problem 9-21) yielded
the following values of parameters for 2-cm (diameter) spherical particles at 700 K and
pA = 200 kPa:
tl = 4.92 X lo5 s; kAg = 9.2 X lop5 m s-l
kA, = 8.85 X lop5 m s-l; D, = 8.37 X lop7 m2 s-’
For the value of t, obtained, determine, using the SCM model, the mean fractional conversions (&) for mean residence times (Q of(i) 50 h, and (ii) 100 h, assuming
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

reaction rate-control;
ash-layer diffusion control;
gas-film mass transfer control;
resistance contributed by all three processes.

SOLUTION

70O-vv

Although it is possible to obtain analytical expressions for the reactor model for spherical
particles for parts (a), (b), and (c) using the approach in Example 22-3(a) and (b) for
cylindrical particles (expressions for & for spherical particles are given by Levenspiel,
1972, pp. 384-5), we use the numerical procedure described in Example 22-3 (c) for all
four parts of this example, (a) to (d), since this procedure must be used for (d).
For numerical solution with the E-Z Solve software (file ex22-5.msp), a procedure
equivalent to that in Example 22-3(c) is used. First, equation 22.2-13 is expressed as a
differential equation:
l-dJ;B
-=7e t’t[l - fn(t)]
dt

(22.2-22)

Equation 22.2-22 is then numerically integrated simultaneously with solution of the algebraic equation t = t(fg) given below for each of the cases (a) to (d). The integration is
from t = 0 to t = tl, subject to the initial condition that & = 0 at t = 0. The expressions
for t(&) are taken from Table 9.1, as follows.
(4
where
(b)
where

(cl

t = t,[l - (1 - fn)“3]

4 = PanRlbc&s
t = t,[l - 3(1 - Q’s + 2(1 - fn)]
t, = p,,R2/6bc,,D,

t = t1.h

where
- 3(1 - Q’s + 2(1 - &)I + $1 - (1 - ffjp31
(22.2-23)
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Table 22.1 Results for Example 22-5
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File ex22-5.msp illustrates the implementation of the solution in each case. Note that,
to avoid evaluation of zero to a fractional power, fn is bounded between zero and 0.9999.
Note also that tt is not used for case (d). The results for & for all cases, (a) to (d), are given
in Table 22.1. Because of the way the problem is stated, with tt the same for each case,
the result for case (d), all three rate processes involved, is an average of some sort of the
results for cases (a) to (c), each of which involves only one rate process. The assumption
of a single rate-controlling process introduces significant error in each of cases (a) to (c),
relative to case (d).

PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 22
22-1 Desulfurization of natural gas (e.g., removal of H$S from the feedstock for a methanol plant)
can be carried out by allowing the gas to flow downward through a fixed bed of ZnO particles
so that the reaction H#(g) + ZnO(s) + ZnS(s) + HzO(g) occurs. In such a case, the desulfurizer may be sized by means of a “loading factor” (as an experience kinetics parameter).
Based on the information given below, calculate the following:
(a) the amount (m3) of ZnO required for 1 year’s operation, if the plant operates 8000 h
year-‘;
(b) the fraction of ZnO reacted in the bed at the end of 1 year;
(c) the space velocity (reciprocal of space time) for the gas in h-l;
(d) the diameter (D) and depth (L) of the bed, and the pressure drop (AP) through the bed.
Data:
20 ppmv H$ in feed gas and 0.2 ppmv at outlet;
T = 344°C (isothermal); P = 18 bar; gas feed rate = 2500 km01 h-l;
Loading factor = 0.20 kg S reacted (cumulative) (kg ZnO initially))‘;
pzno = 1120 kg mm3 (bulk density); es = 0.35 (bed voidage);
z = 1 (gas compressibility factor); pf = 2.2 x 10m5 N s rnm2;
d, = 4.8 mm (spherical particles of ZnO); ur = 0.18 m s-’ (superficial gas velocity),

v
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22-2 (a) In equation 22.2-9 for PF, averaging is done over the fraction of B unconverted, 1 - fn.
If averaging is done over fs, what changes, if any, are required?
(b) Repeat (a) for equations 22.2-13 and -21 for BMF.
22-3 Consider the fractional conversion ( fB) of solid (B) in a gas-solid reaction taking place in a
reactor, with mean-residence time of solid &, and time for complete reaction of solid particles
ti(R). The particles are not all of the same size.
(a) If the solids are in BMF and t > ti(Rmax), is fB = 1 or < l? Explain briefly. Is it advantageous to operate with t > tl (R,,,)?
(b) Repeat (a) for the case of the solids in PF.
22-4 Consider the reduction of 3-mm (radius) spherical particles of Fe304 by Hz at 1000 K in a
reactor in which the solid is in PF and the gas is of uniform composition, with pn, = 1 bar.
What size of reactor (in terms of holdup of solid, W&g) is required so that the particles just
completely react for a feed rate (FnO) of 500 kg min -‘? Assume the particles are of constant
size and the SCM applies.
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Data: Pam = 20,000 mol rnm3; /Qs (first-order rate constant) = 1930exp( - 12,10O/T) m
s-l; and D, = 3 X 10m6 m2 s-l for diffusion through the “ash’ layer. Clearly state any other
assumption(s) made (data from Levenspiel, 1972, p. 401).
22-5 (a) A steady-state solid feed consisting of 2-mm (radius) spherical particles enters a rotating
kiln-type reactor (assume PF), and reacts with gas of uniform composition at particular
T and P. If the SCM is applicable and the process is ash-layer-diffusion controlled,
calculate the residence time t required for 80% conversion of the solid feed to solid
product, if the time required for complete conversion (ti) of 4-mm particles is 4 h at the
same T and P.
(b) Calculate the holdup (R/n), if the feed rate @‘so) is 10,000 kg h-l.
22-6 Suppose cylindrical particles of ZnS (B) of radius 1.5 mm are roasted (oxidized) in air (21
mol% 02 (A)) at 900°C and 1 bar to form ZnO (and SO2).
(a) Calculate the time, t/h, required to achieve a fractional conversion, fn, of 0.90 in a single
particle.
(b) If the feed rate (Fno, for the reaction as in (a)) is 15,000 kg h-‘, what is the solid holdup
(W&g) in the reactor?
Additional information:
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Assume the SCM is valid, the reaction is first-order, the gas phase is uniform, the solid
particles are in PF, and that gas-film resistance is negligible.
PBm = 0.043 mol cme3; D, = 0.08 cm2 s-l; ~~~ = 2 cm s-l (Data from Levenspiel, 1972,
p. 402).
22-7 Consider a gas-solid reaction, A(g) + bB(s) + products, occurring in a vessel in which the
solid is in PF and the gas composition is uniform. The solid is made up of 2-mm (radius)
cylindrical particles (35 wt %), 3-mm particles (45%), and 4-mm particles (20%). Assume
the shrinking-core model (SCM) applies with reaction-rate control. For cylindrical particles
of l-mm radius, the time for complete reaction, tr( 1) is 0.25 h at PAg = 1 bar and a particular
temperature, T. The reactor operates at pAg = 0.5 bar at the same T.
(a) If the reactor operates at steady-state so that the 2-mm particles are (just) completely
reacted at the outlet [fa(2) = 11, calculate
(i) the fraction converted of 3-mm particles at the outlet, fa(3);
(ii) fd4);
(iii) the overall fraction converted, jn.
(b) If the total feed rate (&) is 10,000 kg h-l, what is the (total) holdup of solid (W&g)
in the reactor, and what is the distribution of the particle sizes?
22-8 The performance of a reactor for a gas-solid reaction (A(g) + bB(s) + products) is to be
analyzed based on the model: solids in BMF, uniform gas composition, and no overhead
product as a result of entrainment. Calculate (a) the fractional conversion of B obtained
(fn), and (b) the diameter of the reactor (D/m), based on the following information and
assumptions: T = 800 K; P = 1.5 bar; superficial linear gas velocity (based on the empty
vessel) is u, = 0.1 m s-i; total molar gas flow rate, including any inert gas, = 50 mol ss’ ;
the particles are spherical with a radius of 0.3 mm; from a batch-reactor study, time for 100%
conversion of l-mm particles is 20 min; assume rate is reaction-controlled; solid flow rate
(Fao) is 1000 kg min-‘, and the solid holdup (WB) in the reactor is 15,000 kg. Assume also
that the SCM is valid, and the reaction is first-order with respect to A.
22-9 Repeat problem 22-8(a), if the rate is controlled by ash-layer diffusion.
22-10 Repeat problem 22-g(a), if the rate is controlled by gas-film mass transfer.
22-11 The performance of a reactor for a gas-solid reaction (A(g) + bB(s) + products) is to be
analyzed based on the following model: solids in BMF, uniform gas composition, and no
overhead product as a result of elutriation. Calculate the mean fractional conversion of B
obtained (fB), based on the following information and assumptions: particle sizes and relative
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22-12
22-13
22-14

22-15
22-16

amounts: 30% by weight of 0.2-mm (radius) spherical particles, and 70% 0.3-mm; from a
batch-reactor study, for the operating conditions used, time for 100% conversion of l-mm
particles is 20 min; assume rate is reaction-controlled; solid feed rate (FnO) is 1000 kg mm’,
and the solid holdup (Wn) in the reactor is 15,000 kg. Use the SCM, and assume the reaction
is first-order in A.
Repeat problem 22- 11, if the rate is controlled by ash-layer diffusion.
Repeat problem 22- 11, if the rate is controlled by gas-film mass transfer.
If cylindrical particles of two different sizes (& = 2Ri) of species B undergoing reaction
with species A (A(g) + bB(s) -+ products) are in BMF in a vessel with uniform gas concentration, what is the mean fractional conversion of B (?a) for particles leaving the vessel, if
the feed is 60% of the smaller size, and the mean residence time (f) of particles is equal to
ti (time for complete conversion) for the smaller size (1 h)? Assume the SCM with gas-film
rate control applies for a first-order surface reaction.
Repeat problem 22-14, if the rate is reaction controlled.
Repeat problem 22-14, if the rate is controlled by ash-layer diffusion.

Chapter

23
Fluidized-Bed and Other
Moving-Particle Reactors
for Fluid-Solid Reactions

In this chapter, we consider reactors for fluid-solid reactions in which the solid particles
are in motion (relative to the wall of the vessel) in an arbitrary pattern brought about
by upward flow of the fluid. Thus, the solid particles are neither in ideal flow, as in the
treatment in Chapter 22, nor fixed in position, as in Chapter 21. We focus mainly on
the fluidized-bed reactor as an important type of moving-particle reactor. Books dealing with fluidization and fluidized-bed reactors include those by Kunii and Levenspiel
(1991) Yates (1983), and Davidson and Harrison (1963).
The first commercial use of a fluidized-bed reactor, in the 1920s was for the gasification of coal to supply CO and H, for the production of synthetic chemicals. The main
impetus, however, came from the need for large quantities of aviation fuel in the early
1940s in World War II by the catalytic cracking of petroleum fractions. Since the catalyst is rapidly deactivated by coking, it was desired to replace intermittent operation
of fixed-bed reactors with continuous operation for both the cracking process and the
regeneration process. This led to the widespread use of “fluid catalytic cracking” for
the production of gasoline. The technology has been developed also for a number of
other processes, including other catalytic reactions for the production of chemicals and
synthetic gasoline by the Fischer-Tropsch process, and noncatalytic processes for the
roasting of sulfide ores, and the incineration of solid waste. Fluidized-bed and similar
technology has also been used for nonchemical operations in heat exchange, drying of
solids, and coating processes analogous to chemical vapor deposition.
After introducing some types of moving-particle reactors, their advantages and disadvantages, and examples of reactions conducted in them, we consider particular design
features. These relate to fluid-particle interactions (extension of the treatment in Chapter 21) and to the complex flow pattern of fluid and solid particles. The latter requires
development of a hydrodynamic model as a precursor to a reactor model. We describe
these in detail only for particular types of fluidized-bed reactors.
569
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23.1 MOVING-PARTICLE REACTORS
23.1.1 Some Types
23.1.1.1 Fluidized-Bed and Related Types

Consider a bed of solid particles initially fixed in a vessel, and the upward flow through
the bed of a fluid introduced at many points below the bed, as indicated schematically
in Figure 23.1. The rate of flow of fluid is characterized by the superficial linear velocity
us, that is, the velocity calculated as though the vessel were empty. At relatively low
values of us, the bed remains a fixed bed of particles, although it expands somewhat
as U, increases. As u, increases further, a point is reached at which the bed begins to
“lift.” Beyond this point, over a range of increasing us, the action of the multiphase
fluid + solid region (bed) may resemble that of a vigorously boiling liquid with an apparent upper surface from which rising fluid disengages. This action is referred to in
general as fluidization of the bed (in the case above, a “bubbling fluidized bed”). As
U, increases still further, solid particles become elutriated from the fluidized region by
entrainment in the rising fluid. At sufficiently high values of us, the entire bed of particles may be entrained with the fluid and carried overhead out of the vessel. Other types
of intermediate behavior occur, usually undesirable, and we have simplified the picture
considerably.
When a chemical reaction occurs in the system, each of these types of behavior gives
rise to a corresponding type of reactor. These range from a fixed-bed reactor (Chapter 21-not a moving-particle reactor), to a fluidized-bed reactor without significant
carryover of solid particles, to a fast-fluidized-bed reactor with significant carryover of
particles, and ultimately a pneumatic-transport or transport-riser reactor in which solid
particles are completely entrained in the rising fluid. The reactors are usually operated
commercially with continuous flow of both fluid and solid phases. Kunii and Levenspiel
(1991, Chapter 2) illustrate many industrial applications of fluidized beds.
Figure 23.2 depicts some of the essential features of (a) fluidized-bed, (b) fastfluidized-bed, and (c) pneumatic-transport reactors (after Yates, 1983, p. 35).
Figure 23.2(a) shows a fluidized-bed reactor, essentially the same as that in Figure 23.1.
Figure 23.2(b) shows a fast-fluidized-bed reactor, together with external equipment,
such as cyclones, for separation of fluid and solid particles carried out of the reactor, and
subsequent recirculation to the reactor. In a fast-fluidized bed, the fluidization velocity

Figure 23.1 Schematic representation of (incipient) particle movement brought about by upward flow of a fluid,

leading to fluidization
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(a)

(b)

Cc)

Figure 23.2 Some features of (a) a fluidized-bed reactor; (b) a fast-fluidized-bed

reactor; and (c) a pneumatic-transport reactor
is very high, resulting in significant entrainment of solid particles. Consequently, there
is a concentration gradient of solid particles through both the bed and freeboard regions. Continuous addition of fresh solid particles may be required for some operations
(e.g., coal gasification). The performance is typically described using both a fluidizedbed model and a freeboard-reaction model. Applications of fast-fluidized beds are in
fluidized-bed combustion and Fischer-Tropsch synthesis of hydrocarbons from CO and
Hz-

Figure 23.2(c) shows a pneumatic-transport reactor. In this type, fluid velocities are
considerably greater than the terminal velocities of the particles, so that virtually all of
the particles are entrained. The vessel may be extremely tall, with no solid recirculation
(e.g., coal combustion), or it may provide for solid recirculation with external cyclones.
The process stream is extremely dilute in solid particles because of the high volume
of gas passing through the “bed.” Fluid-catalyzed cracking of gasoil is an important example of pneumatic transport with external recirculation (and regeneration) of catalyst
pellets. A major design issue is the configuration of the recirculation system, which must
carry out heat transfer, catalyst regeneration, solid recovery, and recirculation.
23.1.1.2 Spouted Bed

If the fluid enters the vessel at one central point, as indicated in Figure 23.3, rather than
at many points spaced across a circular distributor, as in Figure 23.1, the action is different as U, increases: a spouted bed results rather than a fluidized bed. A spouted bed
is characterized by a high-velocity spout of gas moving up the center of the bed, carrying particles to the top. This action induces particle circulation, with particle motion
toward the wall and downward around the spout and toward the center. The particles
in a spouted bed are relatively large and uniformly sized.
Spouted beds have been used for drying and low-temperature chemical-treatment
operations. Examples are the low-temperature roasting of agricultural products, and
particle-coating and crystal-growth operations.
Further consideration of spouted beds is outside our scope, but see the work by
Mathur and Epstein (1974).
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Figure 23.3 Schematic representation of a spouted bed

23.1.2

Examples of Reactions
Reactions in moving-particle reactors in general, and in fluidized-bed reactors in particular, may be catalytic or noncatalytic. That is, the particles may be catalyst particles
or reactant particles. Examples are as follows:
(1) Catalytic cracking of gasoil: an impetus for the development of fluidized-bed reactors over 50 years ago was the desire to make the catalytic cracking of gasoil
(to gasoline) a continuous process, in spite of the rapid deactivation of the catalyst particles by coke and tarry deposits. Originally, both the catalytic-cracking
reactor (“cracker”) itself and the catalyst regenerator were fluidized-bed reactors, with solid particles moving continuously between the two in an overall continuous process, but more recently the cracker is made a pneumatic-transport
reactor.
(2) Production of acrylonitrile by ammoxidation of propylene (SOHIO process):
2NH, + 30, + 2C,H, -+ 2C,H,N + 6H,O
The fluidized-bed process for this reaction has several advantages over a fixedbed process. First, the process is highly exothermic, and the selectivity to C,H,N
is temperature dependent. The improved temperature control of the fluidizedbed operation enhances the selectivity to acrylonitrile, and substantially extends
the life of the catalyst, which readily sinters at temperatures in excess of 800 K.
Furthermore, since both the reactants and products are flammable in air, the use
of a fluidized bed enables the moving particles to act to quench flames, preventing
combustion and ensuring safe operation.
(3) Oxidation of napthalene to produce phthalic anhydride:
C,,H,, + 0, + C,H,O, + CO, + H,
The reaction may proceed directly to phthalic anhydride, or it may proceed via
naphthaquinone as an intermediate. Phthalic anhydride may also undergo subsequent conversion to CO, and H,O. Thus, the selectivity to phthalic anhydride is
a crucial aspect of the design. Proper control of temperature is required to limit
napthaquinone production and avoid the runaway (and possibly explosive) reaction which leads to the production of CO, and H,O. A fluidized-bed is thus
preferred over a fixed-bed process.
(4) Production of synthetic gasoline by the Fischer-Tropsch process:
nC0 + 2nH2 + (CH,), + nHzO
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This is another example of a highly exothermic process which requires strict temperature control to ensure appropriate selectivity to gasoline, while limiting the
production of lighter hydrocarbons. Again, the enhanced temperature control
provided by a fluidized-bed system greatly improves the feasibility of this process.
(5) Noncatalytic roasting of ores such as zinc and copper concentrates:
2ZnS + 30, + 2ZnO + 2S0,
The fluidized-bed process replaced rotary kilns and hearths; its primary advantages are its higher capacity and its lower air requirement, which leads to a product gas richer in SO, for use in a sulfuric acid plant.
(6) Noncatalytic complete or partial combustion of coal or coke in fluidized-bed
combustors:

c + 0, + co,
c+Lo
-+co
2 2
These reactions may serve as a means of regeneration of coked catalysts. Both
reactions are exothermic, and the improved temperature control provided by a
fluidized bed is critical for regeneration of catalysts prone to sintering.
This process (usually with addition of steam) can also be used to generate gas
mixtures from partial oxidation of coal for synthetic gasoline production (see (4)
above). Fluidized beds offer convenience for continuous handling of the feed
solids.

23.1.3 Advantages and Disadvantages
The advantages and disadvantages of moving-particle reactors may be considered relative to the characteristics and operating conditions of fixed-bed reactor (Chapter 21).
Fixed-bed reactors are best suited for processes in which the catalyst is very stable.
To avoid large pressure drop, the catalyst particles are relatively large; this, however,
may lead to concentration gradients through the particle (large L,). Furthermore, if
the enthalpy of reaction is large, significant temperature gradients may be present. The
suitability of a fixed-bed reactor for these types of reactions depends upon the sensitivity of the process to temperature, and the ease of design of the required heat-transfer
equipment. By comparison, the contacting scheme in moving-particle systems leads to
significant operational advantages, although it introduces other problems which need
to be considered. The following comments relate primarily to bubbling fluidized-bed
reactors.
(1) Advantages
(i) Mode ofoperation: operation can be made continuous with respect to both

the processing fluid and the solid; this allows, for example, for the continuous
regeneration of a deactivating catalyst.
(ii) Thermal: there is near-uniformity of T throughout the bed, which allows for
better control of T and avoidance of hot spots in highly exothermic reactions; the uniformity of T is due to such things as the high degree of turbulence (resulting in relatively high heat transfer coefficients), and the large
interfacial area between fluid and small particles.
(iii) Chemical performance: the use of relatively small particles (e.g., 0.1 to 0.3
mm) can result in lower pore-diffusion resistance in solid particles and an
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effectiveness factor (q) much closer to 1; by itself, this, in turn, results in a
smaller catalyst holdup.
(2) Disadvantages:
(i) Mechanical: abrasion causes erosion of pipes and internal parts (e.g., heat
transfer surface); attrition of particles leads to greater entrainment and elutriation, requiring equipment (cyclones) for recovery; these mechanical features lead to higher operating and maintenance costs, as well as greater
complexity.
(ii) Fluid-mechanical: There is a larger (-AP), requiring greater energy consumption; the complex flow and contacting patterns are difficult to treat
rationally, and create difficulties of scale-up from small-diameter, shallow
beds to large-diameter, deep beds.
(iii) Chemicalperformance: in fluidized-beds, there is a “bypassing effect” which
leads to inefficient contacting; fluid in large bubbles tends to avoid contact
with solid particles; this leads to a larger catalyst holdup and/or lower conversion, which may even be lower than that predicted on the basis of BMF,
which in turn is lower than that based on PF, the turbulence and resulting backmixing may result in adverse effects on selectivity, for example, depressing the intermediate in a series reaction (Chapter 18); staging may be
required to obtain sufficiently high conversion.
If larger particles are used in a moving-bed reactor, there is some sacrifice over temperature control and fluid-solid exchange. However, the pressure drop is much less than
in bubbling fluidized beds, and erosion by particles is largely avoided. Furthermore, the
fluid-solid contacting is close to ideal, and so performance is enhanced.
In fast-fluidized beds, which use extremely small catalyst particles, the flow of particles and fluid is cocurrent, and nearly PF, leading to high conversion and selectivity.
However, severe erosion of equipment is common, and thus, the design of the solids
recovery and recirculation system is important.
23.1.4 Design Considerations
For moving-particle reactors, in addition to the usual reactor process design considerations, there are special features that need to be taken into account. Many of these
features, particularly those that relate to fluid-particle interactions, can only be described empirically. Typical design requirements include calculations of catalyst or reactant solid holdup for a given fractional conversion and production rate (or vice versa),
the bed depth, the vessel diameter and height, and heat transfer requirements. The reactor model may also need to account for conversion in regions of the vessel above
(“freeboard” region) and below (“distributor” region) the bed, if there is a significant fraction of the solid in these regions, and/or the reaction is very rapid. The overall design must consider special features related to the superficial velocity, and the
flow characteristics of the solid and fluid phases within the vessel. A reactor model
which incorporates all of these features together with a kinetics model can be rather
complicated.
23.2 FLUID-PARTICLE INTERACTIONS
This section is a continuation of Section 21.3.2 dealing with pressure drop (-AP) for
flow through a fixed bed of solid particles. Here, we make further use of the Ergun
equation for estimating the minimum superficial fluidization velocity, u,,,~. In addition,
by analogous treatment for free fall of a single particle, we develop a means for estimating terminal velocity, u,, as a quantity related to elutriation and entrainment.
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Entrained
bed

us (log scale)

Figure 23.4 Dependence of pressure drop (-AP) on fluid velocity
(u,) for upward flow of fluid through bed of particles illustrating different conditions of the bed (schematic)

23.2.1

Upward Flow of Fluid Through Solid Particles: (- AP) regimes
The dependence of (-AP) on the superficial velocity of fluid, us, flowing upward
through a bed of particles is shown schematically in Figure 23.4 (after Froment and
Bischoff, 1990, p. 570). The plot is log (-AP) versus log us, for given fluid and particle
properties.
The following regimes of (- AP), somewhat idealized for simplification, corresponding to different conditions of the bed may be distinguished:
AB: (- AP) increases with increasing u, (slope in Figure 23.4 is about 2), as the bed retains
the character of a fixed bed, with l g increasing somewhat.
BC: (- AP) is relatively constant, as the bed becomes fluidized; B is the point of incipient
fluidization at urnf.
CD: (-Ap) decreases with increasing us, from C, at which elutriation begins, to D, at
which point the particles may be said to be entrained (at ut).

23.2.2

Minimum Fluidization Velocity (u,!)
The minimum fluidization velocity ( u,~) can be estimated by means of the Ergun equation (Chapter 21) for pressure drop, (- AP), for flow of fluid through a bed of particles
(Bin, 1986). In this case, the flow is upward through the bed. At incipient fluidization,
the bed is on the point of “lifting.” This condition is characterized by the equality of the
frictional force, corresponding to (-AP), acting upward, and the gravity force on the
bed, acting downward:
W%,4

=

gw =

gp,,,,,V

= dP, - Pf)(l - %&,f‘%

from which

(-AP)mf

= dP, - PfN - %fFmf

(23.2-1)

where subscript mf refers to the bed at minimum-fluidization conditions. In equation
23.2-17 ~B,app is the apparent density of the bed, which is (p, - pf) on allowing for the
buoyancy of the fluid; equations corresponding to 21.3-1 to -3 are used to obtain the
final form of 23.2-1.
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Rewriting the definition of the friction factor f from equation 21.3-5, and the Ergun
correlation for f given by equation 21.3-7, both at mf, we obtain

f = q-A%f

(23.2-2)

Lf4f P f

and
1-%f

f=-pmf

1-%f
1.75 + 150 ~
w?lf

i

(23.2-3)
1

where
Rekf = d;%f Pfbf

(23.2-4)

and dh is the effective particle diameter given by equation 21.3-6.
Eliminating (-AP),f, f, and Rekf by means of equations 23.2-1 to -4, we obtain a
quadratic equation for zzmf in terms of parameters for the fluid, solid, and bed:

4f +

Wl - %fhJf

1.75pf d;

%f -

dP, - Pfkifd; = o

1.75Pf

(23.2-5)

If the fluid is a gas, values of umf range between about 0.005 and 0.5 m s-l. Note that
umf is independent of bed depth.
Two special or limiting cases of equation 23.2-5 arise, depending on the relative magnitudes of the two terms for f in equation 23.2-3. This is shown in the following example.

Obtain the special forms of equation 23.2-5 for (a) relatively small particles, and (b) relatively large particles.
SOLUTION
(a) For relatively small particles, Re is relatively small, and, in equation 23.2-3, we assume
that
1.75 << 150(1 - emf)lRekf
This is equivalent to ignoring the first term (uif) in equation 23.2-5, which then may be
written as:

%f =

g(p, - pf)(d;)2
KPf

<Rehf small)

(23.2-6)

where
K = 150(1 - +)/E;~

(23.2-7)
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This is a commonly used form, with K = 1650, which corresponds to

l mf = 0.383.

(b) For relatively large particles, Re is relatively large, and, in equation 23.2-3, we assume
that
1.75 >> 150(1 -

l

mf)/Re&

This is equivalent to ignoring the second (linear) term in equation 23.2-5, which then
becomes

%nf =

1 (R&f large)

g(p, - Pf>$fd;, 1’2
1.75Pf

(23.2-8)

Calculate urnf for particles of ZnS fluidized by air at 1200 K and 200 kPa. Assume df, =
4 X lop4 m, l rnf = 0.5, pP = 3500 kg rnp3, and pf = 4.6 X lop5 N s rnp2; g = 9.81
m sp2.
SOLUTION
At the (T,P) conditions given, the density of air (pf), assumed to be an ideal gas (z = 1)
with M,, = 28.8, is
m
f%zv _Pf = 7 = RT

200( 1000)28.8
8.314(1200)1000

= 0.577 kg m-3

Since the particles are relatively small, we compare the results obtained from equations
23.2-5 and -6. With given values of parameters inserted, the former becomes
Uif + 8.542Umf - 1.700 = 0
from which Umf = 0.195 m s-l (the units of each term should be confirmed for consistency).
From equation 23.2-6,

0

v
7O-v

23.2.3

hnf

=

9.81(3500)42(10-4)2(1
- 0.5)3 = o 199ms-1
150( 1 - 0.5)4.6(10-5)
.

which is within 2% of the more accurate value above. (See also file ex23-2.msp.)

Elutriation and Terminal Velocity (Us)
At sufficiently high velocity of fluid upward through a bed of particles, the particles
become entrained and do not settle; that is, the particles are carried up with the fluid.
Elutriation is the selective removal of particles by entrainment, on the basis of size.
The elutriation velocity (of the fluid) is the velocity at which particles of a given size are
entrained and carried overhead.
The minimum elutriation velocity for particles of a given size is the velocity at incipient entrainment, and is assumed to be equal to the terminal velocity (u,) or free-falling
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velocity of a particle in the fluid. This is calculated, in a manner analogous to that used
for umf, by equating the frictional drag force Fd (upward) on the particle with the gravity
force on the particle (downward):

Fd = dP, - P&
(23.2-9)

= W(P, - ~~)4?/6

for a spherical particle of diameter d,.
The dimensionless drag coefficient Cd, analogous to the friction factor, is defined by
cd = 2Fd/A,,,jpfu2
= 8Fdhd;pf

(23.2-10)

u2

for a spherical particle at terminal velocity, where AProj is the projected area of the
particle in the direction of motion (rdg/4 for a sphere). Cd depends on Re and shape of
the particle. Correlations have been given by Haider and Levenspiel(l989). For small
spherical particles at low Re (~0.1) these reduce to the result for the Stokes’ regime:
cd

(23.2-11)

= 24lRe

where, at u,,
(23.2-12)

Re = Re, = d,u,pflpf

To obtain an expression for u,, we eliminate Fd, Cd, and Re, from equations 23.2-9 to
-12:

ut =dPp - pf)d;/lbf

(spherical particles, small Re,)

(23.2-13)

Equation 23.2-13 for ut corresponds to 23.2-6 for umf.
Correlations for uf for larger values of Re and other shapes are also given by Haider
and Levenspiel(l989).

23.2.4

Comparison of umf and ut
To obtain proper fluidization, the actual fluid velocity, ufl, must be considerably greater
than the minimum fluidization velocity, umf. However, to avoid excessive entrainment,
ufl should be less than the terminal velocity, ut. Thus, the ratio u,/u,,,~ is a guide to
selection of the value of ufl.
Since relatively small particles are used in a fluidized bed, corresponding to relatively small Re, we use equations 23.2-6 and -13 for comparison of spherical particles
(dJ, = dp). The result is
Ut
-=
Umf

150(1 - E,J
18~;~

(small,

spherical

particles)

(23.2-14)

This ratio is very sensitive to the value of emf, ranging from 15 at l mf = 0.60 to 92 at
Emf = 0.383. In practice, values of ufl are 30 to 50 times the value of umf.
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23.3

HYDRODYNAMIC MODELS OF FLUIDIZATION
A hydrodynamic model of fluidization attempts to account for several essential features of fluidization: mixing and distribution of solids and fluid in a so-called “emulsion region,” the formation and motion of bubbles through the bed (the “bubble
region”), the nature of the bubbles (including their size) and how they affect particle
motion/distribution, and the exchange of material between the bubbles (with little solid
content) and the predominantly solid emulsion. Models fall into one of three classes
(Yates, 1983, pp. 74-78):
(1) two-region models, which take into account a bubble region and an emulsion
region, with very little variation in properties within each region;
(2) bubble models, which are based upon a mean bubble size; all system properties
are functions of this bubble size;
(3) bubble-growth models, which also endeavor to account for bubble coalescence
and bubble splitting.
The first two classes of models are simplest, but may require substantial experimental
information to predict rates of exchange between the bubble and emulsion regions.
Class (1) models are too simplistic to be of practical use, while class (3) models tend
to be relatively complicated. Yates (1983, Chapter 2) gives an excellent discussion of
the various types of models and their assumptions. The most important model assumptions, in terms of their effect on performance, are those which describe interphase
mass transfer and mixing of gas in the emulsion region. A typical class (1) model is
that of van Deemter (1961) which assumes that the bed contains a bubble region
and an emulsion region, that the emulsion region is in plug flow both upward and
downward, that there is no solid within the bubbles, and that all reaction occurs in the
emulsion region. The bubbling-bed model of Kunii and Levenspiel(l991) is a class (2)
model. In addition to the two regions proposed by van Deemter, Kunii and Levenspiel
add a “cloud and wake” region surrounding the bubble. Furthermore, more complex
flow (including down-flow) within the emulsion phase is allowed. Other models include those of Davidson and Harrison (1963) Partridge and Rowe (1968) and Kato
and Wen (1969).
Overall, the hydrodynamic behavior of a fluidized bed depends upon the nature
of the particles used, and the ease of fluidization. Spherical solid particles that are
not “sticky” fluidize easily; “sticky” particles, conversely, do not fluidize well, since
they tend to agglomerate, leading to uneven distribution of solid through the bed, and
nonuniform circulation of solid and fluid. A more detailed description of types of particles and their effect upon fluidization is provided by Geldart (1973,197s) and by Grace
(1986). The fluid may be a liquid or a gas. If the fluid is a liquid, the bed tends to expand uniformly with increasing fluidization velocity ufl, and bubbles are generally not
formed; this is called particulate fluidization. If the fluid is a gas, bubbles are usually
formed at the inlet distributor; these bubbles travel upward through the bed, and may
drag solid particles along with them as a “wake”; bubbles may coalesce and/or split,
depending upon local conditions; in this “bubbling fluidization,” the fluidized bed may
resemble a boiling liquid, as bubbles burst upon reaching the upper “surface” of the
bed. We focus primarily on this latter type. Ultimately, the hydrodynamic model which
describes these phenomena must be coupled with a kinetics model to develop an overall
model of a fluidized-bed reactor.

23.3.1

Two-Region Model (Class (1))
The discussion above suggests a hydrodynamic flow model based on two distinct regions
in the fluidized bed: a “bubble” region made up mostly of gas, but also containing solid
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Figure 23.5 Schematic representation of two-

region model for fluidized bed

particles, and a fluid + solid (“emulsion”) region, resembling the bed at m f conditions.
This is illustrated schematically in Figure 23.5; the two regions are actually interspersed.
In Figure 23.5, the fluid entering is depicted as being split between the two regions;
most fluid flows through in the bubble region, and there is provision for exchange
(“mass transfer”) between the two regions characterized by an exchange coefficient
Kbe. The solid entering (in a continuous-flow situation) is also depicted as split between
the two regions, but most solid is in the emulsion region. The simplest flow pattern
for the bubble region is PF and for the emulsion region is BME In general, however,
each region could be characterized by a Peclet number (Pe, Chapter 19; Pe, and Pe,
for the bubble and emulsion regions, respectively) to represent the degree of dispersionlbackmixing.
This model can have as many as six parameters for its characterization: Kbe, Pe,, Pee,
and ratios of volumes of regions, of solid in the regions, and of fluid in the regions. The
number can be reduced by assumptions such as PF for the bubble region (Pe, + co), all
solid in the emulsion, and all fluid entering in the bubble region. Even with the reduction
to three parameters, the model remains essentially empirical, and doesn’t take more
detailed knowledge of fluidized-bed behavior into account.

23.3.2

Kuuii-Levenspiel (KL) Bubbling-Bed Model (Class (2))
A one-parameter model, termed the bubbling-bed model, is described by Kunii and
Levenspiel(l991, pp. 144-149,156-159).
The one parameter is the size of bubbles. This
model endeavors to account for different bubble velocities and the different flow patterns of fluid and solid that result. Compared with the two-region model, the KuniiLevenspiel (KL) model introduces two additional regions. The model establishes expressions for the distribution of the fluidized bed and of the solid particles in the various regions. These, together with expressions for coefficients for the exchange of gas
between pairs of regions, form the hydrodynamic + mass transfer basis for a reactor
model.
The assumptions are as follows (Levenspiel, 1972, pp. 310-311):
(1) Bubbles are all the same size, and are distributed evenly throughout the bed,
rising through it.
(2) Gas within a bubble essentially remains in the bubble, but recirculates internally,
and penetrates slightly into the emulsion to form a transitional cloud region
around the bubble; all parameters involved are functions of the size of bubble
(Davidson and Harrison, 1963).
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(3) Each bubble drags a wake of solid particles up with it (Rowe and Partridge, 1965).
This forms an additional region, and the movement creates recirculation of particles in the bed: upward behind the bubbles and downward elsewhere in the
emulsion region.
(4) The emulsion is at mf conditions.
There are thus two other regions, the cloud and wake regions, in addition to the bubble and emulsion regions. These are illustrated in Figure 23.6: Figure 23.6(a) depicts an
idealized bubble, with wake, cloud and recirculation patterns indicated (after Levenspiel, 1972, p. 311); Figure 23.6(b) is a schematic representation of the various regions,
similar to Figure 23.5, with the wake and cloud regions combined.
The main model parameter, the mean bubble diameter, d,, can be estimated using
various correlations. It depends on the type of particle and the nature of the inlet distributor. For small, sand-like particles that are easily fluidized, an expression is given
for db as a function of bed height x by Werther (Kunii and Levenspiel, 1991, p. 146):
d&m = 0.853[1 + 0.272(~,, - z~)]l”(l

+ O.O684~)l.~l

(23.3-1)

where ufl and umf are in cm s -t and x is in cm.
The rise velocity of bubbles is another important parameter in fluidized-bed models,
but it can be related to bubble size (and bed diameter, D). For a single bubble, the rise
velocity, z+,,., relative to emulsion solids is (Kunii and Levenspiel, 1991, p. 116):
‘br

= 0.711(gdb)1’2

[small bubbles, (d,/D) < O.125]
[0.125 < (d,lD) < 0.61

ubr = [0.711(gdb)1’2]1.2e-1.49db’D

(23.3-2)
(23.3-3)

(For (d,lD) > 0.6, the bed is not a bubbling bed; slugging occurs.)
Another measure of bubble velocity is the absolute rise velocity of bubbles in the
bed, ub; this can be taken in the first instance as the sum of ubr and the apparent rise
velocity of the bed ahead of the bubbles, ufl - u,~:
l'$,

=

Ubr

+

Ufl - %f

(23.3-4)

We next consider the volume fractions of the various regions in the fluidized bed. The
volume fraction of bubbles, fb, m3 bubbles (m3 bed)-t, can be assessed from the point
of view of either voidage or velocity. In terms of voidage, if we assume the void fraction
Emulsion

t
(a)

(b)

Figure 23.6 Bubbling-bed model representation of (a) a single
bubble and (b) regions of a Auidized bed (schematic)
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in the bubbles is 1 and the remainder of the bed is at mf conditions with voidage E,~,
the volume-average voidage in the fluidized bed is

Efl = Ii(l) + (1 - fbkmf
from which
fb 2 Efl -Emf

(23.3-5)

l- Emf

In terms of velocity, if we assume, for a vigorously bubbling bed with ufl X= umf, that
gas flows through the bed only in the bubble region (4 = qb, or uflA, = fbubAc, where
A, is the cross-sectional area of the bed),
(23.3-6)

fb = UfJUb

Equation 23.3-6 may need to be modified to take into account the relative magnitude
of z+, (Kunii and Levenspiel, 1991, pp. 156-157):
(1) For slowly rising bubbles, u,, < umf lEmf,
.fb = (Ufl - %nfY(% + knf)

(23.3-6a)

(2) For the intermediate case, umflemf < .ub < 5u,, lE,f,
fb = bfl fb = hfl

u,f)&, + $,,f); for ub = &,fkf

- %nf

(23.3-6b)

)lu,; for ub = 5u,flE,f

(3) For fast bubbles, ub > h,f/e,f,

fb = &fl -

Umf)i(Ub

-

%f)

(23.3-6d)

The ratio of cloud volume to bubble volume is given by Kunii and Levenspiel(1991,
p. 157), and from this we obtain the volume fraction in the cloud region1
f,

=

3umf

EmfUbr

fb

(23.3-7)

- %nf

The ratio of wake volume to bubble volume is difficult to assess, and is given by
Kunii and Levenspiel (1991, p. 124) in the form of graphical correlations with particle size for various types of particles. From this, we assume that the bed fraction in the
wakes1 is

f, = afb
The bed fraction in the emulsion, f,,

(a = 0.2 to 0.6)

(23.3-8)

is obtained by difference, since

fb + f, + fw + fe = ’

(23.3-9)

‘The notation used here for bed fraction is used for ratio with respect to bubble volume by Kunii and Levenspiel.
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For the distribution of solid particles in the various regions, we define the following
ratios:
yb = (m3 solid in bubbles)(m3

bubbles)-t

Y cw = (m3 solid in cloud + wakes)(m3
ye = (m3 solid in emulsion)(m3

bubbles))]

bubbles)-’

The sum of these can be related to ernf and fb:
m3 total solid
Yb + YCW + Ye =
=

m3 ,,u,,,,les
(1 - E,f)(fc

+

fw +

fe)/fb

(23.3-10)

= (1 - e,f)(l - .fb)‘fb

To obtain equation 23.3-10, it is assumed that the volume of (cloud + wakes + emulsion)
in the fluidized bed is equal to the volume of the bed at mf conditions. The first of these
quantities, yb, is relatively small, but its value is uncertain. From a range of experimental
data (yb = 0.01 to 0.001) it is usually taken as:

(23.3-11)

Yb = 0.005
The second quantity, yrw, can also be related to l

rnf and bed-fraction quantities:

= m3 solid in (c + W) E m3 solid in c m3 solid in w
-IY cw m3 bubbles
m3 bubbles
m3 bubbles

= (1 - %nf)(f, + f,)lfb

PJ-12)

The third quantity, ye, is obtained by difference from equations 23.3-10 to -12.
Finally, we extend the hydrodynamic model to include exchange of gas between pairs
of regions, analogous to mass transfer. Figure 23.6(b) implies schematically that convective flow of gas occurs primarily through the bubble region, and that there is exchange
between the bubble region and the cloud ( + wake) region, and between the cloud ( +
wake) region and the emulsion. These are characterized by exchange coefficients Kbc
and Kc,, respectively, representing the volumetric rate of exchange of gas per volume
of bubble, with units of time-r. Those coefficients are calculated by the following semiempirical relations (Kunii and Levenspiel, 1991, pp. 251-2):

K,,/s-~ = 4.5( Umf
db)+5.85@q

(23.3-13)

where D, is the molecular diffusion coefficient of the gas; the first term in 23.3-13 relates
to bulk or convective flow and the second term to diffusive transport across the bubblecloud boundary.

K ce Is-' = 6.77
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23.4 FLUIDIZED-BED REACTOR MODELS
A fluidized-bed reactor consists of three main sections (Figure 23.1): (1) the fluidizing
gas entry or distributor section at the bottom, essentially a perforated metal plate that
allows entry of the gas through a number of holes; (2) the fluidized-bed itself, which,
unless the operation is adiabatic, includes heat transfer surface to control T; (3) the
freeboard section above the bed, essentially empty space to allow disengagement of
entrained solid particles from the rising exit gas stream; this section may be provided
internally (at the top) or externally with cyclones to aid in the gas-solid separation. A
reactor model, as discussed here, is concerned primarily with the bed itself, in order
to determine, for example, the required holdup of solid particles for a specified rate of
production. The solid may be a catalyst or a reactant, but we assume the former for the
purpose of the development.
A model of a fluidized-bed reactor combines a hydrodynamic model of bubble and
emulsion flow and interphase mass transfer with a kinetics model. As discussed in Section 23.3, various hydrodynamic models exist; their suitability as reactor models depends upon the actual flow and mixing conditions within the bed. If the reaction is very
slow, or the residence time through the bed is very short, then the choice of the hydrodynamic model is not important. However, for very fast reactions, or if the contact
time is very long, the details of the interphase mass transfer, the location of the solid,
and the nature of mixing and flow within each region become important. Furthermore,
the hydrodynamic models only describe phenomena occurring within the bed. If there
is significant elutriation of particles, conversion within the freeboard region may also
need to be accounted for. If the reaction is very fast, it may be controlled largely by
the nature of fluid flow through the inlet distributors. In this case, conversion in the
distributor region must also be accounted for.
Another important issue affecting the performance of a fluidized-bed reactor is the
size of the particles, which, in turn, has a large effect upon the ease of fluidization, mixing of fluid and solid within the emulsion phase, and mass transfer between the emulsion
and the bubbles. Small, nonsticky particles fluidize easily, and promote efficient contact
between the bubble and emulsion phases. However, if the particles are too small, entrainment may be significant, and reaction may occur in the freeboard. Larger particles
minimize entrainment, but are more difficult to fluid&e, and fluid-particle interactions
are often inefficient and nonuniform. In some systems, the particle size changes during the process, as in coal gasification. In this case, there is a particle-size distribution,
and the entrainment observed with smaller particles is an inevitable consequence of the
solid reaction.
In the following sections, we discuss reactor models for fine, intermediate, and large
particles, based upon the Kunii-Levenspiel (KL) bubbling-bed model, restricting ourselves primarily to first-order kinetics. Performance for both simple and complex reactions is considered. Although the primary focus is on reactions within the bed, we
conclude with a brief discussion of the consequences of reaction in the freeboard region and near the distributor.

23.4.1

KL Model for Fine Particles
The following assumptions are made in addition to those in Section 23.3.2:
(1) The reaction is A(g) + . . . + products, catalyzed by solid particles that are
fluidized by a gas stream containing A and, perhaps, other reactants and inert
species.
(2) The reactor operates isothermally at constant density and at steady-state.
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(products)

ufl

x

ufl
A+

Figure 23.7 Schematic representation of control volume
for material balance for bubbling-bed reactor model

.

(3) The fluidizing (reactant) gas is in convective flow through the bed only via the
bubble-gas region (with associated clouds and wakes); that is, there is no convective flow of gas through the emulsion region.
(4) The bubble region is in PF (upward through the bed).
(5) Gas exchange occurs (i) between bubbles and clouds, characterized by exchange
coefficient Kbc (equation 23.3-13) and (ii) between clouds and emulsion, characterized by Kc, (equation 23.3-14).
The performance equation for the model is obtained from the continuity (materialbalance) equations for A over the three main regions (bubble, cloud + wake, and emulsion), as illustrated schematically in Figure 23.7. Since the bed is isothermal, we need
use only the continuity equation, which is then uncoupled from the energy equation.
The latter is required only to establish the heat transfer aspects (internally and externally) to achieve the desired value of T.
In Figure 23.7, the bubble, cloud, and emulsion regions are represented by b, c + w,
and e, respectively. The control volume is a thin horizontal strip of height dx through
the vessel. The overall depth of the bed is Lfl, which is related to the holdup of catalyst,
IV,,,. The performance equation may be used to determine WC,, for a given conversion
fA (and production rate), or the converse.
The continuity or material-balance equations for A stem from the flow/kinetics
scheme shown in Figure 23.8, which corresponds to the representation in Figure 23.7.

flow
CAb

+ dcAb
K

Product & Product

/bkA

lXkA

lyekA

A in bubble e A in cloud d A in emulsion
at =Ab

Figure 23.8 Flow/kinetics scheme for bubblingbed reactor model for reaction A(g) + . .. +
product(s)
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The continuity equations for the three main regions lead eventually to the performance
equation for the reactor model.
Continuity equation for the bubble region:
dCAb

-

dCAb
-

_
-

-ubdx = - dt

YbkACAb + Kbc(CAb

(23.4-1)

- ‘AC)

which states that the rate of disappearance of A from the bubble region is equal to the
rate of reaction in the bubble region + the rate of transfer to the cloud region; note that
Yb serves as a weighting factor for the intrinsic rate constant kA.
Continuity equation for the cloud + wake region:
Kbc(CAb

- cam)

= Ycwk~C~c

+ K~CA~

(23.4-2)

- CAM)

Continuity equation for the emulsion region:
Kc, @AC - CAJ

(23.4-3)

= Y~ACA~

Eliminating cAc and cAe from equations 23.4-1 to -3, and dropping the subscript b from
c&,, We obtain
-

dCA

dt

-

- koverallCA

(23.4-4)

where
koverall = Y&A +

1
1
KS
bc

1
YcwkA +

Integrating equation 23.4-4 from the bed inlet ( cA
(CA = CA, t = LflIub), we have
1 - fA

= cAIcAo

(23.4-5)

1
1
K+cl?
Y&A
1

= cAo,

t

= n=

= exd-k,,verallLfllUb)

0)

to

the bed

Outlet

(23.4-6)

‘Ihe fluidized-bed depth, Lfl, is calculated from the fixed-bed packed depth, Lp,, as
follows. Since, from a balance for bed solid,

(1 - EfJLfl = (1 - Q&l

(23.4-7)

and, from equation 23.3-5,

1 - Efl = t1 - %& - fb)
we have, on elimination of 1 - l

(23.4-7a)

fl from 23.4-7,

(1 - ~p,Wp,
Lfr = (1 - E,f)(l - fb)

(23.4-7b)
9
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Equation 23.4-6 is one form of the performance equation for the bubbling-bed reactor model. It can be transformed to determine the amount of solid (e.g., catalyst) holdup
to achieve a specified fA or cA:
(23.4-8)
(The confirmation of equations 23.4-4, -5, and -8 is left to problem 23-9.)
In this reactor model, the only free parameter (or degree of freedom) is db, the bubble
diameter. The following example illustrates use of the model.

(a) Estimate the amount of catalyst (W,,,/kg) required for a fluidized-bed reactor, according to the Kunii-Levenspiel bubbling-bed model, for the production of 60,000 Mg
year-’ of acrylonitrile by the ammoxidation of propylene with air.
Data and assumptions:
The heat transfer configuration within the bed (for the exotheimic reaction) and other
internal features are ignored.
l Only C,H,N is formed (with water).
l The feed contains C,H, and NH, in the stoichiometric ratio and 20% excess air (79
mole % N,, 21% 0,); there is no water in the feed.
l Conversion based on C,H,(A) is 70%.
. T=400°C;P=2bar.
l The annual stream service factor (fraction of time in operation) is 0.94.
l db = 0.1 m; dp = 0.05 mm; pp = 2500 kg me3; pf = 1.44 kg h-’ m-l.
l u
= 0.002 m s-l; cr = 0.6; D, = 0.14 m2 h-l at 4OO’C; epa = 0.5.
mf
l Ernf = 0.6; kA = 1.0 s-l; ufl = 720 m h-l; yb = 0.004.
l

(b) Calculate the vessel diameter and the bed depth (fluidized) in m.
(c) For comparison, calculate WC, for the two cases (assume constant density for both):
(i) The reactor is a PFR.
(ii) The reactor is a CSTR.
SOLUTION

(a) To calculate Wcat, we use equation 23.4-8 in conjunction with 23.4-5 and -6 (file
ex23-3.msp). For this purpose, we also need to calculate other quantities, as indicated
below.
The reaction is
3
C,H,(A) + NH, + ?02 -+ C,H,N(B) + 3H,O
Because of the small change in moles on reaction, and the dilution with N2(inert), together
with an anticipated (but not calculated) relatively small (-AZ’), the assumption of constant
density is a reasonable one. It can be calculated that for every mole of A entering, the total
moles entering is 10.57 and the total leaving is 10.92, an increase of only 3.3%. The actual
molar feed rates of A (FAO) and total gas (F,,) are:
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F A0

1
’ 365(24)3600(0.94)
F,, = 10.57(0.0546)

y’ = 00546kmols-’
s
’

= 0.577kmol

s-l

The total volumetric feed rate is
0.577(1000)8.314(673)
FtoRT
q” = P =
2( 105)

= 16 1 m3 s-1

To calculate koverall in equation 23.4-5, we require Kbc, Kc,, ycW, and ye; these, in turn,
require calculations of Ubr, ub, fb, and (f, + f,), as follows (with each eqUatiOn indicated):
Ubr = 0.711(gd,) “* = 0.711[9.81(0.1)]1’2

= 0.704ms-’

(from 23.3-2)

ub = ufl - umf + ubr = (720/3600) - 0.002 + 0.704 = 0.902ms-’
Kbc = 4.5(U,f/db)

+ 5.85(D;2g1’4/d,5’4)

= 4.5(0.002/0.1)
K,, = 6.77(emf

+ 5.85[(0. 14/3600)1’2(9.81)“4(0. 1)5’4] = 1.24 s-l

Dmub,./d;)“* = 6.77[0.6(0.14/3600)0.704/(0.

3utnf fb
=

Emf

Ubr -

(from 23.3-13)

1)3]“2 = 0.868 s-l
(from 23.3-14)
(from 23.3-6)

fb = uflhb = 0.210.902 = 0.222
fc

(from 23.3-4)

3(0.002)0.222
%f = (0.60)(0.704) - 0.002 = o’oo32

(23.3-7)

f, = (Yfb = (0.60)(0.222) = 0.133

(23.3-8)

f, = 1 - 0.222 - 0.0032 - 0.133 = 0.642

(23.3-9)

Y cw = (1 --E ,f)(fc + f,)/fb = (1 - 0.60)(0.0032 + 0.133)/0.222 = 0.245
Ye =

(1 --E mf)(l - fb)

(23.3-10)

- Yb - Yew

fb

(23.3-12)

= (1 - 0.60)(1 - 0.222)
- 0.004 - 0.245 = 1.153
0.222
1

koverall = Y&j +
Kbc

(23.4-5)

1

i+
Ycwb.

+ 1

1

1
F+-ce
YekA
1

= (0.004)(1.0) +
(0.245)(1.0) +

1
1

= 0.467 s-l
’

1

0.868 + (1.153)(1.0)
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The bed depth, Lfl can now be determined using 23.46:

-Ml - fA)Iub _ -[ln(l - 0.70)](0.902 m s-l) = 2 33 m
0.467 s-’
=
knJera11
-

Lfl

The catalyst requirement can be determined from 23.4-8:
Wcat =

2500(16.1)(1 - 0.60)0.704[-ln(1 - 0.70)]
0.467(720/3600)

= 1.46 x lo5 kg

(b) From 9 = uflA, = ufpD2/4,
D = (4qlmQ 1’2 = [4(16.1)l~(720/3600)]“2

= 10.1 m

From (a), Lfl = 2.33 m
(c) (i) For a PFR,
fA
wcat

=

P&at

=

(P,dkA)

= [2500(16.1)/1.0][-

df,l(l

- fA)

I0
In(1 - 0.70)] = 0.48 X lo5 kg

(ii) For a CSTR,
Wcat = P&at = (P,dk,)[f,~(l - &>I
= [2500(16.1)/1.0][0.70/(1
- 0.70)] = 0.94 x 10’ kg
The amount of catalyst required in (a) is even greater than that required for a CSTR, which
may be accounted for by the “bypassing effect” (Section 23.1.3).
23.4.1.1 KL Model: Special Cases of First-Order Reaction

For an extremely fast reaction, with kA relatively large, very little A reaches the emulsion and 23.4-5 reduces to:
k overall = Y&A + &c

(23.4-9)

If the reaction is intrinsically slow, with kA < K,, and Kbc, equation 23.4-5 reduces
to:
k overall

=

(Yb +

Ye +

Ycw)~A

(23.4-10)

In both cases, fA is then determined using equation 23.4-6.
23.4.1.2 KL Model: Extension to First-Order Complex Reactions

Extension of the Kunii-Levenspiel bubbling-bed model for first-order reactions to
complex systems is of practical significance, since most of the processes conducted in
fluidized-bed reactors involve such systems. Thus, the yield or selectivity to a desired
product is a primary design issue which should be considered. As described in Chapter
5, reactions may occur in series or parallel, or a combination of both. Specific examples
include the production of acrylonitrile from propylene, in which other nitriles may be
formed, oxidation of butadiene and butene to produce maleic anhydride and other
oxidation products, and the production of phthalic anhydride from naphthalene, in
which phthalic anhydride may undergo further oxidation.
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Kunii and Levenspiel(l991, pp. 294-298) extend the bubbling-bed model to networks
of first-order reactions and generate rather complex algebraic relations for the net reaction rates along various pathways. As an alternative, we focus on the development
of the basic design equations, which can also be adapted for nonlinear kinetics, and numerical solution of the resulting system of algebraic and ordinary differential equations
(with the E-Z Solve software). This is illustrated in Example 23-4 below.
We illustrate the development of the model equations for a network of two parallel
reactions, A + B, and A + C, with k, and k2 representing the rate constants for the
first and second reactions, respectively. Continuity equations must be written for two of
the three species. Furthermore, exchange coefficients (I& and K,,) must be determined
for each species chosen (here, A and B).
Continuity equation for A in the bubble region:
dcAb
- _ub dx

-?bckl

+ k2)cAb

- KbcA(CAb

(23.4-11)

- cAc)

Continuity equation for A in the cloud + wake region:
KbcA(CAb - cAc) =

~~(~1 +

k2)cAc

+ KceA(CAc

- CAe)

(23.4-12)

Continuity equation for A in the emulsion region:
KceA(CAc

- CAe) =

Yetkl +

(23.4-13)

k2kAe

Continuity equation for B in the bubble region:
dCBb

ub __
dx

_
- -l’bhCAb

- KbcB(CBb

(23.4-14)

- %c)

Continuity equation for B in the cloud + wake region:
KbcB ( % b - CB~)

=

-YcwklCAc +

LB(CB~

- CBe)

(23.4-15)

Continuity equation for B in the emulsion region:
KceB(CBc

- %e)

= -YeklCAe

(23.4-16)

Note that the continuity equations for product B reflect the fact that B, formed in the
cloud + wake and emulsion regions, transfers to the bubble region. This is in contrast
to reactant A, which transfers from the bubble region to the other regions.
For other reaction networks, a similar set of equations may be developed, with the
kinetics terms adapted to account for each reaction occurring. To determine the conversion and selectivity for a given bed depth, Lfr, equations 23.4-11 and -14 are numerically
integrated from x = 0 to x = Lfl, with simultaneous solution of the algebraic expressions in 23.4-12, -13, -15, and -16. The following example illustrates the approach for a
series network.

(Kunii and Levenspiel, 1991, p. 298) Phthalic anhydride is produced in the following
process:
naphthalene (A) -% phthalic anhydride (B) -% CO, + H,O
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The reaction occurs in a fluidized-bed reactor, with sufficient heat exchange to ensure
isothermal operation. The bed (before fluidization) is 5 m deep (L,,), with a voidage (epa)
of 0.52. The reaction rate constants for the two steps are k, = 1.5 m3 gas (m3 cat)-’ s-l
and k, = 0.010 m3 gas (m3 cat)-l s-l. Additional data are:
Umf = 0.005 m s-l
Emf = 0.57
ufl = 0.45 m s-l

d, = 0.05 m
ub = 1.5 m se1
yb = 0.005

DA = 8.1 X lo+ m* s-l
D, = 8 4 X lop6 m2 s-t
f,,,/fb = 0:6

Determine the overall fractional conversion of naphthalene, and the selectivity to phthalic
anhydride.
SOLUTION

To solve the problem, continuity equations are written for A and B in all three regions of
the fluidized bed. First, however, the exchange parameters (Kbc and K,,) for A and B are
determined, along with r&, fb, f,, ycW, and ye.
ubr = 0.711 (gdb)0’5 = 0.711[(9.8)(0.05)]05

= 0.498 m se1

(23.3-2)

Since ufl >> urnf, equation 23.3-6 is used to determine fb:
fb

=

uflfub

= 0.45/1.5

= 0.30

(23.3-6)

From equation 23.3-7,
fclfb = 3Umfknf

%f ) = 3(0.005)/[(0.57)(0.498)

Ubr -

- 0.005] = 0.0538

The catalyst fractions in the cloud + wake and emulsion regions are determined using
equations 23.3-12 and 23.3-10, respectively:
Y cw = (1 - Emf )(f, + fw)lfb = (1 - 0.57)(0.0538 + 0.60) = 0.281
1 - 0.30
ye = (1 - Emf)ti - yew - Yb = (1 - 0.57) o.30
- 0.281 - 0.005 = 0.717
fb
Kbc and Kce are determined for naphthalene (A) and phthalic anhydride (B) using equations 23.3-13 and -14. The resulting values are: KbcA = 1.70 s-l; Kbcs = 1.72 s-‘;
KCt-A = 0.92 SK’; and KceB = 0.93 s-l.
Continuity equations for A and B are written similar to equations 23.4-11 to -16 (in this
case we have a series network rather than a parallel network):
Continuity equation for A in the bubble region:
dcAb

ub dx

_
- -‘-l’bk,c,b

- KbcA(CAb - cAc)

(4

Continuity equation for A in the cloud + wake region:
KbcA(CAb

- cAc) = ycwkc,, + KceA(CAc

- CAe)

(B)

Continuity equation for A in the emulsion region:
KceA(CAc

- CAe)

= YeklCAe

(0
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Continuity equation for B in the bubble region:
dcBb

_

ub dx -

?‘bhCAb - rbk2CBb

- KbcB(CBb

CD)

- cBc)

Continuity equation for B in the cloud + wake region:
KbcB(CBb

- cBc) = -YcwhCAc

+ Ycwk2CBc + &B(CBc

- CBe)

(El

Continuity equation for B in the emulsion region:

v
0

7O-v

KceB(CBc - CBe) = -YehCAe

+ Yt~~2~Be

Equations (A) and (D) are numerically integrated from x = 0 to x = Lfl, with simultaneous solution of equations (B), (C), (E), and (F) to obtain CAb and crib (see E-Z Solve
file ex23-4.msp). From equation 23.4-7b,
1 - 0.52
1 -Epa
L.fl = (1 - E,Q)(1 - fbjLp” = (1 - 0.57)(1 - o.30)(5 m, = 7.97 m
The resulting conversion is 0.96, with a selectivity to phthalic anhydride of 0.95.

23.4.2

KL Model for Intermediate-Size Particles
When intermediate-sized particles are used, the behavior of bubbles within the fluidized
bed falls between the fast-bubble and very-slow-bubble regimes (Section 23.3.2). In this
case, bubbles rise somewhat faster than gas in the emulsion region, but not so fast that
the emulsion gas can be ignored (as in the previous section). Furthermore, the clouds
surrounding the bubbles tend to be very large, and may overlap, possibly growing to the
point where the overlapping clouds make up the entire emulsion region. Under these
conditions, the bed can be viewed as consisting of only a bubble region and an emulsion
region. A single exchange coefficient is required to describe mass transfer between the
two regions. Unlike the model for fine particles in the previous section, which could
be based upon a bubble rise velocity, ub, we must now consider the rise velocity of the
bubble plus the gas surrounding the bubble (ui), such that
(23.4-17)

UT, = Ub +3u,f

Figure 23.9 illustrates the model and kinetics scheme for these conditions. We confine
our analysis to a single first-order reaction, based on the development of Kunii and
Levenspiel (1990; 1991, pp. 300-302). However, extension to other reaction orders is
straightforward.
Continuity equation in the bubble region (for reactant A):
dcAb fb4X
-

-fbYbkACAb

- fbKbetCAb

- CAe)

Continuity equation in the emulsion region:
t1 - fbhnf dc,,
&

=

fbKbe(CAb - CAe)

- (1 - fb)(l

- %f)kACAe

(23.4-19)

The exchange coefficient, Kbe, can be approximated by:
Kbe = 4.5u,/db

(23.4-20)
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Figure 23.9 Schematic representation of regions of

bubbling-bed model for intermediate-sized particles
That is, the second term in equation 23.3-13 can be neglected, since transport is primarily by convection.
The fraction of bed in the bubble phase, fb, is determined from:
(for ub = %,f/E,f)
fb = ‘*’

;bumf

or
(23.3-6b)

The fractional conversion across the bed is given in terms of the fractions of reactant in
the bubble and emulsion regions:

f*=l-

fbU;CAb

+ c1 - fbhnfCAe

(23.4-21)

UflCAo

where CA,, iS the concentration Of A at the inlet Of the bed, and cAe and cAb represent
the concentrations of A in the emulsion region and at the outlet of the bubble region,
respectively. To determine the performance of the reactor, the differential equations
represented by 23.4-18 and -19 are numerically integrated from x = 0 to x = Lfl,
the depth of the fluidized bed. An analytical solution for fA for first-order kinetics is
given by Kunii and Levenspiel (1991, pp. 306302); however, the resulting equations
are quite cumbersome. Use of a computer-aided numerical solution is a convenient
alternative, and has the added advantage that the model equations can be extended for
other reaction orders.

A first-order reaction, A + products, is conducted in a fluidized-bed reactor. Before fluidization, the bed is 1.8 m deep (L,,), with a voidage (E& of 0.42. The feed gas (pf =
0.45 kg mp3;pf = 4.2 X lop5 Pa s) flows through the bed at a velocity three times the
minimum fluidization velocity. The following data are also available:
Emf = 0.48

dp = 0.45 mm

pp = 3100kg mV3
db = 0.09 m

Determine the fractional conversion of A ( fA).

Yb = 0

kA = 1.9 m3 gas (m3 cat)-’ s-l
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SOLUTION
First, the minimum fluidization velocity ( umf) is calculated from 23.2-5. After substitution
of the particle and fluid properties provided, the resulting quadratic equation is:
uif + 9.24~~~ - 1.922 = 0
which leads to a value of umf of 0.203 m s-l. Thus, ufl = 3umf = 0.609 m s-l.
Next, the bubble velocities are calculated to determine the flow regime:
ub,. = 0.711(gd,)“.5 = 0.711[(9.81)(0.09)]“.5

= 0.668 ms-’

(23.3-2)

ub = ufl - umf + ubr = 0.609 - 0.203 + 0.668 = 1.074 m s -I (23.3-4)
The flow regime is determined by comparing ub with u,/emf:
Ub/(U,fk,f) = 1.704/(0.203/0.48)

= 2.54

Thus, the bubble velocity is within the intermediate-bubble regime, and equation 23.3-6b
is used for fb. Parameters ui, Kbe, fb, and Lfl are calculated as follows:
UT, = Ub+3U,f

= 1.074 + 3(0.203) = 1.683 m s-l

Kbe = 4.5(u,f/db) = 4.5(0.203/0.09)

fb = (ufl -

%nf)bb

+ %f )

= (0.609 - 0.203)/(1.074

(23.4-17)
(23.4-20)

= 10.16 s-l
+ 0.203) = 0.318

(1.8)(1 - 0.42)
L,,(l - Epa)
L.0 = (1 - emf)(l - fb) = (1 - 0.48)(1 - 0.318) = 2*94 m

(23.3-6b)

(23’4-7b)

The continuity equations 23.4-18 and - 19 are applicable. Thus;
Continuity equation for A in the bubble region:
dcAb
.fb”+

= -fbYbk,C,b - fbKb,ccAb -

CAe)

Continuity equation for A in the emulsion region:

v
07O-v

t1 - fbkf dCAe
dx

= fb&,(CAb - CAe) - (1 - f&l - %f)kACAe

(23.4-19)

These equations are numerically integrated simultaneously from x = 0 to x = Lfl =
2.94 m to obtain CA, and C,&. Using an initial (inlet) condition of CA, = cAb(O) =
cAe(0) = 1.0, we obtain (file ex23-5.msp):
cAb = 0.077 mol L-l and CA, = 0.066 mol
L-l.
These values are substituted into equation 23.4-21 to determine fA:

fA=l-

fb$$Ab

+ c1 - fb)%fCAe
Uf lCA0

= 1 _ (0.318)(1.683)(0.077)

+ (1 - 0.318)(0.203)(0.066)
(0.609)(1.0)

= 0.917

Thus, the fractional conversion for this system, which operates in the intermediate-bubble
and -particle regime, is 0.92.
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23.4.3

Model for Large Particles
In bubbling beds of large particles, flow of gas through the emulsion region is significant, and is usually faster than the rise velocity of the bubbles (i.e., ub < umflemf).
Under these conditions, the gas in the emulsion phase shortcuts through the bed by
way of the gas bubbles overtaken along the path from the bottom to the top of the bed.
Thus, the reactant gas sees a series of nearly homogeneous segments within the vessel,
starting with an emulsion region, followed by a bubble region, then another emulsion
region, then another bubble phase, etc. The resulting flow of gas is essentially PF. Kunii
and Levenspiel (1990; 1991, pp. 303-305) developed a model which describes reactor
performance under these conditions.
The flow of gas through the bed (of cross-sectional area A,) is the sum of the flows
through the emulsion and bubble regions:
ufA = (1 - fh,,p%

+ fbc”b

+

3+&4,

(23.4-22)

The fraction of gas which passes through the emulsion region is given by:
f = t1 - fb)UmfAc = (1 - f )
/
b %f ‘fl
A-e
UflAc

(23.4-23)

The fraction of bed which is bubbles is, from 23.3-6a,
fb = Ufl - %f

(23.3-6a)

ub + 2um,

Since most (if not all) of the solid is in the emulsion region, equation 23.4-23 may be
used in a plug-flow model to represent the contact efficiency of the gas and solid. The
resulting expression to determine the conversion is, for a first-order reaction,
fA = l - e - k..tWcafgeJpp

= 1 _ ,-k~W,,,U,,(l-fb)I~pacfl

(23.4-24)

where W,,, represents the catalyst mass, and pP is the particle density.

23.4.4

Reaction in Freeboard and Distributor Regions
As gas bubbles reach the upper surface of a fluidized bed, they burst, releasing gas and
ejecting particles into the freeboard region above the bed. The solid particles thrown
into the freeboard originate from the bubble wakes, and cover the entire range of particle sizes present within the bed. However, based on their terminal velocity, ut, larger
particles fall back to the bed, while smaller particles continue to rise, possibly being
carried out of the bed. This leads to a concentration gradient of particles in the freeboard region. Furthermore, unreacted gas leaving the bed can react with the particles,
increasing conversion and possibly altering the yield and selectivity in a reaction network. Confirmation of conversion in the freeboard region is usually by measurement
of temperature-if the temperature in the freeboard is significantly different from the
temperature at the outlet of the bed, and if there is a temperature gradient within the
freeboard, reaction in the freeboard is likely occurring.
Several models have been proposed to account for reaction in the freeboard. Yates
and Rowe (1977) developed a simple model based upon complete mixing of particles in
the freeboard, coupled with either BMF or PF of the freeboard gas. Two model parameters are the rate of particle ejection from the bed, and the fraction of wake particles
ejected. Kunii and Levenspiel(l990; 1991, pp. 305-307) proposed a model of freeboard
reaction which accounts for the contact efficiency of the gas with the solid, and the
fraction of solid in the freeboard. A comprehensive freeboard entrainment model is
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used to describe this fraction and the concentration gradient of solid particles in the
freeboard.
Generally, it is advantageous to avoid reaction in the freeboard, as much as possible,
since the temperature control and near-isothermal conditions observed in the fluidized
bed are nearly impossible to achieve in the freeboard region. This is particularly problematic for a complex reaction, since the selectivity is often temperature-dependent.
Experiments have shown that the following design features influence the extent of particle entrainment, and, by extension, the likelihood of reaction in the freeboard region:
(1) Vertical internals do not affect entrainment in small-particle beds, but may increase entrainment in large-particle beds.
(2) Horizontal louvers placed near the bed surface can significantly decrease entrainment in large-particle systems.
(3) Entrainment increases markedly at high pressure.
(4) Stirrers or bed internals which reduce the size of the bubbles bursting at the
surface can significantly reduce entrainment (reducing the number of particles
ejected into the freeboard).
Near the inlet distributor, where development of gas bubbles begins, interphase mass
transfer appears to be very fast, and the efficiency of gas-solid contact may also be very
high. Consequently, for very fast reactions, significant conversion may occur near the
inlet distributor. Behie and Kehoe (1973) proposed a model based on mass transfer and
reaction near gas jets assumed to be formed at the inlet to the vessel. This model was
subsequently extended by Grace and de Lasa (1978) to cover more complex mixing
regimes near the distributor. However, there is conflicting evidence as to whether or
not the gas jets exist, and, although other theories of bubble formation have been proposed, models have not yet been developed which incorporate this information into a
quantitative measure of conversion in the distributor region.

23.5

PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 23
23-1 (a) Is urnf for a fluidized-bed reactor greater if the fluid is a liquid than if it is a gas? Justify
quantitatively, assuming that only fluid properties change, and without doing calculations.
(b) For a given fluid, how does u, f change (increase or decrease) as the solid characteristics
change (e.g., for a switch from one catalyst to another)? Justify quantitatively without
doing calculations,
23-2 How does ut change with changes in (a) fluid properties, and (b) solid properties? Justify
quantitatively without doing calculations.
23-3 (a) Calculate the minimum-fluidization velocity, u&m s -l, for the fluidization of a bed of
sand with air at 100°C and 103 kPa, if the density (p,,) of the sand is 2600 kg mm3,
the particles are all 0.45 mm in diameter (dP), the viscosity (of) of air at the fluidizing
conditions is 2.1 x 10m5 N s m-*, and the bed voidage, emf, is 0.38. Assume the particles
are spherical.
(b) Calculate ut for the particles in (a).
23-4 Consider a fluidized-bed combustor with air as the fluid. Conditions and properties are as
follows: T = 9OO”C, P = 1000 kPa, pI, = 2960 kg mY3, dp = 3 mm, pf = 4.6 X 10e5 N
s m-*, and ernf = 0.4. For air, M,, = 28.8. g = 9.81 m s-*.
(a) Calculate urnf in m s-l.
(b) Calculate rxt in m ssl, ifequation 23.2-13 is valid.
23-5 Calculate the pressure drop (-AP/Wa) for how of fluid through a fluidized bed of solid
particles based on the following data: the difference in density between solid particles and
fluid is 2500 kg mW3; at mf conditions, the bed voidage (e,,,f) is 0.4, and the bed depth (L,f)
is 1.2 m. State any assumption(s) made.
d
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23-6 A fluidized-bed reactor for a solid-catalyzed gas-phase reaction (of A) operates with relatively small catalyst particles. Based on the information given below, calculate the following:
(a) the terminal velocity of the particles (u,lm s-l);
(b) the depth of the bed under fluidized conditions (LfJm), if the superficial linear velocity
(u,) is 80% of the value calculated in (a);
(c) the diameter of the bed (D/m).
Data: umf = 0.005 m s-l; emf = 0.4; feed-gas flow rate at reactor conditions, qr = 4
m3 s-l; catalyst holdup, WC,, = 10,000 kg; catalyst density (particle), pP = 2500 kg mM3;
Lfl = 1.6Lmf.
23-7 (a) Using the Kunii-Levenspiel bubbling-bed model of Section 23.4.1, calculate the fraction (fA) of cumene (A) decomposed in a laboratory fluidized-bed reactor based on the
following (cf. Iwasaki et al., 1965):
= 0.45; c,,,f = 0.50; u,,,f = 0.002 m s-l; ufl = 0.1 m s-l; db = 0.02 m; yb = 0.005;
Yew = 0.25; D, = 1.86X 1O-4 m2 s-l; k~ = 22.2 s-‘; L,, = 0.08 m (depth of packed bed at rest).
EPa
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(b) Compare the result in (a) with that obtained if the reactor behaved as a CSTR, and
comment on the result.
23-8 Using the Kunii-Levenspiel bubbling-bed model of Section 23.4.1 for the fluidized-bed reactor in the SOHIO process for the production of acrylonitrile (CsH3N) by the ammoxidation
of propylene with air, and the information given below, calculate the following:
(a) the rate of production of CaHaN (kg h-l);
(b) the depth of the bed when fluidized, Lfl (m);
(c) the mean residence time of gas in the fluidized bed.
Information: WC,, = 1 X lo5 kg; feed rate of propylene = 40 mol s-l; feed contains C3H6
and NH3 in the stoichiometric ratio and 25% excess air (79 mol% Nz); T = 700 K; P = 2
bar; D(bed) = 7 m; pP = 2500 kg rnm3; ernf = 0.4; db = 12 cm; koverall = 0.5 s-l.
State any assumptions made.
23-9 Confirm equations 23.4-4 (with -5) and -8.
23-10 Si3N4 is an excellent high-temperature material (Morooka, et al., 1989). However, it must
be made electroconductive to permit electrospark machining. Chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) of TiN onto Si3N4 in a fluidized bed is one means of producing electroconductive
Si3N4, since a thin layer of TiN is bound to the particle. TiN is formed by the following
reaction, using a feed containing 3.5 mol% Tic14 and the balance NHa:
Tic4 + (4/3)NH3 -+ TiN + 4HCl + (1/6)Nz

0

V
7O-F

One feature of the process, as in other crystal-growth operations, is that the fluidization velocity must be adjusted as the particles grow. Using the following data, develop a profile of
minimum fluidization velocity (u,f) versus particle size (dp), if, as the reaction proceeds,
the particle size increases from 100 pm to 700 pm. Assume ideal-gas behavior.
P = 0.3 bar; T = 973 K; pP = 2910 kgmm3; pf = 5.2X 10e5 kg m-l s-l; emf = 0.45.
23-11 Silicon carbide is a ceramic material which can be produced from silicon dioxide and carbon.
The resulting impure Sic contains residual SiOz and C, which must be removed. Air fed
to a fluidized-bed reactor may be used to oxidize the residual carbon in the impure Sic,
leaving a refined Sic which is suitable for further use. The following data (Kato, et al.,
1989) were obtained from studies at 950°C in which impure Sic was decarbonized in a
fluidized-bed reactor. Assuming that the Kunii-Levenspiel model for fine particles is valid,
determine the overall reaction-rate constant for the process, and estimate the fraction of C
removed:
kA = 5.64 s-l (A = 02); pp = 2600 kg rne3; l
umf = 3.15 ems-‘; ufl = 40cms-‘; dp = 310 pm.

mf = 0.51; Lfl = 1.0 m;
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Further to these data, assume that the bubble diameter, db, is 4.5 cm, that the fraction of
catalyst in the bubble region, Yb, is 0.005, and that fW/fb = 0.6. The diffusivity of air at
950°C is 8.2 X 10m5 m2 s-l. The reaction rate is assumed to be first-order with respect to the
oxygen concentration. Although the rate would also depend upon the surface area (or mass)
of exposed carbon, assume that the reaction rate is independent of the amount of carbon
present.
23-12 Various operational parameters can influence the yield and selectivity of complex reactions
conducted in a fluidized-bed reactor. For the production of phthalic anhydride from naphthalene in Example 23-4, determine the sensitivity of the fractional conversion and selectivity
to the fluidization velocity, ufl, and to the bubble diameter, db.
23-13 Catalytic reactions in fluidized-bed reactors often involve the use of catalyst particles of different sizes, which may be characterized by a particle-size distribution. Consider the reaction
A(g) + products, for which the following data are available:
P = 200kPa
ufl = 0.20 m s-l
Lfl = 2.0 m
pP = 2500 kg mm3

T = 673 K
EPa = 0.50

CA0 = 1.0 mol mm3
IV,,, = 10,000 kg

CY = 0.5
Emf = 0.50
D = 0.5m

kA = 0.25 s-l
p~f = 4.0 X 10e4 kg m-l s-l
D, = 1.94 X 10e5 m2 s-l

Yb = 0.004

n/i,, = 28.8 g mol-’

A mixture of 0.1 mm-, 0.55 mm-, and 1 .O mm-diameter spherical particles was considered,
with the three following particle-size distributions:

Determine the fractional conversion of A based on
(a) a weighted-average particle size, that is,
Jp = 2 xid,i
i

where dpi is the diameter of catalyst fraction i, and xi represents the fraction of total
particles in catalyst fraction i. The performance is calculated using the average particle
size.
(b) a weighted-average fA, that is,

where fAi is the fractional conversion obtained with catalyst fraction i. This latter method
may thus require up to three calculations of f& (using fine-, intermediate-, and largeparticle models, as required) in order to determine the average conversion (Partaatmadja,
1998).

Chapter

24
Reactors for
Fluid-Fluid Reactions
In this chapter, we consider process design aspects of reactors for multiphase reactions
in which each phase is a fluid. These include gas-liquid and liquid-liquid reactions, although we focus primarily on the former. We draw on the results in Section 9.2, which
treats the kinetics of gas-liquid reactions based on the two-film model. More detailed
descriptions are given in the books by Danckwerts (1970) by KaStanek et al. (1993)
and by Froment and Bischoff (1990, Chapter 14).
We first present further examples of the types of reactions involved in two main classifications, and then a preliminary discussion of various types of reactors used. Following an examination of some factors affecting the choice of reactor, we develop design
equations for some reactor types, and illustrate their use with examples. The chapter
concludes with a brief introduction to trickle-bed reactors for three-phase gas-liquidsolid (catalyst) reactions.

24.1 TYPES OF REACTIONS
As indicated in Section 9.2, a fluid-fluid reaction may be considered from one of two
points of view depending on its involvement in a separation process or in a reaction
process. We give further examples of each of these in turn.

24.1.1

Separation-Process Point of View
From a separation-process point of view, a fluid-fluid reaction is intended to enhance
separation (e.g., preparation of feed for a subsequent process step, product purification, or effluent control for environmental protection). Examples include the use of
ethanolamines for the removal of H,S and CO2 (reactions (A) and (B) in Section 9.2)
the removal of SO, by an aqueous stream of a hydroxide, and absorption of 0, by blood
or desorption of CO2 from blood. A solid catalyst may be involved as a third phase, as
in hydrodesulfurization in a trickle-bed reactor.

24.1.2

Reaction-Process Point of View
From a reaction-process point of view, a fluid-fluid reaction is used for the formation of
a desired product or set of products. In addition to the three examples given in Section
9.2, we cite the following:
599
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(1) Production of the ethanolamines mentioned above, from ethylene oxide and ammonia:
C,H,O + NH, -+ HOCH,CH,NH, (MEA)
QH,O + MEA -+ (HOCH,CH,),NH (DEA)
C,H,O + DEA --f (HOCH,CH,),N (TEA)
(2) Hydrogenation of benzene to cyclohexane:

(3) CO,(g) + 2W(4 + H@(e) + (WJ,CO,(4
24.2 TYPES OF REACTORS
The types of reactors used for fluid-fluid reactions may be divided into two main types:
(1) tower or column reactors, and (2) tank reactors. We consider some general features
of these in this section and in Section 24.3. In Sections 24.4 and 24.5, we treat some
process design aspects more quantitatively.

24.2.1

Tower or Column Reactors
Tower or column reactors, without mechanical agitation, are used primarily for gasliquid reactions. If used for a liquid-liquid reaction, the arrangement involves vertically
stacked compartments, each of which is mechanically agitated. In either case, the flow
is countercurrent, with the less dense fluid entering at the bottom, and the more dense
fluid at the top. In the case of a gas-liquid reaction without mechanical agitation, both
interphase contact and separation occur under the influence of gravity. In a liquid-liquid
reaction, mechanical agitation greatly enhances the contact of the two phases. We consider here primarily the case of gas-liquid reactions.
As its name implies, a tower reactor typically has a height-to-diameter (h/D) ratio considerably greater than 1. Types of tower or column reactors (the words tower
and column may be used interchangeably) go by descriptive names, each of which
indicates a particular feature, such as the means of creating gas-liquid contact or the
way in which one phase is introduced or distributed. The flow pattern for one phase
or for both phases may be close to ideal (PF or BMF), or may be highly nonideal.
In the quantitative development in Section 24.4 below, we assume the flow to be
ideal, but more elaborate models are available for nonideal flow (Chapter 19; see
also KaStanek et al., 1993, Chapter 5). Examples of types of tower reactors are illustrated schematically in Figure 24.1, and are discussed more fully below. An important
consideration for the efficiency of gas-liquid contact is whether one phase (gas or
liquid) is dispersed in the other as a continuous phase, or whether both phases are
continuous. This is related to, and may be determined by, features of the overall reaction kinetics, such as rate-determining characteristics of mass transfer and intrinsic
reaction.

(1) Packed tower. A packed tower (Figure 24.l(a)) contains solid shapes such as ceramic rings or saddles to ensure appropriate flow and mixing of the fluids. The
flow is usually countercurrent, with the less dense fluid entering at the bottom of
the tower. Both phases are considered to be continuous and ideally in PF. Gasliquid interfacial area is enhanced by contact of gas rising through the void space
between particles of packing with a liquid film flowing down over the packing
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Figure 24.1 Types of tower or column reactors for gas-liquid reactions: (a) packed tower; (b)

plate tower; (c) spray tower; (d) falling-film tower; (e) bubble column

surface. The packing may be arranged in (vertical) stages to decrease maldistribution of the fluids, or to facilitate adjustment of temperature by heat exchange
between stages. In some cases, the packing consists of catalyst particles, as in a
trickle-bed reactor, in which case the flow may be either cocurrent (downward,
usual situation) or countercurrent.
(2) Plate tower. A plate tower (Figure 24.l(b)) contains, for example, bubble-cap or
sieve plates at intervals along its height. The flow of gas and liquid is countercurrent, and liquid may be assumed to be distributed uniformly radially on each
plate. On each plate or tray, gas is dispersed within the continuous liquid phase.
The gas-liquid interfacial area is relatively large, and the gas-liquid contact time
is typically greater than that in a packed tower.
(3) Spray tower. A spray tower (Figure 24.l(c)) is an “empty” vessel with liquid
sprayed (as in a “shower”) from the top as droplets to contact an upward-flowing
gas stream. The liquid phase is dispersed within the continuous gas phase, and
ideal flow for each phase is PF. The gas-liquid interfacial area is relatively large,
but the contact time is small.
(4) Falling-Jilm column. A falling-film column (Figure 24.l(d)) is also an “empty”
vessel, with liquid, introduced at the top, flowing down the wall as a film to contact an upward-flowing gas stream. Ideal flow for each phase is PF. Since neither
liquid nor gas is dispersed, the interfacial area developed is relatively small, and
gas-liquid contact is relatively inefficient. This type is used primarily in the experimental determination of mass transfer characteristics, since the interfacial area
is well defined.
(5) Bubble column. A bubble column (Figure 24.l(e)) is also an “empty” vessel with
gas bubbles, developed in a sparger (see below) rising through a downwardflowing liquid stream. The gas phase is dispersed, and the liquid phase is continuous; the assumed ideal flow pattern is PF for the gas and BMF for the liquid.
Performance as a reactor may be affected by the relative difficulty of controlling axial and radial mixing. As in the case of a packed tower, it may also be
used for catalytic systems, with solid catalyst particles suspended in the liquid
phase.
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+L
(a)
(b)
Figure 24.2 Agitated tank reactors for gas-liquid reactions: (a) single-stage;
(b) two-(or multi-) stage

24.2.2 Tank Reactors
Tank reactors usually employ mechanical agitation to bring about more intimate contact of the phases, with one phase being dispersed in the other as the continuous phase.
The gas phase may be introduced through a “sparger” located at the bottom of the tank;
this is a circular ring of closed-end pipe provided with a number of holes along its length
allowing multiple entry points for the gas.
Tank reactors are well suited for a reaction requiring a large liquid holdup or a long
liquid-phase residence time. The operation may be continuous with respect to both
phases, or it may be semicontinuous (batch with respect to the liquid). The simplest
flow pattern for each phase is BMF. The reactor may be single-stage or multistage
(Figure 24.2), and the flow for the latter may be cocurrent or countercurrent. In the
case of a liquid-liquid reaction, each stage typically consists of a mixer (with agitation,
for reaction) and a settler (without agitation, for separation by gravity).
Tank reactors equipped with agitators (stirrers, impellers, turbines, etc.) are used extensively for gas-liquid reactions, both in the traditional chemical process industries
and in biotechnology. They are also used for three-phase gas-liquid-solid reactions, in
which the solid phase may be catalyst particles; in this case, they are usually referred
to as “slurry” reactors. In comparison with nonagitated tank reactors equipped only
with spargers, mechanically agitated tank reactors have the advantage of providing a
greater interfacial area for more efficient mass transfer. This reduces the likelihood of
mass transfer limitations for a process, an advantage particularly for a viscous system.
Adjustment of the stirrer rate can influence the rate of mass transfer. The enhanced
mixing also ensures a nearly uniform temperature within the vessel, an advantage for
processing temperature-sensitive materials, and for control of product yield and selectivity in complex systems. A major disadvantage is the cost of the energy required for
agitation. Furthermore, since the mass transfer characteristics are related to agitation
characteristics (e.g., stirrer rate), there are difficulties of scale-up. Thus, pilot plant studies are often necessary to obtain a basis for design of a full-scale reactor. For biological
systems, shear sensitivity of the cells or enzyme may limit the range of stirrer rates that
can be used.

24.3

CHOICE OF TOWER OR TANK REACTOR
The choice between a tower-type and a tank-type reactor for a fluid-fluid reaction is
determined in part by the kinetics of the reaction. As described by the two-film model
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Table 24.1 Typical values of gas-liquid interfacial area (ai and ui)

for various types of vessels
Characteristic
Ui(ld me3)
a;(m2 me3)
v&R

paZJrl%!~
-1000
-100
-0.1

-200

-180
-0.9

-20
-20
-0.98

for gas-liquid reactions (Section 9.2) the rate of the overall process is influenced by
relative rates of mass transfer and of intrinsic reaction. The two extremes (see Figure 9.9), for a nonvolatile liquid-phase reactant, are virtually instantaneous reaction
in the liquid-film, which is controlled by interphase mass transfer (equation 9.2-22)
and “very slow” reaction, which is controlled by reaction itself in the bulk liquid (equation 9.2-18 without the mass transfer contribution). The former is facilitated by a large
interfacial area; for the latter, the extent of interfacial area is relatively unimportant.
Table 24.1 gives typical values of gas-liquid interfacial area for various reactor types.
In Table 24.1,
aj interfacial area based on unit volume of liquid phase, m2 mP3 (liquid)
ai interfacial area based on unit volume of vessel (occupied by fluids),
m2 me3 (vessel)
The two quantities ai and LZ~ are related by
uf = (V,lV,)a, = (1 - Eg)Ui

(24.3-1)

where V, = volume of liquid in the vessel, V, = volume of reactor (vessel) occupied
by fluid, and eg is the gas holdup, m3 gas (m3 reactor)-r.
Values of the ratio V,lV, given in Table 24.1 emphasize that most of the volume in a
tower reactor (apart from a bubble column, data for which would be similar to a spargerequipped tank) is occupied by the gas phase, and conversely for a tank reactor. This
means that ai >> ui in a tower and ui = u: in a tank. For mass transfer-controlled situations, ui is the more important quantity, and is much greater in a tower. For reactioncontrolled situations, in which neither ai nor ui is important, a sparger-equipped tank
reactor, the cheapest arrangement, is sufficient.

24.4 TOWER REACTORS
24.4.1 Packed-Tower Reactors
We consider the problem of determining the height, h, of a tower (i.e., of the packing
in the tower) and its diameter, D, for a reaction of the model type:
A(g) + bB(Q + products

(9.2-1)

in which A transfers from the gas phase to react with nonvolatile B in the liquid phase.
The height h is determined by means of appropriate material balances or forms of the
continuity equation. The tower may be treated as a physical continuum, and the material balance done over a control volume of differential height dh. A flow diagram
indicating notation and control volume is shown in Figure 24.3.
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For simplification, we make the following assumptions:
(1) The gas and liquid flow rates are constant throughout the column; that is, the
transfer of material from one phase to the other does not affect the rate of flow
of either phase (the “dilute-system” assumption). This assumption is not always
applicable; in hydrogenation reactions, much of the gas may be consumed by
reaction.
(2) Each phase is in PF.
(3) T is constant.
(4) P is constant.
(5) The operation is at steady state.
(6) The two-film model is applicable (Section 9.2).
In Figure 24.3, the other symbols are interpreted as follows:
G = total molar mass flow rate of gas, mol mm2 s-l
L = total liquid volumetric flow rate, m3 rnp2 s-l
(both G and L are related to unit cross-sectional area A, of
the unpacked column)
cA = liquid-phase concentration of A, mol me3
cn = liquid-phase concentration of B, mol rnp3
yA = mole fraction of A in gas
pA = partial pressure of A in gas = yAP
Note that h is measured from the top of the column.
In a typical situation, as illustrated in Figure 24.3, the composition and flow rate of
each feed stream (gas at the bottom and liquid at the top) are specified, directly or
indirectly; this enables evaluation of the quantities pA,in, c*,~~, ~n,~~, L, and G. The unknown quantities to be determined, in addition to h (or V, the packed volume), are
PA,our and CA,out. The determination involves use of the rate law developed in Section
9.2 for an appropriate kinetics regime: (1) reaction in bulk liquid only (relatively slow
intrinsic rate of reaction), or (2) in liquid film only (relatively fast reaction), or (3) in
both bulk liquid and liquid film. For case (2) CA = 0 throughout the bulk liquid, and
the equations developed below for the more general case (3), CA # 0, are simplified
accordingly.
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The continuity equations to be solved for the unknown quantities are as follows (with
reference to the control volume in Figure 24.3):
Continuity equation for A in the gas phase (PF):

The second term on the right is the flux of A at the gas-liquid interface, NA(z = 0).
Thus, the continuity equation may be written as
(yA + dy,)GA, = y*GA, + NA(z = O)alA,dh

(24.4-1)

which becomes, with YA = pAIP,
-G dP,- = NA(z = o)ui
P dh

(24.4-2)

An example of the form of NA(z = 0) is equation 9.2-45.
Continuity equation for A in the bulk Liquidphase (PF):
For A in the bulk liquid, with reference to the control volume in Figure 24.3, in which
the input of A is at the bottom,
(~~~~).(‘““~~~3=ih~~~~)+~~~~~~)
The second term on the left is the flux of A at the fictitious liquid film-bulk liquid interface, NA (z = 1). That is,
(CA

+ dcA)LA, + NA(z = l)aiA,dh = cALAc + (-rA)i,t(ai/ai)A,dh (24.4-3)

where (- rA)&, in mol m-3 (liquid) s-l, is the intrinsic rate of reaction of A in the liquid
phase, as given by a rate law for a homogeneous reaction. Equation 24.4-3 becomes
I

/

L$$ = (-rA)int(ai/ai) - NA(z = 1)ai

(24.4-4)

I

I

An example of the form of NA(z = 1) is equation 9.2-45a.
Continuity equation for B in the bulk liquid phase (PF):
With reference to the control volume in Figure 24.3, in which the input of B is at the
top,

That is, since the rate of diffusion of B in the liquid film is Nn = -bN, for counterdiffusion,
cBLAc = (cB + dc,)LA, + b(-rA)&ailai)A,dh

- bN,(z = l)aiA,dh

(24.4-5)
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or
-L% = b[(-r*)inr(u;lui) - N*(z = l)u;] = bL%
That is,

d‘% _- bdc,
-dh

(24.4-6)

dh

which is in accordance with the overall stoichiometry. The two continuity equations for
the liquid phase are thus not independent relations; either one, but not both, may be
chosen for convenience.
Correlations for parameters involved in equations 24.4-2 and -4, such as l g, kAu, and
ai, are given by Froment and Bischoff (1990, pp. 610-613).
The continuity equations 24.4-2 and -4 are developed for the case of reaction in
both liquid film and bulk liquid (0.1 < Ha < 3, say). In the case of reaction in liquid
film only (Ha > 3, say), the equations simplify, since cA = 0 in the bulk liquid, and
equation 24.4-4 does not apply; an example of NA(z = 0) = (-T-J is given by equation
9.2-48; NA(z = 1) + 0. In the case of reaction in bulk liquid only (Ha < 0.1, say),
N*(z = 0) = N*(z = 1) = (-T*); an example is given by equation 9.2-18.
Overall material balance around column:

A further (independent) material balance around the entire column enables a relation to be established between, for example, pA,out and cA,OUt.
l

For A: rate of moles entering in gas + rate of moles entering in liquid = rate of
moles leaving in gas + rate of moles leaving in liquid + rate of moles lost by reaction:
A,:!-'A,~~ +AcLc~,in = Ac;PA,our + AcLcA,out

+ A, “,A”

which can be written
'(PA,in - P~,out) + L(CA,in - 'A,ou~)

“rA” = P

l

where “,A” is the total rate of consumption of A (in liquid film and bulk liquid) over
the entire column.
Similarly, for B:
“rB”

= L(cB,in - cB,out)

= b“rA”

(24.4-8)

Combining 24.4-7 and -8, we obtain

g(PA,in

-

P‘QW)

= b 5,
B,ln - 'B,out) ' L(CA,out -

CA,in)

(24.4-9)

Equation 24.4-9 may also be transformed to relate PA, cn, and CA at any point in
the column either to pA in, cn,our, and CA@ (material balance around the bottom of the
column from the point in question) or to pA,our, cAin, and cn,jn (around the top of the
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column). Thus, around the top,

;(P* - P*,m) = ;cc,.i. - CB) + L(c, - C‘QJ
and around the bottom,

+ai. - PA) = fpB - CB,Od + e4,0ut - cd
Determination of the tower diameter D depends on what is specified for the system.
Thus, the cross-sectional area is

(24.4-10)
where qg , usg, and Fts are the volumetric flow rate, superficial linear velocity, and molar
flow rate of gas, respectively, and qe is the volumetric flow rate of liquid. The gas flow
rate quantities are further interrelated by an equation of state. Thus, for an ideal gas,
qg = F,,RTIP

(24.4-11)

Another aspect of the process design is the relative rates of flow of gas and liquid, G
and L, respectively. This is considered in the following example.

If, for the situation depicted in Figure 24.3, the partial pressure of A in the gas phase is to be
reduced from PA,in to PA, ,,Uf at a specified gas flow rate G and total pressure P, what is the
minimum liquid flow rate, Lmi,, in terms of G, P, and the partial pressures/concentrations
of A and B? Assume that there is no A in the liquid feed.
SOLUTION

The criterion for L -+ Lmin is that cn,,,, + 0. That is, there is just enough input of B to
react with A to lower its partial pressure to pA,our and to allow for an outlet liquid-phase
concentration of CA, OUt. From equation 24.4-9, with cgFout = cA,in = 0 and L = Lmin’
L = WPA,in
nun

- PAW)

(24.4-12)

Forreacfrbn zh tie &quid&m onl& c,, oUz = Lj and equartrbn 24 4 22reduces to
L

=
mm

bG(PA,in

-

PA,w)

(24.4-13)

Then,
L = ffL,in

(~ > 1)

(24.4-14)
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To establish (Y (i.e., L), it is necessary to take flooding and wetting of packing into account
(see Zenz, 1972).

24.4.2 Bubble-Column Reactors
In a bubble-column reactor for a gas-liquid reaction, Figure 24.l(e), gas enters the bottom of the vessel, is dispersed as bubbles, and flows upward, countercurrent to the flow
of liquid. We assume the gas bubbles are in PF and the liquid is in BMF, although nonideal flow models (Chapter 19) may be used as required. The fluids are not mechanically
agitated. The design of the reactor for a specified performance requires, among other
things, determination of the height and diameter.
24.4.2.1 Continuity Equations for Bubble-Column Reactors
Continuity equation for A in the gas phase (PF):

Equation 24.4-2 again represents the continuity equation for A in the gas phase,
which is in PF.

G dp, = N*(z = o>a;
--

(24.4-2)

P dh

Continuity equation for A in the bulk liquid phase (BMF):
The continuity equation for A in the liquid phase, corresponding to the development
of equation 24.4-3, is

CA,inqd + d

I

0

V

NA(z = 1)dV =

CA,outqC + (1 - Eg)(-rAhntV

(24.4-15)

The integral on the left side of equation 24.4-15 is required, since, although cA( = cGour)
is constant throughout the bulk liquid from top to bottom (BMF for liquid), PA
decreases continuously from bottom to top. These quantities are both included in
NA(z = 1) (see Example 24-2, below).
Overall material balance around column:

The overall material balance around the column is the same as that for a packed
tower, equation 24.4-9:

;(PA.in - PA,out) = ;b3,in - %,our) + L(CA,out - CA,in)

24.4.2.2 Correlations

for

Design

Parameters

for

Bubble-Column

(24.4-9)

Reactors

Before we can apply the continuity or design equations for bubble-column reactors
developed in Section 24.4.2.1, we must have the means of determining values of the
parameters involved. These include gas holdup, l g, mass transfer coefficients, k,, and
kAs, and gas-liquid interfacial area, ai or ui. For most of these, we take advantage of a
review by Shah et al. (1982) although the choice among several possibilities given there
in each case is somewhat arbitrary. As realized from problem 24-6, the correlation used
can have a significant effect on the design or operating conditions. It may be necessary
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to consult the literature to obtain a specific correlation appropriate to the system under
consideration.
Gas holdup, eg:

For a nonelectrolyte liquid phase, the correlation of Hikita et al. (1980) is
Eg = o.~i2(~i"'i"(~~131(~~(~p"'

where

(24.4-16)

Usg

superficial linear gas velocity, m s-l
g gravitational acceleration, 9.8 1 m sw2
pg, ,ue viscosity of gas, liquid, Pa s
pg, pe density of gas, liquid, kg rnp3
(T interfacial tension, N m-l

Each factor in 24.4-16 is dimensionless, and so consistent units must be used, such as
those given above.
Mass transfer coeficient, kA&

The liquid-film mass transfer coefficient may be given as a correlation for kAo (k, in
general for species i, or often denoted simply by k,.), or for kAeaj, the product of the
mass transfer coefficient and the interfacial area based on vessel volume (often denoted
simply as k,a).
For k,,, the correlation of Calderbank and Moo-Young (1961) for small bubbles is

(24.4-17)
where D, = molecular diffusivity of A in the liquid phase, m2 s-l
With units given above, k,, is in m s-l, as derived from the second factor in 24.4-17; the
third factor is dimensionless.
For k,@i, the correlation of Hikita et al. (1981) is

k,& =

14.9(~j(~T”(~r”““el’“(~i”“”

(24.4-18)

With units given above, k,,aj is in s-l as derived from the factor g/z+ since the other
factors are dimensionless.
Interfacial area, a::
If k,, is to be calculated from kACai, a correlation for u: (or aJ is required, but the
result may be subject to significant error. An expression for a: given by Froment and

Bischoff (1990, p. 637) may be written
ai = 2u,,(p:glm3)1’4

(24.4-19)

With units given above, ai is in m-l (i.e., m2 interfacial area (m3 reactor)-l).
Mass transfer coefjicient,

kAs:

Shah et al. (1982) made no recommendation for the determination of kAg; in particular, no correlation for kAg in a bubble column had been reported up to that time. If the
gas phase is pure reactant A, there is no gas-phase resistance, but it may be significant
for a highly soluble reactant undergoing fast reaction.
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24.4.2.3 Illustrative Example
The use of the design equations in Section 24.4.2.1 with the correlations in Section
24.4.2.2 for the parameters involved is illustrated in the following example.

It is required to determine the height (h) of a bubble-column reactor and the outlet partial pressure of oxygen (A, pA,our ) for the liquid-phase oxidation of o-xylene to
o-methylbenzoic acid; the column diameter (D) is 1 m. The reaction is
3O,(g) + 2C,H,,(~) + 2C,H,O,(4!)

+ 2H,O(e)

or
A(g) + 2B(e) + 2C + 2H 0
3
3
3 =
The production rate of acid is 1.584
and Bischoff (1990, p. 642):

X

(A)

lo4 kg d-l. The following data are given by Froment

The intrinsic liquid-phase rate of reaction is pseudo-first-order with respect to 0, (A):
(-rB)inr = kBcA = (40 min-‘)c, = b(-r,&

fB = 0.16
HA = 1.266 x lo4 kPa L mol-’
DA, = 1.444 X lop9 m2 s-l
pe = 750 g L-l
pe = 2.3 X 10V4 kg m-l s-‘; pg = 2.48
CT = 1.65 X lop2 N m-l

X

10e5 kg m-l s-i

The gas feed is 25% excess air for the extent of reaction specified (fn = 0.16) at 1.38
MPa and 160°C. Assume negligible gas-phase resistance.
SOLUTION
From the stoichiometry of reaction (A) and the specified fractional conversion, fn, the
molar feed rate of xylene (B, MB = 106.2 g mol-‘) is obtained from the molar rate of
production, Fc, of acid (C, M, = 136.2 g mol-‘):
FB,in =

FC
fB

1.584 x 104(1000)
=

~36(3600)24(O.J(j)

=

-1
8’425 mol ’

The volumetric liquid feed rate of xylene is
4c - FB;BMB - 8.425(106.2)
750

= 1.193 L s-l

and the liquid mass flow rate is
L - 4e - 1.193 x 1w3 = 1 51
r(l)=/4
.
AC

x 10-3 m s-1
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The molar feed rate of O2 (A), 25% in excess of the requirement for reaction (A), is obtained from FBo, fn and the stoichiometry:
FGin = 1.25(3/2)fnFn,, = 2.53 mol s-l

The volumetric gas feed rate of air (assumed to be 21% 0,) is
2.53(8.314)433
0.21(1380)

FAinRT

qg=ep=

= 3l 42 L spl
*

and the gas mass flow rate is
G =

FA,in

_

0.21A,

2.53
0.21~(1)~/4

= 15 3 mol me2 s-l
*

The superficial linear velocity of the gas is
qg _ 31.42 x 1r3 = oo4 m s-1
% = ITc r(1)2/4
The gas density is
p&?

PMlN _

= RT

1380[0.79(28) + 0.21(32)]
8.314(433)

= 11.05 kg mP3

The liquid-phase mass transfer coefficient is calculated from 24.4-18:

I

2.3 x 1O-4
x 750(1.444 x 10-9)

I

-0.604

= 0.0883 s-l

From equation 24.4-19,
a!I = 2~,,g”~(p~la)~‘~ = 2(0.04)(9.81)1’4(750/1.65 x 10-2)3’4 = 441 m-l
k,, = (k,,a$a~ = 0.0883/441 = 2.00 X 10V4 m s-l
From equation 24.4- 16,

= 0.672
= 0.152

0.040(2.3 x 10-4) os78
1.65 x 1O-2
I
I
I
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From equation 9.2-40,
Ha = (kADAe)“2/kAe = [1(1.444

X

10-9)]1’2/2.00

X

lop4 = 0.190

Now, the design equations may be set up and solved. From 24.4-2,
PAW
h=gJ

I

I pAln

dP,

(9

N*(z = 0)

where
= 0.21(1380)

PA,in

= 290kPa

and NA(z = 0) is obtained from equation 9.2-45, with l/k,, + 0 and cAb = cA,our:
NA(z = 0) =

kAtHa

-PA

CA, out

-

tanh (Ha) [ HA

cash (Ha)

1

From equation 24.4-15, with cA,in = 0, V = A,h, and qe = LA,,
h

ai

I0

NA(Z

= 1)dh = CA,,,& + (1 - Eg)(-rA)inth

where NA(z = 1) is obtained from
as noted above:
NA(z = 1) =

eqUatiOU

(ii)

9.2-45a, with changes relating to kAg and cAb

kA&J

PA

tanh (Ha) HA cash (Ha) - CA,out

1

and
1
3
(-rA)int = -(-rB)jnr = -(do min-‘)cq,,, = (1 s-l)cA,OUt
2
b
From equation 24.4-9, with cA,jn = 0

g(PA,in

- P~,out)

= d(cB,in

- CB,out)

’ CA,out

(iii)

Also, h, V, and D are related by
V = A,h = (rD2/4)h

(iv)

The four unknown quantities in equations (i) to (iv) are pA,out, cA,,,t, h, and V.
since the flUX NA k given h terms of PA, the integral on the left side of equation (ii)
must be recast in terms of PA. From equation (i) (or 24.4-2),
dh = GdpA/NA(Z = O)@
and, hence, on substitution for dh in the integral in equation (ii),
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I

0

h

NA(z = 1)dh = 5
1

PAmA N*(z = 1)
IPA,jn

NA(z

= O)

dpA

I

G
=-

PAer PA - HAcA,~~~ cash (Ha)

a:P I PA,in

PA cash (Ha) - HACA,~~~

dpA

dP,

This integral can be solved analytically, if we make the substitution
(Y = PA cash (Ha) - HAcA,~~~
so that
da = cosh(Ha)dp,
and

In terms of a, on substitution for pA and dp,,
NA(z = 1)dh = G

“c~~~$~’ - HA cash (HakA,,,t
ff

ai I

G
= a:P[cosh

(Ha)12 I I
G

= a:P[cosh

(Ha)12 I

da

+ HACA,OU~

da
cash (Ha)

[I $ - [cash (Ha)12 I$]]

a + HcA,,,,[l - [cash (Ha)12] lncr

On substituting back for ff in terms of pA and evaluating the integral over the
to pA,out, we obtain
NA(z = 1)dh =

limits

G
pA,out co& (Ha) - pA,in cash (Ha)
a;P[cosh (Ha)12
+ HACA,our

[ 1 - [cash (Ha)]*] In

PA,out coshtHa) - HACA,out

I P,+ co& (Ha) - HACA,~~~

pA,jn

I) 09

The result (B) is substituted into equation (ii) to convert it into an algebraic equation.
Similarly, although much simpler, the integral in equation (i) can be solved analytically
on substitution for NA(z = 0). The result is

L

h = GHA tanh(Ha) ln pA,in - H~c,Jcosh(Ha)
a:PkAeHa
pAout - HACA,~J cash (Ha)

1

m

The E-Z Solve software is now used to solve simultaneously (file ex24-2.msp) the four
equations (i), replaced by (C), ( ii), with (B) introduced, (iii), and (iv) to determine the four
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quantities:
PA@ = 57.8 kPa;

cA,out = 1.038 mol mP3;

h = 2.86 m;

V = 2.25 m3

As an alternative to the use of the software, an iterative procedure may be used in the
following stepwise manner:
(1) Choose a value of cA OUt.
(2) Calculate pA,out from (iii).
(3) Calculate h from equation (C), in place of (i).
(4) Calculate cAout from (ii), with equation (B) introduced.
(5) Repeat steps (2) to (4) until CA@ satisfies a convergence criterion.
(6) Calculate V from (iv).

24.5 TANK REACTORS
For a tank reactor (Figure 24.2) the ideal flow pattern is BMF for each phase (gas and
liquid). Important considerations are the dispersion of gas bubbles within the liquid
phase, and the agitator power required for this. The h/D ratio is usually about 1, but
this is exceeded if the stages in a multistage arrangement are stacked vertically. Gas
is usually fed to the reactor below the agitator through a distributor which may be a
perforated plate or pipe ring (sparger). Such a distributor can produce relatively small
bubbles for a greater interfacial area. The type of agitator also can affect bubble size,
and, thus, mass transfer characteristics. The most common types are rotating flat paddle
mixers, with straight or inclined blades, and a turbine, with several flat blades attached to
a disc (turbine). The diameter of the blades is usually about 35% of the vessel diameter
(D). Several vertical baffles, each with a width of up to 10% of D, are attached to the
wall of the vessel around its circumference.
We proceed in the rest of this section, as in Section 24.4.2, by developing the requisite continuity equations, giving correlations from the literature for the parameters
involved, and finally, repeating Example 24-2 for a tank reactor.
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Continuity Equations for Tank Reactors
Continuity equation for A in the gas phase (BMF):

Since the gas phase is in BMF, the continuity equation corresponding to 24.4-1, and
based on the entire vessel of volume V = A,h = (rD2/4)h, is
YA,~,GA, = YA,~~~GA,

+ NA(Z = O)ajA,h

(24.5-1)

Or, with YA = PA/P,

%bA.in

- P~,out) = NA(~ = o>aih

Continuity equation for A in the bulk liquid phase (BMF):
Since the liquid phase is in BMF, the continuity equation for A in the bulk liquid
phase is similar to equation 24.4-15, except that the integration in the second term on
the left is unnecessary because both PA and CA in the expression for NA are constant
(PA = PA,out, and CA = cA,our). Thus, we have

CA,inqe+

a;NA(z = llv = CA,our%+

t1 - Eg)(-rA)inrV

(24.5-3) 1
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Overall material balance around tank:

The overall material balance around the tank is again given by equation 24.4-9:

g (PA,in - PA,out)

24.52

= ~(sin - CB,our) + L(CA,our

- CA,in)

(24.4-9)

Correlations for Design Parameters for Tank Reactors
In addition to the parameters involved in a bubble-column reactor, that is, l g, ai or af,
and mass transfer coefficients, the required power input, P,, is a design parameter for
an agitated tank.
Power input, P,:

Michell and Miller (1962) proposed the following correlation for PI (in kW):
Pr = 0.34n~~p(P,,~impdi3,,lq,)m

(24.5-4)

Pr, power input without gas flow, kW
nb,imp number of impeller blades
hnp rate of rotation of impeller, Hz
dimp diameter of impeller, m
m 0.45 for normal coalescing fluids
0.33 for ionic solutions which suppress coalescence

In equation 24.5-4, qg is in m3 s-l.
Interfacial area, ai:

The correlation of Calderbank (1958) for a: is

(24.5-5)
where ubr is the rise velocity of a bubble through a quiescent liquid (equation 23.3-2).
Mass transfer coeficient, k,, ai:

The correlations of Meister et al. (1979) for k,, af for one and two impellers per stage,
respectively, are:
k,,af = 0.0291(P,lV,)“so1~~~

(1 impeller)

(24.5-6)

k,,a; = 0.0193(P,/V,)“‘707u;~

(2 impellers)

(24.5-7)

With P, in kW, V, in m3, and uSg in mm s-l, k,,ai has units of s-l.
Chandrasekharan and Calderbank (1981) proposed the following correlation, which
shows a much stronger inverse dependence on vessel diameter:
kAea; = 0.0248(P,lV,)“.55q;55D-4~5

(24.5-8)

It was shown to be accurate to within 7.5% over a range of vessel diameters.
Gas holdup, eg:

The correlations of Hassan and Robinson (1977) for gas holdup, l
electrolyte and electrolyte liquid phases are:

l g=0.11(q,&Ja)0~57

(nonelectrolyte)

Eg = 0.21(qgri~~,/a)o~44

(electrolyte)

g, for both non-

(24.5-9)
(24.5-10)
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These two correlations were based on laboratory-scale and pilot-plant-scale reactors
(D < 1 m), and do not take into account vessel and impeller geometry.
An earlier correlation for .zg was developed by Calderbank (1958) for coalescing liquids under turbulent agitation.
The use of the design equations in Section 24.5.1 with these correlations for the parameters involved is illustrated in the following example.

Repeat Example 24-2 for the xylene (B) oxidation reaction carried out in an agitated tank
reactor (instead of a bubble-column reactor). Use the data given in Example 24-2 as required, but assume the diameter D is unknown. Additional data are: the power input without any gas flow is 8.5 kW; the impeller rotates at 2.5 Hz; the height and diameter of
the tank are the same (h = 0); the impeller diameter is D/3, and the impeller contains
6 blades; assume ubr = 1.25~~~. In addition to the vessel dimensions for the conversion
specified (fn = 0.16), determme the power input to the agitator (P,).
SOLUTION

v
0“O-v

The solution is complicated by the fact that many of the parameters in the design equations
depend on the vessel dimensions (h or D or V). In addition to the design equations, we give
expressions for these parameters in terms of D. The result is a set of nonlinear algebraic
equations to be solved for the unknown quantities, including D. We solve these by means
of the E-Z Solve software (file ex24-3.msp).
The three design equations, with h = D, V = n-D2h14 = 0.7854 D3, and cA,in = 0,
may be written as:
(i) (from 24.52)
U;NA(Z = 1)0.7854D3 = cA,,,,qe + (1 - c,)(-r,),,0.7854
&in

D3

(ii) (from 24.53)
(iii) (from 24.4-9)

- PA,out) = $(UB.in - CB,out) + CA,out

In these equations, the unknown quantities are pAout, cA,out, and D. The flux of A into the
liquid film, NA(z = 0), is obtained from equation 9.2-45 for the special case of no gas-film
ma% transfer resistance (k,& + large), and with cAb = CA@ and PA = PA,&
CA,out

NA(z = 0) =

cash (Ha)

1

69

(from 9.2-45, negligible gas-film resistance)
Similarly, the flux of A from the liquid film to the bulk liquid, NA(z =
equation 9.2-45a:
NA(z = 1) =

kAYa

PA,out

tanh (Ha) HA cash (Ha) - CGout

(from 9.2-45a,

negligible gas-film resistance)

l), is obtained from

1
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The intrinsic rate of reaction in the bulk liquid, (-Y.&, from Example 24-2, is, with
cA = CA,our:

(-rA)int

3
2

= (-r~)lb

= 440

min-l)cA,out

(i.e., kA = 1 s-t> (vi)

= (1 s-l)cA,out

Quantities that carry over from Example 24-2 without change are:

CB,in -

fB = 0.16; b = 2/3; P = 1380 kPa; T = 433 K
HA = 1.266 X lo4 kPa L mol-’
DA = 1.444 X 10e9 m2 s-l
pe = 75OgL-‘;p, = 11.05kgmP3
u = 1.65 X 10e2 Nm-’
qe = 1.193 L s-‘;qg = 31.42 L s-l
cB,out = 1130 mO1 me3 (from fB, Fs,in, and q[)
PA,+ = 290 kPa; FA,in = 2.53 mO1 s-l

In addition,
Eg = 0. ll(qgri&,l(r)o~57 = 0. 11[(31.42/1000)2.52/0.016]o~57

= 0.45

(from 24.5-9)

The following quantities depend on D:
L(D) = qelA, = (1.193/1000)l(~/4)D2

= 1.519 X 10P3/D2 m s-l

(vii)

= 15.34/D2 mol m-2

(viii)

G(D) = FGi,/0.21A, = 2.53/0.21(~/4)D2
uJD> = q,lA, = 31.42

X

S-I

10e3/(1r/4)D2 = 0.0400/D2 m s-l

P,(D) = 0.34n~~~p(Pr,rii,,di3,p/4g)

04’ = 0.34(6)“2[8.5(2.5)(D3/27)/(31.42

x

10-3)]o.45

= 3.62 D’.35 kW

(x) (from 24.5-4)

l

(xi) (from 24.3-1)

V,(D) = (1 -

g)V = (1 - 0.55)0.7854 D3 = 0.432 D3 m3

[ 1
[ 1

P,(D) ‘.*”
k,&(D) = 0.0291 ~
[1000u,,(D)]“~248
Ve CD)
P,(D) ‘.*‘*
= 0.1616 [u,,(D)]~.~~~ s-l
Ve CD)

(xii) (from 24.5-6)

a;(D) = 22.8[G]O.a(27$)02 = 22.8[$$~4(&5)os[$]02

[ 1

P,(D) o.4
= 900 ve(D)
m2 m -3 (vessel)
k&D) = [kAta@)]/a~(D)

(xiii) (from 24.5-5)

m s-t

Ha(D) = (kAftf1’2 = [1(1.4yA>t-9)]1’2

(xiv)
= 3.8 x

10-5,kA,(D)

(xv) (from 9.2-40)

Equations (i) to (xv) are a set of nonlinear algebrain anll**GnnO cnt.**;nn ,~+~a”, n-*-n
tions simultaneously by means of the E-Z Solve SClftware (file ex24-3.msp) gives the
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following

results:
D = h = 1.60m
PI = 6.72 IN

PA& = 57.8 kPa
CA,out = 1.03 mol mP3
u s&T = 0.0155 m s-l
L = 5.9 X lop4 m3 mP2 s-l
ai = 1530ms-’

Ha = 0.349
G = 595molm-2s-’
k,,a; = 0:167 s-l
V, = 1.78 m3

k,, = 1.088 x 1o-4 m

S

-1

In addition, we calculate dimp = 013 = 0.54 m, and V = nD2h14 = 3.2 m3.
Experience with the software prompts the following comments. The fact that a large
number of parameters and variables are coupled (through D) poses two problems for
solution of the equations:

v
0“O-v

(1) Convergence may not occur to a unique solution, or may be slow (requires many
iterations).
(2) The “converged” solution may not be realistic in terms of realistic values of the
parameters and variables involved.
To address the first problem, reasonable initial estimates of certain quantities are provided. By default, E-Z Solve initially sets all values to one. Instead, we use other values
for the following:
kAl = 1 x 1o-4
ai = 1000

D=2
PGout = 100

L = 1 x 1o-3

u SR = 0.01

Furthermore, the lower bound for each quantity is set to zero, except for three quantities for which the following (more restrictive) lower and upper bounds are specified:
0 < Ha < 15
kAe > 1 x lo+

0.1 < D < 10
If the maximum number of allowable iterations is reached, the software provides
“intermediate” values of all quantities calculated. These intermediate values are used
as initial estimates to continue the solution. However, if any one of Ha, kAe, or D is at
the upper or lower boundary specified above, values of k,,, D, ai, PA&, L, and ufg are
all reset to their initial values as listed above; for the other quantities, the intermediate
values are used. This latter procedure is also used to check a solution that has apparently
converged with any one of the three quantities at a boundary.

24.6

TRICKLE-BED

REACTOR:

THREE-PHASE

REACTIONS

A trickle-bed reactor is a three-phase (gas + liquid + solid) reactor in which the solid
is a fixed bed of particles catalyzing a gas-liquid reaction:
A(g) + bB(e) CBt(S!products
The limiting reactant is usually B, which may be volatile or nonvolatile.

(24.6-1)
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The flow of gas and liquid is usually cocurrent down the bed. Ideally, the relative
flows and properties of the gas and liquid phases are such that liquid completely wets
the surface of the solid particles as a thin film in its downward flow (trickle flow). The
gas moves down through the interparticle void space in the bed. Trickle flow is achieved
at relatively low flow rates of gas and liquid (but as high as feasible for this purpose).
If the flow rates are higher, less desirable flow behavior occurs, such as spraying, slugging, foaming, pulsing, or bubbling, the type depending on the relative flow rates and
properties of the fluids. Uncertainty in the ability to predict the flow pattern on scale-up
contributes to the difficulty of design for this type of reactor.
Trickle-bed reactors are used in catalytic hydrotreating (reaction with Hz) of petroleum fractions to remove sulfur (hydrodesulfurization), nitrogen (hydrodenitrogenation), and metals (hydrodemetallization), as well as in catalytic hydrocracking of
petroleum fractions, and other catalytic hydrogenation and oxidation processes. An
example of the first is the reaction in which a sulfur compound is represented by dibenzothiophene (Ring and Missen, 1989) and a molybdate catalyst, based, for example,
on cobalt molybdate, is used:

The design of a trickle-bed reactor requires combination of appropriate hydrodynamic models for the gas and liquid phases with mass transfer characteristics of the
reactants, heat transfer characteristics, and a kinetics model for the intrinsic reaction
rate on the catalyst surface (mostly interior pore surface). The simplest hydrodynamic
models used are PF for the gas and DPF for the liquid. Mass transfer characteristics
must allow for the transfer of A(g) from the bulk gas to the bulk liquid, thence to the
exterior surface of the solid particles, and eventually to the interior pore structure. If
B(e) is nonvolatile, corresponding mass transfer characteristics must allow for transfer
of B from bulk liquid to the interior pore structure. Heat transfer characteristics for
nonisothermal operation may have to allow for significant axial and radial temperature
gradients, and vaporization of liquid. The intrinsic kinetics may involve a rate law of
the Langmuir-Hinshelwood type (Chapter 8) or a simpler power-law form. In principle, these are all taken into account in continuity equations written for A in the gas
and liquid phases, and for B in the liquid phase, and in energy equations to obtain,
for example, axial concentration profiles for A and B in the reactor, and axial and radial T profiles. The various models contain a large number of parameters, such as mass
and heat transfer coefficients, liquid holdup, axial dispersion, interfacial area, extent of
wetting, effectiveness factor and effective thermal conductivity. Uncertainty in values
of these obtained from various correlations, where available, contributes further to the
difficulty of designing a trickle-bed reactor. It is beyond our scope here, although this
is an important type of reactor.

24.7

PROBLEMS FOR CHAPTER 24
24-1 For a gas-liquid reaction, under what main condition would a relatively large liquid holdup
be required in a reactor, and what type of reactor would be used? Explain briefly.
24-2 Consider the removal of CO2 from a gas stream by treatment with an aqueous solution of
monoethanolamine (MEA) in a countercurrent-flow, packed tower operating at 25°C and 10
bar. The reaction is
C02(A) + 2RNH2(B) --f RNH&OO- + RNH2+
Calculate the required height of the tower (m), based on an assessment of the appropriate
kinetics regime (for possible simplification), and on the following information:
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cB,in 2.0 mol L-'
y&in 2 mol %; yGout = 3 x lom3 mol %

G (assume constant) 3 X 10e3 mol cm-2 s-l
L (assume constant) 5 Lmin cm3 cm-2 s-l
DAM 1.4 X 10e5 cm’ SC'; DB~ = 0.77 X 10e5 cm2
kAe 0.02 cm SW1
kA,U~ 8 X 10m6 mol cmm3 bar-’ s-l
a! 140 m2 mm3 (tower)

s-l

kA 7.5 X IO3 LmOl-’ S-l
HA 3 X lo4 bar cm3 mol-’

24-3 Consider a packed tower for the absorption of A from a gas containing inert material (in
addition to A) by aliquid containing B (nonvolatile) under continuous, steady-state conditions.
Absorption is accompanied by the instantaneous reaction A(g) + bB(Q + products. Assume
the overall process is liquid-film controlled.
(a) Show, by means of a material balance on B, that under certain conditions (state the assumptions made), the height of packing required is given by

(b) Show that if the enhancement factor, E, is relatively large, the equation in part (a) becomes

(c)

Calculate the height h for the following:
cB,in = 1500 lllO1 Kle3; yA,in = 0.08; YA,~~~ -=c yA,jn; b = 2; G = 150 mol mm2 s-i,
kBe = 5 X low5 m s-‘; L = 2 Lmin; and ai = 100 m2 mP3 (packing).

24-4 A carrier gas at 20 bar contains HzS(A) which is to be absorbed at 20°C by an aqueous solution of monoethanolamine (MEA, B), with a concentration cn in a packed column. Assume
reaction is instantaneous and can be represented by
H2S + RNH2 + HS- + RNH;,
where R = HOCHzCH2.
kAeai
k,p,!
DAM
Dee
HA

The following data are available (Danckwerts, 1970):

0.030 S-’
6 X 10m5 mol cme3 s-l bar -’
1.5 X 10m5 cm2 se1
1.0 X 10m5 cm2 s-l

0.115 bar L mol-’

Complete the following table, with reference to three points in the column:

Top

Intermed.
point

cB/mol L-’

0.002
0.295

0.02
0.25

c&,&m01 L-’
“kinetics regime”

?
?

?
?

0.10
?
?

E

?

?

?

PAb=

Bottom
0.08
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v
07O-v
v
7O-v
V
7O-v
8

v
07O.v

24-6

24-7

24-8
24-9
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Confirm (by material balances) that the sets of (PA, cn) are mutually consistent. What is the
ratio LIL,i,?
Consider determining the height (h/m) of a packed column for carrying out a gas-liquid reaction [A(g) + bB(Q + products] in which the reaction is fast, irreversible, and second-order.
The gas phase is not pure A. The approximate solution of the material-balance equation, given
by equations 9.2-50 to -54, provides an expression for the enhancement factor E in the rate
equation (-rA) = kAecAiE (9.2-26a). This equation also involves C.&i, which is not known a
priori. Construct an algorithm (i.e., a stepwise procedure) that enables determination of the
height of the column by an iterative solution for (- r,&) at each of several points in the column.
Clearly state the assumptions involved and list the information that would be required.
The results in Example 24-2 depend on values of parameters calculated from the correlations used. In particular, the value of Ha, which determines the kinetics regime to use for the
two-film model, depends on the value of kAe. Example 24-2 is solved on the basis that reaction occurs in both liquid film and bulk liquid, although the value of Ha (0.136) indicates a
borderline situation with reaction in bulk liquid only.
(a) Repeat Example 24-2 assuming reaction occurs in bulk liquid only.
(b) Repeat Example 24-2 using equation 24.4-17 to estimate kAe, and assuming reaction occurs in liquid film only, if Ha > 3. Comment on the result in comparison with that in
Example 24-2.
The comments in problem 24-6 apply also to Example 24-3.
(a) Repeat Example 24-3 assuming reaction occurs in bulk liquid only.
(b) Consider Example 24-3 assuming reaction occurs in liquid film only.
Repeat Example 24-3 using P = 3500 kPa. What are the advantages/disadvantages of operating at this higher pressure?
In Example 24-2, explore the sensitivity of results obtained to (a) vessel diameter, D, and (b)
rate of production of the acid product.

Appendix

A.1

A

COMMON CONVERSION FACTORS FOR NON-S1
TO SI UNITS’
Quantity

To convert from

length

To
m

t
ft2
ft3
gal WV
gal (IMP)
barrel
atm
psi
mm Hg (Ton)
BTU
BTU h-i
HP
lb ft-3
CP
“R
OF
lb
ton (short)
ton (long)

area
volume

pressure
energy
power
density
viscosity
temperature
mass

m

z:

m3
$
Pa
Pa
Pa
J
W
W
kg m-3
Pas
K
K
kg
kg
kg

UNITS

Multiply by
0.3048
lo-‘0
0.09290
0.0283 17
0.003785
0.004545
0.1590
101325
6894.8
133.32
1055.1
0.29307
745.7
16.018
0.001
519
multiply by 519, add 255.37
0.45359
907.18
1016

‘Perry et al. (1984).

A.2

VALUES OF PHYSICOCHEMICAL CONSTANTS
Symbol

Name

Value

NAV

speed of light
base of natural logarithms
Planck constant
Boltzmann
constant
Avogadro number

R

gas Constant =

2.9979 x lo8 m s-i
2.71828
6 626 x 1O-34 J s
1’3807 x 1O-23 J K-’
6’022 x 1O23 mol-’
813145 J mol-’ K-l
or Pa m3 mol-‘K-l

c
ii
ks

kBNA,
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A.3 STANDARD SI PREFIXES
Prefix

gka

mega
kilo
deci
centi
milli
micro

Multiplier
G
M
k
d
c
m
El.
n

109
106
103
IO-’
10-2
10-3
lo-6
10-9
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C
Answers to Selected
Problems

CHAPTER 1
1 - 2 (a) 4 . 0 2 L mol-’ h-l
(b) 0.0195 mol L-l h-l

(4 no
1-4 (a) C = 4; R = 5; permissible set:
NHdC104 + 5C12 + 3Nz0 = 4HCl+ 7NOCl
NH&lo‘, + Clz + NzO = 2Hz0 + 3NOCl
Clz + 2Nz0 = Nz + 2NOCl
4NOCl = O2 + 2C12 + 2N20
8NOCl = 2C102 + 3C12 + 4Nz0
(components here are: N&Clod, Clz, NzO, NOCl)

(b) C = 3 ; R = 3 ; permissible set:

2C0 = CO2 + C(gr)

Zn(g) = Zn(2)
CO + Zn(g) = ZnO(s) + C(gr)
(components here are: C(gr), CO, Zn(g))
(f) C = 4 ; R = 2 ; permissible set:
SClO, + 2H30+ = 3ClO; + Cl2 + 3Hz0
SClO, + 8H30+ = 6C102 + Cl;! + 12H20
1-6 (a)
(b)
(c)
1-8 (a)
(b)

(components here are: Cloy, HxO+, Cl,, HlO)

8.26 X 10e6 mol g-l s-l
1.503 X 10m7 mol m-* s-l
9.05 x 10-3 s-l
2.81 X lo-lo mol mm3 s-l
2810 mol s-l

(c) 1.01 mol person-’ h-l
(d) 4.22 X 10w10 mol mm3 s-l; 1.41 X lo-lo mol mm3 s-l
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CHAPTER 2
2-2 (a) t = 7 = 10 min
(b) T = 0.5 min
i = 0.306 min
t < r, since r (calculated at inlet conditions) does not take into account acceleration
of fluid (because of increase in T and in F,) at outlet conditions; fis calculated based
on outlet conditions
2-4 (i) increase in Ft or 4 from inlet to outlet (T, P constant)
(ii) increase in T from inlet to outlet (F,, P constant)
(iii) decrease in P from inlet to outlet (T, Ft constant)
2-6 2.42 X 10m4 mol L-l s-l
2-8 as a check, izt = ltro - fnnBo
2-10 if CO and CO2 are chosen as noncomponents, as a check, n, = n,, + 2 Anco + 2 Ancoz;
there are 2 independent stoichiometric variables, and not just 1

CHAPTER 3
3-2 20 kPa
3-4 equation 3.4-13 reduces to 0 = 0; equation 3.4-8 with n = 2 can be used with kA replaced
by kJ, = (cB,lc~,)kA; linear test as in Figure 3-4 can be used if CA0 known
3-6 59000 J mol-l
3-9 (a) ln(cA/cB) = ln(c&/c&,) + &A0 - CBo)kAt
(b) 8.31 X lo-’ L mol-l s-l
3-11 (b) 2; (c) k = 0.055 L mol-’ min-’

CHAPTER 4
4-2 hypothesis is closely followed, with kA = 4.4 X 10m4 s-r
4-5 first order; kA = 1.24 X low4 s-l
4-7 first order; kB = 3.6 X 10m3 s-l
4-10 A = 2.6 X lo6 L mol-’ s-l; EA = 6.2 X lo4 J mol-’ (values obtained by nonlinear regression)
4-11 n = 1.5; A = 4.70 X 1Ol2 Lo.’ mol-0,5 s-r; Ea = 8.38 X lo4 J mol-‘; kA(25) = 9.49 X 10m3
and kA(35) = 28.5 X 10m3, both in same units as A
4-12 (a) k,+, = ~A/(RT)~; e.g., 10.08 X 1O-4 at 377 K
(b) A = 3030 L2 mole2 s-l; EA = -3610 J mol-’
(c) A, = 2.09 X 10e5 kPaW2 s-r; Ea, = -12150 J mol-l (values in (b) and (c) obtained
by nonlinear regression; for comparison, values obtained by linear regression, in
same order and units as above: 3200, -3360; 2.10 X 10e5, -12100)
(d) 8.74 kJ mol-l versus 9.78 kJ mole1 from equation 4.2-11, with 2’ = T (average)
@I (cl
4-15 (a) first order with respect to each reactant; k = 0.0786 L mol-r s-l; rates determined
by backward differencing and correlated to average CA over each interval
(b) order as in (a), with k = 0.0813 L mol-r s-r (results from (b) represent data better)
4-18 (a) The plot of (storage time))’ versus T-r can be interpreted as linear
(b) 153,000 J mole1 (nonlinear regression); 121,000 J mol-’ (linear regression)
4-20 (a) 2NH4HC0s = (NH4)2C03 + COz + Hz0
(NH&CO3 = 2NH3 + CO2 + Hz0
(b) (-IA) = (1.68 X 10-4/Lmol-1 s-‘)c”,
(-rg) = (3.16 X 10m4/L mol-r s-‘)cg

CHAPTER 5
5-2 kf = 0.350 h-‘; k, = 0.150 h-’
5-4 i;‘, ~k~400 mm01 min-‘; (ii) 0.477; (iii) 1.008
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(c) 0.480;0.060;0.060
(d) (i) 0.600 mmol (g cat)-l mint; 0.288
5-6 (a) 3.00 X 10m4, 7.00 X 10d4 s-l; (b) 1.96,2.80 mol L-l
5-8 (a) 0.0191,0.00638 mint
(b) 0.100,0.040 mol L-l

(c) 0.016 mol L-l; (d) 0.070 mol L-l
5-10 (a) [ln(2 - kz/kl)]l(kt - kz); (kzlkl) < 2
(b) l/k1 = l/k2
(d) (i) 0.2558,0.0774; (ii) 1,0.3679; (iii) 2.558,0.7743

(e) both increase
5-11 (a) 0.20,l.lO mol L-r
(b) 2.96 X 10m3, 4.89 X 1O-3 L mol-’ s-l
5-13 (a) 0.12 min-‘; (b) 0.016 L mol-’ min-’

(c) 1.25 mol L-l; (d) 0.5 mol L-’
5-15 (b) at t = 0, P = PA = 46.4 kPa
at t = 3600, in order, 7.7,21.4,19.4,34.6 kPa
at t = ~0, in order, 27.0,23.2,38.8 kPa
(c) 4.99 x 10-4s-’
5-17 kI = 7.47 X 10d4 s-l; kz = 3.36 X 10m4 s-t (authors’values)

CHAPTER 6
6-2 (a) 26.5% ; (b) 75.5%
6-4 (a) 104kUni = 2.47,3.25,4.50,5.54,6.29,6.90 s-l
(b) yes; k, = 8.33 x 10m4 s-l; kl = 0.294 L mol-’ s-l; k-l/k2 = 353 L mol-’
6-7 (a) 34; (b) AS”z > 0 consistent with break-up of ring structure; (c) 266
6-9 (a) (i) -148; (ii) 75; (b) AS“? < -45 (“expected” result for m = 2) consistent with like-

lihood that the transition state has a highly organized ring-like structure of relatively
low entropy
(c) <l, since ASot (calculated) < AS”t (“expected”)

CHAPTER 7
7-2 3klk2c&/(k-1c02
+ kzco,); SSH applied to 0.
7-4 %o, = 2k2KIc;oco2
EA = EA2 + AH,“(-)
Ea < 0, if EA2(+) < IAH:]
7-6 (a) (i)
Cz&O = CH4 + CO
(ii)

CzH40 L C2H30’ + H*

(1)

(iii)

C2H30* 2 CHf + CO

(2)

C2H40 + CHf 2 CzH30* + C&

(3)

CzH30* A termination products

(4)

(iv)

(b) rco = (klkzk3/2k4)1’zcc,H,o
(c) 224 kJ mol-’
7-8 (a) CH! and CHsCO*
(b) step 1: chain initiation

assumptions: SSH, kl ==x 2k3; yes (agrees)

steps 2 and 3: chain transfer
steps 4 and 5: chain propagation
step 6: chain termination
(c) rcb = k4(kl/k6)1’zc3’2
CH&HO
7-10 (-rqHs) = ikl[l + (1 + 4k3k4/klkg)1’2]cGH6
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7-11 ‘%H
rCH4

= ; kl [l + (1 + 4k3 k,$/kl k5)ln] CC2H6
4 = 2klcGHg

other choices of (2) species can be made;
(-w& = rc2.H4 + ;rCH.,
7-l3 (a) n = 1; k = 4.4 X 10m5 m312 mol-‘I2 s-l

CHAPTER 8
8-1 1; 0.11 L mol-’ s-l
8-6 rp = kobspBlpAjKkFP=P kKB/KA; inhibition by reactant A
ARAB
8-8 (a) Q = (~+KAPA+KBw+KPPP)~
(W

Q =

koamlp;;

kobs =

KddK;

strong inhibition by product P
8-12 ka = 188 s-r; D, = 6.8 X 10m5 cm2 s-l; I$ = 0.49,0.94; 77 = 0.93,0.78
8-l3 T-/ = f&&-f)
4 = R(kAID,)ln
8-14 (a) d2$ldz? - 42 = 0
4 = L(kAIDeckr)ln
(b) 4(4, z) = 1 - C#J~Z + @‘z”
(4 17 = 1
(d) C#J = 2l” = 1.414

(e) for 4 1 21’2 and 0 5 z 5 2l”/$, $ = 1 - 2’“+z f i42z2
for 4 2 21n and 2l”/4 5 z I 1, Ic, = 0
for f#~ 2 2l”, q(particle) = 21’2/4
8-16 0.16; 0.10
8-18 (d) comparable; (ignore); 1; ll(kAlkAg + 1); q,kAcAg
8-19 (a) ~194 kJ mol-’
(b) yes; T >a 450°C; -65 kJ mol-’ (by nonlinear regression)
(c) (i) 6.2 X lops; (ii) 2.23 X low6
8-22 4

CHAPTER 9
9-1
9-2
9-3
9-5
9-7
9-9
9-12
9-16

see Table 9.1
see Table 9.1
s e e Table 9.1
1.3 bar
(a) tl (ash-layer control) = 17.4 min; tr (reaction control) = 15.2 min
0-9 tr (ash-layer control) = 69.6 min; tl (reaction control) = 30.4 min
(4 0.07 m min-r
( a ) increases
(b) (i) increases; (ii) cAg
(a) Ei -+ 00 (E of no use in this case; see 9-16(d) below
0-9 (i) and (ii) Ei + 1, which corresponds to physical absorption of A without reaction
(b) (i) (-rA) = ++-- (ii) w
G$&
KG+&
(4 reaction plane is at gas-liquid interface; by increasing cn ; (- r~) = kAgpA

9-17 (a) for + > 5, say (relatively large), E + I,/I, and E =
09 E = 62.0 = II,
(c) (i) E + Ha as Ei + CC (Ha > 5, say)
(ii) E + Ei as Ha + ~0

CHAPTER 10
10-1 2.25 X 104; A, fnzo2 the same in each case
10-3 vm, = 0.216 pmol L-’ s-l; Km = 0.0184 mmol L-l (from nonlinear regression)
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10-6 0.20 mmol L-’ h-l; 0.20 mmol L-l; 20 h-l
10-9 (a) both intercept [(l + c~IK~)lV,,,J and slope [K,(l + c~/&)lV,,,~~)] increase
(b) both intercept [(l + CIIK~)IV~,] and slope [K,(l + cdK$Vmax] increase

lo-11 (a) (i) 45;595
(ii) 32.4, 365
(b) (ii) 34.5 g L-’

CHAPTER 11
11-2 1270 mols-l
11-5 0.695;892 K
11-6 437 K

CHAPTER 12
12-2 (a) 33 s;(b)0.46
12-4 73 s
12-6 1420 min

12-8 (a) (i) 43 min; (ii) 91 min
12-10 5.0 m3
12-12 (a) 4130 molh-l
(b) 6058 mol h-l; tc = 1.9 h
12-15 0.13 min

CHAPTER 13
13-10 4.1 h
13-12 (b) 11.3min

CHAPTER 14
14-2 1.43 and 1.00 mol L-’

14-4 2860L
14-6 (a) 0.25; (b) 26.3 L h-l; (c) 7.5; (d) 12.0 s; (e) 13.7 s; (f) fis based on outlet flow rate
which is less than feed rate (decrease in moles)
14-8 3.75 L min-l; 135 min

14-10 (a) 400K;0.80;(b)318.5
K
14-12 813K(T, = 536K)
14-14 0.731
14-16 (a) 103 L,(b)208 L
14-18 144L
14-20 (a) in series, order immaterial
(b) in series, smaller vessel first
14-22 134 L min-’

CHAPTER 15
15-3
15-4
15-6
15-8

(a) 4.12 m3;(b)0.97;4.02 m3
(b) 0.686
23.3 m3
(a) 1.34 m3; (b)164 m

15-10 1170 L

15-12 (a) 2.42 L,(b)3.6 L s-';(c)7.2 L
15-14 0.16 s
15-16 (a)0.235;(b)0.219;(~)0.363;(d)0.289
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CHAPTER 16
16-2 0.76 (LFR); 0.80 (PFR); 0.61 (CSTR)
16-3 0.698 (LFR); 0.90 (PFR and CSTR)

CHAPTER 17
400 L (PFR)
5.0 L (CSTR or PFR)
(a) 4.6 m3; (b) 1.1m3
(a) 1.24,0.81,0.4
(b) reduces to equation 17.1-10 for first order
(c) reduces to equation 17.1-11 for second order
17-11 (a) 0.889 (qz/ql = 1.5)
(b) qz/ql = 1.68 (f~ = 0.890; very shallow maximum)
(c) yes;fA = 0.926
17-13 (a) 5; (b)2
17-16 (a) E(B) = 0.26(0 - 1/2)+ (6.419) exp[-(8/9)f3]
17-1
17-3
17-5
17-7
17-9

CHAPTER 18
18-2 6.32 m3 for fA = 0.487 at t = 1.04 h
18-4 (a) 69"C;(b)338 L;(c)6”C
18-7 for E3 > El > E2 and E3 < El < E2,
T opr =

E3

-

E2

18-8 (a) PFR; high CA favors As, small reactor
(b) 1,1.68,0.65 mol L-l; 310 L
18-11 CAN = 0.0064,~~~~ = 0.0122,~~~ = 0.0063 mol L-l
18-13 (a) V(PFR) = 675 L
(b) V(PFR) = 2125 L
18-15 (a) 31°C; lower T favors reaction with lower EA
(b) 0.578; (c)(i) 177 L; (ii) 0.76
18-17 (a) 1090 s;O.517,0.483 mol L-l
(b) (i) 1.9 X lo5 s; 0.729,0.271 mol L-l
(ii) 17 s;O.343,0.657 mol L-l
(c) relative yield as given is favored by lower T, since reaction with lower EA is favored
18-20 (a) catalytic: 6.1 X 10m7 (phenol), 0.0289 (CO& 1.1 X 10m5 (oxygenates), 2.03 X low3
(oligomers) mol L-l
noncatalytic: 8.4 X lo-‘, 1.95 X 10m3, 1.2 X 10e4, 1.9 X 10m3
comment: lowers phenol concentration and raises CO2 (both desirable)
18-22(a)0.373;0.355,0.018;0.952,0.048
(b)0.655;0.548,0.107;0.837,0.163
(c) 0.900; 0.490,0.408; 0.543,0.457
(d) results are independent of CA& T should be as high as feasible to favor AQ (reaction
step with higher EA)
18-25 cl = 0.27, c (MEGX) = 0.35, c (hydroxylidocaine) = 1.88 mmol m-3

CHAPTER 19
19-2 (b) t = 4.02s;t = V/q = 4.03 s
19-3 ii$ ‘E”($ f $ exp(- go)
(b) F(e) = 1 - exp(-$0)
(c)(i)O.576;(ii)O.102
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19-6 (a) 1; (b) 0.2; (c) 0.8 and 0.977
19-8 (a) 12.3 (“open” vessel), 8.1 (“closed” vessel) b y spreadsheet; 11.6, 7.4 b y nonlinear
regression; (b) 0.28
19-10 (a) 43.2 s;(b) 717 s2 (by nonlinear regression)

19-13 (a) 8.06 s; 19.8 s2
(b) 3.3; 9.4 (“open” vessel), 5.3 (“closed” vessel) (all results obtained by nonlinear re-

gression)
19-15 (a) 4.20 s; 3.70 s2 (by trapezoidal rule)
(b) N = 4.76; PeL = 12.52 (“open” vessel), 8.39 (“closed” vessel)
19-17 35.0 s; 48.7 s2; N = 25.2

CHAPTER 20
20-1 (a) 0.807 for each model
(b) 0.0874 (TIS); 0.0879 SFM); 0.0855
20-7 (a)

CBj

= cB,j-1 ffi
N

i l+(m)(k~+k~)1
1

(MMM)
; (b) 0.385,1.570,1.570,1.044

mol L-l

20-9 (a) 256 s; 1771 s2 (by nonlinear regression)
(b) (i) 0.941; (ii) 37; (iii) 0.941

20-12 (a) 0.569; (b) 0.603; 0.480; 0.564
20-14 0.793; SFM is not exact for second-order reaction
20-16 (a) 0.75; (b) 0.75 (same result as in (a), since reaction is first-order); (c) no; SFM gives
incorrect result

CHAPTER 21
21-1 (a) 2.85 s; (b) 1050 kg m-3 (bed); (c) 105000 k g

21-3 0.291 and 0.592

21-6 (a) 852 K (b) 878 K
21-8 6730 kg (using E-Z Solve); 888 K
21-16 use of three stages meets the objective as follows:

Stage

Tin/K

1
2
3

573
509
406

Tout/K fin xco,out
639 0.780 0.0286
516 0.862 0.0179
41.5 0.958 0.0055

CHAPTER 22
22-1 (a) 56.7 m3 y-l; (b) 0.508; (c) 359 h-l; (d) D = 3.7 m; L = 5.3 m; 6.7 kPa
22-3 (a) fa < 1; regardless of i and Ri, a certain fraction of particles is in the reactor for t <
ti(&); yes (subject to law of diminishing returns), since fa increases as fincreases
(b) fa = 1, since all particles are in the reactor for t > tl(Ri)
22-5 (a) 0.37 h; (b) 3700 kg
22-7 (a) (i) 0.889; (ii) 0.75 (iii) 0.90; (b) 10000 kg; same as in feed
22-9 0.927

22-11

0.916

22-14 0.552

CHAPTER 23
23-1 (a) no; du,,&u~ < 0; du,@pf < 0
(b) umf increases as dp or ps increases; du,fldd,, du,,&p, > 0
23-3 (a) 0.14 m s-l; (b) 14 m s-l
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23-5 about 18 kPa (value at mf conditions)
23-8 5150 kg h-l
23-11 2.19 s-$0.926

CHAPTER 24
24-2 3.4 m; show reaction occurs in liquid film only (Ha > 20); show reaction is pseudo-firstorder fast (E + Ha), rather than second-order fast or instantaneous
24-3 (c) 4.4 m
24-4 CB,max = 0.006,0.06,0.24
“kinetics regime”: gas-film control (first two); gas-film + liquid-film resistance (at bottom)
E = cJJ,a, 1.80
24-6 (b) Ha = 5.1; PA& = 58.0 kPa; cA,our = 2.71 X 10e3 mol rnm3; h = 13.5 m; V = 10.6
m3
24-8 D = h = 0.95 m; PA,out = 146 kPa; C.&out = 3.85 mol me3; Ha = 0.229; PI = 5.05 kW

Appendix

D
Use of E-Z Solve for
Equation Solving and
Parameter Estimation
Although there are many numerical problems within this text, they can be classified
into four categories:
1. Those requiring solution of a system of algebraic equations
2. Those requiring solution of a system of differential and algebraic equations
3. Those involving simple parameter estimation, whereby the model equation is
known
4. Those involving complex parameter estimation; that is, the relationship between a
variable and a parameter can only be determined by numerical integration of one
or more than one ordinary differential equation
In this appendix, we illustrate how E-Z Solve may be used for each of these types of
problems. We expand on the basic features of E-Z Solve described in the “Help” and
“Help/tutorial” menus in the software. The file “Appendix.msp” in the E-Z Solve software contains the equations used to solve examples D-l to D-4 which follow. The main
elements of the syntax are also printed within this appendix.

EXAMPLE D-l:

SOLUTION OF COUPLED ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS

Problem Statement
At 700 K, CO,(g) and H,(g) react to form CO(g) and H,O(g), with an equilibrium
constant of 0.11. Initially, a reactor is filled with 1.5 mol of CO,(g) and 1.2 mol of Hz(g),
and then heated to 700 K and a total pressure of 3.2 bar. Find the mole fraction and
partial pressure of each species at equilibrium.

Solution
The reaction may be represented by:
CO2 + H,=CO + H,O
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The governing relationship is that between the equilibrium constant and the equilibrium partial pressures of all species. This may be represented by:
Kp =

PHzOPCO
pCO2 pH2

The partial pressures are functions of the species mole fractions, yi, which are, in turn,
dependent upon the extent of conversion of the reactants. A stoichiometric table may
be used to relate the number of moles of all species at equilibrium, with x representing the moles of H, consumed. The moles of each species can thus be represented as
follows:
nH2 = ‘Hz,0 - x
nco? = ncoz.o - x
na*o

= x

nco = x

These equations, in terms of the single unknown variable x, may be used to solve for
the mole fractions (yi) and partial pressures (pi), according to:
yi = niln,
Pi = Yip

Consequently, this system may be represented by 14 algebraic equations, one for K,,,
one for ny, and four each for ni, yi, and pi. These equations, plus the known values for
Kp’ ‘H2.0 and ‘CO2,. may be entered into the E-Z Solve software and solved for x. The
values of ni, yi, and pi are then calculated based upon the value of x. The E-Z Solve
syntax is listed below.
E-Z

Solve Syntax
ItData
Kp = 0.11
nAo = 1.5
nBo = 1.2
P = 3.2

//equilibrium constant
//initial moles of CO2
//initial moles of H2
l/total pressure, bar

IlEquations
We let x represent the number of moles of H2 (the limiting reactant) consumed during
the process. The moles of each species may thus be related to the number of moles of
H2 consumed, by stoichiometry.
“I
nA=nAo-x
nB=nBo-x
nC=x
nD=x
nt=nA+nB+nC+nD

//moles of CO2 at equilibrium
//moles of H2 at equilibrium
//moles of H20 at equilibrium
//moles of CO at equilibrium
//calculation of total moles in the system

Example D-2: Coupled Differential and Algebraic Equations
yA = nAlnt
yB = nB/nt
yC = nC/nt
yD = nD/nt

//mole fraction of CO2
//mole fraction of H2
//mole fraction of H20
//mole fraction of CO

pA = yA*P
pB = yB*P
pc = yc*p
pD = yD*P

//partial pressure of CO2
//partial pressure of H2
//partial pressure of H20
//partial pressure of CO

Kp = pC*pD/(pA*pB)

//equilibrium expression
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Results
With the equations entered as listed above, press F5 or “solve/sweep” under the solutions menu to solve the equations. The software indicates that x = 0.333. From this, the
following mole fractions and partial pressures are obtained:

Comments on E-Z Solve Syntax
1. Note that algebraic equations can be entered in any order. Furthermore, there

is no need to isolate variables. For example, CA * t = ln(cA/t) is an acceptable
equation which could be solved for either CA or t (depending upon whether CA or
t is specified).
2. The maximum number of unknown variables which can be solved for is 50.
3. Variable names are case-sensitive.
4. Comments may be delimited by a double slash (“I/“), in which case only one set
is required, or by a slash and star, in which case “I*” represents the beginning of
a comment, and “*/” represents the end of a comment. Both forms are illustrated
in the syntax for the example shown above.

EXAMPLE D-2: COUPLED DIFFERENTIAL
AND ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS
Problem Statement
A lo-m3 cylindrical tank, 0.5 m in diameter, is filled with fluid. The valve at the bottom
of the tank is then opened, allowing fluid to drain. The outflow rate, qour, depends upon
the height of fluid in the tank, h, according to
4 out = 0. 501P5 L s-’
Determine the height of fluid in the tank 30 minutes after the valve is opened.
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Solution
A material balance around the fluid in the tank must be performed to examine the
change in fluid volume over time. Since there is no inflow, the change in fluid volume is
entirely due to outflow through the valve. Thus,
dV
dt = 4out
The fluid volume and fluid height are interrelated, so that dVldt may be expressed in
terms of the fluid height, h, as follows:
,rrD2 dh dV
--=4
dt dt

so that
dh
4
-=--=D2 qout
dt
This latter differential equation, coupled ‘with the algebraic expression relating qout to
h, may be solved to determine the fluid height as a function of time. The initial fluid
height is 50.93 m, based upon the specified initial fluid volume and tank diameter. This
serves as the initial condition to be used for the integration. The E-Z Solve syntax is:

E-Z Solve Syntax
l/Data
D = 0.50

//vessel diameter, m
//initial fluid volume, m^3

vo = 10.0
IfDifferential

Equations

h’ = -qout I (PI*D2/4)

//differential equation, equal to dh/dt

IlAlgebraic Equations

qout = O.O0050*SQRT(h)
Vo = PI*D”t/4*ho

//expression for outflow rate, mWs
//calculation of initial fluid height

Results
Press F.5 or “solve/sweep” under the solutions menu to solve the equations. A window
which prompts for entry of initial conditions will appear. Numerical integration of h’
from h = 50.93 m at t = 0 to t = 15 min (900 s) indicates that the fluid height at the
end of the process is 23.5 m.

Comments on E-Z Solve Syntax
1. When solving systems of differential and algebraic equations, you must list the
differential equationsfirst.

If a variable is first referred to in an algebraic equation,

Example D-3: Parameter Estimation with a Known Model Equation
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and then is listed as a variable in a differential equation, an error message will be
returned. Thus, as general practice, list all differential expressions before listing
algebraic expressions.
2. The “prime” notation is used to designate a differential equation. In the equations above, h’ represents dhldt. Note that t is the default independent variable. If
you wish to track a different independent variable (e.g., dhldx), simply write the
expression for h’ as before, and then include a statement to change the variable,
that is,
x=t
//change of independent variable
3. Note the expression for the calculation of the initial height of fluid, h, (immediately following the expression for q,,,). In this expression, we are calculating h,
from V, and D, both of which are specified. However, it is not necessary to rearrange the equation to place h, on the left hand side, and V, and D on the right
side. All that is required is the relationship between the variables, and E-Z Solve
does the rest!
4. Note the use of the function SQRT, and PI for rr. These are two of many standard
and engineering functions within E-Z Solve. For a complete listing, check under
the Help menu.

EXAMPLE D-3: PARAMETER ESTIMATION WITH A KNOWN
MODEL EQUATION
Problem Statement
Experiments were conducted to assess the effect of temperature on the pressure of a
fixed quantity of gas kept in a 2.0-L vessel. Assuming that the ideal gas law is valid,
determine the slope and intercept of the line which arises from the following data:
P/bar
T/K

0.804
293

0.856
313

0.910
333

0.965
353

Solution
According to the ideal gas law, the pressure of a gas is directly proportional to the absolute temperature, that is, P = (nRIV)T. This linear relationship can be represented
by P = mT + b, where m is the slope, equal to (nRIV), and b is the intercept of the line,
which is zero in the absence of any imprecision in the data. The slope and intercept
may thus be determined by linear regression of the four datapoints versus the model
equation P = mT + b.
In E-Z Solve, a separate equation entry is required for each data pair. The software
then determines the values of m and b which minimize the sum of squared residuals
(SSR). The E-Z Solve syntax is shown below.

E-Z Solve Syntax
l/Data
Pl= 0.804
P2 = 0.856
P3 = 0.910
P4 = 0.965

//pressure, 1st measurement,
//2nd measurement, bar
//3rd measurement, bar
//4th measurement, bar

bar
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Tl
T2
T3
T4

=
=
=
=

293
313
333
353

//temperature, 1st measurement, K
//2nd measurement, K
//3rd measurement, K
114th measurement, K

IlGoverning Relationships
Pl=m*Tl+b
P2=m*T2+b
P3=m*T3+b
P4=m*T4+b

//assuming linear relationship P = mT + b

Results
The optimum values of m and b are 0.002685 and 0.0165, respectively. These parameter
values may then be used to predict the experimental data, to confirm the goodness of
the fit and ensure that the model equation is consistent with the trends in the data. The
following table lists the experimental and predicted values of P at each T.
T /K

P (exp) /bar

P (pred) /bar

293
313
333
353

0.804
0.856
0.910
0.965

0.803
0.857
0.911
0.964

The assumed linear relationship is valid, and the parameter estimates provide excellent
predictions of the experimental results.

Comments on E-Z Solve Syntax
In any regression problem, there are more equations than unknown parameters. In
this instance, there are four equations, representing the four data pairs. The software
then returns the optimum values of parameters in the governing equation(s). The Solutions/Statistics menu can be consulted to determine the squared residual between each
experimental data point and the corresponding predicted value obtained from the parameter estimates.

EXAMPLE D-4: PARAMETER ESTIMATION WITH AN UNKNOWN MODEL EQUATION
Problem Statement
In a batch-reactor study of the kinetics of a liquid phase reaction A + products, the
following data were obtained:
t /rnin

c* /mm01 L-l

0
4
8
12 16 20
7.5 5.8 4.6 3.8 3.1 2.6

Estimate the reaction rate constant, kA, and reaction order, it in the rate law ( -rA) =
kAcx.
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Solution
The material balance for a batch reactor may be used to develop a differential equation
which may be solved for the c*(t) profile (see equation 3.4-1):
-$f = (-rA) = kAcL

(4

Although equation (A) can be integrated analytically (resulting in equations 3.4-9 and
3.4-10) for the sake of illustration we presume that we must integrate equation (A)
numerically. For a given kA and II, numerical integration of Equation (A) provides a
predicted c*(t) profile which may be compared against the experimental data. Values
of kA and n are adjusted until the sum of squared residuals between the experimental
and predicted concentrations is minimized.

E-Z Solve Syntax
//Data

cAo = 7.5
cA1 = 5.8
cA2 = 4.6
cA3 = 3.8
cA4 = 3.1
cA5 = 2.6
t1= 4
t2 = 8
t3 = I2
t4 = 16
t5 = 20

//initial concentration, mmol/L
//concentration at 4 min, mmol/L
//concentration at 8 min, mmol/L
//concentration at 12 min, mmol/L
//concentration at 16 min, mmol/L
//concentration at 20 min, mmol/L
//first time point, min
//second time point, min
//third time point, min
//fourth time point, min
//fifth time point, min

//Equations

I* We make use of the user-defined function rkint, a Runge-Kutta integrator, to return
function values at the specified values tl, t2, t3, t4, and t5. The unknown parameters kA
and n are passed to the rkint function, and they are passed from within the rkint function
to a second user-defined function f-ruteeq, which contains the kinetics expression. The
form of f-ruteeq is as follows:
function frateeq(t,cA,kA,n,c)
f = - kA*cA^n
return f
end
The variable “f” within f-rateeq
“I

//kA, n, and c are unknown parameters

is simply dcA/dt.

//Model Equations

cA1 = rkint(cAo, tl, kA,
cA2 = rkint(cAo, t2, kA,
cA3 = rkint(cAo, t3, kA,
cA4 = rkint(cAo, t4, kA,
cA5 = rkint(cAo, t5, kA,

n, 0)
n, 0)
n, 0)
n, 0)
n, 0)
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The rkint function integrates the differential equation in f-ruteeq from cAo at t = 0 to
cAi at t = ti. The value of cAi is then compared with the experimental value of CA; values
of kA and n are adjusted until the sum of squared residuals between the predicted and
experimental concentrations is minimized.
“I

Results
The parameter estimation can be started by pressing “F5”, or by clicking on “solve/sweep”
under the solutions menu. With any regression, it is important to set reasonable lower
and upper bounds for the parameters. Furthermore, convergence can be accelerated
if reasonable initial guesses for the parameters are chosen. For the current problem, a
lower bound of zero was chosen for both kA and n. The upper bound on n was set to
5, and the initial guesses were 0.25 and 1 for kA and IZ, respectively. Using these initial
conditions, the optimum values for kA and n were 0.027 and 1.457. These values were
subsequently used to predict the experimental data, to confirm the goodness of fit. The
following table lists the experimental and predicted values of CA at each t.
t/min

CA (exp) /mm01 L-l

CA (pred) /mmot L-l

0
4
8
12
16
20

7.5
5.8
4.6
3.8
3.1
2.6

7.5
5.81
4.62
3.75
3.11
2.61

The results indicate that the model equation and parameters are appropriate.

Comments on E-Z Solve Syntax
1. The rkint and fxzteeq functions must be used for cases in which an analytical solution to the governing equation is not available. rkint is a standalone Runge-Kutta
integration routine which may be imported and used for other problems of this
type. The function f-ruteeq contains the expression to be integrated; it may be
edited as required for the problem at hand. The form of f-ruteeq is shown in the
E-Z Solve Syntax, above.
2. User-defined functions such as rkint and f-ruteeq can be accessed by clicking on
“user-defined functions” under the equations menu. Once within this window,
functions can be imported and edited as required. User-defined functions are specific to a particular file. Thus, they must be imported into each problem file where
they are used.

Nomenclature1

LATIN LETTERS
a
ai

a!
aj
ski
aq

A
4
A;

A
Ai
A
A
b

B
C
CE
CEO
Ci
c(t)
40)
C;
40
CT
CO
CP

C
c
cd
CO
CP
C(t)
(30)
CAN

ratio of down-time to reaction time in BR, tdlt
interfacial area, m2 mm3 (liquid)
interfacial area, m2 mm3 (vessel)
exponent in rate law for reaction j
subscript to element k in molecular formula of species i
aqueous (phase)
pre-exponential factor in Arrhenius equation, (mole1 m3)n-1 s-l, equation 3.1-8; area, m2
pre-exponential factor corresponding to kip, equation 4.2-12
pre-exponential factor corresponding to k,!,, equation 4.2-10
reacting species; molecular species
molecular formula of species i; pre-exponential factor with respect to species i
system formula matrix with entries ski
unit-matrix form of A
stochiometric coefficient (+); bubble region of fluidized bed
reacting species; molecular species
cloud region of fluidized bed
(free) enzyme concentration, mol L-l
total enzyme concentration, mol L-l
volume concentration (molarity) of species i, mol L-l equation 2.2-7 or 2.3-7
nonnormalized tracer response (at vessel outlet)
initial concentration of pulse tracer in vessel, m,lV
number density of molecules of species i, mm3
concentration of species i at inlet to recycle reactor, equation 1.5.3-3, mol L-l
(fictitious) liquid-phase concentration in equation 9.2-12, mol L-l
inlet concentration of step-change tracer
specific heat capacity at constant pressure, J kg-l K-l
reacting species
number of components = rank (A)
drag coefficient, dimensionless
c.&ca,, equation 8.3-12a
molar heat capacity at constant pressure, J mol-’ K-l
normalized pulse tracer response (at vessel outlet), s-l, equation 19.3-4
normalized pulse tracer reponse (at vessel outlet), equation 19.3-9 or 10
C(e), Section 19.4.1.1
1Where typical units are given, other (dimensionally equivalent) units may be used instead (e.g., diffusivity, D,
in cm2 s-l rather than m2 ss’),
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cF(t)
cF(e)

CL
&B
db
dimp
4
di,
4

D
D
D,
DK
DL
&I
Di

;

E

AE
E*
Et
Ei
EA

EAP

Eip

EI
EIS
ES
ESS
E (tX E (0)
EN(t), EN(e)
f

hI
Lr
F
Fd
Fi
Fio
Fioj

Fi’,
Fibj
F(t), F(s”j
FN(e)
g
v
G

AG
AGo
AG’Q
h
H
ti

normalized step-change tracer response (at vessel outlet), equation 19.3-16
normalized step-change tracer response (at vessel outlet), equation 19.3-17
chain length, equation 7.1-2
collision diameter of A and B molecules, m, equation 6.4-3
bubble diameter, m
diameter of impeller, m
particle diameter, m
particle diameter taking shape into account, m, equation 21.3-6
tube diameter, m
reacting species
vessel or bed diameter, m; molecular diffusivity (with species subscript), m2 s-l
particle effective diffusivity, equation 8.5-4, -4d
Knudsen diffusion coefficient, m2 s-l
axial dispersion coefficient, m2 s-l equation 19.4-47
molecular diffusivity, m2 s-l
diffusivity of species i, m2 s-l
base of natural logarithms, 2.71828; emulsion region of fluidized bed
reacting species; enzyme
enhancement factor, equation 9.2-26; energy, potential energy, J; exit-age RTD function, s-l
energy of reaction, J
“necessary” energy, J, equation 6.4-11
energy barrier for reaction, J
energy barrier for energetically neutral reaction, J
energy of activation, J mol-i, equation 3.1-6
energy of activation corresponding to ki,, J mol -I, equation 4.2-11
energy of activation corresponding to k& J mol-‘, equation 4.2-9
enzyme-inhibitor complex
enzyme-inhibitor-substrate ternary complex
enzyme-substrate binary complex
enzyme-substrate ternary complex
exit-age RTD function, s-l, Section 13.3.1
exit-age RTD function for N tanks in series (TIS), equation 19.4-14 or 19.4-30 or -3Oa
friction factor, equation 15.2-11 or 21.3-7; fluidized bed fraction (with subscript), equations 23.3-5
to -9; efficiency (Section 7.3.1)
fractional conversion of species (reactant) i, equation 2.2-3 or 2.3-5 or 14.3-12
fractional conversion of species i at inlet to recycle reactor, equation 15.3-9
fractional conversion of species i at inlet to kth stage in cold-shot cooling, equation 21.5-19
molar rate of flow, mol s-l; cumulative RTD function
drag force, N
molar flow rate of species i , mol s-l
molar feed flow rate of species i, mol s-l
molar flow rate of species i entering stage j in cold-shot cooling, mol s-l
molar flow rate of species i to recycle PFR reactor, equation 15.3-8
portion of total feed rate of species i(Fi,) diverted to stage j in cold-shot cooling
total molar flow rate, mol s-l
cumulative RTD function, Section 13.3.2
cumulative RTD function for N tanks in series (TIS), equation 19.4-36 or -38
gas (phase); gravitational acceleration, 9.807 m sm2
graphite
Gibbs energy, J; mass velocity, kg me2 s-l, equation 21.3-9; molar mass velocity of gas, mol m-*
s-l (Chapter 24)
Gibbs energy of reaction, J
standard Gibbs energy of reaction, J
standard molar Gibbs energy of activation (TST), J mol-l equation 6.5-7
height, m; heat transfer film coefficient, W me2 K-‘; Planck constant, 6.626 X 1O-34 J s
enthalpy, J; holdback, Section 13.3.5
rate of flow of enthalpy (across control surface), J s-l
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Ha
Hi
AH,

AH”
AH;
AHyi
AH;zi
AHYap
AH”t
I
I(t)I I(@
J
k
kai
kzpi
kB
kdi
ke
k,, kr
kH+
ki

k;
k;’
k!”
4,

kit

ki&

kp
‘4p
ks
ko
kow

k overall
kr
kl, k-l
kz, k-z
k3, k-3
K
2
f&c, Kc:
Keq,

Kc,eq. Kp
Ki> Kip
Kip KiL

Ki7
K
K2
K3
e

L
m
riz

see Dimensionless Groups
Henry’s law constant for species i, Pa m3 mall’, equation 9.2-8
enthalpy of reaction for reaction as written, J
standard enthalpy of reaction, J
standard enthalpy of combustion of species i, J mole1
standard enthalpy of formation of species i, J mol-l
standard molar enthalpy of reaction with respect to species i, J mol-’
enthalpy of vaporization, J mol-’
standard molar enthalpy of activation (TST), J mol-’
initiator (species); inhibitor; inert species
moment of inertia; internal-age distribution function
internal-age distribution function, s-l, Section 13.3.4
rotational molecular energy, J
species-independent rate constant; thermal conductivity, W m-i K-’
adsorption rate constant for species i, m s-i
adsorption rate constant in terms of partial pressure, mol mm2 s-l kPa-’
Boltzmann constant, 1.381 X 10ez3 J K-’
desorption rate constant for species i, mol m-2 s-i
effective thermal conductivity, W m-l K-l
rate constant for forward, reverse reaction
hydrogen-ion catalytic rate constant, equation 8.2-3
rate constant with respect to species i
kilai, equation 9.2-17
kicg, equation 9.2.-17a
kicg, equation 9.2-35a
mass transfer coefficient for species i across gas film, mol Pa-l mm2 s-l (equation 9.2-3) or m s-l
(for analog of equation 9.2-3 in terms of ci, equation 8.5-48 or 9.1-11)
mass transfer coefficient for species i across liquid film, m s-l, equations 9.2-6, -7
volumetric mass transfer coefficient for species i, s-l
rate constant defined in equation 4.2-6
rate constant defined in equation 4.2-4
rate constant for surface reaction (SCM, SPM)
rate constant in acid-base catalysis, equation 8.2-3
hydroxyl-ion catalytic rate constant, equation 8.2-3
rate constant in KL model, equation 23.4-5
rate constant for rds (Chapter 10)
forward, reverse rate constants
forward, reverse rate constants
forward, reverse rate constants
ratio of rate constants, kz/kl; equilibrium constant
acid dissociation constant
equilibrium constant for formation of transition state, appropriate units, equation 6.5-3
interchange (“mass transfer”) coefficients, bubble-cloud and cloud-emulsion in Kunii-Levenspiel
tluidized-bed reactor model, s-l, equations 23.3-13 and -14
equilibrium constant, appropriate units
k,i/kdi m3 mol-‘, kapi/kdi, kPa-’
overall mass transfer coefficient for species i based on gas, liquid film, units as for kig, kiL, respectively, equations 9.2-9 and 9.2-10
Michaelis constant (Chapter 10, kmllkl or equation 10.2-17)
ion-product constant of water, equation 8.2-4
k-z/k2 (Chapter 10)
k-j/k3 (Chapter 10)
liquid (phase)
length of unreacted zone (core) in SCM, m
length, depth of bed, m; mass velocity of liquid, m3 m-2 s-l; Laplace transform operator
mass, kg; molecular mass, kg; molecularity (TST)
rate of flow of mass (across control surface), kg s-l
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mo

m0j
M

M
Mk
Mill
MLJ
12
nb,imp
nc
Izi
nimp

nMo
no
4

N

NA

NA(Z = 0)
NA(Z = 1)
NAY
N*
Nt
N

P

P
Pi
PT
P

P
AP
PeL
PI
p,

Pr(i)
f’(R)
4
d
90
4b
?
c?

Ql

rai
rc
rdi
rf7

rr
ri
rip

R

Re, Re’

amount of pulse (tracer), kg
portion of total feed (&,) entering stage j in cold-shot cooling, kg s-r
molar mass (with subscript), kg mol-l; number of elements
molecular species (in elementary reaction); monomer; mixing point (of streams); tracer
kth moment about the mean (of a distribution); equation 13.3-15
reaction number for species i and nth-order reaction, equation 4.3-4, dimensionless
CA0 + cBO, equation 8.3-3a
order of reaction; quantity defined by equation 5.3-12
number of impeller blades
number of measured (discrete) responses c(t)
amount (number of moles) of species i, mol; number of surface fragments from dissociation of
species i, equation 8.4-23
rate of rotation of impeller, Hz
amount of tracer M in pulse, mol
amount of pulse (tracer), mol
total number of moles
number of molecules, tanks, stages, species or substances; surface sites rnw2
molar flux of A mol me2 s-r
molar flux of A’at particle exterior surface or at gas-liquid interface, mol mm2 s-l
molar flux of A from liquid film to bulk liquid, mol mm2 s-l
Avogadro number, 6.022 X le3 mol -r
number of species in gas phase
rate of transport (flux) of species i, mol m-2 s-r
number of tubes
protonic charge (as an element)
steric factor (SCT)
partial pressure of species i, Pa, equation 4.2-1
vapor pressure of species i, Pa; (fictitious) partial pressure in equation 9.2-11
pressure, Pa
product (species)
pressure drop, Pa
see Dimensionless Groups
power input, kW
r-mer (polymer)
production rate of species i , mol s-l
particle-size distribution
volumetric flow rate m3 s-l
volumetric amount of (pulse) tracer in vessel at time r
feed flow rate m3 s-l
small volumetric amount (pulse) of tracer entering vessel
partition function (Chapter 6)
rate of heat transfer, W
partition function for transition state
product of partition functions of reactant molecules
species-independent intensive rate of reaction, mol s-l (normalizing factor)-‘; radius, radial position (variable), interatomic distance m; number of monomer units in r-mer; ratio of flow rates;
molar ratio of inert species to limiting reactant (in feed)
rate of adsorption of species i
radius of unreacted core (variable, SCM), m
rate of desorption of species i
rate of forward, reverse reaction
(intensive) rate of formation (+) or consumption (-) of species i; fraction of feed entering ith
stage in cold-shot cooling, equation 21.512
rate of reaction in terms of pressure, Pa s-l, equation 4.2-6
gas constant, 8.3145 J mol-’ K-l; recycle ratio; radius (fixed), m; maximum number of linearly
independent chemical equations
see Dimensionless Groups
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R CB,mox
4
RR fmzm’

s
iP/A

S
S
S ( t - b)
S(t.3 - b)
SC

Sh
^ St’
sP/A

ASot

&I
tc
td
L
to
tT
Q/z
t1
t

T
Toj

AT
u

V
V max
W
Wi
W,

w(t),

w(;
X
xi

Yi
yP/A
Z
GA
ZAB

GREEK LETTERS
a
P

ratio in equation 18.4-16
(extensive) rate of formation (+) or consumption (-) of species i, mol s-l
ratio defined following equation 18.4-13
ratio in equation 18.4-15
Laplace
parameter; stoichiometric number; surface site; solid (phase); slope
instantaneous fractional yield of P with respect to A, equation 5.2-8
substrate; split point (of streams)
entropy, J K-l
unit step function about t = b
unit step function about 0 = b
see Dimensionless Groups
see Dimensionless Groups
space velocity, s-l
overall fractional yield of P with respect to A, equation 5.2-4
standard molar entropy of activation (TST), J mol-l K-’
time; residence time, equation 2.4-9 (PFR), s
age of element of fluid, equation 20-1
cycle time (BR)
down-time (BR)
life expectancy of element of fluid, equation 20-1
time of introduction of pulse or step change (tracer)
beginning (time) of tail region, Figure 19.9
half-life (of reactant), s
time for complete conversion of reacting particle (SCM), s
mean residence time, s, equation 2.3-1 (CSTR)
temperature, K (occasionally “C)
temperature of stream entering stage j in cold-shot cooling, equation 21.5-21
temperature difference in cold-shot cooling defined by equation 21.5-23
linear velocity; molecular velocity, m s-l
absolute rise velocity of bubbles in fluidized bed, equation 23.3-4
bubble rise velocity defined by equation 23.4-17
rise velocity of bubble, equation 23.3-2 or -3, m s-l
superficial linear velocity, m s-l
superficial linear velocity of gas (Chapter 24), m s-l
internal energy, J; overall heat transfer coefficient, W mm2 K-’
standard molar internal energy of activation (TST), J mole1
volume, m3; molar volume, m3 mol-‘; molecular vibrational energy, J
volume, m3
maximum-rate parameter (Chapter lo), equation 10.2-7
wake region of fluidized bed
weight (mass) fraction of species i
mass of r-merlmass of all r-mers
mass (holdup) of catalyst, solid, kg; washout RTD function
washout RTD function, Section 13.3.3
coordinate, distance, axial position (variable), m; (dummy) variable
mole fraction of species i (in a phase), equation 4.2-2 (or equivalent)
mole fraction of species i (gas phase)
yield of P with respect to A, equation 5.2-1
dimensionless distance, length, equation 8.5-9 or 9.2-38; compressibility factor
collision frequency of like molecules, mm3 s-l
collision frequency, molecules of type A with molecules of type B, mm3 s-l

order of reaction with respect to (species indicated by a subscript); volume of wake/volume of
bubble (fluidized bed), equation 23.3-8; quantity defined by equation 21.3-13
order of reaction with respect to (species indicated by a subscript); dimensionless parameter defined by equation 8.5-40; quantity defined by equation 21.3-11
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r
6

order of reaction with respect to (species indicated by a subscript); dimensionless parameter defined by equation 8.539; volume of solids/volume of bubbles (fluidized bed), with subscript for
region, equations 23.3-10 to -12
gamma function, equation 19.4-27
film thickness; film thickness (variable) at position of reaction plane for instantaneous reaction;
(fluidized) bed fraction in bubbles; small change in or amount of
Dirac (delta) function about t = b
Dirac (delta) function about 0 = b
change in
voidage or porosity [m3 (void) mm3 (relevant quantity)]; (molecular) energy, J
gas holdup, m3 gas me3 reactor volume (Chapter 24)
particle effectiveness factor, equation 8.5-5
overall effectiveness factor, equation 8.5-45
dimensionless time, t/t:, fraction of surface sites or surface covered
transmission coefficient (TST) (K = 1); quantity defined by equation 21.3-12
wavelength; (molecular) mean free path; cA/cAi,
equation 9.2-37
viscosity, Pa s or kg m-r s-l; reduced mass, equation 6.4-6
kth moment about the origin (of a distribution), equation 13.3-12
frequency, s-l; stoichiometric coefficient
stoichiometric coefficient of species i
stoichiometric coefficient of species i in chemical equation j
frequency with which transition state is transformed into product(s), s-l, equation 6.5-4
extent of reaction, mol, equation 2.2-5, or 2.3-6, or 5.2-9
3.14159
continued product
density, kg mm3
standard deviation; collision cross-section, m2; interfacial tension, kg SK’ or N m-r
variance, equations 13.3-16,13.3-16a, 13.3-18
continued summation
space time, s, equation 2.3-2; tortuosity
Thiele modulus, e.g., equation 8.5-11,8.5-19
Thiele modulus normalized with respect to shape, equation 8.5-17
Thiele modulus normalized with respect to shape and order, equation 8.5-20
generalized Thiele modulus defined by equation 8.5-22
observable modulus (equation 8.5-25); quantum yield
dimensionless concentration, equation 8.5-8

SUPERSCRIPTS
’
o
l

$
*

quantity per tube (Section 21.5.4.1)
standard state (thermodynamic)
free radical
(relating to) activated complex (in TST)
excited (energy) state

SI JBSCRIPTS
a
adj
am
av

A
b
bi
br

B
B

BR

(of) adsorption
adjusted
apparent
average
(of) species A
(of) bubble, bulk
bimolecular
bubble rise
(of) species B, batch
(of) bed
batch reactor

Subscripts

talc
cat
C
d

D
e

eff
endo
eq
ex
exo
exp

E
f

fl

FP
g
kw
in
init
int
isoth

I
j
k
e
m
max

mf
min

M
nonseg
N
N
0

obs
opt
out
ov
P
pa
proj
P

P
PF
p,
r
re.f
rem
rot
R
s
w
S
S
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coil, core, at core surface, cloud, cross-sectional, cycle, cylinder
calculated
(of) catalyst
(of) species C, (of) cylinder
(of) decomposition, (of) desorption, down (time)
(of) species D
effective, (of) emulsion
effective
endothermic
(at) equilibrium
(at) exit of vessel
exothermic
experimental
(of) enzyme or species E
(of) film, fluid, forward (reaction), of formation
fluidized (bed), (of) fluidizing
flat plate
(in, of) gas (phase)
generated
(of) species i, (of) initiation, (at) interface, interfacial, interstage, instantaneous, dummy index
(at) inlet of vessel
initial, initiation
intrinsic
isothermal
(of) initiator; (of) inhibitor
dummy index
dummy index, moment index (k = 0,1,2, . .)
(in, of) liquid (phase)
mean, molar, melting
maximum
(at) minimum-fluidized/-fluidization
minimum
(of) monomer; of tracer M
nonsegregated (flow)
species N
stage N
feed, at inlet, initial, center-line (velocity), at center of particle
observed
optimal
(at) outlet of vessel
overall
(of) particle, peripheral, (of) propagation
packed (bed), Chapter 23
projected
at constant pressure
(of) product, poison
plug flow (reactor)
(of) r-mer (polymer)
radial (direction), reverse (reaction), (of) r-mer
reference
removal
(of) rotation, rotational
(of) reaction, reacting species, recycled/recycle stream
(at) surface, sphere, superficial
segregated (flow)
(of) substrate
(of) solid, surroundings
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SCT

ST
tr
V
uni
vib
W
X
e

1,2, . . .
cc

simple collision theory
stirred tank (CSTR)
terminal, (of) termination, total, of tube(s), (with respect to dimensional) time
(of) translation, translational
at constant volume; of void space
unimolecular
(of) vibration, vibrational
(of) wake
axial (direction)
(with respect to dimensionless) time
species, stage, step, order 1,2, . . .
(at) infinity or infinite time

OTHER
mean or (single) average of (quantity indicated)
double average
absolute value of x
factorial x
varies as or is proportional to

DIMENSIONLESS GROUPS
Ha
PeL
Re
Re’
SC
Sh

Hatta number, equation 9.2-40 or -54 (see also equation 9.2-55)
Peclet number based on vessel length, uLIDL
vessel Reynolds number, Duplp = DGlp
particle Reynolds number, diuplp
Schmidt number, p/pD, (D, is diffusivity of species transferred)
particle Sherwood number, kigdJD, (D, is diffusivity of species i)

GLOSSARY OF ABBREVIATIONS
BMF
BR
CRE
CSTR
CVD
DEA
DPF
exp
FBCR
gfc
IR
KL
efc
LF
LFR
LH
MEA
MMM
NMR

NQ
PF
PFR
PPmv
PSD
QSSA
rds

backmix flow
batch reactor
chemical reaction engineering
continuous-flow stirred-tank reactor
chemical vapor deposition
diethanolamine
dispersed plug flow
exponential
fixed-bed catalytic reactor
gas-film control
infrared (spectroscopy)
Kunii-Levenspiel
liquid-film
control
laminar flow
laminar-flow reactor
Langmuir-Hinshelwood
monoethanolamine
maximum-mixedness model
nuclear magnetic resonance
normalizing quantity (for intensive rate of reaction)
plug flow
plug-flow reactor
parts per million by volume
particle-size distribution
quasi-steady-state approximation
rate-determining step

Glossary of Abbreviations
RTD
SCM
SCT
SFA
SFM
SPM
SSH
TEA
TF
TIS
TST
URM

residence-time distribution
shrinking-core model
simple collision theory
segregated-flow assumption
segregated-flow model
shrinking-particle model
stationary-state hypothesis
triethanolamine
tubular flow
tanks-in-series (model)
transition state theory
uniform-reaction model
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Ideal reactor models, 21,25,38,317,333,454
Inhibition, 78,79,161,196,269-276

Inhibitor(s), 261,264,270,272,275
Instantaneous reaction (gas-liquid), 244-246,
247,250,252,253,254,255,259,603,620
enhancement factor, 247,251,253,254,258
gas-film control, 245,246,254,255,258,259
liquid-film control, 245,246,254,255,258,259,
620
reaction plane, 244,245,258
Integrated forms of rate laws, 29,51,52,53,54,
57,72,74,76,152-153,190,269
Interfacial area, 573,600,602,603
gas-liquid, 6OO,601,603t,
608,609
(correlation), 615 (correlation)
K
kAg, 195,213,228,231,236,240,258,260,564,

608,609
kAe, 241,608,609,615,621
kAS, rate Constant for intrinSiC

SUrfaCe reaCtiOn,

231,237,260
Kinetics, 2,3,6,14,15. See also Chemical
kinetics; Kinetics scheme(s); Rate constant;
Rate law(s); Rate parameters; Rate of
reaction
abnormal, 187,189,336,350,381,383,386,
404,406,417
Langmuir-Hinshelwood, see LangmuirHinshelwood (LH) kinetics
normal, 189,336,338,350,355,382,383,386,
404,406,417
Kinetics scheme(s), 13,14,21,101. See also
Reaction network(s)
Kirchhoff equation, 445
L
Laminar flow (LF), 25,36,37,38,317,318,
330-331,332,334,393
E, 325,330-331,332,334,393
F, 325,331,332,393
H, I, W, 325,332,334

Laminar-flow reactor(s), 25,36-38,284,318,
393400
comparison with CSTR and PFR, 406-408
E(t), 400,401
fractional conversion and order, 397-399,400t
material balance, 394-395
and SFM, 400
size determination, 397,398399
uses, 393-394
Langmuir adsorption isotherm, 193,215,220,223
Langmuir-Hinshelwood (LH) kinetics, 191,192,
195-197,208,217,219-221,256,259,553
beyond, 197-198
and enzyme kinetics, 263,269,276
Laplace transform:
use in deriving Ed for TIS model, 472-474
use in deriving moments of EN(e), 474-476

Subject Index 667
Le Chatelier’s Principle, 514
L’HBpital’s rule, applications of, 52,62,204,236,
392
Lineweaver-Burk plot, 267,268,275,277,278
Liquid film, 247,250,2.55
Liquid-liquid reaction(s), 599,600,602
M
Macrofluid, 343
Macromixing, 343,454,495
Macrophase, 555
Maple, 10
Mass balance, 17,282,295. See also Material
balance
Mass transfer, 2,15,16,214,225,230,237,239,
242,243,553,579,584,602,603.
See also
Gas film
film coefficients, see kAg, k.t,e
gas-film control, 241,560,561
liquid-film control, 241
relation to diffusivities, 240,241,244
overall coefficients, for gas-liquid, 241
Material balance, See Batch reactor(s);
Continuity equation(s); CSTR; Laminarflow reactor(s); Plug-flow reactor(s)
Mathematics, 10, 12,90
Matrix, 8,10,11,12
formula, 8,ll
reduction, for generating chemical equations,
10
Maximum-mixedness model (MMM), 455,495,
501,502-504,507-508
Mean residence time, 26,30,556,557,558,560,
563,565,568
Mechanical design, 16,279,283
Mechanism, reaction, 2,9,13,15,115,116,154,
165
Briggs-Haldane, 266-267
for chain-reaction polymerization, 166-167,
172
closed-sequence, 155,157-162,177
for decomposition of acetaldehyde, 172
for decomposition of dimethyl ether, 171
for decomposition of ethylene iodide, 188
for decomposition of ethylene oxide, 171
for decomposition of ozone, 170
derivation of rate law from, examples of,
155-157,159-161
Eley-Rideal, 197
for enzyme activation, 273,278
for enzyme-reaction inhibition, 273,275
for ethane dehydrogenation, 116,124-125,
137,138-139,158,165,172,173-175
for formation of HBr, 160-161,171
Lindemann, 135,136,137,152
Mars-van Krevelen for oxidation, 197
for methane oxidative coupling, 164-165,172

for methanol synthesis, 180-181,220
Michaelis-Menten, 264
for multiple-substrate inhibition, 270
open-sequence, 155-157
for pyrolysis of ethyl nitrate, 159-160
for single-substrate inhibition, 270
for step-change polymerization, 168-170
Methane, C&, 88
partial oxidation to HCHO, 88,90,94,108,
113,444445,452
oxidative coupling, 164-165,172
Methyl acetate, CsH602,88,109,361,423-426,
446
Methyl alcohol (methanol), CH40,180-181,
218-219,220,221,423,446,450-451,512,
513,514
synthesis, 23,96-97,176,196,197,219-220,
286,289-290,513
reactors, 289,366
Michaelis constant, 264,265,267-269,271,272,
274,277,278,316
Michaelis-Menten:
equation, 266,267,269,270,271,272,274,276,
277,278
model, 264266,277
parameters, 274,277
Microfluid, 343
Micromixing, 343,454-455,495,501,502,504,
508
Microphase, 555
Mixing, 2,15,16,332,333,335,343,375,393,413,
453,454-455,579,602
axial, 318,365,393,601
earliness of, 413416,455
radial, 318,365,393,601
Mode(s) of operation, 21,25,280-281,427,
428,432,512,573. See also Steady state;
Unsteady state
Molecular catalysis, 178,180,182-187. See
also Acid-base catalysis; Organometallic
catalysis
Molecular energy, see Energy in molecules
Molecular formula(s), 8,9,10
Molecularity, 116,141,142
and order, 116
Molecular velocity, 128,129,148
Mole fraction, 66
Moments of distribution functions. See also
Dispersed plug flow (DPF) model;
Tanks-in-series (TIS) model
about the mean, 324-325
relation between af and a$, 324325
about the origin, 323
measurement:
from pulse input, 458-462,492,493,494
with reactive tracer, 466468
from step input, 464-466,492,493
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Moments of distribution functions, measurement
(continued)
with tailing, 468-471
with time delay, 466
use for determining model parameters:
DPF, PeL, 492,493
TIS, N, 477-478,492,493,494
Momentum balance, 366,370,517
Monoethanolamine (MEA), 239,600,619,620
Moving-particle reactors, 512,569,570-574
Multiphase system(s) or reaction(s), 3,16,21,
224,512,599,602,618. See also Gas-liquid
systems or reactions; Gas-solid (catalyst)
reactions; Gas-solid (reactant) systems;
Liquid-liquid reactions
Multiple vessel configurations, 355-361,387-389,
408-418,422426,602. See also CSTR; Plugflow reactor(s); Tanks-in-series (TIS) model
N
NA(Z = 0), 249,250,254,605,606,608,612,614,
616
NA(Z = l), 250,254,605,606,608,612,614,616
Nitric oxide, NO, 73,84,170
reaction with 02,73,390
effect of T on rate, 5,73,83--84,171
Nitrogen pentoxide, NzOs, 61,83,88,112,
155-157
Natural gas, steam-reforming of, 12,285,286
Noncomponent (species), 8,11,12,13,17,93
Nonideal flow, 21,25,26,317,319,332,333,
453490,495,600.
See also Dispersed
plug flow (DPF) model; Macromixing;
Maximum-mixedness model (MMM);
Micromixing; Mixing; Residence time
distribution (RTD); Tanks-in-series (TIS)
model
and reactor performance, 495-508
Nonsegregated flow, 335,333,344,345,364,408,
413. See also Segregated flow
Nonsegregation, 332,333,343. See also
Segregation
0

Open vessel, 318
Order of reaction, 4243,65,75,115
comparison, 75-78
and molecularity, 116
and strong pore-diffusion resistance,
Grganometallic
catalysis,
186-187
Ozone, 23,170,182-183

209

P
Parallel reactions, 21,87,88,100-103,426-428,
435-437,504-508
activation energy, 110-111
in a BR, lOl-103,110,427,428,446,449

in a CSTR, 109,427,428,447,448,451-452,
505,508
determination of rate constants, 101-102
in a fluidized-bed reactor, 590
in a PFR, 427,428,435-437,446,447,448,
449-450,505-506
product distribution, 101,102
reactors for, 427,428,435-437
Parameter estimation, 21,57-61,482-483
by regression analysis, 21
guidelines for choices, 59-61
linear regression, 49,50,51,58,98
nonlinear regression, 49,50,51,58,98,459,
462,465,468,471,477,478,482
use of E-Z Solve, 49,50,59,98,105,459
Partial pressure, 6,66
Arrhenius parameters in terms of, 68-69
rate and rate constant in terms of, 67-68
Particle(s), See also Catalyst particle(s)
density, 199,226,516,517,522,547
diameter, effective, 517,576
effectiveness factor, see Effectiveness factor
shapes, 234,235,516
size, effect on diffusion resistance, 208
size parameters, 234,235
terminal velocity, 574,577-578,595,596,597
tortuosity, 200
voidage (porosity), 199,200,516,547
Parti&Ie@e distribution (PSD), 553,556,559,
563,58x~598
Partition function, 143-145,153
Performance, reactor, 1,2,16,21,555,556,560,
573,574,601
factors affecting, 16,21,413414,454,455,553,
554 (chart)
Phosphine, PHs, 40,220,313
Photochemical reaction(s), 5,118,149-150,
163-164
Phthalic anhydride, 590-592,598
Physicochemical
constants, values, 623
Planck’s constant, 118,140
Plasmas, reactions in, 150-151
Plug flow (PF), 25,33,37,317,318,327-330,332,
334,365,388,453,454,479,483,524,554,
556-559,563,566,567,574,579,580,585,
595,600,601,604,605,608,619
dispersed, 524,525. See also Dispersed plug
flow (DPF) model
E,325,327-329,332
F,325,329-330,332
H, I, W,325,332,334
Plug-flow reactor(s), 25,33-36,284,318,365-389
adiabatic operation, 369
in combination with CSTR, 413418,419,420
comparison with BR, 404-405,406,408,419
comparison with CSTR, 405-408,419,420
comparison with LFR, 406-408

Subject Index 669
configurational forms, 387-389
constant-density system, 370-375
and batch reactor, 371,375
isothermal operation, 370-373
nonisothermal operation, 373-374
determination of rate parameters with, 55-57
differential, 55-56,108,109
energy balance, 368-369,444-445
J?(t), 374
general features, 33-34,365
integral, 56-57,113
material balance 34,367-368
and parallel reactions, 427,428,435-437,446,
447,448,449%450,505-506,508
pressure gradient, 370
recycle operation, 380-387,416,418
constant-density system, 381-386,390
variable-density system, 386-387
residence time, 34,35,36,365,370,371
and reversible reactions, 422,433,434-435,446
and series reactions, 103,429-430,431,
437-442,448,449
and SFM, 374-375
space time, 35,36,367,370,371
uses, 33,365-366
variable-density system, 376-380
Polymerization reactions, 165-170, 186
chain-reaction, 166-167,172
step-change, 16%170,173,443444,452
Pore diffusion resistance:
negligible, 204,205,208,209
significant, 205
strong, 203,204,205,207,208,209
consequences, 209-210
Pressure drop, 15,367,370,514,516-519,566,
574,575,596
Pre-exponential factor, 44,57,65, 145
in terms of partial pressure, 68-19
Process design, 15,279-282,283,294,296,336,
366,394,516,523,552,599,600,607
Product distribution, 21,87, 101, 102,422,432,
443,446,450,452. See also Selectivity; Yield,
fractional

Q
Quasi-steady-state approximation (QSSA), 231,
234
Quench cooling, 287,289,290 See also Fixed-bed
catalytic reactor(s), cold shot cooling
R
Ranz-Marshall correlation for ,&, 236,237,258
Rate constant, 43,44,65,67, 168,444,544
Rate-determining step (rds), 106,136,157,233,
257,259,260,267
Rate law(s), 5,13,14,21,42-45,64,66,68,69,72,
76,77,78, 115

Rate parameters:
experimental strategies for determining,
48-57
methodology for estimation, 57-61
Rate of reaction, 1,2,3,4,5%6. See also Rate
law(s)
basis (mass, particle, volume), 3,522,528
intrinsic, 208,210,224,242,247,605,617
point, 4,6,54,55
sign, 3,27
species-independent, 3,9,65
in terms of partial pressure, 67-68
Reaction coordinate, 121,122,123,124,140
Reaction mechanism, see Mechanism, reaction
Reaction network(s), 87,100,113,114,422,
427,429,444,445,504. See also Kinetics
schemes
compartmental (box) representation of, 89
determination, 106-108
for partial oxidation of CH4 to HCHO, 90,
108
and primary, secondary, and tertiary products,
107-108,114
Reaction number, dimensionless, 75,76,343,398,
406,443,498
Reactive intermediate, 116,135,154,155,197
Reactor(s), 1,2,5,6,280. See also Batch
reactor(s); CSTR; Fixed-bed catalytic
reactor(s); Fluidized-bed reactor(s);
Laminar-flow reactor(s); Plug-flow
reactor(s); Reactors for gas-liquid reactions;
Reactors for gas-solid (noncatalytic)
reactions; Stirred-tank reactor(s)
dimensions, see Vessel dimensions
examples of (diagrams), 18,283,284,285,286,
287,288,289,290,291
moving-particle,
512,569,57&574
size and product distribution, 422
slurry, 559,602
trickle-bed, 599,601,618-619
tubular-flow, 284,285,287
Reactors for gas-liquid reactions, 599-619. See
also Gas-liquid systems or reactions
tank, 602-603
continuity equations, 614-615
correlations for parameters, 615-616
dimensions,
614,616
tower or column, 600-601,602,603-614
bubble-column, 21,601,608-614
continuity equations, 608
correlations for parameters, 608-609
dimensions, 610,612,613,614,621
packed tower, 600,603-608,619,620
continuity equations, 605-606
correlations for parameters, 606
dimensions, 603,607,619,620,621
minimum liquid flow rate, 607,621
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Reactors for gas-solid (noncatalytic) reactions,
552-566. See also Gas-solid (reactant)
systems
continuous reactors, 554-566
solid particles in PF 556559,566,567
solid particles in BMF, 559-563,566,567
factors affecting reactor performance, 553,554
(chart)
semicontinuous reactors, 553-554,566
Reduced (molecular) mass, 130,145
Residence time, 25,33,34,35,36,318,555,567
Residence-time distribution (RTD), 16,21,26,
317,318,333,552. See also Age-distribution
function(s); F, cumulative residencetime distribution function; E, exit-age
distribution function; W, washout residencetime distribution function
applications, 455
experimental measurement, 455-471
normalized response, 458-459,463,501
pulse input (signal), 455,456,458462
reactive tracer, 466-468
step input (signal), 455,456,457,462-466
stimulus-response technique, 455-457
tailing, 468-471
time delay, 466
tracer selection, 457458
for multiple-vessel configurations, 408,
41@413,414-415,420-421
Reversible (opposing) reactions, 21,87,94-100,
422-426,445,446,449,513
in a BR, 97-98,109,112,445,446
in a CSTR, 109,423-426,433434,446,449
equilibrium considerations, 514,519,52@-521,
522,547,548
examples, 87-88,512-513
locus of maximum rates, 99,433,522
optimal T for exothermic, 99-100,433,521
in a PFR, 422,433,434435,446
rate behavior, for exothermic and
endothermic, 100,101,521-522,523
rate law, 94-95,97-98
thermodynamic restrictions on, 95-97
reactors for, 423-426,433435
Runaway reaction, 161-162,368,572
S

Second-order reaction(s), 68,71-72,76,77,
78,251-252,253,254,259,400,405406,
406-408,415-416,419
Segregated flow, 332-333,344,345,364,408,413.
See also Nonsegregated flow
Segregated-flow model (SFM), 317,333,335,
343,374-375,400,455,495,501,552,555,
556. See also Segregated flow reactor
model

Segregated-flow reactor model, 501-502,504,
506-507,508,510,511. See also Segregatedflow model (SFM)
Segregation, 16,343. See also Nonsegregation
degree of, 332,343,344,413,455
Selectivity, 92,108,109,381,422,429,432,504.
508,513,551,572,573.574,589,590,591,
595,598,602. See also Product distribution;
Yield, fractional
Semibatch reactor(s), 113,309,310,311-313,
316,559
Semicontinuous reactor(s), 309-310,311-313,
553-554,566,602
Series reaction(s), 21,87,88,103-106,113,
429-432,574
in a BR or PFR, 103-106,111,112,429-430,
431,447,451
in a CSTR, 111,430-431,447,448
in a fluidized-bed reactor, 590-592,598
operating conditions, 432
and TIS reactor model, 4988499
Shrinking-core model (SCM), see Gas-solid
(reactant) system(s)
Shrinking-particle model (SPM), see Gas-solid
(reactant) system(s)
Simple collision theory (SCT), see Collision
theory
Simple system(s), 4,7,8, 9, 13,17,21,25,42,45,
46,64,335,365,545
Sintering,
215-216
Space time, 26,30,114,337,340
as a scaling factor, 372
Space velocity, 26,566
Spouted bed, 571-572
Stationary-state hypothesis (SSH), 135,155,260,
266,267,272,274,275,276
Steady state operation or behavior, 17,29,30,31,
32,33,34,37,40,200,201,225,230,240,243,
249,325,335,337,338,339,340,341,353,
355,367,368,393,512
Step function, see Unit step function
Steric factor, 131,132,153
Stirred-tank reactor(s), 21,284,423. See also
CSTR
Stoichiometric coefficient(s), 8,9, 13-14,43
Stoichiometric number, 156,159
Stoichiometric table, 39,56,93-94,302,345-346,
346-347,348,377
Stoichiometry, 1,6,13
chemical reaction, 6,7,10,113,114
and reaction mechanism, 154,156
use in relating rate constants, 43
use in relating rates of reaction, 9,13-14
Styrene, CsHs, 513,514. See also Ethylbenzene
Substrate, 262,266,270
Sucrose, hydrolysis of, 262,268,277
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Sulfur burner, 293
Sulfur dioxide, SOZ, 552,573,599
oxidation, 5,7,18,40,87,100,152,176,223,
292,293,366,512,513,520
Eklund rate law, 223,521-522,523 (chart),
546,549,550
equilibrium
considerations,
520,548
industrial reactor, 18-19
reactor calculations, 518-519,549,550
Sulfuric acid, 5,7,18,292,293,366,512,573
Surface catalysis, 178,180,187,191-198,263
Surface reaction(s), 119,125,148,149,152,191,
192,197-198,214,237,257,553,557,560,
564
activation energy of, and strong pore-diffusion
resistance,
209-210
order of, and strong pore-diffusion resistance,
209
- rate control, 214,222,233,257,560,562
System, 2,3,15,17,26,34,280.
See also Complex
system(s); Gas-liquid systems or reactions;
Gas-solid (reactant) systems; Multiphase
system(s) or reaction(s); Simple system(s)
T
tl, time required for complete conversion of
particles, 233,234,235,238,239,257,558,
568
t(fa), for various shapes of particlet, SCM, 235
Tanks-in-series (TIS) model, 471-483,495,525.
See also Tanks-in-series (TIS) reactor model
comparison with DPF model, 490
determination of N, 477478,481,492,493,494
l&(B), 471478
F,r,r(O), F(t),478-479,481-482
moments, 475-476
nonintegral values of N, 476-477
WN(e), 479480
Tank reactor, see Reactors for gas-liquid
reactions; Stirred-tank reactor(s)
Tanks-in-series (TIS) reactor model, 495-499,
508,509,510,511. See also Tanks-in-series
(TIS) model
Termolecular reaction, 116,118,137-139,145
Theories of reaction rate, 115,128-152. See
also Collision theory; Transition state
theory
Thermal conductivity, effective, 211,228,526
Thermodynamics, 1,14-15,95-97,141-143.
See also Equilibrium, chemical/reaction;
Equilibrium constant
Thiele modulus, 203,216,217,221,222,223,253,
522,544,545
normalized for particle shape, 206
for &h-order
reaction, 207
general form, 207-208

Tower reactor, see Reactors for gas-liquid
reactions
Third-order reaction(s), 72-75,83-84,170,171,
390
Tracer, 325,326,327,328,330,331,334,411,414,
455,457-458,46@68
Transition state, 121,122,124,125,132,140,144,
145,153
equilibrium constant for formation, 139,140,
141,143
partition function, 143
Transition state theory (TST), 115,139-145,153
and activation energy, 141
comparison with SCT, 145-146
pre-exponential factor, 141,142,145
rate constant, 140,141
and statistical mechanics, 143-145
thermodynamic formulation, 141-143
Trickle-bed reactor, 599,601,618-619
Tubular flow, 25,318,393
Tubular-flow reactors, 284,285,287
Two-film model for gas-liquid systems, 240-255,
258,259,599,602,604,621.See also
Enhancement factor; Fast reaction; Hatta
number; Instantaneous reaction
profiles, 240,243,244,247,259
summary of rate expressions, 254 (chart), 255
U
Uniform reaction model (URM), 227
Unimolecular reaction, 116,117,125,134-137,
195-196
Unit impulse function, see Dirac delta function
Unit(s), 19,20, 623
Unit step function, 329,330,365
Unsteady state operation or behavior, 17,26,
29,31,33,34,37,225,230,325,335,337,
341-342,553-554
V
van’t Hoff equation, 44, 157,520
Variance, 324
Velocity profile, 25,37,330
Velocity, superficial linear, 557,566,567,570,
574,607,611
Vessel dimensions, 388,543,544,557,567,574,
600,603,608,610,619,620
W, washout residence-time distribution function,
325,332,333,334,503
definitions of W(t) and W(O), 322
relation to other age-distribution functions,
332t
W
Weisz-Prater criterion, 208-209,222
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Y

Z

Yield of a product, 91,422,514,589,595,598
Yield, fractional, 92,107,109,513,516. See also
Product distribution; Selectivity
instantaneous, 92,427,432
overall, 92,102,435,551

Zero-order reaction(s), 65,76,77,78, 187,197,
209,221-222,259,364,397-398,400,401,
406408
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Solving problems in chemical reaction engineering
and kinetics is now easier than ever!
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range of reactors and key design features. They’ll gain L
CID
sight on reaction kinetics in relation to chemical reactor design. They ~~~~~

also utilize a special software package that helps them quickly solve systems of 1
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Thorough coverage is provided on the relevant principles of kinetics in order
to develop better designs of chemical reactors.
E-Z Solve software, on CD-ROM, is included with the text. Bv utilizina this
software, students’can have m&e time to focus on the de;elopm&t of
design models and on the interpretation of calculated results. The software
also facilitates exploration and discussion of realistic, industrial design problems.
More than 500 worked examples and end-of-chapter problems are included
to help students learn how to apply the theory to solve design problems.
A web site, www.wiley.com/college/missen,
provides additional resources
including sample files, demonstrations, and a description of the E-Z Solve
software.
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